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ADVERTISEMENT.

The following Treatise on Practical Astronomy and
Geodesy, including Spherical Trigonometry, is the
fifth of a series which is to constitute a General
Course of Mathematics for the use of the gentlemen
cadets and the officers in the senior department of
this Institution. The course, when completed, will
comprehend the subjects whose titles are sub
joined: — I. Arithmetic and Algebra. * II. Geome
try. * III. Plane Trigonometry with Mensuration, f
IV. Analytical Geometry with the Differential and
Integral Calculus and the Properties of Conic
Sections.
V. Practical Astronomy and Geodesy,
including Spherical Trigonometry. VI. The Prin
ciples of Mechanics, and VII. Physical Astronomy.
Royal Military College,
1844.

* Published.

-f Ready for the press-
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PREFACE.

The courses of study pursued at the military and naval
seminaries of this country have, within a few years, been
greatly extended, in order that they might be on a level with
the improved state of the sciences relating to those branches
of the public service, and also that they might meet the
necessity of qualifying officers to conduct the scientific opera
tions which have been undertaken, both at home and abroad,
under the authority of the government. An education com
prehending the higher departments of mathematics and na
tural philosophy has also been found necessary for the quali
fication of such as have been, or may be, appointed to
superintend Institutions established in the remoter parts of
the British empire for the purpose of promoting the advance
ment of physical science, and of preserving or extending its
benefits among the European, and, in certain cases, the native
inhabitants of the countries.
An attempt to supply the want of a treatise on the ele
ments of Practical Astronomy and Geodesy is what is proposed
in the present work ; which, it is hoped, will be found useful
to the scientific traveller, and to persons employed in the
naval or military service of the country who may accompany
expeditions to distant regions, where, with the aid of port
able instruments, they may be able to make observations
valuable in themselves, and possessing additional importance
from their local character. The extent to which the subjects
are here carried will probably be found sufficient for the
proposed end, and may be useful in preparing the student
for the cultivation of the highest branches of astronomical
science.
A brief notice of the phenomena of the heavens forms the
commencement of the work ; but no more of the merely
descriptive part of astronomy has been given than is necessary
for a right understanding of the subjects to which the pro
cesses employed in determining the elements are applied. A
tract on spherical trigonometry constitutes the third chapter ;
A 3
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and that tract has been introduced in this work because the
general theorems are few in number, and have their chief
applications in propositions relating to astronomy : the trans
formations which the theorems are made to undergo are,
almost always, investigated for the purpose of rendering them
convenient in computations ; and, as both the investigations
and the examples chosen for illustrating the formulae ge
nerally refer to astronomical subjects, it is evident that faci
lities are afforded and repetitions avoided by comprehending
the tract in a work for which it is immediately required.
There is given a description of the principal instruments
employed in making observations; and, after investigations
of the formulae for refraction and parallax, there follow out
lines of the methods by which the elements of the solar, lunar,
and planetary orbits are determined : these are succeeded by
formulae for computing the apparent displacements of celestial
bodies, produced by the actions of the sun, moon, and planets
on the earth, and by the motions of the latter. In a chapter
on Nautical Astronomy there is given a series of propositions
relating to the geographical positions of places on the earth,
the determination of local time and the declination of the
needle ; and it may be right to state, here, that the examples
which illustrate the several propositions are taken from the
book of sextant-observations made by the students at the
Observatory belonging to the Institution. Each computation
is made from a single observation, and the instruments used
are graduated so as to give thirds or, at best, quarters of
minutes ; these circumstances will account for the discre
pancies, generally amounting however to a few seconds only,
in the results.
After an outline of the methods of computing eclipses of
the moon and sun, and the occultations of stars by the moon,
there are given formulae and examples for determining ter
restrial longitudes by those phenomena ; and, in the chapter
on geodesy, there are given the methods of executing trigo
nometrical surveys for the purpose of determining the figure
of the earth, with propositions relating to spheroidal arcs and
angles/ also the manner of making pendulum experiments for
a like purpose, together with notices of the principal formulae
relating to terrestrial magnetism.
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AND

GEODESY.

CHAPTEK I.
THE EARTH. — PHENOMENA OF THE CELESTIAL BODIES.
FORM OF THE EARTH, AND ROTATION ON ITS AXIS.
APPARENT
MOVEMENT OF THE STARS.
REVOLUTION OF THE MOON ABOUT
THE EARTH.
HYPOTHESIS OF THE EARTH'S ANNUAL MOTION.
PHASES OF THE MOON
APPARENT MOVEMENTS OF THE PLANETS.
THE CIRCLES OF THE SPnERE.

1. That the surface of the earth is of a form nearly spherical
may be readily inferred from the appearance presented at any
point on the ocean by a ship when receding from thence ; for,
on observing that the line which bounds the view on all sides
is accurately or nearly the circumference of a circle, and that
when a ship has reached any part of this line she seems to
sink into the water, the spectator recognizes the fact that she
is moving on a surface to which the visual rays from that
circumference are tangents. These rays may be imagined to
constitute the surface of a cone of which the eye of the
spectator is the vertex ; and the solid with which, at every
part of its surface, a cone is in contact on the periphery of a
line which is accurately or nearly a circle (that is, the solid
whose section when cut any where by a plane is accurately or
nearly a circle) is (Geom. 1. Prop. Cylind.) accurately or
nearly a sphere. The like inference may be drawn from the ■
appearance presented on all sides of a spectator on land, the
curve line which bounds his view being the circumference of
a circle except where inequalities of the ground destroy its
regularity.
2. The plane of the circle which terminates the view of a
spectator is designated his visible or sensible horizon. A plane
V
"
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CELESTIAL PHENOMENA.

Chap. I.

conceived to pass through the spectator and the sun at noon,
perpendicularly to the horizon, is called his meridian ; and,
on the supposition that the earth is a sphere or spheroid, this
plane will pass through its centre. Its intersection with the
surface of the earth or with a horizontal plane, which, to the
extent of a few yards in every direction about the spectator,
may be considered as coincident with that surface, is called a
meridian line : of this line, the extremity which is nearest to
the Arctic regions of the earth is called the north point, and
that which is opposite to it, the south point. A line imagined
to pass through the spectator perpendicularly to the plane of
the horizon, and to be produced above and below it towards
the heavens, is denominated a vertical line ; its upper and
lower extremities are designated, respectively, the zenith and
nadir.
Every plane which may be conceived to pass through
this line is said to be a vertical plane, but that which is at
right angles to the plane of the meridian is called the prime
vertical: it cuts the plane of the horizon in a line whose
extremities are called the east and west points ; the former
being that which is on the right hand of the spectator when
he looks towards the Arctic regions of the earth, and the latter,
that which is on his left hand when in the same position.
3. Now, if a spectator were at any season of the year to
land on the shores of Spitzbergen, the stars which are visible
would appear to describe about him circles nearly parallel to
his horizon. In the British Isles certain stars towards the
north indicate by their movements that they describe during
a day and a night the circumferences of circles whose planes
are very oblique to the horizon and wholly above it, while
others describe arcs which are easily seen to become smaller
portions of a circumference as they rise more remotely from
the northern part of the horizon ; and a few may be observed
which rise and set near the southern point, describing, during
the time they are visible, curves which ascend but little
above that plane. About the mouth of the Amazon, and in
the islands of the Indian Ocean, the spectator would see the
stars rise and set perpendicularly to the horizon, each of them
describing half the circumference of a circle above it. If
the spectator were to transfer himself to the southern regions
of the earth he would see phenomena similar to those above
mentioned exhibited by the stars which are situated in that part
of the heavens ; while on directing his eye towards the north,
the stars which before were seen to ascend to considerable
heights above the southern part of the horizon, would be
either invisible or would be seen but for a short time, the
places of rising and setting being near the northern point.
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4. These circumstances indicate a general revolution of all
the stars about an axis passing through the earth perpen
dicularly to the planes of the circular arcs apparently de
scribed by them: but it is very improbable that so many
different bodies should perform the revolution in the same
time, preserving their apparent distances unchanged ; and, on
the ground that the like phenomena would result from a
rotation of the earth about the same axis, the latter hypo
thesis is adopted by astronomers. In the present age a
certain star (a Polaris) nearly indicates the northern ex
tremity of the axis in the heavens, and an arc supposed to be
traced through two bright stars (y and a of the southern
cross) tends directly towards the opposite extremity.
5. The stars appearing to be at the same distance from
the spectator, they are, for convenience, imagined to be
attached to the concave surface of a hollow sphere of which
his eye is the centre; and hence the general movement of
the stars about the earth is sometimes called the diurnal
rotation of the celestial sphere. The sun appears daily to
rise and set: the moon also, when visible, exhibits the
like phenomena; but these two celestial bodies, and certain
stars which are not always visible, have proper movements
which prove them to be quite distinct from the other bodies
of the universe.
6. At a certain season, in any part of the world, a very
distinguishable cluster of stars, which may have been observed
to rise very near the eastern part of the horizon, will be on
the meridian of the observer a short time before the rising
of the sun: on continuing to observe the cluster, its apparent
elongation from the sun will constantly increase, and, in two
or three months from the time of the first observation, it
will appear at morning dawn to be setting in the west. During
several months it will not be visible, but it will afterwards
appear near the east a little while before the sun is there ;
and at the end of one year from the first observation it will
be again seen on the meridian near the time of his rising.
The like phenomena are exhibited by all the stars which
rise in or near the east ; and from this change in the sun's
position with respect to such stars, it may be inferred either
that those stars, and with them all the others, have been
carried towards the west independently of the diurnal move
ment, or that the sun has, during the year, moved eastward
about the earth. The moon is observed to change her place
in like manner; for if on any night her distance eastward
from some star be remarked, on the following night the dis
tance in that direction will be sensibly increased : the distance
B 2
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will go on continually increasing and, in about a month, the
moon will be in the same position as at first with respect
to the star. That an annual and monthly, as well as a
diurnal revolution of all the stars should take place simul
taneously, is highly improbable; and it may therefore be
inferred that the moon revolves about the earth from west
to east : the phenomena above mentioned may seem to indicate
a like movement of the sun; but since they will be the
same whether the sun revolve about the earth in one year,
or the earth about the sun in the same time, the latter hypo
thesis, which alone is consistent with the laws of general
attraction among the great bodies of the universe, may be
immediately adopted.
7. It is well known that the sun's angular elevation above
the horizon at noon experiences, from mid-winter to mid
summer, a continual increase, and, from mid-summer to mid
winter, a continual decrease.
Now, by observing what
groups of stars appear to rise and set very near the sun
during a year, the trace of his apparent route in the heavens
may be distinguished ; and hence it may be readily ascertained
in what groups the sun is at the times when his elevations
above the horizon are the least and the greatest. These
groups, or constellations, are on opposite sides of the celestial
sphere with respect to the earth ; and it may be perceived
that a mean between the greatest and least elevations of
the sun at noon is nearly equal to the elevation of that
luminary at the noon of the day which is the middle of the
interval between mid-winter and mid-summer, or between
mid-summer and mid-winter : it may be observed also, that
the greatest elevation of any star, which, rising in the east
and setting in the west, appears to describe daily about the
earth a path whose plane is perpendicular to the axis of the
diurnal rotation, is equal to that mean elevation of the sun ;
and it may from these circumstances be presumed, that the
path of the sun in his apparent yearly revolution about
the earth, or the path of the earth about the sun, is a plane
curve having a certain inclination to the plane last mentioned.
The angular elevations of the points which the moon appears
to occupy in the celestial sphere are sometimes greater than
the greatest, and sometimes less than the least elevations of
the sun ; and it may from thence be inferred that the moon's
orbit has a certain inclination to that in which the earth
revolves about the sun.
8. Since the angular distance of the sun below the plane
passing through the earth perpendicularly to the axis of rotation
is at noon, on the day of mid-winter, equal to the angular
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distance of the sun above that plane at noon on the day of
midsummer, and that on the two days of the year which are
equally distant from those days the sun is in the plane per
pendicular to the axis of rotation ; it follows, if the earth be
supposed to revolve annually about the sun, that the axis of
the diurnal rotation must on those four days be in positions
parallel to one another ; also, since the changes in the angular
distance of the sun from that plane take place gradually, it
may be inferred that the axis of rotation continues always
strictly or nearly parallel to itself.
9. If the moon be at first observed near the west about the
time that the sun is setting, her angular distance from that
luminary will on every succeeding evening be found to have
increased, and at the end of about fourteen days, she may be
observed rising near the east, when the sun is on the western
side of the horizon : she is then said to be in opposition to
the sun : from that time, she appears to approach the sun
towards the east, the intervals between the times at which
the two luminaries rise continually diminishing ; and, at the
end of about a month from the first observation, the moon is
in conjunction with the sun. After remaining invisible for a
few days, she re-appears in the west at a small distance from
the setting sun, and the like phenomena are repeated.
10. During this revolution of the moon about the earth
the form exhibited by the outline of her face gradually
changes. At the time of new moon, when, in the western
part of the horizon, she first emerges from the sun's rays, she
assumes the form of a slender crescent of light, and this
crescent daily increases in breadth, till, at the time of oppo
sition, it becomes a complete circle : afterwards the breadth
diminishes till the moon is about to become invisible from her
proximity to the sun in the east, when the figure is again
that of a slender crescent. These phases are exactly such as
are presented by a globular body enlightened on half its
surface by the sun, the circle bounding the light and shadow
being in different positions with respect to the observer ; and
hence it is inferred that the figure of the moon is exactly or
nearly that of a sphere.
It happens occasionally that, at the time of opposition, the
centre of the moon is exactly or nearly in the direction of a
line drawn from the centre of the sun through that of the
earth, and produced towards her; and then, the shadow of
the earth falling on the moon, the inhabitants of the side
of the earth which is nearest to her observe her to be eclipsed,
or deprived of the light which she would have received from
the sun : it happens also, occasionally, that at the time of
B 3
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conjunction the centre of the moon is exactly or nearly in a
line joining those of the earth and sun ; in which case, the
moon intercepting the rays of light coming from the sun
towards the earth, the sun, to an inhabitant of the earth who
may be situated near the direction of the line, on the side
nearest to the luminary, is observed to suffer an eclipse.
11. Attentive and continued observations of the heavens
show that some of the stars have movements independent of
that general revolution which all of them appear to perform
daily about the earth. These are the planets, which are ten
in number, though only six can be seen by the unassisted
eye, and their designations in the order of their distances from
the sun are as follow : — Mercury, Venus, Mars, Vesta,
Juno, Pallas, Ceres, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus; the
Earth, which is also a planet, and is situated between Venus
and Mars, being omitted in the enumeration. Two of the
planets, Mercury and Venus, when visible, appear on the
same side of the meridian as the sun is ; and the former but
a short time before his rising or after his setting : if first seen
nearly in conjunction with the sun in the west, these planets
then gradually recede from him towards the south, Mercury
to an angular distance not exceeding 28^ degrees, and Venus
to a distance not exceeding 48 degrees: they afterwards
appear to return towards him, and after having been for
some days invisible, they may be seen in the east before sun
rise; at first they appear to recede from that luminary
towards the south; and subsequently, the greatest angular
distances or elongations being equal to those which were
attained in their former positions, they return towards it.
After being again for a time invisible, they re-appear in the
west as before, and the like phenomena are repeated. In the
interval between the disappearance in the west and the next
appearance in the east, both planets are occasionally, by the
aid of the telescope, seen to pass like dark spots across the
disk of the sun ; the telescope moreover shows that each of
these, like the moon, assumes the form of a crescent, a semi
circle, an ellipse, and nearly a complete circle; the several
phases succeeding each other in regular order. The in
ferences are that these planets are globular, and that they
revolve about the sun within the orbit of the earth, Mercury
being that which is nearest to him.
12. The other planets are seen at times nearly in conjunction
with the sun, and at other times diametrically opposite to him
in the heavens, and it is therefore inferred that they revolve
about the sun in orbits, on the exterior of that which is
described by the earth. The comets also, which occasionally
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appear in the heavens, are observed to have such movements
as indicate that they, like the planets, revolve about the sun.
All the planets, moreover, are seen to move in different
directions with respect to the fixed stars : sometimes they
appear to recede from certain of these towards the west,
sometimes towards the east, and, again, to remain for a time
stationary, or nearly so. The telescope shows that their disks
are nearly circular, or segments of circles, and from the move
ments of the spots which have been observed on most of their
surfaces, it is inferred that they are globular bodies, which,
like the earth, constantly turn on axes of rotation. The
motions of the spots observed on the sun show that this
luminary has a similar movement on an axis. The planets
Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus are, by the aid of the telescope,
observed to be accompanied by satellites, which revolve about
them as the moon revolves about the earth ; and Saturn is,
moreover, accompanied by a ring which revolves in its own
plane about the planet.
13. The stars called fixed have, from the earliest ages, been
reduced into groups under the figures chiefly of men and
animals ; and representations of such groups, or constellations
as they are called, may be seen on any celestial globe. A
certain zone of the sphere of stars, extending several degrees
northward and southward of the sun's apparent annual path,
is called the zodiac, and twelve groups of stars immediately
about that path bear the name of the zodiacal constellations.
The designations of these are as follow : — Aries (<r),
Taurus ( 8 ), Gemini ( n ), Cancer ( s> ), Leo ( SI ), Virgo (ttr),
Libra (ii), Scorpio (in,), Sagittarius (t), Capricornus (VP),
Aquarius (as?), and Pisces ( K )•
14. An approximate knowledge of the magnitude of the
earth may be, and very early was, obtained by the aid of a
simple trigonometrical proposition, from the measured length
of the shadow cast at noon by a column or obelisk erected at
each of two places, lying in a direction nearly due north and
south of each other. Thus, it being assumed that the earth
is a sphere, and the sun so remote that the rays of light which
fall upon the earth at the two stations a and b may be con
sidered as parallel to one another, let the plane of the paper
represent that of a terrestrial meridian, whose circumference
passes through the stations, and let Aa, b5, be the obelisks
there set up. Then, if Sam, sbn be two parallel rays pro
ceeding from the sun at noon, Am, Bn, which may be con
sidered as straight lines, will denote the lengths of the
shadows ; and in the triangles aAm, bBn, right angled at a
and B, the lengths of Aa and Am, Bb and Bh being known,
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the angles Aam, Bbn may be computed. But c representing
the centre of the earth, if EC be
drawn parallel to 8a or si, the angles
ace, bce will be respectively equal
to Aam, Bbn ; therefore the difference
between these last angles is equal to
the angle acb. Hence, the arc ab
being measured, the following pro
portion will give the length of the
earth's circumference : —
ACB (in degrees) : 360° :: ab : circumference (=.24850
miles, nearly.)
15. The processes by which the earth's form and mag
nitude are with precision determined, as well as those which
are employed in finding the magnitudes of the sun, moon, and
planets, the distances of the moon from the earth, and of the
earth and planets from the sun, will be presently explained.
It is sufficient to observe here, that since the planetary bodies,
when viewed through a telescope, present the appearance of
well-defined disks, subtending, at the eye of the spectator,
angles of sensible magnitude, while the stars called fixed,
though examined with the most powerful instruments, are
seen only as lucid points ; it will follow that the sun, the
earth, and the planets constitute a particular group of bodies,
and that a sphere supposed to encompass the whole of the
planetary system may be considered as infinitely small when
the imaginary sphere of the fixed stars is represented by one
of any finite magnitude. Hence, in describing the systems
of circles by which the apparent places of celestial bodies are
indicated, it is permitted to imagine that either the earth or
the sun is a point in the centre of a sphere representing the
heavens : and, in the latter case, the earth and all the planets
must be supposed to revolve in orbits whose peripheries are
at infinitely small distances from the sun.
16. If the earth's orbit (supposed to "be a plane) be pro
duced to the celestial sphere,
it will there form the circum
ference of a circle which is
called the trace of the ecliptic
(let it beE r L *)•' this is
represented on the common
celestial globes ; and on those
machines, the representations
of the zodiacal stars near which
it appears to pass will serve,
when the stars are recognised,
as indications of its position in
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the heavens. A line passing through the sun at c (the centre
of the sphere) perpendicularly to the plane of the ecliptic,
meets the heavens in the points designated p and q, which
are called the poles of the ecliptic. Now, if planes be supposed
to pass through p and q, these planes will be perpendicular to
that of the ecliptic, and they will cut the celestial sphere in
the circumferences of circles which are called circles of
celestial longitude : these are also represented on the celestial
globes.
17. The trace of the ecliptic in the heavens is imagined
to be divided into twelve equal parts called signs, which
bear the names of the zodiacal constellations before mentioned.
They follow one another in the same order as those constel
lations, that is, from the west towards the cast ; and the
movement of any celestial body in that direction is said to
be direct, or according to the order of the signs : if the move
ment take place from the east towards the west, it is said
to be retrograde, or contrary to the order of the signs.
18. It has been shown in art. 7. that the path (the ecliptic)
of the earth about the sun is inclined to the plane which is
perpendicular to the axis of the diurnal rotation; the axis
p q must, therefore, be inclined to the latter axis. Now,
the centre of the earth being at c infinitely near, or in coinci
dence with that of the sun, agreeably to the above supposition,
let P Q be the axis of the diurnal rotation ; then the plane
A <r B passing through C perpendicularly to P Q and produced
to the heavens will be the plane last mentioned : it will cut
the surface of the earth (which is assumed to be a sphere
or spheroid) in the circumference of a circle called the terres
trial equator, and that of the sphere of the fixed stars in the
circumference a <\> b of the celestial equator. The plane of
this circle will cut that of the ecliptic in a line, as f> C £,
which is called the line of the equinoxes, of which one
extremity qp in the heavens is called the point of the vernal
equinox. If planes pass through p Q they will be perpendi
cular to the equator, and their circumferences in the celestial
sphere form what are called circles of declination: such is
the circle peq which is made to pass through s, the supposed
place of a star. Of these circles that which passes through
the line of the equinoxes is called the equinoctial colure, and
that which, being at right angles to the former, passes through
p, is called the solsticial colure. The last-mentioned planes
will cut the surface of the earth in the circumferences of
circles, if the earth be a sphere, or in the perimeters of ellipses
if it be a spheroid ; and these are called the meridians of the
stations, or remarkable points which they pass through on
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the earth. This is, however, only the popular definition
of a terrestrial meridian : if from every point in the circum
ference of a circle of declination in the celestial sphere lines
be let fall in the directions of normals, or perpendiculars,
to the earth's surface, a curve line supposed to join the points
in which the normals meet that surface will be the correct
terrestrial meridian ; and if the earth be not a solid of revo
lution this meridian is a curve of double curvature. If any
point, as S, be the place where a perpendicular raised from
any station on the surface of the earth meets the celestial
sphere, s will be the zenith of that station ; v R will express
its geographical longitude, and R S its geographical latitude.
The arc y T or the angle <r C T on the plane of the ecliptic
is designated the longitude of any star S, through which and
the axis p q the plane of a circle is supposed to pass ; and
the arc T s, or the angle t c s, is called the latitude of such
star : p S or q S is called its ecliptic polar distance. A plane
passing through any point, parallel to the ecliptic e <r> L,
will cut the celestial sphere in the circumference of a circle
which is called a parallel of celestial latitude. The arc <r R,
or the angle <v>c R on the plane of the equator, is designated
the right-ascension of any star S, through which and the
axis p Q the plane of a circle of declination is supposed to
pass; and the arc RS or the angle r c s is called the decli
nation of such star : PS or qs is called the polar distance.
A plane passing through any point, parallel to that of the
equator a <r b, will cut the celestial sphere in the circum
ference of a small circle which is called a parallel of decli
nation.
19. The ecliptic and the circular arcs perpendicular to it
form one system of co-ordinates: the equator and its per
pendicular arcs form another system ; and the knowledge of
the number of degrees in the arcs <r> T and t s, <r R and R s,
whether obtained by direct observation, or from astronomical
tables, is sufficient to determine the place s of a star in the
celestial sphere. It may be necessary to observe that the
system of the equator and its perpendiculars is continually
changing its position by the annual movement of the earth
about the sun ; but on account of the smallness of the orbit
when compared with the magnitude of the celestial sphere,
and the axis P Q being always parallel to itself (art. 8.),
omitting certain deviations which will be hereafter mentioned,
that change of position creates no sensible differences, except
such as depend on the deviations alluded to, in the situations
of the stars with respect to these co-ordinates.
20. A third system of co-ordinates is formed by a plane
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supposed to pass through the centre of the earth parallel to
the plane of the horizon of a spectator, as before mentioned,
and by planes intersecting one another in the line drawn
through that centre and the station of the observer, that is,
perpendicularly to his horizon. The first plane, or its trace
in the heavens, is called the rational horizon of the observer,
and the circles in which the perpendicular planes cut the
celestial sphere are called azimuthal or vertical circles :
their circumferences evidently intersect each other in the
zenith and nadir. An arc of the rational horizon intercepted
between the meridian of a station and a vertical circle pass
ing through a celestial body is called the azimuth, and an
arc of a vertical circle between the horizon and the celestial
body is called the altitude of that body : also the arc between
the body and the zenith point is called the zenith distance ;
and a plane passing through any point, parallel to the hori
zon, will cut the celestial sphere in a small circle which is
called a parallel of altitude. This last system of co-ordinates
is that to which the places of celestial bodies are immediately
referred by such observations as are made at sea; and it is
also generally employed by scientific travellers who have
occasion to make celestial observations on land.
21. An arc of the horizon intercepted between the east
or west point and the place of any celestial body at the
instant when, by the diurnal rotation, it comes to the circum
ference ofthe horizon, (that is, the instant of rising or setting,)
is called the amplitude of that celestial body.
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CHAP. II.
PROJECTIONS OF THE SPHERE.
NATURE OF THE DIFFERENT PROJECTIONS EMPLOYED IN PRACTICAL
ASTRONOMY AND GEOGRAPHY. — PROPOSITIONS RELATING TO THE
STEREOGRAPHICAL PROJECTION IN PARTICULAR. — EXAMPLES OF
THE ORTHOGRAPHICAL, GNOMONICAL, GLOBULAR, AND CONICAL
PROJECTIONS
MERCATOR'S DEVELOPMENT.

22. The trigonometrical operations which occur in the inves
tigations of formulae for the purposes of practical astro
nomy, require the aid of diagrams in order to facilitate the
discovery of the steps by which the proposed ends may be
most readily gained; and representations of the visible
heavens or of the surface of the earth, with the circles by
which the astronomical positions of celestial bodies or the
geographical positions of places are determined, are par
ticularly necessary for the purpose of exhibiting in one view
the configurations of stars or the relative situations of ter
restrial objects. The immediate objects of research in practical
astronomy are usually the measures of the sides or angles of
the triangles formed by circles which, on the surface of the
celestial sphere, connect the apparent places of stars with each
other, and with certain points considered as fixed : and as, for
exhibiting such triangles, the formation of diagrams on the
surface of a ball would be inconvenient, mathematicians have
invented methods by which the surface of a sphere with the
circles upon it can be represented on a plane, so that the re
markable points on the former may be in corresponding
positions on the latter ; and so that with proper scales, when
approximative determinations will suffice for the purpose
contemplated, the values of the arcs and angles may be easily
ascertained.
23. These are called projections of the sphere, and they
constitute particular cases of the general theory of projections.
The forms assumed by the circles of the sphere on the plane
of projection depend upon the position of the spectator's eye,
and upon that of the plane ; but of the different kinds of pro
jection which may be employed for the purposes of astronomy
and geography, it will be sufficient to notice only those
which follow.
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The first is that in which the eye is supposed to be upon
the surface of the sphere, and the plane of projection to pass
through the centre perpendicularly to the diameter at the
extremity of which the eye is situated. This projection is
described by Ptolemy in his tract entitled " The Plani
sphere," and its principles are supposed to have been known
long before his time : it was subsequently called the Stereographical Projection, from a word signifying the repre
sentation of a solid body. A modification of this projection
was made by La Hire, in supposing the eye of the spectator
to be at a distance beyond the surface of the sphere equal to
the sine of 45 degrees (the radius being considered as unity);
and this method, which has been much used in the formation
of geographical maps, is sometimes called the Globular pro
jection. The second is that in which the eye is supposed to
be infinitely distant from the sphere, and the plane of pro
jection to be any where between them, perpendicular to the
line drawn from the eye to the centre of the sphere : it is
employed by Ptolemy in his tract entitled " The Analemma,"
and it has been since called the Orthographical Projection. It
may be here observed, that when from any given point, or
when from every point in a given line or surface, a straight
line is imagined to be drawn perpendicularly to any plane,
the point, line, or surface, supposed to be marked on the plane
by the extremities of the perpendiculars, is said to be an
orthographical projection of that point, line, or surface. In
the third projection the eye is supposed to be at the centre of
the sphere, and the plane of projection to be a tangent to its
surface : this projection is called Gnomonical, from a corre
spondence of the projecting point, or place of the eye, to the
summit of the gnomon or index of a sun-dial. It was not
used by the ancients. A modification of this projection was
proposed by Flamstead, but it has not been adopted; the
method which is now distinguished by the name of that
astronomer consists in placing the projecting point at the
centre of the sphere, and projecting a zone of its surface on
the concave surface of a hollow cone in contact with the
sphere on the circumference of a parallel of latitude or
declination, or on the concave surface of a hollow cylinder in
contact with the sphere on the circumference of the equator.
The demonstrations of the principal properties relating to
the different projections, and the rules for constructing the
representations of circles of the sphere on a plane surface,
constitute the subjects of this chapter.
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Definition.
24. The eye of the spectator being upon or beyond the
surface of the sphere, the circle on whose plane, produced if
necessary, that surface is represented, is called the Primitive
Circle ; its plane is called the plane of projection.
Cor. 1. The projecting point being in the direction of a
diameter of the sphere perpendicular to the plane of pro
jection, either extremity of the diameter is one of the poles of
the primitive circle, and it is evident that the centre of the
latter is the point in which the pole opposite to the pro
jecting point is projected.
Cor. 2. Since every two great circles of the sphere
intersect one another in a diameter of the sphere, it follows
that the projection of any great circle intersects the cir
cumference of the primitive circle in two points which are in
the direction of a diameter of the latter; and that when any
two great circles are projected, the line which joins their
points of intersection will pass through the centre of the
primitive circle.
Note. The chords, sines, tangents, and secants of the angles or arcs,
which, in the projections of the sphere, are to be formed or measured,
may be most conveniently taken from the scales on a sector ; the arms
of the instrument being opened, so that the distance between the chord of
60°, the sine of 90°, the tangent of 45°, or the secant of 0°, may be equal
to the radius of the primitive circle.

Proposition I.
25. In any projection, if the plane of a circle of the sphere
pass through the projecting point or the eye of the spectator,
the representation of its circumference on the plane of pro
jection will be a straight line.
For imagine lines to be drawn from all points in that cir
cumference to the projecting point, and to be produced in
directions from thence, if necessary, they will be in the plane
of the circle (Geom. 1. Planes) ; and the plane of projection
is cut by the same lines, that is, by the plane in which they
are. But the intersection of two planes is a straight line,
therefore the representation of the circumference is a straight
line. Q. E. D.
Proposition II.
26. If from a point on the exterior of a sphere lines be
drawn to the circumference of any circle of the sphere, whose
plane does not pass through the point, and those lines, pro
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duced if necessary, cut a plane passing through the centre of
the sphere perpendicular to the diameter in which produced is
the given point ; the figure projected on the plane will, except
when the circle is parallel to the plane of projection, be an
ellipse.
Let c be the centre, and let a g b d, supposed to be per
pendicular to the plane
of the paper, and having
its centre in the line
afb, represent the circle
of the sphere ; also let
the plane of projection
passing through the line
Q C T, perpendicularly
to the plane of the paper,
cut the plane of the cir
cle in some line, as dfg :
this line will be per
pendicular to AB and
to qt. (Geom., Planes,
Prop. 19.) Let E, in the
produced diameter pce at right angles to QT, be the given
point ; and through that diameter imagine a great circle apt,
in the plane of the paper, to be described : this circle will
be perpendicular to the planes of projection and of the circle
AGBD.
Now, if lines be drawn from E to every point in the cir
cumference A G B D, they will constitute the curve surface of a
cone whose base a g b d is a circle making any angle with its
axis, that is, with a line drawn from e to the centre of A g b d :
let this surface be produced if necessary, and let it be cut by
the plane of projection ; the section NGMB of the oblique
cone is the projection of the circle agbd, and it is required
to prove that it is an ellipse.
In the triangles apn,mfb (Plane Trigonometry, Art. 57.),
fn : pa :: sin. fan : sin. fna,
and
fm : fb :: sin. fbm : sin. fmb. ; whence
sin. fan sin. FBM : sin FNA sin. fmb.
FN.FM : FA. FB
Let the two last terms of the proportion be represented by p
and q respectively ; then
fn.fm : fa.fb::^ : q, and F A. fb — "fn.fm:
but agbd being a circle, f a . F b = F G2 (Euc. 35.3.); there
fore "fk.fm- f g2.
P

But again, with the same circle of the
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sphere, the four angles above mentioned are constant ; there
fore -a- is constant, and the ratio of p n . F M to F G2 is constant ;
. P
which, by conic sections, is a property of an ellipse : conse
quently the figure N G m d is an ellipse. Q. E. D.
If the given circle'of the sphere be in the position a s b v, so
that it does not intersect the plane of projection, and is not
parallel to it ; the projected figure is an ellipse. Let a plane
parallel to that of the
circle cut, in a s b d, the
oblique cone formed by
lines drawn from E to
the circumference of
asbv, so that it may
intersect the plane of
projection ; this section
of the cone will be a
circle.
For, K being
the centre of the circle
asbv, let any plane
E K S passing through the axis EK cut the section asbd in k s ;
this line (Geom. Planes, Prop. 14.) will be parallel to K s, and
the triangles E k s, e k s will be similar to one another :
therefore ek : eA::ks : k s.
But the ratio of EK to E k is constant, and k S is constant ;
therefore ks is constant, and asbd is a circle. Now \ingmd
represent the projection of A 8 B v, and dfg be the intersection
of this projected figure with the plane of the circle asbd, we
shall have, reasoning as in the former case, a constant ratio
between nf. fm a.ndfg'2 : consequently, the projected figure
n g m d is an ellipse.
Cor. 1. When the projecting point is on the surface of the
sphere, as at e' in the preceding figure, the projection of any
circle of the sphere, as A G b d not passing through e', is a
circle. For draw A R parallel to Q T ; then (Euc. 30. 3.) the
arc e'a will be equal to the arc e'r, and consequently (Euc.
26. 3.) the angle ear to the angle abe'; but e'ar = an't
(Euc. 29. 1.); therefore fn' a = pbm', and the opposite angles
at P being equal to one another, the angle F A N' = F m'b. It
follows that, in the present case, the products corresponding to
those represented by p and q above are equal to one another,
and pn'. F m' becomes equal to F G2, which is a property of a
circle (Euc. 35. 3.) ; therefore when e is on the surface of
the sphere, &c.
Scholium. — If the plane of a circle of the sphere were
parallel to the plane of projection, it is evident, whether E be
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on the surface of the sphere, or within it, or on its exterior,
that lines drawn from thence to every part of the circum
ference would form the convex surface of an upright cone
having a circular base : and the surface of this cone, produced
if necessary, being cut by the plane of projection, the section,
that is, the projected figure, will(Geom., Cor. 7. Def. Cyl.) be
a circle. The observation will evidently hold good whether
the plane of projection pass through the centre of the sphere
or be elsewhere situated.
Cor. 2. When the point E is infinitely remote, so that all
lines drawn to it from the circumference of any circle of the
sphere may be considered as parallel to one another, those lines
will constitute the convex surface of a cylinder whose base is
a circle forming any angle whatever with the axis, that is, with
a line drawn through the centre of the circle parallel to the
lines before mentioned. In this situation of the eye the
section of the cylinder made by the plane of projection, that
is, the projected figure, will, except when the circle of the
sphere is perpendicular to the axis, be an ellipse.
For, in the first figure to this proposition, if A G B D be the
given circle of the sphere, the points A and B, the extremities
of its diameter, will be projected respectively in the points n",
m", where perpendiculars from A and B meet Q T : therefore,
in the triangles A F n", b f m", the angles at n" and m" are
right angles ; and since the opposite angles at F are equal to
one another, we have (PI. Trigon., Art. 56.)
A F cos. F =: F n", and F B cos. F = F m" ;
A,
F N". FM"
consequently, A F. F B =
.
^
'
cos.2 F
= f g-,
But a f. f b = f g2 ; therefore —
cos.2 F,
that is, F n". F M" has a constant ratio to F G2, which is a property
of an ellipse. Therefore the section n" G m" d is an ellipse.
27. Scholium. The orthographical projection of an ellipse,
on any plane, is also an ellipse. For let it be supposed that
the figure dagb is an ellipse: then by conic sections, f
being the semi-transverse, and c the semi-conjugate axis,
c1
-s-A F. F B = F G2 ; or the rectangle A F. F B has a constant
ratio to F G2. Now from the second corollary we have af.pb
fn".fm" .,
e
c2
',
^ c!fn."fm"
= cos.2s F
; therefore -=:
t* A F. F B (v = F G2) = -r
t* cos.25 F
hence the rectangle FN."FM"has still a constant ratio to
F G2, or the projected figure n" G m" d is an ellipse.
C
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Proposition III.
28. If a plane touch a sphere at any point, and from the
centre of the sphere lines be drawn through the circumference
of a small circle whose plane is perpendicular to the tangent
plane ; those lines if produced will meet the latter in points
which will be in an hyperbola.
Let c be the centre of the sphere, and D the point at which
the tangent plane dg is in contact with it: let a a" be
part of the circumference
of a small circle whose
plane is perpendicular to
dg, and let de be part of
the circumference of a great
circle parallel to the small
circle ; also let the plane of
this great circle meet the
tangent plane, to which it is
perpendicular, in dp.
Again, let a plane pass
through CD perpendicular
to the planes of the great and small circle, it will also
be perpendicular to the tangent plane ; and in it let the point
a be situated : then a line drawn from C through a will meet
the tangent plane in some point as A. Let, also, a plane pass
through C and any other point a' in the circumference of the
small circle, perpendicularly to CDE ; it will meet the tangent
plane in the line fg which (Geom., 19. Planes) will be per
pendicular to the plane CDE, and consequently (Geom. 6.
Planes) parallel to D A. Draw a line from C through af to
meet FG in G ; and from G in the tangent plane draw Go"
parallel to f d ; ad will be equal to df, and fg to Drf.
Let C D, the semidiameter of the sphere, be represented by
unity ; then (Euc. 47. 1.) CF2 = 1 + df2, and (PI. Trigon.
Art. 56.)fg = cf tan. gcf. But the angle gcf =acd, the
arcs Da and Ha' which measure those angles being equal to
one another (Geom., 2. Cyl.), and therefore
tan. GCF, or tan. ACD, = AD.
It follows that FG = CF. ad and fg2 = CF2. ad2, that is,
FG2 = AD2 + AD2. DF2, Or Da"2 = AD2 + AD2. GO*2, and
DC?2— AD2 rr AD2. Go"2.

In like manner, for any other point, as a", in the same
small circle we should have Da"2 — ad2 = ad2. G'a*4 ; and
consequently go-2 : g'o"2 :: Da*2 — ad2 : Da"'2 — AD2.
This, by conic sections, is a property of an hyperbola of
which ad is one of the semi-axes ; therefore, &c.
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If c be the projecting point, or the eye of the spectator, it
is manifest that the representation of a portion of a small
circle whose plane is perpendicular to the tangent plane, or
plane of projection, will be an hyperbola consisting of two
similar branches, one on each side of the plane CD A, which
passes through the centre C and the point D of contact per
pendicularly to the plane of the circle.
Note. The fifteen following propositions relate to the stereographical
projection only.

Proposition IV.
29. The angle contained between the tangents to two circles
of the sphere, which intersect each other, when drawn from
one of the points of section, is equal to the angle contained
between the projections of those tangents.
Let PS and ab be two diameters of the sphere at right
angles to one another, and let
the plane of projection pass
through ab perpendicularly to
that of the paper : then p may
be the projecting point.
Let hm, hn be tangents to
two circles of the sphere which
intersect each other at H, and
let them be produced till, in M
and N, they meet a plane touching the sphere at P, which
plane is consequently parallel to the plane of projection.
Draw pm, pn, and ph, and imagine planes to pass through
Pit, HM, and pn, hn: these will intersect each other in PH,
and the plane of projection in h m and hn; therefore hm and
h n, produced if necessary, are the projections of the tangents
hm, HN ; and it is required to prove that the angle m h n is
equal to mhn.
Since n p, n h are tangents drawn to the sphere, they are
tangents drawn from the point N to the circle formed by the
intersection of the plane p n h with the sphere ; therefore
(Euc., A. Cor. 36. 3.) they are equal to one another : for
the like reason mp,MH are equal to one another. There
fore the triangle M P N is equal to the triangle mhn, and the
angle M P N to the angle M H N. But the triangle mhn is a
section parallel to mpn, in the pyramid HMPN: therefore
mhn is similar to mpn (Geom., 1. Prisms, &c), and the angle
mhn is equal to MPN, that is, to mhn.
Since the angle made by two circles which intersect one
another on the surface of the sphere, or on a plane, is ex
c 2
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pressed by the angle contained between the tangents at the
point of intersection (Spher. Geom., 2. Cor. 2. Def.), it may
be said that the angle contained between the planes of two
circles, which intersect one another on a sphere, is equal to
the angle contained between the projections of those circles.
Proposition V.
30. If a circle of the sphere be described about each of the
intersections of two circles of the sphere as a pole, at equal
distances from the intersections ; the arcs intercepted upon the
circles so described will be equal to one another.
Let the straight line pp' be the intersection of any two
circles of the sphere, and let abAB,
a' b' a' b' be parts of two circles of the
sphere described about P and p' as
poles at equal distances from each ;
the intercepted arcs ab, a'b' will be
equal to one another.
Imagine arcs of great circles to pass
through the points p and a, p and b,
p' and a', p7 and b'; all those arcs will
(Geom., 2. Cylind.) be equal to one
another, and consequently (Euc, 29. 3.) all their chords, viz.
the straight lines Pa, vb, p'a', v'b', will be equal to one
another: also (Euc, 28. 3.) the arcs Pa, vb, p'a', v'b', in
the diagram, will be equal to one another. Then, since the
arc p b is equal to the arc v'b', the arcs v'b and vb' are equal to
one another, and therefore the angle v'vb is equal to vv'b'
(Euc, 27. 3.). In like manner the angle p'pa is equal to pp'a':
therefore the solid angles at p and p' have two plane angles
of the one equal to two plane angles of the other, and the
inclinations of the plane angles to one another are equal, each
of them being the inclination of the circles Pap', vbv', to one
another ; consequently the third plane angles a v b and a' v'b '
are equal to one another (Geom., 23. Planes). It follows that in
the two triangles avb,a'v/ b', the chord a b is equal to the chord
a'b' (Euc, 4. 1.); and the circles described about F and p'
being equal, the arcs ab and a'b' are equal to one another.
Scholium. It is obvious that the arcs AB and a'b' are
equal to the arcs ab and a'b' and to one another. It is
obvious also that the demonstration would be the same if the
circle aZ>A described about p should inclose the point p': the
equal circle about p' consequently inclosing p. Thus, if P and
p' were, respectively, a pole of the primitive and of any other
great circle of the sphere, the arcs intercepted on the pri
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mitive and on that great circle by the circles a pa', bpb',
would be equal to one another.
Proposition VI.
31. The projected poles of any circle of the sphere, and
the centre of the projection of the same circle, are in the
representation of a great circle passing through the poles of
the primitive and of the given circle.
Let apbs be a circle of the sphere perpendicular to the
primitive and to the given circle ; and let a b and M N be the
diameters of these circles
in the plane of the paper:
then p and s, Q and R,
the extremities of the
two diameters of the
sphere which are per
pendicular to the planes
of the circles, will be the
poles of those circles, and
P may be the projecting point.
On drawing the lines PQ, PR, pm, pn, producing any of
them if necessary, they will intersect a b, or a b produced, in
the points q, r, m, and n ; then q and r will be the projected
poles of the given circle whose diameter is M N, and the line
mn will be the projection of that diameter. Now, since the
projection of any circle of the sphere, which does not pass
through the projecting point, is (1 Cor., Prop. 2.) a circle,
the projection of the semicircle, perpendicular to the paper,
on each side of M N will be a semicircle on the corresponding
side of m n, also perpendicular to the paper ; and the centre
of the projected circle will be at the middle of the line mn.
Thus the projected poles and the centre of the projected
circle are in the diameter ab (produced if necessary) which
is the projection of the circle pasb passing through the poles
of the primitive and of the given circle.
Scholium. If the primitive circle be supposed to revolve
about ab till it- lie in the plane of the paper, it will coincide
with the circle apbs, and the projected circle with ambn.
The projecting point is, in this case, at a distance from C equal
to CP, measured perpendicularly to the plane of the paper.
Proposition VII.
32. The radius of the circle constituting the projection
of a great circle of the sphere which does not pass through
c 3
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the projecting point, is equal to the secant of the inclination
of the great circle to the plane of projection.
Let the plane of projection and that of the given circle be
perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and let apbs be the
great circle of the sphere which is perpendicular to the two
first planes ; also let the inter
sections of these planes with
apbs be ab, produced either
way, and MN: then ab and mn
will be diameters of the pri
mitive and of the given circle,
and the angle ACM will be the
inclination of the latter to the
primitive; also the projecting
point will be at p or at s, at one
extremity of the diameter ps which is at right angles to
A B. Draw PM intersecting AB in to, and through N draw
p N, which being produced will meet a b produced, in n : then
mn will be the projection of the diameter mn. Bisect mn
in d ; then d will be the centre of the projected circle.
Join p,d; then, since MN is a diameter of APBS, the angle
M P N or m p n is a right angle, and P D is equal to D to or D w ;
also each of these lines is equal to a semidiameter of the
projected circle. Now, since dto is equal to dp, the angle
dp to is equal to dtop: and since cm is equal to CP, the
angle cm is equal to cmp: but (Euc, 32. 1.) dtop =
M C to + to m C ; therefore,
DPTO = MCTO + »JMC, orDPTO=rMCTO + CPM.
Again, dpto^dpc + cpm; therefore dpc =mcto,
that is, the angle dpc is equal to the inclination of the given
great circle to the plane of projection. Now pd is the secant
of CPD, that is, of the inclination; the radius CP being
supposed to be unity. Therefore, &c.
Scholium. The line CD is evidently equal to the tangent
of the inclination.
Proposition VIII.
33. The distances of the extremities of the diameter of
any projected circle of the sphere from the centre of the
primitive circle are equal to the tangents of half the arcs
which measure the least and greatest distances of the circle
of the sphere from that pole of the primitive which is opposite
the projecting point.
Let the plane of the paper be perpendicular to that of the
primitive circle and of the given circle of the sphere, and
(Fig. to Prop. VI.) let ab and mn be the diameters of these
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circles ; then p, at the extremity of the diameter ps perpen
dicular to AB, will be the projecting point. Draw the lines
PM and pn, and produce either of them if necessary ; then
the line mn on ab will be the diameter of the projected
circle. Now sn measures the angle scn of which the angle
cpw is equal to the half (Euc, 20. 3.), and sm measures the
angle SCM of which cvm is equal to the half: But Cm and
C m, are respectively the tangents of C p n and C P m ; the radius
of the primitive circle being supposed to be unity. There
fore, &c.
Cor. 1. If the circle of the sphere be parallel to the plane
of the primitive, the centre of the projected circle will be
at C and the radius will be equal to the tangent of half the
distance of the circle from that pole of the primitive which
is opposite the projecting point.
For, the plane of the paper being perpendicular to the
plane of projection and of the given circle as before, let A B
be a diameter of the primitive,
and mn, parallel to AB, that of
p
the given circle : then, p being
the projecting point, the dia
meter p s is perpendicular to a b
and to mn, and it bisects the A
latter in r (Euc, 3. 3.); there
fore fm or FN is a radius of
the given circle, s is its nearest
pole, and is also one of the poles
of the primitive.
On drawing the lines pm and pn cutting the primitive,
produced if necessary, mn will be the diameter of the pro
jected circle; and since mn is bisected in r, mn is bisected
in c (Euc, 4. 6.): therefore cm or en is a radius of the pro
jected circle, and it is manifestly the tangent of the angle
CPn, which is measured by the half of sn, the distance of
the circle from the pole opposite the projecting point.
If the plane of the primitive circle be supposed to revolve
upon ab till it coincide with that of the paper, the projected
circle will also be in the plane of the paper and will be repre
sented by mtn.
Cor. 2. If the circle of the sphere be perpendicular to the
plane of projection, the distance of the centre of its projection
from the centre of the primitive circle will be equal to the
secant, and the radius of the projected circle, to the tangent
of the circle's distance from its nearest pole.
The plane of the paper being perpendicular to the plane
of projection and to the given circle as before, let ab be a
c 4
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diameter of the primitive, and m' n', perpendicular to A B, be
a diameter of the given circle of the sphere: then m'n' will
be bisected in G and the arc m'bn' in b; and B will be the
nearest pole of the circle. On drawing the lines ph', pm',
and producing the latter to meet ab in ml, the former line
intersecting it in n', the line m'n' will be the diameter of the
required projected circle ; and, bisecting it in E, E will be
its centre. Then, if the plane of the primitive circle be
supposed to revolve upon ab till it lie in the plane of the
paper, it will coincide with apbs, and the projected circle
will coincide with n'M'm's' ; for m' and n' are in the axis of
revolution, and the circumference will pass through m' and n',
because, during the revolution, its two intersections with the
surface of the sphere continue at a distance from G equal to
a radius of the given circle, that is, equal to GM' or gn'.
Now the angle PCM' is equal to twice pn'm' (Euc, 20. 3.),
and for a like reason, m'e»' is equal to twice m'n' re', that is,
to twice pn'm'; therefore p cm' = m'e «' or m'eg. But ps
being parallel to M'N' the angle pcm' = CM'g; therefore
m'eg = cm'g. But again, each of the two triangles m'ge,
m'gc having a right angle at G and the angle m'eg being
equal to C m' g, those triangles are similar to one another and
to the whole triangle CM'e (Euc, 8. 6.).
Therefore the
angle. C m'e is a right angle ; and consequently c E is the
secant and m'e the tangent of the angle m'cb or of the arc
B M'. That is, the distance of the centre, &c.
Proposition IX.
34. The distances of the projected poles of any circle of
the sphere from the centre of the primitive circle are equal to
the tangent and cotangent of half the inclination of the plane
of the circle to the primitive.
Let the plane of the paper be perpendicular to the plane
of projection and to the circle of
the sphere ; and let a b andMN
be diameters of the primitive
and of the latter circle : through
C draw P S perpendicular to A b,
and qr perpendicular to mn;
then p and s will be the poles of
the primitive, and Q and R the
poles of the circle whose dia
meter is mn. Join p,q and p,r,
and produce PR till it meets ab produced; then the inter
sections q and r will be the projected poles of the circle on
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mn. Now the arc QS, the distance between the nearest poles,
is equal (Sph. Geom., 3. Cor. 2. Def.) to the inclination of
the circle of the sphere to the primitive : but Q 8 measures
the angle qcs, of which crq is equal to half (Euc., 20. 3.);
and cp being supposed to be unity, cq is the tangent of CPy,
that is, of half the inclination.
Again, since Q R is a
diameter of the circle apbs, the angle Q PR or q Pr is a
right angle, and the angle CPr is the complement of CPy :
but cr is the tangent of CPr, that is, of the complement of
half the inclination.
Therefore the distances of the pro
jected poles q and r from" the centre C of the primitive are
equal to, &c.
Proposition X.
35. To find the poles of a given projected great circle, and
the converse.
Let apbs be the primitive circle, and vman the given
projection of a great circle : then, since every projected great
circle cuts the primitive
at the extremities of a
diameter of the latter,
draw the line P S, which
will pass through C the
centre of the primitive ;
and draw AB through
c at right angles to P s,
producing it if neces
sary. Through m and n,
the points of intersection, draw pwm,pn«; then, because the
arc mpn is a semicircumference, the angle mPnorMPNisa
right angle, and M N is a diameter of the primitive ; it is also a
diameter of the circle of the sphere, of which mP«s is a pro
jection. Again, drawing RCQ at right angles to mn, r and
Q are the poles of the circle on M N ; then joining p, Q and
P, R and producing pr ; the intersections q and r with ab or
with ab produced will be the projected poles of the circle of
which twpwS is the projection.
If the projected great circle be a diameter of the primitive,
as ps, its poles are at the extremities of a diameter as A b, at
right angles to PS.
In practice, having drawn the diameters p s and A B, join p, m, and
produce p m to m : make m ft and M B each equal to a quadrant, by a
scale of chords or otherwise, and join p ft and p b ; the intersections of p ft
and p b produced, with A B, will give the points q and r which are the
projected poles.
If about a given projected pole, as q, it were required to
describe the projection of a great circle, a converse process
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must be used. Having drawn through q a diameter a b to
the primitive circle, and produced it, draw the diameter p s at
right angles to it; then join P, Q and make QM, QN each
equal to a quadrantal arc. Join p, m and p, n, and produce
pn; the intersections m and n will determine the diameter
mn, and mPns will be the projected circle.
When the point q is in the circumference of the primitive
circle, the projection of the great circle is a diameter of the
primitive at right angles to the line joining q and the centre.
Proposition XL
36. To find the poles of a given projected small circle, and
the converse.
Let apbs be the primitive circle, and namb the given
projected small circle. Find * the centre of this circle, and
through it draw ab, a
diameter of the pri
mitive circle ; also
through c, the centre
of the primitive circle,
draw ps at right an
gles to ab. Draw p«
intersecting the pri
mitive in N; also draw
Pm and produce the
latter till it cuts the primitive in M. Then the line nm will
be the diameter of the circle of which namb is the projection ;
bisect the arc MN in Q, and draw QR through the centre of
the primitive ; then Q and R will be poles of the given circle.
Draw PQ, PR, and produce the latter; then the intersections
q and r will be the projected poles of the given circle.
If about a given pole, as q, it were required to describe the
projection of a small circle at a distance expressed by a given
arc or a given number of degrees, a converse operation must
be performed.
Through q and c, the centre of the primitive circle, draw
the diameter ab; and draw PS at right angles to it: from p
draw the line PQ through q, and make each of the arcs QM
and Q N, by a scale of chords, equal to the given distance :
draw pm and pn, and produce either of those lines if neces
sary ; the intersections m and n will determine the diameter,
and the circle namb will be the required projection.
If the given pole were at c, the centre of the primitive, a
circle described about c as a centre with a radius equal to the
tangent of half the given distance of the circle from its pole
would (1 Cor. art. 33.) be the required projected circle.
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If the given pole were on the circumference of the primi
tive circle, as at b ; on a diameter of the primitive, passing
through B and produced, make CE equal to the secant of the
given distance of the circle from its pole ; then (2 Cor.
art. 33.) E will be the centre, and the tangent of the given
distance will be the radius of the required projection.
Or, by a scale of chords make the arc bm' equal to the
given distance, and from M' draw a tangent to the primitive
circle, meeting the radius c B produced in E ; then E will be
the centre, and em' the radius of the required projection.
Or again, having made bm' and bn' each equal to the
given distance, make C n' equal to the tangent of half the arc
sm', that is, of half the complement of the given distance:
then a circle described through m', ri, and n', will be that
which is required.
Proposition XII.
37. To describe the projection of a great circle of the sphere
through two given points on the plane of projection.
Let abp be the primitive circle, c its centre, and M and
N the two given points. Through
either of the points, as M, draw a
line M R through C, and draw the
diameter ap at right angles to MC.
Join M, p and draw pe at right
angles to MP meeting mc produced
in r: then through M, N, R de
scribing a circle ; it will be the
projection required.
Let the circle intersect the pri
mitive in E and f, and draw CE, cf. Since the angle mpr
is a right angle, and CP is perpendicular to MR, the rectangle
MC. CR is (Euc., 35. 3.) equal to cp2; and since ce, cf are
each equal to cp, mc.cr = ce.cf. Now if ec and cf be
not in one straight line, let ecg be a straight line; then
(Euc, 35. 3.) mc.cr = ec.cg; therefore eccg = eccf,
and CG would be equal to CF, which is absurd. Therefore
ecf is a straight line, and consequently emnr is the pro
jection of a great circle of the sphere.
Proposition XIII.
38. Through a given point in the circumference of the pri
mitive circle, to describe the projection of a great circle of the
sphere making with the plane of projection a given angle.
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Let apbs be the primitive circle in the plane of projec
tion, c its centre, and P the given point. Through P draw
the diameter PS, and at right angles
to it the diameter ab: then make
the angle CPD equal to the given
angle. The point D is the centre,
and the line DP the radius of the
projection (art. 32.): thus the re
quired circle P m s may be described.
It is obvious that if the given
point were, as at p', not in the cir
cumference of the primitive circle, the centre of the required projection might be found thus : describe an arc of
a circle with p' as a centre, and with a radius equal to the
secant of the angle which the circle makes with the plane of
the primitive; and also an arc from c the centre of the
primitive, with a radius equal to the tangent of the angle
(the radius of the primitive being supposed to be unity) : the
intersection of these arcs would be the centre of the required
projected circle, and the secant of the angle would be its
radius.
Proposition XIV.
39. Through any given point to describe the projection of
a great circle of the sphere, making a given angle with the
projection of a given great circle.
Let mab be the primitive circle, and men the projection
of the given great circle, also let P be the given point. Find
(art. 35.) H, a pole of men, and
about H as a pole describe a small
circle a b, (art. 36.) at a distance
from H equal to the arc, or number
of degrees by which the given
angle is expressed ; or at a dis
tance equal to the supplement of
that arc, if the latter were greater
than a quadrant. About p as a
*
pole, describe the projection Q R of a great circle (art. 35.) ;
and if the data be such that the construction is possible, tliis
circle will touch or cut the small circle ab: let it cut the
circle in p and q. Then, either from p or q (suppose from/))
as a pole describe the projection ft of a great circle,
it will pass through p and be the projection which is re
quired.
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For let it intersect the circle M E N in E : then, since p is
a projected pole of pet, and H is a projected pole of
men, an arc of a great circle drawn from p to H would
measure the distance between the poles of the circles men
and pet; therefore it would measure the angle M E P, or
that at which the circles are inclined to one another. But
the circle a b was described about H at a distance equal to the
measure of that angle ; therefore either the angle M E p or the
angle met is equal to the given angle, and p E T is the
required projection.
If through a given point, as p, it were required to describe
the projection of a great circle, making with - the projection
N P S of a great circle perpendicular
to the plane of projection any given
angle, the construction might be very
conveniently effected in the following
manner. Through p describe the
projection of a great circle at right
angles to N S ; this will pass through
A and B, the poles of N S, at the ex
tremities of the diameter a C b at
right angles to NS, and let R be its
centre. Then, considering apb as a new primitive circle,
through R draw the line R x at right angles to N s ; and draw
p d making the angle R P D equal to the complement of the
given angle, that is, equal to the angle which the circle whose
projection is required makes with the plane of the circle
whose projection is apb. The point D is the centre, and D p
the radius (art. 32.) of the circle epf, the required pro
jection.
Proposition XV.
40. To describe the projection of a great circle making,
with two projected great circles, angles which are given.
Let M Q N be the primitive circle, C its centre, and MPS,
Q P R, the projections of two given
great circles. Find (art. 35.) p a
projected pole of m p n, and q a
projected pole of Q p R : about p as
a pole (art. 36.) describe the pro
jection of a circle at a distance
equal to the angle which the re
quired projection is to make with
the circle m p n, and about q as a
pole, a circle at a distance equal to the angle which the
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required projection is to make with qfe. Then, if the data
be such that the construction of the problem is possible, the
circles about p and q will either touch in some point, or cut
each other in two points ; let them cut each other in H and
K, and about either H or K (suppose h) as a pole describe
(art. 35.) the projection x y of a great circle. This will be
the circle required, and the angles at s and t will be equal to
the given angles.
For, since p is a pole of mpn and h a pole of xst,
the arc of a great circle which measures the distance between
p and H will measure the angle p s x or p s t, between the
circles mpn and x s Y : and for a like reason the arc of a
great circle between q and h will measure the angle p t s or
p T Y. But the distances between p and H, q and H are by
construction equal to arcs which measure those angles ;
therefore the angles at s and T are equal to those which were
given.
Proposition XVI.
41. To measure an arc of a projected great circle.
If the given arc, as a b, be anywhere on the circumference
of the primitive circle, it may be measured by a scale of chords
on which the chord of 60°
is equal to the radius of the
primitive. And if the given
TOC
M/
arc, as c d, be on the projection
-A''
T
_ ^ *""l
of a circle at right angles to P'
C .--'' P
1
the plane of projection, and
"~j
~>
7
one extremity of the arc be at
__
V
D ~~~~ /w
nN
the centre or pole of the pri
mitive, it may be measured
on a scale of tangents ; the
number of degrees found on the scale being doubled, because
C D (art. 33. 1 Cor.) is equal to the tangent of half the arc
which it represents.
If the arc, as m n, be on the circumference of a projected
circle which does not coincide with the primitive, it may be
measured in the following manner. Find (art. 35.) P a
projected pole of s m n a, and draw the lines p m m and pnw,
cutting the primitive circle in m and n ; the arc m n, measured
by a scale of chords, is the value of the arc of which M N is
the projection. For p m m and pns being straight lines, are
the projections of two circles which pass through the pro
jecting point, or the pole of the primitive ; and since they
pass through p, a projected pole of S m n a, the circles
which they represent must pass through a pole of the circle
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of which s M N A is the projection. Therefore (art. 30. Schol.)
the arcs on the sphere, which are represented by mn and
m n, are equal to one another. If the lines p' m ml, p' n n'
had been drawn from the exterior pole p', the arc m' n'
would have been that which is equal to m n on the sphere.
Proposition XVII.
42. To measure the angle contained by the projections of
two great circles of the sphere.
If the given angle be at the centre of the primitive circle,
it may be measured on that circle
by the chord of the arc by which it
,,
is subtended. If it be at the cirK/^7 \
cumference of the primitive and be
A /
, ,.--\p
contained between that circle and
r J^L~
\
the projection pms of a great A F~t^^y-;.•—)
circle which is inclined to it ; find
\ \ \.
7E
the centre E, or the pole p of the
V \
\/
circle pms; then (art. 32. Schol.)
^-\__^^N
CR measured on a scale of tangents,
or (art. 34.) cp measured on a scale
of tangents and the number of degrees doubled, will give the
number of degrees in the angle of which apwi is the projection :
or again, C m measured on a scale of tangents, and the number
of degrees doubled, will give the complement of that angle.
If the angle be contained between the projections, as p Q s,
MQNof two great circles, the angular point not being at the
centre or circumference of the primitive ; find the projected
pole p of P Q s, and the projected pole q of M Q N, and draw
the lines Qp E, Q q P, meeting the primitive circle in E and F ;
then E F measured by a scale of chords will give the value of
the angle of which m Q p is the projection. For p and q being
the projected poles of p Q 8 and m q n, an arc of a great circle
joining them will measure the angle pqm between the circles ;
and arcs of projected great circles joining Q and p, Q and q,
being the projections of quadrants, Q is the projected pole of
a great circle passing through/? and q. But, by the Scholium
in art. 30., and as in the last proposition, E F measures the arc
of which one joining p and q is the projection ; therefore it
measures the angle pqm.
Proposition XVIII.
43. A line traced on the surface of a sphere representing
the earth so as to make constantly a right angle with the
meridian circles is either the circumference of the equator or
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of some parallel of latitude ; but a line traced so as to make
any constant acute angle with the meridian circles will be a
spiral of double curvature : and if such a curve be represented
on a stereographical projection of a hemisphere of the earth,
the equator being the primitive circle, the projected curve
will be that which is called a logarithmic spiral.
For let mn be the plane of the equator, and P its pole;
and let Pa, Tb, Pc, &c. be the projections of terrestrial meri
dians making equal angles arb, bvc,
&c. with one another; those angles
being, by supposition, infinitely small.
Let ABC &c. represent the projection
of the curve line which on the sphere
makes equal angles with the me
ridians : then the arcs ab, bc, &c,
being infinitely small, may be con
sidered as portions of great circles of
the sphere ; and consequently, by the principles of the stereographical projection, the angles PAB, pbc, &c. on the paper
are also equal to one another. But all the angles at P are by
construction equal to one another ; therefore all the triangles,
considered now as rectilineal, will be similar to one another.
Hence
AP

pb

pb

PC, pb : pc :: pc : pd, &c.

Thus all the radii pa, pb, PC, &c. are in geometrical pro
gression, while the angles APB, a PC, apd, &c, or the arcs
ab, ac, ad, &c. are in arithmetical progression : hence, by the
nature of logarithms, the arcs ab, ac, ad, &c. may be con
sidered as logarithms of the radii pb, pc, pd, &c, and the
curve line abcd, &c. may be considered as a logarithmic
spiral.
Scholium. The curve en the sphere, or in the projection, is
usually called a loxodromic line, and on the earth it is that
which would be traced by a ship if the latter continued to
sail on the same course, provided that course were neither due
east and west, nor due north and south.
44. If a hemisphere be projected
orthographically on the plane of the
equator, that circle will be the pri
mitive, and its pole will be the centre
of the projection ; the terrestrial
meridians, or the declination circles,
the planes of which pass through the
projecting point, will be straight lines
diverging, as in the annexed diagram,
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from the centre or pole p, and the parallels of terrestrial
latitude, or of declination, the planes of which are parallel
to the plane of projection, will be the circumferences of circles
whose radii, or distances from the centre, will evidently be
equal to the sines of their distances on the sphere, in latitude
or declination, from the pole.
45. If a hemisphere be projected orthographically upon
the plane of a terrestrial meridian, or of a circle of declination,
such circle will be the primitive ; the projecting point will be
upon the produced plane of the
p
equator in a line passing through
the centre of the projection per
pendicularly to its plane. The
equator ab, and the declination
circle PS, which pass through
that centre, as well as the paral
lels of latitude or of declination,
being all perpendicular to the
plane of projection, will be
straight lines ; and if, as in the
figure, the primitive circle represent the solsticial colure, the
ecliptic will also be a straight line, as EQ, crossing the equator
in c, the centre of the projection, which will then represent one
of the equinoctial points. The straight line, PCS, will be the
equinoctial colure ; and, except this and the primitive circle,
the meridians or declination circles, being the projections of
circles inclined to the primitive, will (2 Cor. art. 26.) be
ellipses.
The distances of the parallel circles from the equator will
be evidently equal to the sines of their latitudes or declina
tions; and the distances CM, CN, &c, cm, en, &c, of the
declination ellipses measured on the equator from its centre,
or on each parallel of latitude or declination from its middle
point, in the line p 8, will be the sines of their longitudes or
right ascensions ; the radius of the equator and of each parallel
being considered as unity.
46. When a portion of the surface of a sphere is projected
gnomonically, and the plane of pro
jection is a tangent to the sphere at
one of the poles of the equator, the
terrestrial meridians, or the circles of
declination, and it may be added,
every great circle of the sphere, since
all pass through the projecting point,
are represented by straight lines ; the
declination circles intersecting each
i>
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other, as at P, in the centre of the projection. The parallels of
latitude or declination being the bases of upright cones
of which the projecting point is the common vertex, are
represented by circles having p for their common centre ; and
their radii are evidently equal to the tangents of their dis
tances on the sphere from the pole of the equator.
47. When the plane of projection is in contact with the
sphere at some point, as C, on the equator, the terrestrial
meridians or circles of declination are represented by straight
lines, as PS, M N, &c, since
m '
their planes pass through the
projecting point ; their dis
tances from the centre, C, of
the projection being equal to
the tangents of the longitudes,
t
or right ascensions, reckoned
from that point on ab, which
represents a portion of the
equator. The parallels of de
clination, mn, pq, &c. are (art.
28.) hyperbolic curves ; and
their distances from the equator, measured on a declination
circle, PCS, passing through the centre of the projection, are
equal to the tangents of their latitudes, or declinations, on the
sphere.
48. By placing the projecting point at a distance from the
surface of the sphere equal to the sine of 45°, the radius of
the primitive circle being unity, La Hire has diminished the
distortion to which the surface of the sphere is subject in the
stereographical projection, and on that account it is more con
venient than the latter for merely geographical purposes.
The most important circumstance in the globular projection,
as it is called, is, that on a great circle whose plane passes
through the projecting point, an arc equal in extent to 45
degrees, or half a quadrant, when measured from the pole
opposite the projecting point, is represented by half the
radius of the primitive circle.
In proof of this theorem, let the plane of projection pass
through the diameter M N perpen
dicularly to the plane of the paper :
let E be the projecting point in the
direction of the diameter ba, perpen
dicular to MN, and at a distance
from A, equal to the sine of 45° ( = j £),
the semidiameter of the sphere being
unity ; and let b p be half the quad-

^i^
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rantal arc M p B. Draw the line ep cutting MC inp ; then
Cp will be equal to the half of C M, or Cp will be equal to
^. Let fall PR perpendicularly on ab; then the angle
PCB, being 45 degrees, PR and CR (the sine and cosine of
45°) are each equal to -J\, andER = 2 s/\ + 1 ; also EC
= a/^ + 1. Now the triangles erp and ec/> being similar
to one another,
er : ec :: rp : cp, that is
2Vi + l : V\j + 1 :: V± : cp; therefore

Multiplying both the numerator and denominator of the
fraction by 2 >J\ — 1, the value of Cp becomes \, or Cp is
equal to half the radius of the primitive circle.
If lines were drawn from E to any other point in the arc M b
so as to intersect C M, the distances of the intersections
from C would be nearly, but not exactly, proportional to the
corresponding arcs on MB; but, for ordinary purposes in
geography, it is usual to consider them as such. Therefore,
in representing a hemisphere of the earth on the plane of a
meridian, the projections of the oblique meridians and of the
parallels of latitude, which are respectively at equal distances
from one another on the sphere, are usually made at equal
distances from one another in the representation. The oblique
meridians, and the parallels of latitude which, in the projec
tion, should be portions of ellipses, are usually represented by
portions of circles from which, in maps on a small scale, they
do not sensibly differ.
49. The conical projection is used only in representing a
zone of the sphere ; the concave surface of the cone being
supposed to be in contact with its surface on the circumfer
ence of a parallel of latitude, and the geographical points to
be projected upon it by lines drawn from the centre.
Thus let the segment APS represent part of any meridian
of the sphere, p the pole of the equator, the latter passing
through the diameter ab perpendicu
larly to the paper ; and let M N be the
radius of the parallel of latitude which
is at the middle of the zone to be pro
jected. Let vm produced be a tan
gent to the circle apbs at the point
M, and let it be the side of the cone *$
which touches the sphere on the cir
cumference of the parallel circle MR.
Then, the projecting point being at
c, if the planes of the meridians be produced they will cut
D 2
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the surface of the cone in straight lines converging to V ; and
if lines be drawn from C through the circumferences of the
parallels of latitude on the sphere, to meet the surface of the
cone, the projected parallels will be circles.
Now if the surface of the cone be cut in the direction of a
line from v, as vmd, and laid on a plane surface, it will take
the form of a sector of a circle,
as MRM', the meridians on the
conical surface will still be straight
lines diverging from v, and the
projected parallels will be arcs of |
circles having V for their common
centre : their distances from M are
equal to the tangents of the cor
responding arcs on the sphere, the
tangents being measured from M
both towards, and from v, and the radius of the sphere being
considered as unity.
In order to find the angle subtended at v by mem' on the
developed conical surface, let I represent the length of a degree
on a circle whose radius is unity; then 360. 7. mn, in the pre
ceding figure, will be equal to the circumference of the parallel
of latitude MR on the sphere ; and if d denote the number of
degrees in the angle subtended by m r m' in the development,
MV./.rfwill express the length of the arc mem'. But the
circumference of the parallel and the arc of development were
coincident when the cone encompassed the zone of the sphere :
therefore,
360.Z.MN = MV.Z.d,
or

360. mn = Mv.rf; whence rf =— 360°.
MV
But the triangle vmc in the preceding figure, being right
angled at m, and mn being perpendicular to PC,
mv : mn :: cm : cn (Eucl., Cor. 8. 6.), that is
MV : mn :: radius : sine of the latitude of M :

consequently d = 360° x sine of the latitude of the parallel
of contact, or of the middle of the zone to be developed.
Thus a map of a zone of the earth may be readily con
structed. Such a map, however, though more correct than
one formed by any of the projections before described, will
become sensibly erroneous if it extend more than 15 or 20
degrees in latitude.
50. If the concave surface of a cylinder be in contact with
a sphere on the circumference of the equator, and, the eye
being at the centre, if the planes of the meridians be produced
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to meet the cylinder, also if the circumferences of the paral
lels of latitude be projected as before upon the cylinder ; then,
the surface of the cylinder being extended on a plane, the
projected meridians and parallels will be straight lines at right
angles to one another. A map so formed will be nearly the
same as that which is called a plane chart ; and if it extend
but a few degrees on each side of the equator, it will consti
tute, like the conical development above mentioned, a nearly
accurate representation of the earth's surface.
51. Instead of making the convex surface of the cone a
tangent to the sphere, it has been proposed to make a frustum
of a cone cut the sphere on the circumferences of two paral
lels of latitude and extend on the exterior to certain distances
northward and southward from those parallels : then, adopting
the conditions assumed by the Rev. P. Murdoch (Phil. Trans.,
1758) the distortion which exists in a projection upon the
surface of a tangent cone, though small, will be diminished.
These conditions are that the surface of the conical frustum
shall be equal to that of the spherical zone, which it is in
tended to represent, and that its length shall be equal to the
meridional arc between the extremities of the zone.
Let pma (fig. to art. 49.) be a quadrant of a terrestrial
meridian, a and b, the northern and southern extremities of the
zone to be developed, M the middle point in latitude : join c, M,
and imagine v'd, the line by whose revolution about r c the
cone is to be formed, to be drawn perpendicularly to CM,
meeting the polar semidiameter C P produced in v'. From E
the intersection of v'd with cm make ef, ed each equal to
the arc Ma or Mb, and let fall am,bn, and eg perpendicularly
on PC : then (Geom., 10. Cyl.) the rectangle DF. circum. EG
is equal to the convex surface of the conical frustum, and the
rectangle mn. circum. CM is equal (1 Cor. 14. Cyl.) to the
surface of the zone ; therefore, conformably to the hypothesis,
D F circum. EGrtsn circum. C M,
or (Euc. 16. 6.) df : mn :: circum. cm : circum. eg;
or again (Geom. 10. Circ.) df : »i» :: cm : eg.
But DF is equal to the given arc a b ; and, supposing the
radius CM of the sphere to be unity, mn is the difference
between the sines of the latitudes of a and b, the given
extremities of the zone.
Let the difference between the sines of the latitudes be
represented by d, then EG =

j~.

Again, in the right-

angled triangle eg C,CG : ce(::cn : cm) : : sin, lat. m : radius.
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And the triangle v'ec being right angled at E is similar
to cge (Euc. 8. 6.) ; therefore
CG : ce :: eg : ev'.
or sin. lat. m : radius ::

, : v'e = (
arc a b
"
Varc a b sin. lat. M/
Thus eg and ev' being obtained, the angle subtended atv'on
the map, when the cone produced by the revolution of v'd is
extended on a plane, may be found as before, and the map
may be constructed.
52. A modification of Flamstead's principle has been adopted
in France, for geographical maps, by which a portion of the
earth's surface from one of the poles to the equator, and con
taining 90 degrees of longitude, is represented with great cor
rectness.
The scale of the first of the two preceding diagrams being
enlarged to any convenient magnitude, imagine M in that dia
gram to be a point at 45 degrees from the equator ; then MV,
a tangent at M on any meridian, will be the tangent of 45°.
Let the conical surface produced by the revolution of vm
about the axis PC be extended on the paper ; and since it is
proposed to exhibit a portion of that
v
surface containing only 90 degrees of
longitude, the expression d = 90° x
sin. lat. m (d, art. 49., being the
angle subtended at v by one quarter
of the circumference of the parallel
of contact when developed) gives d
= 63° 38 -4'. Therefore make the
angle m v M' in the annexed figure
equal to that value of d and bisect it
by the line va. With v as a centre,
and a radius equal to that of the
sphere (which may be considered as unity) describe the circular
arc mnm'; this will be the parallel of the 45th degree of
latitude on the map, and the arc will contain 90 degrees of
longitude on that parallel. Make np and na each equal to
the length of an arc of 45 degrees on the sphere ; then P will
represent the pole, and A will be a point on the equator. Di
vide P A into equal parts, each representing an interval of one,
five, ten, or any convenient number of degrees, and through the
points of division describe arcs of circles from v as a common
centre ; these will represent the parallels of latitude. On each
of these parallels, as d d', are to be set from its intersection with
pa, spaces, as a b, be, &c, ab', b'd, &c, each equal to the chord
of one, five, ten, or fifteen degrees, the length of the chord being
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computed from the lengths, on the sphere, of the degrees of
longitude on the respective parallels ; then curves traced, as
in the diagram, from p to the equator bc through the ex
tremities of the chords, will represent the several meridians.
53. The facilities afforded by a map on which the circles
of the sphere are represented by straight lines, in laying down
on paper the course of a ship at sea, and in determining by a
geometrical construction the differences of latitude and of lon
gitude between the points of departure and arrival, on a given
course, led to that modification of the plane chart which was
proposed by Mercator about the year 1550, or by Wright in
England some years later.
This consists in representing the meridians by straight lines
parallel to one another, and at distances equal to the lengths
of one, two, or any convenient number of degrees on the
equator, the circumference of this circle of the sphere being
conceived to be extended in a right line, which will be per
pendicular to all the meridians : the parallels of latitude are
also represented by straight lines, but their distances from the
developed equator exceed the corresponding distances from
that circle, on the sphere, in the same proportion as the lengths
of the degrees of longitude on the several parallels are (in
consequence of the parallelism of the meridians) increased on
the chart, when compared with their lengths on the sphere.
Thus the loxodromic curve, which cuts all the parallel
meridians at equal angles, is a straight line, and, in the pro
jection, the angle contained between a line joining two points
representing the places of a ship, or of two stations on the
earth, and the meridian line passing though one of them is
correctly equal to the angle ofposition, or the bearing of one
of those points from the other.
54. In order to determine the distance of any parallel of
latitude from the equator, let it be ob
served that the radius mn of such parallel
circle on the sphere is equal to the cosine
of am, its latitude (the radius of the sphere
being unity), and that the length of a
degree on the circumference of any circle
varies with the radius of the circle;
therefore the length of a degree on any
parallel of latitude is to the length of
a degree on a meridian circle as the cosine of the latitude
of the parallel is to radius. But, in the projection, the
length of a degree on each of the different parallels of
latitude is equal to the length of an equatorial degree ;
therefore the cosine of the latitude of any parallel is to radius
D 4
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as the length of an equatorial degree is to the length of a
degree on the meridian, at the place of the parallel ; or
radius is to the secant of the latitude of the parallel as the
length of an equatorial degree is to the length of a degree on
the meridian, at the place of the parallel : hence it is evident,
since radius and the length of the equatorial degree are
constant, that, on the projection, the distance of any parallel
of latitude from the equator may be denoted approximatively
by the sum of the secants of all the degrees of latitude from
the equator to the parallel (the length of an equatorial degree
being considered as unity). But using the processes of the
differential calculus, a correct expression for the distance of
any parallel of latitude from the equator, on the projection,
may be investigated in the following manner. Let / represent
the distance of any parallel of latitude on the sphere from
the _ equator, and L the corresponding distance on the pro
jection : let also d I represent an evanescent arc of the
meridian, and d L the corresponding arc on the projection,
then, cos. I : radius (= 1) :: d I : dh, and di, =
-r.
'
cos. /
But the arc being circular, if x represent an abscissa, as c N,
andy ( = v/(l — #2)) the corresponding ordinate M n, we shall
have
and cos. I = Vil-x*);
dl (= •(«*** + df)) = - dx_
therefore d L =

.
1 — x2
The second member being put in the form Adx- + B , we
\-rx
\—x
have, on bringing to a common denominator, and equating the
numerators,
A— Ax + b + Bi = 1;
from which, on equating like powers of x, we obtain a = B = | ;
consequently the last equation for dj, becomes
u +x
which, being integrated, gives

1 —x

L = i {hyp. log. (1 +x)— hyp. log. (1— #)] + const.
or>

L = i hyp. log —— + COnst. ;
1— x

or again,

L = hyp. log. (j—) + const.

But when x — 0, l = 0 ; therefore there is no constant, and
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L = hyp. log. (j—2
Now, in the figure, M»= v/(l —x1) and s N = 1 + x ; con
sequently,
S N

or tang. Z.8MN, is equal to —7-.
^, or Ix\—x>) .
«/(l— x1)

MN*

Therefore, L= hyp. log. tan. s M N, or — hyp. log. cotan. psm;
or again, L= hyp. log. cotan. |pcm, that is, in the projection,
the length of a meridional arc measured from the equator,
northwards or southwards (the latitude of its extremity being
expressed by t) is equal to the hyp. log. of the cotangent of
half the complement of 7, the radius of the sphere being unity.
This theorem was first demonstrated by Dr. Halley. (Phil.
Trans., No. 219.)
The numbers in the tables of meridional parts which are
usually given in treatises of navigation may be obtained from
the above formula; but in those tables the length of an
equatorial minute is made equal to unity, and consequently
the radius of the sphere is supposed to be 3437*75 : therefore
the value of L which is obtained immediately from the
formula, must be multiplied by this number in order to have
that which appears in the tables.
For example, let it be required to find the number in the
table of meridional parts corresponding to the 80th degree of
latitude :
Half the colatitude is 5°, whose log. cotan. = 1*05805, and
the logarithm of this number is .... 0*02451
Subtract the log. of modulus (0*43429)
.
. - 1*63778
Logarithm of the hyp. log. cotan. 5° .
.
. 0*38673
Add log. of 3437*75 .
.
... 3*53627
Log. of 8375 (=l)
3*92300
And 8375 is the number in the tables.
55. As an example of the manner in which Mercator's
projection is applied, let the distance which a ship has sailed
be 100 miles, on a course making an angle of 50° with the
meridian of her point of departure ; the latitude of this point
being 60°.
Let A be the point of departure, and draw the straight
line pa to represent the meridian. Make the angle pab
equal to 50° ; and, from any scale of equal parts representing
geographical miles or equatorial minutes, take 100 for the
length of AB, then draw BC perpendicular to PA. The line
A c computed by plane trigonometry, or measured on the same
scale, will express the difference of latitude (-=64*28, or
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l°4-28'), and in like manner cb(=76-6 or
1° 16*6') the Departure. Now the latitude of
a being 60°, that of b or c is 61° 4-28', and
from a table of meridional parts we have
for 61° 4-28', the number 4658 : for 60°, the
number 4527 : the difference (=131) is the
difference of latitude in the projection ; there
fore make A c, from the same scale, equal to
131, and draw cb parallel to CB. Then cb
being computed, or measured on the scale, will be 156-15
or 2° 36-15', the difference between the longitudes of a
and B.
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CHAP. III.
SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY.
DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS.

56. The objects principally contemplated in propositions
relating to the elementary parts of practical astronomy, are
the distances of points from one another on the surface of an
imaginary sphere, to which the points are referred by a
spectator at its centre, and the angles contained between the
planes of circles cutting the sphere and passing through the
points, it being understood that the plane of a circle passing
through every two points is intersected in two different lines
by the planes of the circles passing through those points and
a third. Thus the circular arcs connecting three points are
conceived to form the sides of a triangle on the surface of the
sphere ; and hence the branch of science which comprehends
the rules for computing the unknown sides and angles is
designated spherical trigonometry.
57. In general, each side of a triangle is expressed by the
number of degrees, minutes, &c, in the angle which it sub
tends at the centre of the circle of which it is a part, and
each angle of the triangle by the degrees, &c. in the angle
at which the two circles containing it are inclined to one
another; but it is frequently found convenient to express
both sides and angles by the lengths of the corresponding arcs
of a circle whose radius is unity, the trigonometrical functions
(sines, tangents, &c.) of the sides and angles being also
expressed as usual in terms of a radius equal to unity. The
latter method is absolutely necessary when any such function
is developed in a series of terms containing the side or angle
of which it is a function.
It is obvious that, in order to render the measures of the
sides of spherical triangles comparable with one another when
expressed in terms of their radii, those radii must be equal to
one another; and therefore such triangles are, in general,
conceived to be formed by great circles of the sphere on whose
surface they are supposed to exist. In the processes of
practical astronomy, it is however often necessary to determine
the lengths of the arcs of small circles as indirect means of
finding the values of some parts of spherical triangles ; but,
before a final result is obtained, these must be converted
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into the corresponding arcs of great circles : occasionally also
it is required to convert the arcs of great circles into the
corresponding arcs of small circles, and the manner of effecting
such conversions will be presently explained.
58. When the apparent places of celestial bodies are
referred to what is frequently called the celestial sphere,
whose radius may be conceived to be incalculably great when
compared with the semidiameter of the earth, or with the
distance of any planet from the sun, the arcs of great circles
passing through such places may be supposed, at pleasure, to
have their common centre at the eye of the spectator, or at
the centre of the earth or of the sun ; and the first suppo
sition is generally adopted in computations relating to the
positions of fixed stars : but, as the semidiameter of the earth
is a sensible quantity, when compared with the distances of
the sun, moon, and planets from its centre, and from a spec
tator on its surface, it is in general requisite, in determining
the positions of the bodies of the solar system by the rules of
trigonometry, to transfer those bodies in imagination to the
surface of a sphere whose centre coincides with that of the
earth. The planets, among which the earth may be included,
are also conceived to be transferred to the surface of a sphere
whose centre is that of the sun.
59. It is easy to perceive that there must be a certain
resemblance between the propositions of spherical trigonometry
and those which relate to plane triangles ; and, in fact, any
of the former, except one, may be rendered identical with such
of the latter as correspond to them in respect of the terms
given and required, by considering the rectilinear sides of the
plane triangles as arcs of circles whose radii are infinitely
great, or, which is the same, by considering them as infinitely
small arcs of great circles of a sphere, whose radius is finite.
For, in either case, on comparing the spherical triangles with
the others, the sides of the former, if expressed as arcs in
terms of the radius, may be substituted for their sines or tan
gents ; also unity, or the radius, may be substituted for the
cosines of the sides and the reciprocals of the sides for their
cotangents.
The exception alluded to is that case in which the three
angles of a spherical triangle are given, to find any one of the
sides; for in the corresponding proposition of plane trigo
nometry, the ratio only of the sides to one another can be
determined ; it may be observed, however, that the sides of
a spherical triangle, when computed by means of the angles,
are also indeterminate unless it be considered that they apper
tain to a sphere whose diameter is given. With this exception,
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the propositions of plane trigonometry might be considered
as corollaries to those of spherical trigonometry for the case
in which the spherical angles become those which would be
made by the intersections of three planes at right angles to
that which passes through the angular points of the triangle,
and in which, consequently, they are together equal to two
right angles only ; and it is evident that the sum of the angles
of a spherical triangle of given magnitude approaches nearer
to equality to two right angles as the radius of the sphere
increases.
Proposition I.
60. To express one of the angles of a spherical triangle in
terms of the three sides.
Let acb be a triangle on the surface of a sphere whose
centre is o, and imagine its sides to lie in three planes passing
through that centre intersecting one another in the lines OA,
OB, OC. (The inclinations of the
planes to one another, or the angles
of the spherical triangle, are supposed
to be less than right angles, and each
of the sides to be less than a quadrant.)
Imagine a plane to pass through OC
perpendicularly to the plane A OB,
cutting the surface of the sphere in
c d : then the triangle abc will be di
vided into two right-angled triangles
adc, BBC. Next let mcs be a plane touching the sphere
at c, and bounded by the planes CO A, cob, boa produced,
and let it meet the latter in mn ; also imagine the plane odc
to be produced till it cuts mcn in cp.
The plane COP is by supposition at right angles to mon ;
and because CO is perpendicular to the tangent plane mcn,
the plane cop is perpendicular to the same plane mcn;
therefore (Geom. 19. Planes, and 1. Def. PI.) mn is perpen
dicular to the plane cop and to the lines op, cp : hence the
plane triangles cpm, cpn, opm, op n are right angled at p.
Now (Plane Trigon., art. 56.)
CP
, cp
— = cos. M C p and — = cos. nc P ;
CM
CN
also

— — sin. mcp and— = sin. ncp : therefore
CM
CN
CP2
jPM.PN
= cos. mcp cos. ncp and
= sin. mcp sin ncp:
CM.CN
CM.CN
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consequently by subtraction,
CP2- PM.PN = COS. MCP COS. NCP — sin. MCP sin. NCP,
CM.CN
= (PL Trigon., art. 32.) cos. (mcp + ncp) or cos. acb:
and in like manner,
OP2 — PM.PN
= COS. AOB, Or COS. AB.
OM.OB
Hence
cp2 — pm.pn = cm.cn cos. acb,
and
OP2 — PM.PN ■= OM. ON COS. AB.
But the radius of the sphere being unity, c p is the tangent
and op the secant of the angle DOC, or of the arc CD ; like
wise cm is the tangent and om the secant of C A ; also CN is
the tangent and o N the secant of C B ; therefore, subtracting
the first of these equations from the last, observing that the
difference between the squares of the secant and the tangent
of any angle is equal to the square of radius, which is unity,
we have
1 =: sec. AC sec. BC cos. ab — tan. AC tan. bc cos. acb;
or, substituting — for secant, and —- for tangent,
cos.
cos.
,
1 :=

cos. ab
sin. ac sin. bc
—
cos. acb;
COS. A C COS. B C
COS. A C COS. B C
whence cos. ac cos. bc = cos. ab — sin. AC sin. bc cos. acb
,
COS. A B — COS. A C COS. B C
, N
and
cos. acb
ac i =
. AC sin.
-r BC
. . . . (a)
sin.
x '
In like manner,
COS. BC — COS. AB COS. AC
,,s
-.
.
.... (5)
sm. ab sin. AC
COS. AC — COS. AB COS. BC
, N
cos. ABC =
; ab sin.
-. BC
. ...(c)
sm.
v '
COS. CAB =

.
and

If the radius of the sphere and of the arcs which measure
the angles of the triangle, instead of being unity, had been
represented by r, we should have had, for the equivalent of
any trigonometrical functions, as sin. A, cos. A, &c, the terms
—-— '

—-— &c. ; therefore,

when

any trigonometrical

formula has been obtained on the supposition that the radius
is unity, it may be transformed into the corresponding formula
for a radius equal to r, by dividing each factor in the dif
ferent terms by r, and then reducing the whole to its simplest
form. Thus the above formula (a) would become r cos. ACB
r COS. AB — COS. AC COS. BC
t . .
.-,
,
=
-. AC sin.
. BC
; ana it is evident that r may
sin.
J
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be introduced in any formula by multiplying each term by
such a power of r as will render all the terms homogeneous ;
that is, as will render the number of simple factors equal in
all the terms.
Cor. 1. When the angle ACB is a right angle, its cosine
vanishes ; and radius being unity, the formula (a) becomes
COS. AB = COS. AC COS. BC.

If the radius be represented by r, this last expression becomes
T COS. AB = COS. AC COS. BC ; . . . (d)

and corresponding equations may be obtained from (b) and
(c).
Cor. 2. Let the terms in the formula (d) be supposed to
appertain to the right-angled spherical triangle ABC; then, on
substituting for them their equiva
lents in the complemental triangle '
BFE(Sph. Geom., 18.), AG, af, ce,
and GE being quadrants and the
angles at C, G, and f, right angles ;
also the angles at A and E, being
measured by the arcs gf and CG re
spectively, we shall have
"
r sin. bf = sin. bef sin. BE
(«)
Again, substituting for the terms in this formula their
equivalents in the complemental triangle enm, the arcs bh,
bn, mf and MH being quadrants and the angles at F, H, and
N right angles ; also the angles at b and M being measured
by the arcs hn and fh respectively, we have
r cos. emn = sin. men cos. en. . . . (/)
Cor. 3. In any oblique spherical triangle, as ABC (fig. to
the Prop.), letting fall a perpendicular C D from one of the
angles, asc, we have, from the equation (d), in the right-angled
triangles ADC, BDC,r cos. ACrrcos. ad cos. DC and r cos. BC
,

,

,. . .

= cos. bd cos. DC: whence, by
J division,

COS.AC
COS. BC

COS. AD

= COS.
— BD
—,

or cos. ac : cos. bc :: cos. ad : cos. bd ; or, again,
COS. AC COS. BD =T COS. BC COS. AD.

Proposition II.
61. The sines of the sides of any spherical triangle are to
one another as the sines of the opposite angles.
Let ABC (fig. to the Prop., art. 60.) be a spherical triangle,
and let C D be a perpendicular let fall from any one of the angles,
as C, to the opposite side : then the terms which, in the rightangled triangles a CD, bcd correspond to those in formula
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(e) above (for the right-angled triangle bef) being substituted
for the latter terms, we have
r sin. CD = sin. cad sin. AC,
and
r sin. CD = sin. CBD sin. bc :
whence
sin. cad sin ac = sin. cbd sin. bc,
or
sin. ac : sin. bc :: sin. cbd : sin. cad.
In like manner, sin. AC : sin. ab :: sin. abc : sin. acb,
and
sin. BC : sin. ab :: sin. bac : sin. acb.
Proposition III.
62. To express one of the sides of a spherical triangle in
terms of the three angles.
Let acb be any spherical triangle, and a'c'b' be that
which is called (Sph. Geo., 1.) the supplemental triangle:
then, substituting in the formulas (a),
(J>), (c), art. 60., terms taken from the
latter triangle which are the equivalents
of the sines and cosines of the sides, and
the cosines of the angles belonging to
the first triangle ; observing that while A>
the sides, and the arcs which measure
the angles of the triangle abc, are less than quadrants, their
supplemental arcs in the triangle a'b'c' are greater; and
therefore that in the substitution the signs of cosines must
be changed from positive to negative, and the contrary, we
have (radius being unity) for the equation preceding the for
mula (a)
cos. b' cos. a' = — cos. c' + sin. b' sin. a' cos. a'b' ;
,
, ,
cos. c' + cos b' cos. a'
, ,.
whence cos. a'b' =
; b'—-.
. . . . (a')
sm.
sin. a'
v '
T

,.,

, .

In like manner cos. b'c' =
,
and

COS. A' + COS. B' COS. C'

; b'~.
sm.
sin. c'

,,,.

; . . . (b)
v

, . COS. B' + COS. A' COS. C'
, ,s
cos. a' c'=
-. a' sin.
. c'
. . . . (V)
sin.
v '

These expressions hold good for any spherical triangles, and
therefore the accents may be omitted.
Cor. 1. When the angle C' is a right angle its cosine is
zero, and the formula (a') becomes, omitting the accents and
introducing the radius, or r,
r cos. ab = cotan. b cotan. A. . . . (d')
Substituting for the terms in this formula their equivalents in
the complemental triangle bfe (fig. to 2 Cor., art. 60.) we have
r sin. bf = cotan. b tan. fe. . . . (e7)
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Again, substituting for the terms in this last formula their
equivalents in the complemental triangle enm, we get
r cos. emn = tan. mn cotan. em. . . . (/').
Cor. 2. The equation preceding («), omitting the ac
cents, is
cos. c = sin. b sin. A cos. ab — cos. B cos. a.
Now, substituting in this equation the value of cos. B from
the formula (&); viz. cos. AC sin. a sin. c — cos. A cos. c,
it becomes
cos. c = sin. b sin. A cos. ab — cos. AC sin. A cos. a sin. c +
COS. 2A COS. C,

or transposing the last term of the second member, and sub
stituting sin. 2a for 1 —cos. 2a (PL Trigon., art. 19.), we get
cos. C sin. 2A = sin. b sin. a cos. a b
— cos. ac sin. a cos. A sin. c ;
whence cos. c sin. A =sin. B cos. ab — cos. AC cos. a sin. c.
But from art. 61. we have sin. c = —'.
— : therefore,
sm. AC
'
dividing the first of these equations by the other, viz. the first
and last terms of the former by sin. c, and the middle term
by the equivalent of sin. c, we have
cotan. c sin. A = sin. AC cotan. ab — cos. AC cos. A.
63. The corollaries (d), (e), (/), (d'), (e ), (/') contain the
formulas which are equivalent to what are called the Rules
of Napier ; and since these rules are easily retained in the
memory, their use is very general for the solution of rightangled spherical triangles. The manner of applying them
may be thus explained.
In every triangle, plane as well as spherical, three terms
are usually given to find a fourth ; and, in those which have
a right angle, one of the known terms is, of course, that angle.
Therefore, omitting for the present any notice of the right
angle among the data, it may be said that in right-angled
spherical triangles two terms are given to find a third. Now
the three terms may lie contiguously to one another (under
standing that when the right angle intervenes between two
terms those terms are to be considered as joined together), or
one of them, on the contour of the triangle, may be separated
from the two others, on the right and left, by a side or an
angle which is not among the terms given or required ; and
that term which is situated between the two others is called
the middle part. The terms which are contiguous to it,
E
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one on the right and the other on the left, are called adjacent
parts ; and those which are situated on contrary sides of it,
but are separated from it by a side or an angle, are called op
posite parts.
Thus, in the solution of a spherical triangle, as ABC, right
angled at c, and in which two terms are given
besides the right angle to find a third, there
may exist six cases according to the position
of the middle term with respect to the two
others, as in the following table, in which
the middle part is placed in the third column between the
extremes, the latter being in the second and fourth columns.
The first column contains merely the numbers of the several
cases, and the fifth denotes the corollaries to the preceding
propositions, in which are given the formulae for finding any
one of the three parts, the two others being given. The first
three cases are those in which the extreme parts are adjacent,
and the other three those in which they are opposite to the
middle part.
(df) Prop. 3,
1. angle A
angle B
hypot. AB
2. hypot. ab
angle A
side ac
(/') Prop. 3.
3. angle A
\e>) Prop. 3.
side ac
side bc
hypot. AB
side bc
(d) Prop. 1.
4. side AC
(/) Prop. 1.
5. angle A
angle b
side ac
6. hypot. AB
angle A
(e) Prop. 1.
side bc
The two rules which were discovered by Napier for the
solution of right-angled spherical triangles in these six cases
may be thus expressed, M being put for the middle part, E
and e' for the adjacent extremes, and D, d' for the opposite
or disjoined extremes :
Rati. sin. M = tan. E tan. E',
and

Rad. sin. M = cos. D cos. d'.

But, in using the rule, the following circumstance must be
attended to : when the middle term or either of the extreme
terms is the hypotenuse, or one of the angles adjacent to it,
the complement of the value of that term must be substituted
for the term itself. Thus if m, e, or d, &c. denote the hy
potenuse or one of the angles ; for sin. M must be written
cos. M ; for tan. E, cotan. E ; for cos. D, sin. D, &c
64. The problems which require for their solution the de
termination of certain parts of an oblique spherical triangle
may conveniently, except when three sides or three angles are
the data, be worked by the Rules of Napier, or by the formulas
in the six corollaries above mentioned, on imagining a per
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pendicular to be let fall from one of the angular points of the
oblique triangle in such a manner that the latter may be di
vided into two right-angled spherical triangles, in one of
which there shall be data sufficient for the application of the
rules ; and, as a general method, it may be observed that such
perpendicular should fall upon one of the sides from an ex
tremity of a known side and opposite to a known angle. Thus,
as an example, let the sides ab and
AC, with the included angle a, be
given, in the oblique spherical tri
angle abc ; and let the side BC with
the angles at B and c be required.
Imagine the arc bd to be let fall from the point b upon
the side AC, then in the right-angled triangle adb, the side
ab and the angle at A are given besides the right angle at D;
and with these data let the segment ad be found. If the
rules of Napier be employed, it is to be observed that the
angle at A will be the middle part, and that the hypotenuse
ab with the side ad are adjacent extremes ; therefore by the
first of the two rules above (as in the formula {/') art. 62.)
r. cos. bad = cotan. ab tan. ad;
thus ad may be found, and, subtracting it from AC, the
segment DC may also be found. The side BC will be most
readily obtained by forming in each of the triangles adb,bdc,
an equation corresponding to (d) in art. 60., and dividing
one by the other ; each of these equations may be formed by
the method given in that article, or by the second of Napier's
Rules. Using the latter method, and considering ab and bc
in those triangles to be the middle parts, in the first triangle
let ad, db, and in the second let bd, dc be the opposite or
disjoined extremes ; then by the Rule,
r. cos. AB = cos. AD cos. bd and r . cos. BC = cos. DC cos. BD,
and dividing the former by the latter, we have
COS. AB
COS. AD
COS. BC = COS. DC

,

; whence cos. ad : cos. DC : : cos.
F ab : cos. bc,

Or COS. DC COS. AB =: COS. AD COS. BC . . . . (a),

and either from the equation or the proportion the value of
bc may be found.
The angles abc and acb might now be found by Prop. 2.,
using the proportions
sin. bc : sin. a:: sin. ab : sin. c,
sin. bc : sin. A :: sin. AC : sin. b;
or the angle at C may be conveniently found from the triangle
E 2
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bdc, by Napier's first rule, considering the angle at c as the
middle part, and the sides bc, DC as the adjacent parts ; there
fore (as at If) art. 62.)
cos. acb = cotan. BC tan. DC.
Thus all the unknown parts in the triangle ABC are de
termined.
65. The formulae given in the first and third Propositions,
and in the second corollary to the latter, are unfit to be im
mediately employed in logarithmic computations, since they
contain terms which are connected together by the signs of
addition and subtraction ; and, therefore, before they can be
rendered subservient to the determination of numerical values
in the problems relating to practical astronomy, they must be
transformed into others in which all the terms may be either
factors or divisors ; for then, by the mere addition or sub
traction of the logarithms of those terms, the value of the
unknown quantity may be obtained. The transformations
which are more immediately necessary are contained in the
two following Propositions ; and those which may be required
in the investigations of particular formulae for the purposes of
astronomy and geodesy will be given with the Propositions in
which those formulae are employed.
Proposition IV.
66. To investigate a formula which shall be convenient for
logarithmic computation, for finding any one angle of a sphe
rical triangle in terms of its sides.
From Prop. I. we have
COS. ACB =

COS. AB — COS. AC COS. BC
;
;
;

sin. AC sin. bc
and subtracting the members of this equation from those of
., .j .. ■.
,.
,
sin. AC sin. BC
the identical equation
1 = -.
;
, we get
Bin. AC sin. BC
°
,
cos. AC cos. BC + sin. AC sin. bc — cos. ab
1 — cos. ACB =
:
:
,
sin. AC Bin. bc
,
COS. (AC — BC) — COS. AB
or
1 — COS. ACB =
^-s
f
.
sin. AC sin. BC
But (Pl.Trigon., art. 36.) 1 —cos. acb, or the versed sine
of acb, is equivalent to 2 sin.2 \ acb ; and, substituting in
the numerator of the second member the equivalent of the
difference between the two cosines (PL Trigon., art. 41.), ob
serving that ab is greater than AC — bc, since two sides of a
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triangle are greater than the third, the last equation becomes
2 sin.2 i acb = 2 sin- £ (ab + ac-bc) sin. ^ (ab — ac + bc)
a
sin. AC sin. BC
But if p represent the perimeter of the triangle,
£ (ab + AC — bc) = £ p — BC,
and £ (ab — AC + bc) = 4 p — ac,
therefore the formula becomes sin.2 £ acb (or £ vers. sin. acb) =
sin. (| p - bc) sin. (^ p — ac)
f .
sin. ac sin. bc
•• • •\ >
Again, if to the members of the above equation for cos.
acb (Prop. I.) there be added those of the identical equation
1 = -i—
—
, there will be obtained
sin. ac sin. bc
, .
sin. ac sin. bc — cos. ac cos. bc + cos. ab
1 + COS. ACB =
-.
=
,
sin. AC sin. bc
or
1, + cos. acb = COS. AB. — COS. .v(AC +■ BC)'.
sin. ac sin. bc
But (PI. Trigon., art. 36.) 1 + cos. acb is equivalent to
2 cos. 2 -J acb; and, substituting in the numerator of the
second member the equivalent of the difference between the
two'cosines (PI. Trigon., art. 41.), the last equation becomes
2 cos H acb= 2 sln- i (AC + bc + ab) sin, j (ac + bc -ab) .
*
sin. AC sin. BC
putting, as before,
£ P for £ (ac -f bc + ab) and £ p — AB for £ (ac + bc — ab),
(ip- ab)' .... (n).
, N
we ,have cos. „2 &a, acb = sin. Asm.
s. p sin.
ac -4
sin. bc
v '
Thirdly, dividing the formula (i) by (n), member by mem
ber, we get

tan. «i acb = EL(:*r=.y)-^I*'-fo) .... (III).
2

sm. £ p sm. (£ p — ab)

v

j

In the above investigations it has been supposed that the
radius is unity : if it be represented by r, the numerators of
the formulae (i), (n) and (m) must (art. 60.) be multiplied
by r2.
Proposition V.
67. To investigate formulae convenient for logarithmic
computation in order to determine two of the angles of any
spherical triangle when there are given the other angle and
the two sides which contain it.
E 3
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In a spherical triangle ABC, let ab and AC be the given
sides, and bac the given angle; it is required to find the
angles at b and c.
From (a) and (p) respectively in Prop. I. we have
cos. ab = cos. acb sin. ac sin. bc + cos. AC cos. bc . . . . (h)
cos. bc= cos. bac sin. ac sin. ab + cos. AC cos. ab .... (A)
Multiplying both members of this last equation by cos. AC
we get
cos. bc cos. ac =
cos. bac sin. ac cos. ac sin. ab + cos.2 ac cos. ab,
and substituting the second member for its equivalent in (h)
there results
cos. ab =
cos. acb sin. ac sin. bc + cos. bac sin. ac cos. ac sin. ab
+ cos.2 AC cos. ab,
or cos. ab (1 — cos.2 AC) = cos. acb sin. AC sin. BC
+ cos. bac sin. ac cos. ac sin. AB.
In this last substituting sin.2 AC for 1 — cos.2 AC, and dividing
all the terms by sin. AC, we have cos. ab sin. AC =
cos. acb sin. bc + cos. bac cos. ac sin. ab .... (w).
In like manner, from the formulae (c) and (b) in Prop. L,
and from (A) above, we get cos. AC sin. ab =
cos. abc sin. bc + cos. bac cos. AB sin. AC ... • (»);
and it may be perceived that this last equation can be ob
tained from that which precedes it by merely substituting B
for c and c for B.
Adding together the equations (rn) and (re), and afterwards
subtracting (re) from (ni) we have, respectively, putting A, B,
and c for the angles bac, abc, and acb,
cos. ab sin. AC + sin. AB COS. AC = sin. bc (cos. c + cos. b)
+ cos. a (cos. ac sin. AB + sin. AC cos. ab),
cos. ab sin. AC — sin. ab cos. AC = sin. bc (cos. c —cos. b)
+ cos. A (cos. ac sin. ab — sin. AC cos. ab).
But (PL Trigon., art. 41.) cos. c + cos. b =
2 cos. \ (b + 0) cos. i (b - c),
and
cos. c — cos. B = 2 sin £ (b + c) sin. J (b — c) :
also (PL Trigon., art. 32.) sin. ac cos. ab ± cos. AC sin. ab=
sin. (ac ± ab):
therefore, after transposition and substitution, the last equa
tions become
sin. (ac + ab) (1 — cos. a) =
2 sin. bc cos. i (b + c) cos. £ (b — c)>

^
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and sin. (ac — ab) (1 + cos. a) =
2 sin. BC sin. A. (b + c) sin. \ (b — c).
But again (PI. Tr., arts. 35, 36.) sin. a = 2 sin. £ a cos. A, a,
1 — cos. A= 2 sin.2 £ a, and 1 + cos. a = 2 cos. ' A, A : therefore
the last equations may be put in the form
2 sin. A, (ac + ab) cos. £ (ac -t- ab) sin.2 £ A =
sin. bc cos. £ (b + c) cos. £ (b — c) . . . (p),
and 2 sin. £ (AC — ab) cos. £ (ac — ab) cos.2 £ A =
sin. bc sin. ^ (b + c) sin. A. (b — c) . . . (q).
Dividing (§*) by (p) we have
8in.HAC-AB)cOS.HAC-AB) cotan.2 1 A =
sin. £ (ac + ab) cos. £ (ac + ab)
2
tan. ^ (b + c) tan. £ (b — c). . . . O).
Now from Prop. II. we have
sin. b : sin. c :: sin. AC : sin. ab;
whence sin. B + sin. c : sin. B — sin. c :: sin. AC + sin. ab :
sin. ac — sin. A b,
,
and

sin. ac + sin. ab
sin. ac — sin. ab

sin. B + sin. c
sin. B — sin. c

or (PL Trigon., art. 41.),
sin. \ (ac + ab) cos. \ (ac — ab) _ sin. \ (b + c) cos.^(b— c) _
cos. £ (ac + ab) sin. £(ac — ab) — cos. A, (B + c)sin. j(b— c)'
or again,
sin. \ (ac+ab) cos. \ (ac — ab) _ tan. \ (b + c)
, ,
cos. \ (ac + ab) sin. A, (ac — ab) ~ tan. \ (b — c)' " * " ^ ''
Multiplying (r) by (*) we have
cos.2-^-)
A (ab —■ ac)< cotan.2„ A, cab = tan.2, £, (b
/ +, C),
^x
cos.'

A.

(ab

+

ac)

2

■

\

/

whence
, , +, c)
„v . . . . (l>
/Tl
cos. A (ab — ac) ,
cos. A.f-)(ab + ac){ cotan. Ac
■ ab = tan. Aa (b
\
/
/
Again, dividing (r) by (s) and extracting the roots,
sin. A (AB - AC) cQtan> cab _ tan> i (B _ c) . . . . („).
sm. \ (ab + ac)
2
a
Thus from the formulae (i) and (n) there may be obtained
the values of the angles abc and acb in terms of the angle
cab and of the sides ab and AC, which contain it.
E 4
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Proposition VI.
68. To investigate formulae convenient for logarithmic
computation, for determining two sides of any spherical tri
angle when there are given the other side and the two ad
jacent angles.
In a spherical triangle ABC, the angles at B and c and the
side bc being given ; it is required to find the sides ab and
AC

From the formulas (a') and (&') in Prop. III., omitting the
accents, after multiplying both members of the latter by cos. a,
and substituting as in the last Proposition, there will be ob
tained the equation
cos. ab sin. A=cos. C sin. B + cos. BC cos. B sin. C . . . . (rn1)
Also from the formulae (c') and (£') in Prop. III., or, which is
the same, writing c for B and B for C in the last equation,
there is obtained
cos. AC sin. A=cos. B sin. c + cos. bc cos. c sin. B. . . . («')■
Adding together («') and (»»'), and afterwards subtracting (»')
from (m') we get, on transforming, as in Art. 67.,
sin. A cos. £ (ab + ac) cos. £ (ab — ac) =
sin. (b + c) cos.2£ bc . . . . (p')>
and sin. a sin. | (ab + ac) sin. \ (ab — ac) =
sin (b— c)sin.2 [bc
{<?)•
Then, dividing (g') by (p') there is obtained
sin. [ (ab + ac) sin. \ (ab— Ac)_sin. £ (b— c) cos. j- (b-c)
cos. \ (ab + ac) cos. \ (ab — ac) — sin. | (b + c) cos. [ (b~+c)
tan.2£BC
{f).
This last equation being first multiplied by (*), and afterwards
divided by (*), in the last Proposition, there will be obtained
after the necessary reductions
i /
\
cos. i (b — c) ,
,
, s
tan. J (ab + AC) = CQS- j ^ + ^ tan. £ bc. . . . (i),
and tan. A (ab — ac) = 8m- f )B ~ 2 tan. i bc. . . . (n).
2 v
'
sin. \ (b -(- c)
2
v '
Thus the values of ab and AC may be separately found.
The formulas (i) and (il) in Props. V. and VI., were disco
vered by Napier, and are frequently designated " Napier's
Analogies."
69. The investigation of formulae expressing the relations
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between an angle and its orthographical projection on a plane
inclined to that of the angle may be made as follows.
If the vertices of the given and projected angles are to be
coincident, the sides containing the given angle and its pro
jection may be conceived to be in the
planes of two great circles of a sphere
whose centre is the angular point, and
which intersect each other in a line
passing through that point. Thus, let
acb be the given angle, then, zc being
any line passing through C, if the planes
of two circles pass through zc and the
lines c a, cb, and meet a plane passing through c perpendicu
larly to zc, the intersections of the circles with the latter
plane will be in the lines ca, cb, and the angle acb will be
the orthographical projection of acb.
Now the arc a b, of a great circle, measures the angle acb;
and the arc ab measures the projected angle acb; there
fore the arcs Ad, Bb, or the angles aCA, bCB being given,
their complements za, zb are known ; and in the spherical
triangle azb, with the three sides za, zb, ab, the angle azb
may be computed by one of the formulae (a), (b), or (c),
Prop. I., or by one of the formula? (i), (n), or (in) Prop. IV.,
and consequently its equal AC B is found. If one of the sides,
as cb, were coincident with a side, as CB, of the reduced
angle, since zb would then be a quadrant, its sine would be
equal to radius, and its cosine to zero : therefore, one of the
formulae (a), (b), or (c), Prop. I. would give
T
cos. ab
cos. ab , ,. , .
., .
cos. azb = —
being
sin. za, or = cos. A a , (radius
v
° unity),
JJ
or
cos. ACa : cos. acb :: rad. (= 1) : cos. ACB.
A particular formula for the reduction of the angle acb,
when a a and Bb are small arcs, will be given in the chapter
on Geodesy (art. 397.).
If the arcs A a, Bb, or the angles ACa, Bcb be equal to
one another, each of them may be considered as the inclina
tion of the plane acb to acb, and the reduction may be made
thus: — imagine a plane, as aC'b, to pass through ab parallel
to AC b, and the straight lines, or chords, a b, A B to be drawn ;
then the angle ac'b will be equal to acb, and the triangles
ac'b, acb will be similar to one another : therefore
c'b : CB :: chord ab : chord ab, or as 2 sin. ^ arc. ab :
2 sin. -| arc. A B.
But
C'b : CB :: sin. zb : rad., or as cos. Bb : radius;
therefore sin. zb : rad. :: sin. £ arc. ab : sin. ^ arc. ab,
or
sin. zb : rad. :: sin. £ acb : sin. i acb.
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70. If it were required to find the length of an arc, as ab
of a great circle from the given length of the corresponding
arc ab, of & small circle, having the same poles (of which let
z be one), and consequently (Sph. Geom., 1 Cor. 1 Def.)
parallel to it, the sectors acb, ac'b being similar to one
another, we have
c'a : ca :: ab : ab.
But za is the distance of the small circle from its pole z;
and, the radius of the sphere being unity, c'a is the sine of
that distance ; therefore the above proportion becomes
sin. za : 1 (= radius) ::ab : ab ;
,
ab
ab
whence ab = -:
=
.
sin. za
cos. A a
Conversely ab = ab sin. za — ab cos. A a.
If the chord of the arc ab were transferred from A to B' on
the arc ab, we should have
chord ab— c'a . 2 sin. j a c'b, and chord A b' = c A . 2 sin. ^ acb' :
but chord ab ■= chord ab'; therefore
c'a . 2 sin. £ ac'b = c A . 2 sin. £ acb',
and c'a : ca:: sin. ^ acb' : sin. £ ac'b,
or
cos. Aa : rad. (= 1) :: sin! £ acb' : sin. £ ac'b.
When the arc a b is small, we have, nearly, the angle acb' =
1

,!

ACB'

ac'b cos. Aa; or, conversely,
J ac'b = cos. Aa.
71. When two great circles, as pa, pb, make with each
other a small angle at p, their point of intersection, and when
from any point as M, in one of these, an arc Mp of a great
circle is let fall perpendicularly on the other ; also from the
same point M, an arc My, of a small circle having p for its
pole, is described ; it may be required to find approximatively
the value of pq, and the difference between the arcs Ma
and TAp.
Let c be the centre of the sphere, and draw the radii CM,
cp ; also imagine a plane MC'a to pass
through Ma perpendicularly to PC, and
let it cut the plane MCp in the line mn.
Then, since the plane MC'a is perpen
dicular to p C, it is perpendicular to the
planes pcb, pca (Geom., 18 Planes);
the plane TACp is also perpendicular to
pcb; therefore the line of section mn
is perpendicular to pcb and to the lines
c'q, cp, which it meets in that plane ; and the angle MC'a is
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equal to bpa or bca, the inclination of the circles pa, pb
to one another.
Now, if the radius of the sphere be considered as unity,
we shall have
MC' = sin. pm, and cc' == cos. pm ; then
c'N (= mc' cos. mc'n) = sin. pm cos. p, also
c'n (= cc' tan. p Cp) = cos. P M tan. vp ;
therefore sin. pm cos. p = cos. pm tan. vp,
,
cos. pm ■
cos. pm sin. p»
and cos. P = —
tan. vp, or = —
r.
r
sin. pm cos. vp
sin. pm
Subtracting the first and last members from unity, we have
cos.
1 — cos. P = 1
. pm sin. vp
£= sin.
v (pm-pb)
v
".
sin. pm cos. vp sin. pm cos. vp
But 1— cos. v = 2 sin. 2£p (PI. Trigon., art. 36.), and since
P is supposed to be small, the arc which measures the angle
may be put for its sine ; therefore 1 —cos. P becomes (p being
expressed in seconds so that | p sin. 1" may represent sin. £ p)
equal to £p2 sin.2 1". Also, for sin. (pm— vp) may be put
(PM-pp) sin. 1", or pq sin. 1", and in the denominator, vp
may be considered as equal to PM; therefore, for the deno
minator there may be put sin. pm cos. pm, or its equivalent
\ sin. 2 pm. Thus. we obtain, approximatively,
PM — Vp sin. 1", or i P2 sin. 2PMsm.l"=r»«
Jp2 sin. 21"=: r—.—jr-i—
2
£sin. 2pm
*
^y
(in seconds).
Again, since mn = sin. Mp, on developing Up in terms of
its sine (PI. Trigon., art. 47.), neglecting powers higher than
the third, we have
up = mn + £mn3:
. , .
MN
. Mq
MN
.
Mq
,
And, since
; = sm. —*-., or = sin. -—?—, on deMC'
mc'
sm. pm
em. pm
veloping as before, we get
M<7
MN , . MN3
. MN3
-v—^——~.
T—~— . or MO* = MN + i6 -t—5
sin.2 pm
sm.
pm sm.PM + 4fisin.8PM
Subtracting from this the above equation for Mp, we obtain
i
q (
1
i"\ ,
, cos.2pm
Mff(5
1 /JzriMN3
-r-s
* MB
r = 4-MN3
6
Vsm.2PM
6
sm.2PM
= | mn3 cotan.2 pm; or expressing Mp in seconds, and
putting Mp sin. 1" for mn, we have (in arc)
Mq — Mp =£ Mp3 sin.3!" cotan.2PM, and, in seconds,
= £ Mp3 sin.2 1" cotan.2 pm.
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CHAP. IV.
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE INSTRUMENTS EMPLOYED IN
PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY.
THE SIDEREAL CLOCK.
MURAL

CIRCLE.

MICROMETER.

TRANSIT INSTRUMENT.

AZIMUTH AND ALTITUDE

CIRCLE.

ZENITH

SECTOR. — EQUATORIAL INSTRUMENT. — COLLIMATOR. — REPEAT
ING CIRCLE.

REFLECTING INSTRUMENTS.

72. The longitudes and latitudes of celestial bodies are not,
now, directly obtained from observations, on account of the
difficulties which would attend the adjustments of the instru
ments requisite for such a purpose : but on land, particularly
in a regular observatory, the positions of the sun, moon,
planets, and fixed stars are generally determined by the me
thod which was first practised by Romer or La Hire. This
consists in observing the right ascensions by means of a
transit telescope and a sidereal clock, and the declinations by
means of a circular instrument whose plane coincides with
that of the meridian: the longitudes and latitudes, when
required, are then computed by the rules of trigonometry.
It will be proper therefore, in this place, to explain the na
ture of the instruments just mentioned, their adjustments and
verifications, and the manner of employing them. It is not
intended, however, to describe at length the great instru
ments which are set up in a national observatory, but merely
to indicate them, and to explain the natures and uses of such
as, being similar to them and of more simple construction,
may without great risk of injury be transported to foreign
stations, where regular observatories do not exist, in order to
be employed by persons charged with the duty of making
celestial observations, either for the advancement of astro
nomy itself or in connection with objects of geodetical or
physical inquiry.
73. The Sidereal Clock is one which is regulated so that the
extremity of its hour-hand may revolve round the circum
ference of the dial-plate in the interval of time between the
instants when, by the diurnal rotation of the earth, that inter
section of the traces of the equator and ecliptic which is de
signated the vernal equinox, or the first point of Aries, appears
successively in the plane of the geographical meridian, on the
same side of the pole. This interval is called a sidereal day,
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being very nearly that in which a fixed star appears to
revolve about the earth. The dial of the clock having its
circumference divided into twenty-four equal parts, the hourhand is made to indicate xxiv, or 0 hours at the instant that
the first point of Aries is in the meridian ; and if the clock
were duly adjusted, it is evident that the hour, minute, and
second which it might express at any moment would be
equivalent to the angle, at that moment, between the plane
of the meridian and a plane passing the earth's axis and
the equinoctial point above-mentioned.
Thus, the clock
would show the right ascension of the mid-heaven, or meri
dian, at that instant, right ascensions being generally expressed
in time.
It follows, therefore, that if a telescope were accurately
placed in the plane of the meridian, and a star were to ap
pear to be bisected by a vertical wire in the middle of the
field of view, the time shown by the sidereal clock at that
instant would express the apparent right ascension of the
star. On the other hand, if it were required to make the
clock express sidereal time, it would be only necessary, at the
moment that a fixed star whose apparent right ascension is
given in the Nautical Almanac is observed to be bisected by
the wire of the telescope, to set the hands to the hour, mi
nute, &c. so given ; for then, the clock being supposed to be
duly regulated, 0 hours will be indicated by it when the first
point of Aries is on the meridian.
The different species of time, and the processes which are to
be used in reducing one species to another, will be explained
further on. (Chap. XIV.)
74. The Micrometer is an instrument by which small
angles are measured ; and it is employed for the purpose of
ascertaining the angle subtended at the observer's eye by the
diameter of the sun, the moon, or a planet, or by the distance
between a fixed star and the moon or a comet when they are
very near each other, or for any like purpose in practical
astronomy.
It consists of a brass tube with lenses, constituting the
eye-piece of a tele
scope and carrying a
frame, A B, containing
two perforated plates:
to one of these is at-Cj^
tached a very fine
wire, or spider thread,
pq, and to the other
a similar wire st,
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the two wires being parallel to one another. There is be
sides, usually fixed to one of the plates, a fine wire mn at
right angles to both pq and st. The plates are capable of a
rectilinear motion in the direction ab, perpendicular to the
axis of the telescope, by means of screws at A and b, and thus
the wires may be made to approach to, or recede from, one
another, retaining always their parallelism. When they have
been moved till the object, or the space between two objects,
is comprehended between them, the angle subtended at the
eye by such object or space is ascertained by a scale a b in
the field of the telescope : one revolution of each screw car
ries its wires through an extent equal to one of the gradua
tions on the scale ab, and this extent is subdivided by the
graduations on the circular heads C and D of the screws. The
angular value of each graduation depends on the magnifying
power of the telescope to which the micrometer is applied,
and it must always be determined by observation : this may
easily be effected, when the micrometer is attached to the
telescope of a circle revolving in azimuth like the horizontal
limb of a theodolite, by means of a small and well-defined
terrestrial object.
75. Having made one of the wires bisect the object, move
the other by causing its screw to make any number of revo
lutions ; then the azimuth circle being turned till this last
wire appears to bisect the object, the difference between the
two readings on the circle when the object was bisected, being
divided by the number of revolutions, will give the value of
an angle subtended at the eye by the positions of the micro
meter wire at the commencement and end of one revolution of
the screw : and as one revolution of a screw carries its wire over
a space equal to one of the intervals between two divisions on
the scale, the angular value of a revolution is, of course, the
equivalent of such interval.
76. The value of a revolution may be obtained by measur
ing between the wires the apparent diameter of the sun, if
the field of view is sufficiently extensive ; in this case the
micrometer screw must be turned till the two wires are tan
gents to the upper and lower edges of the sun's disk. Then,
the angle subtended by that diameter being given in the
Nautical Almanac, on dividing this angle by the number of
revolutions, the result is the angle corresponding to one
revolution. It may be found, also, by observing the transit
of the pole-star upon one of the wires when the star is on,
or very near the meridian, and again after having displaced
the wire by several revolutions of the screw ; now t (in
seconds) being the time in which the pole-star passes from the
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wire in the first, to the same wire in the second position, 15 t
(since by the rotation of the earth on its axis in 24 hours
every point in the heavens appears to describe about that axis
an angle or arc equal to 15 degrees in an hour, 15 minutes
in one minute of time, &c.) will express in seconds of a de
gree the angle subtended at the centre of the star's parallel
of declination by the interval between the two places of the
wire, and being multiplied by the cosine of the star's declina
tion (art. 70.) it will express the angle subtended at the
centre of the equator by an equal interval on that great circle.
But, as will be hereafter explained, this as well as the other
stars has constantly a movement in right ascension, that is, in
the same direction as the earth revolves on its axis, the amount
of which, during the time t, may be found from the Nautical
Almanac ; and, whether the star be above or below the pole,
an increase of right ascension will increase the time in which,
by the diurnal rotation, it appears to pass between the two
positions of the wire : therefore that change of right ascension
(in arc) must be subtracted from the above product in order
to express the angle corresponding to the number of the
screw's revolutions.
77. If the micrometrical apparatus be placed in a frame
which is capable of being turned about the optical axis of the
telescope, and be provided with a graduated circle, as ef,
whose centre is in that axis, so that the position of the mi
crometer wires with respect to the plane of any vertical, or
horary circle, may be known at the time that the microme
trical angle is observed, the instrument is called a Position
Micrometer. It is usually attached to an equatorial instru
ment or to a telescope having an equatorial movement. The
manner of using a micrometer for the measurement of small
angles will be explained in the description of the equatorial
(art. 119.).
78. The micrometer microscope, which is attached to the
rim of an astronomical circle, consists of a system of lenses
similar to those of an ordinary microscope, and the image of
the graduations of the circle is by the disposition of the lenses
made to fall at the place of a wire or of a pair of wires crossing
each other at an acute angle near the eye-end of the tube.
Now the smaller kind of astronomical circles are divided into
spaces each equal to 15 minutes of a degree, but those of a
larger kind into spaces equal to 10 minutes or 5 minutes ;
and across the field of view in the microscope is a scale or a
plate divided into spaces, each of which is equal to one minute.
The micrometer screw, by one complete revolution, moves
the wire through one of the spaces on the plate, and its cir
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cular head being divided into 60 parts (for example) a portion
of a revolution, which carries one of these parts under the
fixed index, evidently causes the wire to move through a
space equal to one second of a degree. The object glass of
the microscope has a small motion in the direction of the axis,
in order that the magnifying power may be varied ; and that
by such motion the image of one of the intervals on the circle
(suppose it to be one-twelfth of a degree), or of the number of
parts on the scale, into which it is divided, may be increased
or diminished till so many revolutions of the micrometer
screw will cause the wire to move exactly through the extent
of that interval ; the tube containing the eye-glasses being
adjusted so as to afford distinct vision.
79. As it is difficult to adjust the microscopes so that five
revolutions of the micrometer screw shall carry the wire over
exactly one of the five-minute spaces on the circle (if the
latter be so graduated), it is preferred to observe the number of
revolutions and the part of a revolution made by the screw
while the wire passes over the space ; then if, for example,
the number of revolutions, instead of five, be 5 • 4, the value
of one revolution will be ——, or 0'* 926 nearly, and the whole
number of minutes and parts of a minute which are indicated
by the revolutions of the screw being multiplied by that value
will give the correct value of the reading. The number of re
volutions of the screw, which in this case are 5 '4, made while
the wire moves along one of the divisions on the circle, is
called a run of the micrometer screw.
80. In using the micrometer microscope, after the object
has been put in contact with the wire in the field of the tele
scope, the number of whole degrees, and of the quarter, sixth,
or twelfth parts of a degree are read on the circle ; and if a
division-line should exactly coincide with the wire in the
microscope when that wire is at the zero point of the micro
meter scale, the reading is complete : but if a division do
not so coincide the wire must, by the micrometer screw, be
moved up along the scale till it coincides with the next divi
sion-fine on the circle ; then the number of revolutions, and
the part of a revolution which the screw has made must, when
reduced as above, be added to, or subtracted from the degrees,
&c. which are read on the circle, according to the direction in
which the latter has been turned in taking the angle.
81. The transit instrument is a telescope whose tube con
sists of two cylindrical parts united near the middle of its
length to the opposite sides of a portion which is either cubical
or globular. At right angles to the tube is an axis of brass
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consisting of two conical arms which, at their larger extre
mities, are joined on opposite sides to the cubical or globular
portion just mentioned : the smaller extremities of the cones
are made cylindrical, and equal to one another; and when
the telescope is mounted for service, each of these extremities
lies in a notch cut at the top of a moveable vertical plate of
brass, (corresponding to what in a common theodolite is called
a Y,) which enters into a fixed plate of the like metal. The
latter either rests on a stone pier or forms the head of the
stand supporting the telescope ; and each notch has the form
of two inclined planes whose surfaces are tangents to the
cylindrical pivot: one of the notched plates is capable, by
means of a screw, of being elevated or depressed for the pur
pose of rendering the axis of motion horizontal ; and the other
may, in like manner, be moved a small way in azimuth, in
order that the optical axis of the telescope, (the line joining
the centres of all the lenses,) may be brought accurately into
the plane of the meridian.
82. At the focus of the object glass are fixed three, five,
or seven parallel wires, besides one which crosses them at

right angles : the latter is intended to be always in a horizon
tal position ; and the others, when the telescope lies horizon
tally between its supports, are in vertical positions. The
diaphragm, or perforated plate to which the wires are attached,
is capable of a small movement by means of screws which
pass through the sides of the telescope, in order that the
intersection of the horizontal with the central wire at right
angles to it may be made to fall exactly in the optical axis
or line of collimation, as it is called, of the telescope. One of
the arms of the axis of motion is hollow, and a lamp being
attached to the pier, or side of the stand on which that arm
p
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•
rests, light passes through the arm into the telescope where
it falls upon a perforated plane mirror placed at an angle of
45 degrees with the optical axis, and from thence it is reflected
to the eye of the observer. By this means the wires are
rendered visible in the night, the light from the lamp being
regulated so as not to efface that of the star, which is seen
through the aperture in the mirror. The extremities of the
telescope are sometimes capable of being removed from the
body and interchanged with one another ; and in this case the
reflecting mirror is capable of being turned on an axis so that
its inclination to the optical axis of the telescope may be
reversed, and thus the light from the lamp may be thrown at
pleasure towards either extremity : by this contrivance in
accuracies in the form of the cylindrical pivots may be com
pensated, since different parts of their surfaces may be made
to rest on the notches or inclined planes at the tops of the
piers or supports.
83. At the extremity of the other arm is usually fixed, in
a vertical position, a graduated circle which turns with the
telescope upon the axis of motion, and is furnished with an
index which is attached to the pier or stand, and consequently is
immoveable, except for adjustment. The bar which carries
the index sometimes extends across the circle in the direction
of a diameter, and at each extremity is a vernier for sub
dividing the graduations of the circle : a spirit level attached
to the bar serves to indicate the exact horizontality of the line
joining the opposite indexes. The use of this circle is to
obtain roughly the altitude of a celestial body at the time of
the transit : or, the meridian altitude being previously com
puted, the observer is enabled by the circle to direct the tele
scope to the apparent place of the body on the meridian,
preparatory to the observation of the transit.
84. The horizontality of the axis of motion is usually
ascertained by means of a spirit level, which is either suspended
below that axis from angular
hooks passing over the cylin
drical pivots, or is made to stand
above, the feet being notched
so as to rest tangentially on those
pivots; and the annexed dia
gram represents one of the latter kind. The spirit level
may be adjusted, and the axis upon which the transit telescope
turns may be rendered horizontal, by methods similar to those
which are employed in levelling a common theodolite; but
in order to avoid the risk of injuring the instrument by too
frequent reversions, it is usual to have a graduated scale
adapted to the level so that its middle point, which for sim
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plicity may be the zero of the graduations, is vertically above
the middle of the bubble or column of air, and to determine,
by the difference of the readings at the extremities of the line,
the error, if any exist, in the horizontality of the axis of motion.
When the level is in a horizontal position, the bubble of
air is stationary at the middle of the upper surface of the
spirit in the tube ; but on giving the latter a small inclination
to the horizon, the air will move towards the higher end, till
the force of ascent is in equilibrio with the adhesion of the
water to the glass ; and it is assumed that the space which
the centre or either extremity of the air bubble moves through
is proportional to the angle of inclination. In such angle the
number of seconds which correspond to each graduation of
the scale may be determined by the maker of the instrument,
or the astronomer may determine it himself by placing the
level on the connecting bars of a graduated circle which is
capable of turning in altitude, and reading the number of
minutes of a degree through which the circle is turned, in
order to make the air bubble move under any convenient
number of graduations on the scale.
Now the length of the column of air in the tube will vary
with changes in the temperature of the atmosphere, and the
axis of the spirit tube may not be parallel to a plane passing
through the points on which rest the feet of the level : there
fore, though the latter plane were horizontal, the middle of
the air might deviate from the zero of the scale. If the
number of the graduation above each extremity of the air
column be read, the excess of the greater number above half
the sum of the two numbers will indicate the inclination of
the axis of the spirit tube to a horizontal line, the axis being
highest at that end of the scale towards which the air has
moved ; then, reversing the level on its points of support,
and reading the numbers as before, if the excess of the greater
number above half the sum of the two should be the same as
before, it is evident that the points of support will be in a
horizontal plane. But, should the said excess not be the same
in thecontrary positions of the spirit level, half their sum, if
the two excesses are on the same side of the centre of the
scale, or half their difference, if on opposite sides, will be the
number of graduations expressing the inclination of the plane
passing through the points of support to one which is horizon
tal. Thus, for example, let the first excess be equal to 2.4
divisions of the scale (which, if each division correspond to 5
seconds of a degree, will be equivalent to an inclination of
12") towards the west; and the second excess equal to 0.8
divisions, or 4 ", also towards the west ; then half their sum,
r 2
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or 1.6 divisions ( = 8") will be the true quantity by which
the west end of the axis is too high : therefore that end must
be lowered by means of the screw under the support till the
west end of the column of air has moved 1.6 divisions of the
scale nearer the middle of the level, when the axis will be in
a horizontal position. If the excesses of the readings on the
scale above their mean values, in the direct and reversed posi
tions of the level, had been in opposite directions, one towards
the west and the other towards the east, half the difference
between the excesses would have been the quantity by which
the higher end of the air column must have been moved
towards the middle, in order to render the axis of motion
horizontal. When the level is placed above the axis of the
telescope's motion, there should be attached to it horizontally
a small level at right angles to its length, in order by the
bubble of air in the latter being in the middle, to ensure the
vertical position of a plane passing through the axis of the
telescope's motion and that of the principal level.
85. The deviation of the axis of motion from a horizontal
position being ascertained, the error occasioned by it in the
time of the observed transit of a star
may be thus determined. Let nzn'
represent the plane of the meridian,
nzn' half a great circle of the sphere,
in which the telescope is supposed to /
i/''
turn, the line non' in the plane of n
the meridian being parallel to the
horizon, and o being the place of the observer ; let also the
angle zoz or the arc zz measure the deviation of the tele
scope from z, the zenith, or the inclination of the axis of
the telescope to the horizon, and let p be the pole of the world.
Then, for a star which passes the meridian in or very
near the zenith, the angle subtended at p by the arc zz, or
the arc a b of the equator equivalent to the angle zpz
expressed in seconds of a degree will (art. 70.) be equal to
-.
, or to the number of seconds in zz divided by the
sin. zp
cosine of zb, the latitude of the station. But, for a star
which passes the meridian on any other parallel of declina
tion, let sp represent a portion of such parallel between the
meridian nzn' and the circle nzn': then we have (art.
70.) sp very nearly equal to zz sin. n's, or to the product of
the seconds in zz by the cosine of zs, the star's meridional
distance from z ; and the angle subtended at p by sp, or the
arc b c of the equator equivalent to spjo, equal to .

-» that
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sin. PS

Bin. PS

This value being divided by 15, since by the rotation of the
earth on its axis every point, as s, in the heavens appears to
describe about p an angle or arc equal to 15 degrees in one
hour, &c, will give the number of seconds which must be
added to, or subtracted from the observed time of the transit,
according as the circle nzn' is eastward or westward of the
meridian, in order to have the corrected time of the transit.
86. The horizontality of the axis may be verified without
a spirit-level, on observing by reflexion from mercury the
transit of a star near the zenith or the pole, at the first and
second wires ; then turning upwards quickly the object end
of the telescope and observing the same star by direct view at
the fourth and fifth wires (the number of wires being supposed
to be five). The intervals between all the wires being equal
to one another, if the difference between the times at which
the star was observed to be bisected by the first and fifth wire
be equal to four times, and the difference between those at
which it was observed to be bisected by the second and fourth
be twice the difference between the times of being bisected by
the first and second, or by the fourth and fifth, it will follow
that the axis of motion is correctly horizontal. The error, if
any exist, in the horizontality of the axis may be obviated by
observing the transit of a star directly on one night, and by
reflexion on the next : but in this method it is supposed that
the rate of the clock is well known, and that the telescope
suffers no derangement between the times of the observations.
87. In order to make the central or meridional wire in the
telescope pass through the optical axis, the telescope must be
directed so that the wire may coincide with, or bisect some
conspicuous object, as a white disk on a post or building at
a considerable distance ; then, the pivots of the horizontal
axis being reversed on their supports, if the wire still coincide
with the object the adjustment is complete ; otherwise, the
wire must be moved towards the object as much as half the
observed deviation, by means of the screw in the side of the
tube, and the other half by turning the axis a small way in
azimuth ; employing for this purpose the screw which moves
the notched plate at the top of the pier or support of the
telescope. It may be necessary to repeat this operation
several times before the deviation, or the error of collimation
as it is called, is quite corrected.
88. If the transit telescope be provided with a micrometer,
the error in the position of the optical axis may be determined
in the following manner : — By turning the screw of the mi
F 3
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crometer till the wire which was previously in coincidence
with the meridional wire of the telescope is made to bisect a
well-defined terrestrial mark, ascertain the number of seconds
by which that meridional wire deviates from the mark, and
having reversed the axis of the telescope, ascertain, in like
manner, the deviation in this position. Half the difference,
if there be any, between the deviations, is the true deviation
of the line of collimation from a line perpendicular to the
axis on which the telescope turns. This deviation is supposed
to be expressed in divisions of the micrometer scale, and if
these denote seconds of a degree, on dividing by 15 as above
mentioned, the deviation will be expressed in seconds of time.
The observed time of the transit of an equatorial star must
be corrected by the quantity of the deviation so found ; but
for a star having north or south declination, that deviation
must (art. 70.) be divided by the cosine, or multiplied by
the secant of the declination, in order to obtain the corre
sponding arc of the equator, or angle at the pole, which con
stitutes the error of the transit for such star. It must be
observed, that if the line of collimation deviate from the south
either eastward or westward, it also deviates (the telescope
being turned on its axis) from the north towards the same
part ; and that when the telescope is reversed on its supports,
the deviation is from the south or north towards the contrary
parts : if the transit of a star below the pole be observed, the
correction which, for a transit above the pole, north or south
of the zenith, would be additive, must then be subtractive,
and the contrary. At the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, the
eiTor of collimation is found by means of a telescope placed,
for the purpose, in the north window of the Transit Room.
See Collimator, art. 125.
89. When it is required to ascertain that the central or
meridional wire is in a vertical position, the optical axis being
horizontal, it is only necessary to observe that the wire ex
actly covers or bisects a terrestrial object, as the white disk
before mentioned, while the telescope is turned on the pivots
of its horizontal axis ; or a star which passes the meridian
near the pole may be made to serve the same purpose as the
terrestrial mark. If the mark or star should appear to de
viate from the wire near the upper and lower parts of the
field of view, the eye-piece with the wires must be turned on the
optical axis of the telescope till the object remains bisected in
the whole length of the wire. The horizontality of the wire
which should be at right angles to the meridional wire and
those which are parallel to it is ascertained by placing it on
an equatorial star when the latter enters the field of view,
and observing that the star is bisected by the wire during the
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time of its passage across that field. It is scarcely necessary
to remark, that the wires in the eye-piece of the telescope
must be adjusted by drawing them towards or from the eye
till they appear well defined ; and till, at the same time, a
star which may be observed near one of them does not change
its position on moving the eye towards the right or left hand.
The coincidence of the horizontal wire with a diameter
passing through the optical axis of the telescope, is of small
importance when it is not intended to use the transit instru
ment for the purpose of obtaining altitudes ; but, in the event
of this being one of the objects contemplated, the adjustment
must be carefully made, or the error accurately determined ;
the process which is to be employed will be explained in the
description of the altitude and azimuth circle (art. 106.).
90. The advantage of having one wire or more parallel to,
and on each side of that which is in the plane of the meridian,
is, that the unavoidable inaccuracy in estimating the time at
which a star, on its transit, appears to be bisected by a wire,
may be almost wholly corrected by using a mean of the times
at which the bisections take place on all the wires. If the
distances between the parallel wires were precisely equal to
one another, an arithmetical mean of the times (the sum of
all the times divided by the number of wires) might be con
sidered as the correct time of the transit at the middle wire ;
but, on account of the inequalities of those distances, a mean
of the times at which any star appears to be bisected by the
several wires is to be taken for the time of the transit at an
imaginary wire situated near the central wire ; and the dif
ferences between the times of the transit at the several wires
and at this imaginary wire may then be taken. These dif
ferences being multiplied by the cosine of the star's decimation
(art. 70.), will give the corresponding distance for a star
supposed to be in the plane of the equator.
91. In a small transit telescope having five wires, it was
found, for a star supposed to be in the plane of the equator,
that the differences between the times of the transit at each
wire, and at the imaginary mean wire, were as follow : —
First wire
+ 51".601
Second
+ 25".590
Third
+ 0".110
Fourth
- 25".890
Fifth
- 51".410
When, therefore, the transit of a star has not been observed
at all the wires of a telescope ; if it be required to obtain,
from such observations as have been made, the time of transit
at the imaginary mean wire, one of the following processes
F 4
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may be used : — From a table formed as above, take the
number corresponding to each wire at which the transit has
been observed, divide it by the cosine of the star's declination,
and add the quotient, according to its sign, to the observed time
of transit ; the result is the time of transit at the mean wire :
then a mean of these separate means will be the required time
of transit at the imaginary mean wire. Or, from a table as
above, take the number corresponding to each wire at which
the observation has been made ; then take a mean of these,
and divide it by the cosine of the star's declination. Take a
mean of the observed times of transit, and add to it, according
to its sign, the quotient just found ; the result will be the
time of transit at the imaginary mean wire. It must be ob
served, however, that the signs of the numbers in the table
formed as above are adapted to the culminations of stars above
the pole : those signs, and also the order of the wires, must
be reversed when the transits are observed below the pole.
92. The equatorial differences in a table such as that
which has been given above, is generally found from the ob
served transits of stars near the pole, as a Polaris and 8 Ursa
Minoris ; and these stars describing very small circles about
the pole, their paths are sensibly curved in the passage from
the first to the last wire : therefore, though the intervals
between the wires were equal, the observed times of passing
such equal intervals would not be equal. Thus let a b c be
part of the arc described by a star in consequence of the
diurnal rotation, and a, b, c, places of
e
the star when bisected by three of the
wires, of which let the straight line ./a ^-—'
\
drawn through e be the middle wire: /
V~
|*
*\
m
it is manifest (the intervals am, bn,
perpendicular to the middle wire being the distances of the
wires at a and b from the mean wire) that the observed in
tervals between the time of transit at a and c, b and c must
be reduced in the ratio of the arcs ac, be to the lines am,
bn; that is, of

'

(= 0.00436 m) to sin. 15 m, m being

the minutes of time in the observed intervals between the
transits, and tr the half circumference of a circle whose radius
is unity.
93. In order to obtain the time of transit at the mean wire,
when a planet is observed, the number given in the above
table, after being divided by the cosine of the planet's de
clination, must be increased or diminished by the product of
that quotient multiplied by the increase or diminution of the
planet's right ascension (in time) during one second of time,
as a correction on account of the variation in the planet's right
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ascension while it is passing between the wire at which the
transit was observed and the mean wire. When the moon
is observed, the number in the table, after being divided by
the cosine of her declination, must, in like manner, be in
creased on account of the increase of her right ascension in
such interval of time : but the time in which this celestial
body passes between two wires in a telescope is further af
fected by the small variation of her parallax in that time ;
and a correction on this account will be presently given
(art. 161.). The variations of the right ascensions may be
taken from the Nautical Almanac; for the moon, in the
pages containing the moon's daily right ascensions and declin
ations ; and for a planet, in the columns of geocentric right
ascensions.
94. When it is required to place a transit telescope in the
plane of the meridian, an approximate knowledge of the
position of a line on the ground in a north and south direc
tion must first be obtained : this may be done in various ways,
and one of the most simple depends on observing a star through
the telescope of a well-adjusted theodolite at the instants
when, in the course of the same night, it has equal altitudes ;
for the arc apparently described by the star above the ho
rizon being a segment of a circle, if a picket be driven into
the ground in the direction of the telescope when it is made
to bisect the horizontal angle between its positions at the two
times of observation, a line traced on the ground from the
picket to a point vertically under the centre of the theodolite
will be nearly in the direction of a meridian line. This me
thod, or one similar to it, must be put in practice when the
observer is unacquainted with the longitude of his station,
and when his watch is not regulated so as to show the time
of an observation correctly, or when, though possessing a
surveying compass, he may not know the declination of the
needle. Little accuracy can be expected in a first operation,
but the process may be repeated several times during one
night with the same star, and a mean of the bisecting lines
will be very nearly in the true direction of the meridian.
95. After a transit telescope has thus been set up very nearly
due north and south, when also the horizontality of the axis
of motion, the correctness of the line of collimation, and the
intervals between the wires at the focus of the object-glass
have been ascertained, it is necessary to have the means of
making the optical axis of the telescope describe accurately
a great circle of the sphere coincident with the plane of the
meridian, and also of determining the amount of any acci
dental deviation of the axis from that plane. Two methods
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are commonly employed for this purpose, it being supposed
that the azimuthal deviation does not exceed a few seconds
of a degree : one of them depends on the observed transits of
two stars which differ considerably in altitude, and the other
upon the observed transits of a circumpolar star above and
below the pole.
"With respect to the first method, let a hemisphere of the
heavens be projected on the plane of the
observer's horizon, and let that horizon be
represented by the circle a w m e, of
which the centre z is the projection of the
zenith. Draw the diameter pzm for the
meridian, in which let p be the pole of the
equator, and let AZA'be the projection
of the vertical circle in whose plane the
optical axis of the telescope moves: let
also s be the place of a star when it is seen in the telescope,
and through it draw the horary circle P S ; then (art. 61.) we
have in the triangle p z s,
sin. z s
sin. s p z=sin. p z s -?—— ;
sin. p s
or, since the angle at p and the supplement of the angle at z
are very small, we have, employing the number of seconds of a
degree in p and z instead of the sines of those angles,
sin. z s
sin. (ps+pz)
,
p = z -;
-. PS
nearly
sin. P S, or P = Z
sin.
J :
and, in order that the angle P may be expressed in seconds of
sidereal time, the second member of the equation must be
divided by 15. The formula may be represented by p = z n
for the first of two stars s and s', which enter the telescope,
and by p' = z n' for the second.
Now, for the first star, let t be the time of the transit,
observed on a sidereal clock, T the true time, or the rightascension of the star, given in the Nautical Almanac ; and for
the second, let f and t' be the corresponding times. Let e
represent the error (supposed to be unknown) of the clock by
which the times were observed : then
t — e— T (= P, in time) = Z . n,
f — e— T' ( = p', in time) = z . n' :
Iff TA (f
hence (f — T')—(t—T) = z(n' — n), and z =^
f—*

and,

T\
'.

Thus the azimuthal deviation z ( = a' z m) is found. In using
the formula, a deviation of the telescope, that is, of the circle
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aza', towards the south-west and north-east of the true
meridian (as in the figure) is indicated by the value of z being
positive : and a deviation towards the south-east and north
west by z being negative. This rule holds good whether the
upper or the lower star culminate first, and whatever be the
positions of the two stars with respect to the zenith and the pole.
The value of z thus determined is expressed in seconds of
sidereal time, and it must be multiplied by 15 in order to
reduce it to seconds of a degree. It may be observed also,
that if the star pass the true meridian (as in the figure) before
it is seen in the telescope, the value of z n or of z n' (the cor
rection of the time of transit) must be subtracted from the
observed time in order to give the time of the transit over the
meridian p z. On the contrary, the correction must be added
if the star is seen in the telescope before it comes to the true
meridian. The difference between this time of transit over
the meridian, and the calculated right ascension of the star,
in the Nautical Almanac, is the error of the sidereal clock.
Note. In the second equation for p, the lower sign is to be
used when the star comes to the meridian below the pole.
96. For the second method, let a hemisphere be projected
as before, and let s s' be the places of a star at the times of its
observed transits above and below the pole p. Then the
angle sps', expressed in time, measures the least of the
two intervals of time between the transits, and, letting fall p t
perpendicularly on the vertical circle zss', the angle sp* will
be equal to half that interval, which consequently is known
from the observed transits. Now (art.
62. (d') ) we have in the right-angled
spherical triangle psf,
r.cos. PS=cotan. £ps cotan. ps£.
But tPS being nearly equal to a right
angle, we may, for cotan. fps, put the
number of seconds in the complement (to 6 hours) of half the
least interval of time ; let this number, after being multiplied
by 15, be represented by d: also the angle PS* being very
small, we may write for its cotangent, that is, for -^——,
the term —i(ps£ being expressed in seconds of a degree),
and then the above equation will become cos. p S = —- , or
Pot

T8t = -cos. p s.
have (art. 61.),

Again,
triangle
b ' in the spherical
r
D pzs,' we
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sin. pz : sin. psz (= sin. PS£) :: sin. PS : sin. pzs,
or,
sin. pz : p s t : : sin. p s : z ;
from which proportion, after substituting the above value of
FSt, we obtain,
,.
,N
D sin. PS
D tan. PS
- pz, or = —.
z (in
v seconds)' — cos. ps sin.
sm. pz ,
the azimuthal deviation required.
97. In a regular observatory, a large circle of brass
attached to the east or west face of a wall, or stone pier, is
used for obtaining the altitudes of celestial bodies above the
horizon, or their distances from the zenith ; or again, their
distances from the pole of the equator. Such an instrument,
called a mural circle, is generally of considerable dimensions
(6 feet diameter), and it turns upon a horizontal axis, part
of which enters into the supporting wall or pier ; either its
side or its edge is graduated, and six micrometer microscopes
attached to the face of the wall at the circumference of the
circle, and at nearly, or exactly, equal distances from each
other, are used in reading the subdivisions of the degrees by
which the required altitude or distance is expressed. A
telescope is made to turn with the circle on the horizontal
axis, in making the observation ; but it is also capable of
being turned independently, on the same axis, and of being
made fast to the circle in several different positions, with
respect to the zero of the graduations, in order that the
angular admeasurement may be read on any part of the cir
cumference at pleasure.
98. In general the horizontality of the axis of motion is
verified by means of plumb-lines, or spirit-levels, or by
observing both by direct view and by reflexion the transits
of a star at the several wires in the eye-piece of the telescope
as was mentioned in the account of the transit instrument ;
and the line of collimation is made perpendicular to the
horizontal axis by the aid of meridian marks previously set
up towards the north and south of the telescope by means of
a transit instrument, which admits of being reversed on its
supports. The deviation of the plane of the circle from the
meridian may be found by observing the transits of two stars
differing considerably in altitude, or of a circumpolar star
when at its greatest and least elevation ; but great accuracy
of adjustment in this respect is evidently of less importance
for an instrument which is intended to give altitudes or
declinations only than for one by which transits are to be
observed.
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99. If it be intended to obtain at once, from observation,
the polar distances of celestial bodies there must be previously
found what is called the place of the pole on the circle, that
is, the number of the graduation at which the index stands
when the optical axis of the telescope is directed to the pole
in the heavens. For this purpose, the altitudes of a circumpolar star at its greatest and least elevations must be obtained
by the instrument, and corrected on account of the effects of
refraction: then, since the pole is equally distant from the
two corrected places of the star, half the sum of the altitudes
so corrected will evidently be the required polar point. A
mean of the like observations on several circumpolar stars
will give the polar point with sufficient accuracy; and this
point is to be considered as the zero of the graduations when
the polar distance of any celestial body is subsequently to be
obtained.
100. If the angular distances of celestial bodies from
the zenith are to be immediately obtained from observation
with a mural circle, there must be previously found what
is called the horizontal point, that is, the number of the
graduation at which the index stands when the optical axis
of the telescope is in a horizontal position. For this purpose,
the altitude of a star on the meridian must be observed by
direct view, and also by reflexion in a trough of mercury ;
both observations being made, and the altitudes read on the
circle while the star is in the field of the telescope: the
number of the graduation corresponding to the middle point
between the places of the index at the two observations will
evidently, since both observations are equally affected by
refraction, be the required horizontal point, or that which is
to be considered as the zero in subsequently determining the
altitude of any celestial body; and a mean of many such
observations will give it with sufficient accuracy.
The following is, however, considered as a more correct
process for determining the horizontal point. On any night
let the altitudes or zenith distances of two stars be succes
sively observed by direct view, and on the next night let
one of them, suppose the first, be observed by direct view,
and the other by reflexion from mercury : then, from a table
of refractions, find the change which, on account of differences
in the density and temperature of the air, may in the interval
have taken place in the altitude of the first star ; and from
the Nautical Almanac find the difference, if any, in its de
clination. Let the amount of these changes be applied as a
correction to the zenith distance of that star on the first
night, and let the difference between this corrected zenith
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distance and the observed zenith dis
tance of the same star on the second
night be considered as a change in the
zenith distance of either star on account
of a derangement of the instrument.
Let bb" represent this change, and let
it be applied by addition or subtraction
to the zenith distance (suppose zb) of
the second star on the first night, so
that zb" may be considered as the
zenith distance of that star on the second night. Now let
za' be the zenith distance of the same star when observed by
reflexion on the second night; then b"a' will represent the
double altitude of that star, and the middle point between
b" and A' will be the place of the horizontal point on the
circle. Several pairs of stars should be observed in like
manner, and a mean of the results taken.
101. In using the mural circle for the purpose of ob
taining by observation the declination of a star, if, when the
star is bisected by the horizontal wire it is not on the central
or meridional wire, but on one of those which are parallel to
it, two corrections will be required : one of them depending
on the change in the star's polar distance between the time of
the observation, and the time at which the star was, or would
be on that central wire ; and the other on the distance be
tween the parallel of declination apparently described by the
star and the great circle passing through it, of which the
horizontal wire is considered as a part. The first correc
tion is readily found from the variation of the declination,
or polar distance of the celestial body, given in the Nautical
Almanac ; and the second may be obtained from the formula
^p2 . sin. 2pm sin. 1" (art. 71.), in which p is (in seconds
of a degree) the equatorial distance from the middle wire to
that at which the observation was made, and PM is the star's
north polar distance.
102. If the declination or polar distance of the upper or
lower limb of the moon is to be obtained from observation
when that limb is not entirely enlightened, there will be re
quired a correction which may be thus determined.
Let pm be the meridian, s the sun, C the centre of the
moon at the time of culminating, and C S an arc of a great circle
passing through the moon and sun : the moon's disk having
a crescent form, apa'q, let a be the point which is in con
tact with the horizontal wire of the telescope at the time of
the observation. Imagine am to be a horizontal line passing
through a, and let b be the nearest extremity of a vertical
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diameter of the moon; then bm is the
correction required: this is manifestly
equal to Co versin. acb, in which ex
pression c a is the semidiameter of the
moon, the angle acb is equal to the
complement of mc s ; and this last angle
may be found sufficiently near the
truth by means of a common celestial
globe.
In a similar manner may the correction be found when the
moon is oval, or gibbous, as ap'a'q: in that case s' being the
supposed place of the sun, the required correction b'm! is
equal to cd versin. a'cV \ and the angle a'cb' is the com
plement of pes', which may be found as in the other case by
means of a celestial globe.
103. The Greenwich mural instrument consists of two
circles which, being on the same horizontal axis, act as
counterpoises to each other, and neither plumb-lines nor
spirit-levels are employed in their adjustment. They are
brought as near as possible to the plane of the meridian, and
each is provided with six microscopes nearly equally distant
from one another at the circumference. Each also is pro
vided with an artificial horizon of mercury, showing as much
as possible of the reflected meridian.
The meridian circle, which was made by Reichenbach for
the observatory at Gottingen, in 1820, serves at once for a
transit instrument, and for measuring altitudes : its telescope
is five feet long, and it has, at the focus of the object-glass,
Beven vertical and two horizontal spider threads. The hori
zontal axis is about three feet long, and it carries, on one side,
two concentric circles, three feet in diameter, whose outer
surfaces are nearly in one plane : the exterior circle revolves
with the telescope, and carries the graduations ; and the in
terior circle would turn on the same axis, were it not that it
may be made immovable by means of a clamp attached to the
adjacent pier : on this circle are four indices, with verniers,
each of which is at forty-five degrees from a vertical line
passing through the centre. A suspended level serves to
place the axis in a horizontal position ; and the zero of the
graduations is at the top, or zenith point. The instrument is
capable of being reversed on the axis, in order, by making
the observations with it in opposite positions, to eliminate the
error of collimation : and in observing the circumpolar stars,
the zenith distances, both at the superior and inferior cul
mination, arc taken by direct view, and also by reflexion.
104. The most useful instrument in an observatory which
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may be established for temporary purposes in connection with
astronomy and geodesy is the Azimuth and Altitude Circle,
since it possesses the properties of a transit telescope and a
mural circle together with those of a theodolite. The altitude
circle, which carries a telescope, is capable of being fixed in
the plane of the meridian; and when necessary, it can be
turned so as to allow the observer to obtain, at the same time,
the azimuth and altitude of a celestial body or of a terrestrial
object.
The annexed figures represent two views of the instrument ;

n—err
in the first is seen the edge, and in the second the face of
the vertical, or altitude, circle : the lower part consists of a
circular brass frame abd, which may be from 20 to 24 inches
in diameter, and is capable of having its upper surface made
parallel to the horizon by means of three screws, two of which
are seen at c and c' ; these rest on a firm table, or on the top
of a stone pedestal, and within the ring a b is the graduated
circle which turns on the vertical axis of the whole instrument.
The ring is capable of turning in azimuth as much as 4 or 5
degrees, in order that a telescope E, which is attached to the
frame, may be directed accurately to a mark made on some
distant object in the direction of the meridian, and it carries
two micrometer microscopes, F, G, one at each extremity of a
diameter, by which the minutes and seconds in the observed
azimuthal angle are read. A vertical pillar H of brass, in
which the radii of the horizontal circle are fixed, carries a
stage K with four pillars, two of which, as M N, on each side,
are connected together by a horizontal bar PQ, and on these
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bars, in notches cut in the form of double inclined planes,
rest the two extremities of the horizontal axis of the vertical
circle RS whose diameter may be the same as that of the
former circle. The vertical circle is graduated, and between
the two brass pillars on one side of the instrument are fixed,
one above the other, at the opposite extremities of a diameter
of the circle, two micrometer microscopes f', g', by which
the minutes and seconds in the observed altitude or zenith
distance are read. This circle carries a telescope TV in the
direction of a diameter ; and in the focus of the object glass
is placed a net-work, consisting of three or five wires in
horizontal, and as many in vertical positions ; one arm of its
horizontal axis is hollow, and a lamp is applied between the
pillars on one side of the circle for the purpose, as in the
transit instrument, of enlightening the wires when a star is
observed by night. A brass ball, suspended in a vessel of
water by a fine wire which is attached to the upper part of
the instrument, serves to show when the axis of the azimuthal
motion is in a vertical position by the suspending wire
appearing, during a revolution of the instrument horizontally,
to bisect a small dot on a white disk which is fixed below the
rim of the vertical circle: this adjustment is effected by
successive trials, in part by means of the three screws which,
passing through the horizontal frame, rest on the table or
pedestal, and in part by a small movement of the disk itself.
The axis of the vertical circle is capable of a small movement
by means of a capstan-headed screw which raises or depresses
the double inclined plane in which one end of the axle rests ;
and its horizontality is shown by a spirit level which may be
made to rest on the cylindrical pivots of the axle.
105. In the telescope, each of the wires which should be
parallel to the horizon may have its position in that respect
verified by causing a distant and well-defined terrestrial
mark to be bisected by it, and observing that it continues to
be bisected while it remains in the field of view, on the whole
instrument (previously adjusted) being turned in azimuth ;
or by directing the telescope to an equatorial star when on
the meridian, and observing that while the star appears to
move across the field of view it is bisected by the wire.
Each of the wires, which should be perpendicular to the last,
may have its position in this respect verified by observing
that a terrestrial mark continues to be bisected by it while
the telescope is moved up or down upon the horizontal axis.
106. In this instrument it is of importance that the middle
wires, both that which is parallel to the horizon and that
which is at right angles to it, should pass through the optical
G
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axis of the telescope : the position of the latter wire may be
verified, as in the transit telescope, by making it bisect some
well-defined mark ; and then, having reversed the pivots of
the vertical circle on their supports, so that the graduated
face of the circle which, before, may have been towards the
east, shall now be towards the west, observing that the wire
is neither to the right nor left of the centre of the mark. Or
the error of collimation in azimuth may be found by means
of a micrometer, as explained in the description of the transit
telescope (arts. 87, 88.). In order to verify the position of
the horizontal wire, or find the deviation in altitude of the
point of intersection from the optical axis (commonly called
the error of collimation in altitude or the index error of the
instrument), the apparent zenith distances of a star must be
observed when on the meridian, with the graduated face of
the vertical circle in contrary positions ; and then half the
difference between those distances will be the value of the
error.
Let the circle zdn (fig. to art. 100.) be in the plane of the
meridian passing through the optical axis of the telescope,
and let zcn be a vertical line passing through C, the centre
of the altitude circle in the instrument; also let A be the
true or required place of the intersection of the wires at the
focus of the object glass when a star on the meridian is at 9
in the line ab produced: then if ab' be the observed
position of the optical axis, or a be the place of the inter
section when the latter appears to coincide with the star s,
the arc a N or z b' will express the apparent distance of the
star from the zenith. Next, let the instrument be turned
half round in azimuth ; then the line C A will be in the
position ca', so that NA is equal to sa', and the line ca will
be in the position Ca'; and if the circle be turned on the
horizontal axis passing through C till the star S appears as at
first to coincide with the intersection of the wires, ca' will
be in the position CA and a' will be at b at a distance
beyond A equal to AVor As; the apparent distance of the
star from the zenith will then be &N or zb". Hence it
follows that half the sum of the apparent zenith distances zb',
zb" will be equal to zb, the true zenith distance; or half
the difference between the apparent zenith distances will be
the index error of the instrument in altitude.
It will be most convenient to obtain the first apparent
zenith distance when the star is on the central horizontal
wire just before it comes to the intersection of the latter
with the meridional wire, and the second apparent zenith
distance when the star is on the same horizontal wire just
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after it has passed the Intersection ; for thus the star,
particularly if near the pole, will not sensibly change its
altitude during the observation. A mean of several ob
servations of this kind, on the same or on different stars, will
afford a very nearly correct value of the index error.
107. The Zenith Sector is an instrument by which the
angular distance of a star from the zenith of the observer is
immediately obtained with great accuracy, the star being on,
or very near the plane of the meridian of the station, and
being one of those which, in that situation, are within a few
degrees, or even minutes, of the zenith. Such distances are
taken when it is required to ascertain from observation the
effects of nutation, or aberration, or the parallax of the fixed
stars; and in geodetical operations they serve to determine
astronomically the latitudes of the principal stations.
The instrument consists of a metal plate, or a system of
bars, which is placed in a vertical position, and on which, near
the lower extremity, is a graduated arc extending to five or
ten degrees, or in some cases to five minutes only, on each
side of the zero point : this plate is capable of being turned
quite round on a vertical axis, the lower extremity resting
on a conical pivot, and the upper extremity turning in a
collar at the top of the frame by which the instrument is
supported. A telescope is attached by several rings to an
index bar which turns on a horizontal axis near the top or at
the middle : it is furnished with wires crossing one another
as usual in the field of view, and the lower part of the index
bar carries a microscope for the purpose of subdividing the
graduations by which the observed angular distance is ex
pressed.
The zenith point may be determined for this
instrument in the same manner as for the mural circle.
108. With all the zenith sectors hitherto constructed it is
necessary to make observations on successive nights having
the instrument in reversed positions ; but, in order to obviate
the inconvenience and delay caused frequently by unsettled
weather, the Astronomer Royal has recently caused one to
be constructed by which zenith distances may be obtained in
one night. The whole stand of the instrument is of castiron, and consists of a base AB with two upright piers which
are connected together at top by a horizontal bar c D.
Three foot screws pass through the base, and rest upon a
plate, or tray, which is bolted or screwed to the top ol the
pedestal serving to support the whole instrument.
Between the piers is a frame ef of bell-metal about four
feet long, which is capable of being placed in direct and re
versed positions ; and in each of its opposite extremities is
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sunk a conical hole which receives
a corresponding pivot attached to
the base and to the upper hori
zontal bar, so that whichever of
the two extremities is uppermost
the frame can be made to revolve
about a vertical axis. On one side
of this frame is the bar H K, which
carries the telescope np ; and both
bar and telescope have a move-,
ment of small extent on each side
of a vertical line, in a plane parallel
to the front of the frame and on
a horizontal axis which passes
through the latter.
Near each extremity of the revolving frame is a graduated
arc with two micrometer microscopes for the subdivisions.
The vertically of the axis of the frame is ascertained by
three spirit-levels which are attached horizontally at the back
of the frame, and have the power of being reversed when the
latter is inverted on the conical pivots. All the corrections
due to the want of adjustment in the instrument are to be
made by computation, after they have been ascertained by
the observed transits of stars with the frame in direct and
reversed positions ; the reversions being with respect to the
east and west sides and to the upper and lower extremities.
109. In making an observation there must be two ob
servers ; the first sets the telescope as nearly as possible to the
zenith distance of the star, and reads the four microscopes;
the second at the same time reads the scales on the levels.
As soon as the star has arrived at a convenient part of the
field, and before it comes to the centre, the first observer
bisects it by the micrometer wire and reads the micrometers :
he then turns the instrument half round in azimuth. The
second observer now bisects the star by means of the tangent
screw, or by the micrometer screw, and then reads the four
microscopes ; lastly, the first observer reads the levels. This
completes the double observation; and the zenith distance
may be obtained by the following rule : — Add together the
mean readings of the microscopes, their corrections, the mean
of the equivalents for the three levels and the equivalent for
the micrometer reading : the mean between the two sums for
the opposite positions in azimuth will be a quantity cor
responding to a zenithal observation. Such a mean may be
obtained for two or more stars in one night; and the
difference between the number of the graduation expressing
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the zenith point and the sum for each star is the true zenith
distance of that star.
110. The Equatorial Instrument is occasionally used to
obtain by direct observation the right ascensions and polar
distances of celestial bodies when not in the plane of the
meridian, but it has been of late chiefly employed in
determining the differences between the right ascensions and
declinations of stars which are visible at the same time in the
field of the telescope, and in finding the positions and relative
movements of double stars.
It consists of two graduated circles CD and ef, of which
one is always parallel to the plane of the equator, being fixed
at right angles to the
mathematical axis
ab of a bar, or sys
tem of bars, which
axis is in the plane
of the meridian, and
inclined to the ho
rizon in an angle
equal to the lati
tude of the place;
it is consequently
parallel to the axis
of the earth's ro
tation : the other,
called the declina
tion circle (to which in general the telescope hk is fixed),
turns upon an axis which is always perpendicular to the
former; and the circle is consequently in the plane of the
meridian when its own axis, whose extremity is seen at G,
is parallel to the horizon. But the bar or frame which carries
the equatorial circle C D turns upon its axis A B, and carries with
it the axis of the declination circle, so that the latter circle is
in the plane of a horary circle inclined to the meridian when
its axis is inclined to the horizon. The telescope being made
to turn with the circle upon this axis, it is evident, when the
telescope is directed to a celestial body, that an index fixed
to the stand of the instrument may be made to show on the
equatorial circle the horary angle of that body, or the angle
which the plane of the declination circle makes with the
plane of the meridian ; and that an index fixed to the polar
axis may be made to show on the declination circle the
distance of the celestial body from the pole of the equator.
The equatorial circle may be turned round by hand, or by
an endless screw working in teeth on the edge of the circle ;
o 3
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but it is now usual to connect that circle with a clock-work
movement by which, when the telescope has been directed to
a star, it may be made to revolve about the polar axis with a
velocity equal to that of the earth's diurnal rotation; and
thus the celestial body will remain in the field of the telescope
during the time of making the observation. The hands of
the observer are, therefore, left at liberty to turn the
micrometer screw at the eye-piece of the telescope when it is
required to ascertain, for example, the distances of two stars
from each other.
The framework mn consists of four bars, or tubes, two on
each side of the circle ef, to whose plane they are parallel;
and those which are on opposite sides of the circle are at such
a distance from it that the circle with the telescope can turn
freely between them in its own plane. The upper extremities
of the four bars which form the frame mn are let into a ring
at N, and from this ring rise three arms which terminate in
the conical pivot at B. The whole apparatus is supported at
A and b in conical cups or sockets which receive the pivots ;
the lower socket being capable of a small movement in the
plane of the meridian, and at right angles to that plane, for
the purpose of allowing any derangement of the polar axis
a b to be corrected.
111. An instrument like that which is above represented,
being supported at the two extremities a and B, is only fit
for a fixed observatory, but the following figure represents
one in which the polar axis can be placed at any angle with
the horizon, and consequently it may be set up in any part of
the world.
The part MN represents the circular base of the whole
instrument, and at each of the
opposite extremities of one of
its diameters is a pillar or stand
BQ; the upper parts of these two
pillars support a bar which turns
on a horizontal axis, passing
through b in an east and west
direction; and, in the diagram,
it is supposed to be perpendicular
to the paper.
At right angles to this bar is<;
fixed a tube in the direction ab,
which, turning on the axis just
mentioned, and carrying a gra
duated semicircle ab, its axis ab
may be placed at any angle with
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a vertical line passing through it; consequently, at any station
whose latitude is known, on bringing that vertical line and
the axis A B in the plane of the meridian, the latter axis may
be made parallel to that of the earth's rotation. Within this
tube is a solid cylinder to the top of which is attached a
rectangular brass plate at C D, perpendicular to the axis of the
cylinder and tube, and capable of being turned upon that axis.
The length of the plate, of which CD is one extremity, is
about equal to the diameter of the circle mn; and the
direction of the length is in the diagram supposed to be
perpendicular to the paper.
At each of the opposite extremities of this plate, and per
pendicularly to its plane, rises an arm, one of which appears
from b to G, and the upper parts of these arms receive the
extremities of a bar whose axis is parallel to the length of the
plate at CD, or perpendicular to the polar axis ab (in the dia
gram the axis of the bar is also supposed to be perpendicular to
the paper). The bar, near one of its extremities, as G, carries
the declination circle ef, and, at the opposite extremity, the
telescope hk: the circle and the telescope turn together on
the axis passing through G ; and at the same time the circle,
telescope, and axis turn upon the polar axis AB : thus the
circle with its telescope is constantly in a plane parallel to
that of some horary circle, and the telescope may have any
movement in declination.
112. If it be supposed that the polar axis of an equatorial
instrument is already nearly parallel to the axis of the earth's
rotation, its position with respect to the latter axis may be
determined by the following processes. Direct the telescope
to any one of the circum-polar stars whose apparent places
are given in the Nautical Almanac, when the star is on, or
nearly on the plane of the meridian, and (the index of the
declination circle being at or near zero when the telescope is
directed to the pole of the equator) observe by that circle the
star's distance from the zero point ; then turn the instrument
half round on the polar axis, and having again directed the
telescope to the star, read the distance of the index from
zero.
Take the mean of these distances, and find the
refraction due to the star's altitude : the sum of these values
is the corrected instrumental distance of the star from the
pole ; and, being compared with the polar distance of the star
in the Nautical Almanac, the difference will be the error of
the polar axis in altitude. This error, in an instrument
constructed like that which is represented in the figure to
art. 1 10., may be corrected by two of the screws at the foot of
the axis (the angular movement of the axis depending on a
o 4
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revolution of the screw having been previously found). Half
the difference between the two polar distances read on the
declination circle is the index error of that circle : and the
index may, by its proper screws, be moved through a space
equal to that half difference in order to render the readings
equal, in the two positions of the circle.
The instrument must now be turned on the polar axis till
the plane of the declination circle is at right angles to that of
the meridian ; and in this state the telescope must be directed
to a star on the eastern or western side. The instrumental
polar distance of the star must then be read, and corrected
for the effects of refraction in polar distance (which may be
computed by a formula proper for this purpose) ; and if the
result should not agree with the north polar distance in the
Nautical Almanac, the polar axis deviates from its true po
sition, towards the east or west. This deviation must be cor
rected by means of the other two screws at the foot of the
axis. In portable equatorials, like that which is represented
in the figure to the preceding article, the adjustment of the
polar axis is made by the vertical semicircle ah, and by a
screw acting on the horizontal axis passing through B : the
base mn having been previously levelled by means of the foot
screws at M and N.
113. The position of the meridian wire in the telescope
with respect to the optical axis is found by bringing the de
clination circle in, or near the plane of the meridian, and ob
serving the transit of a star near the equator. Let both the
time of the transit, by the sidereal clock, and the graduation
at the index of the equatorial circle be read (it being sup
posed that this circle is divided into hours, &c. like the dial
of the clock) ; then, turning the instrument half round on the
polar axis in order that the meridional wire, if not correctly
placed, may be on the opposite side of the optical axis, ob
serve the transit of the same star : read the time by the clock,
and the graduation on the equatorial circle as before. The
difference between the times shown by the clock, and the dif
ference between the readings on the circle (which would be
equal if the wire passed through the optical axis), being sup
posed to disagree, the wires must be moved through a space
equal to half the error by means of their proper screw at one
side of the eye-piece. In order that this adjustment may be
complete, several successive trials will probably be neces
sary.
114. The axis of the declination circle in the first of the
two preceding figures may be made perpendicular to the polar
axis by means of a spirit level : thus, bring the declination
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circle in, or near the plane of the meridian, and having made
its axis horizontal by means of the level (the latter having
been previously adjusted' by trying it in direct and in re
versed positions), read the graduation at the index of the
equatorial circle ; then turn the instrument half round on
the polar axis, and having again made the axis of the de
clination circle horizontal by the level, read the equatorial
circle. If these readings should differ by exactly twelve hours,
the last-mentioned axis is correct : if not, move the declina
tion circle till the index stands half way between its actual
place and that which it ought to occupy in order that the
readings may so differ, and make the axis horizontal by means
of its proper screws ; this axis will then be perpendicular
to AB.
115. Lastly, the index of the vernier belonging to the
equatorial circle should be exactly at the zero of the hours
when the plane of the declination circle is in the meridian.
Or, when one of the stars whose apparent places are given
in the Nautical Almanac appears to be bisected by the middle
horary wire in the telescope (the latter being directed to the'
star), the index of the equatorial circle should show the hour,
&c. corresponding to the star's horary angle, that is, the
angle between the meridian and a horary circle passing through
the star. The star observed for this purpose should be near
the equator ; and if its horary angle be computed for the in
stant at which it appears to be bisected by the middle wire,
the index of the equatorial circle should point to that angle,
or it must be made to do so by its proper screw.
116. In order to use the equatorial instrument for the
purpose of obtaining differences of right ascension, and of de
clination ; turn the telescope to one of the objects, suppose a
comet : then the clamp screws being fastened, mark the times
by the sidereal clock when the comet appears to be bisected
by the horary wires, as in a transit telescope, and take a mean
of those times ; also bisect the comet by the wire which is
perpendicular to those wires. If shortly afterwards a known
star should enter the field of the telescope, the whole instru
ment remaining clamped, the time of its transit at the middle
wire may be observed on the sidereal clock, and it may be
bisected by the perpendicular wire, which, for this purpose,
must be moved in polar distance by the screw of the micro
meter in the telescope. The difference between the times of
the transits at the middle wire will be the difference be
tween the right ascensions of the comet and star, and the
scale of the micrometer will give the difference between their
declinations. Should there be no star in the immediate vici
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nity of the comet, the telescope may be moved in declination
till any star is found above or below the comet, and the dif
ference of declination must then be read on the circle ; the
difference of right ascension being obtained as before from the
times of the transits. If the transit and the declination of
the star be afterwards observed on the meridian, the star's
place, and consequently that of the comet, may be very cor
rectly determined. But if, with the equatorial instrument,
a star be observed above, and another below the parallel of
the comet's declination ; also, if, after having made the ob
servations on the comet and star, the instrument be turned
half round on the polar axis, and similar observations be again
made, the mean results will give the place of the comet still
more accurately.
117. An equatorial instrument enables an observer readily
to find a star in the heavens during the day. For this pur
pose, the right ascension and declination being known, for a
given time, by computation, or from the Nautical Almanac,
the telescope is clamped in the position which it assumes
when the indices of the equatorial and declination circles are
set to the computed right ascension and declination respec
tively : then, at the given time, the star will be seen in the
field of the telescope.
118. A telescope is frequently mounted on a stand having
at its top a cylindrical block of wood, which is cut through
obliquely to its mathematical axis, so that the plane of section
makea angles with the upper and lower surfaces equal to half
the colatitude of the place in which it is to be used; the
upper portion being capable of turning upon that plane about
a pin fixed in the lower portion perpendicularly to the same
plane. Thus, let aed, abd re
present the two portions of the
block, and let a plane passing
through ad perpendicularly to
the paper be the plane of separa
tion: then, if the upper portion
be placed in the position which it
has in the figure, the superior
surface of the block will be in
clined to the inferior surface in
an angle equal to the colatitude
of the place. If the upper portion
be turned till the point A comes
to D, those surfaces will be parallel to one another, and both
of them may be made parallel to the horizon.
To the upper surface is attached, perpendicularly, a brass
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pillar F6, which carries the telescope hk, and a graduated
semicircle PQ ; and these turn together on an axis at F. The
upper portion of the block being disposed as in the figure,
when the pivot on which it turns is in the plane of the me
ridian, its superior surface will be parallel to the equator, and
the axis Fe will be parallel to that of the earth's rotation.
The rim ae is graduated in hours, &c. like the dial of a clock,
and the telescope, while it has a movement on the axis of its
pillar eg, is capable, according as the upper surface of the
block is parallel to the horizon or equator, of being turned in
altitude or declination about the axis passing through F per
pendicularly to that pillar. An index attached to fg, and
turning with it on the circle A E, serves to show the movement
of the telescope in azimuth or in right ascension, while an
other index, also attached to FG, shows on the circle PQ its
movement in altitude or in declination. The handles M and
n enable the observer to give slow motions to the telescope
by means of endless screws which turn in notches cut in the
circumferences of the circles ae and pq.
This cylinder, which is called Smeaton's Block, from the
name of that engineer, enables the telescope to have the move
ments of an altitude and azimuth, or of an equatorial instru
ment ; and a micrometer at the eye-piece of the telescope
serves for obtaining, by observation, differences in azimuth and
altitude, or in right ascension and declination, when two ce
lestial bodies can be seen in the field at the same time.
119. When a micrometer is to be employed for the purpose
of measuring arcs of small extent, and angles of position, in
the heavens, the whole instrument should be turned on the
optical axis of the telescope to which it is attached, till the
wire m n (fig. to art. 74.) is parallel to the equator ; and then
the wires pq and st will be in the planes of two horary circles.
The verification of the position of mn is made in the same
manner as that of the horizontal wire in the transit telescope
(art. 89.), and in this state the index of the micrometer circle
E F should be at the zero of the graduations : if not, the error
must be ascertained in order that it may
be applied as a correction. Then, if
(for example) it were required to obtain
the angle which a line joining two stars
a and b would make with the plane of
a horary circle PS passing through one of
them ; having turned the part carrying
the system of wires upon the optical
axis of the telescope, till the wire m n
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passes through both the stars, or is estimated to be parallel
to such line (as in the figure), the index of the micrometer
circle will show the value of the angle Fap, which, being
corrected if necessary on account of the index error before
mentioned, is the complement of the required angle b as.
The wire mn is not in strictness necessary, for the micro
meter may be turned so that one of the wires pq shall coin
cide with the line a b of the stars ; then the number of the
graduation at the index of the micrometer circle being read,
that circle, and with it the whole micrometer, may be turned
one quarter round upon the optical axis of the telescope, when
the wires pq will be perpendicular to the line ab joining the
stars.
In order to measure the angular distance ab, the whole
equatorial instrument must be turned on the polar axis till
one of the wires, as pq, passes through the star a (for ex
ample) ; then, turning the m'icrometer screw which moves the
other wire, bring the latter wire to bisect the star b (the first
wire continuing to pass through the star a), and read, on the
screw head belonging to the second wire the graduation which
is in coincidence with the index. Again, move the whole
equatorial till the first wire bisects the star b, when the second
wire will be moved to V so that ab' will be equal to twice the
distance between the stars; and then, by turning the mi
crometer screw belonging to the second wire, bring the latter
wire back to the star a: read the number of revolutions made
by this wire, and the parts of a revolution on its screw head ;
then half the difference between this and the former reading
will be the required distance, in terms of the screw's revo
lutions.
120. The knowledge of the distance ab in seconds of a
degree, and of the angle Pab, or its supplement, will enable
the observer, by letting fall be perpendicularly on Pa, pro
duced if necessary, to compute a c and b e : the former is the
difference between the declinations of the stars a and b, and
the latter, when reduced to the corresponding arc of the
equator, that is, when divided by the cosine of the star's de
clination (art. 70.), is the difference (in arc) between their
right ascensions.
If one of the celestial bodies were the moon, whose de
clination at times changes rapidly ; on making the wire m n
of the position micrometer a tangent to the path of the moon's
upper or lower edge as she appears to move across the field of
view, that wire, instead of being parallel to the equator, would,
as in the last example, be in some other position, as mn, and
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one of the perpendicular wires, instead
of being in the plane of a horary cir
cle PS, would be in the position pq;
so that the observed transit of a star
moving in the parallel ef of declina
tion would take place at c : then S c
will be the apparent difference of de
clination, measured by the micrometer,
between the star and the moon's upper
limb; and the angle v&p being given
by the micrometer circle, sc the true
difference of declination may be found
by the formula 8 c cos. ps;>:=sc.
Again, let the contact of the enlightened edge of the moon at
the time of her apparent transit be at d when the upper edge
(for example) moves along m n, and let fall dr> perpendicularly
on ps; then sd being considered as equal to the moon's semidiameter, and the angle PSp or Dsrf being known, we have
(art. 61.), PD and PC being the polar distances of the moon
and star, and putting small arcs or angles for their sines,
8 d sin. P S »
,
8c sin. p S »
; also, s p c =
;—-—* :
8pa =
-.
sin. pd
sin. PC
the sum of these two angles, or the angle cvd is (in seconds
of a degree) the whole error in the observed difference between
the right ascensions of the moon and star in consequence of
the moon's movement in declination.
121. The Heliometer employed by M. Bessel for the pur
pose of ascertaining the parallax of the fixed stars is a telescope
about 9 feet long and 6 inches diameter, which is equatorially mounted, and the whole instrument is turned by
clock-work with a movement equal to the diurnal rotation.
The object glass is divided into two parts in the direction of
a diameter, and the two halves have a parallel movement
along the line of separation by means of screws at the eye end
of the telescope. The circular head of each of these screws
is divided into one hundred parts, and the divisions are great
enough to allow a tenth part of each to be estimated. The
circle by which the angles of position are obtained is placed
at the object end of the telescope, and it has four verniers by
which the angles are read to minutes.
In observing double stars, one of the halves of the object
glass is moved till the four images are brought into one
straight line, and all appear at equal distances from one another ;
then each star will have moved, apparently, over twice the in
terval between the two, and the measure of this interval is ex
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pressed by the divisions of the micrometer. The half-object
glass is then moved in like manner in the opposite direction ;
and now the divisions of the micrometer express four times the
distance of one star from the other in terms depending upon
the unit of the scale. A mean of the readings at the verniers
of the position circle expresses the angle of position between
a line joining the stars and the hour circle passing through
one of them.
122. When a micrometer is used to find the angular posi
tion of a star with respect to one which is with it in the field
of view, particularly in observations on double and revolving
stars, it is customary to distinguish the place of the star whose
position is to be determined by the latter being in one of the
quadrants of a circle imagined to be described in the heavens
about the other star, considered as situated in the centre.
The meridian of the station, if the star is on the meridian,
otherwise the hour circle passing through the star, is supposed
to cut the said circle in two points n and s, which are the
northern and southern extremities of a diameter ; and another
diameter pf is supposed to be at right angles to this : the four
quadrants are distinguished by the letters nf (north following),
sf {south following), sp (south preceding), and np {north pre
ceding) ; and they are situated in the manner represented in
the figure, which is such a circle described
about a star A, and is supposed to be
viewed by the naked eye, or in a telescope
which does not invert objects. The posi
tion of the line joining the stars A and B
would be indicated by the angle /ab in
the quadrant nf, and the position of the
line AB' by the angle fAB' in the quadrant
sf: in like manner the position of a line from A in the other
semicircle would be expressed by an angle reckoned from p in
the quadrant sp or np. The words following and preceding
relate to the position of the star b, in right-ascension, with
respect to a. This mode of designating a position has, how
ever, been objected to on account of the mistakes to which it
is liable ; and it has been preferred to express the position by
an angle as wab, reckoned from n quite round the circum
ference, in the order of the letters nfsp, or from the north, by
the west, the observer being supposed to look southwards.
123. The late Captain Kater invented two kinds of instru
ments which he called Collimators, for the purpose of deter
mining the horizontal and zenith points on astronomical
circles. Each kind consisted of a telescope which was either
made to rest in a horizontal position on a plate of iron float
ing on the surface of mercury ; or it was fixed in a frame,
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the lower part of which was an iron ring whose plane was
perpendicular to the axis of the telescope, and this ring floated
on mercury in an annular vessel, so that the telescope being
in a vertical position, the observer looked towards the floor,
or towards the cieling of the apartment, through the open
space in the centre of the vessel. The former was called a
horizontal, and the latter a vertical collimator.
124. In using the horizontal collimator, the vessel, with the
telescope floating on the mercury, is placed either on the north
or south side of the astronomical circle ; and the telescope of
this circle being brought by hand nearly in a horizontal posi
tion, the axes of the two telescopes are made nearly to coin
cide in direction, with the object-glass of one turned towards
that of the other. The collimating telescope, which is about
twelve inches long, is provided with two wires crossing each
other at the focus of the object glass, and care is taken more
over that it shall be in the optical axis : now the rays of light
in the pencils which diverge from those wires are, after re
fraction in passing through the object glass, made to proceed
from thence parallel to one another ; and consequently, falling
in this state upon the object glass of the circle, they form in
its focus a distinct image of the wires from whence they
diverged. Thus the observer, on looking into the telescope
of the circle, sees the wires of both telescopes distinctly ; and,
upon making the points of their intersections coincident, it
will follow that a line joining those intersections is parallel to
the horizon : consequently the graduation at which the index
stands on the circle may be considered as the zero of the in
strument when altitudes are to be observed.
The vertical collimator is used in a similar manner, and the
wires of both telescopes being made coincident, a line joining
them is in a vertical position : the index, therefore, stands
then at the graduation which must be considered as zero when
zenith distances are to be observed.
125. These floating collimators being unsteady, and the
optical axes of their telescopes being seldom exactly horizontal
or vertical, a telescope mounted on a stand, with its optical
axis carefully adjusted, and furnished with a spirit-level
which is capable of being reversed on its points of support,
has been used for the like purpose. The disposition of the
instrument is similar to that which has been described, and
the axis of the telescope is made level by means of footscrews.
In order to use a collimating telescope for the purpose of
finding the error of collimation in a transit telescope the
latter must be furnished with a micrometer: the moveable
wire in the micrometer must be brought to coincide with the
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crossing of the wires in the collimator, and the number of
revolutions with the part of a revolution must be read. The
same moveable wire must then be brought to the fixed wire
in the transit telescope, and the number of revolutions with
the part of a revolution again read. These movements and
readings are to be repeated several times with the transit
telescope in one position ; and the like operations and read
ings must take place with that telescope in a reversed position :
then the difference between the two means of the readings,
reduced to seconds of time (corrected for the effects of diurnal
aberration if thought necessary), is the error of collimation
with respect to the middle wire of the transit telescope. The
distance (in time) of this middle wire from the place of the
imaginary mean wire is supposed to be known (art. 91.), and
that distance must be added to or subtracted from the error
just found in order to have the exact correction which, on
account of imperfect collimation, is to be applied to the mean
time of the observed transit of a star ; it being understood
that the star is in the equator, otherwise the correction must
be divided by the cosine of the stars declination (art. 70.)
before it is applied.
126. The Repeating Circle is a graduated instrument carry
ing two telescopes which are parallel to its plane, one on each
side : these turn independently of each other on the centre of
the circle ; and the whole instrument is supported on a stand,
the upper part of which is made to turn round in azimuth,
carrying with it the circle and telescopes, and it has a joint
which allows the plane of the circle to be placed in any posi
tion which may be required. When the zenith distances of
celestial bodies are to be observed, the circle is placed in a
vertical plane, and the correctness of its position is determined
by a plumb line. Let zhno represent the circle in a vertical
position in the plane of the meridian (for example), and let
s be the place of a celestial body in the same plane.
127. The telescope ef being clamped so that the index is
at the zero of the graduations,
suppose at E, let the circle be
moved in its own plane about C
till that telescope is directed to -.£ /
the object s ; and then turn the
telescope on the opposite face of
the circle till, by the spirit-level
attached to it, it is in a horizontal
position, as HO. Next turn the
circle half round in azimuth so
that the telescope ef may lie in
the position ef, the zero point
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now being at e on the circle, and the telescope HO remaining
horizontal but its extremities being reversed. The circle
being clamped, turn the telescope at ef about c till the object
is again seen in the centre of its field ; it will a second time
have the position ef and the number of the graduation at E
will express the value of the arc eu«, or twice the zenith dis
tance of s. Again turn the circle half round in azimuth,
the telescope ef remaining clamped and ho continuing to be
in a horizontal position ; then ef will be a second time in the
position ef. The circle remaining fixed turn the telescope at
ef about C till it is a third time directed to S ; then the num
ber of the graduation at e will express four times the zenith
distance of 8, if it be supposed that s has not changed its al
titude during the time of making the observations. This
process may be repeated any number of times, even till the
whole arc passed over by the index of the telescope ef con
tains several circumferences, and it will be necessary merely
to read the number of the graduation shown by the index
after the last repetition ; for the whole number of degrees
passed over by the index may then be found, and if this num
ber be divided by twice the number of repetitions the result
will be the correct value of the angle zcs.
128. In the above example, the telescope HO has only
served, by its spirit level, to keep the telescope ef at the
same angle with the horizon in the direct and reversed posi
tions of the circle on the vertical axis of the stand. But when
an angle is to be taken between two objects, as 8 and s' in a
plane, which, passing through the eye, is parallel or oblique
to the horizon ; then, the circle being placed in that plane,
let the telescope ef be clamped to it with the zero of
the graduations at e, and let the circle be turned about c in
its own plane till that telescope is directed to 8' : next turn
the telescope HO by its independent motion till it is directed
to s, and having made it fast to the circle, turn the latter with
the telescope, till HO is directed to s', when ef will be in the
position fe and the zero of the graduations will be at/. Now
the circle being clamped, turn the telescope from the position
fe to the position ef in the line cs; then the graduation at
e will express the degrees in the arc e/, or twice the required
angle scs'.
Again, the telescopes being clamped, turn the circle till the
telescope ef is in the position cs' as at first; and, the circle
being clamped, turn the telescope HO into the position cs:
then this telescope being clamped, turn the whole circle till
the same telescope is directed to s', and proceed as before.
When the telescope ef is again brought to the position ef
H
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or cs, the graduation at E will express twice the value of e/
or four times the required angle s c s' ; and the above process
may be repeated any number of times.
129. The reflecting octant, first brought into use by Mr.
Hadley, as well as the reflecting sextant, quintant and circle,
are now from their portability, and the convenience of being
used when held in the hand, generally employed for the pur
pose of obtaining by observation the angular altitude of a
celestial body above the horizon, or the angular distance
between the moon and the sun, or a star. These instruments
are, however, so well known as to render a minute description
of them unnecessary ; and therefore only a brief explanation
of their nature and adjustments will be given.
The subjoined figure represents the usual sextant ; and
the optical principle on which all such instruments are
constructed is the same.
Each carries on its sur
face, which is supposed to
coincide with the plane of
the paper, a mirror at a,
and at B a glass which is in
part transparent, and in
part a mirror, the line of
division being parallel to
the plane of the instru
ment: both the glasses
are perpendicular to the
plane of the instrument ;
but B is fixed, and A is
capable of being turned
on an axis perpendicular to that plane by the motion of an
index bar AC.
130. The arch OP of the instrument is graduated, and when
the plane of the mirror A passes through ao, the index upon
it is, or should be, at the zero of the graduations, and the
glasses at A and b should be parallel to one another. In this
state, if a pencil of light coming from a remote object at s
fall upon a, it will be reflected to the quicksilvered part of B,
and from thence be reflected in the direction be parallel to
sa; therefore if the eye of the observer be in the line be,
a pencil of light coming from the same object s will pass
through the transparent part of b and enter the eye in the
same direction as the reflected pencil; and the direct and
reflected images of s will appear to coincide ; the distance of
s being great enough to render the angle at 8 between the
directions of the pencils insensible.
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But if the index bar be placed in some other position as
ac, so that a pencil of light from a remote object as s' may
fall on a and be reflected to b, from whence it may be again
reflected in the direction be; then if the axis s'a of the
pencil be produced to meet b e, as in e, the angle at e between
s'a thus produced, and the axis of a pencil of light coming
through the transparent part of b from an object in the
direction eb produced, will be equal to twice the angle afb,
at which the mirrors are inclined to each other, or to twice the
equal angle oaf. The graduations on the arch op are
numbered so as to express, from o to the index near c, twice
the value of any angle, as o a f ; and hence the graduation
read on that arch expresses the value of the angle between
the ray s'a produced and be, that is, the angle at E sub
tended by an arc corresponding to s'H in the heavens between
the object seen directly through b, and by reflection from a
and B.
131. The eye of the observer being necessarily situated
at an aperture in a plate at d, or at one end r>' of a telescope,
the angle subtended at the eye by the arc s'H, is s'd'h; and
the angle es'd', which is evidently equal to the difference
between the angles at E and D', is called the parallax of the
instrument. This angle is, of course, insensible when the
object at S' is a celestial body.
132. In order to prove that the angle s'eh is equal to
twice the angle afb or oaf, produce fb to k, and fa to
m : then because the exterior angle of a triangle is equal to
the sum of the interior and opposite angles (Euc. 32. 1.), the
angleABK = BAF + afb; whence 2abk = 2baf +2afb:
but the angle of incidence being (by optics) equal to the
angle of reflection,
abk = dbf or kbh, and baf = ma s' or eaf ;
hence
2abk = abh, and2BAF= bae :
but
abh = bae + aeb;
therefore from the preceding equation, aeb = 2afb, or =
2 oaf ; that is, the angle subtended by S'H is equal to twice
the inclination of the mirrors.
133. If therefore eh were a horizontal line, the angle
s'eh, or 2 oaf, that is, the angle read on the arch op would
be the altitude of the celestial body at s' above the visible
horizon. When an altitude is observed at sea, the instrument
is held so that the line E h is a tangent to the earth's surface
at the edge of the sea, and consequently it is depressed below
a line passing through the eye of the observer perpendicularly
to the earth's diameter at the ship by a small angle which
H 2
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is called the dip (art. 164.) of the horizon. On land the
instrument is held so that the line B n may pass through the
image of the sun when seen by reflection in quicksilver ; and
then the observed angle is equal to twice the altitude of the
celestial body above the horizon.
For imagine a vertical plane to pass through s' and E, and
through the surface of the quicksilver, cutting the latter in
mp ; then the axis s'n of a pencil a
of light being reflected at N to /^<::;\"the eye of the spectator at E, the /
^^-\^^
2^~E
reflected image of s' will appear [—— J^>^^—„
to be at h in the line en pro- \
duced; but the angle s'np will \...-"""
by optics be equal to enm or to H
the vertically opposite angle hnp; therefore s'n h = 2 s'n p.
The line en being very short compared with the distance
of s' from the spectator, the angle s'en may be considered
without error as equal to s'nh, or double the apparent
altitude.
In taking the altitude of the sun or moon above the sealine, it is customary to move the index till the lower edge, or
limb, of the celestial body is a tangent to that line, because
the contact of the limb with the sea-line can be more cor
rectly distinguished than the coincidence of the centre of the
disk with that line ; in this case, there is obtained the alti
tude of the lower limb, and to this must be added the angle
subtended by the visible semidiameter of the luminary, in
order to have the altitude of its centre. On land, where an
artificial horizon of quicksilver must be used, it is customary,
for a like reason, to move the index till the upper or lower
edge of the disk seen in the quicksilvered part of the horizon
glass b is made to coincide with the lower or upper edge of the
disk seen in the artificial horizon ; and thus there is obtained
twice the altitude of the upper or lower limb : the angular
measure of the semidiameter must consequently be subtracted
from, or added to half the angle obtained from the observ
ation, in order to have the altitude of the centre.
134. A reflecting circle cannot measure an angle much ex
ceeding the greatest which may be measured by a sextant
(about 120 degrees) ; but it has an advantage over the latter
instrument, since, by means of its three indexes, the value of
the observed angle may be read on as many different parts of
the circumference, and thus the errors of the graduation are
diminished ; the angle between two fixed objects may also
be observed twice, by turning the mirror A in contrary direc
tions, and thus an error in its position may be eliminated.
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135. In the reflecting octant, sextant, or circle, the index
glass A and the horizon glass b should be perpendicular to the
plane of the instrument; and, with respect to the former
glass, this position is verified by observing that, on looking
obliquely into it, the parts of the arch which are seen by
direct view and by reflection, are coincident. The perpen
dicularity of the horizon glass is proved by looking at the
direct and reflected images of the sun when the index is at or
near zero (the plane of the instrument being vertical), and
observing that the eastern and the western limbs of both
images are respectively coincident.
136. When the two images entirely coincide with one
another, the index of the vernier should be at the zero point
of the graduated arch : if this be not the case, the deviation
of the index from that point is called the index error, and
it may be determined by taking half the difference between
the angles read on the arc, when the lower edge of the sun
seen directly is placed in contact with the upper edge of the
sun seen by reflection, and again when the upper edge of
the former is placed in contact with the lower edge of the
latter.
137. The remaining correction consists in placing the
optical axis, or the line of collimation, in the telescope, pa
rallel to the plane of the instrument. This condition is
verified by bringing in contact, upon the wire nearest to the
plane of the instrument, two celestial objects, as the sun and
moon, when distant 90 or 100 degrees from each other; and
then, by a general motion of the instrument bringing the
objects upon the wire which is parallel to the former. If the
contact remains good, the edges of the images having crossed
in the centre of the field, the position of the telescope is
correct: if the images separate on being brought to the
second wire, the object glass is too near the plane of the
instrument : a contrary error exists if the images overlap
each other at the second wire. The correction is to be made
by means of screws in the ring which carries the telescope.
138. The desire of measuring angles greater than those of
120 degrees, by means of reflecting instruments, has led to
the construction of sextants in several different ways for the
purpose of obtaining this end. Captain Fitzroy uses a
sextant in which the quicksilvered part of the horizon glass
is divided into two portions by a plane parallel to that of the
instrument, the upper part being fixed so as to make a con
stant angle, suppose a right angle, with the lower : by this
contrivance, if the instrument be held vertically, the image of
an object above or below the horizon, or, if held horizontally,
H 3
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on the right or left hand of another, is seen in the field of
view when the index is at zero ; so that on moving the index
till the two objects appear to be in contact, the whole angle
is obtained by adding the constant angle to that which is
expressed on the graduated arch. Thus, let B» be that part
of the divided horizon glass which is parallel to the index
glass A when the index is at the
zero of the graduations, and let
mm be the part which makes a
constant angle (90 degrees) with
the former: then if E be the
place of the observer's eye, o be
one of the objects, and s the
other, the former object will, after
one reflection, appear in the mir
ror M, in the direction E T ; and
by moving the index to such a
position, as AC, that the object s may appear after two re
flections, as usual, to coincide with the image of o in the
line et, the arc of a great circle of the sphere between o and
s will be measured by the sum of the angles omt and set.
Therefore, if ex be supposed to be parallel to om, and
the distance of o be so remote that me subtends at o no
sensible angle, the angular distance of o from s will be equal
to SEX.
139. Captain Beechey has the horizon glass fixed in the
usual way, but his index glass is divided into two parts Mre
and Mm by a plane parallel to that of the instrument ; one
part as mw is fixed, and the other turns on its axis with the
motion of the index bar.
By placing the eye at a ^
\"
/&
sight vane, or telescope, at
E opposite the horizon glass,
angles to the extent of about
120 degrees may be taken
as usual, the degrees being
read on a graduated arch
from p towards Q. On the
limb of the instrument, there
is a second arc concentric
with the former and gra
duated like it, but the numbers on this arc proceed in a con
trary direction, or from Q towards p. There is a sight vane,
or telescope, at k at the distance of about 95 degrees from p,
the zero of the former arc ; and to this the eye being applied,
an object o on the right of the observer, if the instrument is
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held horizontally, appears in the fixed index glass mot at o',
90 degrees from that object : then, on moving the index to
the position MC, so that kmc is half a right angle, an object
at h in the direction om produced would appear, by the re
flection of a pencil hm from the mirror Mr, which has now
the position Ms' to coincide with o', and the angular dis
tance between the objects o and H would be equal to two
right angles : the point c on the second line of graduations is
numbered 180, the point K being numbered 135 degrees. If
the index were in any other position as mc' the point c'
being numbered 200 degrees, for example, an object at 8
would appear to coincide with o', and the angular distance
between s and o, that is, the sum of the angles 8 mo' and
omo' would be 200 degrees.
140. Reflecting circles which, like those of Borda and
Dollond, possess the property of repetition, consist of two
concentric rings, one within the other, and in the same plane,
and both are divided into 720 parts (corresponding to 360
degrees) with their usual subdivisions. The telescope and
horizon glass are attached to two of the three radii belonging
to the interior ring, and the horizon glass is at or near the
circumference of the ring. The index glass is at the common
centre of both rings, and turns on its axis, being attached to a
revolving arm carrying a vernier.
In order to take a repetition of the angle between two
objects, the index attached to the inner or revolving ring is
fixed at 720 degrees, or zero, in which state the index and
horizon glasses are parallel to each other; then the radius
carrying the revolving index glass is moved till the objects
are in contact, and the angle is read. Leaving the latter
radius fixed to the outer ring, the inner ring is undamped
and turned, in the same direction as the index had been
moved, through an angle equal to that which has been read ;
this will put the index and horizon glasses again parallel to
one another. The bar carrying the revolving index glass is
afterwards moved till the objects are again in contact, and
then the angle will have been twice taken. The operations
are continued in this manner till the index attached to the
inner circle has got near, or even beyond 720 degrees (or has
made the whole circuit) : then the whole number of degrees
being read, and divided by the number of repetitions of the
angle, the quotient will be the correct angular distance of the
objects.
When the angle between the objects is constantly changing,
as the altitude of the sun, the whole arc passed over by the
index of the inner ring is not a multiple of one angle, but the
H 4
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sum of several different angles : in this case, the time must
be registered when each contact was made, that is, when
each angle was taken; and then, the change of the angle
being supposed to be uniform during the continuance of the
observations, the whole arc passed over by the index being
divided by the number of observations, gives an angle which
corresponds to the mean of all the registered times of the
observations.
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CHAP. V.
REFRACTION: LATITUDE OF A STATION: PARALLAX.

141. Before the observed positions of celestial bodies can
be employed as data for the solution of astronomical or
geographical problems, they require corrections on account of
the refraction of light in the atmosphere, and also on account
of the situation of the observer with respect to the earth's
centre.
The atmosphere, being an elastic fluid, diminishes gradually
in density from the surface of the earth upwards till at a
certain height, which is estimated to be between forty and
fifty miles, it becomes so much attenuated as to be incapable
of producing any sensible effect on light ; and, as the force of
attraction increases with the density of the medium, it is
evident that a ray of light emitted from a celestial body
must, in its passage through the atmosphere to the eye of
the spectator, be continually deflected from a rectilinear
direction and be made to describe a curve line ; hence the
visible place of the object will be in the direction of a tangent
to the curve at the place of the eye.* Since the atmosphere
is, or may be considered, symmetrical on both sides of avertical plane passing through the spectator and a celestial
body, the attraction on opposite sides of that plane will be
equal : hence, disregarding the lateral and extraordinary
refractions which in some states of the atmosphere have been
found to exist, the path of the ray is in a vertical plane, and
the convex part of the curve is upwards ; consequently, the
visible place of the object is above the place which it would
appear to occupy if there were no refraction. The symmetry
of the atmosphere on all sides of a vertical line passing through
the spectator, is also the cause that a ray of light descending to
the earth in that direction suffers no deviation : that is, there
is no refraction of light when the celestial body is in the
zenith of the observer. But the density of the air above and
below the path of a ray of light differing more, in proportion
as the path deviates from the vertical direction, it follows
that the refraction increases from the zenith downwards, and
is the greatest when the celestial body is in the horizon.
* On the undulatory hypothesis a different cause should be assigned,
but the effects would be the same.
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142. An approximation to the law of refraction in terms
of the apparent distance of the celestial body from the zenith
of the observer is thus investigated : supposing the atmosphere
to be of uniform density, the earth to be a plane, and the
upper surface of the atmosphere parallel to that plane. Let
o be the place of the observer, s the true
place of a star, sa the incident ray, and ao
the course of the ray in the atmosphere:
produce oa to T; then T may represent the
apparent place of the star. Let zo be a
vertical line passing through the spectator,
and z'a be parallel to it ; then z'as is the
angle of incidence, z'at, or its equal zot,
the angle of refraction and also the apparent zenith distance
of the star. The angle tas is called the refraction. Let
the angle zot be represented by z, and tas by r; then,
z'AS=2 + r. Now, by Optics, the sine of the angle of
incidence is to the sine of the angle of refraction in a constant
11.
...
if sin- (z + r)
ratio, the medium remaining the same ; therefore —;
is constant : let it be represented by a. Then
sin.(z + r) /Tll m
, „. N
sin. z cos. r + cos. z sin. r
a = sin.
e z ,or(Tl.
; z.
——
v Ir.art. 32.)a
' =
sin
whence a sin. z=sin. z cos. r + cos.
(a—
r) sin. z = sin.
. r; or again,
- — cos.
—■
cos.
z.
■
o

z sin. r, or
, —cos. r) tan. z— sin. r.
(a
v
/

But since r is a very small angle, let radius ( = 1) be put for
cos. rand r for sin. r; then, (a— 1) tan. z = r, or the refraction
varies as the tangent of the apparent zenith distance of the
celestial body.
Delambre, on developing the value of a in terms of tan.
\r, found that tan. \r may be represented, on the above
hypothesis, by the series
A tan. z + B tan. az + c tan. bz + &c. ;
and he shows that all the formulae which had before his time
been employed, on the supposition that the surface of the
earth and the strata of the atmosphere are spherical, might
be brought to that form. The coefficients a, b, c, &c, are
supposed to be determined by comparisons of observations.
143. By direct experiments on the refractive power of
the air we have a = 1.00028 (Barom. — 30 in., Fahrenheit's
Thermom. =50°) : therefore,
a- 1=0.00028, or, in seconds, (=
;
v °:00(??,8=-57".817
Bin. 1
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and the formula r=57".817 tan. z is very near the truth
when the zenith distance does not exceed forty-five degrees.
144. Dr. Bradley, guided probably by a comparison of
observations with the above formula, was led to adopt one
which maybe represented by r = m tan. (z — nr); and he found
that the observations were represented by making m=56".9,
w=:3. Subsequently MM. Biot and Arago, from numerous
observations found m— 60".666 and n — 3.25, the latitude of
the observer being 45°, the temperature of the air = 32° Fahr.,
and the pressure of the atmosphere being represented by the
weight of a column of mercury =30 in. Eng. And, lastly,
Mr. Groombridge (Phil. Trans. 1824) by a mean of the
refractions obtained from the observed meridian altitudes of
sixteen circumpolar stars, found m (commonly called the
constant of refraction) =58".133 and « = 3.634. In a paper
on " Astronomical Refractions " in the Memoirs of the
Astronomical Society (vol. ii. part 1.) Mr. Atkinson, by an
investigation conducted on optical principles, found for the
value of refraction the expression 57".754 tan. (z— 3.5937 r),
the barometer being at 29.6 inches and Fahrenheit's thermo
meter at 50°. The table of refractions in the Nautical Alma
nacs from 1822 to 1833 was computed from a formula given
by Dr. Young in the " Philosophical Transactions " for 1819.
145. Refractions deduced from formulae, without regard to
the density and temperature of the air, are called mean
refractions, and these differ from that which depends merely
on tan. z, chiefly on account of the curvature of the earth
and of the atmospherical strata : in order to obtain their
values from observations in latitudes corresponding to those
of the greater part of Europe, the circumpolar stars may be
employed in the following manner: let
zho, supposed to be in the celestial
sphere, represent part of the meridian
of the observer at c ; let z be his zenith,
and p the pole of the equator ; and let
s, s' be the apparent places of any star
at the lower and upper culmination.
Also, let zs=2, zs'rrz', and let r and r' ( = ss and sV) be
the corresponding refractions ; then, z + r and z' + r' are the
true zenith distances at the two times of culminating; and
since at those times, after the corrections for refraction have
been applied, the star is equally distant from the pole,
i (z + r + z' + r') or £ (z + z' + r+r') will be equal to rz, the
colatitude of the station; therefore 2pz-(r + «') -=r + r'.
Hence, pz being accurately known, also z and z1 being given
by the observations, and the value of r' (the refraction at the
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upper culmination) being computed from the formula
1^=57 ".817 tan. z', which will be sufficiently near the truth,
the value of r may be obtained.
TABLE OF REFRACTIONS.
Alt.

Refract.

Var.

Bar.

o

/

/ //

//

//

//

8.1
7.6
7.3
7.0
6.7
6.4

6

0
10
20
30
40
50

8 32
8 20
8 9
7 58
7 47
7 37

1.2
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0

17.2
16.8
16.4
16.0
15.7
15.3

1.15
1.11
1.09
1.06
1.03
1.00

9.4 1 1
59
9.0
58
8.7
56
8.4
55
8.0
53
7.7

6.1
5.9
5.6
5.4
5.1
4.9

7

0
10
20
30
40
50

7 27
717
7 8
6 59
6 51
6 43

1.0
.9
.9
.8
.8
.8

15.0
14.6
14.3
14.1
13.8
13.5

.98
.95
.93
.91
.89
.87

7.4
6.9
6.3
5.9
5.5
5.1

52
49
46
44
42
39

4.7
4.5
4.2
3.9
3.6
3.4

8

0
10
20
30
40
50

6 35
6 28
6 21
6 14
6 7
6 0

.7
.7
.7
.7
.7
.6

13.3
13.1
12.8
12.6
12.3
12.1

.85
.83
.82
.80
.79
.77

18 29
17 43
17 0
16 21
15 43
15 8

4.8
4.4
4.1
3.9
3.6
3.4

38
36
35
33
32
31

3.2
3.0
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.4

9

0
10
20
30
40
50

5
5
5
5
5
5

54
47
41
36
30
25

.6
.6
.6
.6
.5
.5

11.9
11.7
11.5
11.3
11.1
11.0

.76
.74
.73
.71
.71
.70

0
10
20
30
40
50

14 35
14 4'
13 35
13 7
12 41
12 16

3.2
3.0
2.8
2.7
2.5
2.4

30
29
28
27
26
25

2.3
2.2
2.1
2.0
1.9
1.8

10

0
10
20
30
40
50

5 20
5 15
5 10
5 5
5 0
4 56

.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.4

10.8
10.6
10.4
10.2
10.1
9.9

.69
.67
.65
.64
.63
.62

4

0
10
20
30
40
50

1152
11 30
11 10
10 50
10 32
10 15

2.2
2.1
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

24.1
23.4
22.7
22.0
21.3
20.7

1.7 11 0
1.65
10
1.58
20
1.53
30
1.48
40
1.43
50

451
4 47
4 43
4 39
4 35
4 31

.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4

9.8
9.6
9.5
9.4
9.2
9.1

.60
.59
.58
.57
.56
.56

5

0
10
20
30
40
50

9 58
9 42
9 27
911
8 58
8 45

1.6
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.3

20.1
19.6
19.1
18.6
18.1
17.6

1.38 12 0
1.34
10
1.30
20
1.26
30
1.22
40
1.19
50

4 28
4 24
4 21
417
414
4 11

.4
.4
.4
.3
.3
.3

9.0
8.9
8.8
8.6
8.5
8.4

.55
.55
.54
.54
.53

Refract

Var.

Bar.

Therm.

/ //

ir

/ //

//

0
5
10
15
20
25

33 51
32 53
3158
31 5
30 13
29 24

11.7
11.3
10.9
10.5
10.1
9.7

114
1 11
1 9
1 7
1 5
1 3

30
35
40
45
50
55

28 37
27 51
27 6
26 24
25 43
25 3

0
10
20
30
40
50

24 25
23 13
22 8
21 7
20 10
19 17

2

0
10
20
30
40
50

3

o

/

0

1

Alt.

Therm.
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Alt.

Refract.

o

/

13

0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30

14
15
16
17
18
19
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Var.

Bar.

Therm.

Alt.

Refract.

»

Var.

Bar.

Therm.

/>

o

4 7.5 0.30
.29
3 58.4
.28
3 49.9
.26
3 41.8
.24
3 34.3
.22
3 27.3
3 20.6
.21
.20
3 14.4
.19
3 8.5
.18
3 2.9
.17
2 57.6
.17
2 52.5
.16
2 47.7
.16
2 42.9

8.30
8.0
7.7
7.43
7.18
6.95
6.73
6.51
6.31
6.12
5.98
5.70
5.61
5.46

051
.49
•47
.45
■44
.42
.41
.40
.39
.37
.36
.35
.34
.33

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

52.3 0.031
50.5 .030
48.8 .029
47.1 .028
45.4 .027
43.8 .026
42.2 .026
40.8 .025
39.3 .025
37.8 .025
36.4 .024
35.0 .024
33.6 .023
32.3 .022

1.75 0.104
1.69 .101
1.63 .097
1.58 .094
1.52 .090
1.47 .088
1.41 .085
1.36 .082
1.31 .079
1.26 .076
1.22 .073
1.17 .070
1.12 .067
1.08 .065

/ //

ii

ii

ff

ii

ii

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2 38.7
2 30.5
2 23.2
2 16.5
2 10.1
2 4.2
1 58.8
1 53.8
149.1
144.7

.15
.13
.12
.11
.10
.09
.09
.08
.08
.07

5.31
5.04
4.79
4.57
4.35
4.16
3.97
3.81
3.65
3.50

.32
.30
.29
.28
.26
.25
.24
.23
.22
.21

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

31.0
29.7
28.4
27.2
25.9
24.7
23.5
22.4
21.2
19.9

.022
.021
.021
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020

1.04
.99
.95
.91
.87
.83
.79
.75
.71
.67

.062
.060
.057
.055
.052
.050
.047
•045
.043
.040

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1 40.5
136.6
133.0
129.5
126.1
123.0
120.0
1 17.1
1 14.4
1 11.8

.07
.06
.06
.06
.05
.05
.05
.95
.05
.04

3.36
3.23
3.11
2.99
2.88
2.78
2.68
2.58
2.49
2.40

.20
.19
.19
.18
.17
.17
.16
.15
.15
.14

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

18.8
17.7
16.6
15.5
14.4
13.4
12.3
11.2
10.2
9.2

.019
.018
.018
.018
.018
.017
.017
.017
.017
.017

.63
.59
.56
.52
.48
.45
.41
.38
.34
.31

.038
.036
.033
.031
.029
.027
.025
.023
.021
.018

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

.04
.04
.04
.04
.03
.03
.03
.03

2.32
2.24
2.16
2.09
2.02
1.94
1.88
1.81

.14
.13
.13
.12
.12
.12
.11
.11

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

8.2
7.1
6.1
5.1
4.1
3.1
2.0
1.0

.017
.017
.017
.017
.017
.017
.017
.017

.27
.24
.20
.17
.14
.10
.07
.03

.016
.014
.012
.010
.008
.006
.004
.002

9.3
6.9
4.6
2.4
0.3
58.1
56.1
54.2

The columns entitled " Alt." contain the apparent altitudes of a celestial
body as they are obtained from the observations after being corrected for
the index error ; and immediately on their right hand are the columns
containing the refractions corresponding to the altitudes, the barometer
being at 30 inches, and Fahrenheit's thermometer at 50°. The columns
headed " Var." contain the variations of the refraction for one minute of
altitude ; and the number opposite the nearest degree or minute in the
column of altitudes is to be multiplied by the difference between the
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given number of minutes and such nearest degree or minute : the product
is to be subtracted from, or added to the refraction corresponding to the
nearest degree or minute, according as the latter is less or greater than the
given altitude. The columns entitled " Bar." contain the corrections for
the actual state of the barometer ; and the number in the column being
multiplied by the inches, or decimals of an inch by which the height of the
mercury exceeds or falls short- of 30 inches, the product is, in the former
case, to be added to, and in the latter to be subtracted from, the refraction
corrected, as in the preceding step. The columns headed " Therm." con
tain the corrections for temperature ; and the number being multiplied by
the number of degrees by which the mercury in the thermometer exceeds
or falls short of 50°, the product is, in the former case, to be subtracted
from, and in the latter to be added to, the refraction corrected, as in the
preceding steps.

146. The refractions in the tropical regions appear to differ
but little from.those which are given in the tables computed
for Europe, on making due allowance for the temperature of
the air. According to the observations of Colonel Sabine
(Pendulum Experiments, p. 505.) the difference does not
exceed half a minute when the celestial body is in the horizon :
but in the arctic regions the case is far otherwise ; for accord
ing to observations made between 1822 and 1830, at Igloolik
(Lat. 69°21/N., Long. 81° 42' w.) at an altitude equal to
8' 40" the refraction was found to be 1° 21' 19", the temper
ature being 28 degrees below the zero of Fahrenheit's scale,
while from the existing tables, for that altitude and a like
temperature, the refraction would be but 41' 57".
In those regions the amount of refraction may be obtained
by comparing the declinations of fixed stars, deduced from
their observed altitudes with the apparent declinations given
in the Nautical Almanac.
147. The effects of refraction on the polar distance and
right ascension of a star when not on the meridian, being
sometimes required for the adjustments of astronomical
instruments, the following process for obtaining those effects
sufficiently near the truth is here introduced.
Let P be the pole of the equator, z the zenith of the station,
S the true, and s' the apparent place of
the celestial body : then p z the colatitude
of the station, z s the true zenith distance
of the star, and zps the star's hour angle,
being given, we have (art. 61.)
sin. zs : sin. pz :: sin. zps : sin. psz.
v
But, letting fall s t perpendicularly on p s'
produced, the angle psz may be considered
equal to ss'f: and SS'tf being considered
as a plane triangle, also SS' being taken
from tables of refractions or computed from the formula
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58" tan. zs (art. 143.), and expressed in seconds of a degree,
we have
68' cos. ss't = s't, and 88' sin. 88' t — St.
The value of s't is the required variation of the polar distance
, P ,
,
st
as' sin. ss't .
ps in seconds or a degree, and r-^—:
or , . .
is
°
15 sin. PS
15 sin. PS
the variation, in seconds of time, of the hour angle z p s, that
is, of the star's right ascension.
148. Since a celestial body when in the horizon of a
spectator is elevated by the effects of refraction so as to
appear about 32 minutes of a degree above that plane, and
since the refractions vary by about 10.5 seconds for each minute
of altitude within the limits of half a degree from thence ;
it follows that the vertical diameter of the sun, or moon,
when the luminary touches the horizon, must, from the ex
cess of the refraction of the lower limb above that of the
upper limb, appear to be diminished by a quantity which,
from the tables, will be found equal to about 4' 55". A cer
tain diminution of the horizontal diameter of the sun and
moon also takes place, but this is so small that it may be
disregarded. The figure of the disks must therefore have
the appearance of an ellipse, but the difference between the
vertical and horizontal diameters is less than one second when
the luminaries are elevated more than 45 degrees above the
horizon.
149. All the oblique diameters of the sun and moon must
evidently also suffer an apparent diminution when compared
with the horizontal diameters ; and if it be supposed that the
disks of the luminaries are exactly elliptical, the diminution
of any oblique semi-diameter may readily be ascertained, the
difference between the horizontal and vertical semi-diameters
being found from the tables of refractions, and the inclination
of the oblique diameter to the horizon being determined or
estimated.
Thus, let ca be the horizontal, cb the vertical, CM any
oblique semi-diameter whose inclination to
ca may be represented bj0; then, by conic
sections, C a being unity, CB=c, and e re
presenting the excentricity, we have cm =
-: developing the radical
s/{\— e2cos. 20J
by the binomial theorem, CM = c (1 + ^e2 cos. 20), which
may be put in the form CM = c (1 + ^e2 — |e2 sin. }ff).
Finally, considering c (1 + Je2) as equal to CA or unity, we
get cm = 1 — ice2 sin. 26: therefore ca —cm = ^ce2sin. 20,
or the decrements of ca vary with sin. ? 0.
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But when 0— 90°, the decrement "(c A — cb) is equal to
the difference between the refraction of c and the refraction
of b : let this be found from the table of refractions, and
represented in seconds by a ; then a sin. 2 6 will express the
excess of C A above C M, or the quantity which must be sub
tracted from the horizontal semi-diameter of the sun or moon
in order to have the inclined semi-diameter. The values of
the said excess for every fifth or tenth degree of altitude,
and every fifteenth degree of 8 are given in the following
table.
Inclination of
the oblique to
the horizontal
semidiameter.

Altitudes of the Sun or Moon.

0

| 5°

10" 15° 20° 1 25° 30' 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° 90°

Deer jmen sofl he ob! ique s emidia meter s of the Sun o r Moon.
ft
// //
tt
tt
//
tt
tt
it

/■

0

0
15
30
45
60
75
90

0
00
0 11.8 1.7
0 44.1 6.2
1 28.2 12.5
2 11.6 18.5
2 44.7 23.3
2 56.5 25.

0
0.5
2.
4.
5.9
7.5
8.

0
0.2
0.9
1.8
2.7
3.4
3.7

0
0.16
0.6
1.2
1.8
2.2
2.4

0
0
0.1 0.07
0.3 0.28
0.7 0.56
1.1 0.8
1.3 1.04
1.45 1.12

0
0
0.04 0.03
0.16 0.11
0.32 0.23
0.5 0.34
0.6 0.43
0.64 0.46

0
0.02
0.09
0.18
0.27
0.34
0.37

0
0.02
0.07
0.15
0.23
0.29
0.31

0
0.02
0.06
0.13
0.2
0.25
0 27

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

150. The latitude of an observatory or station is an element
of practical astronomy which can be determined without any
knowledge of the movements of the celestial bodies beyond
the fact of the diurnal rotation, and, except the effects of
refraction, without any data from astronomical tables: it is
merely necessary to be provided with a mural, or any circle
which can be placed in the plane of the meridian ; or, for the
ordinary purposes of geography, a sextant with an artificial
horizon.
The observations required for determining this element, are
the altitudes or zenith distances of any circumpolar star at
the times when it culminates, or comes to the meridian of the
station above or below the pole: and, if a circle which is
capable of being reversed in azimuth be used, the zenith
distance in each position may be taken; that is, with the
graduated face of the circle towards the east, and again with
that face towards the west, by which double process the
error of collimation may be eliminated. The pole star is one
which may be advantageously employed in the northern
hemisphere, for this purpose, as the slowness of its motion
will allow it to be observed on the same night, by direct view
and also by reflexion.
Now, let c be the centre of the earth, a the place of an
observer on its surface, and hpq the circumference of the
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observer's meridian in
the celestial sphere:
also let A A, a tangent
to the earth's surface
at A, in the plane of
the meridian, repre
sent the position of
the observer's hori
zon; and let s and
s' be the apparent
places of a fixed star
at its lower and up
per culmination. The distance of the star being so great that
the effect of parallax is insensible, so that A a may be con
ceived to coincide with HC, drawn parallel to it through
the centre of the earth, the apparent altitudes will be HS
and H s' ; and the effects of refraction at the lower and upper
culmination being represented by S* and sV, * and s' become
the true places of the star, and Hs, H*' the true altitudes:
then vs being equal to ps', half the sum of the true altitudes is
equal to IIP.
151. If the earth were a sphere, a plumb line suspended
at A would take the direction AC, passing through C, the
centre of the sphere, and if produced upwards it would meet
the heavens in z: this line zac would be perpendicidar to
A A or hc, and the angle hcp would be equal to zcq, which
expresses the latitude of a. But, if it be assumed that the
earth is a spheroid, and if exq be an elliptical meridian, a
plumb line at A would, on account of the equality of the
attractions on all sides of a normal line an, take the direction
of that line, and NA being produced would meet the celestial
sphere in z' : the latitude obtained from the observation will
in this case be expressed by the angle z'Ny, or the arc z'Q.
This is called the nautical, or geographical latitude ; while,
z being the geocentric zenith, the angle ZCQ, or the arc zq,
is called the geocentric latitude.
152. To investigate a formula for reducing one of these
kinds of latitude to the other, the following process may be
used. Draw the ordinate ar ; then by conic sections, we
NE;
cy2 : cp2 :: ck
have
and in the right-angled triangles ace, ank,
cr : ne :: tang, cab : tang, nab,
or cb ne :: cotan. ace : cotan. ane (tan. ane : tan.
ace).
Cj2 : Cp2 :: tang, ane : tang. ACE.
Hence
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Let the equatorial and polar semiaxes, eg and cp, be to
one another as 305 to 304, which from geodetical determi
nations (arts. 415. 418.) is the ratio adopted by Mr. Woolhouse
in the appendix to the Nautical Almanac for 1836 (p. 58.):
then we shall have

^=r.9934 ; therefore if the geographi

cal latitude be represented by L, and the geocentric latitude
by I, we have .9934 tang, l =tang. I.
The second line in the following table shows, for every
tenth degree of geographical latitude, the number of minutes,
&c, which should be subtracted from that latitude in order to
obtain the corresponding geocentric latitude.
10°
20°
/ //
/ //
3 45.5 7 21

30°
/ //
9 54

40°

45o

50°

60°

/ //
11 16.2 11 27.3J11 17

9 56

70°
80°
/ // i a
7 23 3 56

153. The word parallax, is used to express the angle at
any celestial body between two lines drawn from its centre
to the points from whence it may be supposed to be viewed:
or it is the arc of the celestial sphere between the two places
which a body would, at the same instant, appear to occupy if
it were observed at two different stations. The celestial arc
between the sun and moon, or between the moon and a star,
at any instant, will evidently subtend different angles at the
eyes of two observers at different stations on the surface of
the earth ; and in order that a common angle may measure
the same arc, it is necessary that each observed angle should
be reduced to that which would be subtended by the same
arc at the centre of the earth. When the arc measures the
altitude of a celestial body above the visible horizon, the
correction which must be applied in order to convert the
observed angle of elevation to that which would have been
obtained if the angular point had been at the centre of the
earth, is called the diurnal parallax. This name has been
given to it because it goes through all its variations between
the times at which the body rises and sets, being greatest
when the latter is in the horizon, and least when in the
plane of the meridian ; and since every parallax is necessarily
in a plane passing through the two points of observation and
the object, it is evident that the diurnal parallax will be in
a plane passing through the spectator and the centre of the
earth ; that is, in a vertical plane.
154. The angular distance between two places to which, in
the heavens, a celestial body is referred when it is supposed
to be viewed from the sun and from the earth, or from the
earth at two different points in its orbit, is called the annual
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parallax. This will be considered further on (art- 256.) ; the
investigations which immediately follow relate only to the
diurnal parallax.
Let s be the place of a spectator on the surface of the earth,
supposed at present to be a
sphere, and let SB be a section
through S, and through C the
centre. Let mm' be part of
the circumference of a vertical
circle passing through the sun,
the moon, or any planet ; and
let zn be a quarter of the cir
cumference of the circle when
produced to the celestial sphere.
Again, let M be the place of
the celestial body in the sensible horizon of the spectator, and
M' its place when at any altitude ; also let m and n, p and q
be the points in the heavens to which M and M' are referred
when seen from S and C : then the angle SMC, which may be
considered as equal to nsm, is called the horizontal parallax,
and the angle SM'coryS^ is the parallax in altitude. Let
m's be produced till in a it meets a line ca, let fall perpen
dicularly on it from c ; then, in the right-angled triangles MS C,
m'ac, the hypotenuses CM and cm' are equal to one another,
and C S, C A represent the sines of the parallaxes : therefore
CS : CA :: sin. horizontal parallax : sin parallax in altitude.
But in the right-angled triangle cas, by Trigonometry,
CS : CA :: radius (= 1) : sin. asc (= cos. m'sm):
the angle m'sm expresses the apparent altitude of m';
therefore,
rad. : cos. app. alt. of m' : : sin. hor. parallax : sin. par. in alt.
Hence, if the horizontal parallax be given (it may be found
in the Nautical Almanac) the parallax in altitude may be
computed: and as the parallaxes are small, the arcs which
subtend them (in seconds) may be substituted for their sines.
155. Since the true altitude of a celestial body m' is ex
pressed by the angle M'CH or (the lines SM and CH being
parallel to one another) by its equal m'em, and since the ex
terior angle m'em of the triangle sm'e is equal to the sum of
the interior and opposite angles ; it follows that the parallax
in altitude must be added to the observed altitude of a celestial
body in order to obtain the corrected altitude. Let p be the
horizontal parallax, p the parallax in altitude, and z the ap
parent zenith distance; then from the above proportion we have
sin. p — sin. p sin. z ;
i 2
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or, if z' express the true zenith distance,
sin. p = sin. P sin. (z' + p).
It may be observed that the greatest parallax of a celestial
body takes place when the body is in the horizon ; and, both
above and below the horizon, the parallax diminishes with the
sine of the distance from the zenith. The apparent place
of a celestial body is always given by observation ; but, in
seeking the effect of parallax when the true place of the
body is obtained by computation from astronomical tables,
it will be convenient first to find the parallax approximatively
from the formula p' = p sin. zf (where z1 is the true zenith
distance), and then to substitute that approximate value in
the formula sin. p =. sin. p sin. (z! + p') ; the result will in
general be sufficiently near the truth. Or a second approxi
mative value may be found from the formula p" = P sin.
(z' + p') ; and the value of p" being substituted in the formula
sin. p = sin. P sin. (V + p") will give a still more correct
value of the parallax in altitude. The following series for
the parallax in altitude in terms of the horizontal parallax
and the true zenith distance is given in several treatises on
astronomy :
p (in seconds):

sin. p .
sin.. 1"

sin.-* p .

sin." P

sin. 3/
sm. 2 / +
sm. 2
sln73"
+ &c.
and the three first terms are sufficient.
156. If it be assumed that the earth is of a spheroidal
figure, and such as would be produced by the revolution of
an ellipse about its minor axis, it must follow that the hori
zontal parallaxes, which are the angles formed at a celestial
body by a semi-diameter passing through the place of the
observer, will be the greatest at the equator and the least at
the poles ; and that they will vary with the distance of the
spectator from the centre of
the earth. The value of the
geocentric horizontal parallax
at any station whose latitude is
given may be investigated in
the following manner. Let
PSQ be one quarter of the
terrestrial meridian passing
through any station s; also let
P be the pole, and Q the point
in which the meridian cuts the
equator: again, let M and m'
be places of any celestial body,
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as the moon, when in the apparent horizon of an observer
at the equator and at any other point S on the earth's
surface. Then, since cm may be supposed to be equal to
cm' (and, on account of the smallness of the ellipticity
of the earth, cs may be considered as perpendicular to
sm', as QM is perpendicular to CQ, so that CQ and CS may
represent the sines of the horizontal parallaxes at Q and s)
we have, by proportion (p, w, and p being the horizontal
parallaxes at the equator, the pole, and at any place S
respectively)
CQ — CP : CQ — CS :: sin. p— sin. ra- : sin. p — sin. p.
But by conic sections, in an ellipse, the semi-transverse
axis CQ being equal to unity, the semi-conjugate axis = c,
the excentricity = e, and SC Q the geocentric latitude (art. 151.)
of S = I ; we have, as in art. 149., e being very small ( — 0.08
nearly when CQ = 1),
C S = 1 — \ ce1 sin."2 1, and CQ — CS = \ ce2 sin.2 I ;
or the decrements of CQ from the equator towards the pole
vary with sin.2 1.
157. Hence, rad.2 : sin.°Z:: cq — CP : CQ— CS,
or,

1 : sin.2 1 : : sin. p — sin. -as : sin. p — sin. p.

Let the ratio of CQ to CP be as 305 to 304 as in art. 152.;
then
304
305 : 304 : : sin. p : —— sin. p ( = sin. ts, the sine of the
305
polar horizontal parallax) ;
and sin. p — —— sin. p, or -^-^ sin. p expresses the difference
305
305
between the sines of the equatorial and polar horizontal
parallaxes. Consequently,
l:sin.2Z::^sin.p:g^sin.Psin.2/;
and this last term expresses the difference between the sines
of the horizontal parallaxes at the equator and at any place S ;
also sin. p — ^— sin. p sin.2 1 is equivalent to the sine of the
geocentric horizontal parallax at such place ; let it be repre
sented by sin. p'.
The following table, which depends on the equatorial hori
zontal parallax of the moon and upon the latitudes of stations,
will show by inspection the value of the second term in the
i 3
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CQ — CP

expression; the ellipticity of the meridian, that is
CP

being = -^.

The terms are to be subtracted from the equa-

torial horizontal parallax of the moon (in the Nautical
Almanac) in order to reduce it to the geocentric horizontal
parallax at any station whose latitude is given.
Latitudes.
Hor. par.

10°

/

//

54
56
58
60
62

0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0

20°
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.5

30°
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.9
3.0

40°
4.5
4.6
4.8
5.0
5.1

50°

60°

//

//

6.3
6.5
6.6
6.9
7.0

8.1
8.4
8.7
9.0
9.3

70°
If

y.a
9.8
10.2
10.5
10.9

80°

90°

„

//

10.4
10.8
11.1
11.5
11.9

10.8
11.0
11.6
12.0
12.4

158. If the celestial body be at any point M" elevated
above the horizon of the spectator at s, the perpendiculars
Ca and cb let fall from the centre of the earth upon m's,
m"s produced may represent the sines of the horizontal paral
lax and of the parallax in altitude ; and the hypotenuse c s of
the right-angled triangles Sac, sbc being common, we have
Ca : Cb :: sin. CSa : sin. csb;
that is, the sines of the parallaxes are to one another as the
sines of the distances of the celestial body from the geo
centric zenith. But sin. cs« may be considered as equal to
radius (=1) without sensible error; therefore, if the ap
parent geocentric zenith distance zsm" be represented by z,
and the horizontal parallax by p', we have
rad. : sin. z : : sin. p' : sin. z sin p',
and the last term expresses the sine of the geocentric parallax
in altitude.
159. When the moon and the sun, the sun and a planet,
or the moon and a planet, are very near one another, as in
eclipses and occupations, instead of computing separately
the parallaxes of the two luminaries in altitude, it is more
convenient to substitute in the last expression the difference
between their geocentric horizontal parallaxes at the station
of the observer : the result will be the difference between the
parallaxes of the luminaries in altitude. Thus, if at any
place, as S, p' be the geocentric horizontal parallax of the
moon, and p' that of the sun (the luminaries being near one
another), the difference between their parallaxes in altitude
will be expressed by sin. z sin. (p'—p'); where p'—p' is
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called the moon's relative horizontal parallax. The like is to
be understood of the difference between the parallax of the
sun and a planet, and of the moon and a planet.
160. The horizontal parallax of the moon or of a planet
may be found from the difference between the zenith dis
tances of the moon or planet and of a fixed star, observed at
two places on or near the same terrestrial meridian. Thus
M being the place of the body
whose parallax is to be found,
E the centre of the earth, and
s the place of any fixed star,
let A and b be the stations of
two observers, which for sim
plicity may be supposed to be
on the same meridian, and let
them be so situated that the
moon or planet, when on the
meridian, may be southward of
one observer and northward of
the other : also let it be supposed that the latitudes of the
stations A and B are known. Then, by previous agreement
between the observers, the zenith distances zas and zaot,
z'bs and z'bot' being taken when the star, and the moon, o.r
a planet, respectively culminate or come on the meridian ; the
arc sot or the angle saot, and the arc sot' or the angle sbot'
will represent the differences between the zenith distances at
the respective stations. But the fixed star s being incal
culably remote, bs may be considered as parallel to as;
hence the .ingle sa'ot may be taken for saot, and the dif
ference between sa'ot or saot and sbot', will be equal to the
angle ot'mot or a mb, which is therefore found.
Now, joining the points e and M, the angles a me, bme,
are the parallaxes of the body at m, in altitude, for the ob
servers at a and B respectively, and we have
rad. : sin. zaot :: sin. horizontal parallax : sin. a ME,
also,

rad. : sin. z'bot' :: sin. horizontal parallax : sin. bme :

therefore, by proportion
rad. : sin. zaot + sin. z'b m' : : sin. hor. par. : sin. ame + sin. bme.
If the arc which measures the horizontal parallax, and
those which measure the angles ame, bme, be substituted
for their sines, then ame + bme being equal to the angle
a mb, which was obtained from the observation, we have from
the last proportion,
i 4
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sin. ZAM + sin.z'BM : rad. :: AMB(in arc, or in seconds) : hor.
par. (in arc or seconds) :
and thus the horizontal parallax of the moon or planet at the
time of observation is found. It should be observed that this
method is not applicable to planets beyond the orbit of Mars ;
and if the observers be not situated precisely on the same
terrestrial meridian, it would be necessary to correct the
observed zenith distance of the moon or planet, at one of the
stations, on account of the variation in its declination during
the time in which it is passing from one meridian to the other.
Since the horizontal parallax of a celestial body may be
represented by the angle SMC (arts. 154. 156.), in which the
angle at 8 is, or may be, considered as a right angle, and that
SC = MS tan. SMC; it follows that, for different celestial
bodies, the tangents of the horizontal parallaxes vary inversely
with the distances of the bodies from the earth.
161. The parallax of a celestial body in altitude being
obtained, the deviation of the apparent from the true place of
the body in any other direction (as far as it depends upon the
place of the observer) may be readily found by Plane Trigo
nometry, when the angle at the celestial body between a
vertical circle passing through it and a circle of the sphere,
also passing through it, in the direction for which the devia
tion is required, is known ; since that deviation may be con
sidered as one side of a right-angled triangle, of which the
hypotenuse is the parallax in altitude : but this is not always
the most convenient method of determining the deviation in
a direction oblique to the vertical circle ; and the following
are investigations of formula?, by which the parallaxes of a
celestial body in right ascension and declination (that is, in
the directions which are particularly required for the solution
of problems relating to practical astronomy), are generally
obtained.
Let Thq (fig. to art. 147.) be part of the celestial equator,
stereographically projected, p its pole, and let z be the
geocentric zenith of the spectator's station. Let s' be the
true place of the celestial body, suppose the moon, and <v the
equinoctial point, so that at a given time y> h' is the moon's
true right ascension (in arc) and ps' her true north polar
distance. At the same instant let S be the apparent place of
the moon, so that <vH is the moon's apparent right-ascension
(in arc), and PS her apparent polar distance. Then pq
being the meridian of the station, QPS' is the moon's true, and
qps her apparent, horary angle at the given time. Again,
ZS' is the true, and zs is the apparent, zenith distance of the
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moon, and S s' is the moon's parallax in altitude ; the angle
8 PS' is her parallax in right ascension, and the difference
between PS and PS', is her parallax in declination : also zpis
equal to the colatitude of the station.
By Spherical Trigonometry (art. 61.) we have, in the tri
angle SPS',
sin. ps : sin. ss' : '. sin. s' : sin. sp s' ;
,
.
, sin. SS'sin. s'
whence,
sin. s p s' =
:
;
sin. p s
and in the triangle zps',
sin. zs' : sin. pz :: sin. zps' : sin. s':
sin. p Z sin. z p s'
whence,
sin. s'=
sin. zs'
and by substitution,
, sin. s s' sin. P Z sin. z P s'
Sin. SPS'±=
=
-.
;
.
sin. ps sin. zs'
Let I represent the geocentric latitude of the station.
A the true right ascension of the celestial body.
D the true declination.
z the apparent geocentric zenith distance.
p' the geocentric horizontal parallax.
a the parallax in right ascension.
B the parallax in declination.
t the true horary angle.
t + a the apparent horary angle,
and let. the sine of the geocentric parallax in altitude
(=sin. ss') be expressed by sin. p'sin. z. (Art. 158.)
Then, by substitution in the last equation,
sin. p' sin. z cos. I sin. (r + a)
;
-=
cos. r> sin. z
sin. P' cos. I sin. (r+a)
: >
COS. D.
v '

sin. a=

or developing sin. (t + a) in order to eliminate a,
sin. p' cos. / , .
.
N
sin. a =
(sin.
t cos. a+ sin. a. cos. t)' ;
cos. D
v
and dividing both members by cos. a,
Bin. p' cos. / , .
,
tan. a =
(sin.
t + tan. a cos.
Cos. I>
v
or transposing.
sin. P cos. I .
sin. t
cos. d
tan. a=
. p', cos. /,
....
sin.
1—
cos. T
COS. D

s
t);
'

. .
(n),
v '
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and, approximatively, the second term in the denominator
being very small,
P' cos. I sin. t
, .
a=
.... (in).
COS. D
v '
Thus is found the parallax in right ascension ; and, on
putting any of the formulae in numbers, logarithms with five
decimals will suffice.
If for sin. t in the last formula there be put the sine of the
equatorial interval between any wire and the mean wire in a
transit telescope, the resulting value of a will be the effect of
parallax in right ascension on the moon's limb at the time of
an observed transit at the former wire ; and being divided by
15, it will give, in time, the increase in the time of coming up
to the mean wire, or the diminution in the time of passing
away from the mean wire, according as the time of observa
tion preceded or followed the transit at the latter wire. This
is the correction alluded to in art. 93. ; in the former case it is
additive, and in the latter subtractive.
162. In the spherical triangles pzs, pzs', from either of
the formulas {a), (b), or (c), art. 60., we have
cos. p s— cos. pz cos. zs
,
cos. z=:
s—
-.
and
sm. p z sin. z 3
COS. Z =

COS. PS' — COS. PZ cos. zs'
;
i
.
sin. pzsin. zs'

Equating these values of cos. z, and cancelling sin. pz
which is common,
cos. ps — cos. p z cos. z s _ cos. p s' — cos. p z cos. z s'
sin. ZS
sin. zs'
'
hence,
cos. PS sin. zs' — cos. pz cos. zs sin. zs' = cos. ps' sin. zs
— cos pz cos. zs' sin. zs ;
and by transposition,
cos. PS sin. zs'— cos. pz (cos. zs sin. zs'— cos. zs'sin. zs) =
cos. PS' sin. zs;
or again,
cos. PS sin. zs'— cos. pz sin. (zs'— zs) = cos. Ps'sin. zs.
But sin. (zs'^zs), or sin. ss', is equal to sin. p' sin. zs'
(art. 155.); therefore,
cos. ps sin zs'— cos. pz sin. p' sin. zs'=cos. ps' sin. zs,
,
and,

,
.
f. sin. zs'
(cos.
PS— cos. PZ sin. p')/sin.
- zs =cos. Ps'.
x
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Now, in order to eliminate zs and zs', we have (art. 61.),
in the spherical triangles, zps, zps',
sin. PSsin.zpsx
sin. zs : sin. ps :: sin. zps : sin.
in. z ( =
sin. zs
/
j
.
,
.
,
.
,
sin.
ps'sin.
zps'\
andsin. zs : sin. ps :: sin. zps' : sin.z/ =
-.
:
)•
/
\
sin. zs'
Equating these values of sin. z, we obtain
sin. zs'_ sin. ps' sin. zps'
sin. zs ~~ sin. PS sin. zps '
therefore, by substitution,
,
•
,\ sin. ps' sin. zps7
-.
= cos. p s :
(cos. ps — cos. pz sin. p7) -.
' sin. ps sin. zps
/ ,
cos. pz sin. p'. sin. zps'
or (cotan ps
=——-— \
= cotan. ps':
V
sin. ps
/ sui. zps
that is,
,
/
sin. I sin. p' \ sin. (t + a)
(tan.
d
——— /
:
f = tan. (d
— 8).
\
COS. D
sin. T
v
'
Thus, D being known, we might obtain 8, the parallax in
declination; but, as in the process, logarithms with seven
decimals must be employed, it would be advantageous to
have a formula for 8 alone.
The equation for cotan. p s' may be put in the form
,
, .
cos. pz sin. p' sin. zps'
cotan. p s sin. zps' — cotan. p s' sm. zps =
.
:
sin. ps
and dividing the first member by cotan. ps — cotan. ps', it
may be put in the form
r.
., cot. ps' (sin. zps' — sin. zps)) ,
H ZPS +
cotan.PS-cotan.PS'l <«* "-«*"0=
cos. pz sin. p' sin. zps'
sin. PS

, .
v '

But (PL Trigon., art. 41.)
sin. zps' —sin. zps =2 sin. |(zps' — zps)cos.^(zps' + zps),
or
=2 sin. £ a cos. (t + ^ a),
,
,
, sin. (ps'— ps)
and cotan. ps— cotan. ps'= ——^—-.
y,
sm. p s sm. p s
therefore, by substitution, the equation (a) becomes
sin. (ps' — ps) .
, ,
._ . ,
/
i \
-.—^—=
sin.
p s sm. p s''- sin. Z p S' + cotan. p s' 2 sin. iz a cos. (t
v + A* a') =
cos. PZ sin. p' sin. zps'
sin. ps
'
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. ,
.
..... sin. PS sin. PS'
or, transposing and subsequently multiplying by
:
-j—,
Sill- ZFS
sin. (ps' — ps) = cos. pz sin. p' sin. PS'
, „ .
,
, , sin. PS
— cos. PS' 2 sin. i2 a cos. (t
—. zps', ;
v + ia)
2 ^sin.
that is,
sin. 8 = sin. I sin. P' cos. (d — 8)
,
...
2 sin. | a cos. (r + I a)
—
. —(t
.- + \;—r-=—-cos.
D sin. (d
sin.
a)
x — 6).
'
But (PL Trigon., art. 35.) 2 sin. \ a- —%— ;
COS. w- tt

and in this fraction substituting for sin. a, its equivalent,
sin. p' cos. I sin. (r + a) , s ,
.
,w
(i) above, we have
cos. D—
_ . ,
sin. p' cos. I sin. (r + a).
„
. ..
2 sin. A a=
p
: therefore sin o —
cos. D cos. j a
...
,
,
t,s sin.p'cos.Zcos. (r + Aa) . ,
... , N
sinZsm. p'cos.(d—
8)
2—-sin.(D
x
cos. i=—a
v — 8). . (iv ').
But again, cos. (d— 8) =: cos. J> cos. 8 + sin. T> sin 8,
and
sin. (d — 8) = sin. D cos. 8 — cos. D sin. 8 ;
therefore, substituting these values, and dividing by cos 8, we
have
. /cos.
,
a) sin.
. d
sin. p, sin.
d — sin. p' cos. I cos.—-(t + A•*—cos. $ a
tan. 5 =

. . . . (v) ;
f .
. . , .
sin. p'cos. / cos. (t + la)
,
1 — \ sin. p sin. /. sin. d h
.
-— cos.d J
I
cos £ a
J

and, approximatively,
8 = p' {sin. I cos. d — cos. I sin d cos (t + i a))
(Vi).
In finding the value of tan. 8, or the tangent of the paral
lax in declination, logarithms with five decimals will suffice.
It is easy to perceive that, when a celestial body is on the
eastern side of the meridian of a place, the parallax in right
ascension increases the true right ascension of a body ; and,
when the body is on the western side of the meridian, the
parallax diminishes the right ascension : the parallax in decli
nation increases the polar distance of the celestial body in both
situations.
163. When the altitude of the upper or lower limb of the
sun, the moon, or a planet, is obtained from an observation,
the altitude of the centre of the celestial body is found by
adding to it, or subtracting from it the angular measure of its
semidiameter : this element is given in the Nautical Almanac ;
and when the celestial body is the moon, it is necessary
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that there should be applied to it a correction depending on
her altitude above the horizon. A corresponding correction
for other celestial bodies is scarcely necessary. In order to
investigate it for the moon, let c (fig. to art. 154.) be the
centre of the earth, s the place of a spectator on its surface,
and let z'm'm be part of a vertical circle passing through the
moon : let also M be the place of the moon when in the
horizon of the spectator, and m' her place when elevated above
it. Let fall C A perpendicularly on m'S produced ; then if
MS, m'a, z'c be each considered as equal to the distance of
the moon from the earth's centre, S C and s A may represent
the diminutions of the moon's distance from the spectator at
S when she is at z' and at m' respectively, compared with her
distance when at m. But in the triangle sca, right angled
at A,
rad. sin. sca(:= sin. m'sm, or the sine of the
sc : sa
moon's altitude).
Therefore the diminution of her distance from the spectator
varies with the sine of her altitude. But the angle subtended
by any small object increases as the distance from the spectator
diminishes, and the augmentation of the angle varies with the
diminution of the distance : hence, since the angle subtended
by the moon's semidiameter is greater when she is in the
zenith than when she is in the horizon, by a certain number
of seconds, which may be represented by a ; it follows that
Rad. : sin. moon's altitude : : a : a sin. moon's altitude,
and the last term expresses the augmentation of the subtended
angle, when the moon is between the horizon and the zenith.
The value of the angle subtended by the moon's semidiameter, when in the horizon, depends upon her distance
from the earth, which is variable ; and consequently the aug
mentation of the semidiameter when in the zenith experiences
variations. The second line in the following table shows the
values of those augmentations between the limits within
which the moon's horizontal semidiameter may vary ; and the
fourth exhibits the augmentation in the zenith corresponding
to different values of the moon's horizontal parallax.
Moon's hor. "1 14' 30" 14' 50" 15' 10" 15' 30"
15' 50" 16' 10" 16' SO" 16' 45"
semidi.
J
Augment
in Zenith.

"1
J

Moon's hor. "1
parallax.
J
Augment.
in Zenith.

"1
J

13".5

14". 2

14".9

15".5

16".2

16". 9

17".6

18".l

53'

54'

55'

56'

57'

58'

59'

60'

13". 4

14"

14".6

15".2

15".8

16".S

16".8

17". 4
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164. When the altitude of a celestial body s, above the
visible horizon of a spectator is taken, it is obvious that, since
the eye of the observer cannot be on the surface of the earth
or water, but must be elevated above it as at A; and since
the edge of the sea horizon is the circumference of a circle on
which a cone, having a for its
vertex, would be a tangent to the
surface, the observed altitude sah
(the line akh being a tangent to
the earth's surface in a vertical
plane passing through the observer
and the celestial body, and the
effects of refraction being neg
lected), will exceed the altitude
SAh by the angle A ah, called the
dip of the horizon, or by its equal ack. Hence a correction
must be made for this dip or depression, and it may be found
from the triangle ack, in which Afi (the height of the spec
tator above the surface) being given, as well as the semidiameter of the earth, we have AC, CK, aud the right angle at k ;
to find the angle ack, or its equal ha A.
165. But the dip of the horizon is evidently affected by
the refraction of the rays of light in passing from the edge of
the sea to the eye of the spectator, in consequence of which,
the sea line generally appears to be higher than it is in reality :
and a like source of error exists in the observed angular ele
vations and depressions of objects on land. In order to de
termine the amount of refraction in these cases, the reciprocal
elevations or depressions of two stations at the distance of
several miles from each other are observed at the same instant
(by signals or otherwise), and then a computation is made by
means of a formula which is thus investigated.
Let a and b be the true, a and b the apparent places of
two stations; let ah, bh' be tangents to spherical surfaces
passing through a and B, and let the depres
sions H'Ba, ha b be observed ; then, C being
the centre of the earth or of the spherieal
surfaces just mentioned, the angles CAH,
CBH' are right angles; the angle aob is the
supplement of C which is subtended by the
terrestrial arc between a and b, and is there
fore supposed to be given. The sum of the
angles OAB, OBA is consequently equal to
the known angle at C ; then, if from C, or
from the sum of those angles, there be taken
the sum of the two depressions e'ba, ha 5,
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the remainder will evidently be the sum of the two refractions,
viz. Jab + ab«; and assuming that they are equal to each
other, half that sum will be the refraction at each station a
or b.
If one of the apparent places, as af, had been above the line
BH', drawn through the other, the sum of the refractions at
the two stations would have been expressed by c + h'bo'HAi, and half this quantity would have been the refraction
at either station. Again, if one of the stations, as A, had
been above the horizontal line bh' drawn through B, the line
ha being produced would have met BH' in some point, and
would have made with it an angle equal to C ; and in this
case also, the sum of the refractions would have been ex
pressed by C + H'Ba'— HA b.
166. From numerous observations made during the pro
gress of the trigonometrical survey of Great Britain, it has
been determined, that the value of the refraction at each of
two stations is equal to about one-twelfth of the angle acb
at the centre of the earth, between the radii drawn through
the stations. Therefore, if D represent the dip of the horizon,
or the value of the angle acb (corresponding to A C K in the
preceding figure), assuming that, by the effect of refraction,
the elevation of the sea-line above K, or the angle KAL is
equal to T'» D, we have D — Tj D, or l£ d for the apparent dip
or depression Aal of the horizon ; and this formula is used
in the construction of the best tables of the dip, in treatises
of navigation.
In order to obtain the value of D unaffected by refraction,
let r represent the semidiameter of the earth, and h the height
ab (in the preceding figure) of the station a above the sur
face of the sea: then, in the right-angled triangle ACK,
r + h : h :: rad. (= 1) : cos. ack, or cos. Aak, or cos. D ;
therefore

cos. D =

, : hence by trigonometry,

(1-(7w)'=8in-DAnd developing the fraction, rejecting powers of h, above the
first, we get sin. d = (^) ; and ^-^ (— )

will express

the value of d in seconds.
Assuming that the path of a refracted ray from one station
to another, or from the edge of the sea to the eye of the ob
server, is an arc of a circle, Mr. Atkinson determined (Mem.
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Astron. Soc., vol. iv. part 2.), that the apparent dip or the
angle Aal is expressed by the formula ——=-^7 ( — '

) '

where - is the value of the refraction in terms of the angle
ack (in general n = 12 as above stated). If n were equal
to, or less than 2, it would follow from the formula that
the dip then becomes zero or imaginary : and in these cases
the surface of the sea is visible as far as objects on it can be
distinguished, or the water and sky appear to be blended
together so that no sea-line appears to separate them.
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CHAP. VI.
DETERMINATION OF THE EQUINOCTIAL POINTS AND THE
OBLIQUITY OF THE ECLIPTIC BY OBSERVATION.

167. When the observer has succeeded in obtaining the
latitude of his station, he is prepared with an astronomical
circle, to ascertain the apparent declinations of fixed stars, of
the sun, the moon, and the planets. For, supposing the ob
server to be in the northern hemisphere, it will be evident
from an inspection of the figure in art. 150., in which hzo
represents half the meridian, z the zenith, p the pole, and Q
the place where the equator cuts the meridian, that if any
celestial body culminate south of the zenith, as at M, its ob
served distance ZM from the zenith at the time of culmination
being subtracted from zq, the geocentric latitude of the
station will give MQ the required declination ; and this will
be either north or south of the equator, according as the re
mainder is positive or negative. If it culminate north of the
zenith and above the pole, as at m', the declination will be
equal to the sum of the observed zenith distance and the
latitude of the station ; and lastly, if it culminate north of the
zenith and below the pole, as at m", the declination will be
equal to the supplement of such sum.
168. The declinations of those which are called fixed stars
are not always the same ; for independent of certain proper
motions in the stars themselves, the plane of the equator,
from which the declinations are reckoned, changes its position
in the celestial sphere by the effects of planetary attraction on
the terrestrial equator ; but the declinations of the sun, moon,
and planets are subject to considerable variations.
169. If the celestial body be the sun, the observations of
the declinations may be considered as the first step in the
determination of the elements of its apparent motions ; for
let it be imagined that, by means of the zenith distances ob
served during a whole year, beginning, for example, at mid
winter, and continuing to the next succeeding midwinter, the
declinations of the sun are obtained every time that the lu
minary arrives at the meridian of the station ; the corrections
on account of the errors of the instrument, and the effects of
refraction and parallax being applied, on comparing such de
clinations one with another it will be found, that at midwinter
K
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the observer being in. the northern hemisphere, they have
their greatest value on the southern side of the equator, that
they afterwards gradually diminish, at first slowly, then more
rapidly till the 21st of March, when the declination is exactly
or nearly zero; and that they afterwards increase, the sun
appearing to be on the northern side of the equator till June 21.
From that time till the next midwinter, the changes of de
clination indicate that the sun descends towards the south,
the differences of declination following the same law, nearly,
as they followed while the sun was ascending from south to
north.
170. The greatest observed northern and southern decli
nations of the sun may be considered as constituting ap
proximate values of the angle at which the plane of the
ecliptic, or of the earth's orbit, and the plane of the equator
intersect each other ; and the two times at which the decli
nations are nearly zero, are the approximate times when the
sun, in ascending and descending, crosses the plane of the
earth's equator produced ; but as the observations are only
made at the moments of apparent noon at the station, it is
scarcely possible that the maxima or the zeros of declination
should take place precisely at such moments for any one
station ; and therefore computation must be made by the
rules of trigonometry, in order to obtain those elements with
sufficient correctness. Before such computations can be made
it will be necessary to explain the method of obtaining by ob
servation the daily movements of the sun in right ascension,
or from west to east.
171. The transit telescope and the sidereal clock are used
for this purpose. And, supposing the former to be duly ad
justed so as to move in the plane of the meridian, also the
clock to be regulated, so that the hour hand will perform
exactly one revolution (twenty-four hours) in the time of the
earth's rotation on its axis ; the times of the transits of the
sun's centre must be obtained, from the daily observed times
of the transits of the limbs : the daily transit of some re
markable fixed star must moreover be observed, the telescope
being supposed capable of rendering the star visible should it
pass the meridian during the daylight. The times of these
transits may be observed on the sidereal clock, though the
latter may not indicate the absolute value of sidereal time,
which, in fact, cannot be known from observation till the
precise moment of the sun's arrival in the plane of the equator
has been determined.
The differences between the daily times of the sun's transit
are evidently equal to the apparent daily movements of the
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sun in right ascension, or those by which the luminary appears
to advance from west to east ; and the difference, on any day,
between the times of the transit of the sun and of the fixed
star, will be the difference between the true right ascensions
of the sun and star at the instant of the sun's transit.
172. Now, for several days before and after the 21st of
March or the 23rd of September, let the daily transits and
declinations of the sun be observed, and let the daily differ
ences of each be taken. Let ss' be part of a great circle
representing the sun's path in the
ecliptic for one day, and mm' be part
of the equator in the celestial sphere ;
also let Sm, s'm' be portions of de
clination circles, or perpendiculars let
fall from s and s' on the equator :
then, sm being the declination at the noon preceding that in
which the sun ascends above the equator, and S'm' the decli
nation at the following noon, also mm' expressed in sidereal
time, being the difference between the sun's right ascensions
at the two consecutive noons ; if these arcs be considered as
straight lines, on account of their smallness, and s'n be drawn
parallel to mm', Sn (=: sm + s'm') will be the difference be
tween the declinations at the consecutive noons, and the rightangled triangles SnS' and Sm<r>, considered as plane triangles,
will be similar to one another : therefore we shall have
Sre : s'n (=: mm') :: Sm : my.
Thus my, in time, being added to the time expressed by the
clock at the preceding noon, will give the time which would
be shown by the clock when the sun is precisely in the plane
of the equator. If a like computation be made with the dif
ferences of right ascension and declination for the several
days before and after the noon of March 21st, and a mean of
all the times at which the sun is in the equator be taken,
that time may be considered as correctly ascertained. Then
the difference between the right ascensions of the sun and of
the fixed star being found by observation, the distance of the
star, in right ascension, from the equinoctial point becomes
known ; and if the clock be set to indicate that distance, at
the moment when the star next comes to the meridian of the
station, the clock will indicate the zero of time (twenty-four
hours) when the equinoctial point comes to the meridian :
from that time, if well regulated, it will show the absolute
right ascension of any celestial body at the moment of cul
mination.
173. The place of the equinoctial point may, however, be
K 2
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obtained more correctly by the following process : — in the
right-angled spherical triangles <r>ms, ym's' we have (art.
62. (O)
sin. V m = cotan. v tan. m 8, or tan. V sin. V ?w = tan. mS;
,
whence,

tan. V =

tan. ms
sin. Tm
tan. m's'

and in like manner, tan. ¥ =
Equating these values of tan. «v we obtain
sin. V wi tan. m' s' =: sin. V w! tan. m S ;
whence,

sin. v m : sin. Tm' :: tan. »»s : tan. m's',

and by proportion,
sin. V m + sin. V m' : sin. <y> »* — sin. T m' : : tan. m S + tan. m's'
: tan. ws — tan. m'S',
sin. T m. — sin.
or
—i
. f m' •=. tan. m S — tan. m's' .
sin. T m + sin. V »i'
tan. ms + tan. m's'
But (PL Trigo., art. 41.) the first and second members of this
equation are respectively equal to
tan. \ (vm— <ip»i')
■, sin. (mS — w'S')^
tan. \ ( ftn + y>m')
sin. (ms + m'a') '
therefore, since ms, m's' and ym + rrm' are known from the
observations, the value of <r m — <r m' is found, and conse
quently T m and y m' are separately determined.
It follows from what has been said that the sidereal clock
will express in time, at any instant, the angle contained be
tween the plane of the meridian of a station and a plane
passing through the axis of the earth and the equinoctial
point •¥• : that is, the time indicated by the sidereal clock at
any instant expresses the right ascension of the mid-heaven
or of the meridian.
174. Computations similar to those which are supposed to
have been made in March may be made in September when
the sun is again near the place at which it crosses the equator;
and thus the situation of the other equinoctial point may be
determined. If the sidereal clock were correct it would be
found to indicate 12 hours when the sun is in this second
point ; from which it may be inferred that the two equinoctial
points are distant from one another 180 degrees, that is, half
the circumference of the heavens, or 12 hours in right ascen
sion, or that the intersections of the planes of the celestial
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equator and ecliptic are diametrically opposite to one another
in the heavens, in a line passing through the earth.
On comparing together, with respect to a fixed star, the
positions of the equinoctial points determined in the manner
above described, in different years, it is found that the ap
parent places of the points are not fixed in the heavens ; and
the phenomena indicate either that the points have a con
tinual motion from east to west about the earth, or that all
the stars called fixed have a general movement in a contrary
direction. The movement, in either sense, is called the pre
cession of the stars, or of the equinoctial points ; and physical
considerations prove that, in reality, those points are in move
ment on the celestial equator. From the comparisons of ob
servations made at intervals of several years it has been found
that the retrogradation, or movement from east to west, takes
place at a mean rate of about 50".2 annually ; and M. Bessel
expresses the mean precession for one year by the formula
50".21129 + 0".0002443 t, t denoting the number of years
which have elapsed since 1750. The interval between the
times at which the sun arrives at the point T is 365.242217
days, which is the length of a tropical year ; also the interval
between the times at which the sun has the same distance in
right ascension from a fixed star is 365.256336 days, and this
is the length of a sidereal year.
175. The absolute right ascension and declination of the
sun being obtained for the noon of any day, the rules of sphe
rical trigonometry enable the astronomer to compute the
inclination of the plane of the ecliptic to that of the equator,
or the obliquity of the ecliptic ; for s' (fig. to art. 172.) being
the place of the sun at the noon of any day, T m' is its
right ascension and m' s' its declination ; then (art. 62. (e'))
in the spherical triangle &'m' T, right angled at m',
r . sin. m' v — tan. m' s' cotan. s' T m! ;
and the last factor is the required obliquity.
In order to obtain from observation the obliquity of the
ecliptic, or the sun's declination at the time when that element
is the greatest, that is, at the time when the sun is in either
of the solstitial points (June 21. or December 21.), it is con
venient to observe the declination at the noon of each day for
several days before or after such epoch ; and the obliquity of
the ecliptic being known approximatively, let the correspond
ing longitudes of the sun be computed. Then if * be the
place of the sun at the noon preceding (for example) the day
of the solstice, or that on which the declination is the greatest,
* r the observed declination and T the equinoctial point, we
K 3
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shall have, in the spherical triangle s r v right angled at r,
representing the angle at T by q (art. 60. (e)),
r sin. sr = sin. q X sin. T s.
The arc v s is the sun's longitude at the time of the obser
vation ; and if s" be the solstitial point, so that T 8" is a quad
rant, and s"K the solstitial declination, T s and s r will differ
but little from V s" and from s"r or q, respectively. Let ss"
be represented by Z and the difference between * r and s"r by
d; then sr = q—d and Ti = r-/; therefore, on substituting these values in the above equation (radius being = 1),
sin. (q—d) = sin. q sin. (« ~ 0 >
and (PI. Trigo., arts. 32. 36.)
sin. q cos. d — cos. q sin. d = sin. q cos. Z,
cos. d = 1 — 2 sin.2 ^ <f, and cos. / = 1 — 2 sin.2 \ I;
therefore 2 sin.2 \ d sin. §* + cos. q sin. d = 2 sin.2 ^ / sin. q ;
and, dividing by cos. q,
2 sin.2 \ d tan. g* + sin. d = 2 sin.2 £ Z tan. q:
rejecting the term containing sin.2 ^ d because of its smallness,
sin. d = 2 sin.2 £ Z tan. g.
Thus <Z may be found, and its value being added to that of
s r, the sum will be the greatest declination, or the obliquity
of the ecliptic.
A like computation is made with the observation of each
day, and a mean of all the results is taken for the correct
obliquity.
The mean value of the obliquity, according to M. Bessel,
January 1. 1843, is equal to 23° 27' 35". 15 : but comparisons
of the computed values of that element have shown that it has
been continually diminishing from the epoch of the earliest
astronomical observations ; the annual diminution, however,
is very small, being, in the present age, equal to 0".457, or
about half a second.
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CHAP. VII.
TRANSFORMATION OF THE CO-ORDINATES OF CELESTIAL
BODIES FROM ONE SYSTEM TO ANOTHER.

176. The relative positions of the celestial bodies with
respect to one another, and to the earth or sun, are most con
veniently determined by means of rectangular co-ordinates ;
that is, by the mutual intersections of three planes imagined
to pass through the centre of a body perpendicularly to one
another and to three other planes also perpendicular to one
another, the latter system of planes being supposed to have
some given position ; or, in other words, the relative positions
may be determined by three lines imagined to be let fall from
the centre of the body perpendicularly on three given planes,
also perpendicular to one another, like those which are about
one angle of a rectangular parallelepiped.
177. The system of co-ordinate planes to which a celestial
body may be referred, may, in the process of an investigation,
be supposed to change its position in space either by a general
motion in which the several planes remain parallel to them
selves, or by a movement about the angular point in which
they intersect one another ; or again, about one of the lines
of section as an axis ; it is therefore necessary here to explain
the method of determining the co-ordinates of a point with
respect to a system of planes in one position, from those of
the same point with respect to the system in another position;
and the rules of plane and spherical trigonometry may be ad
vantageously employed for this purpose. Let p be any point
in space, and e x, e t, e z be three
co-ordinate axes at right angles
to one another ; imagine a plane
to pass through p perpendicu
larly to the planes xey, xez,
cutting the former in am, which
is therefore perpendicular to EX ;
and imagine another plane to
pass through p perpendicularly
to xe y, zey, cutting the former
in m b, which is therefore perpen
dicular to ey; the intersection of the cutting planes with
each other will be a line pm perpendicular to xey. Then
K 4
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ea, eb, pm, or its equal EC (the point C being that in which
a plane passing through p parallel to XET or perpendicular
to zex, zey, would cut ez), are the rectangular co-ordinates
of p, and are usually designated by x, y, z, respectively.
178. Now if it were required to find the co-ordinates of p
with respect to the axes ex', ey', ez, which are also at right
angles to one another, and of which the two first are in the
plane xey; imagine planes to pass through p perpendicularly
to zex' and xey, zey' and xey, and let them cut ex' and
E Y' in the points a' and b' ; then EC is common to the system
of co-ordinates in both positions, and the other co-ordinates
are e a' and E b' ; let these last be represented by x1 and y' re
spectively.
The lines E A, eb, e c, may be considered as the edges of a
rectangular parallelepiped of which ep is the diagonal; also
ea', eb', ec may be in like manner considered as the edges
of a rectangular parallelepiped of which the same line EP is
the diagonal ; therefore the angles pae, pbe, pme or pce,
also pa'e, pb'e are all right angles. Produce ma' to meet
ad drawn parallel to ea', then the angle at D will be a right
angle ; draw also af parallel to md, then the angle at f will
be a right angle, and we shall have the angles amd and maf
each equal to xex' : let this last angle be represented by <\> ;
then (PI. Trigo., art. 56.)
EA COS. AEF = EF, Or X COS. <j) = EF,

and
ma sin. amd = ad = pa', ory sin. <f> = pa';
therefore x cos. <£ + y sin. <f> = ea' = x1.
Again
ea sin. aef = AF, or x sin. <f> = AF,
and
ma cos. AMD = md, or y cos. tf> = MD;
therefore y cos. $ — x sin. <£ = ma' =: y'.
179. Imagine E to be the centre of a sphere of which ep
is a radius, and let this be considered as unity ; also imagine
the arcs of great circles xy, px, py, px', p y', pz to be drawn,
and let zp be produced to meet the arc xt in m. Then, re
presenting the angle aem by a, pem by b, in the spherical
triangles PXm,PTm, we have (art. 60. (d)),
cos. px = cos. Pm cos. xjm, or x = cos. d cos. a,
and cos. ft = cos. Pm cos. Ym, or, xy being a quadrant,
y = cos. d sin. a.
Also in the spherical triangles px'th, py'to, we have
cos. px' = cos. vm cos. x'wz, or x' = cos. d cos. (a — <£),
and cos. py' = cos Pm cos. Y'm, or, x'y' being a quadrant,
y' — cos. d sin. (a — <f>).
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Again, in the spherical triangle pxm (art. 62. (/'))
cos. pxw = cotan. px tan. xm;
where the spherical angle pxwi, or its equal pam, is the in
clination of the plane pex to the plane xet,
180. Let the co-ordinate planes be turned upon ex as an
axis, and let them take the position xey', xez', zey or
z'et'.
As in the preceding articles, let pm be the common section
of two planes passing through p, z<
one perpendicular to ex and the
other to et, and cutting the
plane xet in am and mb. Let
P n be the common section of the
plane passing through P and am
(which plane, since ex is the
common section of the planes
xet, xet', is perpendicular to
xet') and another plane also
perpendicular to xet' and to
the line et ; these planes will cut xet' in an andNB'; and
both pn and pm are in a plane passing through a per
pendicularly to xet and xet'. Then, since pm and pn
are perpendicular to these planes respectively, it follows that
the angle MPN is equal to the inclination of the planes to
one another, that is, to the angle nam or to the spherical
angle txt'.
Now the co-ordinates of p with respect to the first system
of axes are ea (= x), eb (= y), pm or ec(= z), and the
co-ordinates of p with respect to the second system are ea
(= x), eb' (= y), pn or ec' (= /). As before, let p be a
point on the surface of a sphere whose centre is at e ; let ep
be unity, and xt, XT', z^ZT arcs of great circles of the sphere
in the co-ordinate planes : imagine also zpttc, z'pm to be arcs
of great circles passing through z and z' which are the poles
of xt and XT'. Produce am till it meets, as in Q, a perpen
dicular let fall upon it from N : let xw or the angle xewz be
represented by a, Pm or petw by d ; also let Xn be repre
sented by l, and Pn by \ ; and let the spherical angle at x,
or the inclination of the plane xet7 to xet, be represented
by 0.
Then (PI. Trigon., art. 56.)
an sin. naq = nq, and, drawing no parallel to
PN COS. MPN = PO = PM — NQ ;

whence

PN COS. MPN + AN Sin. NAQ = PM,

MQ,
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or
£ cos. 0 + y sin. 8 — z.
In like manner an cos. naq — pn sin. mpn = am,
or
y' cos. 8 ■—*' sin. 0 rr y.
Multiplying the equation for z by cos. 0, and the last equation
by sin. 0, and subtracting the last result from the other, we
get
z — z cos. 0 — y sin. 0.
Again, multiplying the equation for z by sin. 0, and the
equation for y by cos. 0, and adding the results together, we
get
y — z sin. 6 + y cos. 8.
181. Let fall the arc Pp perpendicularly on the circle
z'zt; then in the spherical triangle z'zp (art. 60. 3 Cor.)
cos. z'p cos. zp = cos. zp cos. z'p;
cos. z'p
or cos. z'p = cos. zp
—:
cos. zp
but z'p =: z'z + zp = 0 + zp ; therefore (PI. Trigonom.,
art. 32.)
cos. z'p = cos. 8 cos. zp — sin. 0 sin. zp.
Substituting this value of cos. z'p in the equation for cos. z'p,
the latter becomes
cos. z'p, or sin. \ ( = z') = sin. d (cos. 0 — sin. 8 tan. zp) :
but again, in the spherical triangle vzp (art. 62. (/'))
cos. pzp — cotan. zp tan. zp,
or sin. a = tan. d tan. zp
r—-—T
r : whence tan.
d = tan. zp
r ; therefore the equation for cos. z'p becomes
sin. \ = sin. d cos. 0 — sin. 0 sin. a cos. d . . . . (A).
In like manner, from the equation cos. z'p cos. zp = cos. zp
cos. z'p, we have cos. zp = cos. z'p —-—f-, in which substi1
COS. Zp
tuting for cos. zp or cos. (z'p — 0) its equivalent (PI. Trigon.
art. 32.), we get cos. zp = cos. z'p (cos. 8 + sin. 0 tan. z'p).
But in the spherical triangle rz'p we have (art. 62. (/>))
cos. rz'p = cotan. pz' tan. z'p,
- ,
,
i
.
sin. L
or
sin. L := tan. \ tan. z'p : whence tan. zp =
~
tun. A.
Substituting this value of tan. z'p in the last equation for
cos. zp, we obtain
sin d (= cos. zp) = sin \ cos. 8 + sin. 0 sin. L cos. X . . . (A').
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Again, in the spherical triangle zy'p (art. 60. 3 Cor.)
COS. Y'P COS. Zp — COS. ZP COS. Y'p,
_,

or cos. Y p =cos. zp

COS. y'p

—:
cos. zp

hut Yp = zy" — zp = — — 0 — zp; therefore (PI. Trigon.,
art. 32.)
cos. Y'p = cos. (y — 0) cos. zp + sin. (-- — 0) sin. zp,
or
cos. Y'p = sin. 0 cos. zp + cos. 0 sin. zp.
Substituting this value of cos. Y'p in the equation for cos. y'p
we have, after reduction as before,
cos. y'p ( = y') = sin. d sin. 0 + cos. 0 sin. a cos. d.
Next, in the spherical triangle xpy', we have (art. 60.
3 Cor.) cos. px cos. »t' = cos. vy1 cos. hx, or, cos. px being
equal to cos. a cos. d (art. 179.), and xf being a quadrant,
cos. a cos. d sin. L =: (sin. d sin. 0 + cos. 0 sin. a cos. d) cos. L ;
,
,
whence
tan.
L = ■sin. d sin. 0 + cos. 0 sin. a cos. e?
cos a cos. rf
tan. d sin. 0 + cos. 0 sin. a
. . . (B).
cos. a
By similar processes the value of tan. a may be found : —
thus, in the spherical triangle z'yp, we have (art. 60. 3 Cor.)
cos. yp cos. z'p = cos. z'p cos. Yp ; whence,
cos. Y»
cos. yp = cos. z'p
cos. z'p
But Yp = ^ + 0 — z'p; therefore (PL Trigon., art. 32.)
cos. Yp = cos. (^ + 0j cos. z'p + sin. (- + 0) sin. z'p
= — sin. 0 cos. z'p + cos. 0 sin. z'p.
This value being substituted in the equation for cos. yp, the
latter becomes
cos yp = cos. z'p (— sin. 0 + cos. 0 tan. z'p) ;
and again, substituting the above value of tan. z'p, also for
cos. z'p putting its equivalent sin. \, we have
cos. YP = cos. 0 cos. \ sin. L — sin. 0 sin. X,
Now, in the spherical triangle xpy, we get (art. 60. 3 Cor.).
cos. px cos. mY zz cos. yp cos. xwi ;
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but xy is a quadrant, and in the right-angled triangle px»
(art. 60. (rf)) cos. pxt: cos. \ cos. L; substituting this value
of cos. px, and the above value of cos. yp in the last equation,
the latter becomes
cos. X cos. L sin. a = (cos. 0 cos. X sin. L — sin. X sin. 0) cos. a ;
cos. 6 cos. \ sin. L — sin. X sin. 0
whence

tan. a =
COS. L COS. X

cos. 0 sin. L — tan. X sin. 0

. . . (B').
COS. L

Lastly, in the spherical triangle xpw,
cos. px= cos. xh cos. Pw, or cos. a cos. d = cos. l cos. X;
cos. a cos. d
cos. X
182. If the plane oblique to xey, instead of cutting the
latter plane in ex, were to cut it in some
7
other line as ex'; the investigation of the
co-ordinates of P with respect to the new
position of the system of planes would be
conducted in a manner similar to that
which has been above explained.
Let x'ey" be one of the planes in the
new position, and z" its pole : then, on
describing the great circles through z", as
in the figure, we should have zz" equal to the inclination of
x'y" to x'y, which represent by to. zp, as before, is equal
therefore

cos. L

to„ — d ; and, xex' being represented by <p, the angle pzy"
7T
is equal to -^
— (a.—■ <p).

Letting fall, therefore, vq perpen

dicularly on z"zy", and proceeding as before, we get
cos. /'P = sin. d cos. m — sin. w cos. d sin. (a — <p),
and z"p cutting x'y" in t,
sin. a tan. d + cos. m sin. (a — a)
tan. x't =
-.
^——^
'->
cos. (a — ip)
183. If xey, xez, yez be three rectangular co-ordinate
planes, and a plane be in any position oblique to those planes,
there may be found, in the following manner, an equation
containing the co-ordinates of any point whatever in such
plane.
Imagine en to be drawn from e, the intersection of the co
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ordinate planes, perpendi
cularly to the oblique plane,
and let P be any point in
the same plane ; then, if the
points, e, N, and p be joined
as in the figure, the triangle
enp will be right angled
at N.
Imagine now planes to
pass through N parallel to
the three co-ordinate planes
intersecting the axes in A, b, and c ; then ea, eb, ec will
be co-ordinates of N ; let them be represented by a, b, c.
Imagine also planes to pass through p parallel to the co
ordinate planes, intersecting the axes in a', b', c' ; then ea',
eb', ec' will be the co-ordinates of p; let these be repre
sented by x, y, z. The parts a a', bb', cc' are said to be the
co-ordinates of p with respect to N ; for if planes were to pass
through N parallel to the co-ordinate planes, the planes passing
through p, as above mentioned, would cut the axes in points,
as a, b, and c, making No, nJ, nc, respectively equal to A A',
bb', cc': these last co-ordinates are therefore respectively
equal to a: — a, y — b, z — c.
Let en be represented by p ; then the triangles nea, neb,
nec, pea', &c. being right angled at a, b, c, a', &c, we
have (PL Trigon., art. 56.)
p cos. NEX = a, p COS. NEY z= b, p COS. NEZ = c;
also EP COS. PEX = X, EP COS. PEY = y, EP COS. PEZ =: Z.
Squaring the three first equations, and adding the results
together, we have, since cos.' nex + cos. 2 ney + cos.2 nez
= 1,
a2 + 52 + r = M!(=^).
Squaring the other three equations, and adding the results
together, we have in like manner
*2 +y2 + z2 =EP2;
also
(x - a)! + (y -by + (z — cy =nf*;
but en2 + np2 = ep2; therefore, developing the first mem
ber of np2 and reducing, we obtain
ax + by + cz =. a? + b2 + c2 =/>2,
or
px cos. NEX + py cos. NEY + pz cos. nez =p'i;
or again, x cos. nex + y cos. ney + z cos. nez -=p.
If any other points p', p", &c. were taken in the plane to
which en is perpendicular, and if the co-ordinates of these
points were represented by x', y', z', x", &c, we should have
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X1 COS. NEX + y? COS. NET + z' COS. NEZ = p,
x" COS. NEX + y" COS. NET + z" COS. NEZ — p, &C. ;
and hence any one of these equations is called the equation
of a plane in space.
184. If it were required to transform the rectangular co
ordinates of any point in space from one system of planes to
another system in which each plane is parallel to the corre
sponding plane in the former system, the investigation may
be made as follows: — the angular point, or origin, of the new
system of co-ordinates being, for simplicity, in one of the
planes belonging to the former system.
Let ex, ey, ez, be
three rectangular co-or
dinate axes, and s any
point in the plane xey :
let e s be represented by
R and the angle xes by
L; then ea, eb being
the co-ordinates of s, if
these be represented by
x and y we have
X :=R COS. L, Y = R sin. L.
Let now p be any point in space, M its orthographical
projection on the plane xet; and let its co-ordinates ea',
eb', ez (== pm) be represented by x, y, z, respectively: also
let ep be represented by r, the angle xem by / and PEM by
X. Then (PI. Trigo., art. 56.) r cos. \ = EM, and EM cos. I
— ea' = x; also em sin. I =: eb' = y ; therefore
x — r cos. X cos. I,
y ■=■ r cos. X. sin. I ;
we have also

z = r sin. X.

Next, if through s there were made to pass two rectangular
co-ordinate planes perpendicular to xet, cutting it in sx',
sy' parallel to ex, ey respectively, and intersecting one
another in sz' parallel to ez; then the co-ordinates SA", SB",
and pm being represented by x', y' and z respectively, we
should obtain
x1 ■=. x — x = r cos. \ cos. I — R cos. L,
y' = y — y = r cos. X sin. I — r sin. l ;
while z, as before, = r sin. X.
Let SP be represented by r' ; then, since x'2 + n + z1 = rn,
on squaring the second members of the equations for x", y1,
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and z, and adding the results together, we obtain, after putting
unity (= rad. ) for sin.' + cos.'2, and cos. (l — Z) for
cos. l, cos. I + sin. l sin. Z (PL Trigo., art. 32.),
r™ = R2 + r2 — 2 Kr cos. X cos. (l — Z).
From this equation the value of r may be found, the other
quantities being given ; and such value being substituted in
the second members above, there will result the values of x',
y1, and z.
If a plane oblique to the three co-ordinate planes xey,
xez, and yez were supposed to pass through p and to cut
.the plane xey in some line as a'"b parallel to EX, and the
inclination of this plane to xey, that is, the angle pa"m
(which may be represented by 6) were given ; we should
have
pi = a"m tan. 0, or z = y' tan. 6 :
substituting in this equation the above value of y' the equa
tion becomes
z = (r cos. X, sin. Z — R sin. l) tan. 9.
But, as above, z = r sin. \ ; therefore, equating these values
of z, there may be obtained the value of r, with which, from
the equation for r'2, the value of r1 may be found, and subse
quently, from their proper equations, the values of x', y' and z.
185. If a plane oblique to the three co-ordinate planes
xey, xez, yez were to pass through p, and in it were
taken two other points p', p", whose co-ordinates with respect
to sx', SY', sz', are represented by x", y", z" and x'", y'",
z'" ; there might be found in a similar manner the values of
those co-ordinates. Again, if a line as sn represented by p
were let fall from S perpendicularly on the plane we should
have (art. 183.)
x' COS. N8X' + y' COS. NSY' + z' COS. NSZ' = p . ... (1),
x" COS. NSX' + y" COS. NSY' + z'' cos. NSZ' = p . . . . (2),
x"' cos. nsx' + y'" cos. nsy' + z'" cos. NSZ' = p ... (3) :
then dividing all the terms by cos. NSZ' we get, on sub
tracting (2) from (1) and (3) from (1),
r^
... COS. NSX'
,
A COS. NSY'
,
.
(x'
V — x")' COS. NSZ'; + lv'
^ — y")
3 J COS. NSZ',- + (z
v — z")' = 0,
f,
,/A COS. NSX'
.
, COS. NSY'
.
V(aK— a/" J) COS. NSZ'7 + (y'
^ — aw'")' COS. NSZ't + («'
V ~z'")' = 0 ;
„
.
A.
,
„ COS. NSX'
, COS. NSY'
trom these equations the values or
; and
,
*
COS. NSZ'
COS. NSZ'
may be found.
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Now, the co-ordinates of N with respect to s being sa'", sb"',
and nk', we have
p COS. NSX' = 8 A'",
p COS. NSY' = SB'" or A'"M',
p cos. nsz' = nm' ;
n
sa'"- + a'"m'2 = sm'2, and ^-, = tan.2 snm';
nm'2

and
but
,.

„

COS.2 NSX' + COS.2 NSY'

„

therefore

5
;
= tan.2 snm'.
cos.2 nsz'
But, again, the angle which a plane perpendicular to sn makes
with a plane perpendicular to SZ' is equal to the angle whicl*
those perpendiculars make with each other; thus SNM' ex
presses the inclination of the former to the latter plane ; and
consequently such angle of inclination is found.
186. The position of the line in which a plane passing
through two points as P, P', besides the point S, intersects the
plane xey, may be found in the following manner: —
Let a, B, 7 represent, with respect to s x', sy', sz', the co
ordinates of any fourth point in the plane : it is evident that
when this fourth point is any where in the required line of
section, the co-ordinate 7 will be zero; and since the plane is
to pass through s, the perpendicular p will also be zero :
therefore the equation corresponding to (1), (2) or (3) be
comes, for a line in the plane xey,
a

r>

1

a

a cos. NSX' + B cos. NSY' = 0 ; hence-^ =
8
but, from the values above given,
COS. NSY'
A'"M'
COS. NSX'

cOS. NSY'

,:
COS. NSX'

SAm>

and this last fraction expresses the tangent of the angle a"'sm';
therefore ~a— — tan. a'"sm'.
The line Sm, drawn perpendicular to sm', will be the required
line of section ; and the complement of A'" sm' will be equal
to the angle made by that line with the axis x'sb, or with ex
which is parallel to it.
187. At any one station on the earth the horizon makes
constantly with the equator an angle equal to the co-latitude
of the station ; but the horizon and its vertical or azimuthal
circles necessarily change their positions as the spectator
changes his place on the earth's surface. Therefore if, at any
station, it were required to transform the vertical and hori
zontal co-ordinates into others ; for example, if it were re
quired to compute, from an observed altitude and azimuth,
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the right ascension and declination, or the longitude and
latitude of a celestial body, it would be necessary that there
should be known, besides the elements first mentioned, which
are supposed to have been observed, the latitude of the station
and the solar time of the observation. From this last, the
right ascension of the mid-heaven, or the distance of the
meridian from the true point of the vernal equinox, may (art.
312.) be found: the time shown at any instant by a sidereal
clock is, however (art. 173.) the right ascension of the midheaven, or meridian, at that instant. With these data, the
required co-ordinates can be obtained by the solution of sphe
rical triangles or by the formulae in art. 181., in the following
manner.
Let the figure represent a hemisphere of the heavens pro
jected stereographically on the horizon woe of the station:
let z represent the zenith of
the observer, pzo the meridian
and p the pole of the equator
Wme: let M if on the equator
be the right ascension of the
mid-heaven, then f will be
the equinoctial point : let y N C
represent the ecliptic, making
with the equator the angle
C T E equal to the obliquity of
those circles to one another,
and p its pole. Let s be the
celestial body, through which are drawn the vertical circle
za, the horary or declination circle PR, and the circle of ce
lestial longitude pz..
Here zs is the observed zenith distance of s, the immediate
result of the observation for the altitude being corrected on
account of the effects of refraction and parallax, and OA, or
Oza, or its supplement pzs is the observed azimuth, also pz
is the colatitude of the station. These three terms being
known, we can, in the triangle pzs, find PS and the angle
ZPS: the arc PS is the complement of SR which is the decli
nation of S ; and the angle ZPS is measured by MR, which
being added to Ti (the right ascension of the mid-heaven)
gives T R the right ascension of S.
Or let w and E be the eastern and western points of the
horizon respectively; then OA or the angle OZA being the
observed azimuth, by adding it (in the case represented by
the figure) to a quadrant or 90 degrees, we have the value of
the angle avza or the arc wo a: let this be represented by a,
also let AS, the observed altitude of the celestial body, be reL
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presented by d. Then we being represented by i,, rs the
declination by \, and the angle mwo, the colatitude of the
station, by 0, we obtain (art. 181. (b))
tan. d sin. 6 + cos. 6 sin. a
tan. L =
cos. a.
The right ascension fM of the mid-heaven being given or
found, if this (in the figure) be subtracted from 90 degrees
we have Wf; and the latter being taken from L there re
mains y R, the right ascension of S.
We have also (art. 181. (a)), sin. X = sin. d cos. 6 —
sin. 6 sin. a cos. d, and thus the required declination is found.
On the other hand, if the right ascension and declination
of a celestial body were given, and it were required to find
the altitude and azimuth of that body. Subtracting f M, the
right ascension of the mid-heaven from f R the given right
ascension, the remainder is MR which measures the angle mpr
or zps; then in the triangle zps, we have pz the colatitude
of the station, ps the polar distance or co-declination of the
body, and the angle zps; to find zs, the true zenith distance,
and pzs, the azimuth. If, as before, 8 be put for the colati
tude, or angle at w, l for we, and \ for rs; also if w a be
represented by a and as by d, the values of sin. d and of tan. a
may be found at once from the formulae (a'), (b'), art. 181.;
the former is the true altitude and a — 90° is the value of
OA the azimuth.
188. If a great circle be drawn through P and p it will
represent the solstitial colure, of which y is the pole ; conse
quently y Q and f c will each be equal to a quadrant : then
*f r being subtracted from f Q leaves RQ which measures the
angle rpq, the supplement of which is the angle prs; and
Fp is equal to the obliquity of the ecliptic to the equator
(this obliquity may be found in the Nautical Almanac):
therefore, in the triangle FpS we have Fp, PS and the angle
pFS; to find/?s, whose complement is sl (the latitude of s)
and the angle FpS. This last is measured by LC, and being
subtracted from fC, a quadrant, it leaves TL the longi
tude of s.
Again ; if the longitude and latitude of a celestial body
were given, and it were required to find the altitude and
azimuth. Subtracting X M, the right ascension of the midheaven, from TQ, a quadrant, there will remain MQ which
measures the angle MPQ whose supplement is pFZ; then in
the triangle ZFp, we have pz the colatitude of the station,
Fp equal to the obliquity of the ecliptic to the equator, and
the angle ZFp, to find^z and the other angles. The angle
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Ppz is measured by NG whose complement is TN which is
called the longitude of the nonagesimal degree, the point N
being at 90 degrees distance from the two points in which
the ecliptic cuts the horizon. From the angle Ppz subtract
ing pps which is measured by lc, the complement of *]f l,
the given longitude, there remains nl which measures the
angle zp s : then in the triangle zp s we have zp before
found (which being equal to NT is called the altitude of the
nonagesimal degree), p s, the ecliptic polar distance, or com
plement of sl the given latitude, and the angle Zj»s ; to find
z s, the true zenith distance of the body, and the angle p z s.
The difference between pzs and pzv will be the angle pzs,
which, or its supplement, is the required azimuth.
Or in the spherical triangle zpjo having found zp, which
measures the angle at k between the ecliptic and the horizon,
and the angle p zp whose complement (in the figure) is equal
to the arc ko. Let the angle at K be represented by 9, the
arc KA (=KO + Oa), or its supplement, by a, and AS by d;
also let kl be represented by l and l s by X ; then the values
of tan. L and sin. \ may be found from the formulae (b) and
(a) (art. 181.), and thus the longitude and latitude of the
celestial body may be obtained. Again, kl or l, and ls or
\, being given, there may be found from the formulae (a')
and (b') (art. 181.) the values of sin. d (= sin. as) and tan. a
( = tan. Ka); and consequently the altitude and azimuth of
the body may be obtained.
189. The reduction of a given longitude of the sun to the
corresponding right ascension, the obliquity of the ecliptic to
the equator being also given, and likewise the determination
of the longitude from a given right ascension, with the
obliquity or a declination, require only the simplest processes
of trigonometry. Thus, in the figure to art. 187., let 7" be
the equinoctial point, L the place of the sun, so that T L may
represent the sun's longitude ; let also f b be an arc of the
celestial equator, and lb part of a circle of declination passing
through L : then the angle at f , the obliquity of the ecliptic,
being given, in the right-angled spherical triangle TLK we
have TL ( = 0 and the angle at T ( = #)» to find ys (=«)•
Now (art. 62. (/')), cos. 9 = cotan. 7 tan. a, or putting
for cotan. I,
cos. 9 tan. I — tan. a, the required right ascension ;
or ——= = tan. I; by which the longitude may be found.
L 2

-,
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If the declination lr (=<0 were required, we should
have (art. 60. (e)), the longitude being given,
sin. I sin. 0 = sin. d, by which the declination is obtained.
Or, the right ascension being given (art. 62. (e7)),
sin. a zz cotan. 0 tan. d, or sin. a tan. 0 = tan. d.
Again, in the triangle fLR we have (art. 60. (</))
cos. I = cos. a cos. d;
from which equation the longitude may be found when the
right ascension and declination are given.
190. But, for the computation of ephemerides, it is found
convenient to have in tables the values of the differences be
tween the longitudes and right ascensions of the sun, in order
that the reduction from one element to the other may be
effected by simple additions or subtractions, such differences
being obtained by inspection : and the formula for the tabular
values of the differences is investigated in the following
manner : —
By " Plane Trigonometry " (art. 38.) we have
,,
■.
tan. I — tan. a
tan. (I
v — a)' = 5I + tan.
I= tan. a ;
and substituting the above value of tan. a, the second member
becomes

(v 1 — cos. 0)J r—■
1 + cos. 0^——5-=
tan.2 1 :

but again
(PL
0
v Trigon., art. 39.) tan.2 1 = ——
1 + cos.'-—.„
2 r and,
multiplying both terms of the second member by 1 + cos. 2 /,
we have
sin.2 21
, „ , 1 - cos.2 2 I
tan.2 / = t^—
7rT-r1 or = -pr—
^j^ ; whence tan. / =
(1 + cos. 2 iy
(1 + cos. 2 /)2
sin. 2 I
1 +cos. 21'
therefore, after reduction,
tan. v(I — a)' = (1
„ cos. 21
—,,
v — cos. 0)' 1r—+cos. 0z—^
+ (l — cos. 6)
_ 1 — cos. 0
sin. 2 I
~ 1 + cos. 0 . , 1 — cos. 0
"
1 + t—
a cos. 2 I
1 + cos. 0
let this be represented by

*—^-r
1 T I COS« £ I

Now

rf(!-a)= '*■?•,?-">;
v
'
sec.2 (I — a)
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and differentiating the value of tan. (7 — a), we have
.
27cos. 2l(l + tcos. 2 7) + 272 sin.227 ,,
, ' /7
rftan. (f_a) =
\1 + fcofl.2;03
dk or
putting 1 ( = rad.2) for cos.2 21+ sin.2 2 7,
,.
,.
. 2 7 cos. 27+ 272
a tan. v(7 — a)' = -~
=-=c, a/:
(1+7 cos. 27)2
,
„,,
N . ,
f- sin.2 2 7
l + 27cos. 2 7+ 72
also sec.2 (l-a)= 1 +(l+f<m2/)a = (l+tQOS.2ly I
consequently, by substitution,
,„
.
2 7 (cos. 2 7+7)
^-a> = l+27cos.27 + 72^
But (PL Trigon., art. 47.) 2 cos. nl-SnlV~l +

—,

e
where s is the base of the hyperbolic logarithms, and w may
be any whole number. Now when n = 2, let the second
member be represented by p + - ; then 1+2; cos. 2 7+T3
may be represented by

; or, since the last de1+7J9 + - + 72
P

nominator is equal to (l + 7jo) (1 +-), the fraction may be
7
resolved into

A
■=—-—-{

Bp
*-—,

which being brought to a com1+7
P
mon denominator, and the co-efficients of 1 and of - separately
\+tp

equated, gives A = — B =

2.

Therefore the fraction is

equivalent to
7

-J_/_i

£-)■

l-72U+7»
+ tP

, . ..
7/'
P
and the fractions between the parentheses being developed
separately by division, the value of

becomes
l + 7j> + - + 72
P

h 3
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Then, substituting the equivalents of jo + -, p2 + -55 &c viz.
2 cos. 21, 2 cos. 47, &c, the value of <7 (Z — a) becomes
2j_(cob. 2 / +jL(i , 2 < cos. 2 I + 2 <» cos. 4 Z
1 — *2
- 2 *a cos. 6 Z + &c.}dlMultiplying t cos. 2 Z + t 2 into the terms between the braces,
the second member becomes
t cos. 21 - 2 t'2 cos. 2 2 I + 2 t3 cos. 2 7 cos. 4 /
+ *2
-2<3 cos. 2Z
1 - fit
-2<4 cos. 2 Z cos. 6 Z + &c.i , ;
+ 2 if* cos. 4 Z
~ &c.5 ;
then, from the general formula 2 cos. A cos. B = cos. (a + b)
+ cos. (a — b) (PI. Trigo., art. 32.) we have
2 t 2 cos.2 2Z = f2 cos. 4 I + t %
2 ta cos. 2 I cos. 4 I = ta cos. 6 I + t3 cos. 2 Z, &c.
Substituting the second members of these equations for their
equivalents in the above expression, and dividing by 1 — t '
we obtain
d (I — a) = 2{t cos. 2 Z - t 2 cos. 4 Z + 7 3 cos. 6 Z - &c.}</Z:
the two members of this equation being integrated give
(Z — a) — t sin. 2 1 — \t'1 sin. 4 Z + \ t 3 sin. 6 Z — &c.
But £, or -=

'-—q, is (PI. Trigo., art. 39.) equal to tan.2 \ 6;

i. -j- COS. U

therefore
Z — a — tan.2 \ 0 sin. 2 1 — \ tan.4 \ 6 sin. 4 Z
" + £ tan.6 i 0 sin. 6 Z - &c
This second member is expressed in terms of radius (= 1)>
and, to obtain it in seconds, every term must be divided by
sin. 1" ; or, since 2 sin. 1" is nearly equal to sin. 2", &c, we
have finally
.
,.
3 c \ tan.2 i 0 sin. 2 Z tan.4 £ 8 sin. 4 1
I — a (in
.——
?—^—
+
v seconds 01 arc)' 5=
sin.
1"
sin.
2"
tan.6 1 g sin. 6 Z
sin. 3"
The values of these terms are arranged in tables, and the ex
pression (of which three terms will suffice) being subtracted
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from the sun's longitude, there remains the value of his right
ascension.
191. It is evident that by spherical trigonometry, or, at
once, from the formulae in art. 181., there may be obtained
the latitude and longitude of the moon, a planet, or a star,
when the right ascension and declination have been obtained
from observation, and the obliquity of the ecliptic is known.
Let T Q (fig- to art. 187.) be part of the equator, x 0 part
of the ecliptic, and let the angle C T Q, the obliquity of the
ecliptic, be represented by 6. Let s be the celestial body,
T K its right ascension ( = a) and E S its declination (=«?);
also let T l, the longitude, be represented by L, and ls, the
latitude, by X ; then by substitution in (a) and (b) (art. 181.),
we have the values of sin. \ and tan. l. Conversely, the
longitude and latitude being taken from tables, there may be
found from the formulae for sin. d and tan. a, the values of
the declination and right ascension.
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CHAP. VIII.
THE ORBIT OF THE EARTH.
ITS FIGURE SHOWN TO BE ELLIPTICAL.
SITUATION AND MOVE
MENT OF THE PERIHELION POINT.
THE MEAN, TRUE, AND EXCENTRIC ANOMALIES
EQUATION OF THE CENTRE.

192. For the sake of a more ready comprehension of the
manner in which the figure of the earth's orbit may be de
termined, it will be convenient, for a moment, to imagine that
the earth is at rest, and that the sun describes about it the
periphery of a curve similar to that which the earth describes
about the sun ; it is evident that, as the means employed to
determine the figure involve only the mutual distances of the
earth and sun, and the angular movement of either, the form
of the required curve will be the same whether the former or
the latter be supposed to move about the other.
193. From the observed declinations and right ascensions
of the sun obtained daily during a whole year, let the lon
gitudes of that luminary be computed (art. 189.), and let the
daily differences of the longitudes be found by subtraction.
These daily differences, which may be considered as the ve
locities in longitude, are not equal to one another ; and a com
parison of them will show that, in the present age, they are
the greatest soon after mid-winter, and the least soon after
mid-summer ; on the first day of January they are about
61' 11".5, and on the first day of July, about 57' 12".5, the
mean of which is 59' 12". The angular distance between the
places of the sun on the days of the greatest and least velocity
is 180 degrees or half the circuit of the celestial sphere, so
that the two places appear to be at the extremities of a line
drawn through the earth and produced each way to the
heavens. Again, if the angle subtended by the diameter of
the sun be accurately measured by means of a micrometer
daily, or at intervals of a few days, it will be found that this
element is variable ; on the first day of July it is the least,
being then equal to 31' 30", and on the first of January it is
the greatest, being then equal to 32' 35". Now, by the laws
of optics, the distance from the observer, of any object which
subtends a small angle, is inversely proportional to its apparent
magnitude ; it must be inferred therefore that the sun is at a
greater distance from the earth in summer than in winter;
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the ratio of the two distances being as 32' 35" to 31' 30", or
as 1.0169 to 0.9831. The variations of the longitudes and
of the angular magnitudes follow the same law on both sides
of the line of greatest and least distances ; and it follows that
the curve apparently described by the sun about the earth in
one year, or that which is described by the earth about the sun
in the same time, is symmetrical on the two sides of that line.
194. An approximation to the figure of the earth's orbit
may be conceived to be obtained from a graphic construction
in the following manner. From any point S representing the
sun draw lines making the angles A SB, asd, ase, &c, equal
to the sun's increase of longitude for one day,
two days, three days, &c, and make the
lengths of SA, SB, SD, &c. inversely propor
tional to the apparent angular measure of the
sun's diameter ; then if a line be drawn through
the points a, b, d, &c, it will represent the
figure of the orbit, and will be found to be
nearly the periphery of an ellipse of which the
sun occupies one of the foci. Or if, with the
given values of the angles A SB, asd, &c, assuming ac or
the half of a p to be unity, the lengths of the lines SB, sd, &c.
be computed by the formula for the distances of B, d, &c. from
the focus of an ellipse, the values of those lines will be found
to agree very nearly with the values obtained by supposing
the same lines to be inversely proportional to the apparent
angular measures of the sun's diameter ; and thus the ellipticity of the orbit may with more certainty be proved. On
computing the areas comprehended between the radii vectores
SA and SB, SB and SD, &c, they will be found to be equal
to one another when the times of describing the arcs A B, bd,
&c. are equal to one another, that is, the sectoral areas imagined
to be described by the radii vectores about S vary with the
times of the description ; or, if t be the time in which the
earth moves from B to D for example, and T be the time in
which it describes the periphery of the ellipse, we have
area b s d : area of the ellipse : : t : T.
The ellipticity of the earth's orbit was first discovered by
Kepler, and the above relation between the areas is designated
one of Kepler's laws.
195. Though it is now known that the orbit is not, strictly
speaking, an ellipse, yet the latter being the regular curve
which is next in simplicity to a circle, astronomers for conve
nience consider it as the figure of the orbit described by the
sun about the earth, or of the earth about the sun. The point
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A or p at which the sun or the earth is when the two bodies
are at the greatest or the least distance from one another, is
called an apsis, and a line joining the points of greatest and
least distance is called the line of the apsides. If it be
assumed that the earth revolves about the sun the same points
are respectively called the aphelion and the perihelion points,
the sun being supposed to be in one of the two foci of the
ellipse.
196. If BSD be one of the triangles described by a radius
vector r in a unit of time (one second, one minute, or one
hour), and if v represent the angular velocity of the sun or
earth (a circular arc intercepted between SBand sd, and sup
posed to be described about S as a centre with a radius equal
to the unit of length) ; then (by similarity of sectors), r v may
be considered as equal to the line d m (a perpendicular let fall
from D on s b), and by mensuration, ir5o may be considered
as equal to the area b s d, or v ex

^— nearly ; but the

area BSD is constant when the times are equal; therefore the
angular velocity is inversely proportional to the square of the
radius vector (nearly).
197. The earth's orbit being symmetrical on each side of
the line of apsides, it will follow that the instants when the
earth is in the aphelion and perihelion points successively,
must differ in time by half the period of a complete revolution
of the earth about the sun, as well as that the longitudes of
the points must differ from one another by 180 degrees;
for it is evident that if any other line as XT be imagined
to be drawn through the sun it will cut the orbit in two
points which will differ in longitude by 180 degrees, while
the times in which the earth moves from one to the other on
opposite sides of the line will be unequal, because the move
ment is more rapid about the perihelion than about the aphe
lion point. It should be observed that, among the registered
observations which may have been made during a year, there
may not be two which give by computation longitudes differing
by exactly 180 degrees ; but if there be found two longitudes
which differ by nearly that quantity, then from these, with
the known velocity of the sun, the times when the longitudes
so differ may be computed by proportions simply.
198. If the longitudes of the sun be computed for two
times distant by many years, the daily differences of longitude
being at both times the least or the greatest, or being equal
to one another and nearly equal to the least or greatest, the
longitudes will be those of the sun at, or nearly at, the
instants when the earth is in the aphelion or perihelion point,
^
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or at equal distances from either ; these longitudes will be
found to differ from one another, and the difference will
evidently express the quantity by which the perihelion point
has moved in longitude in the interval. This movement
which takes place in the " order of the signs," is called the
progression of the perigee, or of the perihelion point, and its
mean value for one year, if reckoned by the different angles
which, at given times, SP or sa makes with a line drawn
through the sun and the first point of Aries, is found to be
61".9.
199. The time in which the earth revolves once about the
sun from the perihelion point to the same is called the anom
alistic year : it is evidently equal to the length of the tropical
year, together with the time in which the sun moves through
61 ".9 in longitude. But the equinoctial point (the first point
of Aries) retrograding 50".2 (art. 174.) annually by the
general precession, the progression of the perigee, if measured
by the different angles which at given times sp or sa makes
with a line drawn through S and a fixed point (supposed to be
the place of a star) in the heavens is only equal to 11 ".7 an
nually. The anomalistic year, therefore, exceeds the length
of a sidereal year by the time in which the sun moves through
11 ".7 in longitude.
200. If from a register of the computed longitudes of the
sun there be selected two which differ from one another by
exactly 180 degrees, and which correspond to times when (the
daily differences of longitude being nearly the least and the
greatest) it may be considered that the earth was nearly in
the aphelion and perihelion points ; the instant at which the
earth was in the latter point, and also the longitude of that
point, may be found in the following manner.
Let ap (fig. to art. 194.) be the line of the apsides, s the
sun, x and Y the two places of the earth when near a and p,
and when in the direction of a right line through S ; also
let the required time in which the sun will move from T to
P be represented by t: then, by Kepler's law (art. 194.)
sector tsp : sector asx :: t : f (t' denoting the time of
moving from x to a).
But the sectors being supposed to be similar to one another,
SP2 : sa2 :: sector tsp : sector asx, or as t : t' ;
and the angular velocities at p and A, being inversely as the
squares of the distances from s, if those velocities be repre
sented respectively by v and v' (which are known, being equal
to the increments of longitude in equal times, at or near the
perihelion and aphelion points), we have
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«':«:: t : f: whence f = t—..
v
But V — t, or the difference between the times of describing
the half periphery of the ellipse, and of describing the arc
ypx is known, it being the difference between half the anom
alistic year and the given interval, in time, between the ob
servations which were made when the sun was at Y and at x :
let this difference be represented by r> ; then

„=££_,, or = *(^-l);
whence t may be found. Hence the time of being at y, and
the longitude of y, as well as the velocity at that place being
known, the time of arriving at p, and also the longitude of p
may be found.
201. The excentricity of the earth's orbit, considered as an
ellipse, may be conceived to be known approximatively from
the relative values of the aphelion and perihelion distances,
for these being represented by a and p respectively, a + p
will represent the major axis of the orbit, and ^ (a— p) will
be the distance of the centre from the focus of the ellipse;
also

— will be an expression for that distance when the

semitransverse axis of the ellipse is supposed to be unity : this
excentricity is usually represented by e ; and a more accurate
method of determining it will be presently explained (art.
207.).
202. Having determined the periodical time of a tropical
revolution of the earth about the sun, astronomers divide 360
degrees by the number of days or hours in the length of the
year, and consider the quotient as the mean daily or hourly
motion of the sun ; then, dividing the longitude of the peri
helion point, found as above, for a given time by the mean
daily motion of the sun, the result will be the number of days
from that time since the sun's mean longitude was zero, or
since the sun was in the mean equinoctial point. The mean
longitude of the sun for any given time may then be found on
multiplying the number of days, hours, &c, which have
elapsed since the sun had no mean longitude by his daily
motion in longitude ; and the difference between this mean
longitude of the sun and the longitude of the perihelion point
for the given time constitutes what is called the mean anomaly
at that time. The true anomaly is the difference between the
true longitude of the earth and the longitude of the perihelion
point. A third anomaly, which is called excentric, is used
when it is required to find the relation between the true and
mean anomalies.
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203. In order to investigate this relation, let ADP be half
the periphery of the elliptical orbit, C its centre, 8 one of the
foci, or the place of the sun, p the perihelion point, and let E
be the place of the earth. With c p as a radius, describe the
semicircumference aqp, and draw
the radius vector SE ; also through
e draw QB perpendicular to cp,
join S and Q, C and Q, and let fall
SM perpendicularly on CQ. Then
4
(
];
the angle pse is the true, and PCQ
the excentric anomaly.
By the natures of the circle and ellipse,
EQ : RE :: segment qpr : seg. epr,
and (Euc. 1. 6.) rq : re :: triangle qsr : triangle esr;
therefore, since by conic sections
rq : re :: area of circle : area of ellipse,
by equality of ratios and composition,
sector sqp : sector Sep :: area of circle : area of ellipse,
or
ellipse : sector Sep •: circle : sector SQP.
But the areas described by the radii vectores being propor
tional to the times of describing them (art. 194.) if t represent
the time in which e describes the periphery of the ellipse, and
t the time in which it describes the arc p e,
t : t :: area of ellipse : sector SEP :
therefore, by equality of ratios,
T : t :: area of circle : sector sqp;
and if cp = 1, so that the area of the circle is represented by
it ( = 3.1416) the sector sqp is equal to— t.

To this sector

adding the area of the triangle SCQor|cQ.SM which (if cq
or cp = 1, CSzze, and the angle scq=:k) is equal to i e sin. w,
we have the area of the sector cqp equal to - t + \ e sin. u.
Now the same sector is equal to jCP.PQ, or \ u ; therefore,
- t + \ e sin. u -=.\u; whence — t — u — e sin. u.
But again, — expresses the mean angular motion of e about
s, being equal to the quotient arising from the division of the
circumference of a circle whose radius is unity by the time of
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a complete revolution in that circumference. Let this be
represented by n ; then
nt = u — e sin. u
(a).
Since t is reckoned from the instant that E was at the peri
helion point p, nt expresses the mean anomaly ; therefore,
from this equation we have the mean, in terms of the true
anomaly.
204. Next, by conic sections, se = cp-cs.ck, which,
since CP or CQ = 1, CS = e, and the angle QCP = u, also,
representing SE by r,
becomes
r = 1 — e cos. u . . . . (b) ;
but, by conic sections, representing the angle pse by 0, we
have
1-e2
1+e cos. 0
Equating these values of r, we get,
10

— e

1 — e cos. u
1 + e cos. 0 '
whence successively,
1+e cos. 9 — e cos. u — e cos. u cos. 0 = 1 — e1,
1+e cos. 0 — e cos. u (1 + e cos. 0) = 1 — e2,
(1 — e cos. u) (1 + e cos. () = 1 - e2,
1 — e2,
1+e COS. 0 =: r

s

1 — e cos. u
cos. 9 = 1 — e cos. u

and finally■"

Now (PI.
Trigon., art. 39.) tan.2i 0 = 1) ~
^ \;
x
+ cos.
0
and, in the second member, substituting the value of cos. 0,
we get, after reduction,

tan.2i 0 = g+'H'T00*"^— Wi«;
2

(1 — e) (1 + cos. w)

1 — e

2

therefore,
tan. hd=(\~)^ tan. £ m

(c).

This is a convenient expression for the true, in terms of the
excentric anomaly.
205. A convenient expression for the radius vector is found
in the following manner. We have above,
r = 1 — e cos. u,
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which (PI. Trigon., art. 35.) becomes r = 1 — e (cos.2 ^_ M —
sin.2 j w) ; or, putting cos.'2 \ u + sin.
ufor 1( = rad.2),
to which it is equivalent, we get,
r = cos.2 £ u — e cos.2 £ u + sin. 9 1 m + e sin.2 A u :
whence
r
. . (l+e)sin.2i m
(i+O tan.'
\
S~i
I +
:1 +•T^
(1— e)cos.2^w
= 1 + tan.2 i (i-0
(1 —e) cos.2 1- w
1
or,
(1— e) cos.
_ (1 — e) cos. a i
consequently,
cos.
or, dividing the preceding equation for r by (1 + e) sin.
we get,
, 1—e
I
r
_(1 — e) cos.2 in
Z/ +. l=?-e
+ 1=
' (1 + e) sin.2 j« ' " 1 + e tan.* £ m
whence, after reduction, we have,
e) sin.;2 \
sin.
206. The difference between the true and mean anomaly at
any given time is that which is called the equation of the
centre at that time ; and the determination of the value of
this element when a maximum, is of great importance, since,
by means of that greatest value, the value of the excentricity
can be obtained more correctly than by the method stated
above.
Since the velocity of the earth, when in aphelion, is less
than when in perihelion, the mean velocity must be greater
than the former and less than the latter ; and since, from the
symmetry of the ellipse, the increase of velocity in moving
from aphelion to perihelion follows the same law as the
decrease from perihelion to aphelion ; there must be a point
as p and p' on each side of ap, the line of the apsides, at
equal distances from either of its extremities,
a
at which the true is exactly equal to the mean
velocity. Now, if a fictitious planet e were
to be in conjunction with the earth p at the
perihelion point p, and both were to set out
from thence at the same time, the radius
vector 8E of the former turning about S with
a uniform angular motion equal to the mean
angular velocity, while the radius vector sp of
the earth turns about the same point with the elliptical

r = CL +
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angular movement, it is evident that while the latter exceeds
the mean movement, the angular distance between Sp and SE
will go on increasing, and that when the elliptical movement
becomes less rapid than the mean movement, that angular
distance will begin to diminish. The angle ESp, or the
difference between the mean and true angular movements of
the earth, that is, the equation of the centre, is evidentlyequal to zero when the earth is at the perihelion, and also
when it is at the aphelion point of the orbit ; and it follows,
from what has been said, that it attains its maximum value
on either side of the line ap at the instant when the
elliptical movement becomes exactly equal to the mean
movement.
Hence, if the longitudes of the sun be taken from a table
of such as have been computed from the observed right
ascensions and declinations, for the two times when the daily
differences of longitude are equal to the mean daily difference,
that is, when the elliptical velocity of the sun or earth is equal
to the mean velocity, the difference between those longitudes
being represented by the angle psp', or twice ASp, while the
mean angular movement of the earth or sun, during the time
elapsed between those observations, may be represented by
ese' or twice ase; the difference between ASp and ase, or
between pse and TSp will be the maximum equation of the
centre, which may therefore be so determined. It may not
be possible to obtain from the observations two longitudes of
the sun at the precise moments when the true velocities of
the sun or earth were equal to the mean velocity ; but, since
the equation of the centre varies very slowly, it is evident
that if two longitudes of the sun were taken when the true
velocities are equal to one another, and nearly equal to the
mean velocity, the error in the computed value of ESp will
be very small, and it may afterwards be corrected by other
means. It should be remarked that the longitudes obtained
from the observations need not be corrected, on account of
the movement of the perihelion in the interval of time
between the instants at which the earth is in p and in p',
since this movement affects equally the true and the mean
longitudes.
207. It has been shown above that the mean angular
velocity is expressed by

, which, if t be given in seconds,

will be the value of a circular arc (whose radius is unity)
described about S by uniform motion in one second of time.
Now, if v represent the angular velocity described by the
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earth in the periphery of the ellipse at any time, when the
radius vector is represented by r ; that is, if it represent an
arc whose radius is unity, which is described by a point in
be in one second of time; then (art. 196.) £r2u is the
sectoral area described by SE in one second of time. But,
by conic sections, CP being supposed to be unity, 7iV(l — e2)
expresses the area of the ellipse; therefore, by the pro
portionality of the times to the areas (art. 194.),
T : l"::7TA/(l-e2) : ^r^v;
whence

v=

5
-.
ri
Equating the true and mean angular velocities we have

-5-= —-^—-> or r- 0--e );
and the last expression is the value of the radius vector at
the time when the equation of the centre is the greatest.
Now, in general (art. 204.), r = (1— e cos. u) and r —
1

e2

j—

„; and, substituting the above value of r in each

i. ~r € COS* \J

of these equations, we have
l
i
1 — e2
e2)' =Tv(1 — e2)' = l — e cos. u, also (1—
v
1+ e cos. a«-,
or (1— e2) =1 — e cos. w, and 1+e cos. Q— (1—e2).
Developing by the binomial theorem, and neglecting powers
of e above the square, we have
1 — ^e1 = 1 — e cos. u, also 1+e cos. 0= 1 — \en- ;
whence

cos. u = \e and cos. ()■=.— \e.

But at the time when the equation of the centre is the
greatest, u and 6 are very nearly equal to right angles, u
being less, and 0 being greater ; therefore, for u putting
7T

IT

2 — u', and for 0 putting ^ + 0', we get
cos. u = sin. u', and cos. 0 = — sin. 0' ;
also,
sin. v! = \e, and sin. 0' = fe :
or, since v! and 0' are very small,
u' — \e, and 0' = \e.
Then, since the equation of the centre is (art. 206.) equal to
0 — nt, or (art. 203. (a)) equal to
0 — u + e sin. u ;
M
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substituting for 6 and u their values at the time when the
equation of the centre is the greatest, and representing that
greatest equation by E (expressed by a circular arc whose
radius is unity), we have
E = 0' + v! + e cos. u'\
or, developing the cosine,
E=0' + «' + e(l-^),
or

E=$e+ie + e(l— ^e1),

or again,

E = 2e — J^e3.

Whence

e z= ^e nearly.

From the equations (a) (b) and (c) (arts. 203, 204.) there
may be obtained by the formulae for the developments of func
tions in infinite series, values of 0, of r, and of 0 — nt, in
ascending powers of e, with sines and cosines of arcs which
are multiples of n t, the mean anomaly.
208. Astronomers have computed the mean movement of
the sun, or the angular space which the luminary would ap
pear to describe about the earth in a day, an hour, &c. if
its movement were quite uniform, or such as it might be
supposed to have if it revolved in a circular orbit undisturbed
by any attractions exercised upon it by the other bodies of
the system ; and they have added the mean place of the sun
in the ecliptic, that is, its distance in longitude from the mean
position of the equinoctial point, at a certain epoch, as the
commencement of a particular year or century, together with
its mean place in longitude at the commencement of the
preceding and following years, and supplementary tables by
which the use of the table may be extended to 10,000 years
before and after the nineteenth century. They have also
computed the mean longitude of the perigeum for the epoch,
with the mean position of that point at the commencement of
each year and the mean daily movement of the same point, in
longitude ; and, from the tables of such positions and move
ments, it is evident that the mean longitude of the sun and
of the perigeum, or the distance of either from the mean place
of the equinoctial point, can be computed for any given time
by a simple addition of the numbers.
Again, the value of the equation of the centre corresponding
to any given mean anomaly (mean distance of the earth from
the perihelion point of its orbit) is also given in astronomical
tables ; and these values being applied to the mean longitude
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above mentioned, there results the longitude of the sun for a
perfectly elliptical orbit : the effects of the perturbations
produced by the different planets are also computed, in order
that, being applied to the elliptical place of the sun, the true
longitude for the given instant may be obtained. Lastly, the
values of the radius vector of the earth's orbit, computed on
the supposition that the orbit is an ellipse and that the semiaxis major is equal to unity, are given, and to these are added
tables of the variations produced in that element by planetary
perturbations.
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CHAP. IX.
THE ORBIT OF THE MOON.
THE FIGURE OF THE MOON'S ORBIT.
PERIODICAL TIMES OF HER
REVOLUTIONS
THE PRINCIPAL INEQUALITIES OF HER MOTION.
HER DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH EMPLOYED TO FIND APPROXIMATIVELY THE DISTANCE OF THE EARTH FROM THE SUN.

209. The processes employed to determine the apparent
path of the moon in the celestial sphere correspond to those
which have been explained in speaking of the sun. The right
ascension and declination of the moon are to be observed every
day when she comes to the meridian ; and the obliquity of
the ecliptic being given, from these observations her longi
tudes and latitudes, as indicated in art. 191., may be found
by computation from the formulae (a) and (b) in art. 181.
In the series of latitudes so computed there may be found
two, which are equal to zero, and the moon in those points is
said to be in the nodes of her orbit, for the plane of any
orbit will cut the ecliptic in a line passing through the
points of no latitude. The longitudes of the moon being
computed for the times when the latitude is zero, it follows
that the longitudes of the nodes are thereby determined : and
since it is found that the nodes of the moon differ in lon
gitude about 180 degrees, it is evident that the line joining
them passes through the earth. In the series of the moon's
computed latitudes there may also be two which are equal to
the maximum value of the element (about 5° 9'), one on the
north, and the other on the south side of the ecliptic ; and this
greatest latitude expresses the obliquity, of the moon's orbit
to that plane.
But as it is scarcely probable that, from any one of the ob
served right ascensions and declinations of the moon when on
the meridian of the observer, the computation should give
for the latitude exactly zero, methods similar to those which
are put in practice for finding the place of the equinoctial
point (arts. 172, 173.) may be used to determine the places
of the moon's nodes. Thus let two observations be chosen,
from one of which the moon's place m' is found to be south of
the ecliptic, and from the other the place m is to the north :
let e'e be part of the ecliptic in the heavens, m'm part of the
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moon's apparent path ; then N will be the apparent place of
the ascending node : also if m'e', me be parts of great circles
passing through the moon's
centre perpendicularly to the
ecliptic, those arcs will be the
computed latitudes, and e'e
the difference of the moon's
longitudes between the two
times of observation : then e' N — N E being found by the method
explained (art. 173.) for the equinoctial point, since e'n +
ne is known, we have e'n and NE separately. Consequently,
the longitude of the moon when at m' being known, we have
the longitude of the node ; and from one of the right-angled
triangles, as nem, the angle at N may be computed : this
angle will be the inclination of the moon's orbit to the
ecliptic.
210. Or, the inclination of the moon's orbit to the ecliptic,
and the position of the line of nodes, or intersection, may be
determined by the methods described in arts. 185, 186, from
the longitudes and latitudes of the moon ; these being de
duced by computation from the formulae (a) and (b) in art.
181., and the right ascensions and declinations being obtained
from observations made at two different times.
Thus, let 8 (fig. to art. 184.) be the centre of the earth,
and P a place of the moon at one of the times of observation :
let xey be the plane of the ecliptic, and sx', parallel to ex,
the line of the equinoxes ; also let x, y, z be rectangular co
ordinates, sa", sb", mp of p. The angle x'sm will express
the longitude of the moon at P, which may be represented
by E, and P8M the corresponding latitude, which may be re
presented by A. Let S P be represented by r ; then imagining
a line as sn to be drawn through s perpendicularly to the
plane of the moon's orbit, we shall have, p on this line being
zero since the orbit passes through s,
x cos. nsx' + y cos. nsy' + z cos. nsz' = o (art. 183.)
But (art. 184.)

x = r cos. A cos. l.
y — r cos. A sin. L.
z = r sin. A ;

substituting these values of x, y, z in the equation, the latter
becomes
cos. A cos. E cos. nsx' + cos. A sin. L COS. NSY'
+ sin. \ cos. nsz' — o :
M 3
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whence
. l cos. nsy'■ + sin. A = o.
cos. \ cos. l cos. nsx'-, + cos. A. sin.
COS. NSZ

COS. NSZ

In like manner, for another place p' of the moon, we should
have
, COS. NSX' ,

cos. V cos. L'

.

.

.COS. NSY'

t + cos. V sin. 1/
COS. NSZ

> + sin. V=o:
COS. NSZ

from these two equations there may be obtained the values of
COS. NSX'

COS. NSY'

;
COS. NSZ

,

,

„ COS.2 NSx' + COS.2NSy'

and also of —
COS. NSZ

5

;

COS.2 NSZ'

the last fraction expresses (art. 185.) the square of the tangent
of the angle z'sn, and this is equal to the required inclination
of the orbit to the ecliptic.
The position of the line of nodes is found as in art. 186., a
and £ being the co-ordinates of any point in that line, which,
as above observed, is to pass through s : for we have
a cos. nsx' + /3 cos. NSY' = o :
,

«

cos. nsy'

,

,

.

,

xl

whence -=^=
-,=■ — tan. x SM , and bswi, the com/3
cos. NSX
plement of x'sm', is the angle which the line of nodes makes

with sx', that is, with the line of the equinoxes.
211. The longitude of the moon's nodes as well as the
obliquity of her orbit to the plane of the ecliptic are found
to vary with time, the movement of the nodes taking place in
retrograde order. The amount of the retrogradation can be
determined approximately by computing the longitude of the
moon when she is in one of the nodes, and again when, in
her revolutions about the earth, she is next in the same node,
and taking the difference between the longitudes (the interval
in time being also known) ; but it is evident that the move
ment will be determined more accurately if the computation
be made for times very distant from each other. In this
manner it may be ascertained that the retrogradation of either
of the nodes to the amount of 360 degrees, or the time in
which either of the nodes performs a revolution about the
earth, from a point in the ecliptic at any distance from the
place of the vernal equinox to a point at an equal distance
from that place, is accomplished in about 18f years (=6798
days, 12 hours, 57 minutes, 52 seconds).
212. The place of the node being determined for any given
instant, and the latitude ME (fig. to art. 209.) being found
for the same time ; the arc MN, or the angular distance of the
moon from the node, on her orbit, may be found by trigono
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metry in the right angled spherical triangle men. If a series
of such distances be computed from the observed right
ascensions and declinations of the moon when on the meridian,
and the intervals, in time, between the transits be also ob
served ; it is plain that the daily angular motion of the moon
in her orbit about the earth may be determined. It should be
remarked that the longitude of the moon may be converted
into the distance on her orbit, from the point "f , and the con
verse, by the rules of spherical trigonometry, as in art. 189.,
or by the formula for I — a in art. 1 90. : in either case, for
these purposes, I must be made to represent the distance f M
on the orbit, a the longitude f e, and 0 the angle M T E.
213. The relative distances of the moon from the earth
may be ascertained approximately from the observed angular
magnitudes of the moon's diameter ; or the absolute distances
may be ascertained by means of her horizontal parallaxes, the
latter being determined by the method explained in art. 160.
Thus, let it be supposed that the earth is a sphere, and that
M, the centre of the moon, is in the horizon of an observer at
s (fig. to art. 154.); the angle csm will be a right angle,
and the angle SMC the horizontal parallax; therefore (PI.
Trigo., art. 57.)
sin. smc : radius:: sc : cm;
hence sc the semidiameter of the earth being known, cm
the required distance will be found, (about 237,000 miles).
Then, by means of the moon's daily angular motions in her
orbit, and her daily distances from the earth, the figure of the
moon's orbit may be determined by a graphical construction,
as that of the earth was supposed to be determined (art. 194.).
It would thus be found that the orbit is nearly elliptical,
having the earth in one of its foci ; and from the properties
of the ellipse, the excentricity of the orbit may then be approximatively ascertained. The places of the perigeum and
apogeum, and the equation of the centre, sometimes called the
first inequality, may evidently be determined by methods
similar to those which have been described in the account of
the earth's orbit.
214. A series of the daily longitudes of the sun and moon
being obtained from observations, there may be found by
inspection, and by proportions founded on the observed daily
motions of the two luminaries in longitude, two successive
times at which the sun and moon had the same longitude, or
were in conjunction in longitude (times of new moon), or two
successive times at which the longitudes of the sun and moon
differed in longitude by 180 degrees, that is, two successive
M 4
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oppositions (times of full moon) ; and the interval between
the two times, in either case, constitutes the period of a
synodical revolution of the moon. Let this synodical period,
in days, be represented by * ; then

will be the excess of

the moon's mean daily motion in longitude above that of the
sun or earth. But the moon's motion being subject to great
irregularities, the mean movement deduced from a single
synodical period can only be considered as a first approxima
tion to that element. In order to obtain it with greater cor
rectness, the recorded time of an ancient eclipse of the moon,
at which time the sun and moon were nearly in opposition,
should be compared with the time of a modern eclipse, the
moon being nearly in the same part of her orbit with respect
to the points of apogee or perigee : the difference between
these times divided by the number of synodical revolutions
which have taken- place in the interval, the number being
found from the approximate time of one revolution deter
mined as above, will give the accurate mean time of a
synodical revolution.
215. Ptolemy has stated in the Almagest the occurrence
of three eclipses of the moon, which were observed by the
Chaldeans in the years 721, 720, and 719 B. C. ; and, from
the time elapsed between those eclipses and one which hap
pened in the year 1771 of our era, Lalande determined the
time in which a synodical revolution was accomplished. The
time of such revolution has also been found by a comparison
of the Chaldean eclipses with three of those which were ob
served at Cairo by Ibn Junis between the years 997 and 1004,
and also by comparisons of eclipses which have been observed
within the two last centuries ; and from a combination of the
results, not only has the time of a revolution been determined,
but certain differences have been found in the durations of the
revolutions from whence it is ascertained that the mean
motion of the moon has for many ages experienced an accele
ration which varies with time. La Place has determined that,
in the present age, the synodical revolution is performed in
29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, 2*8 seconds.
216. The sidereal period of the moon, or the time of her
revolution from one fixed star to the same, may be found
thus. The number of days between the times of two observed
eclipses of the sun or moon, at an interval of many years, is
known, and from the approximate length of a synodical
revolution, the number of such revolutions in the same in
terval is also known. Then, since the angular space described
by the moon about the earth between two successive con
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junctions or oppositions of the sun and moon exceeds 360
degrees by the angular motion of the sun during the same
revolution ; it follows that if n be the number of synodical
revolutions, and m be the number of degrees described by the
sun with his mean sidereal movement in the whole time be
tween the observed eclipses, we shall have n 360° + m for the
number of degrees described by the moon in that time : let N
be the number of days in the time, then
w360° + m : 360° ::n : n';
where N' is the number of days during which the moon would
describe the circuit of the heavens from any fixed star to the
same: thus the time of a sidereal revolution of the moon
about the earth is found to be 27.321661 da., or 27 da. 7 ho.
43 m. 11*5 sec.
The period of a tropical revolution of the moon may from
thence be immediately deduced: for let p ( = 3'75 sec.) be
the amount of precession during one sidereal revolution of the
moon ( = 50".2 annually) ; then
360° : 360°— p:: 27.321661 da. : 27.321582 da.,
or 27 da. 7 ho. 43 m. 4-68 sec. This is the periodical lunar
month, or the time of her revolution from one equinox to the
same.
217. The places of the moon's nodes, found as above men
tioned by the determinations of her place when in the ecliptic,
or when her latitude is zero, are observed to vary with time ;
and this movement, which takes place in retrograde order, can
be found by computing the longitudes of the nodes at times
very distant from each other. By comparing together many
times when the moon was in, or at equal distances from the
nodes, it has been found that a tropical revolution of the
nodes (a revolution from one equinox to the same) takes place
in 6788.54019 da., and a sidereal revolution, in 6793 da.
.42118.
218. The duration of an anomalistic revolution of the moon
may be found by taking the interval between two times when
she is equally distant from, and very near the point of
apogeum or perigeum; and from thence the place of her
perigeum may be found, as the perihelion point of the earth's
orbit was obtained. On comparing the computed places of
the moon's perigeum at different times, it will be found that
the major axis of the orbit has, during one sidereal revolution
of the moon about the earth, a movement in direct order equal
to 3° 2'31""6 ; and hence the period of an anomalistic revo
lution is equal to 27.5546 da. It may be remarked that these
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periods are seldom now obtained from observation; astro
nomers confining themselves chiefly to the determination of a
correct value of the mean tropical motion of the moon by
means of her longitudes observed at great intervals of time.
The duration of a mean revolution being already known very
nearly, the number (n) of complete circumferences described
by the moon in any interval between the times of two ob
served longitudes will be known : consequently N. 360° added
to the difference between the observed longitudes will give
the whole number of degrees described by the moon during
the interval ; and this sum, divided by the number of days in
that interval, the years being considered as Julian years
(=365.25 days each), such being the nature of the years in
astronomical tables, will give the mean daily tropical motion :
in the present age this is found to be equal to 13° 10' 34".896.
A formula has been investigated by astronomers for deter
mining the correction which must be applied to the mean
motions obtained from the lunar tables in order to reduce
them to their value at a given time : the correction thus
found and applied, produces results which accord very nearly
with the results of observation within 1000 or 1200 years
before or since the epoch for which the tables are computed.
The variation of the moon's mean motion affects the periodical
times of the tropical, sidereal, and other revolutions of the
moon, and renders it necessary to apply continually to those
times certain small corrections in order to obtain their true
values.
219. In seeking the longitude of the moon for any given
time, the mean longitude is first obtained from the tables
as if the moon revolved uniformly about the earth in a
circular orbit coincident with the plane of the ecliptic ; then
the application of the equation of the centre, and the correc
tions for the motions of the perigeum and nodes, give the
place of the moon as if the projection of her orbit on that
plane were a perfect ellipse. But the moon is subject to
many inequalities of motion from the perturbations produced
by the mutual attractions of the bodies composing the solar
system ; and physical astronomy both assigns the several
causes of these inequalities and determines the effects due to
each. Some of these inequalities are, however, of sufficient
magnitude to be capable of being detected by comparisons of
observations made in particular positions of the moon ; and
accordingly they were discovered and their values computed
before the theory of gravitation was employed to account for
the phenomena of the solar system.
220. The greatest of these inequalities is that which is
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called the moon's evection. Astronomers before the time of
Ptolemy being accustomed to observe the longitudes of the
moon only at the times of the eclipses, that is, when the sun
and moon are in conjunction or opposition; on comparing
the longitudes of the moon deduced from the mean motion
as above mentioned, with the longitude obtained from the
observation of the eclipse, they considered the difference to
be (for the distance of the moon at that instant from apogee
or perigee) the value of what was called the first inequality,
or the equation of the centre. But, on obtaining the longi
tude of the moon from observations made when she was in
quadrature, or at either extremity of a diameter of her orbit
at right angles to that which joins the points of conjunction
and opposition, it was discovered that, in order to make the
longitudes given by the tables agree with those which were
observed in such situations of the moon, the first inequality
ought to be augmented. The variable quantity by which
the equation of the centre should be increased was subse
quently called the evection : it was found, after many trials,
to be a maximum when the excess of the mean longitude of
the moon over that of the sun is 90 degrees, and when
at the same time the mean anomaly of the moon is also
90 degrees. It was found to vanish when the mean longitude
of the sun is equal to that of the moon, and also when the
mean anomaly of the moon is 180 degrees or zero.
Now, when any deviation from a law of the angular
motion which one body may have about another is observed
to be periodical ; that is, to be zero in a certain position,
to attain a maximum when at 90 degrees, and again to vanish
when at 180 degrees from thence; that deviation may
evidently be considered as depending upon the sine of the
angular distance of the body from the first position. There
fore, since the sine of an angle goes through all its variations,
while the angle increases from zero to 180 degrees, and twice
while it increases from zero to 360 degrees; the formula
expressing the amount of the deviation or inequality may be
represented by p sin. Q, where p is some constant number
to be determined by observation and Q is a variable angle :
thus, M being the mean longitude of the moon, s that of the
sun, a the moon's mean anomaly, and E the evection, the
equation may be represented by
E =P sin. [ 2 (M — s) — a].
From the latest observations the value of p is found to be
1° 20' 29".54, and the period in which the evection goes
through all its variations is 31.811939 da.
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221. The longitudes of the moon computed from tables
which include the evection, on being compared with the
longitudes obtained from observations at the times of syzygy
and quadrature, were found to agree very nearly ; but Tycho
Brahe discovered that there was a third inequality which
attained its maximum value when the moon was in the
octants, or when the difference between the mean longitude
of the moon and that of the sun was 45 degrees, and vanished
both in the quadratures and syzygies; this inequality is
therefore represented by p' sin. 2 (m — s). The value of p7
is found from observations to be equal to 35'41".64, and the
period in which the inequality goes through all its variations
is evidently half a synodical revolution of the moon about the
earth. This inequality is what is called the moon's variation.
222. A fourth inequality, which is called the moon's
annual equation, was discovered on comparing the observed
with the computed longitude of the moon when the earth
was at its mean distance from the sun. For, after correcting
all the above deviations, it was found that then the excess
of the computed above the mean longitude was greater than
that of the observed longitude above the latter: the excess
was found to diminish gradually, and to vanish when the
earth is in the aphelion and perihelion points. From these
points the increase of the observed above the mean motion
recommences, and it again becomes the greatest at the mean
distances of the earth from the sun. The form of the
equation is — p" sin. a', where a' is the sun's mean anomaly,
and p" is equal to 11' 11".976. It is evident that the period
in which the inequality compensates itself is half an anoma
listic year. Besides these, there is a small inequality called
secular, of the moon's motion in longitude, which with several
others have been detected by the aid of physical astronomy.
223. The latitude of the moon is, in like manner, affected
by periodical variations, of which the most important was
discovered by Tycho Brahe. When its value is the greatest
it changes the inclination of the moon's orbit to the ecliptic
by 8' 47". 15, and it depends on the cosine of twice the dis
tance of the sun from the moon's ascending node. There
is also an inequality depending on the sine of the sun's
distance from the node; and others have been obtained
from theory. The radius vector of the moon's orbit, and
consequently the equatorial parallax of the moon, which
depends on the radius vector, is also subject to consider
able variations : a mean equatorial parallax whose value is
57' 4". 165, has been determined both by theory and by ob
servation, and this is called the constant of the parallax.
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224. The distance of the moon from the earth being
ascertained, it is possible by its aid to find that of the earth
from the sun by plane trigonometry : it must be admitted,
however, that the result so obtained is inaccurate; yet, as
it will be advantageous that an approximative knowledge of
that distance should be given previously to an explanation
of the phenomena by which, in the present state of astronomy,
it is determined, the method may without impropriety be
here stated.
Let e be the centre of the earth, m that of the moon, and
8 that of the sun ; all these points being supposed to be in
one plane, which is that of the ecliptic ; then
a plane passing through aMb perpendicular
to the ecliptic and to the line sm will separate
the enlightened from the dark hemisphere of
the moon. Let a plane pass through Mn per
pendicular to the ecliptic and to the line E m ;
then, the semidiameter M n of the moon being
very small compared with her distance from the
earth, the line eSto may be considered as
perpendicular to Mm, and mn which represents
the visible breadth of the enlightened part
of the moon's disk to an observer on the earth will have
to Mn the ratio that the versed sine of the angle Smm
has to radius. Now, by instruments, the angles subtended
at the earth by Mn and mn can be measured: and by trigo
nometry,
mm : mn :: 1 : ] — cos. 5mm;
,
mn
.
,
.
mm — win
whence
— = 1 — cos. omm, or cos. omm =
:
Mn
Mn
therefore the angle omm may be found. Then, since 8Mb is a
right angle, the angle SMn is the complement of 5 mm, and
EMn being a right angle, the angle EMS is found. Conse
quently, if at the time of measuring the breadth mn, the
angular distance mes, of the moon from the sun be observed
(both sun and moon being above the horizon), there will be
given, in the plane triangle ems, the side em and all the
angles; to find es, which is the required distance of the
earth from the sun, (about 95,000,000 miles).
The difficulty of the problem consists in obtaining the
measurement of Mn and mn by the micrometer with sufficient
accuracy ; and, if the angular distance of the sun from the
moon be found immediately by observation, in rightly
determining the effects of parallax.
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APPARENT DISPLACEMENTS OF THE CELESTIAL BODIES
ARISING FROM THE FIGURE AND MOTION OF THE
EARTH.
THE EFFECTS OF PRECESSION, ABERRATION, AND NUTATION.

225. The observations of the ancients on the places of the
fixed stars were not sufficiently precise to allow the law of
their apparent motions to be accurately determined by com
parisons of those places with such as have been obtained in a
later age. In endeavouring to ascertain the value and law of
the motions, it has therefore been found proper to compare
the observations made in recent times with those of a date
not more remote than the middle of the eighteenth century,
when celestial observations first acquired the correctness
necessary to render a comparison advantageous.
On comparing the longitudes and latitudes computed from
the right ascensions and declinations of many hundred stars
observed at different epochs since the year 1750, it has been
found that the longitude of each has increased at a mean rate
of 50". 2 annually, while the latitudes undergo in a year
changes not exceeding half a second: and, as it is scarcely
probable that all the stars have equal angular movements
about the axis of the ecliptic, the circumstance suggests the
hypothesis that the equinoctial point T, from which the
longitudes are reckoned, has a retrograde movement on that
great circle of the sphere at the mean rate above mentioned,
as stated in describing the solar orbit (art. 174.). This hypo
thesis being adopted, it should follow that the annual
variations in right ascension and declination, when computed
on that hypothesis, by the rules of trigonometry, agree with
those which are found by observation to take place.
226. In order to find the laws of the variations in declina
tion and right ascension : let y c L be part of a great circle
of the sphere representing the trace of the ecliptic, which
may be considered as fixed, and let p be its pole.
Let T 1 be part of the equator, and p its pole : so that the
angle CTy, the obliquity of the ecliptic, is measured by P?Let s be the place of a star, and draw the great circle^ ST ;
then tt will be the star's longitude, and ts its latitude.
Draw also the declination circle psm ; then, at a given epoch)
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suppose at the commencement of any year ( y being then the
place of the equinoctial point), y m will be the right ascension,
and m s the declination of the star.
Now, at the commencement of the next year (for example)
let the equinoctial point be at E, so that te=50".2; and
let the position of the equator be
B^, having p' for its pole. Draw
the declination circle p's»; then,
at the second epoch, Era will be
the right ascension, and sw the
declination of the star. Again,
pp1 or its equal the angle CEg'
will be the obliquity of the eclip
tic, which, without sensible error,
may be considered the same as at
the former epoch : also, since y
is the pole of the circle jopc, and e is the pole of a circle
passing through p, p' ; the angle vpv' will be measured by
ey. Then, in the spherical triangle p^p', which, since the
angle at p is very small, may be considered as having a right
angle at p or p*, we have (art. 60. (e)) r sin. pp/ = ain.p sin. Vp,
or substituting small arcs and angles, in seconds, for their sines,
pp' (in seconds) = psin. pp.
Again, since y is the pole of pC, the equinoctial colure
PTmay be supposed to pass through P'; and pp' being very
small, the angle y p s (the right ascension of s) may be con
sidered as equal to TfP'S: then producing sp' till it meets a
perpendicular Ft let fall upon it from p ; in the triangle p P7,
which may be considered as plane, we have pp', the angle
pp'*( = yv's) and the right angle at t; to findp'^: thus
ft = pp'cos. tp's, and by substitution,
p'£ (in seconds) =p sin. vp cos. fp's ;
or (0 being the obliquity, and y p's being considered as the
given right ascension ( = a) of the star),
v't (in seconds) = 50". 2 sin. fl cos. a.
But p7 may be considered as the difference between the
polar distances p s and P'S, or the variation of the declination
between the two epochs. Thus the annual precession in
declination is equal to 50".2 sin. 0 cos. a : but 50".2 sin. 6 is
nearly equal to 20".06 ; therefore the precession in declination
may be represented by 20".06 cos. a.
This variation is negative, or the effect of precession on a
star whose right ascension is less than 6 hours, is to diminish
the polar distance, and when the right ascension is zero, the
variation has the greatest negative value, being then about
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equal to — 20".06 : when the right ascension of the star
becomes 6 hours, cos. a, and consequently the precession in
north polar distance, vanishes. The variations afterwards
increase till the right ascension is 12 hours, when they attain
their greatest positive value, being then about + 20".06 : they
afterwards diminish till the right ascension is 18 hours; and
they again increase till the right ascension is 24 hours.
227. The annual precession in right ascension is the dif
ference between f m and e n : in order to find it let fall y e
perpendicularly on E^'; then in the right aDgled triangle
Efe, which may be considered as plane, we have ex = 50".2,
the angle at E equal to pp (= 6) and the right angle at e;
therefore (PI. Trigo., art. 56.)
E T cos 0 = e e (in seconds).
Now, because of the smallness of the angle subtended at
the pole p or p' by the interval in right ascension between m
and n, that part of the precession in right ascension may be
represented by nn' ; and this may be found from the two
spherical triangles P S t and n S n', which have an equal angle
at s, and in which the angles at t' and n may be considered as
right angles. PS and Sra are known, the former being the
given polar distance, and the other being supposed to be equal
to its complement, that is, to the given declination : also in
the triangle pp'£,
P«(=pp' sin. yp's) = 50".2 sin. 9 sin. a.
Therefore, in the spherical triangles ps£ and n&n' (art. 60. (e)),
r sin. Ft = sin. 8 sin. PS and r sin. nn' = sin. s sin. S n.
Consequently
sin. p s : sin. P t : : sin. S n : sin. n n' ;
or substituting the small arcs or angles for their sines,
sin. PS : p<::sin. sm : nn';
whence nn' = -.—— vt ; or (d being the declination)
nn' = ——, 50".2 sin. 0 sin. a =: 50".2 sin. 9 sin. a tan. d.
cos. a
Therefore the whole annual precession in right ascension
(= Ee + nn') is equal to
50".2 (cos. 6 + sin. 6 sin. a tan. d).
And these formulae for the annual precession in declination
and right ascension are found to express very nearly the
differences between the declinations, and between the right
ascensions when observed at considerable intervals of time.
228. About the year 1750, Dr. Bradley, while observing
certain stars which passed the meridian near the zenith of his
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station, discovered that, after having made the necessary cor
rections in the right ascensions and declinations on account
of the effects of general precession, such stars apparently
described in the heavens the circumferences of very small
circles, or the peripheries of small ellipses each returning to
the place in which it was first observed at the end of one
year. Thus, at the time of the vernal equinox, the star y
Draconis was observed on the meridian near the zenith about
the time of sun-rise, when, consequently, the plane of the
meridian must have passed through a tangent to the earth's
orbit ; and the star then appeared to be to the south of that
which, according to computation, should have been its true
place in declination, while its apparent right ascension was
unchanged. At the summer solstice the star was on the me
ridian about midnight, at which time the plane of the meri
dian is nearly at right angles to a line touching the earth's
orbit ; and then the star was nearly in its true place with
respect to declination, but its transit took place at a time
later than the computed time, as if its right ascension had
increased, or the star had moved eastward. Again, at the
time of the autumnal equinox, 7 Draconis was on the meri
dian about sun-set, when the plane of the meridian must have
passed through a tangent to the orbit ; and the star appeared
to the north of its computed place, while the right ascension
became the same as at first. Lastly, at the winter solstice,
the star passed the meridian above the pole at noon, at which
time the declination was the same as at first, but the time of
the transit took place earlier than the computed time, as if
the right ascension had diminished, or the star had moved
westward. The like phenomena were exhibited by every
other star on which observations were made. These variations
of position were found to correspond to such as would result
from the movement of the light transmitted by the star, and
that of the earth in its orbit ; and this cause of the phenomena
being admitted, it is evident that similar variations must
result from the movement of light combined with that of the
earth on its axis, but these are found to be very small.
229. The apparent deviation of a star on account of the
combined movements of light and of the earth, is called the
aberration of the star ; and the manner in which the pheno
mena take place may be thus explained.
Let 8 be the place of a star, and me the position of the
axis of a telescope when the eye is at E, and when a par
ticle of light in a ray proceeding from the star s is at m ; then,
while the particle moves from M to e', the eye of the spectator
is carried from E to e' by the motion of the earth ; so that
N
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e's' becomes the position of the axis of
the telescope when the star is visible, and s'\\V
8' becomes the apparent place of the star.
Now the ratio of ME'toE e' is equal to
that of the velocity of light to the velo
city of the earth in its orbit ; and (PL
Trigon., art. 57.)
me' : ee' :: sin. mee' : sin eme'.
But the angle mee' may be considered as equal to se't, and
eme' is equal to ses'; therefore, substituting the small angle
8 E's' for its sine, the velocity of light is to that of the earth as
sin. Se't is to 8 e's'. Again, the ratio of the velocity of light to
that of the earth being constant, it follows that the aberration
in the plane se't varies with the sine of the angle se't.
Here, from the smallness of the earth compared with the
celestial sphere, E and E' may be considered as either at the
surface or at the centre of the earth, and E T as a tangent to
the earth's orbit : therefore the angle SE's', or the aberration,
is always in a plane passing through the star, the centre of
the earth and a tangent to the orbit. Hence, on the hypo
thesis that the earth revolves annually about the sun, it is
evident that the effect of the combined motions of light and
the earth may be represented by supposing each star to de
scribe annually in the heavens a curve similar and parallel to
the earth's orbit ; the star being always in advance of the
point corresponding to the place of the earth's centre by the
value of the angle SE's'. But, in the region of the fixed
stars, the magnitude of the earth's orbit scarcely subtends any
sensible angle ; and therefore the star appears to describe,
about the place which it would seem to occupy if light passed
instantaneously to the earth, a circle or ellipse at a distance
equal to the measure of the angle SE's': the visible form of
this curve will evidently be different for different stars ac
cording to the position of the plane in which such curve ap
pears to be projected on the celestial sphere.
230.. Since the angle of aberration SE'S' varies with sin.
se't, it will evidently be a maximum when SE'T is a right
angle, in which case the star would be in the direction of a
line drawn from the earth perpendicularly to the plane of its
orbit, that is, on account of the great distance of the stars, in
the pole of the ecliptic. Now the angle se't being known
for some particular star, and the angle SE's' being found by
observation, the amount of aberration for a star in the pole of
the ecliptic may consequently be obtained from the proportion
sin. se't : radius :: SE's' : a.
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This last term is generally called the constant of aberration,
and, from the best observations, it is found to be equal to
20".36. Therefore the formula 20".36 sin. se't gives, for
any star, the value of the aberration in a plane passing through
the star, the earth and a tangent to the earth's orbit. The
position of the last-mentioned plane for any star at a given
time being found, the effects of aberration in longitude and
latitude, in right ascension and declination, may be computed
by the rules of spherical trigonometry.
231. Let the primitive circle ETfA, of which a part only
is drawn, represent
the ecliptic in the
heavens, let p be its
pole, and s the place
of a star: let f
be the equinoctial
point, and for the
given time, let f o
be the longitude of
the sun ; then E, at
the extremity of a
diameter passing through o, will be the place of the earth
when projected in the heavens by a line drawn from the
sun.
Since the earth's orbit may be considered as very small,
the place both of the earth and of the sun may be conceived to
be at the projection p of the pole of the ecliptic ; and p T, at
right angles to OE, may be considered as a tangent to the
earth's orbit. Imagine a great circle to be drawn through S
and T, and also a circle of longitude pA through s ; then the
plane pST is that which passes through the star, the earth
and a tangent to the earth's orbit, and is consequently the
plane of aberration, or that which above is designated set.
The arc oet (reckoning from o in the order T oet, that
is of the signs) is equal to three quadrants, Tfo (= l)
is the longitude of the sun, and T A ( = T) is the longitude of
the star ; therefore aoet is equal to L + 270° — I. Now, in the
plane SpT, the aberration is equal to 20".36 sin. ST: let this
be represented by SS', and imagine pa to pass through S';
also let &'q be drawn through 8' perpendicular to pa: then
$'q, when reduced to the ecliptic, on dividing it by cos. s'«
(art. 70.) becomes A a, the aberration in longitude, and Sq is
the aberration in latitude.
232. To find the aberration in longitude.
N 2
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In the triangle SAT, right-angled at A, we have (art. 60. (e))
sin. at (= sin. aoet) = sin. AST sin. st :
.
e
therefore

.
sin. (l + 27O°-0
^—-.
= sin. ast, or = cos. ss'<7.
sin. ST

But s'<7 = ss' cos. ss'o = 20".36 sin. st ^Hli—^
^J
*
2
sin. st
= 20".36 sin. (l + 270° — I) ;
Or (PI. Trigon., art. 32.)
s'?=20".36 {sin. (l + 270°) cos. I— cos. (l + 270°) sin. 1} ■
and supposing, as in the above figure, that I is less than 90°,
also L + 270° less than 360°, we have
sin (l + 270°) = — cos. L, and cos. (l + 270°) = sin. l;
therefore a'q = — 20".36 (cos. L cos. I + sin. L sin. I),
= — 20".36 cos. (l - t) ;
which being reduced to the ecliptic, we have (art. 70.) X re
presenting the latitude as of the star,
POS (j —— I)

A a (the
aberration in longitude)
K
°
' = — 20".36 —-^
cos. A -.
233. To find the aberration in latitude.
Imagine a great circle s'l (of which s'q may be considered
as a part) to pass through s' perpendicularly to pA and to
cut the ecliptic in i; the point i will be the pole of pA and
the angle at i will be measured by sa, the star's latitude.
Then, in the triangle sit (art. 61.),
sin. st : sin. I :: sin. it : sin. is't.
But sin. I = sin. A. ; and since ia = TO, each of them being
equal to a quadrant, we have it=yo — y a =1, — I;
also s't may be considered as equal to ST ;
,,
,,
.
, ,
, x
sin. X sin. (l — t)
therefore sin. is't (v = sm. ss'o)
-. st
*
','
x' =
sm.
and sq (the aberration in latitude) = s s' sin. ss'q
= 20".36 sin. st sin. ss'q
= 20".36 sin. A sin. (l-Z>
234. To find the aberration in right ascension. Let
w T M be the projection of the celestial equator, and P its
pole: draw the declination circles through PS and PS',
cutting the equator in M and N, and the former cutting the
ecliptic in a' ; also let s' t be drawn from s' perpendicular to
PS: then mn will represent the required aberration in right
ascension.
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In the triangle sa't we have (art. 61.) •
sin. ST : sin. a' :: sin a't : sin. a'st;
,
whence

.
,
mmJ.
sin. A' sin. a't
-.
= sin. a'st = cos. ss'#.
sin. ST

And (reckoning in the order a'OET, that is of the signs)
sin. a't = sin. (y r — y a') = sin. y t cos. y a'
— cos. T T sin- T A' I (PI- Trigon., art. 32.) therefore
sin. a' sin. a't = sin. a' cos. y a' sin. y T
— sin. a' sin. y a' cos. f T . . . . (a).
Now in the triangle pa'b, right angled at b (art. 62. (/)),
r sin. a'b = cotan. a' tan. pb
But y B = 270°, according to the order of signs ; there
fore a'b = 270° — T A'> ^d sin. A'B = —cos. y a': substi
tuting this term for its equivalent, and multiplying both
members by — sin. a', the last equation becomes, cos. a' being
negative,
r sin. a' cos. y a' = cos. a' tan. pb.
Also, in the same triangle we have (art. 60. (/)),
r cos. a' = sin a'pb cos. pb ;
therefore the preceding equation becomes
sin. a' cos. y a' = sin. a'pb sin. pb.
But a'pb = 90° + T m; therefore sin. a'pb = cos. T M =
cos. a (a representing the star's right ascension) : also p b =
90° + vp ; therefore
sin. pb = cos. Fp = cos. 0 (6 representing the obliquity of
the ecliptic).
Consequently sin. a' cos. y &.' = cos. a cos. 6.
Again, in the triangle y a'm, right angled at M (art. 60. (e)),
sin. a' sin. y a' = sin. X M = sm- aLastly, T T (according to the order of signs) = L + 270° ;
therefore
sin. y T = — cos. L, and cos. T T = sm- LThen, substituting all the values just found in the equation
(a) we get sin. a' sin. a't = —(cos. L cos. a cos. 6 + sin. L sin. a).
Now 8'< (= 88' cos. SS't) = 20".36 sin. ST cos. SS'T,
or
= 20".36 sin. A' sin. a't :
Hence it follows that
8,'t = — 20". 3 6 (cos. L cos. a cos. 0 + sin. L sin. a),
which being divided by cos. 8M, or cos. d (d representing the
star's declination) is reduced to the equator, and becomes the
value of M N, the aberration in right ascension.
N 3
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235. To find st the aberration in declination.
Imagine the great circle s'l', of which s't may be con
sidered as a part, to be drawn through s' perpendicularly
to p s, cutting the equator in w, and the ecliptic in i' : then
w will be the pole of PSM, and, St being very small, the
angle at w may be considered as measured by MS, the star's
declination.
Now in the triangle s'i't (art. 61.)
sin. s't : sin. i' :: sin. i't : sin. i's't (= sin. SS7);
,
„
.j.
e
,
•
, ,
sin. i' sin. I' t
therefore, putting
— ST— .
r
b ST tor S'T, sin. i's T =
sin.
But, reckoning according to the order of the signs, i't =
T t — t i' ;
therefore (PI. Trigon., art. 32.) sin. i't = sin. y t cos. T i'—
cos. y T sin. y i',
and sin. I' sin. i't = sin. i' cos. y x' sin. yr —
sin. I sin y i' cos. y T
(b).
Now in the triangle I'w y (art. 61.)
sin. i' : sin. Wf :: sin. w : sin. i' y ;
therefore
sin. i' sin. I' y = sin. w sin. w y :
but (reckoning according to the order of the signs) mw=270°;
therefore TW=TM + 270° = a + 270° ; and sin. T w =
— cos. a, also cos. y W =r sin. a.
Again, multiplying both members of the last equation by
. ' ;— or by cotan. I' y , that equation becomes
sin. I' T
sin. i' cos. i' y = sin. w sin. w y cotan. i' y :
but (art. 62., 2 Cor.) sin. wf cotan. \'y z^cos. w*r cos. y +
cotan. I'wy sin. y ;
also, as above, cos. y t = sin. L, and sin. y t = — cos. L ;
therefore substituting the values of the terms in the above
equation (b) we have
pin. i' sin. i't = — cos. L sin. d sin. a cos. # + cos. L cos. rfsin. 6
— sin. l sin. d cos. a ;
which being divided by sin. st in order to have the value of
sin. i's't, or ss'J, and then multiplied by ss', or by its equi
valent, 20".36 sin. st, the result will be the value of st, the
required aberration in declination.
236. The value of the angle eme' (fig. to art. 229.) for
any star, being supposed to be determined by observation, and
that of the angle se't being obtained by computation; it
will follow, by trigonometry, that the ratio of me' to BE' is
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nearly as 10,110 to 1 ; and since it is not convenient, in this
place, to introduce an account of the celestial observations by
which the velocity of light was first determined, it will be
proper at present to admit the motion of light as an hypo
thesis, and to consider the ratio above mentioned as a result
of the observations by which the aberration was ascertained.
It will then follow, the distance of the earth from the sun
and the mean daily motion of the former in its orbit being
supposed to be known, that the earth must describe in the
orbit an arc subtending at the sun an angle of 20".36 in the
time (8' 13".5, art. 282.) that a particle of light passes from
the sun to the earth ; and hence it will be evident that when
the sun's centre appears in the axis of a telescope, that
centre is apparently 20".36 in advance of the place which
it would occupy if no time elapsed in that passage. The
effect of aberration on the place of the sun is, therefore, the
same as that which takes place on a star situated in the pole
of the ecliptic. Aberration necessarily affects also the ap
parent places of the planets, and its value for each depends
upon the relative motions of the light, the earth and the
planet. The formulae by which its effects are computed are
investigated in several treatises of astronomy.
See Delambre, " Astronomie," torn. iii. eh. 29.
237. The diurnal aberration of light is a phenomenon re
sulting from the movement of light combined with the ro
tation of the earth on its axis : and it differs from the annual
aberration above described, in consequence merely of the
difference between the velocity of the earth on its axis and
in its orbit : now the annual movement of the earth in the
time in which light passes from the sun to the earth is, as
above mentioned, 20".36 ; but if r be the semidiameter of
the earth, and ? that of the earth's orbit supposed to be
circular, we have r1 = -

(p being the sun's equatorial

parallax, or 8". 6) ; therefore the movement of the earth in its
orbit in that time is sin.
-^—
p 20".36 sin. 1", or rputting
° 8".6
20".* 3 6_ r' or
Bn- 1" for sin. », the movement in the orbit is —
o .o
2.355 r. The angular motion of the earth on its axis in
the same time is equal to 2° 3' 18", or in linear measure,
7398" sin. 1". r ; and the annual aberration of a fixed star
when a maximum is 20".36 : therefore
2.355 r : 7398" sin. 1":: 20".36 : 0".3085,
or in sidereal time, 0" 0206. This is the diurnal aberration
N 4
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in right ascension for a star in the equator at the time that
it is on the meridian of a station, the latter being on the ter
restrial equator; but for a station whose latitude is L, the
diurnal rotation being less on the parallel of latitude than at
the equator in the ratio of radius to cos. l, the aberration of
a star on the meridian of the station is, in sidereal time, equal
to 0".0206 cos. L ; if the star be not in the equator, this ex
pression denotes only the aberration on the parallel of the
star's declination, and in order to reduce it to the celestial
equator, or to the value of the aberration in right ascension,
it must be divided by the cosine of the star's declination. The
diurnal aberration in declination is too small to require
notice.
238. The displacement of the pole of the world in con
sequence of the general retrogradation of the equinoctial point
is such that, while the latter point would appear to describe
the circumference of the ecliptic in the heavens, the pole of
the equator would describe a circle about the pole of the
ecliptic with an equal angular motion (50".2 annually), and
at a distance equal to the mean obliquity of the two circles.
But Dr. Bradley remarked that the observed declinations of
stars differed from those which resulted, by computation, from
the hypothesis of a uniform precession by small quantities
which varied very slowly between the extreme limits (about
4- 9" and — 9"), and he discovered that the star returned to
the same position in declination in about eighteen or nineteen
years ; in which time either of the nodes of the moon's orbit
revolves about the earth. It may be observed that this ap
parent displacement of the stars was a discovery made sub
sequently to that of aberration ; and that its effects in the
course of one year are much smaller than those which result
from the movement of light and of the earth.
239. In order to explain the nature of the displacement let
qn be the mean place of the celestial equator and p its pole
at a time when the moon's ascending node
N
is at the equinoctial point Q. At such
/-'
time it was observed by Bradley that the /
polar distance of a star s whose right /
ascension was six hours, instead of being u |~—g--*•
represented by p s, was less than the \
value of that arc by about 9" ; while the \
polar distance of a star s' whose right
^-,
ascension was eighteen hours exceeded ps'
by the same quantity ; at the same time a star at s" or s'",
whose right ascension was 0 or twelve hours, appeared to suffer
no change of declination ; and therefore the phenomena were
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such as would take place if the pole of the equator were at A,
at a distance from P equal to about 9" of a degree. Again,
let Q N represent the mean place of the equator and p its pole
at a^time when, by its retrogradation, the moon's node is at
N, its longitude being then 270 degrees. At such time (about
four and a half years from the former time) the polar distance
of a star s"' whose right ascension is zero, instead of being re
presented by P s'" was less than the value of that arc by about
7", while that of a star s" whose right ascension was twelve
hours exceeded p s" by the same quantity : at that time a star
at s or s' appeared to suffer no change of declination ; there
fore the phenomena were such as would take place if the pole
of the equator were at B, at a distance from p equal to about
seven seconds. When the moon's node was at L (about nine
years from the commencement of the observations) the ob
served declinations of stars were such as would take place if
the pole of the equator were at c in the solsticial colure npn',
at a distance from p equal to ap; and during the following
nine years the variations of declination were observed to take
place as in the preceding period but in a reverse order. These
observations were made between the years 1727 and 1746,
and Dr. Bradley's conclusion was that the phenomena might
be represented by supposing an oscillation of the plane of the
equator upon the line of the equinoxes, combined with the
general movement of that line on the centre of the ecliptic ;
so that the pole of the world, or the extremity of the axis of
the equator, which axis is always at right angles to the plane
of that circle, seems to describe a small elliptical figure abcd
about the point p, the mean place of the pole.
240. It is easy to conceive, since p is supposed to be con
stantly moving in the circumference of a circle at the mean
rate of 50".2 annually, while the
revolving pole describes the peri- _
phery A b c D in nineteen years, that,
if pq represent the part of the peri
phery described in that time by the
mean pole P about the pole of the ecliptic, the curve line p'q', a
species of epicycloid, will represent the corresponding path of
the revolving pole in the same time. This oscillatory motion of
the pole about its mean place is designated nutation ; and the
effects of such movement in changing the apparent right as
censions and declinations of stars are called nutation in right
ascension and nutation in declination. That which has been
described above depends on the movement of the moon's as
cending node ; and it is therefore designated the lunar nuta
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tion. Corresponding variations are found to depend on the
place of the sun, and these constitute the solar nutation.
When the position of the pole p' in the ellipse of nutation is
determined for any given time, the effects of nutation on
the right ascension and polar distance of any particular star
may be determined by spherical trigonometry in a manner
exactly similar to that which has been described in finding the
effects of the general precession.
241. Thus, let p be the pole of the ecliptic, and p the
mean place of the pole of the equator at a given epoch : also,
agreeably to the hypothesis of Bradley, let it be
supposed that ABCD in which the true pole p' is
situated is an ellipse, and imagine the circle
Abed to be described about it. The pole p'
being at A when the moon's ascending node is
at Q (fig. to art. 239.), and at B when the node is
at n, and so on; let the angle ape be equal to
the distance of the node from Q in a direction
contrary to the order of the signs (that is, let
APE be equal to 360° minus the longitude of the node) : then
drawing EP perpendicular to AC, the place of p' may be con
ceived to be the intersection of this line with the periphery of
the ellipse.
Now, by conic sections, ap : bp::ef : p'f,
and by trigonometry, ef : p'f :: tan. epa : tan. p'pa.
But, from the best observations, ap, called the constant of nu
tation, = 9".239 and bp = 7".18 (Mem. Astr. Soc, vol. xii.);
and putting n for the longitude of the moon's node,
tan. BPAn - tan. N, also cos. epa = cos. N ;
7". 18
therefore
tan p'pa= —
'tan. N.
Again, by trigonometry,
pe : pp' :: sec. epa : sec. p'pa, or :: cos. p'pa : cos. epa;
.,

c

therefore

,

pp' =

PECOS. EPA

eu.nnn

COS. N

;
= 9".239
cos. p'pa — "' '
cos. p'pa'

Then, in the spherical triangle j>pp' (art. 61.),
sin. A p p' : sin. T'p p : : sin. p'p : sin. p p' ;
or, putting pp (equal to the obliquity of the ecliptic) for v'p
and representing it by 8 ; also putting small arcs or angles for
their sines,
sin. app' : p'^p::sin. 8 : pp';
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PP' sin. APP'

therefore

v'pv

Bin. 0
Substituting the above value of pp', we have
9".239 cos. N sin. app'
9".239 cos. N x
p'pp
-.—0a cos. app'— =
-.—0
tan. app'.
sin.
r =
sin.

And again, substituting the above value of tan. app', we have
9".239 cos. N 7". 18 x

*PV =

SnTF— 9^239 tan- N'

which, after reduction, becomes — 18".03 sin. N.
This is called the lunar equation of precession, or the lunar
equation of the equinoctial points in longitude.
From the value of pp' above, we have
pf (= pp' cos. p'pa) = 9".239 cos. N.
This is called the lunar equation of obliquity.
242. By processes exactly similar to those which were
employed for finding the precession in right ascension and
declination, the effects of nutation in those directions may be
found. For let T C represent part of the trace of the ecliptic,
of which p is the pole ; f R the trace of part of the mean
equator whose pole is p, and E r' the trace of part of the true
equator at the given time ; and, for this time, let N represent
the longitude of the moon's node,
let p' be the pole of the equator,
and let s be the place of a star.
The figure being completed as
before (art. 226.), the arc TE is
equal to the angle pp p', and repre
sents the lunar equation of the
equinoctial points in longitude:
then, the angle at e being repre
sented by 0, the obliquity; and
K'
ft being let fall perpendicularly on er', we have (PL Trigo.,
art. 56.)
EX cos. 0 = e£ ; or, since ex = p'jdp,
— 18".03 sin. N. cos. 0 =Et.
This is called the equation of the equinoctial points in right
ascension, in seconds of a degree ; or when divided by 15, it
expresses that equation in time.
243. Let fall p'r perpendicularly on p s ; then
P'Pr (— p'pk — rps) = p'pr — /|" — a) (a representing
T m the right ascension of the star) :
or p'pr = p PR + a — - .
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Also Fr ■= pp' cos. p'Pr = pp' sin. (p'pr + a)
= pp' (sin. p'pr cos. a + cos. p'pb sin. a) ;
then, for pp' sin. p'pr substituting p'pp sin. 0 (art. 241), or
— 18".03 sin. N sin. 0; and for PP' cos. p'pr substituting
9".239 cos. n,
we get Pr = 9".239 cos. N sin. a — 18".03 sin. N sin. 0 cos. a;
and this is the nutation in north polar distance.
244. In finding the nutation in right ascension, n n' may
be considered as the measure of the angle subtended at either
pole P or P' by the interval between n and m ; also Sn may
be considered as equal to the declination d of the star, and
8 p' as its complement : then, as in the case of general preces
sion (art. 227.),
sin. p's : pV :: sin. Sn : nn',
that is
cos. d : p'r : : sin. d : nn' ;
consequently nn' = P'r tan. d.
But p'r — pp' sin. p'pr = pp' cos. (p'pr + a)
— PP' (cos. p'pr cos. a — sin. p'pr sin. a)
= 9".239 cos. N cos. a + 18".03 sin. n. sin. 0 sin. a;
therefore
nn' = (9".239 cos. ncos. a + 18."03 sin. n. sin. 0 sin. a) tm.d.
This value of nn' being added to the above value of e(
gives the required lunar nutation in right ascension.
245. The stars are known to suffer an apparent displace
ment depending on the position of the sun with respect to the
point of the vernal equinox, and similar to that which de
pends on the moon's node ; but, on account of its smallness,
it is incapable of being detected in a separate form by actual
observations, and is only known as a result of theory. Its
effects may be represented by a motion of the pole of the
world in an ellipse about its place in that which depends on
the moon : the major axis of such ellipse is 0".435 and the
minor axis is 0".399. But, since the inequality is compen
sated twice in each year, being the greatest at the times of
the solstices (June and December) and vanishing at the times
of the equinoxes (March and September) the angle corre
sponding to ape (art. 241.), instead of being equal to the
excess of 360° above the longitude of the moon's node, is
equal to twice the sun's longitude.
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CHAP. XL
THE ORBITS OF PLANETS AND THEIR SATELLITES.
the elements op planetary obbits. — variability of the
elements. — kepler's three laws
processes for finding
forthe time of a planet's revolution about the sun
buls for the mean motions, angular velocities and times
of describing sectoral areas in elliptical orbits
modi
fications of kepler's laws for bodies moving in para
bolical orbits.
motions of the satellites of jupiter,
saturn, and uranus
immersions etc. of jupiter's satel
lites.
the orbits of satellites are inclined to the
ecliptic. — saturn's ring.

246. The distance of a planet from the sun may be deter
mined approximatively in terms of the earth's distance from
that luminary by various processes. For example, if s re
present the sun, e the earth, and v one of the
inferior planets, Mercury or Venus, supposed
to revolve in a circular orbit about s, in the
plane of the ecliptic; and if the angle sev be
observed with an instrument at the time when
the planet appears to be at its greatest elonga
tion from the sun, or if sev be taken to repre
sent the difference between the longitude of the
sun and the geocentric longitude of the planet at that time ;
then the visual ray ve being a tangent to the orbit of v, and
consequently at right angles to sv, we have (PI. Trigon.,
art. 56.)
sv= se sin. sev.
Thus sv, the required distance, may be found.
With respect to a superior planet, its distance from the
sun, in terms of the distance of the latter from the earth,
might be computed approximatively by means of observations
made at times when the planet appears to be stationary, be
fore and after its apparent movement is in retrograde order.
Thus, let s be the sun, p a superior planet, supposed to be in
the plane of the ecliptic ; and let E be the place of the earth
in its orbit when a tangent to the latter would pass through
P : at this time p appears to an observer at e to be stationary
in the heavens, the apparent movement being subsequently
retrograde or from p towards p. At the same time let the arc
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sp, the apparent distance of P from a fixed
star * in the plane of the ecliptic, be found
by an angular instrument. Now if, for
the present, the motion of p towards p', in
its orbit, be neglected; when the earth,
having described the arc eae', arrives at
e' where a tangent to its orbit would also
pass through p, the planet is again sta
tionary ; and in this situation of the earth
let the arc sp', or the apparent distance
of p from s, be measured. Then ep or
sp being very small compared with the distance of * from
E or 8, the arc pp' ( = sp' — sp) may be considered as the
measure of the angle pvp or epe', and half of this arc or
angle may be considered as equal to EPS: therefore, in the
plane triangle pes, right angled at e, the distance se being
given, the line SP or the distance of the planet p from the
sun may be computed. But while the earth is moving from
E to E', the planet will have moved from p to p'; in which
case the apparent angular distance of P' from s will be sp",
and the angular movement of p about the sun, that is the
angle psp', which maybe considered as equal to pe'p', must
be added to the arc pp" obtained from the observations, in
order to have the arc pp', or the angle epe'.
The distance of the planet Mars from the earth may be
obtained by means of its diurnal parallax ; the latter being
deduced from corresponding observations at two points on
the earth's surface as described in art. 160., and such observa
tions are made by astronomers when opportunities present
themselves.
247. The observed right ascensions and declinations of a
planet enable an astronomer to obtain a series of points in the
celestial sphere, which being supposed to be joined, there will be
formed a trace of the line of the planet's motion in space, as it
would appear to an observer on the earth's surface ; and neg
lecting the diurnal parallax, it may be considered as the
trace of the geocentric path.
But if it be assumed that the planets revolve about the sun
as the centre, or a focus of their orbits ; then, preparatory to
determining the forms of the orbits, the places which a planet
seems to occupy in the heavens, when viewed from the earth,
must be reduced to the places which it would appear to
occupy if seen from the sun : with respect, however, to the
longitude of a planet, no such reduction is necessary when
the planet is in conjunction with, or in oppositi'on to the sun ;
the geocentric longitude being then the same as the helio
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centric longitude, or differing from it by exactly 180 degrees.
The two inferior planets, Mercury and Venus, frequently
come in conjunction with the sun ; and every year the superior
planets are in one or both positions.
248. The elements to be determined for the purpose of ob
taining a knowledge of a planet's orbit are : — the longitude
of the ascending node, the inclination of the plane of the
orbit to the ecliptic, the time in which a sidereal revolution of
the planet about the sun is performed, and the excentricity.
In order to ascertain the place of a planet in its orbit at a
given time, there must previously be known the longitude of
the planet at a certain epoch, and also the longitude of the
perihelion point at the same epoch.
249. Now, as indicated in art. 191., the geocentric lon
gitudes and latitudes can at all times be computed by the
formulae (a) and (b) in art. 181., from the observed right
ascensions and declinations, the obliquity of the ecliptic being
given ; and, the sun being supposed to be always in the plane
of the earth's path, it follows that when the geocentric
latitude becomes zero, the heliocentric latitudes will also be
zero, or the planet will be in the plane of the ecliptic, that is
in one of the nodes of the orbit : hence the first step in the
determination of a planet's orbit about the sun should be the
discovery of the places of the nodes. For this purpose it is
merely necessary to find in the registers of the computed
geocentric longitudes of the planet, two such longitudes at
times in which they are nearly the same as those of the sun,
or differ from them by nearly 180 degrees, and in which the
latitudes are nearly zero, the planet being at the first time
southward, and at the other northward of the ecliptic ; for
between the times of these observations, the planet must have
been in the ascending node. Then, by a simple proportion
founded on the apparent angular movements of the planet in
longitude and latitude at the time, which may be obtained by
taking differences between the computed daily longitudes and
latitudes, the longitude of the node and the time of the planet
being in it can be found : thus there is obtained an approxi
mation to the heliocentric longitude of the ascending node.
If when the latitudes were nearly zero, the first latitude had
been northward, and the other southward, the longitude
determined in like manner would have been that of the
descending node : and as it will be found that the difference
between the longitudes of the two nodes is nearly equal to
180 degrees, it is evident that, at such times, the line of nodes
passes accurately or nearly through the sun and earth. The
earth having but a momentary position in this line, it follows
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that the latter passes constantly through the sun only ; and
therefore the sun must be considered as the centre or focus of
the orbit of each planet.
250. When the geocentric place of a planet's ascending or
descending node has been found, it is easy to determine the
inclination of its orbit to the ecliptic ; and the manner of
finding this element may be thus explained. Among the
geocentric longitudes and latitudes of the planet, whether
superior or inferior, which may be computed from the ob
served right ascensions and declinations, let one such longi
tude and latitude be taken for a time when the longitude of
the sun is equal to that of the node ; when consequently both
the earth and sun will be in the direction of the line of nodes.
Then, let npn' represent the planet's
orbit, and NpN' its orthographical
projection on the plane of the ecliptic;
let also NK' be the line of nodes, in
which let s be the sun and E the |
earth. Again, let p be the planet,
and imagine Fp to be let fall per
pendicularly on n/>n' : draw p A per
pendicular to nn', also join p and a,
p and e, and p and e. The angle
VAp ( = PNp) is the inclination of
the planet's orbit to the ecliptic; ne^ is the difference be
tween the longitude of the sun, or node, and the geocentric
longitude of the planet, and PEp is the planet's geocentric
latitude.
In the triangles PEp, EAp, right angled at p and A, we
have (PI. Trigon., art. 56.)
Fpz=Ep tan. PEp, and Ap=np sin. ne^> ;
therefore

—(■= tan. p a p) = -=—
Ap v

r'

*;

Sin. NEj9

and thus the angle paj» or the required inclination is found.
It must be remarked that, in a register of observations, it
will be scarcely probable that any should be found for the
time at which the longitude of the sun is precisely equal to
that of the node ; but as the daily angular motions of the sun
and planet in longitude are supposed to be known approximatively, the longitude of the planet may, by proportion, be
found for the required moment of the conjunction of the sun
and node.
251. The longitudes of a planet's nodes being found for
two times distant by a considerable interval, and allowance
being made for the precession of the equinoxes during the
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time, it will be discovered that the places of the nodes are not
fixed in the heavens : the inclinations of the orbits experience
also some variations ; but these, as well as the changes in the
excentricities, and the positions of the perihelia, can at present
be determined correctly by theory alone. If the times of two
successive arrivals of the planet at the same node, with the
longitudes of the node, be obtained from observations, the
interval will be the periodical time of the planet's tropical
revolution about the sun ; and hence its mean movement
about the sun may be determined : or, if instead of the lon
gitudes of the node, there be found the distances of the node
from a fixed star, the time of a sidereal revolution will be
obtained. If the planet have made many revolutions about the
sun between the observed times of its arrival at the same node,
and allowance be made for the movement of the node in the
interval, the mean movement may be very correctly obtained.
252. The longitude of the ascending node of a planet's
orbit, and also the inclination of the orbit to the plane of the
ecliptic being found, the planet's radius vector, and its
distance from the node may be determined for any given time
by means of its observed right ascension and declination : and
the method of rectangular co-ordinates is that which is now
generally employed for the purpose. Thus (fig. to art. 184.),
let e be the centre of the earth, s that of the sun, and p the
place of a planet : let the plane xe y be the ecliptic, and let
a plane passing through P and 8 cutting the ecliptic in a" SB
be the orbit of the planet, the line a" SB, which for sim
plicity is supposed to be parallel to ex, being the line of
the nodes. Imagine also eq, so/ to be drawn in the plane
ext to the place of the equinoctial point in the heavens :
these lines, on account of the great distance of that point,
may be considered as parallel to one another. Then ea,
eb, the sun's co-ordinates with respect to e, being repre
sented by x and T, es by R, the angle q'sx' or the longitude
of the node by n, and QE s the sun's longitude by L, we have,
as in art. 184.,
x = R cos. (l — n), YrR sin. (h — n).
Next ea', eb', pm, the geocentric co-ordinates of the
planet p being represented by x, y, z; qem, the planet's
geocentric longitude by I, so that xem = Z — n, and PEM,
its geocentric latitude by A; also ep being represented by
r, we have, as in the same article,
x = t cos. A cos. (I— n)"l
Cx' = r cos. A cos. (/— n) — a cos. (l — n)
y=r cos. A sin. (l—ti) 1 ; whence-j y =r cos. A sin. (/—»)— a sin. (l— n)
z = r sin. A
J
L2=r sin. A

and

sp* (z3?•'2)=:R2^-?•2 — 2 Rr cos. X cos. (I — l).
O
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The inclination pa"m of the plane of the orbit to the
ecliptic being known and represented by 6, we have also
r sin. \ ■= {r cos. X sin. (/ — n) — R sin. (l — n)} tan, 0 :
from these equations there may be obtained the values of r, r1,
and subsequently those of x', y', and z.
Then in the plane triangles, sa"p, sa"m, right angled at a",
we have
SP : sa" :: rad. : cos. psa", sa" : a"m :: rad. : tan. msa";
and in the triangle 8 MP, right angled at M,
SM ( = (sa"q + a"m2)*) : pm :: rad. : tan. psm.
From the first of these proportions we obtain psa", which is
the planet's heliocentric angular distance from its node, ou the
orbit ; from the second, the planet's heliocentric distance in
longitude from the node ; and from the third, its heliocentric
latitude.
253. If the geocentric longitude and latitude of the planet
had been found from observations for the time when the
planet p was in conjunction
with the sun (the earth being
still at e), and consequently
the heliocentric as well as the
geocentric longitude of the
planet being the same as the
longitude of the sun, the com
.--'U'
putation for determining the
planet's heliocentric latitude
and radius vector would have been more simple. For, the
perpendicular let fall from p upon the plane of the ecliptic
being supposed to meet the latter in N, and a"n being drawn
perpendicularly to SA" or to ex,
PN

„

PN

~rr = tan. pa"n = tan. a, and — — tan. psn:
A"N
SN
therefore
a"n tan. fl = SN tan. psn,
or
8N : a"n :: tan. 6 : tan. psn.
But in the right angled triangle SA"N
sn : a"n :: rad. : sin. a"sn [ = sin. (l— «)];
therefore rad. : sin. (l — ri) :: tan. 6 : tan. psn.
Thus psn, the planet's heliocentric latitude, is found. Now
the angle pen, the planet's geocentric latitude, is known from
the observation, therefore the angle SPE, the planet's parallax
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in latitude ( = psn— pen), is also known ; and in the triangle
PSE,

sin. spe : sin. pes :: se : sp.
Thus SP, the radius vector, is obtained in terms of the earth's
distance from the sun. By similar processes the values of the
radius vector and heliocentric latitude might be found from
observations made when the planet is in opposition to the
sun.
254. If the values of s p be computed from the geocentric
longitudes and latitudes obtained from observations made
when the planet is at different distances from either node,
those values will serve to determine the figure of the orbit ;
and from such values it has been found that the orbits of the
planets are nearly elliptical. In each orbit, also, the areas
described by the radii vectores s P, in different times, are found
to be nearly proportional to the times ; and for all the planets,
the squares of the periodical times of their revolutions about
the sun are found to be nearly proportional to the cubes of
their mean distances from that luminary. These are called
Kepler's three laws, having been discovered by that astro
nomer ; and Newton has proved that they are necessary con
sequences of the law of general attraction which prevails
among the bodies of the universe. It must be understood,
however, with respect to the third law, that it holds good
only on the supposition that the revolving planet is a ma
terial point : in fact, if P be the periodical time of a planet's
revolution about the sun, M the sum of the masses of the sun
and planet, and a $he semi-axis major of the orbit, we should
have, from Physical Astronomy, (jr = 3.1416)
»'2 would vary with M

255. The truth of Kepler's laws being admitted, those laws
may be, and are employed for the purpose of obtaining the
elements of a planet's orbit by the help of data obtained from
observation. If, for example, the periodical time P of a
planet's sidereal revolution about the sun have been ascer
tained, the semi-axis major of the orbit, supposed to be an
ellipse, may be readily determined : thus, the earth being
considered as a planet, and the period of its sidereal revolution
being 365.256384 da., also the semi-axis of its orbit being sup
posed to be unity ; we have, conformably to Kepler's third law,
365.256384 days : p (in days) :: 1* : a*;
where a is the semi-axis required.
o 2
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256. On the other hand, having, from observations made
at short intervals of time, two or any number of the geo
centric longitudes of a planet with the longitudes of the sun
at the several times of observation, it is possible by successive
approximations, without a knowledge of the time in which an
entire revolution about the sun is performed, to find that
time and also a radius vector of the orbit. Thus (fig. to
art. 253.), let 8 represent the sun, E the earth, and p7 the
planet ; also let N' be the projection of p' on the plane of the
ecliptic, and let eq, or sq' drawn parallel to EQ, be the line
of the equinoxes : then the angle SEN'(=:QEN'-QES) will
represent the difference between the geocentric longitude of
p' and the longitude of the sun. Again, let E s ( = unity) be
the earth's mean distance from the sun. Now, the planet
being (for example) supposed to be beyond the earth with
respect to the sun, and being conceived to revolve about the
sun in a circular orbit, with uniform motion, let SP' or SN',
supposed also to be equal to one another, be represented by
any assumed number r greater than unity ; then, in the plane
triangle SEN' we shall have
r : 1 :: sin. sen' : sin. en's
The angle en's may be called the planet's annual parallax,
and being added to sen', the sum (in the figure) is equal to
nsn' : this last angle being added to NSQ', or its equal QES,
gives the value of Q'SN', which is the heliocentric longitude
of the planet. Compute in like manner, with an equal radius
r, the heliocentric longitude QSN" corresponding to a second
observation, and let t, f, be the two times of observation;
then Q'sn"—q'sn' will be the difference between the helio
centric longitudes corresponding to the difference f—t be
tween the times : and, the motion in the orbit being considered
as uniform, we have
q'sn"— q'sn' : f—t:: 360 degrees : p;
where P represents the time in which the planet would make
a revolution about the sun. Now, comparing the revolutions
of the earth and planet about the sun, by Kepler's third law,
we have,
l1 : rl :: 365.256384 da. : p.
The like computations may be made with other observed
longitudes and times : and as, probably, none of the periodical
times determined by the first proportion will agree with that
which is determined by the second, the assumed value of r
must be changed till such agreement is obtained in the
results.
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257. If there be obtained from observations, by means such
as have been already stated, three radii vectores, as S p, with the
three corresponding heliocentric angular distances of the planet
from the node ; the angular distance of the perihelion point
of the orbit from the same node, the semi-axis major and the
excentricity may be determined in the following manner.
Let r, r1, r" be the three radii vectores ;
/, V, I" the three observed angular distances from the node ;
p the required angular distance of the perihelion point
from the node ;
a the required transverse axis of the ellipse, and
a e the required excentricity.
.a
(1—7——;
e2) ,
Then, since, from the nature of the ellipse,
r r = ■?—,—
l + ecos.(7—p)
we have from the three observations,
1 +e cos. (I—p)=a (1— e2)-

.... (1.)

l+e cos. {V—p) =a (1— e1)- .... (11.)
1 +e cos. (l"—p) =a (1— e2)-^ .... (ill.)
Subtracting (1.) from (11.), and (1.) from (in.), we have, re
spectively,
*{coe. (l'-p)-cos. (l-p)}=a(l-e'2) (p-~)
and

«{cos. (I"—p)— cos. (I—p)} = a (1— e1) (—

J;

Again, dividing the former by the latter and putting Q for
the quotient of the last factors, such quotient being a known
quantity,
cos. (I'— p)— cos. (l—p) _
cos. (I"— p)— cos. (l—p)~
but (PI. Trigon., art. 41.)
cos. A — cos. B = 2 sin. J (a + b) sin. •J (b — a);
therefore
sin. ^ (l' + l-2p) sin, l (I- 1') _
sin. \ (l"+l- 2 p) sin. |(Z- 1") ~ Q'
Now the second factor in the numerator and denominator
is a known quantity; therefore, if the equation be divided
by sin. %(l— I') and multiplied by sin. £ (I— I"), the second
o 3
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member will still be a known quantity ; let it be represented
by R: then

Bm.^(l' + l-2p)_
sin. i (l" + l-2P)-ti'
or, putting m for ^ (P -f 7) and n for £ (I" + 1), we have
sin. (rn-j?)
whence ,pL Tri
art 32 n
Bin. (n—p)
\
s >
/
sin. m cos. p— cos. m sin. p = R (sin. « cos. p — cos. n sin. p),
and dividing by cos. p,
sin. wi — cos. m tan. pz=~R (sin. m— cos. w tan. /?) ;
therefore (r cos. n— cos. m) tan. p r= r sin. w— sin. m :
whence tan. /?, and consequently p, the required distance of
the perihelion point, is found. This value of p being substi
tuted in any two of the equations (i.), (n.), and (in.), there
may from thence be obtained the values of a and of ae, the
semi-axis major and the excentricity of the orbit.
The greatest equation of the centre for the orbit of any
planet may be obtained by a method similar to that which
has been explained in describing the orbit of the earth.
258. The mean diurnal motion of a planet in its orbit may
be found from that of the earth, the truth of Kepler's laws
for elliptical orbits being assumed : thus, the squares of the
periodical times of revolution being proportional to the cubes
of the distances from the sun ; if the semi-axis major of a
planet's orbit be expressed in terms of the like semi-axis of
the earth's orbit (that is, if the former be represented by a,
the unit of which is the mean distance of the earth from the
sun), we have, p being the time, in days for example, of the
earth's revolution about the sun, and p' the time of the planet's
revolution,

whence p' = po', and —— or
j is the planet's mean daily
p
Pa'
angular movement about the sun ; in which

, or 5 9' 8". 19,

may be represented by n. Therefore, if t denote any given
number of days, the mean angular motion for that time in
nt
the orbits of different planets may be expressed by —5.
259. To find the angular velocity of a planet in any part
of an elliptical orbit, let r represent the radius vector of a
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planet and -=~- the angle at the sun between two places of the
ja

planet at an interval of time equal to one day ; then r -j- may
represent the orbital arc described by the planet in one day,
and, by mensuration, \ r2 -=- may represent the sectoral area
described by the radius vector in the same time, while by
conic sections, a representing the semi-transverse axis, ae the
excentricity, and nr — 3.1416, the area of the ellipse is
a2 (1 — c)*7r: but the areas varying as the times,
a*(\—e*)*ir = £r2 ^ :: 365.256384 a' : 1 (=lday). (a)
d6
a*fl — ea)i
Therefore -=- = .0172 —^-5—'— expresses the angular move
ment required ; and it follows that the angular velocity in
different parts of the same elliptical orbit varies inversely as
the square of the radius vector.
260. Previously to finding the time in which the radius
vector of a planet revolving in an elliptical orbit will describe about the sun, in
one of the foci, the sectoral area corre
sponding to a given anomaly, the value of
such, sectoral area must be determined.
f
For this purpose let vc, the semitransverse axis, be represented by a; CF, the
excentricity, by a e ; and the anomaly v F p,
reckoned from the perihelion, by 0 : then by conic sections,
fp, the radius vector, = a -—-

-. ; and if d 0 (rad. = 1)

represent the angle pf/> described by the radius fp in a unit
of time, FP.dfl may be considered as the value of the arc Pp ;
and we shall have, by Mensuration, £ a2 (1 — e'2)2 (l + ecosjy
for the area of the elementary sector pf^.
In order to integrate this expression, assume
p
di
A sin, 9
/* dd
J (1+e cos. 0)2_ 1+e cos. 0
«/l+ecos. 0'
then, on differentiating, we get
d6
_acos. 0 (1+e cos. 9) d$+Ae sin.20<f0
(l+ecos.0)2~
d+e cos. 0)2
B (1+e cos. 8)d&
(1+ecos. 0)a
o 4
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and equating like terms in the numerator, we get
A= — ,

3, B =

l-*2'

1—*."

Next, assume cos. 9 — (1-cos.
, an equation equivalent to

'(l+cos.9>'
then, on differentiating, — sin. 6 di = — ~ „*:
(1+x2)2
but sin. 9 = ——-; therefore d i z=
-, and
l+x*
1+x2
<f«
2rfx
l+ecos.9 ~~ l+e + (l-e)3r» ' wWch laSt fraction ma7 be Put
dx
in the form

2

VI +c
(fe)'

1+e
The integral of this expression is evidently

but (PLTrigon., art 39.) tan. 2 c = ,2 ^n' c ; therefore,
1 — tan-^c
putting x ^y— ) for tan. c, we have

tan.2c=—*±pL=*lLQ£*)_ and
f d*
1_
.
_ 2x(l-e2)
^ 1+e cos. «-(l-e2)t ^ ten— l+c_(i_e)^'
Again, by Trigonom., cos. c = 7-~———-~ , and for tan. C
^i +tan. c^4

or, since x"2 = 1 — cos. 6
1+cos. fl'
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2x(\-e*)
^—4-—s ,becomes
arc tan.
(T^ji ""'
"— - 1 +e-{\-e) x8
1
e 4- cos. 8
t^j
5-rr arc 008.=^—
«;
(1— e2)*
1+ecos. 9
.
„
/»
rf 9
e
sin. 9
therefore / 7^
^5 = —^.
, 7—
7+
«/ (1 + e cos. 9)2
1 — e2 1 + e cos. 9
1
1
e + cos. 9
arc cos.
1+ecos. 9
1—-e2 (1 — e2)*
and £ a2 (1 —e2)2 /*,

r« j or the area of an elliptical

sector, as vfp, is equal to
. ...
. r
1
e + cos. 9 — e sin. 9 ?
i<r(l—
e2)}-^
jf .
2 v
Hi— e 5^
)* arc cos. = —
1+ecos. r9 r—1+ecos. 9i
261. Now, the areas described by the radii vectores varying
with the times, the fourth term of the proportion (a) (art. 259.)
becomes, on substituting this expression for \ r2 -7- and P for
365.256384,
Pal r
e+cos. 9
2¥ iam C°8, - 1+ecos. 9

e sin. 9 (1 — e2)*i
1 + e cos. 9 i ;

and this is the time in which the planet, setting out from
the perihelion, would describe about the sun an angle
equal to 9.
262. In the elliptical theory the three laws of Kepler
may be considered as facts obtained from observation : but
some of the comets describe about the sun ellipses whose
major axes are of such extent that, during the time in which
the comets are visible, their paths differ but little from
portions of parabolas; and, for the sake of facilitating the
investigation of the elements, they are considered as such.
Now if a body, as a comet, be supposed to move in a para
bolical curve, the sectoral area described in a given time by a
radius vector cannot be compared with the entire area, since
the latter is infinite ; neither can the time in which the body
describes any arc of the curve, nor the time in which the
radius vector describes any angle at the focus, be compared
with the time of a revolution, since the curve line does not
return into itself; it will be necessary, therefore, to show
how the laws of Kepler relating to movements in ellipses,
require to be modified when they are to be applied to the
movement of any body in a parabola.
263. By Kepler's theorem (arts. 203. and 258.) we have,
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for any planet moving in an elliptical orbit whose semitransverse axis is represented by a,
nt
—^z=u — e sin. u,
a
u being the excentric anomaly, e the excentricity of the orbit
on the supposition that the semi-transverse axis is unity, and
nt
—j representing the mean angular motion in the time t, the
a?

latter being reckoned in days from the instant that the planet
was in the perihelion point v. Then, if d represent the
perihelion distance yf (fig. to art. 260.), that is, if D = a — ae,
in which case e = 1

; on substituting this value in the

) sin. u : and if the ellipse
equation we get -r=8 —(1
a*
a
become a parabola, in which case a (in the second member)
may be considered
as infinite, or
cons

as zero, the last equation

will become
nt
-j =u — sin. u.
Now, developing the arc \u in terms of its tangent, we
have (PL Trigon., art. 47.) \u =tan. \u— ^tan.3 £u+ &c. :
2 tan. —u
also, sin. u = t + Vr or» on dividing,
J. ~t~ tun.

3-M

sin. m = 2 tan. £w — 2 tan.3 %u + &c. ; therefore,
m — sin. u = % tan.3 ^u — &c.
But (art. 204.), 6 representing the true anomaly, we have
tan. itt=tan. *l (J^)*;
and substituting for e its equivalent above, the equation
becomes
D

tan. ^u = tan. $0 f_£__ ") ;
2-a
whence

tan." i*=tan.« $0 (_2_ V.
2-a
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?
and

I

a— sin. w( = —) =f tan.3 £0 (—— ) — &c
a

Consequently, rejecting - in the denominator of the last
member,
2_ D3tan.3i0 — &c,
*=—
'3re'
the factor d* and different powers of tan \ 0 entering into all
the terms of this second member. From this investigation it
may be inferred that, in different parabolical orbits, the squares
of the times in which the moving body, or its radius vector,
describes about the focus equal angles 0, reckoned from the
perihelion, are to one another as the cubes of the perihelion
distances.
264. From the proportion (a) (art. 259.) we have
d6
|r! -j- (the sectoral area described in one day, in an ellipse)
equal to —>

,
or to —5
'—, that is, in different
pa5
p
ellipses, the sectoral areas described in equal times vary as the
square roots of the parameters : let such area be represented by
A- Now, putting d for the perihelion distance in an ellipse, we
have (as in the preceding article) e = 1
-) (2

J and A=

(2

; whence (1 — e2)i =

1: therefore, when the ellipse

becomes a parabola, in which case - may be considered as zero,
we have a =

.

Consequently, in different parabolical

orbits the values of A, the sectoral areas described in a unit of
time or in equal times, will vary with the square roots of the
perihelion distances or with the square roots of the parameters:
and, in the same parabola, d being then constant, the sectoral
areas described by the radii vectores in a unit of time, or in
equal times, are equal to one another ; or the areas vary with
the times as in elliptical orbits.
265. Again, in a circular orbit, in which e—o, the value of
G? 7T

A becomes

; also, in the parabola and circle, the values of

A represent the areas described by the radii vectores in a unit
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of time ; therefore the areas described in any equal times, in
the parabola and circle, are to one another as the values of A,
or as (2 d)* to a* : and if, in the parabola, the perihelion dis
tance D be equal to a, the radius of the circle, the areas
described in equal times in the parabola and circle are to one
another as a/2 to 1 ; or (since, as above, the sectors in each
vary with the times) the times of describing equal sectors in
the parabola and circle are to one another as 1 to ^ 2.
266. The area of a sector described by the radius vector of
a parabola in turning upon the focus through any angle 6,
reckoned from the perihelion point, may be found thus:
Let f (fig. to art. 260.) be the focus, v the vertex of the
parabola, and let p be the place of a comet, from which let fall
PR perpendicularly on FV, Also let the parameter of the
axis ( = 4rv) be represented by p, and the true anomaly
VFP by 0 ; then, by conic sections,
rp_
\P _
JP
_ kp
~ 14 cos. 0 £(l+cos. 0)_cos.2£<T
Now the area of the parabolical sector fvp = §rp.rv +
i;FR.RP, or

/i
i
\ but
i , rv = £•
P —
1 — cos. *,
0 =-7»sin.2A0
= rp(£rv
+. £fv):
af-a.
so
*
'
4 1+ cos. 0
4 cos.2£ a
and EPzrp sin. J,=2fp sin. 5 0 cos. £ 0 : therefore
the area of the sector f vp =p* (T*g ^ «g + TV ^p)
= ^(i tan.3 i 0 + tan. i 0).
But if fv, the perihelion distance, be represented by a ( = \p),
the area of the sector will be expressed by a2 (Jtan.3£0 +
tan. %0); and when 0 = 90°, the area of the sector fvp" is
equal to ^a2. If the perihelion distance be unity, the area
of the sector whose angle is 0 will be £tan.3 £ 0 + tan. %0, and
that of the sector fvp' will be |.
267. The time in which the radius vector would describe
the sectoral area fvp' may be found thus: — Let the earth
be supposed to describe a circular orbit about f with a radius
equal to unity ; then, since in any one orbit the areas vary
as the times,
4
7T (=area of the circle) : f ::p ( = 365.256384) : ^s
( = the time in which the radius vector of the earth would
describe a circular sector equal to |) ; and (art. 265.)
4
y/2 : 1 :: 5— p : t(= 109.6154 days), the time of describ
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ing the equal parabolical sector fvp' in which the perihelion
distance is unity. But the areas in any one parabola varying
as the times,
£( = area fvp') : T :: ^tan.3 %0 + tan.£0 :
±T(tan.3£0+3tan.£0),
and the last term of the proportion expresses the time in
which a radius vector of the parabola whose perihelion
distance is unity describes the sector corresponding to an
angle 9 from the perihelion.
Again, in different parabolical orbits, the times in which
the radii describe equal angles about the focus vary (art. 263.)
with D* (d being the perihelion distance): therefore, in a
parabola whose perihelion distance is D, the time of describing
the sector, corresponding to an anomaly 0 is equal to
i t.d* (tan.3 $0 + 3 tan. 1 0).
268. Let the elementary sector described by the radius
vector fp of a parabola in a unit of time, as one day, be
represented by fp/>, and let -j-r represent the angular velocity,
or the angle PF^ (a circular arc having unity for its radius
and. subtending the angle pfjd). Now, since by conic sections
ip
B
v.
D
dd c .i.
pp =l^Ta or = -rsTTf.we have —^--Tr for the arc PP
considered as circular ; hence ^

j-j-v j- may represent the
COS. -$ v Clt

area of the parabolical sector pfjo described in a unit of time ;
and (art. 264.), % D2 being the area fvp' when the perihelion
distance is D, f D2 : |

iT~a- JT " T : 1 (= one day).
COS.

-q U

(X z

Therefore -j- = - ■"—F—» or, combining this with the above
equation for F P, we have -=- = -r^
r ; from which it is
*
dt
41.1FP2
to be inferred that in any one parabola, the angular velocity
varies inversely with the square of the radius vector.
269. It sometimes happens that a comet may be seen at
night on the meridian of a station, and in such a case the
geocentric right ascension and declination of the comet,
like those of any other star, can be observed by the transit
telescope and mural circle; but frequently a comet, when
visible, is too near the sun to be on the meridian when
that luminary is below the horizon, and therefore its apparent
place must be ascertained by other instruments. With a
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well-adjusted equatorial, the right ascension and declination
of a comet, when any where above the horizon at night,
may be obtained immediately by observation ; or an altitude
and azimuth instrument may be employed, and then the
right ascension and declination must be deduced by calcu
lation. Frequently the comet may be observed in the vicinity
of a known fixed star ; when, by means of a micrometer, the
difference between its place and that of the star, in right
ascension and declination, may be obtained: from these its
absolute geocentric right ascension and declination, or its
geocentric longitude and latitude, can be deduced. Observa
tions on a comet can however but seldom be made with
accuracy on account of its ill- defined disk, and the faintness
of its light, which is often such that the comet becomes in
visible when the field ofthe telescope is sufficiently enlightened
to render the micrometer wires perceptible.
Three observations of a comet, or rather the mean of
several observations on each of three different nights, will in
strictness suffice to afford the means of determining the
elements of its orbit ; but more are necessary for the sake of
greater accuracy, and for the purpose of verifying the con
clusions which have been obtained by the first computations.
The geocentric places should be determined for intervals of
one, two, or a greater number of days ; and with these data,
granting that the orbit is an ellipse or a parabola, also that
the sun is in the focus of the latter or in one of the foci of the
former, the perihelion distance, the longitude of the perihelion
point and all the other elements may be found. The problem
is, however, one of great intricacy, and a complete solution of it
is best obtained by processes derived from physical astronomy.
270. On directing a telescope to Jupiter it is observed that
four small stars accompany that planet, each of them appearing
at times on one side of his disk, and at other times on the
opposite side ; and hence it is inferred that these stars revolve
about the primary planet as the moon revolves about the
earth, and in a plane which if produced would pass nearly
through the latter. The planets Saturn and Uranus, or the
Georgium Sidus, are also accompanied by small stars or
satellites, the former by seven, and the latter by six, which
exhibit phenomena similar to those presented by the satellites
of Jupiter : very powerful telescopes are however required
in order to enable the observer to see the satellites of the
Georgian planet and most of those which accompany Saturn.
271. The secondary planets, as they are called, of Jupiter,
are those only which have been made subservient to the
purposes of practical astronomy; and for those purposes the
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theory of their motions has been diligently studied. On ex
amining them attentively during many nights it is observed
that, in the interval between the time that any one of them
ceases to be visible on the eastern side of the planet, and
subsequently appears on the western side, a dark spot, which
may be conceived to be the shadow of the satellite, is seen to
pass across the disk of the planet : the appearance of a satellite
on the western side is at first very near the disk ; the satellite
from that time gradually recedes from the planet, and having
attained a certain angular elongation it returns towards it.
At times a satellite disappears at the western limb of the
planet, and subsequently reappears at the eastern limb as if
it had passed behind the planet; from hence it gradually
recedes eastward to a certain distance and subsequently
returns towards the disk. Corresponding phenomena are
exhibited by the satellites of Saturn ; and hence it may be
inferred that they also revolve about their primary planet.
With respect to those which accompany Uranus, the move
ments of two only are known, and these appear to revolve
about that planet in a plane nearly perpendicular to its orbit.
272. But it happens most frequently that a satellite loses
its light at a certain distance from the disk of the planet on
one side, and reappears at a certain distance from the disk on
the opposite side ; and it may be conceived that such pheno
mena are caused by the entrance of the satellite into a cone
of shadow which the primary planet, being an opaque body,
casts behind it, or on the side opposite to that which is en
lightened by the sun. The shadow of a satellite on the body
of the primary planet produces evidently an eclipse of the
sun to the portion of the surface on which the shadow falls ;
and during the interval that a satellite is passing through the
shadow of the primary it must appear to suffer an eclipse to
the inhabitants, if such there be, on the side of the planet
which is furthest from the sun.
When the sun is on the eastern side of one of the above
planets, as Jupiter, the disappearance of a satellite is always
observed to take place on the western side of the disk ; and
when the sun is on the western side, a reappearance takes
place on the eastern side : these circumstances sufficiently
indicate that the disappearance is caused by the immersion of
the satellite in the shadow cast by the sun behind the planet.
"When the planet is nearly in opposition to the sun, with
respect to the earth, the shadow being then immediately
behind the planet, the disappearance and the subsequent
reappearance take place very near the disk : and, with respect
to the two satellites of Jupiter which are at the greatest
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distance from his centre, when the axis of the cone of
shadow forms a considerable angle with a line drawn from the
Earth to Jupiter, the immersion into, and emersion from the
shadow take place on the same side of Jupiter's disk.
273. The movement of the shadow of a satellite on the
disk of Jupiter or Saturn is always from east to west, and
the eclipses take place while the satellite is moving from west
to east; it is therefore obvious that the motion of these
satellites about their primaries is from west to east, or in the
same order as the planets revolve about the sun. Again, as
the satellites are not eclipsed every time that they pass from
west to east, and as the shadow does not pass across the disk
of a planet every time that a satellite passes from east to
west, it is evident that the orbits of the satellites have certain
inclinations to the orbits of their primaries, as the orbit of the
moon has an inclination to that of the earth.
274. The periods in which the satellites revolve about their
primaries are ascertained by means of the observed immer
sions into, and emersions from the shadow of the planet;
and the semidiameters of the orbits, in terms of the diameter
of the planet, by means of their greatest angular elongations
from its centre : the elongations being measured by means of
a micrometer. From the vicinity of the first satellite of
Jupiter to the body of the planet, it is never possible to see
both the immersion and the succeeding emersion, but the
other satellites are sufficiently distant from the planet to allow
both phenomena to be observed in certain positions of the
earth with respect to a line joining the sun and Jupiter ; if
therefore the instants of the immersion, and the succeeding
emersion of one of those satellites be observed, the middle of
the interval of time may be considered as the instant at
which the centre of the satellite is in opposition to the sun,
or in the direction of a line drawn through the centres of the
sun and Jupiter ; and if the middle
of the interval between the next im
mersion and emersion of the satellite
be found in like manner, the interval
between these middle times will evi- /'
dently be the duration of a synodical
revolution of the satellite about its
primary, or the time in which, S being
the sun and J the planet, the satellite
setting out from A and revolving
about J is carried to the point a' by
the motion of the planet from J to J' ;
that is the time in which A has described an ansrle about
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the moving point J equal to 360° + a' j 'a, or 360° + jsj'
(ai'b being drawn parallel to as). But JSJ' is the angular
movement of Jupiter in its orbit during the same time,
and this motion is known ; therefore the time of a sidereal
revolution of the satellite, or that in which it would describe
merely the periphery of its orbit, can be found by proportion.
When the time of one revolution is thus obtained, the mean
time of a revolution may be found by determining the instants
of opposition from two eclipses separated in time by a long
interval, on dividing this interval by the number of revo
lutions.
275. A method of finding the inclination of the orbit of a
satellite to that of the primary planet and the places of the
nodes may be understood from the following explanation.
Let adm, in the region of the
satellite, be a section through the
cone of shadow cast by the planet,
c its centre, and let ab be half
the chord described by the satellite
during an eclipse : then AC, the
semidiameter of the section, may be found from the known
dimensions of the cone of shadow cast by the planet and the
distance of the satellite from the latter, and ad may be had
from the observed duration of the eclipse with the motion of
the satellite in its orbit; therefore letting fall CB perpenAB

dicularly on ad, a b (=: |ad) is known, and — = sin. acb;
thus this angle is found. Next, imagine the triangle bcj,
right angled at C, to be perpendicular to the plane of the
section adm and to meet it in bc ; and let cj be the radius
of the satellite's orbit : then— will express the tangent of the
oJ

inclination of that orbit to the orbit of the planet ; and since
Be is known, being evidently equal to AC cos. acb, that in
clination may be found.
When a satellite passes centrally through the cone of
shadow, it must be in one of the nodes of its orbit, and the
duration of the eclipse is then the greatest : therefore, if from
a register of many durations of eclipses, determined as above
by the times of the observed immersions and emersions, there
be taken those whose durations were the greatest, the times
of their occurrence will be the times ■ in which the satellite
was in its node ; and the longitudes of the planet will be also
the longitudes of the node at the same times.
276. By frequently observing the eclipses of each satellite,
astronomers have found that the periods of their sidereal rep
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volutions are very nearly constant ; and hence, it is inferred
that the orbits of the satellites are very nearly circular. Dr.
Bradley, however, discovered in 1717, from certain small
variations in the time of the revolution of the first satellite of
Jupiter, that its orbit has a small excentricity, and Wargentin,
in 1743, discovered an ellipticity in the orbit of the third;
that of the fourth satellite is also sensible. In order to de
termine the inequalities which may be suspected to exist in
the movements of satellites about their primary planets, as
tronomers observe, with a position micrometer, the differences
between the right ascensions and declinations of a satellite,
and of the centre of a planet at certain intervals of time, and
from thence they compute the arcs which the former describes
in its orbit in equal times. From the inequalities of the arcs
so described by the satellites of Jupiter, they have been
enabled to ascertain the points in which the angular velocities
about the planet are the greatest and the least ; that is, in
other words, to determine the points of perijove and apojove,
or the extremities of the major axes of the orbits. All the
satellites of Saturn, except the sixth and seventh, move in
the plane of the planet's equator, and M. Bessel has recently
discovered that the orbit of the sixth is elliptical. The
satellites of Uranus revolve about that planet in planes nearly
perpendicular to the orbit of the planet, which seems to imply
that the latter revolves on an axis lying nearly in the plane of
the orbit ; and the revolutions of the satellites are supposed to
be performed in retrograde order.
277. From the periodical variations in the light of the
satellites, Sir William Herschel ascertained that each of them
presents always the same face to the planet about which it
revolves ; and hence it follows that, like the moon, each of
them performs a revolution on its axis in the time of a revo
lution in its orbit.
278. The eclipses of Jupiter's satellites are employed, in a
manner which will be hereafter explained, for the determin
ation of terrestrial longitude ; it should be remarked, however,
that considerable uncertainty exists respecting the true instant
of immersion or emersion, on account of the time during
which the whole disk of a satellite is passing into or out of
the side of the shadow. This uncertainty, even with the first
satellite, whose motion is more rapid than that of the others,
may amount to half a minute, with the others it may amount
to one, three, and four minutes. The uncertainty is the
greatest when Jupiter is near the horizon, or near the sun,
and when the immersion or emersion takes place very near the
disk of the planet.
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279. The planet Saturn is distinguished from all the other
bodies of the solar system, in being surrounded by a detached
ring which, receiving light from the sun on one of its faces,
reflects that light to the earth. The plane of the ring coin
cides with that of the planet's equator, and this being oblique
to the plane of the ecliptic, the ring, to an observer on the
earth, appears of an elliptical form ; its breadth being variable
according to its position with respect to such observer. The
phenomena which it presents indicate that its true figure is
circular, and that the line in which it intersects the plane of
the planet's orbit revolves in that plane, as the line of the
moon's nodes revolves in the plane of the ecliptic : when that
line, which is called the line of the ring's nodes, if produced,
would pass through the earth, the ring is invisible, because
its edge only is turned towards the spectator, and from this
time the apparent breadth of the ring gradually enlarges till
the line of section is perpendicular to one drawn from its
centre to the earth, after which, as the line of section continues
to revolve, the breadth as gradually diminishes, and so on.
The ring is also invisible, or appears merely as a luminous
thread, when the line of section passes through the sun ; and
it is evidently invisible when it presents towards the earth
the surface which is not enlightened by the sun. It may be
observed that when the enlightened surface of the ring is
towards the earth, the part nearest the latter casts a distinct
shadow on the body of the planet.
280. On account of the great distance of Saturn from the
earth, when compared with the magnitude of the ring, rays
of light passing to a spectator on the earth from every part
of the circumference of the ring, may be considered as parallel
to a line drawn to the spectator from its centre ; and if a
plane perpendicular to the last-mentioned line be imagined
to cut the cylinder formed by the rays, the section will re
present the visible figure of the ring. Now, if a time be
chosen when the nodes of the ring are perpendicular to the
axis of such cylinder, that is, when the breadth of the ring
appears to be the greatest, to measure with a micrometer the
lengths of the greatest and least diameters of the ring, the
inclination of the ring to the plane passing through the earth
and the ring's nodes may be found. For if E represent the
earth, c the centre of the ringb and
A
'
planet, ca the semidiameter of
the ring (equal to the greatest of
the visible semidiameters so mea
sured), and ab drawn perpendi
cular to ec produced, represent its visible projection or the
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— (=
least semidiameter ; we have ca
v sin. acb)' for the sine
of the required inclination, which from such observations has
been found to be between 25 and 30 degrees. Imagine now
the semidiameter AC to be produced to meet the ecliptic EF,
as in d; then if to the angle acb or ecd there be added
the angle CED or the geocentric latitude of Saturn, the sum
will be equal to CDF, which expresses the inclination of the
ring to the plane of the ecliptic. M. Struve makes this
angle equal to 28° 6'. (Mem. Astr. Soc, vol. ii. part 2.)
281. The positions of the nodes of the ring are determined
by observing the instants when the ring disappears in con
sequence of its plane passing through the sun ; for then the
heliocentric longitude of the nodes is the same as that of the
planet. Those disappearances may be recognised by being
such as are observed to take place regularly at intervals equal
to half a sidereal revolution of Saturn about the sun ; for the
disappearances which are caused by the plane of the ring
passing through the earth, occur at intervals which depend
on the position of the earth : and, as the situations of the
nodes of the ring always correspond to the same points in the
orbit of the planet, it follows that the plane of the ring
remains constantly parallel to itself. The line joining the
nodes of the ring, if transferred parallel to itself on the
ecliptic, makes a constant angle equal to about 59° 30' with
the line joining the nodes of Saturn's orbit.
282. At the latter end of the seventeenth century, M.
Romer, on comparing the recurrences of the eclipses of
Jupiter's first satellite with the time of its sidereal revolution,
ascertained that, between a conjunction of Jupiter with the
sun and the next following opposition, the immersions and
emersions were continually accelerated, with respect to the
times at conjunction ; and that between an opposition and
the next following conjunction, they were continually re
tarded, with respect to the times at opposition. Now the
difference between the two distances of Jupiter from the
earth at the times of conjunction and opposition is equal to
a diameter of the earth's orbit ; and, in order to account for
the differences between the observed and computed times of
the phenomena, it was assumed as an hypothesis that the
passage of light from the celestial body to the earth, instead
of being instantaneous, as had been till then supposed, takes
place in times which depend upon the distances. From the
best observations, it is found that the whole acceleration of
the eclipses at the time of the opposition, and the retard
ation at the time of the conjunction of Jupiter, is 16' 27";
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in which time, therefore, the particles of light are supposed
to move through a diameter of the earth's orbit, and it
follows that light should pass from the sun to the earth in
half that time, or 8'13".5. What was at first observed
with respect to the first satellite of Jupiter, is now known
to take place with all the satellites, and the above hypo
thesis is fully confirmed by the phenomena of aberration;
it is, therefore, universally admitted as just. Also, since the
latter phenomena can be explained only on the supposition
that the motion of light is progressive, and that the earth
revolves about the sun, the fact of such revolution is to be
considered as established.
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CHAP. XII.
ROTATION OF THE SUN ON ITS AXIS, AND THE LIBRATIONS OF THE MOON.
283. On the surface of the sun are frequently seen a
number of dark spots, which, entering at the eastern limb,
appear to move across his disk, and occasionally, having dis
appeared at the western limb, they have been observed, after
an interval of time equal to that of their passage over the disk,
to re-appear on the eastern limb. It has been consequently
concluded that they exist on the surface of the sun ; and, as
the time of performing a revolution is the same for all the
spots (about 27 days 8 hours), it is further inferred that their
apparent motion is caused by the rotation of the sun on an
axis, in the same order as the earth and planets revolve about
him. The paths which the spots appear to describe are
generally of an oval figure, their convexities being towards
the lower or upper part of the disk according as the northern
extremity of the axis is directed towards, or from the earth ;
but twice in each year (in December and June) when the
plane of the rotation, if produced, would pass through the
earth, they appear to be straight lines.
In order to determine the apparent path of a spot it is
necessary, with a transit or equatorial instrument, to find
the difference between the right ascension of the spot and of
the eastern or western limb of the sun, and with a micrometer,
the difference between the declinations of the spot and of the
upper or lower limb : the right ascension and declination of
the sun's centre is known for the same instant ; therefore a
series of such observations being made during the time that
a particular spot is on the disk, if ab be supposed to repre
sent part of a parallel of de
clination passing through C the
sun's centre ; on making c m,
cn, &c. equal to the differ
ences of right ascension be
tween the sun's centre and a
spot in the situations S and S',
and m S, N s', &c, perpendicular
toAB, equal to the corresponding
differences of declination, a line
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joining the points S, 8', &c., will be an orthographical pro
jection of the path described by the spot. The true path of
the spot is the circumference of a circle whose plane is per
pendicular to the axis of the sun's rotation, or parallel to what
may be called the sun's equator ; and therefore, from three
observed right ascensions and declinations of a spot it is pos
sible to determine by calculation the position of such circle
"with respect to the plane of the ecliptic, and the position of
the line in which the sun's equator intersects that plane ; but
for these purposes it is necessary first to determine the geo
centric longitude and latitude of the spot at the several times
of observation.
284. Let dd' represent a part of the ecliptic, and let fall
s'R perpendicularly on it. Then, if the difference between
the transit of a and S' be observed in sidereal time, and there
be subtracted from it the time given in the Nautical Almanac,
in which the sun's semidiameter AC passes the meridian, the
remainder multiplied by 15.will express an arc of the equator
cox'responding to C N ; and multiplying this by the cosine of the
sun's declination, the product will be the value of CN in seconds
of a great circle: s'n is the observed difference between the
declinations of C and s', which is obtained by the micrometer
in the same denomination ; then in the right-angled triangle
C N s', considered as plane, there may be found C s' and the
angle s'cn. Now the angle d'cb is equal to the angle of
the sun's position between the pole of the ecliptic and that of
the equator, or the value of the angle p C P, where p is the
pole of the equator and of the parallel ab, and p is the pole
of the ecliptic. In the spherical triangle pFC we have pr,
the obliquity of the ecliptic, po equal to a quadrant, and the
angle pVC the supplement (in the figure) of the angle CPQ,
which last, since jbpq is the solsticial colure, is equal to the
complement of the sun's right ascension : therefore
sin. j»pc : B\n.pc( — radius) :: sin. vp : sin./>CP, or sin. d'cb.
Then, in the right-angled triangle s'ck, considered as plane,
we have s'c, the angle s'ce(= s'cn — d'cb); to find cb
and s'k: the former is the difference between the geocentric
longitudes of the sun and spot, which may be represented by
t, — I (l being the longitude of the sun's centre, and I the geo
centric longitude of the spot), and the latter is the geocentric
latitude (X) of the spot.
285. Next, let E be the centre of the earth, s that of the
sun, and through E imagine the rectangular co-ordinate axes
ex, et, ez to be drawn, of which ex and ey are in the plane
of the ecliptic, and the former passes through the equinoctial
P 4
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point T . Imagine s' to be the
place of a spot on the sun's disk,
and s its orthographical projec
tion on the plane of the ecliptic :
again, let the co-ordinates ex,
EY of the point S be repre
sented by x and Y, and ES by
K ; then since the angle T E 8,
the sun's longitude, is represented by l, we have
x = R cos l, Y = R sin. L.
Let now E s' be represented by r ; also let the co-ordinates
ex', ey', s's of the spot s' be represented by x,y,z; thenTEs,
the geocentric longitude of s', being represented by I, and s'es,
the geocentric latitude, by X, we have, as in art. 1 84.,
x = r cos. \ cos. I, y —r cos. \ sin. I, and z ■=. r sin. X.
Lastly, let the three rectangular co-ordinates of s', with
respect to 8, be x' ( = sx") y' = (s y") and z — (s' s), and let
the semidiameter s s' of the sun be represented by r' : then,
x' z= x — x, and y' -— y — Y ;
and in these equations substituting the above values, we have
for the equivalents of x', y', and z, and subsequently of r',
values identical with those in art. 184. From these, by pro
cesses similar to those in art. 185., we may obtain the tangent
of the angle which the perpendicular let fall from s on the
plane of the circle, described by the spot, makes with the
axis s z" ; that angle is equal to the inclination of the plane
of the circle, and consequently of the sun's equator to the
plane of the ecliptic. The required inclination is therefore
found.
The position of the line in which the sun's equator intersects
the ecliptic may be found by the method explained in art. 186. ;
in which the value of _ expresses the co-tangent of the angle
which the line of section makes with sx", and being negative,
the angle (as T'SQin the figure) is greater than one right
angle and less than two : this angle represents the longitude
of the node of the sun's equator.
286. It must be observed that the time in which the sun
revolves on its axis is not precisely that which elapses between
the first appearance of a spot on the eastern limb, and its re
appearance at the same limb. For let E be the earth and SS
part of the sun's apparent annual path, so that ABC, a'b C
may be considered as projections of the upper hemisphere ot
the sun on the plane of the ecliptic ; and imagine the axis
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of the sun's rotation to be perpendicular to the plane of the
ecliptic, which is sufficiently correct for the present purpose :
also let a be the place where a spot
_
/ \ / "••?' f /\c
becomes visible to a spectator on the
earth, in a direction of a line drawn "r^HgT"
from E and touching the disk of the ,s'v\ \\j
sun. Now while the spot A appears
V5^
to revolve in the direction abc, the
\ \
sun appears to move in its orbit;
\ \
therefore let the centre of the sun
\>
pass from s to s' while A describes
\
about 8 the exact circumference of
\W,
a circle : the spot will then be at
a in such a situation that the angle aS'B' is equal to A SB.
But the sun must continue to revolve on its axis till the
spot arrives at a', making the angle a's'e equal to ASE
before it becomes visible ; that is, it must describe the arc a s!
above a complete revolution about s. The arc a a', or the
angle as' a' is equal to b's'e or to s'es, which in 27 days
8 hours is equal to 27° 7' ; consequently, the exact time of a
revolution may now be found by proportion ; thus
387° 7' : 360° :: 27 days 8 hours : 25 days 10 hours,
and the last term is the time required.
287. It may be seen by the naked eye that the surface of
the moon is remarkably diversified with light and shade ; and
the telescope shows that it resembles the appearance which
the earth would present to a spectator at a great distance
from it if the vegetable mould which covers so great a part
of the land were removed, and if the beds of the seas were
dry. In many places great mountains rise from the general
surface, and terminate in points, or form clusters or ridges ;
but much of the surface is occupied by deep cavities, which
are surrounded by circular margins of elevated ground :
there is no appearance of water in the moon, and the ex
istence of an atmosphere about it is doubtful.
288. The spots on the moon's surface always retain the
same positions relatively to each other, yet, apparently, they
change their places with respect to the circumference of her
disk in consequence of certain vibrations of the luminary
on its centre, between the east and west, and between the
north and south, which are called the librations in longitude
and latitude, respectively. The first depends on the in
equalities of the moon's motion in her orbit, combined with
a uniform motion on her axis; in consequence of which
motions the parts of her surface about the eastern and western
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limbs are turned alternately towards, and from the earth.
The second depends on the axis of her rotation not being
perpendicular to the plane of her orbit, and on its keeping
parallel to itself during a revolution about the earth ; thus a
part of her northern or southern limb, which at one time may
be unseen, is at another rendered visible. A third libration,
called diurnal, results from a part of the moon's surface about
the upper limb becoming visible when the moon rises and
sets, the spectator being then above her, and ceasing to be
seen when the moon has considerable elevation above the
horizon, from the spectator being below her : at this time a
part of the surface about the lower limb becomes visible,
which in the other positions could not be seen.
289. With a micrometer applied to a telescope mounted
equatorially, the difference between the right ascensions of a
spot and of the eastern or western limb of the moon, also the
difference between the declinations of a spot and of the
upper or lower limb, may be found as the corresponding
elements of the sun's spots were obtained ; and from these
observations the geocentric longitude and latitude of a spot,
together with the values of x', y', z', may be determined. In
employing the formulas given in art. 184. there must be put
for L the longitude of the moon, and for R its distance from
the earth when projected on the plane of the ecliptic by
means of the moon's latitude : the distance of a spot from the
earth must be represented by r, its geocentric longitude by /,
and its geocentric latitude by A. This last is equal to the
sum or difference of the latitude of the moon's centre, and the
distance of the spot in latitude from the moon's orbit. If tbe
co-ordinates x', y, z1, are determined on the supposition that
s (fig. to art. 285.) is the centre of the moon projected on the
plane of the ecliptic, the places of the moon's spots, as they
would appear if observed from her centre, may be deter
mined. For if * were the projection of a spot on the plane
of the ecliptic, we should have x1
— equal to the tangent of its
selenocentric longitude, and

z'

for the tangent of the

corresponding latitude. Here z" must be considered as equal
to r sin. A — k' sin. A', R' being the distance of the moon from
the earth and A' the moon's Latitude. By means similar to
those which are indicated in art. 185. the position of the
moon's equator may be determined : and it is found that the
latter forms nearly a constant angle ( = 1° 30') with the plane
of the ecliptic. The intersection of her equator, when pro
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duced, with the plane of the ecliptic, is found to be constantly
parallel to the hue of the nodes of her orbit.
290. The determination of the heights of the lunar moun
tains is an object rather of curiosity than of use in practical
astronomy ; but as it may be interesting to know in what
manner those heights may be found, the following method,
which was proposed by Sir William Herschel, is here intro
duced. Let c be the centre and
Am a part of a section of the
moon made by a plane passing
through the earth and sun ; let M
be the summit of a mountain, and
S m M the direction of a ray of light
from the sun, touching the level
part of the moon's surface at m, and
enlightening the top of M while the
space between m and m is in darkN
ness ; also let M E, m e' be the directions of rays of light pro
ceeding to the earth, whose distance from the moon is great
enough to allow those rays to be considered as parallel to one
another. Then mp drawn perpendicularly to em denotes
the breadth of the unenlightened space M m as seen from the
earth, and this must be measured in seconds of a degree by
means of the micrometer. Now the rays of light from the sun
to the earth and moon being, on account of the great distance
of the sun, considered as parallel to one another; if SM be
produced to meet CP, which is drawn parallel to ME and is
supposed to join the centres of the earth and moon, in the
point P, and p T be a line drawn to the equinoctial point in
the heavens, the angle CPS or its equal pMm will be equal to
the difference between the longitudes of the sun and moon
(Tps and Tpc) at the time of the observation : this angle
may be found from the Nautical Almanac ; and in the plane
triangle Mp m right angled at p,
sin. m Mp : rad. : : mp : M m.
Thus M m may be found in seconds of a degree ; but the angle
subtended at the earth by the semidiameter of the moon, or
the value of Cm, is known from the Nautical Almanac;
therefore in the triangle CMm right angled at m, CM may be
found, and subtracting cmor Cw from it, we have Mn, the
height of the mountain. This is expressed in seconds ; but
since the semidiameter of the moon is known in miles, the
value of Mn may, by proportion, be found in miles. From
the computations of Sir William Herschel it appears that
the heights of the mountains above the level surface of the
moon do not exceed 1^ miles.
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CHAP. XIII.
THE FIXED STARS.
REDUCTION OP THE MEAN TO THE APPARENT PLACES. — THEIR
PROPER MOTIONS. — ANNUAL PARALLAXES.

291. An exact knowledge of the positions of the stars
called fixed is of the highest importance since on those positions
depend the determination of the places of the sun, moon,
planets, and comets ; and consequently the verification of the
results of theory respecting the movements of the bodies
composing the solar system. It has been shown that the
apparent places of stars are affected by the causes which pro
duce the precession of the equinoxes, the solar and lunar
nutation, and what is called the aberration of light ; and it
may be proper to state here the formula} by which, for any
given time, the apparent places with respect to right ascension
and declination may be reduced to the mean places, and the
converse. In the present Nautical Almanacs (page 435.)
these formulae are indicated by the two following series, the
values of the several terms being taken from Mr. Baily's paper,
" On some new Tables," &c, in the Memoirs of the Astro
nomical Society, vol. ii. part 1. : —
The apparent right ascension (in 1
, ,
,
seconds oi a degree)
J
The apparent declination
= 8 + A a' + b b' + c c' + D d'.
In these formulas a and 8 are the mean right ascension and
mean declination at the commencement of the year, as in the
tables, pp. 432 to 434. of the Almanac : the terms indicated
by Aa + Bb constitute the formulas for aberration in right
ascension (art. 234.), and those indicated by Aa' + sb' consti
tute the formula? for aberration in declination (art. 235.).
The terms Cc + T>d comprehend all those which enter into
the effects of luni-solar nutation in right ascension, and
C c' + d d' all those which enter into the effects of luni-solar
nutation in declination. The quantities represented by A, B,
C, d, depend on the true longitudes of the sun and moon and
the longitude of the moon's node ; and as these vary continually
their logarithms are given for every day in the year, in the
Nautical Almanacs, page xxii. of each month. A further
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correction is required on account of the diurnal aberration of
a star in right ascension, (art. 237.)
292. Besides the deviations of the apparent from the mean
places of stars, as above indicated, many of the stars have
apparent motions which cannot be referred to the causes by
which these deviations are produced; and hence they are
supposed to be peculiar to the stars themselves, either inde
pendently of the other bodies of the universe or results of
some general movement, as yet unknown, of the whole system
of stars. In the Memoirs of the Astronomical Society,
vol. v., Mr. Baily has given a list of 314 stars which are
supposed to have proper motions ; and in a few cases the
directions and annual amounts of these motions have been
ascertained. They are represented in the formulas of reduc
tion above mentioned by A c for right ascension and by A c'
for declination ; and the values of these terms are to be
multiplied by t which expresses the fraction of a year elapsed
,
t
i
,,,
.
• ,
. days since Jan. 1.
between Jan. 1. and the given instant, or t = —-—
^
.
The star a Centauri is one of those whose proper motion
is the greatest ; and the amount of the motion annually is
said to be equal to 3" -6 of a degree.
293. The stars called fixed have at all times been classed
according to certain orders of apparent magnitude or bright
ness, from the most brilliant, which are said to be of the
first order ; the stars of the seventh order being those which
are barely visible to the unassisted eye. Stars of the same
apparent class are not however equally brilliant ; and Sirius
is supposed to emit about three times as much light as an
average star of the first order of magnitude. Many of the
stars also suffer periodical changes in their degrees of bril
liancy, some appearing constantly to diminish, and others
to increase in brightness : a few which are mentioned in the
ancient catalogues are not now to be found in the heavens,
and some are there at present which do not appear to have
been formerly remarked. It may be added that some of
the nebulous spots are known to have changed their figure
since they were first noticed.
In order to form a judgment of the relative magnitudes of
stars from the first to the sixth or seventh order, and even
to estimate any changes which may take place in the apparent
magnitudes of stars within those orders, some astronomers
trust to the impression produced by their different brilliancies
on the unassisted eye : a greater degree of precision in
the estimate may, however, be obtained by comparing a
star which may be under notice with one of a known order,
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in the telescope of a sextant, after having by a movement of
the index brought the two stars together in its field. The
relative quantities of light received from stars of different
magnitudes can be ascertained with considerable precision
by diminishing the aperture of a telescope (the object glass
if the telescope is achromatic, or the speculum if a reflector)
when viewing the brighter of two stars, till the eye is affected
in the same manner as it is when the less bright is viewed
with the entire aperture ; for the quantities of light emitted
from the two stars will evidently be inversely as the areas
or as the squares of the diameters of the apertures with which
the intensities of light appear to be equal. By such experi
ments Sir John Herschel concludes that the light of an
average star of the first magnitude is to that of a star of the
sixth as 100 to 1. (Mem. Astr. Soc. vol. iii. p. 182.)
In estimating the relative magnitudes of stars below the
sixth the same astronomer proceeds on the principle that the
designation of magnitude should increase in an arithmetical
progression 7, 8, 9, &c, while the light decreases in the
geometrical progression \, \, \, &c. ; so that if two stars
apparently of the same magnitude, when brought together
so as to appear but as one, affect the eye in the same manner
as one of the sixth magnitude, each is to be considered as of
the seventh magnitude, and so on. The sensibility of the
eye to differences in the degrees of illumination is very great ;
and, with telescopes of considerable power, the organ is
capable of appreciating magnitudes of the 18th or 20th
order.
It is customary to express degrees of magnitude between
the primary orders by whole numbers with decimals; thus
mag. 3.5 denotes an order equally distant between the third
and fourth.
294. Mayer seems to have been the first who observed
that several of the large stars are accompanied by smaller
ones which revolve about them like satellites: such have
since been discovered in almost every part of the heavens;
and Sir John Herschel has given, in the Memoirs of the
Astronomical Society, a table of the positions of 735 double
stars in the northern hemisphere, to which must now be
added those which the same astronomer observed in the
southern hemisphere during his residence at the Cape of Good
Hope. One of the largest double stars in our hemisphere
is a Geminorum (Castor) of which the small one is said to
have described about the other, between the years 1760 and
1830, an angle of about 67 degrees, with a variable velocity.
The star f Ursa; Majoris is double, and the smaller one re
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volves about the other in a period of about 59 years, which
was completed between 1781 and 1839. One of the two
stars constituting 17 Coronas is supposed to have completed
its period in 45 j- years ; and from certain variations in its
angular motion (if the observations can be depended on) it
may be presumed that its orbit is elliptical. The stars e1 and
s2 Lyrae, from a similarity in appearance, and from an
equality of angular motion, seem to constitute a binary
system, the two stars having a combined rotation, in the same
direction, about their common centre of gravity.
295. The angular distances between two stars, one of
which revolves about the other, and also their angle of
position with respect to the meridian or to a horary circle
passing through one of them, when measured with a micro
meter, is liable to much uncertainty from the imperfection
of the instrument and the difficulty of adjusting it with suffi
cient precision for the purpose ; so that the path which the
revolving star describes about that which is fixed, if deter
mined directly from the measures, would appear to have no
regular figure. An ingenious method, however, of obtaining
by a graphical construction, from the observations, an ap
proximation to the true values of those distances and angles,
and subsequently of ascertaining nearly the figure of the
path or orbit, has been given by Sir John Herschel in the
fifth volume of the Memoirs of the Astronomical Society.
This consists in laying down, by any scale of equal parts,
on a line taken at pleasure a series of distances representing
the intervals (in years and decimals) between the observations ;
and from these points setting up, at right angles to the line,
ordinates whose lengths may represent the observed angles
of position: then a line being drawn by hand among the
extremities of the ordinates so as to present the appearance
of a regular curve of gentle convexity or concavity, its ordi
nates may be conceived to represent with tolerable correct
ness the values of the angles of position for the times indicated
by the corresponding abscisste on the line first laid down.
Next, drawing tangents of any convenient length to this
curve, at different points in it, and considering them as the
hypotenuses of right-angled triangles whose bases are paral
lel to the line of abscissEe, and represent time, while the
perpendiculars represent angular motions in the orbit; the
quotients of the latter by the former denote the angular
velocities of the star in the orbit, at the times indicated on
the scale of abscissae, corresponding to the points of contact.
Now it being presumed that the path really described by
one star about another is a circle or an ellipse, and the ap
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parent path in the heavens being an orthographical projection
of the orbit on a plane perpendicular to the line drawn from
the spectator to the star, the latter path' will (by conic sec
tions, and art. 27.) also be an ellipse : hence, by the elliptical
theory for planets (art. 259.), the squares of the radii vectores
of the revolving star (the other being at the focus) will be
inversely proportional to the angular velocities ; therefore, by
drawing lines from the star, supposed to be at the focus,
making angles with each other equal to the velocities just
found, and making the lengths of the lines inversely pro
portional to the square roots of those velocities, the curve
joining the extremities, or passing among them, may, as in
the method of finding the orbit of a planet, be expected to
approach nearly to the form of an ellipse. Let the curve so
drawn be an ellipse, as azbx ;
let c be its centre and s be the
place of the star about which
the other star revolves: then
in order to form a scale of
seconds of a degree for the
diagram, take from the scale
by which the projected figure
was drawn a mean of all the
radii, or lines drawn from S to
the periphery, for which the corresponding distances in seconds
have been obtained by measurement with the micrometer.
From a mean of all these measured distances compared with
the mean radius there may be found, by proportion, the
number of seconds corresponding to each unit of the scale
employed in the projection.
296. Since by the nature of the orthographical projection
the centre of the projected ellipse corresponds to the centre
of the real ellipse, if a line, as ab, be drawn through s and C,
that line will be the projection of the major axis, and SC will
be that of the excentricity ; also by the nature of the pro
jection, these will bear the same ratio to one another as the
real major axis and excentricity : therefore we have — for
the value of e (the excentricity when the semiaxis major is
unity). Let a' be the real semi-axis major, V the real semia!
axis minor : then , zz e, and the ratio of a' to V is known.
Next, by trials find the position of a line k l drawn through
s so as to make the parts SK,SL equal to one another ; then
KL will be the projected latus rectum (for in the real orbit,
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a double ordinate equal to the latus rectum would pass through
S and be bisected in that point), and consequently zx drawn
through C parallel to kl is the projected minor axis, hence
measuring ab and zx by the scale, the ratio — {— t) m
known (a and b being the projected semiaxes). Let the
line ms passing through the star 8 be the direction of the
meridian, or the hour circle, from which the angles of position
in the heavens were measured ; and let it cut zx in k ; then
with a protractor or otherwise measure the angles MSB, msk
(=mez), or the inclinations of the projected axes to that
line: let these inclinations be represented by a. and /3 re
spectively.
Again, let A'z'b'X' be the real orbit, of which the other
is presumed to be an orthographical projection formed by
lines, as a' a, b'b, C'C, &c. drawn from every part of the real
orbit perpendicularly on the plane of the apparent orbit, and
let MX be the line of section ; then ab, zx being the pro
jected axes, a'b' and z'x' will be the corresponding axes of
the real orbit. Let the planes z'zxx', zmnx be produced
till they meet the plane a'x'b' in some point as T, and let
the angle mSM be represented by m: then the angle STC
( = msk) = j3 — m, and the exterior angle M S C = a — n, or
CST = 7r — (a — m). Now imagine CP to be let fall perpen
dicularly on st, and c',p to be joined: then (Geom. 2 and 4.
Def. Planes) the angle c PC' ( = 7) is the inclination of the
projected to the real orbit.
Next, imagine C to be the centre and c C the semidiameter
of a sphere in contact with the plane SCT at the point C;
then the plane angles SC'C and TC'c may be represented by
two sides of a spherical triangle intersecting one another at
C, and SCT as the spherical angle
continued between them. Let a C b,
sfi^
in the annexed figure, be such a
y//\
\
triangle, and from C let fall the
sY / I
N\
perpendicular C d ; then cd will re- s \(/f Jl .
--p^ c'
*\nT|\ ^^^
present the angle CC'pin a plane
passing through C C' perpendicularly
^\D^j
to the base ST of the plane figure,
1
that is, it will represent the complement of the angle CPC'
which is the inclination of the plane SC'T to SCT.
Now, in the spherical triangle acd, right angled at d, we
have (art. 60. (d)) cos. ac — cos. ad cos. c d,
and substituting the equivalents,
cos. cc's=:cos.sc'pcos. C C' P, or sin. c s c' =: sin. c'SPsin.CPc':
Q
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.
. sin. esc'
,.s
sin. cpc' = Bin.
^ C'SP
-,— .... (1).
v '

In like manner, in the triangle bed, we have
. sin. CTC'
...
sin. CPC' = sin.
- C'tp
;— .... (2).
v '
Again, in the triangle acd, we have (art. 62. (e'))
sin. dc = cotan. acd tan. ad,
and substituting the equivalents,
sin. PC' C = cotan. SCP tan. sc'p,
or
cos. cpc' = tan. csp cotan. c'sp .... (3).
In like manner, in the triangle bed, we have
cos. cpc'= tan. ctp cotan. c'tp .... (4).
Multiplying together the equations (3) and (4) we get
(putting — for cotan.)
„
. tan. csp tan. CTP
,„
cos.2 cpc'= tan. c'sp tan. c'tp
— .... (5).
v '
The angle SC'T (fig. to art. 295.) being a right angle, the
angles c'sp and C'tp are together equal to a right angle, and
tan. c' T p = cotan. C' S p ; therefore the denominator of the frac
tion is equal to unity ( = rad.2), and
cos.2 CPC'=tan. CSP tan. CTP .... (6) ;
that is, cos.2 7=— tan. (a— «) tan. (/3 — n).
Next, since cc' is parallel to BB'and to zz' we have
(Euc. 2. 6.)
sc : sc' :: cb : c'b', or sc : sc' :: a : a',
and
ct : c't :: cz : c'z', or ct : c't :: b : V ;
therefore by division, — : —7- :: T : ^-r.
'
CT c't
b V
o
Now sc't being a right angle, s—/-■=
tan. stc':
C X

but in the plane triangles tpc', tpc, right angled at p,
PC' = pt tan. stc' and PC = pt tan. stc;
whence PC . pc' :: tan. stc : tan. stc'.
Again, in the plane triangle pcc', right angled at c,
pc = pc' cos. c'pc, or pc = pc' cos. 7;
therefore,
fau,. «t«> (- *£L) - tan- STCtan. (0-n)
\ c't/
cos. 7
{ — tan. («— n) tan. (j8—«)}*,
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Also in the triangle sct, sc : ct :: sin. stc : sin. cst :
that is
:: sin. (8 — re) : sin. (a— re):
,, „
sc sin. (B—n)
therefore
— — -:—)!(.
CT

sin, (a — re)

Whence after squaring all the terms,
a2 . a^f. sin.2 (B—n) .
tan.2 (£->»)
*2 ' b"2'" sin.2 (cc-n) ' -tan. («-re) tan. (B-n)'
.. sin.2 (B— re) r
sin. (B—n)
" sin.2 (a — n) ' —tan. (a — n) cos. (B—n)'
or, again, successively,
:: —tan. (a— re)cos. (B — n) sin. (B — n) : sin.2 (a— re);
cos. (B—n) sin. (B—n) : — cos. (a— n) sin. (a — re);
sin. 2 (/3 — re) : — sin. 2 (a — n);
sin. 2 /Q cos. 2 re — cos. 2 /3 sin. 2 re : cos. 2 a sin. 2 re
— sin. 2 a cos. 2 re ;
:: sin. 2 y3 — cos. 2 /9 tan. 2 n : cos. 2 a tan. 2 re— sin. 2a:
Now, multiplying extremes and means,
^(cos. 2 a tan. 2 re — sin. 2«) = ^(sin. 2 B—cos.2B tan. 2re);
whence
/a12
a'2
a'2 .
a2
tan. 2 refr^cos. 2 a + pjCOS. 2p\ ^^(sin. 2 /8 + p sin. 2 a ;
and finally
a"2

a?

£72 sin. 2 /S+psin. 2 «
tan. 2 re =
a2
a'2
pcos. 2 a + ^cos. 2/8
Thus re, or the angle reSM may be found ; and its value being
substituted in that of cos.2 7 above, the inclination of the
apparent to the real orbit will be obtained.
297. The distances of the fixed stars from any part of the
solar system are so great, that it is even yet doubtful whether,
at the nearest of them, the diameter of the earth's orbit
subtends a sensible angle ; but, as efforts are now being fre
quently made with a view of ascertaining the existence and
amount of such angle, which is designated the annual parallax
of a star, it will be proper to notice here the nature of the
observations which are required for the purpose, and the
manner of determining the parallax from them. The method
most generally put in practice hitherto consists in comparing
4 2
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the observed geocentric right ascensions and declinations of
the brightest fixed stars (which are presumed on that account
to be the nearest, and which should consequently have the
greatest parallax), with their computed heliocentric right
ascensions and declinations : and it is evident that, after all
the known causes of error in the observations have been
removed, if any differences could be found between the
elements so compared, the circumstance would indicate the
existence, and serve to express the value of the parallax.
298. The right ascension and declination of the star should
be observed at the time that the star is in opposition to the
sun in longitude ; and, from these, with the known obliquity
of the ecliptic, the longitude of the star must be computed
by trigonometry ; the right ascension and longitude so ob
tained are geocentric, but at the instant of opposition, the
latter is evidently equal to the heliocentric longitude (/') of the
star. The right ascension and declination of the star should
also be observed at a time when the star is 90° from the state
of conjunction or opposition ; and from these the star's lati
tude should be computed ; the declination and latitude so ob
tained are geocentric, but at the instant named the latter
is equal to the heliocentric latitude (V). The geocentric
right ascension (a) and declination (d) of the star are then
to be observed as often as possible during the course of a
year ; and having corrected them for the effects of precession,
nutation, and aberration, the corresponding values of the
geocentric longitude (I) and latitude (X.) must be found by
computation. Now, it is evident, that if the parallax of the
star in longitude or latitude, in right ascension or declination,
be insensible, we shouldhave I' = l,\'= \, &c. ; and if the
differences between the values of I' and I, V and A, &c.
deduced from the observations should be found to vary, it
would follow that the parallax may be appreciated.
Let s represent the sun, s a fixed star, e the earth, and ef
the orbit which it describes about
the sun. Again, imagine sx,
ST, to be rectangular co-ordi
nates in the plane of the ecliptic,
the former passing through the
equinoctial point ; let fall E x'
ET' perpendicularly on sx and
ST, and produce ES to S': also
let fall sm perpendicularly on
the plane of the ecliptic, and
draw mx, my perpendicular to
8X, SY.
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Then, as in art. 184., sx' and by' being represented by x
and y, se by r, and the sun's longitude (=: Tse +- 180°) by
L, we have, x — — r cos. L, Y= — r sin. L.
Also, representing sx, st,sm by x,y,z, and s* by r', we
have as in the article just quoted, putting accents on \ and 7,
x=zrJ cos. X' cos. V
y=r' cos. X'sin. V
z^r1 sin. V;
and, joining the points 8 and M,
8M = r'cos. X'.
Again, drawing E T' parallel to SX, and joining the points
E and M, it is evident that T'em will express the geocentric
longitude of *, and sem its geocentric latitude : also xsm is
the heliocentric longitude, andsSM the heliocentric latitude.
Now, by trigonometry,
•w
/ V— Y\
r' cos. X' sin. I' + r sin. L
tan. T'em =*
= -.—.
~
,
\ x — x/
r cos. X cos. I + r cos. L
,
.
/ sM\
r'sin. X'
and
sin. sEM V =: —
se/ = —?—^
^/[r'z + r2^——--,
— 2r r cos. sSEj^ :
multiplying each term in the numerator of the value of tan.
cos V
T'em by . ' .y which is equivalent to dividing it by tan.
we have,
,
,
„
.
cos. V
r cos. X cos. I +r sin. L -—j,
tan. T'EM = tan.Z'yilK '
r' cos. X' cos. V + r cos. L
or dividing by r' cos. X' cos. V, and putting^ sin. 1" (p being
T

expressed in seconds of a degree) for -„which, when s e is per
pendicular to SE, denotes an arc equivalent to the sine of the
very small angle Sse, or of the annual parallax in its maximum
state, we get
.
. , „ sin. L
1 + p sin. 1"
,-.—ti
,
_
cos.Xsm.Z
tan. T'EM = tan. VCOS. L
l+P
r Sin. 1" cos. —,
X cos. I;;
Then, dividing the numerator of the second member by the
denominator as far as two terms only (that is, neglecting
powers of p above the first) after bringing the fractions in both
to a common denominator,
„,
,.
..Ct
. ,,/Sin. L cos. V— cos. L sin. I'-t
tan. T ' E M = tan. V t) 1 + r» sin. 1 "
--^—v
{,
cos. X
sin. / cos. i.-.
y
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tan. T ' E M — tan. V = tan. V r
p sin. 1 ". cos. \
—^4—„
sin. I cos. I„ :

but (PL Trigo. art. 38.), tan. T 'n-ta. i'^T'^!}
and since p is extremely small, it is evident from the preceding
equation, that tan. T 'EM — tan./', and consequently sin.
(T'em— Z') must be extremely small; therefore, putting
(T'em— 7') sin. 1" for sin. (T'em— Z'); also putting ^-|
for tan. I', and considering cos. T'em as equal to cos. I', the
last equation becomes (in seconds of a degree),
T'em — V (the difference between the geocentric and helio\ P sin. (L — O
• i
• i
i- i
centric longitudes of the star)—
^—7—'.
COS* A*

By corresponding substitutions the value of sin. s£M above
becomes, on putting, as before, p sin. 1" for -,, equal to
r
', or, developing the radical
[1— 2j9sin. 1"cos.\'cos.(l— /')]*
as far as two terms, we have,
sin. sEM=sin.V[l+/?sin. I" cos.X'cos. (l — Z')],
or again, sin.sEM— sin. X'=psin. l"sin. \' cos. A.' cos. (l—/'):
the second member containing p as a multiplier is evidently
extremely small, therefore the first is also extremely small;
and since (PL Trigo. art. 41.)
sin. sem — sin. \' — 2 sin. |(sEM-X') cos. \ (sem + \'),
on putting arcs for their sines, and considering *EM as equal to
\', so that cos. V may be put for cos. \ (sem + X/), we have
finally in seconds of a degree, sem-V (the difference between
the geocentric and heliocentric latitudes of the star) —p
sin. Z' cos. (l — Z').
On comparing these values with the formulae for aberration
in longitude and latitude (arts. 232, 233.) a certain corre
spondence will be found to subsist between them, and the
latter may be made to agree with the former on substituting
p for the constant of aberration (=20"36) and changing L
(the longitude of the sun) into L + 90°, in which case — cos.
U.-1') becomes sin. (l - I'), and sin. (l - /') becomes cos.
(L-Z). Therefore making these substitutions in the for
mulae for mn (art. 234.) the result will be the difference
between the geocentric and heliocentric right ascensions of
the star, or its parallax in right ascension : also makin^ the
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substitutions in the second member of the equation (art. 235.)
the result will be the difference between the geocentric and
heliocentric declinations of the star, or its parallax in de
clination.
From numerous observed declinations of a. Lyra which
were made by the Astronomer Royal in 1836, the computed
parallax of that star was found to be in some cases positive, in
others negative ; and the greatest value was 0".505. Mr.
Henderson, from observations made at the Cape of Good
Hope in 1832-3, concludes that the star a. Centauri has a
parallax equal to about one second ; and the same astronomer
found that the parallax of Sirius does not exceed half a
second (Mem. Astr. Soc, vol. xi).
299. The efforts to arrive at a satisfactory value of the
parallax of a fixed star by means of meridional observations
having failed, M Bessel, in 1837-8, attempted the problem
by observations on double stars. For this purpose, by means
of a heliometer (art. 121.) he measured the distance of the
principal star from a small star designated a in its neighbour
hood (the latter from its smallness being presumed to have
no sensible parallax) and also the angle of position between
the hour circle passing through the first star and a line
supposed to connect it with the star a ; and from these obser
vations he computed, by means of formulae, the investigations
of which are given by Mr. Main in the twelfth volume of the
Astronomical Society's Memoirs, the effects of parallax on the
distance between the same stars and also on their angle of
position.
300. In these investigations the first step is to obtain an
expression for the parallax of a star, in terms of its maximum
value, in the direction of an arc of a great circle supposed to
pass through the star, the sun and the earth.
Thus, let s be the sun and E the earth ; also let a
ands be the places of two stars supposed to be at
equal distances from the sun, a being in the
pole of the ecliptic or in the line Str drawn per
pendicularly to SE. Then the angles scte and
8*e will be the annual parallaxes of the two
stars. Produce * e till it meets S m let fall per"'
pendicularly on it from S; then SE, Sm may be considered
a» the sines of the parallaxes, or, on account of the smallness
of the angles at er and s, as the parallaxes themselves (in
seconds). But
SE : sjw :: rad. : sin. seot;
and the angle sew may be considered as equal to sse : there
Q 4
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fore if p represent the angle So-E, or the maximum, commonly
called the constant of parallax, the parallax for any other
star, as s, is equal to p sin sSE.
301. Now let T mf be a projection of the celestial equator,
T the equinoctial point, and T NE a projection of the ecliptic:
let p and p be the poles of these
circles, and let * be the place of
a star. Imagine a plane to pass r(
through the sun, the earth, and
the star s, and to cut the trace of
the ecliptic in E ; then by the
effect of parallax the star will
appear, to a spectator on the earth,
to be at some point s' in the great
circle Es produced ; and from what was said above (art. 300.)
we have SS' r=p sin. se. Let a be a small star in the neigh
bourhood of s, and let fall s'n perpendicularly on the arc as;
then sn will denote the effect of the parallax of * in the
direction sa: draw also si perpendicular to sa.
In the right-angled triangle ss'n considered as plane,
sn = ss' sin. ss/n,= ss' sin. ise, or =/> sin. SE sin. isE. . . .(a).
But in the spherical triangle IsE (art. 61.),
sin. se : sin. IE :: sin.siE : sin.isE;
therefore
sin. se sin. ise = sin. IE sin. sie.
Now IE is equal to the difference between the longitude of
the earth and that of the point I ; and the longitude of the
earth is equal to that of the sun + 180°; therefore if L
represent the longitude of the sun, we have
IE = l + 180° — long, i, and sin. IE = — sin. (l — long.l) ;
therefore
sn, or p sin. se sin. ise, becomes equal to
— p sin. (l — long, i) sin. si E.
Again, in the spherical triangle psF (art. 61.),
sin. Ps : sin. spv :: sin. vp : sm.psP (= sin. Msn):
but Ps is the star's north polar distance, the angle spv is the
complement of the star's longitude, and vp is equal to the
obliquity of the ecliptic ; therefore the value of the angle MsN
may be found from the proportion. The arc si being at
right angles to s a, the angle I s N is equal to the complement
of the sum of the angles asM and msn : and since P sa is the
observed angle of position for the star a, its supplement asU
is known; therefore the angle issr may be found.
Lastly, in the triangle isn, we have sN, the star's latitude,
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the angle isn, and the right angle at n; therefore (arts. 62.
(O and 60 (/))
r sin. * N == tan. I N cotan. I s n,
and
r cos.Ni* = sin.isNcos.«N.
Thus there are obtained the value of IN and of the angle NTs
or its supplement slE: the arc Ti, or the longitude of I, is
equal to I N + T N ; that is, to the sum of I N and the star's
longitude ; and substituting these values in the formula (a)
we have the value of sn, the star's parallax in the direction sa.
302. The double star 61 Cygni was employed by M. Bessel
because, consisting of two stars very near together, he was
enabled, in using the heliometer (art. 121.), to bring the other
star a seen through one half of the divided object glass cor
rectly into the direction of a line joining the two stars com
posing the double star, which was seen through the other
half. Numerous measures of the distances between the star
a and the middle point between the two which compose the
double star were taken during more than a year (1837-8),
and these were reduced to the distance for one epoch (Jan.l.
1838) by corrections on account of the annual proper motion
of the star and the effects of the aberration of light on the
distance between the star a and 61 Cygni. Then, considering
the differences between the measured distances and the distance
at the epoch as so many values of sn, there were obtained as
many equations from which the value of p, the constant of
parallax, was found. M. Bessel determined the amount of
this constant from the stars 61 Cygni and a to be 0".369,
and from the first star and another designated b, 0".261 :
the difference is ascribed to a sensible parallax in the latter
star.
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SIDEREAL, SOLAR, LUNAR, AND PLANETARY DATS.
EQUATION OF
TIME.
EQUINOCTIAL TIME
REDUCTIONS OF ASTRONOMICAL
ELEMENTS TO THEIR VALUES FOR GIVEN TIMES.
HOUR ANGLES.

303. Since time enters as an element in most of the pro
blems relating to practical astronomy, it will be proper now
to explain the kinds which are employed, and the manner of
reducing a given interval in time from one denomination to
another.
The most simple unit of time is the length of the interval
in which the earth makes an exact revolution on its axis, or
in which a point on its surface describes exactly the circum
ference of a circle by the diurnal rotation : this movement of
rotation is known to be uniform, and the interval in which it
is performed, invariable. The time of such rotation is fre
quently considered as the length of a sidereal day, but it is
not exactly that which is so designated by astronomers, the
latter being the interval of time between the instant at which
the plane of any meridian of the earth passes through the true
place of the vernal equinox, or the first point of Aries, and
that at which, in consequence of the diurnal rotation, it passes
next through the same point. Now the equinoctial point is
subject to a displacement in the heavens in consequence of the
general precession and the effects of nutation ; therefore this
interval is not precisely the same as that of a revolution of
the earth on its axis, being constantly less by about one
hundredth part of a second, on account of the general pre
cession merely : it is moreover not invariable, since the effect
of nutation on the equinoctial point is to make that point
oscillate within certain small limits about the place which it
would occupy by the effects of precession alone. This last
inequality would not, however, in nineteen years, cause an
error exceeding 2".3 in the going of a clock ; and therefore
the sidereal day, assumed as above, may be considered in
variable. Hence sidereal time at any instant is represented
by the angle at that instant, between the plane of the geo
graphical meridian of a place and a plane passing through the
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axis of the earth and the true equinoctial point, or by an arc
of the equator between the meridian and that point.
304. The sidereal day is divided into twenty-four hours,
and the hour-hand of a clock, regulated according to sidereal
time, should indicate Oho. Omin. Osec. every time that the
equinoctial point is on the meridian. Now if a fixed star
were situated precisely in the plane of the hour-circle (the
equinoctial colure) passing through the two opposite equi
noctial points, the meridian of the station would pass through
the star every time that, by the diurnal rotation, it came in
coincidence with that colure : thus the right ascension of such
star would be zero or 180 degrees, according to its position
with respect to the axis of the diurnal rotation, and the
sidereal clock would indicate 0 ho., or 12 ho., when the star is
observed on the meridian wire of the transit telescope. There
fore, on any other star being so observed, it is evident that
the time indicated by the sidereal clock should express, in
time, the apparent right ascension of that star, or the angle
between the plane of the meridian and that of the equinoctial
colure ; and this sidereal time of the star's transit ought to
agree with the apparent right ascension which is obtained by
computation from astronomical tables. In the Nautical
Almanacs there are now given the computed right ascensions
of one hundred principal fixed stars; therefore if the transittelescope be well adjusted in the plane of the meridian, and
the movements of the clock-hands be perfectly equable, a
comparison of the observed time of the transit of one of these
stars with the computed right ascension, will immediately
show the error of the clock by the difference which may exist
between them. Hence the daily rate of the sidereal clock
may be found by observing the transit of a star each night,
or at intervals not exceeding five or six nights ; in the latter
case the difference, if any, being divided by the number of
nights in each interval, will give the gain or loss of the clocktime with respect to true sidereal time during twenty-four
hours.
305. Besides the time which is regulated by the diurnal
rotation of the earth with respect to a fixed star, astronomers
also employ, for the sake of simplicity in calculation, a diurnal
rotation of the earth with respect to the sun as a measure of
time. Now the earth being supposed to revolve about the
sun with its true or proper annual motion, each of the inter
vals between the instants at which, successively, by the
earth's rotation on its axis, the plane of a .terrestrial meridian
when produced passes through the centre of the sun, is con
sidered as the length of the apparent solar day; and it is
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found that the number of such revolutions, or days, in the
mean tropical year is (art. 174.) 365.242217. The obliquity
of the terrestrial equator to the plane of the ecliptic, con
sidered as fixed, is here supposed to suffer no variation, and
the line of the equinoxes to continue parallel to itself except
the uniform angular deviation from parallelism which is due
to the effect of general precession ( =50".2 yearly). The ar
rival of the sun at the plane of a terrestrial meridian consti
tutes noon on that meridian, and the shadow of the gnomon
indicates on a sun-dial the hour of the day : but the lengths
of these solar days are unequal, both because the motion
of the earth in its orbit is variable, and because the plane
of the orbit is not perpendicular to the axis of the diurnal
rotation.

306- Now seSjSsTdir (=59'8"-33) exPre-es the
mean daily motion of the earth in the ecliptic : and if it be
conceived that the centre of the earth is at rest while a fic
titious sun revolves about it in a circular orbit in the plane of
the equator with this uniform daily motion, the earth at the
same time revolving on its axis as before, each interval
between the instants at which successively the meridian of a
station on the earth passes through the fictitious sun would
constitute a mean solar day. Thus, let QSN be part of the
circumference of a circle in the celestial sphere in the plane
of the equator B D, of the earth ; s and
8', in that circumference, the centres
of the fictitious sun in such positions
that the angle S p s' is equal to 59'8".33.
Also let pa be a projected meridian
passing through any point A, which
represents a station on the earth : then
the time in which that point would, in
consequence of the diurnal rotation,
describe about p (the projected pole
of the equator) the arc AEa is the length of the mean solar
day, while the time of describing the circumference AEA ex
presses, very nearly, the length of the sidereal day. Thus
the length of the mean solar day exceeds that of the sidereal
day by the time in which pa would, by the diurnal rotation,
move to the position pa; and this time is expressed by
59'8".33
—Y?— , or 3'56".55 in sidereal time.
The length of the mean solar day may be divided into
twenty-four equal parts, or hours, or the half of it into twelve
hours ; and a clock whose dial plate is divided into twelve
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hours being regulated so that the hour hand may make a
complete revolution on the plate in the time of half the
mean solar day, as above described, is a perfect indicator of
mean solar time.
307. The times at which two consecutive transits of the
moon's centre take place at the meridian of any station being
observed by a clock regulated according to mean solar time,
the interval between those times is designated a lunar day,
and is the solar time in which the moon appears to deviate
360 degrees, or twenty-four hours of terrestrial longitude,
from the meridian of the station : the length of such lunar
day is evidently variable on account of the inequalities of
the moon's motion in right ascension; but the period of a
synodical revolution being 29 da. 12 ho. 44 min. (art. 215.)
its mean excess above the length of a mean solar day is found,
on dividing 24 hours by the length of that period, to be
48'46"-8. In like manner, if the times of two consecutive
transits of a planet over the meridian of any station be ob
served by a clock regulated according to mean solar time,
the interval between those times may be considered as the
length, in solar time, of a planetary day. This length,
besides being different for the different planets, is variable for
the same planet ; and it exceeds or falls short of the length of
a solar day : its variations depending on the order of the
planet's movement (direct or retrograde) in its orbit, and upon
the inequalities of the motion in right ascension.
308. If it be required to find the hour, minute, &c. of
mean solar time corresponding to any given sidereal time ;
let QN (fig. to art. 306.) be a portion of the trace of the
equator in the celestial sphere, and Q be the true place of
the vernal equinox : now there must be a time when the
meridian PA of a station lies in the direction PQ, when
the sidereal clock at the station A should indicate 0 ho., and
if the terrestrial meridian be, at a subsequent instant, in any
other position as pe, the angle QPE (in time) will express
the sidereal time, at the same instant, on the same meridian ;
also if QPS express the sidereal time, at the mean noon, on
subtracting it from QPE, the remainder spe diminished by
8 PS", which may represent the increase of the fictitious sun's
mean longitude (in time), while the meridian is revolving from
PS to pe, will be the angular distance of the mean sun 8"
from the meridian ; that is, mean solar time, at the same
instant.
In the Nautical Almanac there is given, for every day, the
sidereal time at the instant of mean noon (when a clock
regulated by mean solar time indicates 0 ho.) at Greenwich.
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And if it were required to find the mean solar time at that
place, corresponding to any given sidereal time, the following
process may be used. From the given sidereal time subtract
the sidereal time at mean noon ; the remainder will be the
number of sidereal hours which have elapsed since mean noon,
and this may be considered as the approximate solar time : but
the excess of a mean solar hour above a sidereal hour is equal
3'56''.55
to —r:— j or to 9".8565 (sid. ti.) ; therefore the number of
sidereal hours in a given interval of time is greater than the
number of solar hours in the same interval ; and in order to
obtain the required number of solar hours it is necessary to
subtract the product of 9".8565 by the above remainder, from
that remainder. The quantity 9". 8565 1 (when t expresses
any given number of sidereal hours) is called the acceleration
of sidereal above mean solar time for that number of hours.
A converse operation is performed in the reduction of a
given solar time to the corresponding sidereal time. Thus,
having found the acceleration for the given solar time, add
together the given time, the acceleration and the sidereal
time at mean noon ; the result will be the required sidereal
time.
309. If the station of the observer be at any distance, in
longitude, from Greenwich, the sidereal time at noon, at the
station, must be employed instead of the sidereal time at noon
at Greenwich. Now the difference between any two con
secutive times in the column of sidereal time at noon in the
Nautical Almanac is 3'56".55, which is, in fact, the acceler
ation of sidereal time for twenty-four hours ; or the variation
of sidereal time in the column is 9".8565 for one hour of time :
but the instant of mean noon at any station distant from
Greenwich, in longitude, 15 degrees westward, is later by
one hour than the instant of mean noon at Greenwich, and
at a station 15 degrees eastward, is earlier by one hour.
Therefore, if t, in hours, be the longitude of the station from
Greenwich, 9".8565£must be added to the sidereal time at
Greenwich mean noon, if the station be west of Greenwich,
or the same must be subtracted if the station be east of
Greenwich, in order to have the required sidereal time at
mean noon.
310. The difference between apparent and mean solar time
at any instant is called the equation of time, and in the
Nautical Almanac its value is given for the instants both of
apparent and mean noon at Greenwich on every day in the
year. In order to understand the manner of finding this
value, imagine a point to revolve about the earth in the pi ine
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of the equator with a uniform angular motion equal to
59' 8".33 in a mean solar day; and let st, TV, &c. subtend
each, at P, the pole of the earth's equator, an angle equal to
that quantity : then, since this motion is performed in the time
that the hour hand of a clock regulated according to mean
solar time revolves twice round upon
the dial plate, it may be conceived
that the hour hand may be so ad
justed as to indicate 0 hrs. when
the point arrives at s, t, v, &c.
Make the arc SQ, or the angle spq,
in the plane of the equator, equal to
the sun's mean longitude at the
given instant, suppose that of mean noon ; then Q is the place
of the mean equinox. Make QQ' equal to the equation of the
equinoxes in right ascension, in arc or in minutes, &c. of a
degree ; then Q' will be the place of the true equinox. Let
Q's' represent part of the trace of the ecliptic in the heavens ;
make that arc equal to the sun's true longitude at the same
instant, and let fall S't perpendicularly on QS; then S' may
represent the place of the true sun, and Q't the sun's true
right ascension. Now the true sun revolving, apparently,
about the earth in the plane of the ecliptic with its proper
variable motion ; the time at which the plane of a terrestrial
meridian passes, by the diurnal rotation, through 8', is the
instant of apparent noon, or that at which the shadow of the
gnomon on a sun-dial indicates 0 hrs. : but the terrestrial
meridians being perpendicular to the equator, that which
passes through s' also passes through t; and the angle *ps
through which a meridian revolves between the instant of
apparent noon and the instant of mean noon is evidently equal
to the difference between the sun's mean longitude and his
true right ascension. Therefore since the places of 8 and s'
are supposed to be computed for the instant of mean noon,
the difference so found is the equation of time for mean noon.
If the places of 8 and s' had been computed for the instant of
apparent noon, the difference would have been the equation
for that instant.
If L, for any given instant, represent the mean longitude
of the sun, reckoned from the mean vernal equinox, as it
would be found from astronomical tables ; and if + n repre
sent the equation of the equinoctial points in right ascension,
in seconds of a degree; then Q's=L+n. Now the true
right ascension of the sun in degrees might be obtained from
the Nautical Almanac for the same instant ; but when found
from astronomical tables, it consists of the following terms :
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the mean longitude (l) of the sun from the mean equinox ;
the equation (+ e) of the centre ; the equation of the equi
noxes (+ n) in longitude ; the effects (+ p) of planetary per
turbation; and lastly, a term (+r) which being applied
according to its sign, reduces the whole to its projection on
the equator : the sum of all these terms is represented by Q' t.
Therefore ts, the equation of time at any instant, is expressed
by the formula

tV (±« + &+n + p + e).
311. The instant of the occurrence of a celestial phe
nomenon is usually expressed in mean, or apparent solar time
for the station at which the phenomenon is observed ; and it
is consequently necessary to mention also the place of observ
ation in order that the time so expressed may be reduced to
the corresponding times for other stations. For the purpose,
however, of rendering unnecessary a reference to the par
ticular station, a practice has been of late introduced of
giving the time of a phenomenon in mean solar time reckoned
from the instant when a mean sun was in the mean equi
noctial point in the year 0 of the Christian era. Time so
reckoned is called equinoctial time, and being independent of
any station on the earth's surface it serves in some measure
to supply the want of a fixed meridian in expressing the time
of a phenomenon.
The mean sun alluded to is one which is supposed to re
volve about the earth with a uniform motion equal to the
mean velocity with which the latter revolves about the sun ;
and the mean equinoctial point is a place in the heavens
which the intersection of the ecliptic and equator would oc
cupy if its movement were that only which constitutes the
general precession. The time in which the mean sun would
make one revolution from the mean equinoctial point to the
same again, or the length of the equinoctial year, is, from the
investigations of M. Bessel, equal to 365.242217 mean solar
days, and at the instant of mean noon at Greenwich on
March 22d, 1844, the equinoctial time was 1843 years,
0.082875 days, or an equinoctial year terminated at 0.082875
days (or 1 hr. 59'20".4) before the instant of mean noon at
Greenwich. Now in the Nautical Almanac there is given, page
XXII. of each month, the number of mean solar days which
have elapsed since the mean noon of the day in the preceding
March on which the sun was in the mean equinoctial point ;
therefore (till March 22d, 1845) the decimal 0.082875 days
must be added to the complete number of days elapsed since
March 22d, 1844, in order to have the equinoctial time cor
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responding to the Greenwich mean noon of the given day.
The above decimal changes on March 22d, 1845, but a like
process must be used during the next equinoctial year ; and
so on.
If it were required to find the equinoctial time correspond
ing to July 10th, 1844, at 5 P.M., mean time at Greenwich;
since from March 22d, to July 10th, there are 110 days, and
5 hours are equal to /T, or 0.208333 days, that time would
be 1843 years 110.208333 + 0.082875 days, or 1843 years
i if) 2Q1207

110.291207 days; or again, 1843 ^"'^^,' ( = 1843.30196)
years. Should the equinoctial time be required for a given
instant expressed in mean solar time for any place distant, in
longitude, from Greenwich ; that mean time may be reduced
to Greenwich mean time by adding the difference of longitude
in time, if the place be west of Greenwich, or by subtracting
it if eastward, and then proceeding as before.
312. The right ascension of the meridian or midheaven,
at any given instant, is expressed by the time which a sidereal
clock indicates at that instant (art. 73.); and therefore, the
apparent or mean solar time being given, that right ascension
may be obtained by finding the corresponding sidereal time,
as explained at the end of art. 308. ; such sidereal time is the
right ascension required.
If a watch or clock regulated according to solar time in
dicate correctly mean time at a station, the moment at which
the sun will be on the meridian will be ascertained on apply
ing the equation of time to the hour (12) of mean noon, by
addition or subtraction, as directed in the Nautical Almanac
(page II. of each month). But the time at which any fixed
star will be on the meridian of a station is to be found by the
following process : let Q s s' represent a trace of the equator
in the heavens ; E the earth, vm a, pro
jection of the plane of the meridian,
and Q the position of the equinoctial
point; let also QS' represent the right
ascension of the star, which is to be
taken from the Nautical Almanac. Then,
from the same work let the right ascen
sion of the sun at apparent, or at mean
noon, at Greenwich be taken, and let
there be added to it, if the station be westward of Greenwich,
or subtracted from it, if eastward, the variation of the sun's
right ascension for a time corresponding to the distance of the
place in longitude from Greenwich; the result (QS), which is
the sun's right ascension at apparent or mean noon at the
R
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station, being subtracted from the star's right ascension, gives
8 s', the approximate time at which the star culminates, or the
time in which the meridian Pm would revolve by the diurnal
rotation from P8 to PS'. Again, let the variation ss of the
sun's right ascension during that approximate time be fouDd
and subtracted from the approximate time; the remainder
will be the angular distance sps' (in time) of the sun from
the meridian when the plane of the latter passes through the
star ; that is, very nearly, the apparent, or mean, solar time
at which the star will culminate.
If the sun's right ascension should exceed that of the star,
it would be merely necessary to add twenty-four hours to the
latter before the sun's right ascension is subtracted from it ;
the remainder will still be the time which is to elapse before
the star culminates.
313. It is of importance to have a knowledge of the
instant at which a planet will culminate, or be on the meridian
of any particular station whose longitude from Greenwich is
known exactly or nearly, for the purpose of determining, by
means of an observed altitude of the planet, the hour of the
observation, or in order to be prepared for observing the me
ridian altitude of the planet and subsequently of determining
the latitude of the station. This knowledge may be ob
tained in the following manner. If ss', as above, represent
the difference between the right ascension of the sun and
the geocentric right ascension of a planet, at mean noon at
the station, and consequently the approximate mean time at
which the planet will culminate ; let there be next found, for
that approximate time, the variation ss of the sun's right as
cension and the variation sV of the planet's geocentric right
ascension (the latter being set out in the direction sV or
s's", according as the right ascension is increasing or de
creasing). Then the arc ss' or ss" (=ss' + sV — ss, or
ss' — s's" — ss) may be considered as a very near approxi
mation to the mean time at which the planet will culminate
at the station.
The time at which the moon will culminate at any station
may be found in like manner, s's' representing the variation
of the moon's right ascension in the first approximate time ;
and this variation may be obtained from the hourly right as
censions of the moon in the Nautical Almanac.
The culmination of a planet at any station may also be de
termined from the times of the daily transits or passages of
the planets over the meridian of Greenwich which are given
in the pages of the Nautical Almanac containing the geo
centric places. For the day of the month being given, on
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subtracting from one another the times of transit on that day
and the next, there will be found the excess or deficiency of the
interval between the times, with respect to a mean solar day :
then, supposing that the excess or deficiency takes place
uniformly, there may be had by a simple proportion the value
of it for an interval of time equal to the given difference of
longitude.
For example, let it be required to find the time that Venus
culminated on March 1st, 1843, at a station whose longitude
from Greenwich, in time, is three hours eastward. From the
Nautical Almanac it is found that the difference between the
times of the meridian passages on the first and second days of
March is 0".4 (an increase) ; therefore
24 ho. : 3 ho. :: 0'.4 : 0'.05,
which being subtracted from 21 ho. 5'.6 (the time of the
transit at Greenwich on the first day of March) gives 21ho.
5'. 55, or 21 ho. 5' 33" for the time of the transit, in mean
time, at the station.
The excess is subtracted because the station is eastward of
Greenwich, and the transit takes place there earlier than at
the latter place : it should have been added if the station had
been westward of Greenwich. It must be observed also that,
if the times of transit should diminish from one day to the
next, the difference corresponding to the difference of lon
gitude must be added when the station is east of Greenwich,
and subtracted when it is westward.
Thus, let it be required to find the time that Jupiter cul
minated on August 1st, 1843, at a station whose longitude
from Greenwich, in time, is 3 hours eastward. From the
Nautical Almanac it is found that the difference between the
times of the meridian passages on the first and second days of
August is 4'.4 (a diminution) ; therefore
24 ho. : 3 ho. :: 4'.4 : 0'.55,
which being added to 13 ho. 8'.2 (the time of the transit at
Greenwich on the first day of August) gives 13 ho. 8'.75 for
the mean time of the transit at the station. If the station
had been westward of Greenwich the diminution must have
been subtracted.
The time of the moon's transit over the meridian of any
station whose longitude from Greenwich is known may also
be determined with sufficient precision for the purpose of pre
paring to observe the meridian altitude of that luminary.
For example ; on the first day of September, 1843, the moon
passed the meridian of Greenwich at 6 ho. 15'.2, and on the
second day at 7 ho. 12'.5 ; the difference between them is
is 2
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57'.3 (the excess of the time between two consecutive transits
above a solar day) : therefore, if the station be distant from
Greenwich in longitude 45 degrees, or 3 hours, eastward,
24 ho. : 3 ho. :: 57'.3 : 7'.16;
and this excess subtracted from 6 ho. 15'.2 leaves 6 ho. 8'.04,
or 6 ho. 8' 2".4, for the mean solar time of the transit at the
station. The excess obtained from the proportion must have
been added if the station had been westward of Greenwich :
in the first case the transit takes place at the station before it
takes place at Greenwich ; and in the other, it takes place
later.
314. If a celestial body having no proper motion were
observed at two different instants, the angle at the pole be
tween the hour circles passing through the apparent places
of the body at those instants would be expressed in degrees
by 15 T, T representing the number of sidereal hours in
the interval of time during which a meridian of the earth
would, by the diurnal rotation, pass from one place of the
celestial body to the other. Also, when the celestial body is
the sun, and the interval between the observations is ex
pressed as usual in mean solar time, or that which is given by
a clock or watch going correctly, the same interval mul
tiplied by 15 will give the angle between the hour circles hi
degrees.
For, let qss' (fig. to art. 312.) represent the equator, p its
pole, Q the equinoctial point ; and let the plane of the meri
dian of a station pass through PA and PB at the two times of
observation : also let Q s be the right ascension of the sun at
the first observation ; and, by the change in the sun's right
ascension in the interval, let Q* be the right ascension at the
second observation. Then, the arc as in degrees (the angular
distance of the meridian from the hour circle passing through
the sun at the first observation) being represented by a, the
arc AB by b, and Ss by c ; the angular distance b* of the
meridian from the hour circle passing through the sun at the
second observation, is equal to a — b + c, and the angular
distance between the hour circles passing through the two
visible places of the sun is equal to as — bs or b — c. In
sidereal time that angle is expressed by jj (b — c) : but Tj c
is the acceleration corresponding to the sidereal time Tj b ;
and yj- (b — c) expresses also the solar time corresponding to
Tj- b, or Tj (6 — c) is the given interval. Thus the angle in
degrees between the hour circles is equal to the product of 15
by the given interval between the observations, in solar time.
In strictness, the angle between the two hour circles being
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affected by the inequality of the sun's movement in right
ascension during the interval, that interval, in mean time,
should be reduced to the corresponding interval in apparent
solar time, by applying, according to its sign, the variation in
the equation of time during the interval before it is multiplied
by 15. The variation of the equation does not, however,
exceed 30" in 24 hours, and is generally much less.
If the interval between the observations on a fixed star at
two different instants, were expressed in solar time, it would
evidently be necessary, in order to have in degrees the angle
at the pole between the hour circles passing through the two
visible places of the star, that the interval so expressed should
be converted into sidereal time, either by a table of " Time
equivalents " (Naut. Aim., pages 554—557.), or by adding the
acceleration, before the multiplication by 15 is made. When
the interval between two observations on the moon is ex
pressed in solar time, it must in like manner be converted
into sidereal time : this last may be represented by Tj- A B in
the figure, that is, by the angular distance (in time) between
the places of the meridian at the times of the two observ
ations ; therefore, subtracting from it the increase of the
moon's right ascension during the interval (represented by Tj8 s), and multiplying the remainder by 15, the result will be the
required angle at the pole between the hour circles passing
through the apparent places of the moon at the observations.
In like manner, the interval between two times of observation
on a planet being reduced to sidereal time, if from the result
there be subtracted the increase, or added the decrease of the
planet's geocentric right ascension for the interval ; there
will be obtained (in time) the required angle at the pole.
315. It follows from what has been said, that when the
hour angle of a celestial body (the angle at the pole between
the meridian of a station, and a horary circle passing through
the celestial body) is obtained, in degrees, from an observed
altitude of the body, the reduction of that angle to solar
time, and the converse operation, will be different for the
sun, the moon, and for a star. The angle at the pole between
the meridian of a station, and a hour circle passing through the
sun, being divided by 15, or multiplied by Jfo according to the
practice of mariners, expresses the solar time of the observ
ation, reckoning from the instant of apparent noon. For a
fixed star, the like angle at the pole, in degrees, on being
divided by 1 5, is expressed in sidereal time ; and the acce
leration for the number of hours must be subtracted from
the quotient, in order that it may be expressed in solar time :
B 3
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it will thus denote the solar time of the observation reckoned
from the instant at which the star culminates.
If a like angle at the pole be obtained in degrees from an
observed altitude of.the moon, the number of degrees divided
by 15, give the sidereal time corresponding to the interval:
if to this be added the increase of the moon's right ascension
for the same interval the sum will be (nearly) the hour angle
in sidereal time, which may be reduced to solar time by sub
tracting the acceleration. The result will be (nearly) the time
of the observation, reckoning from the instant at which the
moon culminates. A process, precisely similar, must be em
ployed when the hour angle of a planet is obtained from an
observation, the variation of the planet's right ascension being
added to, or subtracted from the sidereal interval according
as that right ascension is increasing or decreasing.
The variations in the right ascension of the sun, the moon,
or a planet, for a given interval of time, may be obtained from
the Nautical Almanac, by methods which will be presently
noticed (art. 316.).
Conversely, if the time of the day be given, the sun's hour
angle is immediately found on multiplying by 15 the ap
parent time elapsed since the preceding noon. When the
time of night is given, the most simple way of finding the
horary angle of a fixed star, a planet, or of the moon, is to
take the difference between the right ascension of the midheaven, and of the celestial body (both of them being found
for the given time); for the result, when multiplied by 15,
gives the required angle in degrees.
The following example will serve to illustrate the methods of finding
the hour angle of a fixed star for any given time and station.
Let it be required to find the hour angle of a Polaris for Sandhurst at
10 ho. 46 m. 21 sec. mean time, or 11 ho. 1 m. 13 sec. apparent time, No- "
vember 17. 1843.
First Method.

ho. ,

„

Right asc. a Polaris, Nov. 17.
Right asc. sun (noon at Sandhurst)

- 1 4 0.8 (Naut. Aim.)
- 15 28 35.7
(Do.)

Approximate time of culminating
Variat. sun's right asc. in 9 ho. 35 m.

-

Apparent time of culminating Apparent time given -

- 9 33 45.7
-11113

Star's hour angle in solar time Do. in sidereal time (by the table of
time equivalents)
-

9 35 25.1
1 39.4

1 27 27.3
1 27 41.8
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ho. , tl
Second Method.
Sidereal time at mean noon, Greenwich - 15 43 34-6 (Naut. Aim.)
Variation for 3 min. diff. of long, (add) .5
15 43 35.1
Sidereal time corresponding to 10k. 46'
21" (mean solar time at Sandhurst) - 10 48 7.
Sidereal time at the instant, or right as
cension of the midheaven
Right ascension of the star

2 31 42.1
1 4 0.8

Star's hour angle in sidereal time - 1 27 41.3
Note.—If there be a sidereal clock at the station, the right ascension of
the midheaven is given by it for the instant ; therefore, by taking the dif
ference between such right ascension and that of the star, the hour angle
is immediately found.
Third Method.
Right ascension of the sun at apparent
noon (Gr.) - 15 28 35.2 (Naut. Aim.)
Variation for difference of longitude
.5
(= 3' west) Right ascension of the sun at app. noon,
Sandhurst - 15 28 35.7
Variation for lib.. 1' 13"
154.1
Right asc. sun at the given time
Apparent time at the instant (add)

- 15 30 29.8
- 11 1 13

Right ascension of the midheaven
Right asc. star
-

-

2 31 42.8
1 4 0.8

Star's hour angle in sidereal time

-

1 27 42

r 4
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CHAP. XV.
INTERPOLATIONS — PRECISION OF OBSERVATIONS.

316. The longitudes and latitudes of the sun, moon, and
planets, and the right ascensions and declinations of the sun
and planets, with the semidiameter of the former, and the
logarithms of the radii vectores, are given in the Nautical
Almanac for the noon of every day at Greenwich, that is, for
intervals of time equal to twenty-four hours ; the semidiameter
and horizontal parallax of the moon for intervals of twelve
hours, and the right ascensions and declinations of the moon
for every hour : and certain corrections only are necessary, in
order to obtain the values of the elements for any given time
at the place of observation.
For the ordinary purposes of practical astronomy, it will
suffice to find, by a simple proportion, the variation of the
element in the interval between the given instant, and the
hour at Greenwich for which the value of the element is
given in the almanac The longitude of the station, from
Greenwich, being known by estimation or otherwise, the
time at Greenwich corresponding to the given instant can be
found by subtracting the difference of longitude, in time,
from the given time at the place, if the place be eastward of
Greenwich, or adding the two together if westward ; for the
given time being reckoned from the preceding noon, the re
mainder or the sum is the required time at Greenwich,
reckoned also from the preceding noon.
Now, in the Nautical Almanac, adjoining the column of
the sun's right ascension, and also of his declination, there is
given a column containing the hourly variation of the ele
ment ; and this variation being multiplied by the number of
hours in a given interval, as that between the Greenwich
noon and the time found as above, will be the required cor
rection of the element, which being applied to the value for
Greenwich noon, the sum or difference will be the value for
the given instant. In like manner, may the correction of
the moon's right ascension and declination fos a given interval
be obtained from the Nautical Almanac ; the former, by
means of the difference between the hourly right ascensions,
and the latter by means of the column of variations for ten
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minutes. Thus, for example, on the 7th of April, 1843, at
4 ho. 34' 30" p. m. mean time at a station whose longitude
west of Greenwich is 1 ho. 10', the corresponding mean time
at Greenwich is 5 ho. 44' 30" ; and, if it were required to
have the correct declination for that instant, the variation for
10 min. at 5 p.m. being — 63".45, the following proportion
may be made : —
10' : — 63"-45 :: 44' -5 : - 282"-35, or - (4' 42"-32),
which subtracted from 21° 58' 1"*9, the declination at 5 p.m.,
leaves 21° 53' 19"'55 for the corrected declination. Correc
tions thus found are said to be for first differences.
The variations of a planet's geocentric right ascension and
declination in any given interval of time, may be obtained
from the columns containing the planet's right ascension and
declination for the given month in the Nautical Almanac, by
taking proportional parts of the daily differences.
317. But when the variations of the elements are consider
able, and when the values are required with great accuracy,
the corrections for second, and occasionally for third, as well
as for first differences become necessary : these may be ob
tained by means of the usual formula for interpolation, which
is investigated in the following manner : —
Let y, the quantity to be interpolated, be considered as a
function of a variable quantity m, and assume
y — A + Bm + CJW2 + Dm3 + &c.
Now, let m have successively values represented by o, n, 2 n,
3 n, &c, then the corresponding values of y will be
A
(1)
a + b» + c»5+dh'+ &c
(2)
A + B.2n + C. (2m)2 + d(2k)3+ &c.
. (3)
a + b. 3w + C (3w)a + D(3n)3+ &c. . .(4)
&c.
Subtracting successively (1) from (2), (2) from (3), &c, and
representing the remainders by p', Q', b', &c. we have
p'- = B + CK + DSa+ &c
(5)
n
=B + C.3rc + D.7ra2+ &c.

.

. (6)

n
=B + c.5n + D.19w2+ &c.
n
&c. &c.

. (7)
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Again, subtracting successively (5) from (6), (6) from (7),
&c, and representing the remainders by p", Q", &c, we get
= C + D.3«+ &c

(8)

2n
= C + D.6n+ &c
(9)
2n
&c. &c.
Next, subtracting (8) from (9), &c, and representing the re
mainders by p'", &c, we have
■pi"
— = D + &C.
3n
But p'" = —s
: also Q =
and p" =
;
2»
n
n
therefore p'" = ("'-QO-fo'-O and putting A"'for the
numerator of this fraction, we have
/ p'"\
A
^3'

Substituting this value of d in the equation (8), and trans
posing,
_p"_ A'"
°~2n 2n*"'
o'— p'
but p" =
, and putting A" for q'— p', we get
A"
c = 2»2

A'"
2 w2 "

Again, substituting these values of C and r> in (5), and trans
posing,
B — w"

~2ra + ~2n

~&n'

or putting A ' for p' and simplifying,
E_A/ A" { A'"
— n
2ra
3w '
Finally, substituting these values of B, c, and D in the as
sumed equation, we obtain
y = A + - A' + i-{

1 A" +

. mfm1
i^-3^
n V»
n + 2)J A'"+&c,
6D n\n?
ofwhich the three first terms will generally ffice.
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Here y is the element required for the given time.
A is the element for the noon, midnight or complete
hour preceding the given instant.
m is the given number of hours since noon or mid
night, or the number of minutes since the complete
hour.
n is either 24 h., 12 h., or 60 m, according to the
interval between the times for which the elements
are given in the Nautical Almanac.
A', A", &c, are the first, second, &c. differences of
the elements in the almanac.
Example. Let it be required to find the moon's latitude
for August 4th, 1842 at 16 h. 18' mean time at Greenwich,
that is, at 4.3 h. after mean midnight.
Moon's Lat.
O

A'
/

Aug. 4. noon + 0 45
Midnt. + 05
Aug. 5. noon — 0 34
Midnt. — 1 14

"

48.1
54.6
33.1
49.4

A"

Mean Second Dlff.

II

— 39 53.5
— 40 27.7
— 40 16.3

+ 34.2
— 11.4

+ 11-4

The latitudes are taken from the Nautical Almanac ; the
positive sign indicates north latitude ; the negative sign, south
latitude.
Here A = 0° 5' 54". 6, A ' = - 40' 27".7, or - 40.463. m.
™ = ^ = 0.358, " A':
n
12
n

-14'29".16, A"= + 11".4

- 1 = - 0.642, $ * (™ - l) A" = - 1".31.
Therefore y = — 0° 8' 35".87, the moon's correct latitude,
south.
318. The horary motions of the sun, moon, and planets,
when great accuracy is required, must also be taken from the
almanac with an attention to second differences. When the
elements are given in the almanac for every 12 hours; the
first difference between them at the noon or midnight pre
ceding, and that which follows the given instant being di
vided by 12, will give the mean horary motion during the 12
hours : this must be corrected by applying to it with its pro
per sign the difference between the values of the third term in
the formula for interpolation for the complete hour before, and
for the complete hour after the given instant ; for this differ
ence will express the quantity by which the true differs from
the mean hourly motion at the given time. Thus, wanting
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the moon's hourly motion in latitude at the time given in the
above example, we have
A'
40' 27". 7
ja —
19
= — 3' 22".31 for the mean hourly motion :
but the value of the third term in the series is,
for 4 hours after midnight, = — % (11".4) = — 1".27,
'
= - jfc (11".4) = - 1.39.
for 5 hours
The difference between these is — 0".12, which added to the
mean hourly motion, gives 3' 22".43 for the true hourly
motion between 16 hours and 17 hours on the given day.
When the moon's horary motion in declination is required
for any given time, the mean horary motions must be taken
out for at least three complete hours, including within them
the given time (they may be obtained by multiplying each of
the differences for 10 minutes, corresponding to those hours,
by 6), and these may be considered as the horary motions for
the middles of the intervals : the differences between them
will be nearly constant, but a mean of the differences may be
considered as a first difference, which being multiplied by
tn

— will give the variation of the hourly motion ; and this must
be added to, or subtracted from, the mean hourly motion in
order to give the correct hourly motion at the given time.
Here n = 60', and m is the number of minutes between the
given instant and the middle between the complete hour pre
ceding and following it.
319. The subjoined process for obtaining a series of inter
polated numbers by means of second differences will occa
sionally be found useful. Let the numbers in the column R
below be the radii vectores of a comet corresponding to cer
tain given longitudes or anomalies, reckoned on the orbit, and
differing from one another, for example, by one degree ; and
let it be required to interpolate the numbers for every 10
minutes.
Long, or Anoni.

30°
31
32

R

1-11072
1-13214
1-15427

A'
2142
2213

Sum of the A'

4355

Then between 30° and 32° there will be twelve first dif
ferences, and their sum will be 4355.
Let d be the first of these twelve first differences, and 8 the
second difference, supposed to be constant : then the several
first differences will be
d, d + 8, d + 28, &c
to d + 11 8;
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and their sum will be 12«? + (1 + 2 + 3 +....+ 11) 8,
or 12rf + (1 + 11) ^8: hence 12d + 668 = 4355.
In like manner the sum of the six first differences between
30° and 31° will be 6d + 15 8 = 2142.
From these equations we findrf = 352.07, 8 = 1.972 : then
for 30° we have R = 1.11072 ;
for 30° 10',
r' = R + d = 1.11424 ;
for 30° 20',
r"= r' + d + 8 = 1.11778 ;
B''-'=R" + rf + 28 = 1.12134 ; &c.
for 30° 30',
320. In the simple circumstance of observing a signal, as
the flash of gunpowder or the occurrence of a celestial phe
nomenon, the estimates made by two persons of the instant at
which the event took place will, in general, differ ; and the
same person does not, on different occasions, observe phe
nomena, with respect to time, in like manner : in the bisection
of a star by a wire in a transit telescope, such difference has
amounted to several tenths of a second. The incongruity is
conceived to arise from peculiarities in the organs of vision, or
in the perceptions of different individuals, and from variations
in the state of the nervous system, according, probably, as
the person may be more or less fatigued at the time of
making the observation.
321. The correction which should be applied, on account
of this cause of error, to the observed time of the occurrence
of a phenomenon is called the personal equation ; and, in the
present state of Astronomy, it is incumbent on every observer,
by comparing the results of his observations with those deduced
from the observations of other persons, to determine the value
of the correction which should be applied. At the Greenwich
Observatory, when a difference exists between the personal
equations of two observers, the parties determine the error of
the sidereal clock at a certain instant, from the transits of
stars observed by them on alternate days ; and the dif
ference between the errors is considered as a correction to be
subtracted from the several errors determined by the observer
whose personal equation is the greatest, in order to reduce
them to the values which would have been determined from
the observations made by the other. In general, when a ter
restrial signal or a celestial phenomenon is to be observed by
different persons simultaneously, at every repetition of the
observation the parties should interchange their stations, in
order that the equations may be detected and determined.
322. It is customary for observers to estimate the goodness
of a single observation according to a judgment formed at the
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time under existing circumstances ; and when they have made
two or more observations which are presumed to differ in
degrees of goodness, numbers expressing the relative values
are multiplied into the numerical expressions of the observa
tions, in order that all the observations may be reduced to
the same standard with respect to correctness. Thus, if one
observation should appear to merit confidence twice as much
as another, it would be multiplied by 2 ; and, in general, A15
and A2, representing the numerical expressions for two ob
servations whose relative merits are denoted by two numbers
represented by w 1 and w2, respectively, the two observations,
when reduced to one standard, would be expressed by wlA1
and w2A2. The numbers wlt ie2, &c. are called weights;
and each, when applied to an observation, may be conceived
to represent the number of observations of standard goodness
to which the observation is equivalent. The weight due to
several observations taken collectively is equal to the sum
of the weights due to the observations separately : thus
—-—K),

+ W2—'^—r
+ &C.

is taken to express
the weighted
mean
*
V

of the observations A15 a2, &c. collectively.
323. If the analytical expression given by writers on
Probabilities (De Morgan, Theory of Probabilities, in the
Encyclop. Metropol., art. 100.) for the probability that the
error in a single observation lies within certain limits ex
pressed by + e and — e (e representing some small number)
be made equal to ^, which denotes equality of chance that
an observed result may differ from the truth in excess and
defect by equal quantities ; and if from the equation so
formed the value of e be obtained, it will be found to be equal
to 0.476936. Let this be represented by s, and if it be sub
stituted in the expression for the limit of the probability of
error, on taking the number representing the common average
or arithmetical mean of several observations as the true mean
(art. 115. in the work above quoted), that expression becomes,
denoting the sum of several terms of the like kind by one
such term having prefixed to it the symbol 2,
+ ,V/? V/^!....(A),
n
n
'
or, which is proved to be an equivalent expression,
,2 /VS.A2 /2.AN%
, s
±ev/-V/5
) ] . . . . (b):
here 2 . E2 (representing e21+e22+&c) is the sum of the
squares of the presumed errors in the several observations, or of
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the differences between the actual observations and the average
or arithmetical mean of all ; —— represents what is called the
mean square of the numerical expressions for the several ob
servations a15 A2, &c, or the sum of the squares of the
separate observations divided by n, the number of observations,
and ( —— 1 is the square of the arithmetical mean of all the
observations : in the formulae, s V2 = 0.67449.
324. It is evident that the precision of the result obtained
by taking the ordinary average of several observations as a
true result, will be so much greater as either of the expressions
(a) or (b) is smaller ; or, using the first expression, the
degree of precision is inversely proportional to - V2.E2, or
n

*

a

directly proportional to ( 2 . E2 j , that is, to v/y 2. It fol*
n
~~
lows also, from the expression (a) that in two sets consisting
of an equal number of observations, the precision of the results
2.E2
is inversely proportional to -/S.E2 ; and if -—, the mean
square of the errors, be the same in both, which implies that
all the observations are equally good, the precision is directly
proportional to <Jn. Thus, if there be taken the ordinary
average of two sets of observations unequal in number, but
all equally good ; in order to reduce the averages to the same
degree of precision, each must be multiplied by the square
root of the number of observations from which it was obtained.
325. The term 2 . e2 or „— 3 is considered as representn
ing the weight due to the average of a series of observations ;
therefore the precision due to the result of a series of observ
ations varies with the square root of the weight. From this
formula for the weight an observer may learn to determine
the weight due to any single observation made by himself:
for, having obtained the numerical values of several observ
ations (for example, the particular number ofseconds indicated
by a clock at the bisection of a star by a wire in a telescope),
and taken the difference between each and an arithmetical
mean of all, let him consider the several differences as so many
errors ; then, on dividing the square of the number of ob
servations by the sum of the squares of the errors, the result
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compared with like results obtained by other observers will
afford an indication of the relative value of his observations.
326. From the known weights due to two independent
observations there may be obtained the weight due to a phe
nomenon depending on those which were observed ; and the
following example will serve to illustrate the process. Let a
certain angle C depend on two other angles A and b, and let
these last be actually observed while C is obtained merely by
adding A and B together, or by subtracting one of them from
the other as the case may be : it is required to find the weight
due to C.
In a single observation the precision is inversely propor
tional to the error : and since the weight is represented by
the square of the precision (art. 325.), w oc -5 or E2 a -.
E-*
w
But, in any result obtained, like the angle C, from two ob
servations whose errors may be represented by E2 and E2, and
weights by w19 w2, the precision varies with
or the weight with

g—

<2
g ; substituting, therefore, in the
E j +E 2

last expression, — , — for E , 2 and e „ 2, we get —-—— for the
M>! m>2
° wl + wa
weight due to c.
In combining together several observations of circumpolar
stars for determining the latitude of a station, let ic, be the
weight due to all the zenith distances observed when the star
is above the pole, and w2 the weight due to all those which
are observed when it is below : then the fraction just formed
will be the weight due to the result of the whole series of
observations.
327. Either of the formulae (a), (b) may be used to find the
relative merits of two or more instruments : thus, let several
zenith distances of a celestial body be observed with two
different circles, and, omitting the degrees and minutes, let
the seconds read on the head of a micrometer screw be as
follow : —
No. 1. circle, 58".5, 56".33,59".25, 54".75; mean=57".2075.
No.2.circle,40".25,38".5, 36".8 ,42".5 ;mean = 39".2625.
The following errors are found by taking the differences
between the mean and each observation,
No. 1., + l".2925,-0".8775, + 2".0425,-2".4575.
No. 2., + 0".9875, - 0".7625,— 2".4625, + 3".2375.
Taking the sum of the squares of the errors and dividing by
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2.E'2
the number of observations, we have for -- — , in No. 1.,
2.9629, and in No. 2., 4.5843, the square roots of which are
1.721 and 2.141: these divided by Vn (=2) give 0.8605
and 1.0705, which multiplied by eV2 ( = 0.67449) give
finally the numbers 0.5804 and 0.7221.
The degree of precision in the result obtained by taking
the average of the first set of observations is greater than by
taking that of the second in the ratio of 722 1 to 5804 ; and
the first instrument, including the skill and carefulness of the
observers in both, is therefore better than the second in the
ratio of those numbers. It is evident, however, that a much
greater number of observations ought to be employed when
considerable accuracy in the relative values is required. In
like manner may the relative merits of two or more chrono
meters be determined, the daily rate of each for several days
being considered as errors, or as observations, according as the
first or second formula is employed.
The results of observations made by direct view and by
reflexion with the same instrument, are frequently found to
differ from one another in goodness when tried by means
similar to that which has been described ; and it is stated in
the Introduction to the " Greenwich Observations " that, with
the mural circle in use at the Observatory, the zenith distances
of celestial bodies appear to be greater by reflexion-observa
tions than by the others, the difference in some cases
amounting to four seconds ; near the horizon it is small or
vanishes, and it is greatest when the zenith distance is about
30 or 40 degrees.
In order to find the corrections for such discordances with
small trouble, the following process is used : From any point
in a straight line are set out, as abscissae, several zenith dis
tances or polar distances, and at right angles to the line, at
the termination of each distance, is drawn an ordinate equal
to the error or difference between the distances obtained from
the direct and reflexion observations. A curve line being
traced through the extremities of the ordinates so drawn ; the
ordinate corresponding to any given zenith or polar distance
being measured by the scale gives the value of the required
error or difference, half of which is applied as a correction to
the direct, and half to the reflexion observations.
328. The value of every element in physical science is
determined from the results of numerous observations or ex
periments combined together, and, in the present state of
astronomy in particular, it has become indispensable to employ
some method of making the combination so as to afford the
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most probable value of the required element. For this
purpose there are formed, from the different observations,
equations in each of which the true or most probable value of
an element is made equal to that value which is deduced
immediately from the observations, together with the cor
rections due to the several causes of error, those corrections
involving, as unknown quantities, the most probable values of
other elements.
Thus, let
il+a1 x + by y,
T2+a2 x + b2y, &c.
be expressions formed from so many independent observations
in which T,, T2, &c. are the immediate results of the observ
ations, a , as, &c, bi} b2, &c, are quantities obtained from the
nature of the elements, and x and y are unknown quantities,
of which the most probable values are to be determined : the
terms are either positive or negative, according to circum
stances. If T be the true value of the element represented
by T , T2, &c, and if all the results of observation were free
from errors, we should have
Tt +ax x + by y=T, or T! — T + aj x+bx y=0
T2 + aex + b<2 y=T, or t2 — T + a2 x+b2 y = 0, &c.
which might be put in the forms
?! +«! x + by y=0,
P2 + a2 x + b2y = 0, &C.
The nature of the terms which constitute such equations of
condition will be subsequently shown (art. 450.).
It is evident that if no errors existed it would be sufficient
to have only as many equations as there are unknown quan
tities ; but, since errors do exist, the degree of correctness in
the results will be groater as the number of equations is in
creased ; and it is now to be shown how any number of sucli
equations may be most advantageously combined.
329. A method at present much in use among astronomers
consists, after having, by the necessary transpositions, ren
dered the coefficients of one of the two unknown quantities, as
x, positive in all the equations, in arranging the equations in
two groups, one of them containing all those in which the
coefficients of x are the highest numbers, and the other all
those in which the coefficients of x are the lowest numbers.
The equations in each group are then added together, and
those which are formed of the two sums are divided by the
coefficients of y in each respectively ; thus y has unity for a
coefficient in both equations: then, if the signs of that quantity
be alike, on subtracting that in which the coefficient of x is
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the least from the other, y will be eliminated, and from the
resulting equation the value of x may be found : if the signs
of y be unlike, the two equations must be added together.
The coefficient of x in the final equation being the greatest
possible, the value of that quantity becomes the least that is
consistent with the conditions, and therefore contains the
smallest amount of error. If x had been determined from an
ordinary mean of all the equations, its coefficients being
positive in some equations and negative in others, they would,
in part, have compensated each other, and thus have rendered
the final coefficient less than it becomes when the process
above described is employed. The value of x, found in the
manner above mentioned, being substituted in the equations
for y, and a mean of the resulting values of y taken ; the de
termination of this quantity will also, since it is deduced from
the most correct value of x, be obtained with the least possible
amount of error.
This method is sometimes modified by transposing the
quantities so as to render the coefficients of y positive in all
the equations, and afterwards selecting from the whole those
in which x has the highest positive and the highest negative
coefficients : of these selected equations two groups are
formed, one containing the positive coefficients of x and the
other the negative coefficients of the same quantity. Then
taking the sums of the two groups, and dividing each sum by
the coefficients of y in it ; on subtracting one result from the
other, y will be eliminated, and the coefficient of x in this final
equation being comparatively great, the value of x will be more
free from error than if it had been obtained from an ordinary
mean of all. The value of y may then be found as before.
If the equations be of the form ~P + ax + by + cz = 0 (con
taining three unknown quantities) they may be divided into
two sets, in one of which all the coefficients of one of the
unknown quantities, as x, are positive, and in the other all
are negative, and of each of these sets there may be formed
two groups, one of them containing those equations in which
y, for example, has the greatest coefficients, and the other
those in which it has the least ; thus there will be formed four
groups : then, having added together the equations in each,
and divided each sum by the coefficient of z in it, there will
be four equations of the forms

pi +PiX + q1y + z — 0
p2+p,2x + q2y + z-0
?5—Pzx + <l3y + z-Q
S 2
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Subtracting the third of these from the first, and the fourth
from the second, z will be eliminated, and there will arise
two equations of the forms
Q1+(P1+P3)a;+if1y=:0
from which, y being eliminated, x may be found in the usual
way ; and the coefficient of x being comparatively great, the
value of that quantity will be determined with considerable
accuracy. Let this value be substituted in the four equations
above, and the resulting equations be formed into two pairs,
in one of which the coefficients of y are the greatest, and in
the other the least : then, subtracting the sum of the latter
pair from that of the former, z will be eliminated ; and, in the
resulting equation, y having a coefficient which is compara
tively great, it will be determined with considerable accuracy.
With these values of x and y, that of z, found in the usual
way, will also be advantageously determined.
330. A different, and, in some cases, a more accurate
method of determining the most probable values of the
unknown quantities, is that of least squares as it is called,
which may be thus explained.
In consequence of errors presumed to exist in the observa
tions, let E[, e2, &c. be put in place of zero in the second
members of the equations of condition
P1 + a1x + b1y + c1z=0
P2 + a2x + b2y + c2z=0, &c.
Ej, E2, &c. representing errors. Then imagining each equa
tion to be squared and all to be added together, the sum of
all the first members would be the sum of the squares of
the errors, and there would be obtained an equation of the
form
(rl+a1x + b1y + c1z)'i + (-p2+a2 x + b2y + c2zf + 8tc.= '2.-E2.
Since the degree of precision in the result obtained from a
given number of observations is inversely proportional to
y/ S.E2 (art. 324.), it follows that the precision will be the
greatest when the sum of the squares of the errors is a
minimum ; and in order to find the values of x, y, and z, con
sistently with this condition, the differentials of the first
member taken relatively to x, y, and z must, by the theory
of maxima and minima, be made separately equal to zero.
Now, on so differentiating we should get
(Pi +alx + b1y + c1z)al +(p2+a2x + bgy + c2z)a2 +&c. =0
(Pj +a1x + b1y+c1z)b1 + (p2 +a2x + b2y + c2z)b2 + &c.=0
(r1+a1x + b1y + c1z)c1 + (p2 +a2x + b2y + c2z)c2 +&c.=0,
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And from these equations the values of x, y, and z might be
found by the usual algebraic process.
It is manifest that, in the first of the three equations, the
coefficients of x, y, and z must consist of the sums of the
products of the several coefficients of x, y, and z in the
original equations of condition when, in each separately,
every term is multiplied by the coefficient of x in that equa
tion, and that the coefficient of x must be the sum of the
squares of those coefficients : in the second, the coefficients
of x, y, and z must consist of the sums of the products of
the several coefficients of x, y, and z in the original equations
when, in each separately, every term is multiplied by the
coefficient of y ; and, in the third, the coefficients of x, y, and
z must consist of the sums of the products of the several
coefficients when, in each equation separately, every term is
multiplied by the coefficient of z. Therefore, in applying the
method of least squares, the given equations are to be so
multiplied : and three equations of the form
a + b x + cy + T>z = 0
will be obtained by taking the sum of all those which were
multiplied by the coefficients of x, the sum of all those which
were multiplied by the coefficients of y, and the sum of all
those which were multiplied by the coefficients of z. From
the three equations the values of x, y, and z are to be found;
and these will be the most probable values of the elements.
Instead of the ordinary process for determining x, y, and
z, from these last equations, the following method has been
proposed (Gauss, Theoria combinationis &c. Gottingen, 1823.
Galloway, Treatise on Probability, 1839, art. 159.). Let the
second members of the preceding equations (the differentials
of the sum of the squares of the presumed errors) be repre
sented by B19 R2, and R3 respectively ; and from the equations,
by the usual rules of algebra, obtain three equations of the forms
M1a::=F1 +GX Rj +H1 R2 +KX R3
M2y=F2+G2 Ri+H2 R2+K2 R3
M32 = F3 +G3 Rt + H3 Ba +KS R3 ;

then the numbers represented
by
--*-, —-,
— will express
r
J Mi
m2' m3
r
the most probable values of x, y, z respectively, and will
coincide with those which would have been obtained from the
three equations above mentioned: also —, —, —- will
<Jl' H2' K3

be the weights due to x, y, and z ; and the constant number
3 3
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0.476936 divided by the square roots of the several weights
will give the relative values of the probable errors.
In the method of least squares the values of x, y, and z
are determined from equations in which the coefficients of
those quantities are the sums of the squares of the proper
coefficients of the same quantities in the original equations ;
and as these squares are necessarily positive, their sum, in
each equation, is greater than the coefficient in either of the
other terms of the same equation, the latter coefficients being
made up of the sums of quantities, some of which are positive
and some negative : thus the unknown quantities, being
determined by a division in which the divisors are the greatest
possible consistently with the conditions of the subject, must
contain the least possible amount of error.
It should be observed that, in forming the equations of
condition, every error which may be considered as constant,
such as those which depend upon a false position of the
instrument, must be previously corrected, or must have an
allowance made for it ; so that, in each equation, equal
deviations from truth in excess and defect may be equally
probable, or that all the equations which are employed may
have equal weights. Should the weights be unequal, the
several equations must be reduced to the same standard in
this respect (since the degree of precision is proportional
to the square root of the weight), by being multiplied
into the square root of its proper weight. The inaccuracy
which frequently attends the estimate formed of the relative
weights of the several equations is the chief cause of im
perfection in every method of determining the most probable
values of elements from the equations of condition.
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CHAP. XVI.
NAUTICAL ASTRONOMY.
PROBLEMS FOR DETERMINING THE GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION OF A
SHIP OR STATION, THE LOCAL TIME, AND THE DECLINATION OF
THE MAGNETIC NEEDLE.

331. The determination of the place of a ship at sea by the
distance sailed and by the angle which the ship's course
makes with the meridian is, from the nature of the means
used to ascertain those elements, as well as from the devi
ations produced by currents, by the set of the waters, and
other causes, too uncertain to be relied on when the ship has
been long out of the sight of land. Even the magnetic
needle and the machine for measuring time may fail in
giving correctly the indications for which they were pro
vided ; but celestial observations skilfully made will always
enable the mariner to find his place on the ocean with the
requisite precision, and hence it becomes his duty to make
such observations as often as circumstances will permit.
The nature of the observations, and the manner of apply
ing to the purposes of navigation the formulae deduced from
the investigations of general astronomy, or the tabulated
results of such formulae, constitute the subjects of that branch
of the science which from the circumstances of its application
is called nautical. The like observations and reductions are,
however, equally requisite for the scientific traveller on land,
in order that he may be enabled to fix the geographical
positions of the remarkable stations at which he may arrive ;
and hence the several problems which follow, though par
ticularly subservient to navigation, must be considered as
belonging to a general course of practical astronomy.
332. On the hypothesis that the earth is at rest in the
centre of the imaginary sphere of the fixed stars, the planes of
the meridian and horizon of an observer, while he remains in
one place, may be indicated by two fixed circles in the heavens ;
and the diurnal rotation of the earth on its axis may be
represented by a general rotation of the heavens from east to
west. The sun, moon, and planets may, also, be considered
as attached to the surfaces of spheres whose radii are their
distances from the earth, and which, like the sphere of the
s 4
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fixed stars, have movements of rotation. Now, let it be
imagined that the observer is on the surface of a small sphere
or spheroid representing the earth in the centre of the sphere
of the stars : then, if the celestial body which is the subject
of observation be not in the plane of the meridian, a spherical
triangle can be imagined to be formed by the colatitude of
the observer's station, the polar distance of the body and its
zenith distance, or the complement of its observed altitude
above the horizon : the sides and angles of one such triangle,
or of two or more combined, will constitute the data and the
things required ; and these last may consequently be found
by the rules of spherical trigonometry. Several corrections
must however be applied to the observed altitude of a
celestial body in order to reduce it to its true value, and
these being alike, whatever be the nature of the problem of
which the altitude is one of the data, it will be convenient to
describe them before the particular problems are enunciated.
333. The octant, sextant, or circle may have an index
error arising from the mirrors not being parallel to one
another when the index of the vernier is at the zero of the
graduations. At sea, the eye of the observer is above the
plane of the sensible horizon by a quantity which depends
upon the height of the ship; the refraction of light in the
atmosphere causes the celestial body to appear too high, and
finally, the effect of parallax is to make it appear too low.
The index error of the instrument having been previously
found (art. 136.) must be applied to the observed altitude as
a correction, by addition or subtraction, as the case may be :
the dip, or angular depression of the horizon, if the observa
tion be made at sea (art. 165.), must be taken from the tables
and subtracted from the observed altitude ; or if an artificial
horizon be employed, half the altitude, after correcting the
index error, must be taken. The refraction may be had from
the proper tables (art. 145.) ; and the horizontal parallax may
be taken from the Nautical Almanac, but this term must be
multiplied by the cosine of the observed altitude in order to
reduce it to the value of the parallax for that altitude (art.
154.). It may be stated, however, that the parallaxes of the
sun or of a planet are seldom used in reducing ordinary ob
servations, and a fixed star has no sensible parallax. The
refraction is greater than the parallax, for the sun or a planet,
but the parallax of the moon exceeds her refraction : hence
the difference between the corrections for parallax and re
fraction must be subtracted from the apparent altitude of the
sun or of a planet, and added to that of the moon ; and as it is
proper to observe the altitude of the upper or lower limb of
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the sun or moon, the correction thus applied gives the true
altitude of the observed limb. The angular semidiameter of
the celestial body must then be added to, or subtracted from
the altitude of the limb, according as the lower or upper has
been observed, and this may be found in the Nautical Al
manac ; but if the celestial body be the moon, the augment
ation of her semidiameter on account of her altitude (art.
163.) must be added to that value of the semidiameter which
is taken from the Almanac ; and thus the correct altitude of
the centre of the luminary is obtained.
The following examples will illustrate the process of cor
recting the observed altitudes of the sun and moon preparatory
to the employment of such altitudes or the zenith distances
in any geographical or nautical problem.
Ex. 1. Sept. 30. 1842, at Sandhurst, there was observed, by reflexion
from mercury, the double altitude of the sun's upper limb, which was
found to be
- 60° 40' 40"
Index error of the sextant (subtractive) 8 40

Observed altitude of the upper limb
Refraction from tables Sun's parallax in altitude from tables
Correct altitude of the sun's upper limb Sun's semidiameter (Nautical Almanac) -

1' 3!

2) 60

32

0

-

16

0

30

| diff. = 1 32
- 30

True altitude of the sun's centre -

-

14
16

28
0

- 29

58

28

Ex. 2. Nov. 29. 1843, at Sandhurst, at 6h. 39min. p.m. (Greenwich
mean time) by reflexion from mercury, the double altitude of the moon's
lower limb when on the meridian was found to be
- 75° 33' 30"
Index error of the sextant (subtractive) 42
2) 75 32
Altitude of the lower limb
Refraction from tables -

-

-

-

48

- 37 46 24
1 14-8
37

45

9.2

6.8

Determination of moon's augmented semidiam. (Art. 163.)
Moon's semidiam. (Naut. Alm.)=14' 57". Therefore the
altitude of the moon's centre is (nearly) 38°.
Log. sin. alt. moon's centre (nearly)
- 9.7893
Augmentation in the zenith = 16"., log. = 1.2041
Augmentation
Add -

-

-

Augmented semidiam.
Altitude of the moon's centre

-

9".8=0.9934
14 57
15 6 8

-

-

15

-

-

-38

016
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Determination of the moon's parallax in altitude. (Art. 154.)
Moon's horizontal parallax at 6 ho. 36 min. (Naut. Aim.)
54' 51" or 3291"
- log. = 3.517328
log. = 9.896527
Cosine moon's altitude (38° 0' 16")
Moon's parallax in altitude
- log. = 3.413855
= 2593."3, or 43' 13".3
43 13.3
Altitude, as above
- 38 0 16
- 38 43 29.3
True altitude of the moon's centre The manner of obtaining the declination of the sun or
moon for a given time and place, from the value of that
element in the Nautical Almanac, has been explained (art.
316.) ; and, as an example, let it be required to find the sun's
declination for a station whose longitude from Greenwich is
50 degrees or 3 ho. 20' (= 3.33 ho.) in time, westward, at
4 ho. 15' (=: 4.25 ho.) P.M., apparent time at the station on
the 4th day of May 1843.
May 4. Declin., apparent noon, Greenw. (Naut. Aim.) = 15° 51' 32".5 N.
(Hourly variation = -|- 43".37, Naut. Aim.)
Variat. declin. for 4.25 hours diff. of longitude - = + 3 4.32
Variat. declin. for. 3.33 ho. since noon
- = + 2 24.57
Sun's declin. at 4 ho. 15' p.m., at the station

- = 15 57 1.39 N.

If the variations in the Almanac diminish from one hour to
the next, that which is taken must be considered as negative ,
and, in applying the variation for the difference of longitude,
it must be observed that at a given physical instant, the hour
at a place eastward of Greenwich is later in the day than the
hour at Greenwich. Also, in applying the variation for a
given number of hours after noon, that variation must be
subtracted if the declination be decreasing ; while, for a given
number of hours before noon, the variation must be sub
tracted if the declination be increasing.
Pkob. I.
334. To find the latitude of a ship or station by means of
an observed altitude of the sun when on the meridian.
Let pzsh be part of the meridian in the heavens, c the
centre of the earth, z the zenith of the
station, p the pole of the equator, and e
the intersection of the equator with the
meridian.
Then the correct altitude of
the sun's centre being found as in Ex. 1.
above, let it be represented by sh, its
complement is ZS the zenith distance. The sun's declination
must be obtained from the Nautical Almanac, for the time
of the observation, by an estimate of the distance of the ship,
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or station, in longitude from Greenwich ; let this be repre
sented by SE (the sun being supposed to have north declina
tion) : then it is evident that the sum of the arcs z s and S E
will give ze, the required latitude. If the sun's declination
had been south, as e &', it must have been subtracted from the
zenith distance zs' in order to give the latitude.
If the earth were a sphere, this would be the geocentric
latitude ; if a spheroid, it would express the angle between a
normal at the station and the equator (art. 151.), and the
correction, art. 152., may, if necessary, be applied in order to
reduce it to the geocentric latitude.
Ex. 1. At Sandhurst, July 28. 1843, by reflexion from mercury, the
double altitude of the sun's upper limb was found to be - 116° 5' 15"
Index error of the sextant (subtractive)
1 15
2) 116

4

0

Observed altitude of the sun's upper limb - 58 2
The corrections on account of refraction, the sun's parallax
ax
in altitude and his semidiameter, found as above-men
ntioned (art. 333.), amount to
16

0

19

Correct altitude of the sun's centre

- 57 45
90

41

Zenith distance of sun's centre
- 32 14
To determine the sun's declination, the longitude of Sand
hurst from Greenwich being about three minutes (in time)
westward.
Sun's declination at Greenwich apparent noon, from the
Naut. Almanac is
19° 6' 12 '.7 N.,
and the hourly variation is — 35" : hence
the variation of declination for 3 minutes
westward is — 1 . 75

19

Sun's declination at the time and place of
observation (nearly) -19
Latitude of the station -

-

6

11 N.

- 19

6

11

-

- 51

20

30

In the above example, and also in those which follow, the
correction on account of refraction is supposed to have been
taken from a table of refractions : the sun's parallax in alti
tude may also be obtained from a table, or by multiplying the
horizontal parallax (Naut. Aim., p. 266.) by the cosine of
the observed altitude. By a process exactly similar to that
which is employed for the sun may the latitude of a station
or ship be computed from a meridian altitude of the moon, a
planet, or a fixed star. A fixed star has no sensible parallax,
and that of Jupiter scarcely exceeds two seconds when
greatest, but the horizontal parallax of Mars may amount to
about nineteen seconds, and that of the moon to above sixty
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one minutes ; therefore, when the altitude of either of these
last celestial bodies is employed in a problem of practical
astronomy, the parallax in altitude, or the product of the
horizontal parallax and the cosine of the altitude, is to be sub
tracted from the altitude in order to reduce it to that which
would have been obtained from an observation at the centre
of the earth.
Ex. 2. To find the latitude of a station by a meridional altitude of a
planet.
At Sandhurst, Nov. 27. 1843, at about 5 p.m., by reflexion from
mercury, the double altitude of Mars was found to be
- 44° 11' 20"
Index error of the sextant (subtractive)
42
2) 44
Log. hor. parallax of Mars (=6".6Naut.
Altitude = 22
Aim.)
.... 0.819
Log. cos. alt. of Mars (= 22°) - 9.967
Parallax in altitude - = 6"
Refraction
- 2 22.6
2 16.6 diff. =
Correct altitude of Mars

- 0.786
2 16.6

....

- 22
90

Zenith distance ■ Declination of Mars at 5 p. m. (Naut. Aim.)
Latitude of the station

10 38
5 19

3 2.4

- 67 56 57.6
- 16 36 27(S)
- 51 20 30.6

...

Ex. 3. To find the latitude of a station from an observed altitude of
the moon when on the meridian.
Nov. 29. 1843, at 6 ho. 36' mean time at the station, the correct al
titude of the moon's centre when on the meridian was (Ex. 2., art. 333.)
38° 43' 29."3. Therefore the zenith distance =
- 51° 16' 30."7
Determination of the moon's declination at
6 ho. 39', the Greenwich mean time of the
observation.
Moon's declin. at 6 ho. p. m. (Naut. Aim.) = —0° 3' 43".2 (S.)
Variation for 10 min. = 120".03 ; conse
quently the variation for 39 min. = - + 7 48 .1
+ 0 4 4 .9 (N.)
Latitude of the station

-

-

-

4

4.9(N)

- 51 20 35.6

335. Since a method of determining the latitude of a ship
without taking the altitude of a celestial body may have some
use when great accuracy is not required, it will be proper to
mention here that an approximation may be made to a know
ledge of that element by observing with a watch the time in
which the diameter of the sun ascends above, or descends
below the horizon. Let this be done : and, in the annexed
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diagram, let A and b represent the places of the sun's centre
when its upper edge and lower
edge touch the horizon, as at a and
b, in descending, for example ; and
let c be the place of the sun's
centre when in the horizon. The
lines A a, Bo, are semi-diameters of
the sun, passing through the points
of contact ; therefore perpendicular
to the horizon, and passing through
z, the zenith of the observer, if pro
duced. The right angled triangles A a c, B o c, are equal to each
other, and on the parallel ab of declination, the arcs AC, Ad (the
latter equal to A a) have to one another the same ratio as the
angles A PC, A Pa" (p being the pole of the equator) ; that is
the same as half the time in which the diameter descends has
to half the time in which the diameter would pass, by the
diurnal movement, over the meridian, or over any horary
circle. Now, in the triaDgle Aac considered as plane,
ac : Aa :: rad. : sin. aCA;
that is, the time of the semidiameter descending, is to the
time of its transit over the meridian (Naut. Aim., p. I. of the
month), as radius is to sin. aCA. But, in the spherical tri
angle c E t, formed by the equator E t, the horizon c E and the
hour circle P C, in which triangle C t denotes the sun's decli
nation, and the angle e c t is the complement of a c a, we have
(art. 60. (/))
Had. cos. ce£ = cos. ct sin. EC t.
Thus there may be found the angle ce£, which is measured
hy pz, the colatitude of the ship: the required latitude is
therefore found. In this problem no attention has been paid
to the effects of refraction.
336. In the arctic or antarctic regions, when the sun, the
moon, or a star has considerable declination towards the ele
vated pole, it is visible at its culmination below as well as
above the pole ; and in this case the latitude of a station or
ship can be obtained by the meridional alti
tudes in both situations. Thus the benefit
of having two observations is gained, and the
knowledge of the declination can be dispensed
with. Let the primitive circle QK be the
horizon, z the zenith, and p the pole of the
equator ; also let a and B be the places of
any celestial body at the times of culmina
tion above and below the pole, the observed altitudes having
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been corrected on account of parallax and refraction : then,
the polar distances pa and pb being equal, we have
az + zp = zb — zp; whence 2zp = zb — za:
that is, the colatitude zp is equal to half the difference be
tween the two zenith distances, or between the two altitudes.
On land, in the tropical regions, the chief difficulty attend
ing the determination of the latitude by meridional observ
ations with an artificial horizon, arises from the sun, moon,
and planets being, at the time, very near the zenith; on
which account the ordinary reflecting sextants or circles,
from the great obliquity of the mirrors to each other, cannot
be used to take angles equal to twice the altitude of the
celestial body above the horizon : also the sun, moon, and
stars then change their altitudes very slowly, so that it is
difficult to ascertain the moment when they are in the
meridian. In this case, recourse must be had to observations
taken at times considerably before or after the time of cul
mination. Observations taken at such times are, in fact,
most generally employed in all climates, as many circum
stances, particularly a cloudy sky, may prevent the celestial
body from being observed on the meridian : but before the
formulas relating to such observations are investigated, it will
be proper to give the problems for determining at any instant
the hour of the day or night at the station or ship.
Pkob. II.
337. To find the hour of the day by an observed altitude
of the sun ; the latitude of the station, and the sun's declina
tion being known.
N. B. It is to be understood that the time of the day should
be previously estimated within an hour of the truth, and
also that the longitude of the station is known or can be
ascertained within a few degrees, in order that the sun's
declination may be found for the time, from the Nautical
Almanac, with sufficient precision.
Let the diagram represent a projection of the sphere on
the plane of the horizon of the sta
tion ; then z, the centre, will be the
zenith, and a diameter as pzh will
represent the meridian. The altitude
of the upper or lower limb of the sun
being observed, and the corrections
made by which the altitude of the
sun's centre is obtained, the com
plement of that altitude may be ex
pressed by the arc z s in the sphere.
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The colatitude of the station is represented by the arc zp of
the meridian, and the arc PS represents the sun's north, or
south polar distance, which is either the difference or sum of
90 degrees and his declination, according as the latitude of
the station and the declination are on the same, or on oppo
site sides of the equator.
Then, in the spherical triangle zps the three sides are
given; and the hour angle ZPS may be found by either of
the formulas (i.), (n.), (in.), art. 66. Suppose the first ; then
. „ ,
sin. (ip-ps) sin. (Ap— pz)
, . .
sin2 izps =
^—-sin.
. P s'—.
'- .... (a),
sin. p^z
v ' in
which p represents the perimeter of the triangle.
The value of zps is thus obtained in degrees, and being
divided by 15, the result expresses the number of solar hours
between the time of the observation and apparent noon :
hence the apparent time of day is found, and the equation of
time being appbed, according to its sign, there is obtained the
required mean time of the observation; which being com
pared with the time indicated by the watch when the observ
ation was made, the difference, if there be any, will be the
error of the observation or of the watch.
But the above formula is not that which is usually found
in treatises of Navigation ; and the formula which is given in
the " Tables requisite to be used with the Nautical Almanac,"
is derived from it in the following manner :
Since pzzps + pz + zs, and considering ps as equal to fd,
the sun's polar distance at noon,
ip — ps = ^(zs — zd) and ^p — pz = ±(zs + zd); therefore
. , .
sin. A(zs — zd) sin. A(zs + zd)
. .
sin. Azps
=
?-> sin.
. p '—.—"' . . . . (b)
2
S sin. p z
v '
Again (PI. Trigon., arts. 36, 41.), sin.2 |zps =: ivers.
sin. zps, and
cos. z d — cos. z s = 2 sin. |(zs-zd) sin. | (z s + zd);
therefore
cos. z d — cos. z s
vers. sin. z p s = —.
-.
=
sin. P S sin. P z
(cos. zd— cos. z s) cosec. ps cosec. pz . . . . (c)
The value of this last member being obtained from the
data and then sought in the table called Log Rising (Requi
site Tables, tab. xvi.), the value of zp s in solar time is found
by inspection. The formula is not strictly correct, since in
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considering p s as equal to P D, the sun's declination at the
time of the observation is supposed to be equal to his declina
tion at noon, which is not the case ; the error is, however,
very small. The formula (b) is also given in treatises of
navigation.
m.
.
cos. z s — cos. p s cos. p z
lhe expression
cos. zps = . p s sin.
. pz
corr
sin.
responding to (a), (b), or (c) in art. 60., may be put in the
form
cos. z s
cos. p s cos. p z
cos. z p s =
-.
-.
;
;
sin. p s sin. p z
sm. p S sin. p z
therefore, if the values of —— —.
and of -s—
^—
sin. PS sin. pz
sin. PS sm. pz
were computed and arranged in two tables having for their
arguments given values of PS and pz or their complements;
the values of those fractions might be obtained by inspection :
then, the former being multiplied by the natural cosine of
zs, and the latter taken from the product, the result would
be the natural cosine of the required hour angle. The
" Spherical Traverse Tables " in Raper's Navigation are
of the kind here alluded to.
338. It is evident that either of the formulas (i), (n), and
(ill), in art. 66., may be used for determining the value of
the hour angle zps in degrees when the altitude of a fixed
star or a planet has been observed ; and that, subsequently,
the hour of the night can be determined with nearly the same
accuracy as the hour of the day is found from an observed
altitude of the sun.
If the celestial body be a fixed star, the angle zps when
divided by 15, expresses, in sidereal time, the hours between
the time of the observation and that at which the star cul
minates, or comes to the meridian of the station : this interval
being, therefore, converted into solar time, either by sub
tracting the acceleration or by means of the table of " time
equivalents," and added to, or subtracted from the time of
culminating, according as the star is on the western, or on
the eastern side of the meridian, the sum or difference will
express the hour of the night in apparent time; and by
applying the equation of time, with its proper sign, there will
be obtained the mean time of the observation.
When the altitude of a planet is observed, the angle zps
being divided by 15, must be considered as expressed in
sidereal time ; then the variation of the planet's right ascen
sion for that time being found from the table of the geocentric
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right ascensions in the Nautical Almanac, it must be added to,
or subtracted from the same time according as the right
ascensions are increasing or decreasing (art. 315.). The sum
or difference being converted into solar time by subtracting
the acceleration, must be added to or subtracted from the
apparent time at which the planet culminates, according as
the latter is westward or eastward of the meridian ; and the
result will be the apparent time of the observation.
Ex. 1. July 15. 1843, at 9 ho. 23m. 39 sec. by a watch, the double alti
tude of the sun's upper limb was observed by reflexion from mercury to
be 94° 57' 20"; the index error of the sextant was 7min. subtractive, the
colatitude of the station was 38° 39' 27" N. and its approximate longitude
from Greenwich, 3' in time, westward ; it is required to find the correct
time of the observation and the error of the watch.
On applying as before the corrections for the index error, refraction,
the sun s parallax in altitude and its semidiameter, it is found that the
true altitude of the sun's centre is
47° 8' 36".7
Consequently its true zenith distance is - 42 51 23 .3
The presumed mean time at Greenwich being 9 ho. 26' 39"
Equation of time (subtractive)
5 32
The apparent time at Greenwich =

9

21

7

Time before apparent noon (Gr.)
2 38 53
Then : sun's declin. at 'apparent noon Gr. 21 °36' 52".4 N.
Variat. of declin. for2ho. 38m. 53 sec. (add)
1 3.1
Sun's declin. at time of observation

- 21 37 55 .5 N.
90

Sun's north polar distance
- 68 22 4 .5
To find the hour angle from the above formula (a), o ^ (i) art. 66.
zs = 42 51 23.3
ps = 68 22 4.5
pz = 38 39 27

-

log. sin. co-ar. 0.0317183
log. sin co.-ar. 0.2043537

Perim. 149 52 55
Jp= 74 56 27.5
Jp — ps=
6 34 23
iv — pZ= 36 17 0.5

log. sin.
log. sin.

9.0586916
9.7721593
19.0669229

log. sin. § zps = 19° 58' 17"
2

9.5334614

zps = 39 56 34
2 39 46 = zps in time.
12
9 20 14 = apparent time of the observation.
5 32 = equation of time (add).
9 25 46 = mean time of the observation.
9 23 39 = ditto by the watch.
2

7 = error of the watch (too slow).
T
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The same example worked by formula (c).
ps orPD= 68° 23' 7".6
pz
= 38 39 27
zd
zs

=29 43 4O.6Nat.cos.=86839(therad.ofthetables=100000)
=42 51 23.3 Nat. cos.=73304
(do.)
diff.
= 13535 log. = 4.13146
ps,
= 10.03165
log. cosec.
log. cosec.
pz,
= 10.20434
vers. sin. zps (in time) or log-rising = 4.36745
Therefore from the table designated log-rising, zps, in time, = 2 ho.
39 m. 42 sec. ; and hence the apparent time of the observation is 9 ho. 20' 18."
By the formula (a) the apparent time was found to be 9 ho. 20' 14."
Ex. 2. August 1. 1843, at 10 ho. 37 min. 7 sec. by the watch, there
was observed by reflexion from mercury, the double altitude of the star
a Andromedse near the prime vertical, = 67° 3' 40", the index error
of the sextant being 6' 30 subtractive.
After making the corrections for the index error and for refraction, the
true altitude was found to be 33° 27' 7" ; and the star's zenith distance,
56° 32' 53". The declination of the star, from the Naut. Aim., = 28°
13' 45" N. ; therefore the north polar distance = 61° 46' 15" The colatitude of the station is 38° 39' 27". Then by the formula (m) in art. 66.
z s = 56° 32' 53"
ns = 61 46 15
pz= 38 39 27
2) 156 58 35
Ap
= 78
ip — zs=21
|p— ps = 16
Jp— pz = 39

29 17.5 log. sin. co-ar. 0.0088256
56 24.5 log. sin. co-ar. 0.4275520
43 2.5 log. sin.
9.4588620
49 50.5 log. sin.
9.8065322
2) 19.7017718
log. tan.,

9.8508859, 35° 21' 5" (= J zps)
2

15) 70 42 10 (= zps)
4 42 48.7 do. in sid. time.
(By the table of time equivalents) = 4 42 2.4 in solar time.
Right asc. star = 0 0 20.7 (Naut. Aim.)
Eight asc. sun
at noon
= 8 43 51.4
(do.)

•
15 16 29.3 Approximate time of the star culminating.
2 27.5 Vanat. sun's right asc. in 15 ho. 16m. 29 sec.
15 14
4 42

1.8 Time of culminating (apparent).
2.4 The star's hour .angle as above.

10 31 59.4 Apparent time of the observation.
6 1.7 Equation of time (add).
10 38
10 37

1.1 Mean time of the observation.
7 Do. by watch.
54.1 Error of the watch (too slow.)
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The star's hour angle in sidereal time may be found by formula (c) as
that of the sun was found in the preceding example.
Ex. 3. April 27. 1844, at 8 ho. 56' 35" p. m. by the watch, there was ob
served by reflexion from mercury the double altitude of the centre of
Venus, the colatitude and the approximate longitude of the station being
as in Exs. 1, 2. ; consequently the approximate Greenwich mean time of
the observation was 9 hours nearly.
Double altitude of the planet's centre by observation - 41 40 30
Index error (additive)
....
30
Altitude of the planet's centre
Eefraction

-

.

-

-

2) 41 41 0
- 20 50 30

- 2 81.2

_

Diff. ref.1

„ „,

Hor. parallax Venus
(N. A.) 10"1, log. = 1.0043
Cosine alt. Venus, log. = 9.9706
Par. in alt. Venus, 9".4 - 0.9749

and par I

2 21.8

9.4

Correct alt. 20 48
90

8.2

.
2 21.8
Zen. dist. 69 11 51.8 (=zs).
Geocentric declin., Venus at Gr. mean noon (N. A.) - 26 4 10.2
Increase of declination in 24 hours = 5' 38"
Increase of declination in 9 hours = L- of 5' 38")

2

5

Declination at the observation

... 26 6 15.2
90
North polar distance, Venus
- 63 53 44 8 (=ps)
Colatitude of the station = 38° 39' 27" (= pz).
By either of the formulae (1), (11) or (111) art. 66., with zs, ps, and
pz, we have the star's horary angle zps, equal to 88° 49' 12"; or, in
sidereal time
...... 5 h. 55' 17"
Increaseof the planet's rt. asc. in 24h. = 4'42."13(N. A.)
Increase in 5 b, 55' 17" (5 **' ~ — (4'42".13) \

-

1 10.2

Planet's horary angle at the observation, in sid. time
Do. in solar time (by the table of time equiv.)
Geocentric right asc. Venus at apparent
h.
- 5 23 34.35
noon at the station (N. A.)
Eight asc. sun at the same time
-2194 7. 19
Approximate time of Venus culminating
- 3 3 47.16
Increase of sun's r. asc. in 3 ho. 3'' 47"=28"9
Increase ofVenus's right asc. in ditto =34. 7

5 56 27.2
5 55 28.7

Excess of planet's right asc. above
that of the sun -5.8 (add) 5.8
Apparent time of culminating
3 3 52.96
Horary angle above
5 55 28.7
Apparent hour of the night
8 59 21.66
Equation of time (subtract)
3 32.8
Mean time of night
8 55 48.86
Do. by the watch
8 56 35.
Watch too fast
46.14
T 2
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339. It is sometimes advantageous to ascertain the value
of a small error or variation in the time of an observation,
arising from a small error or variation in the observed altitude
of a celestial body ; and conversely, to ascertain the variation
in the altitude, consequent on a small variation in the time.
A formula for this purpose may be investigated in the follow-

Pbob. III.
Having (fig. to Prob. 2.) the colatitude pz of a station and
the polar distance ps of a celestial body with the observed
altitude of the latter (the complement of zs) and the azimuthal angle pzs, either by computation or observation; to
find a relation between a small variation in the altitude and
the corresponding variation of the hour angle.
On substituting z, s, and p, for a, b, and c respectively in
the equation preceding (a) in art. 60., and transposing, we
have in the triangle zps,
cos. zs =cos. zps sin. pz sin. ps +cos. pz cos. ps;
and differentiating, p z and p s being constant,
— sin. zsrfzs = —sin. zps^zps sin. pzsin. ps:
.
.
sin. zps sin. p z sin. P 8
or az8 = aZPS
.
:
sin. zs
or again, since (art. 61.)
sin. zps : sin. zs:: sin. pzs : sin. ps ;
sin. zps sin. pzs
that is,
sin. zs
sin. ps
we have
.
,
sin. pzs sin. pz sin. ps
azs =rfzps
;
, = rfzps sin. pzssm.pz;
sin. ps
,
,
dzs
,
ss'
■ .
■-.
jr a —
;
•
whence
rfzps=-^
,« Ul
or osps'
= —i
sin. pzs sin. pz
sin. pzs sin. pz
That is, if the distance of the celestial body from the
zenith were increased or diminished by a small quantity as
ss', which should not exceed 20 or 30 minutes of a degree,
the hour angle would be increased or diminished by this value
of sps'; or the time from noon would be increased or
S s'

diminished by
, , sin.
. pzs sin.
-. pz . This fraction is evidently'
J 15
a minimum when sin. pzs is equal to radius, or when pzs,
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the azimuth, is a right angle ; and consequently, when
the time of day or night is to be found from an observed
altitude of a celestial body, the most favourable position of
the body is on the prime vertical.
If the altitude be observed when the celestial body is in,
or near that situation, so that PZS may without sensible error
be considered as a right angle, the value of SPS' becomes
88'
sin. pz'
Hence in determining the time of day or night from a
series of altitudes observed near the prime vertical, after the
horary angle has been computed from one of the observed
altitudes, the angles corresponding to the other observed
altitudes may be readily obtained, and a mean of these will
express the angle very near the truth.
340. The needle of a compass preserving, within the extent
of a few miles about a given point on the earth's surface, a
nearly parallel direction, it is frequently employed for deter
mining the relative positions of objects in a topographical
survey, and the seaman trusts to it for his guidance on the
ocean. The determination of its position with respect to the
geographical meridian of a station or ship, is therefore an
object of the utmost importance, and should be made by
means of astronomical observations as often as circumstances
will permit. The process for determining the variation, or,
as it is called, the declination of the needle by an observed
altitude of the sun, a fixed star, or a planet is similar to that
which has been explained in the problem for finding the error
of a watch by a like observation ; the azimuthal, instead of
the horary angle being computed.

PROB. IV.
By an observed altitude of the sun, a fixed star, or a
planet, to determine its azimuth, and the variation, or decli
nation, of the needle ; the latitude of the station being given
together with an approximate knowledge of its longitude and
of the time.
Let the primitive circle ant represent the horizon ; z its
centre, the zenith ; npz the direction of the meridian, and p the
pole of the equator. Then, s representing the place of the
sun, we have in the spherical triangle PZS, the colatitude PZ
of the station, the distance r 8 of the sun from the pole, or
T 3
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the complement of its declination, and the distance zs of
the sun from the zenith ; this last
N
being obtained from the observed
altitude after having made the ne
cessary corrections as in the former
problem : with these data the azimuthal angle pzs may be found by A|
either of the formulas (i), (il), or (in),
in art. 66. Suppose the last ; then
_ (Jp-pz) Qp-zs^
tan.2 £ pzs
£p(£p-ps)
p being the perimeter, Or, as in Prob. 2., the values of the
COS. zp cos. zs
1
nged
fractions
and
being
sin. zp sin. zs
bid. zp sin. zs
tables having for arguments ZP and zs or their complements,
those values may be taken by inspection : then the tabular
value of the first fraction being multiplied by the natural
cosine of PS (attention being paid to the sign of the cosine,
which is negative when PS is greater than a quadrant), and
the tabular value of the second fraction being subtracted from
the produet ; the result will be the natural cosine of the re
quired azimuthal angle pzs.
Now at the moment when the altitude of the sun or star
was taken, the alidad A B of the compass,
or the line of the sights, being directed to
the centre s of the celestial body, and nzs
being the direction of the needle, the angle
nzs might be read on the rim of the box,
or on the card if the latter be fixed to
the needle : this is the azimuth, or bearing,
of the sun from the magnetic meridian.
Therefore if the angle SZP be made equal
to the computed azimuth, pz will repre
sent the direction of the terrestrial meridian, and n zr, the
difference between the angles, will express the required vari
ation or declination of the needle.
Ex. Sept 30. 1842, at 9 ho. 41 m. 45 sec. a.m. by the watch, the colatitude of the station being 3§° 39' 27", the double altitude of the sun's
upper limb, as observed by reflexion from mercury, was found to be
60* 40' 40" ; the index error of the sextant being 8' 40" subtractive :
also the azimuth of the sun's centre observed with the compass vras
S. 12° 15' E.
After making the corrections for the index error, refraction, the sun s
parallax in altitude and his semi-diameter, the true altitude of the suns
centre was found to be 29° 58' 28"; consequently the true zenith
distance = 60° 1' 32".
-
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The sun's declination, app. noon Greenwich Variation for 2^ hours before noon
-

-

= 2 44 17.4 S.
=
2 16.2

Sun's declination at the time of observation -

-

= 2 42
90

1.2 S.

Sun's north-polar distance
ps= 92 42 1.2
zs= 60 1 32
pz = 38 39 27

-

= 92 42

1.2

2)

191 23

-

-

-

0.2

^ p
= 95 41 30 log.
± p — ps= 2 59 29 log.
|p — zs= 35 39 58 log.
£p — pz = 57 2 3 log.

sin. co. ar.
sin. co. ar.
sin.
sin.

0.0021464
1.2824470
9.7657138
9.9237595

2) 20.9740667
log. tan. = 10.4870333
Sun's true azimuth, N. E.
or,
S. E.
Sun's azimuth by the compass

-

-

Variation, or declination, of the needle (N. W.)

71° 57' 13" (Jrzs)
- 143 54 26 (pzs)
- 36 5 34 (s'zs)
- 12 15 0 (szs)
-

23 50 34=szs'or
nzp.

341. The true azimuth of a fixed terrestrial object, and
from thence the trace of a meridian line on the ground, may be
easily obtained by this problem : thus, if M be such an object,
the azimuthal angle nzM being observed with the compass
and the value of nzp, the variation, found as above, being
subtracted from it (the object being situated as in the figure),
the remainder pzm will be the azimuth required. But if
the observer be on land, the azimuth may be more correctly
determined by means of a good theodolite, or an altitude and
azimuth instrument; for having directed the telescope to M with
the index of the horizontal circle at zero, let the telescope be
turned from that position to the sun and the eastern or west
ern limb of the latter be placed in contact with the vertical
wire at the moment that the altitude of the sun's upper or
lower limb is observed with a sextant, or with the vertical
circle of the same instrument. Then, the horizontal angle
m z s between the point m and the sun's centre being obtained,
and the altitude, or zenith distance, of the sun's centre found ;
also, having computed the azimuthal angle pzs as above, on
subtracting from it the angle mzs, the remainder (the positions
being as in the diagram) will be the azimuth of the terrestrial
object.
T 4
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If the altitude of the upper or lower limb of the sun be ob
served, that altitude, after being corrected for refraction, &c,
must be diminished or increased by the value of the sun's
eemidiameter in the Nautical Almanac. And if the bearing
of either limb of the sun from the terrestrial object be ob
served by means of the horizontal circle, there must evidently
be added to or subtracted from this bearing, the angle sub
tended at the zenith by the horizontal semidiameter of the
sun, or the corresponding arc of the horizon, in order to have
the bearing of the sun's centre. This angle or arc may be
found by the rule in art. 70. : thus a denoting the sun's
altitude, r the angular measure of the sun's semidiameter
(from the Naut. Aim.), and z the required arc on the horizon,
T

.
or the angle at the zenith, we have z =
"
cos. a
The azimuth of a terrestrial object may also be determined
by observing the zenith distance of the sun's centre when near
the prime vertical, the zenith distance or altitude of the object,
and the angular distance between the centre of the sun and
the object : thus there will be obtained the three sides of
a spherical triangle, and with them the angle at the zenith
may be computed. This angle being added to, or subtracted
from the sun's computed azimuth, will give the azimuth of
the terrestrial object. It should be remarked that the two
zenith distances are not to be corrected on account of refraction
nor the sun's zenith distance for parallax, since the observed
angular distance is also affected by those causes of error, and
the angle at the zenith is the same as it would be if they did
not exist.
Formulas for determining the difference of latitude and
difference of longitude between two stations as Z and M,
when there are given the distance of one from the other,
the latitude of either and the bearing, or azimuthal angle
PZM, Avill be investigated in the chapter on Geodesy (art.
410.).
34.2. The declination of the needle may also be found by
means of an observed amplitude of the sun, that is the arc of
the horizon between the place of the sun's centre at rising or
setting, and the eastern or western point of the compass card ;
the amplitude so observed being compared with the computed
amplitude of the sun, from the eastern or western point of the
horizon : this last amplitude may be obtained by the following
problem.
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Prob. V.
Having the latitude of the station or ship, the day of the
month, and an approximate knowledge of the apparent time of
sun-rising or setting ; to find the sun's amplitude.
Let whe represent the horizon of the station, z its centre
the zenith ; w and e the east and
west points, and wme the equator,
of which let p be the pole ; also
let ds be part of a parallel of de
clination passing through s the
true place of the sun at rising.
Then, imagining the great circle
p s T to be drawn ; in the right
angled spherical triangle SET we
have ST the sun's declination (which may be found from the
Nautical Almanac sufficiently near the truth by means of
the approximate knowledge of the time of rising or setting)
the angle set, which being measured by the arc mn of the
meridian is equal to the colatitude of the station, and the
right angle at T ; therefore S e, the true amplitude, may be
found (art. 60. (e)) by the formula
-r, , .
.
.
.
sin. ST
Kail. sin. S T = sin. e sin. S E, or sin. 8 E — —.
.
sin. e
Now, to find the change of amplitude in consequence of
refraction ; imagine S' to be the place of the sun when, by
refraction, his centre would appear in the horizon; then,
refraction taking place in a vertical direction, the apparent
place of rising is C, and CS' (the refraction in the horizon) is
equal to about 32 minutes of a degree. In the right angled
triangle scs', which may be considered as plane, there are
known cs', the right angle at c and the angle ess' (=the
complement of E s t, which may be computed (art. 60. (/))
from the formula
COS. SET_
Had. cos. SETrrsin. EST cos. ST, or sin. ESTzz
COS. S T '
therefore (PI. Trigo. art. 57.) sin. ess' : sin. OS'S ( = cos. CSS')
: : c s' : c s, and hence we obtain c s the correction of the
amplitude, which correction must (in the case represented by
the diagram) be added to E s, in order to have the apparent
amplitude. If the sun had been on the opposite side of the
equator, C s must have been subtracted from E s to give the
apparent amplitude.
343. On placing the compass so that the alidad may be
directed to the sun's centre at the moment of apparent rising,
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it may be found that ezs (second fig., art. 340.) expresses the
apparent amplitude by the compass; if then SZE express
the apparent amplitude by computation, the difference EZe
will be equal to p z n the variation of the needle.
It may be added here that tVet (fig. to the Prob.) ex
presses the number of hours which elapse between the true
time of sun-rising and the sixth hour of the morning
(apparent time) : or, me being a quadrant, TyMT expresses
the number of hours between the time of sun-rising and
apparent noon. The last expression also denotes the hour of
sun-setting in apparent time. The value of e t may be found
by the formula
rad. sin. ET = cotan. set tan. ST. (art. 62. (e')).
If the hour circle p^ be drawn through c, the apparent
place of the sun at rising, jjlt will express the difference
between the apparent, and true time of sun-rising. Let vt
cut the parallel of declination in n ; then in the triangle cs«,
considered as plane, C S having been found in seconds of a
degree as above, we have cs cos. css'=sn, and
°

=it
COS. ST

in seconds of a degree.
Ex. May 1. 1844, in latitude 51° 20' 33" N., the sun being supposed
to rise about 4k hours A. M. ; it is required to find his amplitude, and the
true time of rising.
o

/

//

The sun's declination at apparent noon
- 15 1 1 36 N.
Variation for 7£ ho. from the supposed time of rising
5 36
The sun's declination at the time of rising log. sin. st (15° 6') - 9.4158152
log. sin. e (38° 39'.27" subt. 9.7956462
log. sin. se (24° 38' 50")
- 9.6201690
The true amplitude north of east.

- 15

log. cotan. e
log. tan. st
log. sin. et

6

ON. (=st)

0.0969459
9.4310753
9.5280212 = 19° 42* 46"
15)

Hour of sun-rise before vi. a.m. 1 ho. I8'51"
6
Apparent time of true sun-rise 4 41 9
Computation of the corrections for refraction.
In the spherical triangle set, log. cos. set
9.8925921
log. cos. st, subtr. 9.9847400
9.9078521 =53° 58' 51"
90
s'sc = 36
The refraction in the horizon = 33' 51' or 2031" (= cs')

1 9
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Therefore in the triangle s c s', right
angled at c, and considered as plane,
log. sin. s'sc
36° 1 9 0.23061
log. cos. s'sc
9.90788
2031"
log.
c s'
3.30771
log.
or,

sc

= 2794"
3.44C20
=
46' 34"
= 24 38 50

EC
= 25 25 24
The sun's apparent amplitude.
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And in the triangle sen, right angled at n
and considered as plane,
log. sc = 2794"
- 3.44620
log. cos. s'sc (36° 19)
*• 9.90788
log. sn
- 3.35408
log. cos. sun's decl. (15° 6') subt. 9.98474
log. Tt
or
.=
That is, in time =
4ho.

2340"6 3.369S4
39' 0".6
2' 36"
41 9

4ho. 38 33
Apparent time of apparent sun-rise.

344. About the year 1824, Mr. Barlow of Woolwich dis
covered a means of correcting partially the attractions exer
cised on the compass by the iron in a ship. The apparatus
for this purpose consists of two thin circular plates of iron
about twelve inches diameter, between which is interposed a
circular board in order to increase the stiffness without much
increasing the weight : the plates are pressed together by
screws near their edges, and by a screw at each end of a brass
socket passing through the centre. A brass rod about two
feet long passes through this socket perpendicularly to the
plates, and is inserted at one end into the box, or the stand
supporting the compass. The plate is capable of being slided
on the rod so as to be placed at any required distance from a
vertical line passing through the pivot of the compass.
One of the methods put in practice by Mr. Barlow in order
to find, on board a ship, the effect of local attraction on a
needle, in different directions tending from the compass, was
to have the ship moored in a convenient situation with a short
cable, and to observe with the compass on board, the several
bearings of a terrestrial object, when the head was directed to
the different rhumb points of the horizon in succession as the
ship was warped round upon its mooring ; the terrestrial
object being not less than six or seven miles from the ship in
order that the parallax arising from the change of her place
might not create any sensible error. The local attractions
cause the bearings of the object to differ from one another
when the head lies in different directions ; and, on examining
the registered bearings, it will be found that there are two
opposite points of the compass at which the bearings are
nearly the same ; it will be found also that these either
coincide with, or differ by 180 degrees from the bearing of the
ship, which is supposed to have been observed at the object.
Consequently one of these equivalent bearings, or the
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mean of both, may be considered as the true bearing of the
object ; and the differences between this true bearing and those
which may be observed in the other positions of the ship's
head will express the effects of local attractions in the different
positions.
Instead of this method, the bearings of the sun may be ob
served by the compass when the ship's head is in different
directions ; and these may be compared with the sun's
azimuth computed from the altitudes observed at the times
when the bearings were taken.
The line passing through the two opposite points of the
compass at which the bearings of the object are the same is
called the line of no deviation ; and the difference between
the bearing of the object and of the ship's head at the times
when the equal bearings were observed, is the angle which
the line of no deviation in the ship makes with a vertical
plane passing through the keel : the position of such line is
consequently found. Mr. Barlow observes, however, that in
all the ships on which he has made observations the line of
no deviation is directly fore and aft.
The place on the pedestal of the compass at which the
plate must be fixed in order that it may correct the local de
viations produced by the iron of the ship is to be found by trial
thus: — the compass with its pedestal being on shore, the
former must be turned on its vertical axis till the north end
of the needle coincides with the north line in the compass
box ; then eight holes being bored horizontally in the pedestal,
towards the vertical axis, at distances from one another equal
to one eighth of the circumference and at the distance of
about twelve inches below the level of the needle ; eight
others at the distance of an inch below the former, eight
others at an inch lower, and so on ; the brass rod carrying the
plate is to be inserted in each of these holes to various depths,
so that the plate may stand from 12 to eighteen inches from
the vertical axis. In all these different positions of the plate
the effects of the latter in creating a deviation of the needle
must be observed and registered ; and it will be found that
the deviations observed when the rod was fixed in the
positions N. E. and N. w. will be nearly equal to one another ;
so likewise will be those which are observed when it is in the
positions E. and w., and in the positions S. E. and S. w. The
like equalities nearly will be found to exist in the deviations
observed on board the ship at the corresponding positions
with respect to a plane passing through the keel, or rather to
a vertical plane passing through the line of no deviation.
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Taking therefore a mean of the deviations when this line of
no deviation was n.e. and n. w., e. and w., s. e. and s. w.,
there will be found among the different positions of the plate,
one, with respect to the distance of the rod vertically below
the needle and to the distance of the plate from a vertical line
passing through the pivot of the needle or the axis of the
compass, which, with like bearings, produces nearly equal
deviations. In this position on the pedestal must the plate
be fixed, on board, with its axis in the line of no deviation
produced towards the stern, in order that the local deviations
may be corrected.
The Astronomer Royal has given, as a general rule for the
application of iron to correct local attractions, that, if a
mass of iron be placed opposite an equal mass, both in azi
muth and elevation (with respect to the compass), the dis
turbing effect of one mass is doubled. If one mass be placed
opposite the other in azimuth and at the same elevation or
depression ; or if it be placed in the same azimuth but with
an elevation when the other is depressed, and vice versa, it de
stroys the disturbing force only in part. And if one mass be
placed on the same level as the compass, its effects may be
destroyed by placing another mass at the same level but
differing in azimuth 90 degrees on either side. It is ascer
tained that Barlow's plate leaves a part of the disturbing
force uncorrected ; and, in order to render the correction com
plete, when the iron-work of a ship is nearly equally diffused
above and below a horizontal plane passing through the
compass, it would be necessary to have, besides the plate, a
mass of iron on the same level as the compass and either on
its starboard or larboard side. The situation of this mass
should be found by trial, so that the compass may point cor
rectly when the ship's head lies N. e., s. e., s. w., and N. w.
from the magnetic meridian. (Phil. Trans. 1839.)
345. The most accurate process, at least on land, for ob
taining the time of day, and the error of the watch, is that of
taking equal altitudes of the sun before and after noon;
since then, the watch being supposed to go regularly during
the interval between the times of observing, the observ
ations are independent of refraction and parallax (unless the
former should change in that interval) and the index error
of the instrument. For this purpose, the index must be fixed
on the arc of the sextant a few moments previously to the
time when the celestial body is expected to attain the altitude
denoted by the index; and the times shown by the watch
when the upper limb, the centre, and the lower limb have
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that altitude, should be registered : the instrument should
then be laid aside till the afternoon, when the times must be
marked at which the lower limb, the centre, and the upper
limb have, respectively, that same altitude. Now, if it were
not that the sun changes his declination in the interval be
tween the observations, half the interval, in time, between
each pair of observations, added to the time of the morning
observation for that pair, would express the hour, by the
watch, when the sun was on the meridian of the station : but
the declination does change, and a correction of the half
interval must therefore be made on that account, as in the
following problem.

Peob. VL
To determine the hour of the day and the error of a watch
.by equal altitudes of the sun.
Let the primitive circle nqd represent the horizon of the
observer ; abc the parallel of the sun's altitude, and abd a
parallel of declination supposed to pass through the sun when
on the meridian of the station. Then, supposing the time of
year to be between mid-winter and mid-summer, s and s' (the
former below, and the latter above the parallel circle bad)
may represent the places of the sun's centre at the two times
of observation. Let the diaN
meter NQ be the meridian, in
which z, the centre of the pri
mitive, is the zenith, and p the
pole of the equator ; p z being
equal to the colatitude of the
station : imagine the hour circles
to be drawn from p as in the
figure through a, s, b, s', and p m
to be drawn bisecting the angle
sps' ; the meridian nq evi
dently bisects the angle apb.
Now t% and fs', in the figure, represent respectively the
increase of the sun's declination from the time of the morning
observation till noon, and from noon till the time of the
afternoon observation : these changes may be considered as
equal to one another, because the intervals of time are nearly
equal, and, for a few hours, the sun's declination varies
almost uniformly; therefore &t — &'t'. The angles SAt and
s'Bf are equal to one another, and those at t and t' are right
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angles; consequently A tzz.Bt', and the angle aps =bps':
adding spb to both of these angles, apb =sps', or taking
the half of each, apz = spot ; and subtracting the common
angle SPZ, the angle APS =ZP»j. This last angle is mani
festly the correction which, in the present case, must be
subtracted from the mean of two corresponding times of ob
servation (at which middle time the sun is on the circle p»j),
to give the hour which the watch would show when the sun
is on the meridian p z of the station. But the time which a
correct watch would show when the sun is on the meridian
is equal to twelve hours + equation of time (mean time of
apparent noon) ; consequently, comparing the time of noon
found by the watch from the observation, with this last, the
difference will be the error of the watch.
346. The relation between the angle aps or ZFm and the
variation st of the sun's declination between noon and the
time of either observation may be found in the following
manner: On substituting z, p and s for A, c and b respec
tively, in the equation preceding (a) in art. 60., and trans
posing, we have in the triangle zps,
cos. zs = cos. zps sin. pz sin. ps + cos. pz cos. ps :
differentiating, considering pz and zs as constant, o =
— sin. zps cfzPSsin. p z sin. p s + cos. PSe?PS sin. pz cos. zps
— cos. pz sin. ps</ps .... (i),
,
,
cos. ps sin. pz cos. zps — cos. pz sin. ps
or rfzps = <£ps
-.
-.
-.
,
sin. pz sin. PS sin. zps
= dvs (cotan. ps cotan. zps — cotan. pz cosec. zps).
And by this formula Mr. Wales' tables of equations to equal
altitudes were computed. Here p s is the sun's polar distance
at the morning observation, and the angle zps may be found
in degrees on multiplying by 15 half the interval in time
between the observations.
But we have (art. 60., (a), (b) or (c)),
cos. zps =

cos. zs — cos. zp cos. PS
-.
t
;
sm. zp sin. ps

whence cos. zps sin. pz cos. ps =

cos. zs cos. ps — cos. pz cos.2 PS
sm. p s

then, putting
r
° cos. pz sin. PS in the form

cos. pz sin.2 ps
sin. ps
»

and subtracting the last of these equations from the first, we
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shall have for the equivalent of the numerator in the first
value of dzFS above,
COS. ZSCOS. PS. —COS. PZ

sin. p s
But (art. 60.) this fraction is evidently equivalent to
— cos. psz sin. zs ; therefore we obtain
.
cos. psz sin. zs
7
— dZFS = —
;
-.
rfPS.
sin. pz sin. ps sin. zps
„ ,
. , . ., .
sin. zs
sin. pz ,,
c
But again,
sin. psz ; therefore
*
v(art. 61.),
' sin. zps = ,
,. .. N
cotan. psz .
— rfzps v(in time)y = 15
r——
sin. ps dps

, N
(ii).
v '

The negative sign indicates that if ps increase, the angle
zps diminishes, or if the declination increase or decrease, the
hour angle increases or decreases.
In using equal altitudes of a fixed star for the purpose of
finding the time at night, no correction is required on ac
count of the change of declination ; and the mean between
the two times of observation must be compared with the
computed mean time at which the star culminates, in order to
have the error of the watch.
347. If the sun's azimuths were observed at the two times
when the altitudes are equal to one another, the position of
the true meridian, on land, might be accurately found ; but
it would be necessary, previously, to find the change pro
duced in the azimuth by the change of the sun's declination
in the interval between the observations. Now, in the pre
ceding figure, the angle szs' will represent the sum of the
observed azimuths if the places of the sun in the morning and
afternoon be s and s' ; therefore, substituting p, z and s for
A, c and B respectively in the equation preceding (a) in
art. 60., we have
cos. ps = cos. pzs sin. zp sin. zs + cos. zp cos. zs;
and differentiating, considering pz and zs as constant,
sin. psdps = sin. pzs^pzs sin. zp sin. zs;
,
.
sin. ps
whence
a pzs =
-.
-.
dps.
sin. pzs sin. zp sin. zs
Thus s t, or the change in the sun's declination between noon
and the time of either observation, being the value of rfrs;
and the angle pzs (or its supplement SZQ, in the figure)
being considered as half the sum of the observed azimuths,
we obtain the corresponding value of dv z s, which is repre
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sented by Q z n in the figure. This angle being subtracted
from s z n, or half the sum of the observed azimuths, when
the distance ps is diminishing, leaves the angle szq for the
bearing of the sun from the true meridian at the time of the
morning observation : consequently, the place of the observer
being vertically under z, if a picket were driven in the ground
in the direction zs at the time last mentioned, the angle szq
being subsequently set out with a theodolite, the line SQ
would be the direction of the true meridian. The most fa
vourable season for determining the time, or the direction of
the meridian, by equal altitudes, is at or near the solstices,
when the changes of the sun's declination are so small that
they may be disregarded.
Ex. Sept. 4. 1843, at Sandhurst there were observed the times shown
by a watch in the morning and afternoon when, by reflexion from mer
cury, the upper limb, the centre and the lower limb of the gun had equal
altitudes, as follow :
Upper Limb.

Centre.

Lower Limb.

h- / //
Morning times
Afternoon times -

9 32 55
2 23 6

9 35 7
2 20 50

h- / //
9 37 24
2 18 30

Intervals

4 50 11

4 45 43

4 41

Half intervals

2 25 5.5

2 22 51.5

2 20 33

11 58 0.5

11 57 58.5

11 57 57

Approximate time of noon

6

If Wales's tables of equations to equal altitudes be used,
the sun's longitude (= 161° 16' or 5s. 11° 16') must be taken
from the Nautical Almanac, and the natural tangent (= 1*25)
of the known, or estimated latitude (51° 20') of the station
must be found : then, from Table I. we have, for the correc
tions corresponding to the first half interval,-!- 15".05 X 1.25
(= + 18".81); to the second, + 15".03 x 1.25 (=: + 18".79),
and to the third, + 15".0 x 1.25 (= + 18.75).
The corrections from Table II. are respectively,
— 1".58, - 1".59 and — 1".6 :
hence the complete corrections are
+ 17".23, + 17".2 and + 17".15.
These being applied, in order, to the approximate times
of noon, give, for the mean times of noon by the watch,
llho. 58' 17".73, llho. 58' 17".7 and llho. 58' 14".15 ; and
the mean of these is llho. 58' 16".53.
Now the equation of time (0' 56".77) being subtracted (as
the title in the Nautical Almanac directs) from 12 hours,
gives llho. 59'3".23 for the true mean time of apparent
u
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noon : therefore, taking the difference between this and the
time found from the observation, the watch appears to be
46".7 too slow.
Computation of the correction to the approximate time of
noon by the above formula (n).
At the time of making the observations, the index of the
sextant gave for the apparent double altitude of the sun's
upper limb, centre, and lower limb, 74°11'45"; the index
error being 45" subtractive. Then, on applying the cor
rections for the index error, the sun's refraction and his
parallax in altitude (if the altitude of the sun's centre
be required, the correction for the semidiameter is not, of
course, to be applied), the correct altitude was found to be
37° 4' 20"; consequently his zenith distance = 52° 55' 40":
these values relating to the sun's centre, they belong to the
middle time (9 ho. 35' 7") above, and this being considered as
correct mean time, the corresponding apparent time (adding
the equation) is 9 ho. 36' 4", or 2 ho. 23' 56" before noon, at
the place. But the latter being distant in longitude from
Greenwich 3 min. (in time) westward, the apparent Green
wich time is 9 ho. 39' 4", or 2 ho. 20' 56" from Greenwich
noon.
Sun's declination at apparent noon Greenwich
Variation for 2 ho. 20' 56"Declination at the middle time
Therefore the sun's north polar distance -

= 7 20 44.2 N. (Na. Al.)
=
2 10.2
= 7 22 54.4
= 82 37 5.6

Then (art. 61.), in the spherical triangle zps (fig. to the
prob.),
log. sin. zs (52° 55' 40")
- co. ar. 0.098064
log. sin. zps (2 ho. 22' 51" or 35° 42' 45", the half interval)
9.766193
log. sin. pz (38° 39' 27" the colatitude of the station)
- 9.795654
log. sin. psz (the angle of position) = 27° 11' 40"

-

-

9.659911

The variation of the sun's declination in 2 ho. 23' 56" is
equal to 133" (=dps); therefore, by substitution in the
formula (n),
log.
log.
log.
log.

cotan. psz (27° 11' 40")
....
d ps (=133")
.....
sin. ps (82° 37' 6") co. ar.
15
co. ar.
-

log. dzps= 17".4 The required variation of the hour angle.

-

-

0.289199
2.123852
0.003614
8.823909
1.240574

The day of the observation being between mid-summer
and mid-winter, this correction is to be added to the middle
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time, or approximate time of noon, in order to give the mean
time of apparent noon by the watch.
348. The problem for determining the error of the watch
by equal altitudes presents some difficulties when put in prac
tice at sea on account of the displacement of the ship during
the interval between the observations: yet, as a means of
approximating to the error of the watch, it may sometimes
be convenient to employ it, and in so doing the error due to
the variation of the sun's declination is usually neglected.
In order to ascertain the correction on account of the dis
placement of the ship, let z be the
zenith of the latter when the sun is
at S, that is when the first observa
tion is made : at the second observa
tion let z' be the zenith, and let
the sun be at S'; then the interval
in time between the observations is
expressed by sps'.
In the figure, the ship is supposed
to sail towards the sun, in which case
the zenith of the ship approaching the luminary, the altitude
of the sun does not diminish so rapidly as if the ship had
remained at z, or had changed its longitude without changing
its latitude ; consequently the motion of the ship in the
direction zz' must continue longer, before the sun descends
to an altitude equal to that of the morning observation, than
if the latitude had not changed. Let z" be the place of the
zenith at the time of the second observation if the latitude
should not change; then s", the place of the sun at that
time, will be so situated that s"pz" = spz. Bisect sps" or
zpz" by pm ; then the middle time, or the mean of the times
when the morning and afternoon observations are in that
case made, is the time by the watch, of apparent noon for
the meridian pm, on which, at that middle time, is the zenith
of the ship. Here no correction of the middle time is neces
sary.
But the ship changing its latitude, and its zenith being at
z' when the sun is at s', the angle z'ps' (in consequence of
p z' being greater than p z") will exceed z" p s" by an angle
s"ps', which represent by dr. If then sps' be bisected by
PN we shall have MPNxirfp; and this is the correction to
be subtracted (in the above figure) from the mean between the
times of observation, in order to give the time, by the watch,
of apparent noon for the place of the ship at the middle of
the interval. By differentiating the equation for cos. zs
(art. 346.), considering ps and zs as constant, and proceeding
u 2
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.as in that article, there will be obtained a formula for d p
(dzFS) corresponding to that in equation (n); or the latter
may be transformed into the required formula on substituting
in it pz for ps, and pzs for psz.
349. The determination of the error of a watch regulated
according to mean solar time, by equal altitudes of a fixed
star or of a planet, may be made in a manner similar to that
which has been above explained. With a fixed star, which
does not change its declination sensibly in a few hours, half
the interval measured by the watch is to be added to the time
of the first observation, and the sum will be the instant at
which the star culminates, in solar time. With a planet, the
variation of the hour angle, in consequence of the change of
declination, must, when accuracy is required, be found and
applied as a correction to such sum in order to have the time,
by the watch, when the planet was on the meridian ; and in
either case, this time must be compared with the computed
solar time (art. 313.) of culmination in order to obtain the
error of the watch. The method of observing equal altitudes
of a star on opposite sides of the meridian is, however, not
often put in practice at sea, in consequence of the officer
who should make the observations not being on duty in an
evening and on the following morning ; and, in order to obtain
the end, both Capt. Thomson and Mr. Riddle have proposed
to observe equal altitudes of a star on different nights, on
the same side of the meridian. Now, a fixed star attains
equal altitudes on the same side of the meridian, at any one
station, at intervals equal to one sidereal day, or at intervals
less than one solar day by 3' 55". 9 ; hence, if the difference
between the two consecutive times at which a star attains
the same altitude, at any place, on the same side of the
meridian, be less than 3' 55". 9, the watch will have gained;
if more, it will have lost the excess, in a sidereal day. There24
fore, if the observed error be multiplied by
. or by
1.0027, the result will be the error, or daily rate, in a
mean solar day. Mr. Riddle has also shown in the Memoirs
of the Astronomical Society (Vol. III. pt. 2.) that the for
mula for correcting the mean time between the observations
on account of a difference (caused by a change of temperature,
&c.) between the refractions at the two times of observation is
tr
—, where a is an observed change in the double altitude of
a celestial body in a time t (a few minutes), and r is the dif
ference between the refractions at the two times of observ
ation. The correction is additive when the refraction at the
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second observation ia the smaller of the two, and subtractive
when it is the greater, if the object be east of the meridian ;
the contrary, if west.
350. When it is impossible to obtain by observation the
meridional altitude of a celestial body, the latitude of a station
or ship may be determined by means of an observation made
when the body is at a distance from the meridian ; and an
altitude of the sun, the moon or a star, with a knowledge of
the time at the station, or of the azimuth of the celestial
body, together with the declination of the latter, will suffice
for the purpose.
Pbob. VII.
To find the latitude of a station or ship by means of an
altitude of the sun observed at a given time in the morning
or afternoon.
Let it be supposed that the usual corrections have been
applied to the observed altitude, so that the true zenith
distance of the sun's centre is found, and that the time of the
observation is given by a watch whose error is known, so that
the apparent time of day, and consequently the sun's hour
angle, in degrees, is ascertained: also that the longitude of
the station is known, at least approximatively ; and therefore,
that the sun's declination can be found.
In the diagram, the primitive circle pzq represents the
meridian of the station, and p is the
pole of the equator. The angle zpq
is made equal to the sun's hour angle,
and about P as a pole the parallel Dd
of declination is described: its inter
section s with the circle psq is the
place of the sun. About s as a pole,
the circle zaz' is described at a dis
tance equal to the sun's distance from
the zenith : therefore z or z' is the zenith of the station, and
pz or pz' is the required colatitude. The case is ambiguous
unless the place of the sun with respect to the prime vertical
be also known.
If Bt be let fall perpendicularly on pzq there will be
formed the two right angled spherical triangles PS* and ZSt;
and in the triangle PSi,
Had. cos. zps = cotan. ps tan. Ft (art. 62. (/') ),
also Rad. sin. St — sin. fs sin. zps (art. 60. (e) ),
again, in the triangle z s t,
v 3
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Rad. cos. zs = cos. t s cos. z t (art. 60. (d) ).
In using these rules, six logarithms must be taken from
the tables, and the method requires that the apparent time at
the station should be known with considerable precision. A
similar process must be used when the altitude of a planet or
fixed star is observed at a distance from the meridian.
If the latitude of a ship or station were already kDOwn
approximatively, and such approximation is obtained by the
dead reckoning, a more correct value of it might be easily
obtained by means of the equation
COS. ZD — COS. ZS
sm. PS sin. pz

vers. sin. zps =-

(art. 337. (c) ),

vers. sin. zps sin. ps sin. pz = cos. zd— cos. zs:
or
for the angle zps being given, in time, the number corre
sponding to it in the table denominated log-rising (Requisite
Tables, tab. XVI.) is equivalent to the logarithm of the second
member in the first of these equations : let this number be
represented by m ; then the natural number corresponding to
m + log. sin. ps + log. sin. pz will be equal to cos. zd - cos.
z S : let N be this natural number ; then
N + nat. cosin. zs = nat. cosin. zr>,
and the last term is the natural cosine of the sun's meridional
zenith distance : therefore pd— ZDorPS— zcis the required
colatitude. For pz in the value of n there must be put the
given approximate value of the colatitude.
Ex. 1. April 21. 1842, at 9 ho. 50' 11".5 by the watch, the double
altitude of the sun's upper limb, by reflexion from mercury, was found at
Sandhurst to be 86° 45' 40": the index error of the sextant was 6' 40"
subtractive, and the watch was 3' 39".2 too slow.
On applying the corrections for the index error, refraction, and the sun's
parallax in altitude, and subtracting the sun's semidiameter, the correct
altitude of the sun's centre was 43° 2' 39" ; consequently the zenith dis
tance = 46° 57' 21".
N.B. The longitude of the place being by estimation 3' (in time) west of
Greenwich ; the time of the observation from apparent noon at Green
wich is 2 ho. 1' 52".
Computation of the sun's north
Computation of the sun's hour
angle.
ho. , „
polar distance.
Time by watch
- 9 50 11.5 Sun's dec. (ap. noon 0 / //
at Greenwich) - 11 48 57.6 N.
Watch slow 3 39.2
"Variation for 2 ho.
Mean time
- 9 53 50.7
1' 52" (subtr.) 1 43.1
Equation of time (add)
1 17.6
11 47 14.5
Apparent time
- 9 55 8.3
90
12
Sun's north polar
Time from noon
- 2 4 51.7
distance
- 78 12 45.5
15
The sun's hour anfrle - 31° 12 55.5
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In the spherical triangles ps(, z&t,
log. cos. p (= 31° 12' 55." 5) - 9.9320810
log. sin. ps
-logcotan. ps (78° 12'45".5) 9.3194875 + log. sin. p

9.9907436
9.7145435

=log. tan. rr(76° 17' 15")

9.7052871=30° 29' 9"

log. cos. zs
— log. cos. ta

- 10.6125935

log. sin. ts

(46 57 21)
(30 29 9)

9.8341420
9.9353836

= log. cos. tz (37 37 18)
p< = 76 17 15

9.8987584

pz = 38 39 57, the required colatitude of the station.
By the rule in the Requisite Tables ; having the latitude by account,
or having an approximate knowledge of the latitude, the process is as
follows : —
The sun's hour angle in time, as above (= 2 ho. 4' 52") log. rising=4.16073
log. sin. ps (= 78° 12' 45")
....
- 9.99074
log. sin. pz (approximatively, suppose = 38° 30')
- 9.79415
Nat. number =
8823
+ Nat. cos. zs (46° 57' 21") 68257
= Nat. cos.
39 34 30
4- Sun's declin. at noon =11 48 58
= Latitude required

- 3.94562

77080 = Merid. zen. dist.

=51 23 28

Ex. 2. At Sandhurst, November 17. 1843, there was observed, by re
flexion from mercury, the double altitude of o Polaris, equal to 105° 31'
10", the index error of the sextant being 50" additive : at the same in
stant the time given by the watch was 10 ho. 44' 48" p. m., the error of the
watch being 1' 36" too slow.
After applying the corrections for the index error and the star's refrac
tion, the true altitude of the star was found to be 52° 45' 16" ; conse
quently its true zenith distance was 37° 14' 44".
ho. , „
Right asc. of the star - 1 4 1 (N.A) Time by watch
Right asc. of sun at noon 15 28 35.2 (do.) Watch slow Approximate time ofcul
minating
- 9 35 25.8
Variation of sun's right
ascension
1 51.8

ho.
10 44 48
1 36

Mean time Equation of time

10 46 24
14 51

Apparent time Time of culminating

11 1 15
9 33 34

Apparent time of culmi
Star's hour angle in solar time
nating
- 9 33 34
Acceleration The star's north polar distance (p s) = 1° 31' 3'
(Naut. Aim.)
Star's hour angle in sid. time Star's hour angle (z ps)
V 4

1 27 41
14
1 27 55
15
21c 58 '45"
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-

- 9.9672297
- 11.5768925

= Iog. tan. p<(l°24'20")
lo°. sin. P8 + log. sin. p

-

"

"

8.3903372
8.4229553
9-5731643

= log. sin. st( 0°34' 4")
lol.cos.sz(37 14 44)
- log. cos. si ( 0 34 4 )

-

-

-

7.9961196
9.9009398
9.9999788

= log. cos. tz (37 14 30)
+ rt 1 24 20

-

-

-

9.9009610

= pz 38 38 50, the colatitude required.

351. Instead of using the direct method, or the approxima
tive process before mentioned, it is customary to observe, if
possible, an altitude of the celestial body when very near the
meridian, since then an error in the time does not much affect
the result ; and, the latitude of the station or ship being al
ready known nearly, a very correct value of it is obtained by
means of a formula (investigated as follows) for reducing the
observed, to the meridional zenith distance. By spherical
trigonometry (art. 66. (i) ),
. „,
sin. i(zs + ZD) sin. i(zs — zd)
sin.2 i zps =
"—^
'—,—^
—'-:
sin. PZ sin. PS
now let zs— zd be represented by 6, which, since the sun or
star is supposed to be near the meridian, will be a very small
angle ; then will zs + zd := 2 zd + 6:
also
i(zs + zd) = zd + \6 and J (zs— zd) = £&
Hence
rin> jzP8 = aIn- <?D + *.*> "^ *?»
sin. pz sin. ps
or, developing sin. (zd + J-0), putting ^6 sin. 1" for sin. ^9
(d being expressed in seconds), and considering cos. 1 6 as
unity (= radius) ; also putting zs for zd,
_ %0 sin. r'(sin. zs + \ 6 sin. 1" cos. zs)
sin." £ zps
sin. pz sin. ps
consequently
sin.2 £ zps sin. pz sin. ps =
$ 0 sin. 1" (sin. zs + £ 6 sin. 1" cos. zs),
or,
=| 6 sin. 1" sin. zs (1 + \B sin. 1" cotan. zs) . . . (a) ;
and as a near approximation, neglecting the term which would
contain d'2,
2 sin.5 A zps sin. pz sin. ps „,.
. .
-.
-.—ttt,
= 0(in
1"
v seconds).
J
sin. zs sin.
In finding the value of this expression for 6, PZ may be
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made equal to the given approximate value of the colatitude ;
or, the celestial body being very near the meridian, ps— zs
may be substituted for pz.
But pz (the required colatitude) =pd— zd, or ps — zd,
or PS— (zs— 0); and thus the colatitude of the station is
found. Here zd or zs — 0 represents the meridional zenith
distance of the sun or star, it being supposed that the
declination does not change between the time of the observa
tion and the time at which the celestial body is in on the
meridian.
If the angle zps should not exceed 5 or 6 degrees there may
be substituted £(zps)2 sin.2 1" for sin.2 jZPS; and then,
putting p for zps and expressing the hour angle in seconds,
n sin (ps
. N
6—
i — zs)J—.sin.
. ps. p2 sin. 1" .... (b).
2 sin. zs
v '
Should a nearer approximation to the value of 6 be required,
the equation (a) might be put in the form
sin. (ps— zs) sin. ps. P2 sin. 1" _„ _
2 sin. ZS (1 -t^d sin. 1" cotan. ZS — '
then developing the fraction

t a .—=-^—

as far

as two terms by actual division, there would result
. sin. i(ps — zs)sin.
ps. p* sin. —
1" (1-18
■-•,»,.
, x
8—
'—.
sin. 1" cotan. zs)•/ . . . . (c)
2 sin. zs
*

and the value of 0 obtained from the first approximation may
be substituted in the second term between the parentheses.
When the latitude of a station is to be determined in this
manner several observations should be made as nearly as pos
sible at the same time ; and, since the correction 6 varies
nearly as P2, or as the square of the hour angle, after finding
it from the formula (b) or (c) for one observation, it may be
found for the others by simple proportions : thus, if zs and
zs' represent two zenith distances of a celestial body, and zd
its meridional zenith distance ; and if zps, zps' represent the
corresponding hour angles, we shall have
(zps)2 : (zps')2 :: zs— zd (=0) : zs'-zd (=#')•
Then, a mean of all the zenith distances and of all the values
of 0 being taken, we have the mean value of the arc zd with
sufficient correctness.
Ex.' At Sandhurst, July 28. 1843, at 0 ho. 17' 48" by the watch, the
double altitude of the sun's upper limb, observed by reflexion, was found
to be 115° 54' 45"; the index error of the sextant being 1' subtraetive,
and the error of the watch 29" (too slow). The longitude of the station
from Greenwich being, by estimation, 3' in time, westward.
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After applying the corrections for the index error, refraction, the sun's
parallax in altitude, and his semidiameter, the correct altitude of the
sun's centre was 57° 40' 33."8 ; consequently the zenith distance (zs) was
32° 19' 26."2.

ho. ,

„

Time by watch Watch slow

- 0 17 48
29

Mean time
Equat. of time (sub.)

- 0 18
6

Apparent time -

- 0 12

Sun's hour angle (zps) - 3
= 10905"

1

o

/

//

Sun's declination
Gr. noon
19 6 12.7 (N.)
Variation for 15'
17
since Gr. noon
8.7
10
19 6 4
7
90
15
Sun's north polar
45
70 53 56
dist. (ps)

Then, agreeably to the formula (b),
ps = 70° 53' 56"
zs = 32 19 26
9.79486
ps-zs = 38 34 30 log. sin. =
ps 70 53 56 log. sin. =
9.97540
8.07525
2 log. 10905"
sin. 1"
4.68557
zs = 32 19 26 log. sin. co. ar. = 0.27189
log. 2.
co. ar. = 9.69897
log. 9

= 2.50194 = 317".64 or
5' 17".6
zs= 32° 19 26 .2
zs-0= 32 14 8 .6
ps
= 70 53 56

The colatitude of the station (pz) = 38 39 47 .4

352. The pole star being always near the meridian, it is
very conveniently situated for determining the latitude of a
station which is not near the equator ; and the process for
obtaining the colatitude by the ordinary rules of spherical
trigonometry is exhibited in Ex. 2. art. 350. But the fol
lowing formula, which was given by M. Schumacher and
is published in the Nautical Almanacs, will be found more
convenient. Here z s is the observed zenith distance of the
star, and p z is the required colatitude ; p s, the star's north
polar distance, being expressed in seconds.
PZ = Z8 + P8 cos. Z P 8 — \ cotan. z 8. P S2 sin.2 z p s sin. 1"
An investigation of this formula will be found in the chapter
on Geodesy (art. 410.), and the three first terms give a,value
of P z, which is sufficiently correct.
Ex. Using the second example in art. 350. in which zs = 37° 14' 44',
ps = 1° 31' 3", or 5463", and zps = 21° 58' 45", the process is as fol
lows : —
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log. ps (5463)
log. cos. zps (21° 58' 45") -

3.73743
9.96723

log. ps (5463)
log. sin. zps

3.70466 = 5066" or
3.73743
9.57318

-

-
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1° 24' 26"

3.31061
2
= log (ps sin. zps)2
- 6.62122
log. sin. 1"
- 4.68557
log.cotan.zs(37°14'44") 10.11901
1 .42580= 26".65, and its half= 1 3".3
1° 24' 12 .7
zs= 37 14 44
pz= 38 38 56 .7
=Colat.

In order to employ, in working an example of this problem,
the tables given in the Nautical Almanacs (pages 559, &c),
the sidereal time of the observation must be obtained from
the clock or it must be computed ; and the process of com
puting this element for the last example is as follows : —
ho- , //
Mean time of the observation
+ Sidereal time at mean noon -

- 10 46 24
- 15 43 34.6 (Naut. Aim.)

Acceleration in 10 ho. 46' 24" -

-

= Sidereal time of the observation

2 29 58.6
1 47

- 2 31 45.6

Then from the first table (argument sid. time of observat.) — 1 24 52
From the second table (arg. sid. time and approximate lat.)
+ 14 1
From the third table (arg. sid. time and date, November)
+1 25 J
Sum of the corrections
The star's altitude, or the complement of zs -

— 1
= 52

23
45

13
16

Latitude of the station

-51

22

3

-

-

-

353. Mr. Littrow of Vienna has proposed (Mem. Astron.
Soc, Vol. II. part 2.) a very simple and accurate process for
finding the latitude of a station or ship by means of three
altitudes taken when the sun or a star is very near the
meridian, with the intervals between the times of observation.
The method does not require a previous knowledge either of
the latitude or of the horary angle, but the differences be
tween the observed altitudes, and the observed times, should
be very correct. The pole-star may be advantageously used
for this purpose.
Let a be the first observed altitude, corrected as usual ;
and let T be the time :
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A + a the second altitude, and T + t the corresponding time ;
A + a' the third altitude, and T + f the corresponding time.
Also let a' be the required meridional altitude, and t + t'
the time when the celestial body is on the meridian. Then,
the variations of altitude near the meridian being nearly
proportional to the squares of the horary angles, we have
V_A : a'— a- a :: t'2 : (t' -tf\
whence
a T'2 = (a' — a) (2 T' t — P) :
similarly
a'T'2 = (a' — a) (2 n't—t") :
from these equations we have
a_2rt—t?
,_lat"i — a't'x .
,
__
aT'2
a'-2T'f-fi'' T -* at-a't ' ato0 A ~ A ~ 2 T't-fi'
From the equation for t' we obtain a value of T + t' the
time by the watch when the sun was on the meridian ; and
from that for a'— a we get a value of a', the meridional alti
tude: consequently, by means of the north-polar distance,
the latitude of the station.
Ex. At Sandhurst, July 28. 1843, the following observations were
made : —
h°- / //
o / //
0 16 20 p. m. by the watch ; double alt. sun's upper limb - 115 55 45
0 17 48 p.m.
ditto
- 115 53 0
ditto
- 115 47 20:
0 20 24 p.m.
the index error of the sextant being 1 minute subtractive.
After making the several corrections for the index error, the refraction,
the sun's parallax in altitude and his semidiameter, the three correct
altitudes are found to be
57° 41' 3" (= a), 57° 39' 41".2, 57° 36' 50".2:
hence
t = 88" and f = 244" ; also a = 81".8 and a' = 252".8.
Then
fi = 7744, and a'f = 1957683.2 ;
also
tf* = 59536, and a t1 = 4870044.8.
Therefore
af*-a't*= 2912361.6.
Again, a't = 22246.4 and af = 19959.2 ; therefore a't — atf — 2287.2.
Hence °^~°T = 1273" ; the half of which is 636".5 (= t'), the time
from noon to the instant
Then log.T'2 = (636.5)2
log.a(=
81.8)
log. 2 r't—i2 (=1,04280)

of the first observation.
= 5.6069142
= 1.9127533
= 4.9817573 co. ar.
2.5014248 = 317".27, or 5' 17."3 (=a'-a)
57° 41 3 (=a)

The sun's meridian altitude
The sun's declination (Naut. Aim.)
Colatitude of the station

- 57 46 20.3 (=a')
- 19 6 14
- 38 40

6.3

354. When from any circumstance, as from a temporary
stoppage of the watch, the hour of the day at any station is
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not known, when yet the watch being set going is capable of
giving the interval, in time, between the instants of making
two observations of the sun's altitude ; the latitude of the
station may be found in the following manner.
Pkob. VIII.
To find the latitude of a ship or station having the alti
tudes of the sun observed at two instants in one day, with
the times of making the observations and an approximate
knowledge of the observer's longitude.
Let s and 8' represent the places of the sun at the times of
observation, and, p being the pole
.
of the equator, let the angle s p s'
\ / p
be the hour angle, or the interval in
/Kf/7\ ~^\
/S-t|k/ \
>>
apparent solar time reduced to degrees: the intersections z or z' of y_JXi\ \
\
two small circles described about sr--, / 7*"--<s\ ,..--' \
s and 8' as poles with distances I w|7
n*'
J
equal to the complements of the
1/
I
observed altitudes, will be the place
of the zenith, and the arc pz or pz' will be the colatitude of
the station. The problem is unavoidably ambiguous except
when the latitude of the station, or the position of the zenith,
is known approximatively.
The two observed altitudes must be corrected as usual, and
the true zenith distances found ; and the small circle 88' is
supposed to be a parallel of declination at a distance from p
equal to the sun's polar distance, which must be found from
the Nautical Almanac by means of the estimated time at the
middle of the interval between the observations ; the varia
tion of the declination between that middle time and the two
times of observation being disregarded.
Imagine a great circle to pass through S and s', and draw
vp to bisect the angle sps'; that arc will bisect 88' at/) and
cut it at right angles: let fall also iq perpendicularly on PS ;
then by spherical trigonometry,
In the right angled triangle psp ;
Ead. cos. ps =cotan. pFS cotan. rsp (art. 62. (d'))
also (art. 60. (<?)),
Rad. sin. pS = sin. PS sin. pv&; and 2pS = ss'.
In the triangle zss', P being put for the perimeter, we
have (art. 66. (in),
, r. sin, (fp - z s) sin. Qp -BSQ .
tan. ¥zssBin.JPBin.ftp-ZB')
'
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Also in the right angled triangle zsq,
r. cos. zsy = cotan. zs tan. sq (art. 62. (/'),
and in the triangle p z 8,
cos. ZS cos. P^zzcos. Sq cos. pz. (3 Cor. art. 60.)
But the rule given in some treatises of navigation for work
ing this problem is obtained from the formula (a), (b) or (c),
(art. 60.) for the angles z p s and zps', in the following
manner :
z s — cos. p s cos. p z
cos. z p s =: cos.
■
sin. p s sin. p z
cos. z s'— cos. p s' cos. p z
and cos. zps' =
sin. ps' sin. pz
Subtracting one of these from the other, and observing that
PS = P8', we have
,
cos. zs'— cos. zs
COS. ZPS— COS. Z P S = —;
;
;
sin. p s sin. p z
But (PI. Trigonom., art. 41.) the first member is equal to
2 sin. i (z p s + zps') sin. £ (z p s + z p s'), and dividing both
members by 2 sin. A (z p s + z p s'), that is by 2 sin. ^ S P s',
we have
1
, ,
—
/N cos. zs'— COS. zs
sin. A(zps
+ zps')' = —.
-. p z . —.—A, s p s' . y(a\
2 v
sin. p s sin.
2 sin.
>
In the second member of this equation substituting for p z
the given approximate value of the colatitude, there will be
from thence obtained the half difference or the half sum of
the angles zps, zps' according as the observed altitudes
were taken on opposite sides, or on the same side of the
meridian. In either case, the half sum and half difference of
the angles zps, z p s' being known, we have the angle zps
or z p s'.
Now, imagining p z to be produced if necessary, to cut the
parallel of declination in m so that vm — pz, or PS — pz, is
equal to zm, we have, as in art. 337.,
cos. zm — cos. zs
vers. sin. zps = —;
;
,
sin. ps sin. pz
or vers. sin. zps sin. ps sin. pz = cos. zm — cos. zs . . . (b) ;
or again,
vers. sin. zps sin. ps sin. pz + cos. zs =cos. zm . . . (c).
But zm is the meridional zenith distance of the sun; there
fore, this term being found, by means of the approximate value
of the colatitude, and being subtracted from pmorps, the
sun's polar distance ; the remainder will be the colatitude of
the station.
Note, the log. of -:
;
, or of sin. r z sin. p s '
cos. lat. cos. sun's decl.
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that is, log. sec. lat. + log. sec. declin., is the term which in the
"Kequisite Tables " is called log. ratio : also log. ^—.—j

,,

& Bin. jSPS

or log. 2 cosecant of half the hour angle between the places
of the sun at the times of observation is the logarithm in the
column of half the elapsed time : and from the formulae (a),
(b), and (c) is obtained the following rule, which is given for
the solution of the problem in the tables just mentioned: —
Let log. sec. lat. + log. sec. declin. + log. (cos. zs' — cos. zs) +
log. J elapsed time be represented by L, and take the time
corresponding to L in the column headed " Middle Time "
(Tab. XVI.) ; then, since l is the logarithm of the second
member in equation (a), this time will express the half sum,
or half difference of the angles zps, zps'; and hence, as
above,' the angle zps or zps' may be found. Next, find the
logarithm corresponding to zps or zps' in the column headed
log. rising, that is log. vers. sin. zps, and subtract from it the
log. ratio ; the result is the logarithm of the first member in
equation (b) and is called the logarithm of N. Lastly, from
equation (c) we have
N + nat. sine of sun's altitude at s or s'= nat. sine of sun's
meridional altitude ;
and thus, as above, the latitude or colatitude may be found.
355. In order to show how the latitude of a ship at sea,
when computed by means of two altitudes, is to be corrected
on account of the movement of the ship during the interval
between the observations ; let z be the zenith of the ship and
s the place of the sun at the first
observation, z' the zenith and s' the
JL
place of the sun at the second ob/y|\
servation. Then the angle z'z S will
/ A? | \
represent the bearing of the ship's
/ 5rf ik
\
path, in the interval between the
/// x. \ \
observations, from a vertical circle
// I /\\ \
passing through the sun, and zz' y^
"' /
^^.^
the distance sailed in the same in-J"■
terval : the bearing must be obtained
by means of the compass, and the distance must be expressed
in minutes of a degree, by the log.
Imagine z't to be let fall perpendicularly on ZS; then,
unless the distance zz' be very great, an approximation suffi
ciently near the truth may be obtained (in the case indicated
by the figure) by subtracting zz' cos. z'zt, the value of %t,
from zs, and considering the remainder as equal to z's. This
Talue of z's must be used with z's' in working out the
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problem ; which may then be done as if the ship were sta
tionary. The correction it must be added to zs in order to
give z's if the ship were proceeding from z towards p instead
of proceeding towards s', as in the figure.
356. By differentiating the formulae cos. zs = cos. zps
sin. pz sin. ps + cos. pz cos. ps, cos. z's' = &c. (art. 60.),
considering zs and z's', zps and z'ps', pz and pz' as
variables, and comparing together the values of d p z, tfpz'
(the errors in the latitudes), it is ascertained that, if the lati
tude be determined from the observation made when the sun
is nearest to the meridian, that error is less than when the
latitude is determined from the observation which is more
remote ; and that the difference between the latitudes is
greatest when this observation is made near the prime vertical.
(Delambre, Astronomie, Ch. XXXVI. Nos. 79, 80.) The
same analysis shows that if both the altitudes were observed
near the prime vertical, the latitude of the ship being nearly
equal to the sun's declination, the error in the computed lati
tude might become very great.
In general, it may be stated that, when it is known whether
the latitude of the ship or place is greater or less than the
sun's declination, the direct method of solving the problem
will succeed ; otherwise, the case is ambiguous. For should
the sun pass the meridian between the zenith z (fig. to
art. 354.) and the elevated pole, as it may at a station within
the tropics, the angle zss' must be added to pss' in order to
have the angle psz. Should it pass the meridian between
the zenith z and the depressed pole, as in the figure, the dif
ference between the angles zss' and pss' would give the
angle psz. In general, also, it may be observed that when
both observations are made in the forenoon, or both in the
afternoon, the result will be most precise when one of the
altitudes is observed near the meridian and the other near
the prime vertical : and that when one observation is made
before, and the other after noon, both should be made when
the sun is near, but not less than one hour from the meridian.
The latitude determined from the observations will be, more
over, very inaccurate if the sun pass the meridian within four
or five degrees from the zenith ; and the distances run by the
ship during the interval between the two observations should
not exceed thirty or forty miles, on account of the risk of an
erroneous estimate being made of its change of place in
longitude.
357. The latitude of a station may also be found by two alti
tudes of the sun or of a star, with the sum or difference of the
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azimuths observed by the compass or otherwise at the times
when the altitudes were taken.
For, in the above figure, z' representing the zenith of the
station, let S and s' be the true places of the celestial body at
the two instants of observation; then the angle sz's' will
represent the azimuthal interval between those places, and,
after the observed altitudes have been corrected as usual,
z' s and z' s' may represent the two zenith distances. The
arcs PS and ps', which may be considered as equal to one
another, denote the polar distance of the celestial body at
the middle of the interval between the times of observation :
the great circle pz'm represents the meridian, and pz' the
colatitude of the station.
In the spherical triangle sz's' there are given z's, z's' and
the angle sz's'; to find 88' and the angle z's's. Imagining
P<7 to be let fall perpendicularly on ss', the- latter arc is
bisected in q; and in the right-angled triangle PS'y there are
given PS' and s'^; to find the angle rs'y or PS's. Lastly,
in the triangle p z' s' there are given p s', z' s' and the angle
ps'z; to find pz', the colatitude required.
The latitude may also be found by means of the altitudes
of two stars observed at the same instant. For the polar
distances PS, ps' of the stars being given in the Nautical
Almanac, and also the angle SPS', which is equal to the
difference between their right ascensions ; there are in the
triangle pss' sufficient data for finding ss' and the angle
ps's. Then, in the triangle z's's there are given the three
sides; and consequently the angle z' s' S may be computed :
lastly, in the triangle ps'z', there are given ps', z's' and the
angle p s' if, to find p z', the colatitude.
Ex. At Sandhurst, August 23. 1841, the following observations were
made : —
o

/

//

At 9 ho. 44' 33" a.m. by the watch, the double altitude of
the sun's upper limb
• - = 83 30 40
and at Oho. 39' 45" p.m. - = 99 20 0
the index error of the sextant being 6' 30" subtractivc. (Fig. to art. 354.)
The interval between the two times of observation is 2 ho. 55' 12";
hence the angle sps' = 43° 48', and J sps', or spp = 21° 54'. The two
observed altitudes when corrected as in the former examples give for the
true altitudes of the sun's centre 41° 25' 15".5, and 49° 20' 10".4; whence
zs = 48° 34' 44''.5 and zs' = 40° 39' 49".6.
The middle between the times of observation is 11 ho. 12' 9" a.m.
(subject to the error of the watch, supposed to be unknown) ; or, the lon
gitude of the place from Greenwich being 3', in time, westward, the cor
responding mean time at Greenwich is 1 1 ho. 15' 9", or 44' 51" before the
time of mean noon at Greenwich. Then,
X
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Sun's declinat. at mean noon, Greenwich - 11 26 18.5 N. (Naut. Aim.)
Variation for 44' 51", additive
38.4
Sun's declinat. at the middle time
- 11 26 56.9
Hence the north polar distance at the middle time = 78° 33' 3".l (=rs
or p's).
In the right angled triangle srp,
log.sin.ps =2.9912709
log. cos. ps (78° 33' 3") - 9.2977571
-log. cotan. spp (21° 54') 10.3957769 log. sin. s rp = 9. 57 1 6946
= log. cotan. rsp - 8.9019302
or pss' = 85° 26' 16".

log.sin.sp =9.5629655=21°26'32"
42 53 4 = ss'.

In the triangle zss' (p representing the perimeter),
zs'= 40 39 49.6
zs = 48 34 44.5
ss'= 42 53 4
p=

132

7 38.1

Jp'
=66 3 49 log. co. ar. = 0.0390555
,
0 , lft/,
*p-zs'= 25 23 59 log. co. ar. = 0.8676128 Hencezss =57 33 0
|p-zs=17 29 4 log.
=9.4777677
pss— 85 2b lb
£p_ss'= 23 10 45 log.
=9.5950535
psz=27 53 6
2) 19.4794895
log. tan. J zss' (28° 46' 35") 9.7397447
In the triangle psz,
log. cos. zs(48°34'44".5) 9.8205877
log. cos. ps z (27° 53' 6") 9.9463973
+ log. cos. p q (33 29 54)
9.9211149
-log. cotan. zs (48 34 44.5) 9.9456033
+ log. cos. sg (45 3 9) co. ar. 0.1 5091 S3
= log. tan. s? = 45° 3' 9" 10.0007940
ps = 78 33 3
log. cos. pz = 38° 39' 17" 9.8926159
The required co-latitude.
rq = 33 29 54
The same example by the indirect method in the " Requisite Tables,"
as above (art. 354.).

ho. , „
Interval between the observations in time
- = 2 55 12 as above
Half interval (= " half elapsed time ")
- = 1 27 36
log. half elapsed time (from the tables)
= 0.42830
lo". secant, lat. by account (suppose 51° 30') = 10.20585 1 = 0.21458
+log. secant, sun's declination (1 1° 26' 56")
= 10.00873 J log. ratio)
Nat. sin. sun's greatest al. (49 20 10)=75854
— Do.
least
(41 25 15)=66158
(as whole numbers)

9696, log.=3.98659

=log. half difference z ps, zps'
4.62947=0 h. 49' 12"
(designated L, and found in the col. headed " middle time.")
Half sum of zps, zps' (= J sps', in time)
- 1 27 36
= Smaller angle, zps' in time, or the angle corresponding to
the place of the sun when nearest to the meridian
0 ho. 38 24
Log. Oho. 38' 24" in the column headed " log-rising " = 3.14625
— Log. ratio (above) - = 0.21548
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= Log. of the number represented by n
Whence n
=
+Nat. sin. sun's altitude at s' (=49° 20' 10") =

- = 2.93077
853
75854

=Nat. sin. sun's merid. alt.
—Sun's declinat.
-

76707

=Colatitude required -

(=50 5 30) =
=11 26 56
=38 38 34

358. In determining the longitude of a station or ship by
means of the distance of the moon from the sun or a star, it
is necessary to have the altitudes of the two luminaries ; and
since the circumstances may be such as to prevent the al
titudes from being observed, the following problem, by which,
when the latitude of the station and the time there are
known, one or both may be computed, is introduced.

Prob. IX.
To find the altitude of the sun, the latitude of the station
and the time of day being given.
From the given time there must be obtained the sun's
horary angle and also his declination, or polar distance ; and
then, in the triangle zps, there are given pz the colatitude,
zps the hour angle, and PS the north
polar distance; to find zs, the true
distance of the sun from the zenith.
Let fall zt perpendicularly on PS;
then, by Spher. Trigo., in the triangle I
pz*(art. 62. (/')),
Had. cos. p=cotan. pz tan. vt,
and in the triangle p z s (3 Cor. art. 60.),
COS. PZCOS. £ Sir: COS. Vt COS. ZS.

Thus zs, the complement of the sun's true altitude, is found.
But the rule frequently given in treatises of navigation is
obtained from the formula
cos. zs = cos. ZPS sin. zp sin. PS + cos. PS cos. PZ (art. 60.),
by transforming it, as before shown (art. 354. (b)), into
cos. zs=rcos. (p s — P z) — vers. sin. zps sin. ps sin. pz.
The term cos. (ps— pz) is the sine of the sun's meridional
altitude, and log. vers. sin. ZPS is designated log. rising,
which may be found in the "Requisite Tables" (tab. XVI.) for
the given hour angle in time : therefore, the natural number
corresponding to
log. rising + log. cosin. latitude + log. cosin., sun's declination
x 2'
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being represented by N, we have the sine of the sun's meridian
altitude — N = sine of the required altitude. The processes
are exactly similar when the celestial body is the moon or
a star.
The zenith distance or altitude found by either of the
methods is not affected by parallax or refraction ; and since,
in the problem for finding the longitude, the apparent zenith
distance or altitude is required, it becomes necessary to apply
to the computed zenith distance, for example, the difference
between the sun's refraction and parallax. Now the sun's
refraction is greater than his parallax, so that the sun appears
always elevated above his true place ; therefore that difference
must be subtracted from the value of z S above found in order
to have the apparent zenith distance. The apparent place of
a fixed star or planet is also higher than the true place ; but
the apparent place of the moon is lower, because the moon's
parallax is greater than her refraction; therefore the dif
ference between her refraction and her parallax in altitude
must be added to the computed value of zs in order to have
the apparent zenith distance of the moon.
Ex. 1. At Sandhurst, Sept. 4. 1843, at 9 ho. 35' 55" a.m., mean time,
the longitude of the station from Greenwich being about 3', in time,
and its latitude equal to 51°-20/ 33"; it is required to find the sun's
altitude.

ho. ,

„

Mean time
+ Equation of time

9 35 55
54.8

~

9 36 49-8 i hence the apparent time at Greenwich
Jg 9 ho ^'# ^ or 2 ho 2Q, 10„2

So^riil!,^^1*111 ' r
ftanunurst
J

12
before apparent noon.
1
Time before
noon at
V 2 23 10.2 = 35° 47' 33", the sun's hour angle
Sandhurst. J
(=zps).
The sun's declination apparent noon, Gr. 7
4-Variation for 2 ho. 20' 10".2 -

20 44.2 (N. Naut. Aim.)
2 9.3

= Sun's declination at the given instant -

22 53.5

7
90

Sun's north polar distance (=ps) - 82 37 6.5
In the spherical triangle zps,
log. cos. zps (35° 47' 33") 9.9090956
log. cos. pz
.
. 9.8925921
— log. cotan. pz (38 39 27 ) 0.0969459 + log. cos. ts
- 9.8112965
+ log. cos. rt, co. ar.- O.O7C3007
log. tan. Ft = 32° 58' 41"
9.8121497
ps = 82 37 6.5
= log. cos. zs =
9.7801893
52° 55' 39", the true zenith distance
<s = 49 38 25.5
of the sun's centre.
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The same example, by the rule in the " Requisite Tables."
Time before noon as above 2 ho. 23' 10'', log. rising 4.27612
+Log. sin. ps (82° 37' 6")
- 9.99638
+Log. sin. pz (38 39 27 )
- 9.79565
= Log. of 11699
- 4.06815
Nat. cos. (ps — pz =43° 57' 39") "I 719gl
or nat. sin. sun's meridian alt.
J
60282 = Nat. cos. 52D 55' 40", the
sun's true zenith distance.
Ex.2. At Sandhurst, April 13. 1840, at 10 ho. 5' 25".6 p.m. mean
time, or 10 ho. 5' 4".3 apparent time, the altitude of /3, Geminorum
(Pollux), was required.

ho- /

//

Right ascension of the star
Right ascension of the sun at noon

7 35 32.6 (Naut. Aim.)
1 27 25.8

Approximate time of culminating
Variation of sun's rt. asc. in 6 ho. 8'

6

8

6.8
56.5

Apparent time of culminating
- 6 7 10.3
Apparent time at the station
- 10 5 4.3
Solar time elapsed since culmi
nating - 3 57 54
Sidereal time corresponding
= 3 58 33, by the table of time equi15
valents. (Naut. Aim.)
o / //
The star's horary angle = 59 38 16.5
The star's north polar distance = 61 35 30 (Naut. Aim.)
Then in the triangle zrs,
log. cos. zps (59° 38' 16". 5) 9.7036910
-log cotan. pz (38 39 27)

0.0969599

= log. tan. p<
fs

=22 0 53
= 61 35 30

9.6067311

ts

= 39 34 37

log. cos. zp
+ log. cos. ts
+ log. cos. p*

■■
-

9.8925911
9.8869268
0.0828792 co. ar.

=log. cos. zs
- 9.8123971
=49° 31' 0", the star's true zenith
distance.

Ex. 3. At Sandhurst, April 13. 1840, at lOho. 5' 25".6 mean time, or
10 ho. 5' 4".3 apparent time, the altitude of the moon's centre was re
quired.
Computation of the moon's right ascension and declination.
The estimated difference oflongitude between the station and Greenwich
being 3', as above, the mean time at Greenwich was 10 ho. 8' 25".6.

to. ,

„

The moon's right ase. at 10 ho. mean time Gr. 11 23 57.2 (Naut. Aim.)
+ Variation for 8' 25" .6 since 10 ho.
15.7
Moon's right asc. at the given instant
Moon's declin. at 10 ho. mean time Gr.
—Variation for 8' 25".6 since 10 ho.
Moon's declinat. at the given instant
Moon's north polar distance (=ps)
x 3

- = 11 24 12.9
2 26 3.8 (N. Naut. Aim.)
2 5.9
- = 2 23 57.9
90
=87 36

2.1
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ho. ,
R. aseens. of the sun at apparent noon
Variation in 10 ho. 5' 4".3
-

-

„

1 27 25.8 (Naut. Aim.)
1 32.8

R. ascens. of the sun at the given instant
Apparent time given

1 28 58.6
10 5 4.3

R. ascens. of the meridian
R. ascens. of the moon

11 34 2.9
11 24 12.9

-

The moon's hour angle, in time

9 50
15

Do. in degrees, (= zps)
2 27 30
In the triangle zps (s in the figure, representing the true place of the moon),
log. cos. zp
- 9.8925911
log. cos. zps (2° 27' 30") 9.9996001
+ log. cos. ts
- 9.8172116
—log. cotan. pz (38 39 27) 0.0969459
+ log. cos. rt, co. ar.
- 0.1072496
= log. tan. rt =38 37 54
9.9026542
=log. cos, zs
- 9.8170523
ps =87 36 2.1
= 48° 59' 15", the true zenith dis
ts =48 58 8.1
tance of the moon's centre.

359. The longitude of a station may be determined by
various methods which will be presently explained, but that
of a ship which is beyond the sight of land can be ascertained
astronomically only by what are called lunar observations, or
by obtaining the mean time of the day or night from the
observed altitude of a celestial body, and comparing it with
the time shown by a chronometer which is supposed to ex
press, at every instant, the mean solar time at Greenwich.
The principle on which the processes are founded is the
same in all cases, and consists in a determination of the time
at Greenwich and at the station or ship at the same physical
instant ; the difference between those times being equal to
the difference, in longitude, between Greenwich and the ship.
This is obvious; for since apparent time at any place is
expressed by the angle (in time) between the meridian of the
place and a horary circle passing through the sun at the
instant, the difference between the apparent times, and con
sequently between the mean times, at two places at the same
instant, must be equal to the angle, in time, between the
meridians of the two places. Whatever phenomenon, there
fore, constitutes a signal which may be observed at two
places at the same instant becomes a means of determining
the difference between the "longitudes of those places ; and
many such phenomena present themselves in the heavens, as
the eclipses of the sun and moon, the immersions and
emersions of Jupiter's satellites, &c. The moon's proper
motion from west to east, is more rapid than the like motion
in the sun or a planet, and the fixed stars have no such
motion ; hence, the angular distance between the moon and
any other celestial body varying continually, the occurrence
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of a particular distance becomes also an instantaneous phe
nomenon ; and as such may be employed to determine the
times, at the instant, at any two places where it may have
been observed : or if a series of such distances have been cal
culated for given times, and for any one place, as Greenwich,
and a distance have been observed at another place ; an iden
tity of distance will serve to determine the time of the observa
tion according to the reckoning of time at the former place.
Pkob. X.
360. To find the longitude of a station or ship by means
of the observed angular distance between the moon and the
sun or a star.
The latitude is supposed to be well known ; and, in order
that the polar distance of the sun may be found for the
purpose of ascertaining the correct time at the place or ship,
the longitude, as well as the hour of the day, must be known
approximatively.
In general, in making a lunar observation, one person
observes the angular distance between the moon and sun, or the
moon and a star, and at the same time two other observers take
the altitudes of the celestial bodies. If
the moon and sun be observed, the dis
tance between either the eastern or west
ern limb of the latter, and the enlight
ened limb of the former is taken ; also
the altitude of the upper or lower limb
of the sun, and that of the enlightened
limb of the moon. Now, after ap
plying the corrections for the index
errors of the instruments, and the dip of the horizon if at sea,
or taking the halves of the altitudes if an artificial horizon
have been used; let the angular semidiameter of the sun,
and the augmented semi-diameter of the moon be applied, by
addition or subtraction, so as to reduce the observed altitudes
and distance to the altitudes and distance of the centres.
Then the two zenith distances and the direct distance of the
centres will form in the heavens a triangle, as z sm, of which
all the three sides will be affected by parallax and refraction.
With the three sides thus found compute the angle szm
by the rules of spherical trigonometry: then, imagining Ss to
be the star's refraction, or the difference, in a vertical direc
tion, between the sun's parallax and refraction, and mot to
be the difference, also in a vertical direction, between the
moon's parallax and refraction (the former being added to zs
because the sun's refraction is greater than his parallax, and
x 4
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the latter being subtracted from zm for a contrary reason),
the points s and m become the corrected places of the sun, or
star, and the moon, or the places which the luminaries would
appear to occupy in the heavens if seen from the centre of
the earth and were not affected by atmospherical refraction.
Therefore, in the triangle zsm, having two sides and the
included angle, the remaining side sm, which is the true dis
tance of the luminaries from each other, may be computed.
This is the direct, and the most accurate method of find
ing the true distance between the centres of the sun and
moon, or between a star and the centre of the moon ;
but the computation is laborious, and it requires great atten
tion to the logarithms in determining the angle at z. It
would be easier, and sufficiently correct, to proceed in the
following manner. By means of the three sides zm, zs and
MS, compute (art. 66.) the two angles zms and zsm; and, Ss
being equal to the difference first mentioned above, let fall s t
perpendicularly on M s produced if necessary : then in the
triangle 8s t considered as plane we should have St = Ss cos.
zsm or:=ss cos. sst. If the angle zsm were obtuse, st
would fall on the other side of S. Next, Urn being equal to
the difference between the moon's refraction and her parallax
in altitude, imagine about sor t as a pole a portion mp of a
small circle to be described, so that sm may be considered as
equal to tp ; then the value of Mp may be found by a formula
similar to that which was used in determining the latitude of
a place by an altitude of the pole star (art. 352.): thus, Mm
and Mp being expressed in seconds of a degree, and using
only two terms (see art. 410.),
Mp =» cos. ZM8-^(Mffi)2 sin.2 zms cotan. MS sin. 1".
The value of Mp must, if the angle at M be acute, be sub
tracted from Mt, that is from MS + S( in order to have the
value of p t or its presumed equivalent m s, which is the correct
distance between the luminaries. If the angle at M be obtuse,
the value of Mp must be added to Mt.
The process of finding the angles at S and M would be
facilitated by the use of spherical traverse tables correspond
ing to those which are given in Raper's " Navigation : " the
formation of such tables has been indicated in art. 337.
Having thus obtained the correct distance sm, there must
be found in the Nautical Almanac the time at Greenwich
when the distance between the sun, or star, and the moon
is equal to that which has been found ; then that time being
compared with the mean time, at the station or ship, deduced
from the sun's horary angle SPZ at the instant of the ob
servation ; the difference between them will be the required
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difference of longitude in time. And the place or ship will
be westward or eastward of Greenwich according as the
mean time is earlier or later in the day than that at Greenwich.
Since the computed distance sm will seldom be exactly found
in the Nautical Almanac, a proportion must be made by
means of the difference between the distances for three hours ;
and in this operation the proportional or logistic logarithms
(" Requisite Tables," tab. XV.), as they are called, are gene
rally used.
Ex. At Sandhurst, April 13. 1840, at lOho. 4' 48" by the watch, the
following observations were made : —
o

Double altitude of 0, Geminorum, by reflexion Double altitude of the moon's upper limb
Distance between the star and the moon's nearest limb
The error of the watch was 37".6 (too slow) ; therefore
the observation was 10 ho. 5' 25 '.6.
Double alt. moon's up. limb 81 14 50
Index error, subtractive
5 29
2) 81

9 21

App. alt. moon's upper limb 40 34 40.5
Moon's semidiameter
15 H. 3
Altitude of moon's centre, ap
proximative
Augmentation

the

/

//

= 81 1 20
= 81 14 50
= 60 42 10
mean time of

log. sin. moon's alt. =40° 19' 9.81076
+ log. 16"
... 1.20412
= log. augmentation of moon's
semidiameter
- 1.01488
Augmentation = 10". 3
81 1 20
Double alt. star
Index error (subtr.) 1 4
2) SI

0 16

Apparent altitude

-

Apparent zenith dist. star

- 49 29 52

40 30 8
90

App. alt. moon's centre
Apparent zenith distance of
the moon's centre (=zm) 49 40 44.1

Observed distance of the star from the moon's nearest limb = 60 42 10
Index error, subtractive 23 19.4
60 18 51.6
Moon's augmented semidiameter 15 24-6
Apparent distance of the star from the moon's centre
=60 34 16.2
Computation of the angle mzs in the spherical triangle mzs (r repre
senting the perimeter).

p =

MS = 60 S4
zs = 49 29
zm = 49 40
159 44

1*
+ p-- MS
Ip-- ZS
A
p -- ZM
2 r

16.2
52
44.1
52.3

79 52 26.2 loc sin.
18 10 log. Sill.
2-2 34.2 log. sm.
30 11 42.1 log. Sill.

= 19
— 30

CO.
CO.

Io<*. tan. i mzs = 41° 28' 43"

ar. 0.0068182

ar.

0.4807495
9.7038707
9.7015200

2)

19.8929584

9.9464792
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Therefore
mzs = 82 57 26.
Corrections for parallax and refraction in the altitudes or zenith dist jincGS

log. cos. moon's app. alt. (40° 19' 16) 9.882200
+log. moon's horizontal parallax
55' 34" or 3354" (Naut. Aim.)
- 3.525563
=log. moon's parallax in altitude

- 3.407763 =2557".2
Refraction = 68 .5

Difference between the moon's parallax and re
fraction (= mot)
Apparent zenith distance of the moon (zm)
-

2488.7 or 41' 28".7
- = 49 40 44 .1

True zenith distance of the moon (= zm)
The star's refraction
=
1' 8"
Apparent zenith distance of the star = 49 29 52
True zenith distance of the star (zs) = 49 31

- = 48 59 15 .4

0

In the spherical triangle mzs.
log. cos. mzs (82° 57' 26") 9.0885272
-log. cotan. zs (49 31)
9.9312431
■ log. tan. zt = 8° 10' 27" 9.1572841
zm = 48 59 15.4
Mt = 40 48

48.4

log. cos. rat
+ log. cos. zs
+ log. cos. zt, co. ar.

-

9.8790057
9.8123965
0.0044348

- 9.6958370
=log. cos. ms
=60° 14' 17", the true distance of the
star from the moon's centre.

By the Nautical Almanac, the true distances of the star from the moon's
centre were
at ix p. m. Gr. time, 59 38 16
59 38 16
at xii p. M.
61 13 7 True dist. by the observation = 60 14 17
Difference
= 1 34 51
Proportional log. 1° 34' 51" = 2782
Do.
36 1 = 6988
Difference

Difference

-

36

1

- = 4206 = Proportional log. Iho. 8' 20"
Add 9

Mean time at Greenwich corresponding to the distance
obtained from the observation
Mean time at the station
Difference of longitude, in time,
(Sandhurst west of Greenwich.)

-

=

10
10

8 20
5 25.G
2 54.4

361. The proportional or logistic logarithms here employed
are merely the common logarithms of the fractions arising
from the division of the number of seconds in 3 hours, or 3
degrees, by the four terms of a proportion none of which
exceeds that number of seconds ; and they are convenient on
many occasions similar to that which occurs in the above
proposition. In order to explain their nature, let R represent
any number, and let A : b : : C : D be any proportion ; then
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T*

we shall have -:-::-:-.
A B C
D

Now if R = 10800 (the
number
v

of seconds in three hours) and none of the terms a, b, c, d
exceed that number, the common logarithms of -> -, &c. will
8

A B

be those which are called the proportional logarithms of A, B,
&c, and if three such logarithms be taken from a table, the
proportional logarithm of the fourth term may be found
exactly as when common logarithms are employed in working
a proportion. If one of the terms, as A or b, be equal to
10800, its proportional logarithm will be zero ; and the
operation will then consist in merely adding together, or in
subtracting one from another, the two proportional logarithms
which have been taken from the tables ; the sum or dif
ference will be the proportional logarithm of the required term.
Similar logarithms are formed by making R equal to 3600
(the number of seconds in one hour, or one degree), and they
are used in a similar manner.
362. Besides a method which was proposed by Borda,
Delambre has given in his " Astronomie " three formula; for
finding the correct lunar distance by logarithms, two formulas
requiring only the addition of natural cosines, two requiring
natural versed sines, and two requiring both natural and
logarithmic sines : he has also given a considerable number of
formulae by which the difference between the true and apparent
distances may be computed directly.*
The method of determining longitudes by lunar distances
appears to have been first used by La Caille in his voyage to
the Cape of Good Hope ; and that astronomer gave certain
formulae by which the calculations might be abridged : the
method did not, however, become general till the year 1767,
when Dr. Maskeline first published the British Nautical
Almanac, in which the distances of the moon from the sun
and from certain stars are inserted, by computation, for every
three hours according to the time at Greenwich. Previously
to the publication of that work the longitude had been
generally determined by means of the moon's horary angle.
This method consisted in observing the altitude of the moon's
enlightened limb and reducing it as usual to the altitude of
the centre; then, knowing the latitude of the station and
finding the moon's declination in the ephemeris for the time
of observation (an approximate estimate of the longitude of
* The practical seaman, in determining the longitude of his ship by
lunar observations, will find the labour considerably diminished by the
use of Mrs. Taylor's " Lunar Tables," third edition.
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the station being made), the moon's horary angle z p m was
computed: the sun's horary angle zps for the same time
was also computed, and hence was obtained the difference
between the right ascensions of the sun and moon. The
right ascension of the moon, in mean time at the station or
ship, was thus known : finding then in an ephemeris the time
at the first meridian, as Greenwich, when the moon's right
ascension was the same ; the difference between the times
became the required difference of longitude in time.
The quantities employed were, however, too variable to
allow sufficient precision in the result ; and if, on comparing
the moon's declination obtained from the estimated time at
the station with that which was obtained from the time
determined by the computation, the two were found to dis
agree, it was necessary to repeat the computation with the
last mentioned time. This repetition rendered the operation
extremely laborious, and the method has been long since
abandoned.
363. A chronometer being set so as to indicate, at a given
instant, the mean solar time at Greenwich, may, by its uniform
motion, be supposed to continue in every part of the world
to indicate at any instant the hour at that place: conse
quently the mean time at any station or ship being obtained
by an altitude of the sun or a star, or by two equal altitudes
of either, the mere comparison of that time with the time
indicated by the chronometer will give the difference of
longitude between the station and Greenwich.
364. In 1763, Mr. Harrison completed a time-keeper
which was found to fulfil the required conditions in deter
mining the longitude of a ship, and the improvements since
made in horology have led to the construction of machines
possessing still greater uniformity of motion. Yet in every
machine there may, from insensible defects in the materials,
exist causes of derangement which the artist cannot anticipate;
therefore the best warrant must not be allowed to supersede
the employment of every means which astronomy furnishes
for ascertaining the error, in order that due allowance may be
made in finding from it the time at Greenwich.
On land, the time indicated by the chronometer at the
instant of an observed eclipse of one of Jupiter's satellites
being compared with the time set down in the Nautical
Almanac, gives at once the error. If a transit telescope be
set up, or even a good theodolite, and the successive transits
of the same star over the vertical wire of the telescope be
observed; or even if the nightly disappearance of a star
behind any terrestrial object be observed, the spectator
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looking from any fixed point, as through a small perforation
in a wall, should the interval between any two transits or
disappearances be exactly 24 hours in sidereal time, or 23 ho.
56' 4".09 in solar time, the time-keeper goes correctly : if
otherwise, the difference is the error; and thus the daily
error, or the daily rate, may be easily found.
In default of such means, the time of mean noon at a
place, given by some watch, may be compared with mean
noon found by equal altitudes of the sun or a star, and thus
the error of such watch may be found and corrected : then,
if the longitude of the station be known, on applying to the
corrected time of noon, by the watch, the difference of lon
gitude between the station and Greenwich, the result is the
time of mean noon at the latter place ; and this result ought
to agree with the chronometer. Observing the altitude of
the sun or a star for the purpose of determining the time at a
station, and subsequently comparing that time with the time
given by the chronometer, is what is familiarly called taking
sights for the chronometer.
The error, and daily rate of a chronometer may be
found by means of lunar observation in the following manner.
When the contact of the sun and moon has been observed,
let the time shown by the chronometer be marked ; and
then, with the corrected lunar distance, find the Greenwich
time from the Nautical Almanac : the difference between that
time and the time shown by the chronometer gives the error
of the machine. The error found by any of these means, from
observations repeated after one day or several days, will serve
to determine the required rate.
The error of the chronometer may also be found by what
is called the method of cross-bearings. This consists in
taking, on board a ship, suppose at S, the bearings from the
true or magnetic meridian, of two objects, as A and B, on
the shore (the mutual distance of these objects, with their
bearing mab or NBA, frome one another, and both the lati
tude and longitude of one of them being supposed to be
known): then in the triangle abs, from the parallelism of
the meridians, there are data sufficient for the
computation, by plane trigonometry, of the
distance S a or SB ; and letting fall SM or SN
perpendicularly on the meridian of A or B, the
distance SM or SN may be found in the rightangled triangle asm or bsn. One of these
distances, as SM, being expressed in geogra
phical miles, or equatorial minutes, and divided by the
cosine of the latitude of s, the result will be the difference
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between the longitudes of the ship and of the station a, whose
geographical position is supposed to be known. Thus the
longitude of the ship from Greenwich is found : then the time
at the ship being obtained by an observation, the time at
Greenwich becomes known ; and this being compared with
the time indicated by the chronometer, the difference is the
error of the latter. Meridional distances as they are called,
that is the differences of longitude between places, are
usually obtained, when chronometers are employed for the
purpose, by finding the absolute longitudes of the stations,
from comparisons of the computed times with the corre
sponding chronometer times, and taking the differences.
365. Among the methods which may be put in practice for
determining the longitude of a station are those which depend
on observed meridional transits of the moon, and on observed
transits of the moon combined with those of certain fixed stars,
as proposed by the late Mr. Baily in the " Memoirs of the
Astronomical Society " (Vol II.). The last method in par
ticular, by the help of the tables which have been published
in the Nautical Almanacs since the year 1834, and with due
care in the observations, unites the advantages of affording
considerable accuracy in the results, with great facility in the
computation.
If it were required to find the longitude of a station by an
observed transit of the moon over the meridian of the station,
the following process must be used. Take from the Nautical
Almanac, in the table of " moon-culminating stars," the right
ascension of the moon's centre ; and having observed the
transit of that centre over the meridian of the station, which,
for example, may be westward of Greenwich, let £ be a point
in the meridian of the station
when the moon's centre at C
culminates at Greenwich. Now
while the western meridian is
revolving to the moon, the centre of the latter will, by the
proper movement of the luminary, have advanced to some
point d, where it will culminate on that meridian; conse
quently the difference between the sidereal times of the
transits, or culminations, which is the difference between the
right ascension of the moon's centre in the Nautical Almanac
and the observed sidereal time of the transit at the station, or
is the change in the moon's right ascension while the meridian
of the station is revolving from E to d, may be represented
by C D. But the variation of the moon's right ascension cor
responding to one hour of longitude on the earth, that is in
the time that a meridian of the earth is revolving through an
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angle of 15 degrees, is given in the Nautical Almanac ; there
fore, v representing the variation of the moon's right ascension
(in time) corresponding to one hour,
v : 1 hour :: CD : ed (in time),
and ed — CD = EC, the difference of longitude required.
It has been supposed, for simplicity, that the, transit of the
moon's centre was observed at the station ; but, in fact, the
transit of the moon's enlightened limb is that which ought to
be observed, and the time of such transit should be reduced
to the transit of the centre by adding or subtracting the time
in which the moon's semidiameter passes over the meridian
wire of the telescope. This reduction is not necessary when
the station is near the meridian of Greenwich, because the
variation in the moon's proper movement would then be in
sensible between the times of the transit at Greenwich and at
the station : but if the latter be so far distant in longitude
that the difference between the times of passing the wire be
comes sensible, the reduction must be made.
366. In order to determine the longitude of a station by
the culminations of the moon and certain stars having
nearly the same right ascension and declination, the following
process is employed.
Let t represent the sidereal time at Greenwich, when, by
the revolution of the earth on its axis, the meridian of that
place passes through a star, supposed to be at A ; and imagine
that when the same meridian, in revolving, arrives at the en
lightened edge of the moon at c, the time is also shown by the
sidereal clock. To this last time apply, by addition or sub
traction, according as the first or second limb of the moon is
on the meridian, the time in which the moon's semidiameter
passes the meridian, and let the sum or difference be repre
sented by T ; then, the moon being supposed, for example, to
culminate first, t — T will express the difference (represented
by AC) between the right ascensions of the moon's centre and
of the star when the former culminates at Greenwich.)
(These right ascensions may be taken from the Nautical
Almanac, from the table of " moon-culminating stars.") Let
the meridian of the station pass through some point E when
the moon culminates at Greenwich ; then while that meridian
is revolving to the moon the latter will have moved to some
point D. Now let the transits of the star at A, and of the
moon's limb be observed, and adding to the latter the time in
which the semidiameter passes the meridian, let the first term
be represented by f and the last by t' ; then i! — t' (repre
sented by ad) will be the difference between the right ascen
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sions of the moon's centre and of the star when the former
culminates at the station. The difference c d, between ad and
AC, is therefore known; and consequently, by the proportion
above mentioned, we may have ED.
This value of ed expresses, in time, the angle through
which the meridian of the station revolves while the moon
moves from C to D by her proper motion. It is evidently
equal to EC + CD ; and EC is, in time, the required difference
in longitude between Greenwich and the station. In the
above description it has been supposed that Greenwich is east
ward of the observer's station, but the process would have
been the same in the contrary case.
Ex. 1. At Sandhurst, October 8. 1840, there was observed by the si
dereal clock, the transit of the moon's first limb on the meridian.
ho. , „
23 1 9.2
Error of the clock (too slow)
....
7.75
Correct time of the transit
ltight ascension of the moon's first limb (from the table of
moon-culminating stars in the Naut. Aim.)
-

23 1 16.95
23 1 23.31

Difference (= c d)
6.36
Then, the variation of the moon's right ascension for one hour being
122".59
122".59 : lhour::6".36 : 3'6".8 (=ed)
6 .36 (=cd)
Difference of longitude, in time, - 3 0 .44 (=:e c)
Ex. 2. At Sandhurst, Oct. 8. 1840, there were observed the transits
ho.
ho. , „
of the moon's first limb
of the star k, Piscium

- 23 1 9.2
- 23 1188 27.6

Difference t'—T', or ad) =

17 18.4

It. asc. moon's first 1. (N. Al.) 23 123.31
R. asc. (c, Piscium
(do.) 23 18 47.98
Difference (t-i, or a c)
ad

=
=

17 24.67
17 18.4

cd

=

6.27

Then by proportion, as above, we get ed = 3' 4" ; and subtracting the
present value of c d, there remain, for the difference of longitude, in time,
2' 57".73 (= ec.)

367. The difference between the longitudes of two stations
may be determined by means of signals, which may be visible
at both at the same instant, and such a signal is the flash of
fired gunpowder, the extinction of a lamp, or the explosion of
a rocket. Let, for example, a rocket be fired from some place
between the stations, and let the instant of explosion be ob
served by persons at those stations : then, the times of the
explosion being given by watches previously adjusted so as to
indicate the mean times proper to the stations, the difference
between them will be, in time, the required difference of
longitude. If the stations be so remote that the rocket fired
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between them cannot be seen from both, a chain consisting of
three or more signal stations may be formed between the two
places whose difference of longitude is required ; and in thid
case, the observer at each of the two extremities of the chain
registers the time indicated by his chronometer or sidereal
clock at the instant of the explosion at the signal station
nearest to him, while the person at each of the intermediate
stations registers the time indicated by his chronometer at the
instant of the explosion which takes place on each side of
him.
In the year 1825 the difference in longitude between the
meridians of Greenwich and Paris was determined by means of
rockets which, at intermediate stations, were fired at regulated
times ; and the method then pursued may be conveniently
employed on all similar occasions.
Fairlight Down in Sussex, and La Canche on the opposite
coast of Normandy, were stations separated from each other by
about 50 miles of sea, and Paris was connected with the latter
by two intermediate stations, Mont Javoult and Lignieres :
on the English side, Fairlight, by an intermediate station at
Wrotham, was connected with Greenwich ; the several stations,
in the order here mentioned, from Paris to Greenwich, lying
successively westward of one another. The azimuths, or bear
ings, of the several stations from one another were previously
determined by computation, and, at the appointed times, by
means of azimuth circles, telescopes were placed in the proper
directions, in order that the explosions of the rockets, at the
instants of their greatest altitudes, might be observed in the
fields of view. The observers being prepared, on a certain
night a rocket was fired at Mont Javoult and observed at
Paris to explode at 18 ho. 39' 52".5, sidereal time (let this
time be represented by a), and the same explosion was ob
served at Lignieres at 10 ho. 49' 41", mean solar time for
that station, by a chronometer ; let this time be represented
by B. About 5 minutes afterwards a rocket fired at La
Canche was observed at Lignieres at 10 ho. 54' 53".2 (call
this time c), and at Fairlight station at 10 ho. 46' 37".5, mean
solar times at the two places ; represent the latter time by d.
Finally, about 5 minutes later, a rocket was fired at "Wrotham,
which was observed at Fairlight at 10 ho. 51' 59".4 mean
solar time (call it e), and at Greenwich at 18 ho. 41' 7".ll
sidereal time ; let this last be represented by F. The intervals
between the discharges of the successive rockets were pur
posely small, in order that the errors in the rates of the chro
nometers might be inconsiderable.
Now c - B =: 5' 1 2".2 and E - d = 5' 2 1". 9 ; therefore their
T
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sum, 10'34".l in solar time, or 10'35".83 in sidereal time,
was the interval between the observation of the first rocket
at Paris and of the third rocket at Greenwich. This interval
being added to the time A gives 18 ho. 50'28".33, the
sidereal time which would be reckoned at Paris at the instant
that the sidereal time at Greenwich was expressed by f:
the difference between these times, 9'21".22, is therefore the
distance between the two meridians, in time. In the above
example it has been supposed that the mean time chrono
meters at the stations between Paris and Greenwich were
subject to no gain or loss on sidereal time; but this will
seldom be the case, and the rates of the chronometers with
respect to sidereal time were determined in the following
manner.
Rockets being fired on two successive days at Mont
Javoult, for example, were observed
ho. /
at Paris, the first day, 18 32
at Lignieres
- 10 46
—
the differences were
7 46

//
ho. , ,,
., .
21.88 ; the second, 18 19 41.83 sid. times;
13.6 ;
10 28 33.93 mean times
by chronom.
8.28 and
7 50 7.9

The excess of the latter difference above the former (=3'
59".62.) was the gain of the chronometer on sidereal time
during the interval ( = 23 ho. 47' 19".95.) between the sidereal
times of the two observations ; this interval being found by
adding 24 hours to the time on the second day, and sub
tracting from the sum the time on the first day. But
23ho. 47'19".95 : 3'59".62 :: 24ho. : 4'1".74,
and this last term was the gain of the chronometer in one
sidereal day : now the solar day exceeds the sidereal day by
3'55".91 ; therefore the difference (5".83) was the gain of
the chronometer on one solar day. Hence
24ho. : 5".83 :: c — b( = 5'12".2) : 0".02,
and the last term subtracted from 5' 12". 2 gives the correct
value of c — B. In like manner might be found the correc
tion of E— d, which may also be considered as equal to 0".02:
thus the interval between the observations of the rockets at
Paris and Greenwich becomes 10'34".06 or, in sidereal time,
10'35".79, and the difference of the longitudes becomes
9'21".18.
The signals are made by previous agreement on several
different nights, in order that a mean of the results may be
taken, and because the observations often fail. During the
seasons in which the operations here alluded to were carried
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on the rockets sometimes exploded without ascending, at
times they exploded twice; and one rocket passed through
the field of view without exploding.
The details of all the operations for connecting, by means
of signals, the meridians of Paris and Greenwich may be seen
in Mr. (Sir John) Herschel's paper in the "Philosophical
Transactions " for 1826, part 2.
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CHAP. XVII.
ECLIPSES.
OUTLINES OF TOE METHODS OF COMPUTING THE OCCURRENCE OP
THE PRINCIPAL PHENOMENA RELATING TO AN ECLIPSE OF THE
MOON, AN ECLIPSE OF THE SUN FOR A PARTICULAR PLACE,
THE OCCULTATION OF A STAR OR PLANET BY THE MOON, AND
THE TRANSITS OF MERCURY AND VENUS OVER THE SUN'S DISK.—
THE LONGITUDES OF STATIONS FOUND BY ECLIPSES AND 0CCULTATIONS.

368. An Appendix to the Nautical Almanac for 1836, by
Mr. Woolhouse, contains investigations of all the formula;
necessary for computing the phenomena of eclipses of the
moon and sun, the occultations of stars by the moon, and the
transits of Mercury and Venus over the sun's disk: the
formula; relating to eclipses of the sun consisting of such as
serve to determine the phenomena with respect to the earth
generally, the terrestrial limits of the phases, the phenomena
for particular places, and of such as serve to reduce the
phenomena for one station to those which correspond to them
for another. It is intended in the present chapter to follow,
nearly, the methods employed in that essay, but outlines only
will be given of the processes for determining the commence
ment and end of an eclipse of the moon; and, for particular
stations, those of eclipses of the sun, occultations of stars and
the transits of planets : to these will be added the rules for
computing terrestrial longitudes from observed phenomena
of eclipses and occultations.
There exists, beyond the earth with respect to the sun, a
space within which the rays proceeding from the sun's disk
and touching the surface of the earth do not enter ; and this
space, which is of a conical form, has its vertex beyond the
region of the moon. There exists, likewise beyond the earth,
and on the exterior of that umbra or shadow, a space within
which the sun's rays only partially enter : this, which is called
the penumbra, is bounded by rays which coming from every
part of the circumference of the sun's disk cross one another
at a point between the sun and earth, and diverging from
thence touch the surface of the latter; and in determining
the phenomena of eclipses of the sun and moon, it is neces
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saiy first to find the semidiameters of the shadow and
penumbra in a plane passing through the moon's centre per
pendicularly to the common axis of the cones, or the line
joining the centres of the sun, earth and moon, it being
supposed here that those centres are in one right line. There
fore, let or be a diameter of the sun, whose centre is 8 ; et

a semidiameter of the earth, and Mm a semidiameter of the
moon, supposed to be in direct opposition, so that s, E and M
are in a straight line : also let a line touching the surface of
the sun at o and of the earth at T meet the line sm produced
in c ; then the triangle tce will represent half a longitudinal
section through the cone of shadow beyond the earth, c being
the vertex of the cone, and mn will be a semidiameter of a
transverse section in the region of the moon. If a line
touching the surfaces of the sun at R and of the earth at T
meet mn produced in Q ; then MQ will be a semidiameter of
a tranverse section of the penumbra in the same region.
Imagine the other lines in the figure to be drawn.
In the Nautical Almanac there will be found, at page XII.
of each month, the day and hour (in mean time) of full moon,
or of the opposition of the sun and moon in longitude.
Therefore, for any convenient hour of that day, suppose that
which is nearest to the mean time of opposition, take from
thence the equatorial horizontal parallaxes p and p of the
moon and sun, and the semidiameters of the luminaries, and
find the horizontal parallax of the moon for the station of the
observer, its latitude I being given. This latter parallax is
sin a l\
expressed (art. 157.) by p (1
oKk~J putting p, in seconds,
for sin. p : let this expression be represented by p'.
The angle tcs is equal to ots — tse, or to the difference
between the horizontal parallax and the angle subtended at
T, or at E nearly, by the semidiameter of the sun ; therefore
if * denote the angular semidiameter of the sun (in seconds)
the angle TCS=s — p. Now the angle nem is that which
is subtended at e by the semidiameter of the earth's shadow,
and it is equal toTNE — tcs: but tne may be considered
as equal to tme, the moon's horizontal parallax; therefore
nem = p'— $ + p nearly.
T s
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But the angles nem, n7m are inversely proportional to
EM, (M nearly, and tM : EM :: 60 : 61 nearly; therefore
NtM = pj.(r' — s +p), and this may be considered as the
angular measure, at the station, of a semidiameter of the
earth's shadow in the region of the moon. Again, ote or
qtn is the angle subtended by the sun's diameter; therefore
it may be represented by 2s; and qtn may be considered
as equal to q£n nearly; therefore the angle m*q, or the
angular semidiameter of the penumbra, is equal to ^ (p'—s + p)
+ 2s, nearly.
369. In order to determine the phenomena of an eclipse of
the moon, there must be found from the Nautical Alma
nac, for the time above mentioned, the right ascension of the
moon, in degrees, and the right ascension, in degrees, of the
centre of the shadow ; the latter being the sum or difference
of the sun's right ascension and 180 degrees : also the decli
nation of the moon, and of the centre of the shadow; the
latter being the sun's declination with a contrary name, or on
the opposite side of the equator.
Now the portion of the orbit
apparently described by the moon
during an eclipse may be con
sidered without sensible error as
a straight line ; therefore let xy
be such portion, and let M be the
moon's place in it at the time
above mentioned : also let s be
the place of the centre of the
shadow at the same time, and ps a declination circle passing
through it.
Let A, in seconds, represent the difference between the
right ascension of the moon and of the shadow's centre, that
is the angle SPM or the corresponding arc of the equator;
and let D be the moon's declination : then A cos. D is equal
(in seconds) to the arc mq of a parallel of declination
passing through M.
Find, for the same assumed time, the hourly motions of
the sun and moon, both in right ascension and declination
(the former as well as the latter in seconds of a degree) : let
the difference between the hourly motions in right ascension,
or the moon's relative hourly motion in right ascension, be
represented by a, and the moon's relative hourly motion in
decimation by b. The term a cos. D will express the moon's
relative hourly motion on Mq.
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Imagine the line mn to be drawn parallel to PS; then
in the right angled plane triangle Mmn, am and mn may
represent, respectively, the relative horary motions of the
moon upon the parallel of declination and in declination ;
therefore these are known, and we have
m m : mn : : rad. : tan. m M n :
again,
cos. tomw : rad.:: Mm : Mra;
thus Mn is found, and its value is the moon's relative horary
motion in her orbit.
The arc $q represents the difference between the moon's
declination and that of the centre of the shadow, that is the
sum of the declinations of the sun and moon ; and in the
right angled triangle MSy, considered as plane, we have

also

%q : My :: rad. : tan.MSy;
sin. MSy : rad. :: Mq : MS:

thus MS and the angle MBq are found.
If So be let fall perpendicularly on xr, the angle otmm
will be equal to ps«; therefore the angles MSy and psv
being found, we have the angle MS» ; and MScos.M8i> — Bv.
Let sx and sy be, each, equal to the sum of the semidiameters of the moon and of the earth's shadow; then x
and t will be the places of the moon's centre at the instants
that the moon is in contact with the dark shadow of the
earth ; the former at the commencement, and the latter at
the end of the eclipse: if sx, sy were, each, made equal
to the sum of the semidiameters of the moon and of the
penumbra ; then x and y would be the places of the moon's
centre at the instant that the moon is in contact with the
penumbra.
In the right angled triangle xs v we have
sx : so :: rad. : cos. xsu:
therefore the angle xsw is found, and subtracting from it
MSi> the angle xsm is obtained. Thus in the triangles xsm,
TSM, the side 8M and all the angles are known ; and, by
plane trigonometry, there may be found XM and ym : in the
triangle msq there may be found mq.
Then, the moon's relative horary motion in her orbit being
found as above ; there may by proportion be found the times
in which the moon would describe the lines xm, mq, Ms and
MY: these times being severally applied to the assumed
time when the moon was at M, will give the instants of the
commencement of the eclipse, the conjunction of the sun and
moon in right ascension, the greatest phase or nearest ap
Y 4
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proach of the centres of the moon and shadow, and the end
of the eclipse.
370. In the Nautical Almanac, under the title " Phe
nomena," there is given, for an eclipse of the sun which is
to take place, the Greenwich mean time of the true con
junction of the sun and moon in right ascension (that is, the
conjunction which may be conceived to be observed by a
spectator at the centre of the earth) ; and the first step in
computing the times of the commencement, the greatest
phase, and the end of an eclipse of the sun for any particular
station on the earth's surface, is to ascertain, to the nearest
minute, the horary angle of the sun and moon or the angle
between the meridian of the station, at the instant of true
conjunction in right ascension, and the hour circle passing
through the sun and moon at that time.
For this purpose there must be taken from the Almanac
the sidereal time at Greenwich mean noon on the day of the
eclipse, and to it must be applied, by addition or subtraction,
according as the place is eastward or westward of Greenwich,
the longitude of the place from Greenwich in time; the
result will be the sidereal time at the place or the right as
cension of the midheaven of the place, at the instant of Green
wich mean noon. To this result there must be added the
Greenwich sidereal time of the true conjunction in right
ascension, which is obtained by reducing to sidereal time the
mean time taken from the Nautical Almanac as above
(either by adding the acceleration or using the table of time
equivalents) ; the sum will express the right ascension of the
midheaven of the place at the instant of true conjunction in
right ascension. From this last result there must be sub
tracted the sun's right ascension taken from the Nautical
Almanac, for the Greenwich mean time of true conjunction
in right ascension ; and there will remain (in time), for the
instant of such conjunction, the angle contained between the
meridian of the place and the hour circle passing through
the sun and moon, or the apparent time at the place at the
instant of true conjunction in right ascension. Let the
angle thus found be represented by r.
371. With the value of t (in time) there must be found
to the nearest minute the time of apparent conjunction in
right ascension at the given place, or the time at which the
conjunction in right ascension would be observed by a spec
tator at that place. Thus, let A' represent the true difference
between the right ascensions of the sun and moon at any
given instant, the moon being above the sun, and the posi
tions of the luminaries such that by the effect of parallax
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their apparent distance becomes less than their true distance ;
then, if the sun and moon were in true conjunction in right
ascension at a time denoted by t, the diminution, which may
be represented by dA', would be the true relative parallax of
the moon in right ascension (the true difference between the
parallaxes of the sun and moon in right ascension) at the time
t, and it might be considered as the equivalent of a in the
term sin. (r + a) (art. 161.), when the horary angle is repre
sented by t in degrees.
Now A'—dA', the apparent difference between the right
ascensions of the sun and moon, does not vary with the
time ; but during a short interval the differential of that
difference may be considered as so varying; therefore
—-—;
being considered as the variation in a unit of
dt
°
time, as one hour, if t be any short interval expressed in
hours, or in a fraction of an hour, reckoned from the given
time t, we should have
——-5

-t for the apparent relative parallax in right as

cension at the time expressed by r + t. As an approxima
tion only is required at present, dA' sin. 1" (d a' being
expressed in seconds of a degree) may be considered as equal
to tan. a (art. 161. (ll))y and may be represented by the
numerator in the equivalent of tan. a ; thus we shall have
, , . , „ sin. p' cos. I .
dA sin. 1 " =
sin. t,
COS. D.

where t, in degrees, may be put for the horary angle zps'
(fig. to art. 147.) at the Greenwich mean time of true
conjunction in right ascension. From this equation we have,
d.dA' . ..„
sin p' cos. I
dr . ...
in arc,
—;— sin. 1" =
cos. t -=- sin. 1 .
'
dt
cos. D
dt
Here -=- represents the diurnal mption of the moon in a unit
of time, as one hour : now the mean length of a lunar day is
about 24.85 solar hours ; or, in that time the meridian of a
place on the earth deviates 360 degrees from the moon ;
therefore -,- may be represented by

„ - or 14° 29' or 52140".

This value being multiplied by sin. 1" becomes the length of
an equivalent circular arc in terms of the radius.
If t, in decimals of an hour, express the interval between
the instants of true conjunction in right ascension and of
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apparent conjunction at the place; then the expression
—5—-=-:

t, or its equivalent

{dx' . ... sin. p' cos. I
dr . ,„-i
j— sin. 1'
cos. t -r-.sin. 1 \t,
dt
cos. D
dt
i
becomes, at the latter instant, the apparent difference of
right ascension, or the apparent relative parallax, expressed in
arc.
But this expression is equivalent to the value of sin. a
(art. 161. (i)) when the horary angle zps' in degrees is
equal to t+ 15 t ; and, in an approximation, for t+ 15 1 may
be put t ; therefore the above expression may be considered
, , sin. p' cos. I .
_,
.. ,,
.
,
as equal to
sin. t. Equating these expressions and
putting p' sin. 1" for sin. p', we have, in decimals of an hour,
sin. t
da' . , „
cos. X>
dr . , „
"37 sin. 1" -j—. -„
, — - sin. 1" cos. t:
dt
p sin. 1 cos. I dt
dx' .
here -,— (in seconds of a degree), the difference between the
horary motions of the sun and moon in right ascension, may
be taken from the Nautical Almanac for the Greenwich
dr.
mean time of true conjunction in right ascension : -j— sin. 1"
(a constant) is equal to 52140 sin. 1", or to 0.25278 ; and its
logarithm = 9.402 74.
The value of t thus found being added to the Greenwich
mean time of true conjunction in right ascension will give,
approximatively, the Greenwich mean time of apparent con
junction in right ascension: let the latter be represented
by T.
For the time T thus found there must now be obtained
from the Nautical Almanac the following elements : —
The equatorial horizontal parallaxes of the sun and moon:
the difference between these parallaxes is represented by p'.
The horary motions of the sun and moon in right ascension :
the difference between them is represented by ■—.
The horary motions of the sun and moon in declination: the
difference between them is -j— .
at
The true right ascensions of the sun and moon : the difference
between them is a'.
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The true declination d of the sun, and D of the moon (these
are to be considered as positive if north, and negative if
south) : the difference between them is d'.
Also the true semidiameters of the sun and moon.
Find next (art. 315.) the horary angle of the sun and moon,
or the apparent time at the place, for the approximate instant
t of apparent conjunction in right ascension ; this angle must
be considered as positive if the moon is on the west of the
meridian, and negative if on the east : let it be represented
byr7.
With the known latitude I of the place, and the values of
p', r> and t', find, from the formula (u) art. 161., the value
a of the relative parallax in right ascension at the time T :
again, with the same data and the value of a just obtained
find, from the formula (v) or (vi) art. 162., the value 8 of
the relative parallax in declination at the time T. Then
a' — a will express the apparent difference between the
right ascensions, and d'— 8, the apparent difference between
the declinations of the sun and moon at the time T ; and it
may be observed that the former difference is not zero
because T is not exactly the time of apparent conjunction in
right ascension.
There must now be obtained (art. 358.) the moon's appa
rent altitude or zenith distance, and with this element there
must be computed (art. 163.) the augmentation of the moon's
apparent semidiameter, which augmentation being added to
the semidiameter of the moon, taken from the Nautical
Almanac, the sum will be the moon's apparent semidiameter.
The sum of the semidiameters of the sun and moon will be
required if the eclipse is partial, and their difference if total or
annular.
372. Now (fig. toart. 369.) let sand M be the apparent places
of the sun and moon at the time t, or the approximate time
of apparent conjunction : let x y drawn through m be a portion
of the moon's apparent orbit, which, for a time equal to the
duration of the eclipse, may be considered as a straight line ;
and, for a partial eclipse, let sx and sy be each equal to the
sum of the apparent semidiameters of the sun and moon.
Then x and y, in the orbit, will be the places of the centre
of the moon at the commencement and end of the eclipse
respectively. Let p be the pole of the equator, and ps a
horary circle passing through the sun at the time T. Draw
an arc Mp of a great circle perpendicular to PS, and let My
be part of a parallel of declination passing through the moon
at M. Draw also the straight line S v perpendicular to X Y ; then
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v will be the place of the moon's centre at the middle of the
eclipse, or the instant of greatest phase.
The angle SPM is equal to a' — a, and the apparent decli
nation of the moon at H is D — 8 : also the arc Mp of the great
circle and Mq of the small circle may be considered as equal
to one another; therefore (art. 70.) mp=(a' — a) cos. (d— 8).
This value of Mp will be expressed in seconds if a'— a be in
seconds.
Now (art. 71.) we have
pq (in seconds) =i(a' — a)' sin. 1" sin. 2 (d— 8); therefore
sp ( = $q + pq) = J>'—8 + |(A'-a)2 sin. 1" sin. 2 (d-8).
373. There must next be found the apparent relative
horary motions in right ascension and declination; viz. —
d\'

dt

d.dx'

dt

, dD'
and

dt

d.dv>'

dt

there must also be found the value of \-~r

~jr~ ) C08,

(p—B), the apparent relative horary motion on the parallel
Mq of declination.
Now , and -7— are found from the Nautical Almanac,
dt
dt
as stated above ; and it has been shown that —-=
=
dt
P cos I
0.2528
— cos. t: this value will be in seconds of a
cos. D
degree if p' be expressed in seconds, and, in the compu
tation, the values of D and t found for the time T must be
used. Again, d d, the value of the true relative parallax in
declination, being the value of 8 in the formula (vi) art. 162.,
may with sufficient correctness for the present purpose be
expressed by p' (sin. I cos. D — cos. I cos. t sin. d), disregarding
|a in the term sin. (t +\a) and considering cos. |« as
equal to unity.

Then —^-—becomes (t only being a function

of the time, and D — S being put for d) p' cos. I sin. (d— 8)
sin. t -=- sin. 1", which will be in seconds if p' be expressed
dt
in seconds: and thus there may be obtained the value of
the apparent relative horary motion in declination.
Imagine next, the line raw to be drawn parallel to PS: then
these apparent relative horary motions upon the parallel of
declination, and in declination, may be represented by Mm and
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mn respectively; therefore the values of these lines arc
known, and in the plane triangle Mmn we have
Mm : mn:: rad. : tan. m. M n ;
thus the angle wiMw or ysv may be found. Again,
cos. mMn : rad. :: mwi : Mn;
thus Mn is found, and it will represent the moon's apparent
relative horary motion in her orbit.
In the triangle MSp, which may be considered as recti
linear, and right angled at p, we have
Sp : Mp : : rad. : tan. m sp,
and
cos. MSp : rad. ::sp : sm:
thus the angle M8^ and the distance SM may be found.
The steps to be taken for obtaining the times of the com
mencement and end of the eclipse, and the time of the
greatest phase, are similar to those which have been given in
the investigation concerning the phenomena of an eclipse of
the moon (art. 369.).
374. The moon, by her proper motion, occasionally passes
between the earth and some planet or fixed star ; in which
case the planet or star is suddenly concealed behind her disk,
or as suddenly reappears after having been for a time in
visible : the disappearance is called an immersion, and the re
appearance an emersion ; and both phenomena are designated
by the general term occultation.
The conditions under
which an occultation of a planet or star by the moon may be
visible at any station are that the difference between the
declinations of the moon and star should be less than 1° 30' ;
that the time of the conjunction should be more than two
days before or after the day of new moon ; that the sun
should be below, or very near the horizon, and that the star
should be above it.
In the Nautical Almanac there is given a table of the
elements for occultations, from which may be obtained the
Greenwich mean time of the conjunction of the moon and
star in right ascension, as it would appear if a spectator were
at the earth's centre ; the true right ascensions and declinations
of the moon and star at the same time ; also the geographical
parallels of latitude between which the occultation will take
place. And the process of determining, for any given place,
the time of immersion and emersion when a star is occulted
by the moon may be as follows : —
375. Find the right ascension of the midheaven of the
station at the instant of true conjunction in right ascension,
and subtract from it the star's right ascension; there will
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remain, in time, the horary angle of the moon and star at the
instant of true conjunction in right ascension: let it be
represented, in degrees, by t.
From the table of elements for occultations in the Nautical
Almanac; that is, for the Greenwich mean time of true
conjunction in right ascension, take the difference between
the declinations of the moon and star, and the true declination
of the star : let the latter be represented by d.
Take the moon's equatorial parallax ; and, if the star be a
planet, take its horizontal parallax: in the latter case, the
difference between these will be the moon's relative horizontal
parallax: then compute the absolute or the relative geo
centric horizontal parallax of the moon, according as a fixed
star or a planet is used ; and let its value be represented by p'.
Take out also the moon's horary motion in right ascension
when the star is fixed ; if a planet, find the difference between
the moon's horary motion in right ascension and the planet's
horary motion in geocentric right ascension : let this be re
presented by-jv.
Compute the parallax in right ascension from formula (i)
(art. 161.), viz.

irsm# T> which is the value of a or of dk';

also compute the value of

*

by the formula

p'cos. I
dr .
.
371.).
cos. d-j cos. t -jdt sm. 1" (art.
K
'
In these formulae d, the declination of the star, is used
instead of D, the declination of the moon, in order to obtain
the parallaxes with respect to that part of the moon's limb
which is in contact with the star at the times of immersion and
emersion : hence, at those times, the distance of the star from
the centre of the moon will be equal to the moon's true semidiameter ; and thus the necessity of computing the augment
ation of that semidiameter is avoided. In the latter formula,
tt represents the hourly motion of the earth on its axis with
respect to a fixed star; viz,

fa

„ or 15° 2' 28", or 54148",

dr
which multiplied by sin. 1" gives j- sin. 1" = 0.2625, whose
logarithm is 9.41916.
The above values being substituted in the formula for t in
the investigation relating to eclipses of the sun (art. 371.),
the value of t will be obtained, and wc shall have t + t or t ;
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that is, in Greenwich time, the approximate mean time of
apparent conjunction of the moon and star in right ascension
at the station.
376. For this time T there must then be found the common
horary angle of the moon and star, as in the investigation
above mentioned (arts. 371, 375.): let it be represented by
t : and for the same time, compute as above the geocentric
horizontal parallax p'; also the true right ascensions and
declinations, and the horary motions in right ascension and
declination.
The difference between the true right ascensions of the
moon and star at the time T being called a', subtract from
it the parallax in right ascension (the value of a or of dx'
above) ; the remainder a' — a being multiplied by cos. d will
give the value of Mp or Mq in the figure to art. 369., m
being the apparent place of the moon's centre at the time t.
The difference between the declinations of the moon and
star at the time t being called d', subtract from it the
parallax in declination (formula (vi) art. 162.), viz. 8 =
P' (sin. I cos. d — cos. I sin. d cos. t') : the remainder d' — S will
be the value ot Bp or sq, s being the apparent place of the
star or planet.
The values of t— and -=- , or the true hourly motions in
right ascension and declination, being found from the Nautical
Almanac for the time t ; by differentiating the above values
of a and 8, we have that of
d.dA.'

,

jd.dv'

,

. .

, .

,dr

.

,„

,, , as above, and —r;— = P cos./ sin.d sin.r -=- sin. 1".
at
dt
dt
Thus there may be obtained the values of ( -5

^— J

cos.tf for the apparent hourly motion of the moon on the
parallel My of declination ; and -7-

"j-— for the apparent

hourly motion of the moon in declination. These may be
represented by mm and m n ; and from thence the moon's
horary motion mm in her orbit may be computed.
Now, 8 being the supposed place of the star or planet, and
x and T the centres of the moon when her limb is in contact
with the star, sx and s Y will, each, be equal to the true semidiameter of the moon, or to the sum of the semidiameters of the
moon and planet: then xm and my may be calculated as in
the investigations concerning the lunar and solar eclipse.
Lastly, by means of the horary motion in the orbit the times
of describing xm and my may be found ; and the moon being
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at m, at the time T, there may evidently be obtained the
times of the immersion and emersion.
377. When the two inferior planets happen to be in con
junction with the earth and sun near the nodes of their
orbits they appear to pass across the sun's disk: this phe
nomenon is frequently presented by Mercury, but the last
time at which Venus was so seen was in the year 1769 ; and
this planet will not be again in a like position with respect
to the sun till the month of December in 1874. On all
such occasions the observation of the phenomenon may be
made subservient to the determination of the difference
between the parallaxes of the planet and the sun ; and
subsequently, the ratio between the distances of the planet
and sun from the earth being known, to the determination
of the absolute parallaxes and distances.
Of the two planets, Venus is that which is the most
favourably situated for affording precise values of those
elements ; and the computation of the time at which, for a
particular station, the phenomenon will occur may be briefly
indicated in the following manner. The process consists in
finding the times of ingress or egress, or those at which the
planet enters and quits the sun's disk, as if the spectator
were at the centre of the earth ; and then, in finding with
the present knowledge of the relative parallaxes, the correc
tions which are to be made to that time on account of his
position on the earth's surface.
Comparing together the geocentric right ascension of the
planet and the right ascension of the sun, as they are given
in the Nautical Almanac for the noons of the two days
between which noons a conjunction in right ascension must
take place, there may be found approximatively (by means
of the hourly motions which in this case may be considered
as uniform) the time of the conjunction of the sun and planet
in right ascension. This will be expressed in Greenwich
mean time, and will be within one or two minutes of the
true time of conjunction : let it be represented by T.
For this time find from the Nautical Almanac, with an
attention to second differences, the following elements: — 1.
The right ascension of the sun and the geocentric right
ascension of the planet : take the latter from the former, and
let the difference be represented by a'. — 2. The declination
of the sun and the geocentric declination D of the planet:
take the latter from the former, and let the difference be
represented by d' ; these last elements are to be considered
as positive if north, and negative if south. — 3. Find the
semidiameters of the sun and planet.
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Let s (fig. to art. 369.) be the place of the sun, and M the
place of the planet at the time t: let xt be part of the
planet's orbit, and PS a horary circle passing through the
sun : also let Mp be an arc of a great circle perpendicular to
PS and M^ an arc of a parallel of declination passing through
the planet. Then M^ or Mp = a' cos. d; and, neglecting pq,
which is very small, sp — J>' (in seconds).
From the Nautical Almanac, with an attention to second
differences, take the relative geocentric hourly motion of the
planet in right ascension ; which, since at the time of transit
the movement of the planet in its orbit is retrograde, will be
equal to the sum of the hourly motion of the sun and the
geocentric hourly motion of the planet : let this be expressed
in minutes of a degree and be designated by a. Then a cos. D
will be the relative horary motion of the planet on the
parallel Mq of declination. Imagine mn to be drawn parallel
to PS; then a cos. D may be represented by Mm. Take in
like manner, with second differences, the relative hourly
motion of the planet in declination, which is either the dif
ference or sum of the hourly motion of the sun and the
geocentric hourly motion of the planet according as the
variations of declination take place in the same, or in contrary
directions : let this hourly motion be represented by m n in
the figure, and designated d.
378. Proceeding next as in the investigations concerning
eclipses of the moon and sun (arts. 369, 373.) we have
f mn \ _
V~~
v
Mm)
#±1,1, ~~ a
, cos. d'
and representing the angle mMn or QS« by i,
tan. mMn

/
Mm \
«cos. D
MH 1=
1 :=
.
\ cos. mMn/
cos. I
Now, to find &v and Mv :
i
t
( a'cos.iA
In the triangle m/jq, cos. i : rad. :: Mp : mq I — Poa
)>
and

(
,
sin. i\
cos. i : sin.i :: M»
r : Qp [\ =A'cos. D cos. \JI :

but 8p — Qp = QS = d' — a' COS. I)

,

and in the triangle sqv, SQ cos. i=sw;
therefore
also,

s«=d' cos. i— a' cos. d sin. I ;
...
,
sin.' I
Qv ( = SQ sin. i) = d' sin. I — a cos. D
cos. I
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i
/
\
r •
/
/sin.2 I
I V
and Ms (V = Qv +mq)' = d Bin. I — A cos. d \COS. I — COS. I I ,
or

= d' sin. I + A' cos. D cos. I.
Let x and Y be the places of the planet when, as seen from
the centre of the earth, the limbs of the sun and planet are
in contact at the ingress and egress ; so that, at the ingress,
sx and sy are, each, equal to the sum of the semidiameters of
the sun and planet : then
sx : 8i> :: rad. : cos.xsw, ( = — ),

V

sx/'

this angle is therefore found; and from it there may be
obtained the value of xi> or «Y ( — xs sin. xs»).
Now if, as in the figure, the time T, at which the planet is
at M, precedes the instant of conjunction in right ascension)
xmzxc — Mr and my =x» + mjj; and x»+mb may be
expressed by xs sin. xs v + (d' sin. i + a' cos. d cos. i).
CL COS D

This quantity being divided by

—, the relative

horary motion in the orbit, will give, in decimals of an hour,
or (after such division) being multiplied by 3600, it will give
in seconds, the time t, which must be subtracted from T in
order to give the instant of ingress, and added to t to give
the time of egress ; we have, therefore, for a spectator at the
centre of the earth,
.
_, , .
,
>7
T_
+ i=T4_3600cos.i,
)(•
a cos. D l) x s sm. x s v + (vD'sin. i + a' cos. d cos. i "
379. Now, for a spectator on the earth's surface, let the
relative parallaxes in right ascension and declination be re
presented by a and 8 : then TAp considered as a parallel of
declination when affected by parallax will become, as in
art. 372., (a'— a) cos. D; and, neglecting p q, Sp will become
d' — 8 : hence, substituting A' — a for a', and d' — 8 for d' in
the above expressions for sv and M»,
we have sv = (d'— 8) cos. i — (a' — a) cos. d sin. i,
and
Mv = (p'—S) sin. i + (a'— a) cos. D cos. I.
Now the values of a. and 8 (the parallaxes in right
ascension and declination) may be obtained from the formulae
(n) art. 161. and (v) art. 162., on putting for d the geocentric
declination of the planet, for t the sun's hour angle at the
time t, and for p' the difference (supposed to be known)
between the geocentric horizontal parallaxes of the sun and
planet. This last value of S v being divided by S x (the known
sum or difference of their semi-diameters according as the
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time of an exterior or of an interior contact is required), there
will be obtained a value of cos. XSv, from which the angle
and consequently its sine may be found. This sine, together
with the last value of Mu, may then be substituted in the
second member of the equation for T + t ; and the result will
be the time of either contact, at ingress or egress, for the
given station on the surface of the earth.
380. If it be required to determine from the instants of
ingress and egress observed at places on the earth's surface,
the value of F', the difference between the parallaxes of the
Sun and Venus, the process may be as follows. Let t and f
be the intervals of time between the instants of ingress and
egress and the time T of conjunction in right ascension ; then,
neglecting the effects of parallax on the horary motions,
t. a cos. D will express the relative motion of Venus and the
Sun on the parallel of declination, from the hour circle pass
ing through p and x (fig. to art. 369.) to that which passes
through p and M, while t.d will be the relative motion in
declination from the parallel passing through x to that which
passes through M. These being added to the above values of
Mp and Sp give (a' — a) cos. d + t.a cos. D and d'— 8 + t.d;
of which the former may be represented by XV and the
latter by S v : in like manner, t'.a cos. D — (a' — «) cos. n and
f.d — (p'— 8) may be represented by v'y and sv'. Then,
neglecting the errors in the tabular values of the right ascen
sions and declinations and in the semidiameters of the Sun
and Venus,
{(a'— a) cos. D + t.a cos. D}2 + {D'— 8 + £.t?}2 = sx',
and a corresponding equation may be found for SY2. But
the parallaxes and horary motions being small quantities, in
developing the first members of these equations, the second
powers and the products of a, 8, a and d may be neglected,
and we shall have
{a'2— 2a' («-*a)} cos.aD = xv2, d'2— 2r/(8-if<f) = sv2;
whence xs2 =
A72 co8.2D + D/2 + 2A'*aco8.2D + 2v>'td — 2 A'acos.2 D— 2d'S,
and a corresponding equation containing t' may be obtained
for ys2.
In these equations substituting the values of t and f, or
the differences between the observed times of ingress and
egress and the computed time t of conjunction in right
ascension, with the values of xs or ys, the sum or difference
of the semidiameters, the numerical equivalents of « and 8
z 2
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may be found ; and from these, by the formulae in arts. 161,
162. the value of p' may be obtained.
Now, by Kepler's law (art. 254.), the ratio between the
distances of the Earth and Venus from the Sun is known ; let
this be as 1 to r : then the ratio between the distances of the
Sun and Venus from the Earth will be as 1 to 1 — r. But
the horizontal parallaxes being angles subtended at the centres
of the Sun and Venus by the semidiameter of the Earth, this
ratio is the reciprocal of the ratio of the parallaxes : hence, if
p represent the horizontal parallax of the Sun and ft that of
. equal to p'
Venus, -., 1 is
— ; which is therefore known.
1 —r
^
p
Now, the value of p', supposed to have been found above,
is the equivalent of p' — p\ and from these two equations
the separate values of ft and p may be found.
From the last transit of Venus, the parallax of the Sun, at
his mean distance from the Earth, was found to be 8".702.
381. Eclipses of the moon are of no value as means of
determining the longitude of a station, it being impossible to
observe the commencement or end of the obscuration with
sufficient accuracy on account of the ill-defined edge of the
earth's shadow on the moon ; were it otherwise, the
occurrence of either of these phenomena expressed in mean
time at the station, and compared with the Greenwich time
found by computation, would show at once the longitude of
the station. With respect to an eclipse of the sun, the time
of the commencement or end may be observed with con
siderable precision : hence, though the operation of correcting
the right ascension and declination of the luminaries, or the
longitude and latitude of the moon, on account of parallax, is
laborious, the longitude of a station on the earth may be
determined by it with accuracy, and the following process
may be employed for the purpose.
382. The instant at which the phenomenon occurs may be
expressed in sidereal or in mean solar time ; for example, let
it be the latter, and let such mean time be represented by t.
The difference between the longitudes of Greenwich and the
station being approximatively known by estimation or other
wise, this difference (in time) must be added to, or subtracted
from the mean time of the observation, according as the
station is westward or eastward from Greenwich, and the
result will be the approximate mean time which would be
reckoned at Greenwich at the instant of the observation
being made at the station. Let this be represented by t'.

"
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For the time t' find from the Nautical Almanac the
moon's right ascension and declination ; and for the time T
find the right ascension (art. 312.) of the meridian of the
station : the difference between this right ascension and that
of the moon being multiplied by 15 gives the moon's hour
angle at the station for the instant of the observation. For
the time t' find from the Nautical Almanac the right
ascension and declination of the sun ; also the true horary
motions of the sun and moon, both in right ascension and
declination. The geocentric latitude of the station is sup
posed to be known, or it may be found (art. 152.) from the
geographical latitude.
With the moon's declination, her hour angle, and the
geocentric latitude of the station, find the moon's true zenith
distance; and with this, find (art. 163.) the augmentation of
the moon's semidiameter : the augmentation being added to
the semidiameter which is in the Nautical Almanac will
give her apparent semidiameter. Find in the Almanac the
semidiameter of the sun; and let the sum or difference of
these semidiameters be represented by s.
For the time T' find from the Nautical Almanac the
moon's equatorial horizontal parallax, and subtracting from
it the horizontal parallax of the sun (N. A. p. 266.), the re
mainder is the relative equatorial horizontal parallax. Reduce
this (art. 157.) to the relative horizontal parallax for the lati
tude of the station, and let it be represented, in seconds, by p'.
"With p', the geocentric latitude, the moon's hour angle,
and her declination; find (art. 161. (n)) a, the relative
parallax in right ascension, also find (art. 162. (v)) 8, the
relative parallax in declination. Applying 8 by subtraction
or addition to the moon's true declination, observing that S
always increases the distance of the moon from the elevated
pole, there will be obtained the moon's apparent declination ;
and adding to the moon's true hour angle found above the
value of a, in time, the sum will be the moon's apparent hour
angle. With p', the moon's apparent hour angle, her de
clination, and the geocentric latitude of the station ; find (arts.
371, 373.) the values of d -.— and d -=— , the variations of the
at
at
relative hourly motions in right ascension and decimation. The
differences between the true horary motions of the sun and
moon in right ascension and declination, respectively, give the
true relative horary motions ; tnd the variations of the relative
horary motions being subtracted from the true horary motions,
the results will express the apparent relative horary motions
in right ascension and declination : the former being mul
z 3
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tiplied by the cosine of the moon's declination gives the
apparent relative horary motion on the moon's parallel of
declination. Let the last horary motion be represented by p,
and let the apparent horary motion in declination be
represented by q.
The difference between the true right ascension of the sun
and moon, found as above for the time t', being taken, if to
this be applied the value of a, by addition or subtraction;
the result will be the apparent distance in right ascension
between the centres of the sun and moon at the same time t',
that is at the time of the observation being made at the station.
In like manner the value of 8 being applied to the difference
between the true declinations of the sun and moon at the
time t' will give the apparent distance in declination between
the centres : let this last be represented, in seconds, by n.
The apparent distance in right ascension being multiplied by
the cosine of the moon's declination will give the apparent
distance between the centres on the parallel of declination
passing through the apparent place of the moon : let this be
represented, in seconds of a degree, by m.
Let 8 be the apparent centre of the sun, and m that of the
moon, at the instant of the observation,
that is the instant at which the disks of
the sun and moon are in contact (the
commencement of the eclipse for ex
ample) ; then, if the estimated difference
in longitude between Greenwich and the
station were correct, it is evident that in
the right-angled triangle M N 8, the sides
mn and ns might be represented, respectively, by m and n;
and m s being represented by s, we should have vil + rP = s"2.
But since there will, in general, be an error in that estimated
longitude, let t (in decimals of an hour) denote that error ;
then m +pt being substituted for m, and n + qt for n in the
equation, there may be from thence found the value of t.
This value, according to its sign, being added to, or subtracted
from the estimated difference of longitude, will give (in time)
the required difference.
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Ex. May 15. 1826, at Sandhurst, the commencement of the solar eclipse was ob
served, by mean time, at 1 ho. 47' 1 " (x).
Estimated longitude from Greenwich (in time), 3'.
Greenwich mean time of the observation at Sandhurst, 1 ho. 50' 1" (t/).
Sandhurst mean time
Acceleration

ho. ,
„
1 47 1
17.6

Sidereal interval since mean
noon
Sidereal time at noon

1 47 18.6
8 32 57.98

Right asc. mid-heaven

5 20 16.58

hO. y

R. asc. moon at 2 r. H.
(N. A.)
Variation in 9' 59' ' before
2 r. M.
-

- 51
90

Colatitude

20.06

R. asc. moon at the inst. t'
R. asc. mid-heaven

3 28 22.2
S 20 16.58

Difference

1 .51 54.38
15

Geograph. lat. Sandhurst - 51 20 33
Reduction (art. 152.)
111
Geocentric lat.

3 28 42.26

Moon's hour angle west o
if
of meridian
27 58 35.7

9 32

o /
Declinat. moon at 2 p.m. 19 21 S6.1(n)
Variation in 9' 59" before
2 p. it
1 39.6

38 50 28

Moon's equat. hor. parallax
(N.A.)Variat. in 1 ho. 50' 1"

54 25.6
1.21

Dec!, moon at t

IS 19 56.5
90

54 24.39
8.48

Moon's north polar dist.

70 40

Sun's hor. par. (N. A.)
Relative hor. par.
Reduction (art. 157.)

-

3.5

54 15.91
6.5

Hor. par. for the station 54 9.41
= 3249". 41 (r')

With the elements above found, we have by spherical tri
gonometry, as in art. 358., the moon's true altitude at the
station for the time T', = 51° 18' 23.
Sin. moon's alt
14" (art. 163.)

9.89237
1.14613

- 1.03850
10".93 Augmentation of moon's semidiameter

Moon's semidiam. (Naut.
Aim.)
- 14 49.6
Augmentation 10.93
Moon's augmented semidi. 15 0.53
Sun's semidiameter
- 15 49.9
Sum of the semidiameters 30 50.43
or 1850".43

On putting in numbers, with the above elements, the for
mula for tan. a (art. 161.), we obtain, in angle, a— 17' 2".5 ;
and, in time, a=l/8".16. Again, on putting in numbers
the formula for tan. 8 (art. 162.), neglecting cos. |a, we have
8 = 30'15".2.
Also, on putting in numbers the formulas arts. 371. and 373.,
we find d.^4i = 480".07 in angle, or 32".004 in time, and
dt
z 4
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In these operations for finding the

rallaxes, logarithms with six decimal places will suffice.
True right asc. sun at
Gr. mean moon (Naut.
Aim.)
Variat. in 1 ho. 5& V True rt. asc. sun at the
time t'
True rt. asc. moon at the
same time
-

h.

,

3 29

1.93
18.14

3 29 20.07
3 28 22.2

True distance in right as
cension, moon west of
the sun
Relative parallax in right
ascension in time (a) Apparent distance in rt.
ascension, moon west of
sun at the time t' (in
time)
in angle, 31'30".45, or
1890".45
-log.=
Cos. moon's apparent dec.
(18° 49' 41") . .

n

57.87

1

2

6.03

3.2765652

22 16.93
30 15.2
7 58.27
19 19 56.5

Moon's apparent decl.
Moon's true horary
motion in rt. asc. at
1 ho. 50' 1" in time
(Naut. Aim.)
Sun's true horary mo
tion in right ascen
sion in time (N. A.)

30 15.2
18 49 41.3

;
2

(/
0.45

9.89

9.9761167

18 57 39 . 57
True decl. sun, at t'
Moon's true hor. motion in
/ //
declination at 1 ho. 50' 1"
(Naut. Aim.) 9 58.8
Sun's true hor. mot. in decl.
(Naut. Aim.) .
34.6

in decl., or d —.
dt
Apparent relat. hor mot. in
declin., 485". 85, or
-

Apparent dist. in decl.
moon south of sun,
or 478". 27
True declin. moon Relative parallax in
declination

c /
//
19 19 56.5

8.16

Apparent dist. in right as.
on the moon's parallel
of declination, at t', in
arc = 1789".3
3.2526819
True dec. sun at Gr. mean
noon ( N. Aim. )
1 8° 56' 35".9 N.
Variat. in 1 ho. 50' 1"
1 3.67

Relative true hor. motion in
declination
Variation of horary motion

True decl. moon at t'
(above) True distance in decl.
moon north of sun Relative par. in dec.
(5)

9 24.2

Relative true horary
motion in right as
cension in time Variation of the ho
rary motion in right
ascension, or d,dA>
—
dt
in time
-

1 50.56

32.004

Apparent relative ho
rary motion in right
ascension (in time)
1 18.556
In angle 11 78". 34
Apparent relative horary mo
tion in right asc, in angle,
1178".34. 3.0712707
Cos. moon's apparent declinat.
(18° 49' 41")
9.9761167

1 18.35

8

5.85

Moon's apparent relative hor.
mot. on her parallel of decl.,
in angle, 1115" .29
. 3.0473874

Now, putting t (in decimals of an hour) for the error in
the estimated difference in longitude between Sandhurst and
Greenwich, the equation rri1 + n? = *9 becomes
(1789.3 + 1115.29if)2 + (478.27 +' 485.85 f)2 = (1850.43)2,
from which we obtain t (in hours) = —0.0014, or (in se
conds of time) — 5".04 ; and therefore the difference between
the longitudes is, in time, 2' 55" nearly. This determination
is, however, subject to an uncertainty which always exists
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in estimating the precise instant when an eclipse com
mences.
383. When the moon passes between the earth and a planet
or fixed star, if either the immersion or the emersion take
place at the unenlightened edge of the moon's disk, the in
stant of its occurrence may be easily distinguished from
certain parts of the earth's surface ; and hence the longitude
of the station may be determined with considerable precision.
The process for determining the longitude of a station from
the observed commencement or termination of the occultation
of a fixed star or planet by the moon is very similar to that
which has been just described, but is more simple since the
parallax and the proper motion of a planet are very small,
and those of a fixed star are insensible or may be disregarded.
The instant (t) at which the immersion or emersion occurs
may be expressed in mean time at the station, and there must
be added to it, or subtracted *from it, the estimated distance
of the station in longitude (in time) from Greenwich : let the
result be represented by t'.
For the time t' find, from the Nautical Almanac, the
moon's right ascension and declination; and, for the time T,
compute the right ascension of the mid-heaven : the difference
between these right ascensions being multiplied by 15 gives
the moon's hour angle at the station for the instant of the
observation.
For the time t' there must be found from the Nautical
Almanac the true horary motions of the moon in right as
cension and declination ; and also the right ascension and
declination of the star.
With the geocentric colatitude of the station, the moon's
declination and her hour angle, find the moon's true zenith
distance, and subsequently the augmentation of her semidiameter : let the augmented semidiameter of the moon be
represented by s.
For the time t' find, from the Nautical Almanac, the
moon's equatorial horizontal parallax, and reduce it by
art. 157. to the horizontal parallax (p') for the latitude of
the station.
With p', the geocentric latitude, the moon's hour angle
and her declination, find (arts. 161. (n) and 162. (v))
the values of a and 8, which are the moon's parallaxes in
right ascension and declination ; and hence obtain the moon's
apparent right ascension and declination. Find also the values
of d —j—, and d -j—, which are the variations of the moon's
at
at
horary movements in right ascension and declination.
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From the true horary motions of the moon in right as
cension and declination subtract these variations; the re
mainders will be the apparent horary motions of the moon in
right ascension and declination, and the former, multiplied
by the cosine of the moon's apparent declination, gives her
apparent motion on her parallel of declination : let this last
be represented by p, and her apparent motion in declination
The differences between the true right ascensions and de
clinations of the moon and star found as above for the time
T' being taken ; if to these be applied, by addition or sub
traction, the values of a and S respectively, and the first of
the two results expressed in seconds of a degree be multiplied
by the cosine of the moon's apparent declination, there will
be obtained the apparent distances between the star and the
centre of the moon, on the parallel of declination and on a
horary circle passing through the star: let these be repre
sented by m and n.
Then, if the estimated difference between Greenwich and
the station, in longitude, were correct, we should have, as in
the process for a solar eclipse, m* + ri1 = s2. But t (in de
cimals of an hour) denoting the error, there must be sub
stituted in the equation, m + pt for m and n+ qt for n ; and
from the equation thence arising the value of t may be found.
Finally, the difference between t' + t and t will express (in
time) the required longitude.
Ex. March 15. 1840. The emersion of a Leonis from the moon was observed, by
mean time, at
- 8 ho. 17' 4" (t)
Estimated longitude from Greenwich, in time,
- .
3
Greenwich mean time of the observation
ho.
Sandhurst mean time
- 8 17 4
Acceleration
1 21.25

-

Moon's r. asc. at 8 ho.
Variat. for 20' 4" -

20 4 (¥)
ho. ,
«
- 9 58 43.85
41-13

Sidereal interval Sid. time at noon -

8 18 25.65
- 23 32 27.3

Moon's r. asc. at t>
R. asc. mid-heaven

-

It. asc. mid-heaven

-

57
-

-

- 8

9 59 24.98
7 50 52.95

7 50 52. 95

Geocentric colat. Sandhurst 38 50 28
Moon's equatorial hor. par.
noon (N. A.)
57 19.7
Variat. in 8 ho. 20" 4''
10.07

Reduction for lat.

-

9.63
6. 82

Moon's hour angle east of
meridian
- 32° 8 0.35
Moon'sdecl. at8ho. (N.A.) 1S°16 19(»)
Variat. for 2C 4" 4 44.1
Moon's declin. at t7

Horizontal par. at the place
57 2.81
or 3422".81 (r')
North polar distance 76 48 25.1
With the elements above found we have, as in art. S58., the moon's true altitude at
the station, equal to 43° 54'.
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Sin. moon's altitude
Augmentation of the moon's
semidiameter in the zenith

16".5
11 .4
15' 34 .5

Augmentation

15 45 .9
or 945". 9.

-

9.84099

-

1.21748

- 1.05847
Moon's semidiameter (N. A.)
Moon's augmented semidiameter.

On putting in numbers, with the above elements, the for
mula for tan. a (art. 161.) we obtain, in angle, a— 19' 40".5,
and in time, 1'18".7. Again, on putting in numbers, the
formula for tan. 8 (art. 162.) neglecting cos. \ a, we have
S = 36' 46".7. Also, on putting in numbers the formulae
cLa'
arts. 375. and 376., we find d -7- = 472".43 in angle, or
dt
dTJ
31".49 in time, and d -j- = 62".72
dt
ho. /
Star's declin. (N. A.) - 12 44 38.6 (n)

R. asc. o Leonis (N. A.) True r. asc. moon
Parallax in right asc. (in
time) (a). Additive, since
in the present case paral
lax increases the moon's
right asc.

9 59 23.18
9 59 24.98

1 18.7

Apparent right asc. moon's
centre - 10

0 43.68

Apparent dist. in right asc.
of the moon's centre east
ward of the star, at t7, (in
time)
In angle
757". 5, log. = Cos. moon's apparent declin.
(12° 34' 48")

50".5
757".5
2.879383

Apparent dist. between the
star and centre of moon on
the parallel of declin.
Moon's true horary motion in
right asc. in time (N. A.) -

d*±'

9.989446
2.868829

True declin. moon at t'
(above)
- 13 11 34.9
Parallax in decl. (8) subtractive because paral
lax diminishes the de
clination
36 46.7
Moon's apparent declin. 12 34 48.2 .
Apparent distance in declinat. moon's centre
south of star
9 50.4
or 590".4
1372".65
- 3.137559
Cos. moon's appt. decl. 9.989446
Moon's appt. hor. mot. 3.127005
on her parallel of dec.
in angle - 1339".8
Moon's true hor. mot. in decl.
- 147 12"
(N. A.)

739".31
d^ dt
2' 3"

-

-

1

2.72

Moon's appt. hor. mot. in decl. 13 9.28
or 789".28

31.49

dt
Apparent hor. motion in right
1 31.51
asc. in time
in angle - 1372". 65

Now putting t (in decimals of an hour) for the error in the
estimated difference in the longitude of the station, the equa
tion to2 + w2 = s2 becomes
(739.31 + 1339.8 if + (590.4 + 789.28 t)2 = (945.9)2
from which we obtain t (in hours) = —0.00098 or (in seconds
of time) — 3".5 nearly ; and therefore the difference, in Ion-
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gitude, between Greenwich and Sandhurst is, in time, 2'56".5
nearly, subject to the uncertainty respecting the precise
instant of the emersion.
Instead of solving this quadratic equation it may be more
convenient to obtain the error in the estimated longitude by
the following process : —
Moon's appar. hor. mot. in r. asc. (in time), = l' 3I".51 prop. log. 2.0720
is to 1 hour
....... 0.4771
as appar. dist. in r. asc. (in time) between the moon's centre and
the star at the time t', = 50".5
.... 2.3301
2.8072

to the interval, in time, between t' and the instant of conjunction
in right ascension
...
33' 7"
0.7352

Now s being the place of the star and M that of the moon
at the instant t', let PS, PM represent hour circles
passing through s and M, and let fall MS perpen
dicularly on PS: then SN — 590".4, and MN =
739''.31 ; and by plane trigonometry, the angle
MSN will be found to be 51° 23'. But this may
be considered as equal to the value which the angle
would have if the values of sn and mn were in
accordance with the equality of SM to the apparent
semidiameter of the moon : therefore, in the sphe
rical triangle PSM
sin. pm (the moon's appar. pol. dist. at t'=77° 25' 12") co. ar. 0.0105543
is to sin. psm (suppt. of51a23')
-9.8928395
- 2.9758452
as sm (=945".9, using the angle in seconds for its sine)
is to bpm = 757".25 in angle (=50".45 in time)
- 2.8792390
Then, moon's appt. hor. mot. in r. asc. in time
prop. log. - 2.0720
is to 1 hour
' 0.4771
as50".45
....... 2.3308
is to the interval in time between the instant of conjunction in r.
asc. and the corrected time of emersion (=33' 4")
- 0.7359

The difference between this interval and 33' 7", found
above, is the error in the assumed Greenwich time of emer
sion, or in the estimated difference in longitude (in time);
and the corrected difference in longitude is therefore equal to
2' 57" nearly.
A process similar to that which has just been exhibited
might have been employed, in finding the longitude by the
eclipse of the sun, instead of solving the equation for t in that
example.
384. In order to determine the longitude of a station by
Jupiter's satellites, the observer, having ascertained the mean
time at the place and thus found the error of his watch, has
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only to ascertain with his telescope the instant when the im
mersion or emersion of the satellite takes place. Supposing
either of these to be accurately observed, the difference be
tween the time at the station (by the watch) and the mean
time for Greenwich, in the Nautical Almanac, is evidently
equal to the required difference in longitude from Greenwich,
in time. However simple the observation may appear to be,
some practice is required (since, the satellite, particularly if it
be any but the first, loses or acquires its light gradually) to
enable the observer to be certain of the exact moment when
the immersion or emersion takes place. In preparing for such
an observation, it is necessary that an approximate knowledge
of the longitude of the station should be had, in order to as
certain nearly the instant when the phenomenon will take
place ; otherwise the opportunity may be lost for want of
time to make the proper dispositions. The traveller in a
region distant from Greenwich, in longitude, should take
every convenient opportunity of applying his approximate
difference of longitude, in time, to the times of the pheno
mena as they are given in the Nautical Almanac, in order
that he may know what are the particular eclipses which will
be visible at his station. It is understood that the motion
of a ship would render the observation of an eclipse of a sa
tellite impracticable at sea ; it is right, however, to remark
that the difficulty is said to have been recently overcome,
but it may have been in favourable circumstances which do
not often occur.
Ex. September 5. 1843, at Sandhurst there was observed an emersion
of Jupiter's first satellite at
... loho. 19' 50" by the watch.
Error of the watch (too slow)
1 25
Mean time of the emersion
Do. at Greenwich (Naut. Aim.)

-

- 10
- 10

Difference of longitude, in time

-

-

21 15
24 19.5
3

4.5
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CHAP. XVIII.
GEODESY.
METHOD OF CONDUCTING A GEODETICAL SURVEY. — MEASUREMENT
OF A BASE.
FORMULAE FOR VERIFYING THE OBSERVED ANGLES
MANNER OF
AND COMPUTING THE SIDES OF THE TRIANGLES.
DETERMINING THE POSITION, AND COMPUTING THE LENGTH OF A
GEODETICAL ARC.
PROPOSITIONS RELATING TO THE VALUES OF
TERRESTRIAL ARCS ON THE SUPPOSITION THAT THE EARTH IS A
SPHEROID OF REVOLUTION.
THE EMPLOYMENT OF PENDULUMS
INSTRUMENTS USED
TO DETERMINE THE FIGURE OF THE EARTH.
IN FINDING THE ELEMENTS OF TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM. —
FORMULAE FOR COMPUTING THOSE ELEMENTS AND THEIR VARI
ATIONS.

385. The figure presented by the visible disk of each of the
principal planets, which is that of an ellipse whose minor axis
is coincident with that of the axis of rotation, sufficiently
indicates that the form of the earth must, since like those
planets it has a rotation on an axis, be such as to present a
similar appearance to a spectator supposed to be situated at a
great distance from its surface ; that is, its figure must be,
either accurately or nearly, that of a solid of revolution whose
shorter axis joins the north and south poles. If the materials
of which the earth is composed were originally homogeneous
and in a fluid state, and there had been no external attractions
by which the effects arising from the rotation on its axis might
be deranged, the figure which the earth would have assumed
is well known to be that of a geometrical spheroid ; but as no
such homogeneity nor freedom from external attractions can
with the least probability be supposed to have at any time
existed, it ought to be inferred that a deviation from perfect
regularity must unavoidably have place in the figure of the
earth.
386. The results, however, which have been obtained from
the effects of the earth's figure on the moon's motions, from
geodetical measurements and from the experiments made to
determine the intensity of gravity at different parts of the
earth's surface, place beyond doubt the fact that the figure of
the earth does not differ considerably from that of a sphere,
and also that it is very nearly identical with that of a spheroid :
therefore, while measuring only small portions of the earth's
surface, its figure may without producing any sensible error
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be considered as that of a sphere ; and when a great extent is
to be surveyed it may be permitted to determine the situations
of the principal points on the supposition that it is a spheroid
of revolution. In the latter case the terrestrial meridians are
ellipses having their major axes in the plane of the equator,
and having a line joining the poles of the latter for a minor
axis common to all : the equator and the parallels of latitude
are circles, and a diameter of the equator is equal to the major
axis of each of the elliptical meridians. The latitude of any
point on the earth's surface is expressed (art. 151.) by the
angle which a vertical line drawn through the point makes
with the plane of the equator ; and this is the latitude imme
diately obtained by the usual processes of practical astronomy.
The vertical line just mentioned is a normal to the meridian
at the said point.
387. If normals to the earth's surface were supposed to be
drawn through any two points on that surface, and to be pro
duced to the celestial sphere, the upper extremity of each
would be the geographical zenith of that point : then, if an
arc of a great circle were supposed to pass through those
two zenith points, and from every point in it, normals to the
earth's surface were drawn to meet the latter, the line on
that surface, joining the lower extremities of such normals,
would constitute the curve of shortest extent between the
two points first mentioned ; and consequently its rectification
would express their true geodetic distance from each other.
If the earth were a sphere this curve line would coincide
with an arc of one of its great circles ; for all the normals would
be in a plane passing through the centre of the earth. If the
earth were a spheroid of revolution, and the original points
were in the circumference of the equator or of any parallel of
latitude, the geodetic line would also be an arc of a circle : if
those points were on the periphery of one meridian, all the
normals would be in the plane of that meridian, and the geo
detic line would be an elliptical arc ; but if the original points
were in any other circumference, the line connecting the lower
extremities of the normals drawn to the earth would be a
curve of double curvature. And this is the nature of the
geodetic line, whatever be its position, if the earth be an
irregular solid.
388. The horizontal, or azimuthal angle at any point A,
between another point B on the earth's surface and the
meridian ap passing through the instrument by which the
angle is taken, is the inclination of the plane of that meridian
to the plane passing through the said point B and through
the normal to the earth's surface at A, the place of the in
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strument. In like manner the horizontal
angle at B is the inclination of the plane
of the meridian bp to the plane passing
through A and the normal at B ; and since
the normals to the surface of a spheroid
do not intersect one another unless they
are drawn from points on the periphery of
the same meridian or of the same parallel
of latitude, it follows that the planes pass
ing through the normals at A and B
cannot coincide, and that their intersections with the surface
of the spheroid must form two curve lines as amb, abb.
These being plane curves, it is evident that neither of them
can be the true geodetic line detween a and b : but it has
been ascertained, on setting up tall staves at two points,
as A and B, in vertical positions, that is in the directions of
the produced normals DA and fb, that the deviation of
either staff from the vertical plane passing through the
other is entirely insensible even when the most accurately
adjusted instruments have been employed ; consequently the
planes bad and B A F, and the curve lines awib, a«B may, for
geodetical purposes, be considered respectively as coincident.
389. One of the first admeasurements of a meridional arc
in Europe, from the inaccuracy of the operations, led to an
erroneous opinion respecting the figure of the earth. About
the year 1718, on computing the length of an arc in the di
rection of the meridian between Paris and Colliure, and com
paring it with the difference between the observed latitudes
of its extremities, the length of the degree of latitude was
found to be greater than that which was obtained in like
manner from an arc between Paris and Dunkirk : and it
was from thence concluded that the major axis of the ter
restrial spheroid was in the direction of the poles. This re
sult being, however, quite at variance with that which
Newton had obtained from considerations founded on the
effect of centrifugal force in the molecules of the earth, its
justness was immediately suspected ; and though the opinion
of its truth was for a few years maintained in France, a repe
tition of the measurement led to the discovery of the
particular cause of the error, and to an entirely opposite
conclusion. The question was soon afterwards set at rest by
a comparison of the measured lengths of a degree of the me
ridian at two places very distant in latitude from each other
(in Lapland and Peru), which demonstrated the fact that the
axis of the earth's revolution is less than a diameter of the
equator. It is remarkable, however, that from causes of error
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which have not been exactly ascertained, a contrary result was
obtained from the measurement of the lengths of a degree of
latitude at two places in this country ; and it may be inferred
that the figure of the earth cannot be determined by geodetical operations performed in the direction of the meridian
at places having little difference of latitude ; even the great
meridional arc measured between the years 1791 and 1793,
from Dunkirk to Barcelona, failed in this respect.
390. If the surface of the earth in the direction of the
meridian of any place were nearly free from mountains and
valleys the most simple and natural process for ascertaining
the extent of an arc of that meridian would be that of
planting, by means of a transit instrument, a series of pickets
along the whole extent of the ground ; and then determining
the length of the line by actual measurement, applying, where
necessary, the corrections on account of the small inequalities
of the ground ; that is, reducing to the curvature of the me
ridian, at the place, every line which is oblique to the horizon.
In this manner an arc of the meridian equal in extent to
about 1£ degree was measured in Pennsylvania, by Mason and
Dixon, in 1764 ; but the inequalities of the ground, and other
obstacles, would render such a method impracticable in most
parts of the world ; and therefore a recourse to other opera
tions would be necessary. When the length of a portion of
the meridian is to be ascertained, a base line from 3 to 10
miles in length, generally on ground nearly level, is measured ;
and convenient objects situated nearly in the direction of the
meridian, at from 10 to 20 miles distance from each other
(though occasionally that distance has exceeded 100 miles)
being chosen as stations, all the angles of the triangles formed
by the terrestrial arcs connecting those objects are taken with
an instrument, which, in the English operations, has always
been a great theodolite. The observed angles were conse
quently in the plane of the horizon at each angular point.
The lengths of the sides of the triangles are then calculated,
and the accuracy of the work is proved by measuring one base,
or several bases, of verification as they are called : the two ex
tremities of each base being made to serve as stations in the
triangulation, the computed length of the base is compared,
and should be found to agree, with that which is obtained by
the measurement. It has happened, however, that two distinct
series of triangles have been carried on at once ; and at, or near
their terminations one line has been made common to both
series : then this line being computed independently from each
of the original bases, the agreement of the two computed
values affords a proof of the accuracy of all the operations.
A A
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In order to render a station mark visible during the day,
when its distance is so great as to prevent it from being other
wise seen, the reflexion of the sun's image from a plane mirror
at the station has been employed. By night, the brilliant
light produced by a stream of oxygen gas passing through
burning alcohol and falling on a ball of lime has been used :
this, from the name of the discoverer, is called the " Drummond light, " and station points are said to have been distin
guished by it at distances of nearly 70 miles.
Whatever be the direction of the series of triangles, the
bearing, or angle which any station line makes with the me
ridian passing through one of its extremities is, when neces
sary, observed ; and, a perpendicular being let fall upon the
said meridian from the other extremity of the station line, the
differences of the longitudes and latitudes between the sta
tions are computed. These differences are then to be com
pared with the corresponding differences of longitude and
latitude obtained by celestial observations at the stations them
selves.
When the intention is to obtain the length of a degree of
latitude, the distance between two points in the direction of the
meridian must be computed, and compared with the difference
between the observed latitudes of those points ; then, by pro
portion, the length of the degree may be found. In like
manner the computed length of a parallel of terrestrial latitude
between two points is to be compared with the difference be
tween the observed longitudes of the points in order to obtain
the length of a degree of longitude on such parallel. And,
from a comparison of the lengths of two degrees of latitude
or two degrees of longitude (the determinations of the lengths
of each pair being obtained from measurements made in
regions distant from each other) the figure of the earth may
be ascertained. This figure may also be determined by means
of the measured or computed length of a degree of latitude,
combined with the length of a degree of the terrestrial arc
on a parallel of latitude, or with a degree of an arc formed
by a section of the earth made by a plane passing through a
normal to an elliptical meridian and perpendicularly to the
plane of the latter.
In the English surveys the latitudes of the stations were
obtained by observing the zenith distances of stars with what
is called a zenith sector (arts. 107, 108.) whose radius, till
lately, was 8 feet : such stars were chosen as pass the meridian
near the zenith point in order to avoid the errors arising from
any uncertainty in the value of the refraction. The differences
of longitude were observed either by chronometers (art. 363.)
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or by instantaneous signals (art. 367.) visible at the same time
from two stations.
391. The operations which constitute an extensive trigo
nometrical survey demand the most minute attention, in order
that they may possess the necessary accuracy; and, when
performed, numerous corrections remain to be applied to the
measured lines and angles on account of the imperfections of
the instruments, and the various causes of error by which they
are affected : corresponding attentions are also indispensable
in making and reducing the astronomical observations with
which the terrestrial operations are to be combined.
With respect to the base itself, the ground is never suf
ficiently level to allow the measurement to be made on its sur
face ; and the only resource is to perform the operation on
stages which are fixed for the purpose on supports whose
heights are regulated so that the upper surfaces of the plat
forms may be parallel to the general surface of the ground in
the direction of the intended base. The method of supporting
the stages which was adopted by General Roy, in 1784, for
the measurement of the base on Hounslow Heath, appears even
now preferable to all others, and may safely be adopted for
any similar undertaking. The rectilinear direction of the base
having been determined by a line of pickets planted in the
ground so as to appear to coincide with the crossing wires of a
theodolite, or small transit instrument, which was fixed at one
end of the base, with its telescope adjusted to move in a ver
tical plane passing through the assumed direction ; a cord 200
yards long was then stretched on the ground in that direction,
and small pickets were driven by the side of the cord at dis
tances of 20 feet from each other. The principal tripods for
supporting the stages were placed at 200 yards asunder, and
these were invariably thfte feet high ; but the intermediate
tripods, which were placed at 20 feet asunder, were capable
of having their upper extremities raised or lowered by means
of screws, so as to allow them to be brought to a line passing
through the air and connecting the tops of the former tri
pods. Each of the tripods rested on a platform of wood,
which was laid on the heads of pickets driven into the ground
till those heads were in one level surface ; and the stages
were trussed both horizontally and vertically, in order to
prevent any lateral, as well as vertical deviation. On these
the measuring rods were laid, and, while the measurement
was being performed, they were clamped to the stages ; the
ends of every two rods were caused to abut against each
other, or the end of one was allowed to fall beyond that of
another on one side ; and in the latter case, the measurement
A A 2
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was made by observing with a microscope the coincidence of
two lines, one of which was drawn across the rod near each of
its extremities. When chains were used, they were laid in
troughs resting, like the stages, on the heads of the tripods,
and were stretched in the direction of their lengths by means
of weights suspended from their extremities, in order to
ensure an equality of tension. The chains were 100 feet
long ; they were of steel, and were constructed similarly to
that of a watch. The temperature of the air was always
registered, and allowance was made for the variation pro
duced in the lengths of the rods or chains by the variations
of temperature, according to the known expansion of the
material for an increment of temperature expressed by one
degree of the thermometer. In the French surveys, the
measurement was made with bars of platinum and brass; a
bar formed of one of these metals being laid upon one formed
of the other, and they were attached together at one ex
tremity only. The difference in the expansions of the two
metals was observed, and from this the expansion of each was
determined. In the trigonometrical survey of Ireland, which
is still being carried on, Colonel Colby employed for the
measurement of his base a rod consisting of two bars, one of
brass and the other of iron ; and by an ingenious contrivance
the necessity of making corrections on account of the ex
pansion or contraction of the metal was obviated. This
consisted in the rods being placed side by side with their
greater breadths in vertical positions, and being riveted firmly
together in the middle of their length, so that their ex
pansions might take place from thence in opposite directions.
A steel tongue was attached horizontally by pins to the
upper edges of both bars near each of their extremities, so as
to be perpendicular to the lengths *of both at a certain tem
perature (60° Fahrenheit), and project beyond the compound
bar on the side which was of iron. The amount of the ex
pansion of each rod with equal increments of heat, was de
termined by experiment; and the expansion or contraction
of brass being greater than that of iron, when the temperature
was above or below that at which the tongue at each end was
perpendicular to the bars, the tongue took an oblique po
sition : a fine dot was made on the projecting part of each in
such a situation that its distances from the two bars were
proportional to the amount of their expansions ; thus, what
ever might be the temperature of the compound rod, the
distance between the dots remained constantly the same.
This distance was ten feet. As, when two such rods were
laid on the stage, the dots could not be brought to coin-
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cidence, they were placed so that the dot at the extremity of
one was at a constant distance from that which was at the
extremity of the next ; the positions being ascertained by
means of microscopes fixed on a short compound rod, of a
construction similar to that of the ten-feet rods.
392. The measured base consisting of lines neither coin
cident with the general surface of the terrestrial spheroid,
nor having a uniform inclination in every part, it is neces
sary to consider the portion measured on each inclined plane
as the hypotenuse of a small right-angled triangle, of which
the difference of level between its extremities is the perpen
dicular, and a horizontal line jiassing through one extremity
is the base. The length of each of these last lines is there
fore to be computed from the given hypotenuse and perpen
dicular ; and being further reduced to one particular level, as
that of the nearest seas, the sum of all the reduced lines con
stitutes the required length of the base. Its extreme points
should be rendered permanent by sinking in the ground, at
each end, a large stone, or a gun with its axis in a vertical
position; and each termination of the measurement is at a
point on the first and last rod vertically above a dot made on
a metal plate, which is let into the stone, or into a plug in
serted in the bore of the gun.
The nature of the reduction of oblique to horizontal lines
may be understood from the annexed figure, where aS, be,
cd, &c. represent several of the
,
distances measured on inclining Ajp==4£_
stages, all in a vertical plane pass\
\
ing through the extremities A and ,..A
a?"
b of the base. Imagine the lines
A
i
b a, cf, dg, &c. to be drawn from
\
j
b, c, d, &c. perpendicularly to the
\ I
radii or normals AC, be, cc, &c.
'« c c I
of the earth, and let a'b' be an
C|
c'
arc of a sphere whose surface would coincide with that of the
neighbouring seas ; then the relative heights of A, b, c, &c.
with respect to each other (found by the spirit-level) will be
the lengths of the perpendiculars A a, bf, eg, &c. : hence the
reduced lines ab,fc, gd, &c. may be computed; and the
heights of A or B above the level of the sea (that is a a' or
bb') being known by barometrical operations or otherwise
(arts. 430. &c), the heights a! a, b'f, c'g, &c. become known.
Lastly, the radius CB' of the arc a'b' being given, we may
by proportion obtain the reduced lines A'b', b'V, &c, and
consequently the whole line or arc a'b', which is the required
length of the base.
A A 3
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The formula for reducing any measured or computed arc
to one, between the same normals, at the level of the sea,
may be thus investigated, the earth being supposed to be a
sphere. Let A b be the measured or computed arc, and ab
its value when reduced to the level of b ; let ca' or cb', the
radius of the earth at the level of the sea, be represented by
r, and let a' a or b'b, the height of ab above that level, be
equal to h, which is supposed to be known as above. Then
r + k : r :: ab : x'b' ; and by division
r + h : h :: ab : ab — x'b' (\ = r + hT.ab)I .
But, since h is very small compared with r, we may without
sensible error consider the difference between ab and x'b' as
equal to -.ab; whence x'b' may be found.

In the like

manner all the lines or arcs b'c', c'd', &c. may be obtained.
393. It is necessary that all the angles of each triangle in
the primary series of triangles should be actually observed ;
and in making a choice of stations, when all the angles are
observed, it is to be remarked that the condition most favour
able to the accuracy of computation is that in which each
triangle is nearly equilateral. But when two angles only are
observed, as is frequently the case in a secondary series of
triangles, the unobserved angle ought to be nearly a right
angle.
In taking the angles of the principal chain, the stations
should be as near as possible to the permanent edifices of the
country, as churches, mills, &c. These, however, cannot
become the angular points of the triangles, since it is always
impossible to bring the theodolite to the axis, or to any
object which would indicate the centre of the station ; there
fore a portable scaffold, carrying a well-defined mark, is set
up near each edifice, and the angles contained between every
three such marks are observed. When, however, a trigono
metrical survey of a country is to be executed, it is often
convenient to observe the angle subtended by two permanent
objects, such as the vanes of church-steeples, in which case
these should become the vertices of the two remaining angles
of the triangle ; but, as the instrument cannot be placed ver
tically under them, it should be as nearly so as possible, and
the angle thus observed must be reduced to that which would
have been taken at the centre of the station.
394. The direct processes of trigonometry will always en
able the geodetical surveyor to compute the values of the
reduced angles ; and it would appear, at first sight, so much
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the more convenient to employ them as they are, or ought to
be always present to the mind of the calculator. But since
they involve operations which are frequently laborious, and
which require a minute attention to accuracy at every step,
mathematicians have found it necessary to investigate for
mulae in which the differences only between the observed
and reduced angles may enter ; and thus the reductions are
effected by the employment of logarithms extending to a few
places of decimals, while the errors of the calculation have
small influence on the result. The practice of using such
formulae, when possible, in preference to the direct processes,
prevails, indeed, throughout the whole of the calculations
connected with geodetical, as well as astronomical operations.
395. The following is an investigation of a formula for
reducing any observed angle to the centre of a station.
Let a, b, c be the centres of three
c
stations, and let e (near b) be the
place of observation. Here AB and
the angle bac are supposed to be ac
curately known by previous opera
tions ; eb is supposed to be mea
sured, and the angles ceb, cea to be
observed ; and it is required to deterthe angle cba.
Produce E b indefinitely towards H ; then
the angle cbhz=ceb + ecb, and angle abhuAeb + eab:
whence by subtraction, we have
the angle»CBA=:CEA + ECB — eab .... (a).
Now (PI. Trigo., art. 57.)
ab : be :: sin. aeb : sin. eab (=
— sin. aeb),
v ab
' and
cb : be :: sin. ceb : sin. ecb (v = —
cb sin. ceb);
' also
I
sin. cab\
sin. acb : sin. cab :: ab : cb [ = ab .
).
V
sin. acb/
Substituting this value of cb, we obtain
be sin. ceb sin. acb
sin.ECB = —

i
ABSin. CAB

;

and hence, sin. ecb— sin. eab =
be sin. ceb sin. acb— sin. aeb sin. cab
ab
sin. cab
A A 4
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For sin. ACB putting sin. (cab + CBa), the sine of an angle
being equal to the sine of its supplement ; and for CBA sub
stituting cea, to which on account of the smallness of the
difference it may be considered as equal : also for AEB putting
its equal ceb-cea, the last equation becomes
BE
8U1.ECB — Sin. EAB =
;
AB Sin. CAB
| sin. CEB sin.(CAB + CEA) — sin. CAB sin.(CEB— cea) [.
Developing (PL Trigo., art. 32.) sin. (cab + cea) and sin.
(ceb — cea), and then simplifying the whole, we have
BE sin. cea . .
.
sin. ECB — sm. eab= AB Sin.
-. CAB sin. (cab
+ CEB).
V
'
But the angles ECB and EAB being very small, their values
in terms of the radius ( = 1) may be put for their sines ; and
hence
ecb— eab (in seconds)
be sin.CEA
. ,
.
= ab sin.
j- CAB sin.
. 777
1" Sin. v(CAB + CEB).'
The second member of this equation, and consequently the
first, will be negative when the sum of the angles cab, ceb
exceeds two right angles.
If b were on the other side of e, as at b' ; by producing eb'
towards h', the equivalent of the angle aeb' would be
ceb' + cea, and we should have
ecb' — eab' (in seconds)
b'e sin. cea
. •
,
A
= ab'j—.
— ceb').'
sin. cab'7—.
sin. z-r.
1" sin. (cab'
v

In like manner if f were the place of observation, instead
of c, we should have
fbc-fac (in seconds)
CF sin. AFB
. .
.
= CA sin.
-. CAB sin.
-.—=71
+ afc).'
1" sin. (abc
v
—
And these are the corrections to be applied with their proper
signs to the observed angle CEa (in equation (a) above), or
AFB in order to have the required angle ABC or ACB.
396. When the three angles of a triangle on the surface of
the earth are taken with a theodolite, and such an instrument
has always been used in the English surveys, each angle
being in a plane parallel to the horizon of its vertex ; that is,
being the inclination of two vertical planes passing through
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the angular point and the two distant stations, it must b.e
considered as appertaining to a spheroidal triangle: conse
quently the sum of the three must exceed two right angles
by a certain quantity which, when the sides are several miles
in length, becomes sensible ; and should the observed excess
be equal to that which is determined by computation, the
correctness of the observations would thereby be proved. In
the tract on Spherical Geometry (prop. 20.) it is shown that
the area of a spherical triangle is equal to the rectangle con
tained by half the diameter of the sphere and a line equal to
the difference between half the circumference and the sum of
the arcs which measure the angles of the triangle, and this
may be expressed by the formula a=r (a + b + c — 7r); where
A is the area of the triangle, R the radius of the earth sup
posed to be a sphere, tt=3. 14159 ; and a, b, c are the several
arcs (expressed in terms of a radius =1) which measure the
angles of the triangle : hence
a + b + c—TT (the required excess) = -.
In employing the theorem for the purpose of verifying the
observed angles of any triangle on the surface of the earth,
the radius of the latter may be considered as equal to 20886992
feet. And the area of the triangle being generally expressed
in square feet, the value of the spherical excess found by the
above formula would be expressed in feet (linear measure) :
A
R

therefore in order to obtain the excess in seconds, the term -

should be divided by R sin. 1" (equal to an arc, in feet, sub
tending an angle of one second at the centre of the earth),
A

and thus the excess in seconds will be equal to „ .——. It
^
r2 sin. 1"
may be observed that the area A is supposed to be computed
in square feet from the ascertained lengths of the sides, by
the rules of mensuration, as if the surface of the triangle were
a plane.
397. In the French surveys, instead of a theodolite, the
repeating circle was used for taking the angles between the
stations ; and when all these were not equally elevated above
the general surface of the earth, considered as a sphere or
spheroid, it became necessary to reduce the observed, to
horizontal angles. For this purpose it was merely required
to find the angles, at the zenith of each station, in a spherical
triangle of which the three sides are given : viz. the angular
distance between the other stations and the angular distances
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of these last from the zenith ; and a rule for determining such
angle at the zenith has been given in art. 69. But the follow
ing investigation leads to a formula by which the difference
between the observed angular distance of two stations and
the corresponding horizontal angle may with ease and accuracy
be obtained.
Let A and B be the two stations between which the ob
served angle is taken, and C the place of the
observer : then Z being the zenith of C in
the celestial sphere, let zca", zcb" be
parts of two vertical circles passing through
c and the two stations. Let ca"b" be the
plane of the observer's horizon, and imagine
the lines ca, cb to be produced to a' and b'
in the heavens: then a'cb' is the observed
angle and a"cb", or the spherical angle at z, is the required
horizontal angle.
Now let the observed angle a'cb' be represented by c, and
the observed altitudes A'A", b'b" by a and b respectively;
then, by either of the formulae (a), (b), or (c), art. 60.,
cos. C — sin. a sin. b
cos. z =
cos. a cos. b
or since the arcs a and b are small, substituting a and b for
their sines, and 1 — 5- and 1 — - for their cosines (PL Trigo.,
art. 46.), we have, rejecting powers of a and b higher than the
,
cos. c—ab
. , .. . .
second, cos. z =
^—p , or agam, by division,

~2 ~2
cos. z = cos. c — ab + ±(a? + b'i) cos. c.
Next, let z be represented by c + h ; then (PI. Trigo., art.
32.) cos. z = cos. c cos. A — sin. c sin. h: but because h is
small, the arc may be substituted for its sine and its cosine
may be considered as equal to unity ; therefore
cos. z = cos. c — h sin. c :
equating these values of cos. z, we get
h sin. c = ab — £ (a* + b"2) cos. c,
or

h =:

A (a1 + 6a) cotan. c.
sin. C

v

'

In this equation, a, b, and h are supposed to be expressed
in arcs ; therefore, in order to have the value of h in seconds
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when a and b are expressed in seconds, each of the two terms
in the second member of the equation must be multiplied by
sin. 1". Hence the value of z may be found.
If one of the stations as B were in the horizontal line C B",
a2
we should have b-=0 , and in this case h = — — cotan. c.
398. In computing the sides of triangles formed by the
principal stations on the earth's surface, when all the angles
have been observed and one side measured or previously
determined, three methods have been adopted. The first
consists in treating the triangles as if they were on the
surface of the sphere and employing the rules of spherical
trigonometry. In the second method the three points of each
triangle are imagined to be joined by lines so as to form a
plane triangle ; then, the given side being reduced to its
chord and the spherical angles to those which would be con
tained by such chords, the other chord lines are computed
by plane trigonometry, and subsequently converted into the
corresponding arcs of the terrestrial sphere or spheroid. The
third method consists in subtracting from each spherical
angle one third of the spherical excess, and thus reducing the
sum of the three angles of each triangle to two right angles ;
then, with the given terrestrial arc as one side of a plane
triangle, computing the remaining sides by plane trigono
metry, and considering the sides thus computed as the lengths
of the terrestrial arcs between the stations. The first and
third methods present the greatest facilities in practice, and
all may be considered as possessing equal accuracy.
399. The computations of the sides of the triangles by the
first of the above methods might be performed by making the
sines of the sides proportional to the sines of the opposite
angles : but in so doing a difficulty is felt on account of the
imperfection of the logarithmic tables; for the sides of the
triangles being small, the increments of the logarithmic sines
are so great as to render it necessary that second differences
should be used in forming the correct logarithms. This
labour may be avoided by using a particular formula, which
is thus investigated :
Let a be any terrestrial arc expressed in terms of radius
( = 1) ; then (PI. Trigo., art. 46.)
sin. a=a— $ a3 (rejecting higher powers of a)
sin. a
„
or
=l-ir.
a
°
Now cos. a = (1 — sin.2 a)* ; hence cos.* a = (1 - sin.2 «)s :
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or, by the binomial theorem, cos.* a = 1 — \ a2 (rejecting as
before).
Therefore —-— rz cos.* a very nearly : and if a were expressed
in seconds,
sin. a
.
.
—:—77, — cos.* a ; or sin. a = a sin. 1" cos.* a ;
a sin. 1"
or, in logarithms,
log. sin. a = log. a + log. sin. 1" + \ log .cos. «... (a).
From this formula, while a (in seconds) is less than 4 de
grees we may obtain the value of log. sin. a with great pre
cision as far as seven places of decimals. Therefore, in any
terrestrial triangle whose sides (in seconds) are represented by
a, b, and c, and whose angles, opposite to those sides, are A,
B, and C, if a were a given side, and all the angles were
given by observation or otherwise, we should have (in order
to find one of the other sides, as b, from the theorem sin. A :
sin. a :: sin. b : sin. b (art. 61.)), by substituting the above
value of log. sin. a,
log. a + log. sin. 1" + \ log. cos. a + log. sin. B — log. sin. A =
log. sin. b ;
in which, since a is very small, its cosines vary by very small
differences, and log. cos. a may be taken by inspection from
the common tables. From the value of log. sin. b so found,
that of b (in seconds) may be obtained by an equation corre
sponding to (a) above : thus
log. b = log. sin. b — log. sin. 1" — ^ log. cos. b ;
in which, since b is very small, log. cos. b may be found in
the common tables, that number being taken in the column
of cosines, which is opposite to the nearest value of log. sin. b
in the column of sines.
If a were expressed in feet it might be converted into the
corresponding arc in terms of radius (=1) on dividing it by
R, the earth's mean radius in feet : and into seconds by the
formula
a (in feet)
,.
, .
-^^Vr= a (m seconds).
400. A formula for the reduction of any small arc of the
terrestrial sphere to its chord may be investigated in the fol
lowing manner : Let a be a small arc expressed in terms of
radius (=1); then (PL Trigon., art. 46.) we have
a3
sin. \a=.^a — £-^ (rejecting powers of a above the third);
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hence
2 sin. i a, or chord . a, — a — ^ a3, and a — chord . a = ^ a3 :
an equation which holds good whether a and chord . a be ex
pressed in terms of radius (=1) or in feet.
If a were given in seconds we should have ^ (a sin. I")3
equal to the difference between the arc and its chord in terms
of radius ( = 1) ; or in logarithms,
3 (log. a + log. sin. 1") — log. 24 = log. (a — chord . a) in
terms of rad. ( = 1);
(it \

— \ for the
value of the same difference ; or in logarithms,
3 (log. a — log. k) — log. 24 = log. (a — chord . a) in terms of
rad. (=1).
401. The reduction of an angle of a spherical triangle to
the corresponding angle between the chords of the sides which
contain it, may be thus effected :
L/et the curves ab, AC be two terrestrial arcs constituting
o
sides of the triangle abc, and let their
chords be the right lines ab, AC : let O be
the centre of the sphere, and draw OG, OH
parallel to ab, AC: draw also OD and OE
to bisect the arcs in D and E, cutting the
chords ab and AC in d and e. Then, since
the angles A OB, aoc are bisected by od
and Oe, the angles Ado and Aeo are right
angles ; therefore the alternate angles
dog, EOH will also be right angles, and
DG, EH will each be a quadrant; also the arc GH or the
angle GOH will be equal to the plane angle bac between
the chord lines. The sides AG, ah and the included sphe
rical angle at A being known, the arc gh which measures
the reduced or plane angle bac may be computed by the
rules of spherical trigonometry (as in art. 64.) ; and in like
manner the angles between the chords at B and c might be
computed. The excess of each spherical angle above the cor
responding angle of the plane triangle formed by the chords of
the terrestrial arcs is thus separately found ; and it is evident
that the sum of the three reduced angles will be equal to
two right angles if the spherical angles have been correctly
observed.
402. The third method of computing the sides of terrestrial
triangles is the application of a formula which was inves
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tigated by Legendre, who, in seeking what must be the angles
of a plane rectilineal triangle having its sides equal to those
of a triangle on the terrestrial sphere, arrived at the con
clusion that, neglecting powers of the sides higher than the
third, each of the angles of the former triangle should be
equal to the corresponding angle of the spherical triangle
diminished by one third of the spherical excess found as
above shown (art. 396.). This proposition may be demon
strated in the following manner. (See Woodhouse, " Trigonometry.") Let a, b, and C, as in the above figure, be the
angles of a spherical triangle, and a, b, c expressed in terms
of radius ( = 1) be the sides opposite to those angles; also let
p represent half the sum of those sides. Then, (art. 66. (n)),
„,
. ,,
.
sin. » sin. (» — a)
cos.2 i2 a,' or A" (1
v -f cos. a)' = —K—j—Msin. b sin. c '- :
developing (PL Trigon., art. 46.) the second member as far as
the third powers of p, a, b, c, we get

i (1 + cos. a) = v-^—7 , ,,

, ,L %\g

—=

or =^£^){ 1 - 1 (p* + (p - «)2)} (l+i (&2 + c2)),
or again, =^~a){l- | (p* + (p - a)* - P - <?)} .
But p =■ j (a + b + c) and p — a — ^ (b + c — a):
D ( 7) — d i

substituting these values in the second co-efficient of *—^f— >
the numerator of that co-efficient will be found to be equal to
twice the product of \ (a + c — b) and \ (a + b — c), that is
to 2 (p — b) (j» — c) : therefore
l(l+COS.A)^^-a)-^^-a)^r^^-C)... A)
■ v
J
be
6 be
Now, in a plane triangle whose sides are expressed by a, b, c,
and of which the angles opposite to those sides are repre
sented by A', b', c', we have (PL Trigon., art. 57.)
cos.2 | A', or |(1 + cos. V) = p (p ~ a) ;
also, by the rules of mensuration, the square of its area is
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equal to ^ 52 c2 sin.2 a', and to p (p — a) (p — b) Qt? — c) ;
therefore
| 62 c2 sin.2 a' = p (p — a) (p — b) (p — c), or T'? 5 c sin.2 a' =
p(p — a)(j>— b)(jp — c)
Sbc
Substituting the equivalents in equation (a) we have
| (1 + cos. a) = \ (1 + cos. a') — T'j b c sin.2 a',
or
cos. A = cos. A' — jrbc sin.2 a'.
Again, assuming A =r a'+ h, we have (PI. Trigon., art. 32.)
cos. A = cos. A' cos. h — sin. a' sin. h,
or, since h is very small, cos. a == cos. A'—h sin. a' :
hence
h sin. a' = jr be sin.2 a', or h — £ be sin. A'.
But, as above, ? be ein. a' represents the area of a plane
triangle of which the curve lines a, b, c, considered as straight
are the sides : consequently
h — ^ (area), and A = a' + ^ (area) or a'= a — ^ (area).
In like manner b'= b — ^ (area), and C'= C — \ (area).
Now the area of such triangle considered as on the surface of
the sphere, and the radius of the latter being unity, has been
shown to be equal to the excess of the arcs which measure
the spherical angles, above half the circumference of a circle
(the arcs being expressed in terms of radius = 1) : hence, in
employing the third method above mentioned, each angle of
the spherical triangle on the surface of the earth must be
diminished by one third of the spherical excess, in order to
obtain the corresponding angle of the plane triangle, in which
the lengths of the straight sides are equal to the terrestrial
arcs whether expressed in seconds or in feet.
403. When a base line has been measured, or when any
side of a triangle has been computed, it becomes necessary to
reduce it to an arc of the meridian passing through one ex
tremity of. the base or side ; and therefore the angle which
the base or side makes with such meridian must be observed.
For this purpose, as well as with the view of obtaining the
latitude of a station by the meridian altitude, or zenith dis
tance, of a celestial body, or of making any other of the ob
servations which depend on the meridian of the station, the
position of that meridian should be determined with as much
accuracy as possible. Since the Nautical Almanacs now give
at once the apparent polar distances and right ascensions of
the principal stars, it is easy (art. 312.) to compute the
moment at which any one of these will culminate ; and a first
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approximation to the position of a meridian line on the earth's
surface may be made in the following manner.
A well-adjusted theodolite having a horizontal and a ver
tical wire in the focus of the object glass may have its
telescope directed to the star a little before the time so com
puted ; then, causing the vertical wire to bisect the star, keep
the latter so bisected by a slow motion of the instrument in
azimuth till the moment of culmination. At that instant the
telescope is in the plane of the meridian ; and the direction of
the latter on the ground may be immediately indicated by
two pickets planted vertically in the direction of the telescope
when the latter is brought to a horizontal position.
But, employing a transit telescope or the great theodolite
with which the terrestrial angles for geodetical surveys are
taken, a more correct method of obtaining the position of the
meridian is that of causing the central vertical wire of the
telescope to bisect the star a. Polaris at the time of its
greatest eastern or western elongation from the pole ; that
is, about six hours before or after the computed time of cul
minating ; and then, having calculated the azimuthal devia
tion of the star from the meridian, that deviation will be the
angle between the plane of the meridian and the vertical
plane in which the telescope moves. Consequently, by the
azimuthal circle of the theodolite, the telescope can be moved
into the plane of the meridian ; whose position may then, if
necessary, be correctly fixed by permanent marks.
404. To obtain the star's azimuth at the time of its greatest
elongation from the pole, let N p z be the direction of
the meridian in the heavens ; z s that of the vertical
circle in which the telescope moves at the time of
such elongation : let p be the pole, S the star, and z
the zenith of the station. Then, in the spherical
triangle ZPS, right angled at S, we have (art. 60. (e)),
Had. sin. PS = sin. PZ sin. pzs,
and PZ3 is the required azimuth. The above method
possesses the advantage of being free from any inac
curacy which, in the former method, might arise on account
of the error of the clock ; since the star at S appears for a
moment stationary in the telescope, and consequently it can
be bisected with precision at that moment by the meridional
wire. The method of bringing a transit telescope, or that of
a great theodolite, accurately to the meridian, at any time, or
of determining its deviation from thence, has been explained
in arts. 94, 95, 96.
405. When a meridian line had not been previously de
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termined, the method employed in the English surveys for
obtaining the angle which the measured base, or any side of
a triangle, made with the meridian, was to compute from the
elements in the Nautical Almanac the moment when the star
a Polaris was on the meridian, or when it was at the
greatest eastern or western elongation ; then, at the place
where the angle was to be observed, having first directed the
telescope of the theodolite to the star, at the moment, the
telescope was subsequently turned till the intersection of the
wires fell on the object which marked the other extremity of
the base or side. With a telescope capable of showing the
star during the day, should it come in the plane of the
meridian while the sun is above the horizon, this angle may
be thus taken ; or it may be obtained at night, when the star
culminates after sun-set, if a luminous disk be used to in
dicate the place of the station whose bearing from the
meridian is required. When the observation was made at the
time of either elongation, the azimuthal deviation of the star,
computed as above, was either added to, or subtracted from
the observed azimuth according as the star was on the same,
or on the opposite side of the meridian with respect to the
station ; and the sum, or difference, was of course the required
azimuth of the latter : but if the bearings of the station were
observed at both elongations of the star, half their sum ex
pressed immediately the required bearing. Another method
of obtaining the azimuth of a terrestrial object is given in
art. 341. By some of the continental geodists a well-defined
mark or, by night, a fire-signal was set up very near the
meridian of the station whose azimuth was to be obtained ;
then, by means of circumpolar stars or otherwise, they ob
tained the correct azimuthal deviation of that mark from the
meridian ; and the sum or difference of the deviation, and the
observed angle between the mark and the station, was con
sequently, equal to the required azimuth.
406. Different processes have been employed for reducing
the sides of the triangles to the direction of a meridian passing
through a station at one extremity of the series. Among the
most simple is that which was adopted by M. Struve in
measuring an arc of the meridian from Jacobstadt on the
Dwina to Hochland in the Gulf of Finland. It consisted in
computing all the sides of the triangles as if they were arcs of
great circles of the sphere, either by the rules of spherical
trigonometry or by the theorem of Legendre above men
tioned (arts. 398, 402.), one of them as ab being the measured
base. Then, C, d, e, f, &c. being stations, imagining a
and F, A and M, &c. to be joined by great circles ; in the
B B
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triangles adf, afm, &c. each of the arcs
were found by means of the two sides
previously determined and the included
angles adf, afm. Finally, the azimuthal angle pad having been obtained
by observations, the angle pam was
computed : and imagining a great circle
up to be let fall perpendicularly on the
meridian ap, the meridional arc Ap was
calculated in the right-angled sjjherical
triangle AMp.
A second process is that of computing
by spherical trigonometry, or by the
method of Legendre (art. 402.), the sides
of the triangles ; and then, in like
manner, the lengths of the meridional
arcs ab', b'c', &c. between the points
where the sides of the triangles, pro
duced if necessary, would cut the meri
dian. For the latter purpose an azia
muthal angle, as P a b, must be observed: then, in the spherical
triangle abb', there would be given ab and the two angles
at a and B ; to find a b', b b' and the angle b'. Again, in the tri
angle b'dc', there would be given DB' (the difference between
the computed sides bd and bb') the observed angle at D and
the computed angle at b'; to find C'b', DC' and the angle c'.
In like manner, in the triangle dc'e', may be found de', c'e'
and the angle e'. In the triangle e'f'd, formed by pro
ducing df till it cuts the meridian in f'; with de' and the
angles at D and e' may be computed e'f', df' and the angle f'.
Lastly, letting fall Fk perpendicularly on the meridian, in the
right angled triangle fAf', with ff' (=df' — df) and the
angles at F and f', the arc Af' may be determined ; and thus
with E'k ( = e'f' — f'A) and ab', b'c', c'e', before computed,
the length of the meridional arc from A to h is obtained.
407. When the sides of the triangles are the chords of the
spherical arcs, and are computed by the rules of plane trigo
nometry, the following process is used for reducing those sides
to the meridian. After calculating the chords ab, ad, bd,
&c, the distance ab' and the angle ab'b are determined by
means of the angle pab. Subsequently, with the angle db'c
( = ab'b), the side b'c' is computed in the triangle b'dc',
and this is to be considered as a continuation of the former
line ab', which is supposed to have nearly the position of a
chord within the earth's surface ; but the plane of the
triangle abd being considered as horizontal, that of the
next triangle bcd will, on account of the curvature of the
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earth, be inclined in a small angle to the former plane :
therefore, in order to reduce the computed line b'C' to the
plane of BCD, and allow ab' and the reduced line to retain the
character of being two small portions of the geodetical meridian,
that line b'C' may be supposed to turn on the point B' as if it
moved on the surface of a cone of which B' is the vertex and
DB' or b'b the axis (that is, so as not to change the angle
which it makes with D B') till it falls into
the plane bcd. Thus let am be part of
the periphery of the terrestrial meridian
passing through A in the former figure,
and let ab' be the position of the chord
ab' ; then the first computed value of
b'C' may, in the annexed figure, be repre
sented by b'C', which is in the plane of the meridian and of
the triangle abd. And when, by the conical movement above
mentioned, the line b'C' comes into the plane of the triangle
BCD in the former figure, it will have nearly the position of
a chord line, and may be represented by b' n which terminates
at N in a line imagined to be drawn from C' to the centre of
the earth.* Since the inclination of the plane abd to that
* It must be remembered that (agreeably to what is stated in art. 387.)
a geodetical meridian is a curve line the plane of which is every where
perpendicular to the tangent plane or the horizon, at every point on the
earth's surface through which it passes ; and unless the earth be con
sidered as a solid of revolution, the geodetical meridian is a curve of double
curvature : the error which arises from considering it as a plane curve is,
however, not sensible.
Now, if ab', b'c' (in the above figure, and in the fig. to art. 406.) be
considered as two small portions of the geodetical meridian, the vertical
planes passing through these lines should be, respectively, perpendicular
to the horizons at the middle points of the triangles abd, bcd. Let it
be granted that the vertical plane passing through ab' is perpendicular
to the plane of the triangle abd ; and let it be required to prove that
while b'c' (fig. to art. 406.) in the plane bcd makes the angle d b'c'
equal to the angle a b'b, in the plane abd, the vertical plane passing
through A b' and b' c' may be considered as perpendicular to the plane bcd.
Imagine, in the annexed figure, a sphere to exist having its centre at b'
and any radius as b'd ; and let Dm, on be arcs of great circles on such
sphere, the former in the plane abd and the
latter as much below the plane bcd as d m is
above it : let also b' m be the prolongation of
ab' in the plane abd produced. Then, by the
manner in which b'wi was supposed to revolve
to the position b'k (keeping the angle db'ot
or ab'b equal to db'b) the spherical triangle
Dtnti is evidently isosceles, and a great circle
passing through d, bisecting mn, will cut mn
at right angles. Let b'n be in the plane of
this circle ; it will also be in the plane bcd,
a
and the latter will be cut perpendicularly by the plane passing through
b B 2
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of BCD is very small, the triangle b'nc' may be considered as
right angled at N, and the angle c' b' n as that between a
tangent at b' and a chord line drawn from the same point ;
consequently (Euc. 32. 3.) as equal to half the angle b'en, or
half the estimated difference of latitude between the points b'
and N. Therefore b' n (the reduced value of b' c) can be found;
and in a similar manner the reduced values of c' e ', &c. may
be computed. The first station A is on the surface of the
earth ; but the points b', C', &c, after the above reductions,
are evidently below the surface : therefore the meridional
arcs appertaining to the chords ab', b'n', &c. should be in
creased by quantities which are due to the distances of the
points B', n, &c. from the said surface.
When the sides of the triangles have been computed by
Legendre's method (art. 402.), and the azimuthal angle
between a station line and the plane of the meridian passing
through one of its extremities has been observed ; if perpen
diculars be let fall from the stations to the meridian (the
stations not being very remote from thence on the eastern or
western side), the lengths of the perpendiculars and of the
meridional arc intercepted between any station as A, and the
foot of each perpendicular, may also be computed by the rules
of plane trigonometry. For since the computed lengths of the
station lines are equal to the real values of those lines on the
surface of the earth, though the lines be considered as straight,
the lengths of the arcs Aa, Ab, Ba, &c. (fig. to art. 406.), computed
from them (one third of the spherical excess for each triangle
being subtracted from each angle in the triangle), will be the
true values of those arcs. Consequently the whole length of
the meridional arc Ap will be correct. The following is an
outline of the steps to be taken for the determination of the
length of a meridional arc, as Ap, by perpendicular arcs let fall
upon it from the principal stations and by arcs coinciding with
the meridian, or let fall perpendicularly on the others from
the several stations.
Let ab (fig. to art. 406.) be the measured base; pab the
azimuthal angle observed at a; and let Ba, cb, &c. be the
perpendiculars let fall from the stations b, C, &c. on the
meridian ap : then, in the triangle a«b, we have ab (supposed
to be expressed in feet), the angle «ab and the right angle at
A, b', to, n : or the plane b'tom, which is the plane of the geodetical
meridian passing through b'c', may be considered as at right angles
to the plane bcd. In like manner the plane passing through the next
portion c'e' of the geodetical curve, in the plane of the triangle cde,
may be considered as at right angles to the plane of that triangle ; and
so on.
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a ; to find A a and Ba. In like manner in the triangle dac,
we have ad, the right angle at c and the angle dac (equal to
the difference between the angles dab and pab); to findDc
and A c. Again, imagining B d to be drawn parallel to A p, in
the triangle C dB we have b c, the right angle at d and the
angle CBrf(=rABC— abb- and, the last being a right angle);
to find cd and Bd; thus we obtain xb (=Aa + Bd) and cb
(cd+aB). In the triangle DCe, we have DC, the right angle
at e and the angle D c e (the complement of D c b) ; to find D e
and Ce: hence we obtain Ac and dc a second time. The
values may be compared with those which were determined
before ; and if any difference should exist, a mean may be
taken. In the like manner the computation may be carried
on to the end of the survey ; and the whole extent of the
meridional arc from A top as well as the lengths of the
several perpendiculars may be found.
But at intervals in the course of the survey other azimuthal
angles as PJir must be obtained by observation : then, since
the angle F Mp will have been found from the preceding com
putations, and the angle VMp by the solution of the right
angled spherical triangle FM.p ; the sum of these two miy be
compared with the observed azimuth, and the accuracy of the
preceding observations may thus be proved. The angle phm
being computed in the spherical triangle phm, that azimuthal
angle may be employed to obtain the meridional arcs and the
perpendiculars beyond the point H.
The process above described is particularly advantageous
when it is intended to make a trigonometrical survey of a
country as well as to determine the length of an extensive
meridional arc ; for the spherical latitudes and longitudes of
the stations A, B, C, &c. might be found from the above com
putations, and thus the situations of the principal objects in
the country might be fixed. For this purpose it is con
venient to imagine several meridian lines to be traced at
intervals from each other of 30 or 40 miles ; and to refer to
each, by perpendiculars, the several stations in the neighbour-;hood. The lengths of these perpendiculars will not, then, be
so great as to render of any importance the errors arising
from a neglect of the spherical excess in employing the rules
of plane trigonometry for the purpose of making the re
ductions to the several meridian lines.
408. If a chain of triangles be carried out nearly in the
direction of an arc perpendicular to any meridian, the situ
ations of the stations may, in like manner, be referred to that
arc by perpendiculars imagined to be let fall on the latter ;
and the lengths of the arcs and of the perpendiculars may be
BBS
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computed as before. The difficulty of obtaining the longi
tudes of places with precision is an objection to the em
ployment of this method in the survey of a country ; and the
same objection exists to the measurement of an arc on a
parallel of terrestrial latitude. The measured length of an
arc on a perpendicular to a meridian, and on a parallel of
latitude, have, however, been used in conjunction with the
measured arc of the meridian at the same place, as means of
determining the figure of the earth.
In a triangulation carried out from east to west, or in the
contrary direction, the sides
of the triangles may be
computed as arcs of great
circles of the sphere : then
with these sides and the in
cluded angles, the distances
ab, AC, ad, &c. of the se
veral stations may be ob
tained by spherical trigo
nometry ; and from the last
of these as M, letting fall
tip perpendicularly on the
meridian of A, the arcs Ap,
Mp may be computed in the right angled spherical triangle
Aj9M. There must subsequently be obtained the distance
from M to q on the arc of a parallel circle, as My, drawn
through M, and the distance from p to q on the meridian.
It has been shown in art. 71. that pq in seconds is approxi
mately equal to \ p2 sin. 2 pm sin. 1" (fig. to that article), the
radius of the sphere being unity. Now if the arc Mp, com
puted as above mentioned, were in feet, and mc the semidiameter of the earth be also expressed
in feet ; since —
r
MC is
equal to the measure of the angle MCp at the centre, and that
MC sin. MC/> = mc' sin. MC'q, each member being equal to
mn; also, since mc'= mc sin. pm, we have, considering M^as
an arc of small extent, and putting mp in feet for m c sin.
MCp, also for sin. MC'q putting its equivalent sin. p or
p sin. 1",
Mp
:P sin. 1".
MC sin. PM
Therefore
_ n _Mp2 sin. 2 pm
pq sin. 1" (or pq in arc, rad. = 1)
or
'4mc2 sin.2 pm'
putting 2 sin. pm cos. PM for sin. 2 pm (PI. Trigon., art. 35.),
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,,- „ tan /;
and I for the latitude of M, rpql \(in arc, rad. = 1)J = 2- MC2
and, in feet,
up1
pq — 2_ MC tan. /.
r*
In the same article it has been shown that the difference
between My and Mp (in arc, rad. = 1) is approximative^
equal to ^ Mp9 sin.3 1" tan.2 I. Now if the arc Mp were in
feet, and MC the semidiameter of the earth be also expressed
in feet, Mp sin. 1" in the last expression, in which Mp is sup
posed to be in seconds, would be equivalent to -■ , and that
M p^
expression would become ^ ——a tan.2 I; therefore the differ
ence between Mp and My in feet is, when Mp and MC are in
feet, equal to jr —^-jtan.2 I, by which quantity Mq exceeds
Mp.
If, after the several distances ab, bc, CD, &c. have been
computed in the triangulation, the latitudes of the stations
and the bearings of the station lines from the terrestrial me
ridian passing through one extremity of each be observed or
computed ; the lengths of the several arcs of parallel circles,
as nb, Cc, T>d, &c, drawn from each station to the meridian
passing through the next may be calculated and subsequently
reduced to the corresponding arcs qh, hk, &c. on the parallel
of terrestrial latitude Mq, which passes through any one, as
M, of the stations. The sum of all such arcs will be the value
of that whose length it may have been proposed to obtain.
Whether the chain of triangles extend in length eastward
and westward, or in the direction of the meridian, the value
of pq must be subtracted from the computed value of Ap
in order to obtain the length of the meridional arc com
prehended between a and the parallel of latitude passing
through M : then the latitudes of a and M being determined by
computation or found by celestial observations, the difference
between the latitudes of A and M will become known, and
such difference compared with the measured length of Ay will,
by proportion, give the length of a degree of latitude at or
near A. In like manner the difference between the longitudes
of A and M, obtained by celestial observations, by chrono
meters or otherwise, if compared with the measured lengths
of Mp and My, will, by proportion, give the lengths near A of
an arc of one degree on a great circle perpendicular to the
meridian and on a parallel of terrestrial latitude.
B B 4
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409. The usual method of finding the latitude of a station
as A or M for geodetical purposes is similar to that which has
been described in the chapter on Nautical Astronomy (art.
334.), some fixed star which culminates very near the zenith
being employed, in order to avoid as much as possible the
error arising from refraction ; and the altitude or zenith dis
tance being observed with a zenith sector (art. 107.). On the
continent, however, lately, the latitudes of stations have been
obtained from observed transits of stars at the prime vertical
on the eastern and western sides of the meridian ; and the
following is an explanation of the process which may be used.
The observer should be provided with a transit telescope
which is capable of being moved in azimuth, or with an
altitude and azimuth circle : that which is called the horizontal
axis should be accurately levelled, and the telescope should
be brought as nearly as possible at right angles to the me
ridian. This position may be obtained by first bringing the
telescope correctly to the meridian by the methods explained
in arts. 94, 95. ; and then turning it 90 degrees in azimuth
by the divisions on the horizontal circle.
Let WNE represent the horizon of the observer, Z his
zenith, and P the pole of the equator ;
also let nzn' represent the meridian,
wze the prime vertical, dss'd' part
of the star's parallel of declination,
and let S and s' be the places of the
star at the times of observation.
Imagine hour circles to be drawn
through p and s, p and s' ; then p S,
PS', each of which is the star's polar
distance, are known from the Nautical
Almanac, and if the times of the transits be taken from a
clock showing mean solar time, the interval must be con
verted into sidereal time by the table of time equivalents, or
by applying the " acceleration : " the sidereal interval being
multiplied by 15 gives the angle SPS'. From the equality of
•the polar distances this angle is bisected by the meridian, and
the angles at z are right angles ; therefore, the effects of re
fraction being disregarded, we have in the right angled
triangle PZS (art. 62. (/') )
rad. cos. zps = cotan. ps tan. pz,
and P z is the required colatitude of the station.
But the true value of the angle zps is diminished by a
small quantity depending on the change produced by re
fraction in the star's zenith distance, and a formula for de
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termining the amount of the diminution may be thus inves
tigated. In the right-angled triangle zps we have (art. 60.

W)

.

.

'.

sin. zs = sin. zps sin. PS :
Differentiating this equation, considering PS as constant,
cos. zs dzs = cos. zps dzFS sin. ps.
But, from the equation, sin. ps = -—
, and this value of
'
*
sin. zps
sin. ps being substituted in the differential equation, there is
obtained
cos. zs ,
COS. ZPS ,
-.
d.zs= -.
a ZPS ;
sin. zs
Bin. zps
or
cotan. ZS dzs = cotan. zps dzvs ;
,
,
cotan. zs ,
tan. zps ,
dzs, or =r
dzs.
whence
azps -.= —
cotan. zps
tan. zs
And if for dzs we put the value of refraction corresponding
to the star's altitude, the resulting value of dfzps may be
added to that of the angle zps which was determined from
the half interval between the observations in order to obtain
the value of zps which should be employed in the above
formula for p z.
Ex. At Sandhurst, November 23. 1843, the interval between the
transits of o Persei at the prime vertical was found to be, in sidereal time,
2 ho. 52' 22": consequently half the hour angle = 21° 32' 45". The
star's north polar distance from the Nautical Almanac was 40° 41' 50".5,
its apparent zenith distance by observation was 13° 51' (nearly); and
consequently its refraction = 14".2 (= dzs). Let this be represented
in the figure by ss, and the corresponding variation of the hour angle by
sps: then, by the formula above,
log. dzs (14". 2) - 1.152288 |
In the triangle zps.
-log. tan. zp» (21° 32' 45") 9.596415 log. cos. zps
- 9.9685218
• log. tan. z s ( 1 3° 5 1 ' ) co. ar. 0. 608097
-logcotan.ps
- 0.0654716
1.356800
log. <izps =
22".74 ( = sps)
zp» = 21° 32' 45"
zrs=

21 33

- 9.9030502
= log. tan. pz
= 38° 39' 28", the colatitude re
quired.

7.74

If the time at the station should be well known, the sidereal
time corresponding to the middle of the interval between the
times of observation may be computed ; and this should agree
with the sidereal time at which the star is on the meridian,
that is, with the star's right ascension. If such agreement be
not found to subsist, the error must arise from the transit
telescope not being precisely in the prime vertical : let it be
supposed that the telescope is in the plane of the vertical
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circle w'e' ; then the places of the star at the times of ob
servation will be p and q, and pz let fall perpendicularly on
w'e' wilj. denote the colatitude obtained from the above for
mula. The true colatitude pz may then be found in the
triangle pzz ; for pz has been obtained as above, the angle
at z is a right angle, and the angle zpz is equal to the dif
ference between the star's right ascension and the sidereal
time at the middle between the observations : therefore (art.
62. (/'))
cos. zpz = tan. Pz cotan. pz;
hence cotan. pz = —

; or, in this last expression, putting

lull. PZ
COS Z P s

for tan. vz its value —-^
before found, we have cotan.
cotan. PS
cos. zpz cotan. ps
cos. zps tan. ps
pz=
, or tan. rz =
.
COS. ZPS

COS. ZPZ

The result immediately deduced from the observation must
be reduced (art. 152.) to the geocentric latitude.
410. In the progress of a geodetical survey, it becomes ne
cessary, frequently, to determine by computation
the difference between the latitudes and the longi
tudes of two stations as A and B, when there are
given the computed or measured arc ab, the la
titude and longitude of one station as a, and the
azimuthal angle p A B : and if the earth be con
sidered as a sphere, the following processes may
be employed for the purpose.
Let p be the pole of the earth, and let fall at
perpendicularly on the meridional arc P A : then, by
the usual rules of spherical trigonometry, we have
I. (art. 62. (/')) rad. cos. pab = cotan. ab tan. At;
whence A* and consequently vt are found.
II. (art. 60. 3 Cor.) cos. ab cos. vt — cos. At cos. pb;
whence pb the colatitude of B is found.
III. (art. 61.) sin. pb : sin. A :; sin. ab : sin. p ;
and the angle apb is equal to the difference between the
longitudes of A and B ; and
IV. sin. pb : sin. A :: sin. AP : sin. abp (= the azimutlial
angle at b).
But avoiding the direct processes of spherical trigonometry,
Delambre has investigated formulae by which, the geodetical
arc between the stations being given with the observed la
titude and the azimuth, at one station, the differences of
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latitude and longitude between the stations, and the azimuth
at the other station may be conveniently found.
Thus, as above, for the difference of latitude, let P be the
pole of the earth, a a station whose latitude has been observed,
and pab the observed azimuth of B ; it is required to find
the side PB, and subsequently the angles at P and B. In the
triangle pab we have (art. 60. (a), (6), or (c))
cos. pb = cos. a sin. pa sin. ab + cos. pa cos. ab.
Now, let I be the known latitude of a; dl the difference
between the latitudes of A and B ( = a to if B wi be part of a
parallel of terrestrial latitude passing through b) ; then I + dl
is the latitude of b, and the equation becomes
sin. (1+dT) =: cos. A cos. I sin. ab + sin. I cos. ab,
or (PI. Trigo., art. 32.)
sin. 7 cos. dl + cos. I sin.tfZ— cos. A cos. I sin. AB + sin. I cos.AB,
or again (PI. Trigo., arts. 36, 35.)
sin. I (1—2 sin.2 ±dt) + 2 cos. / cos. ^dl sin. ^dl =
cos. A cos. I sin. AB + sin. 1(1— 2 sin.2 ^ ab);
whence
— 2 sin. I sin.2 \dl+2 cos. I cos. \dl sin. \dl =
cos. A cos. I sin. ab— 2 sin. I sin.2 ^ab,
or dividing by 2 cos. I,
— tan. / sin.2 \dl + cos. %dl sin. \dl ■=.
£ (cos. A sin. ab — 2 tan. I sin.2 |ab).
Let the second member be represented by p ; also for— tan. I
put q, and divide all the terms by cos.'! \dl\ then
q tan.2 \dl + tan. \dl (=

rffjj = p (1 + tan.2 ±dl),

or
(l~l') tan.2 ~dl + tan. \dl = p.
Treating this as a quadratic equation, we obtain
tan. hdl = - 2-(A_-)+ j^ (1+4,, (q-P)f,
or developing the radical term by the binomial theorem,

tan- *dl=2<^p) {2 d-p)p-2 (v-pyp2+
±(q-pff-bc.};
or tan. \dl — p—qp"1 + (1 + 2<y2) p*, rejecting the powers
of p above the third.
Next, developing the arc \dl in tangents (PI. Trigo.,
art. 47.) as far as two terms, we have
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£dl — tan. \dl — \ tan.3 \dl\
— p — qp1 + (1 + 2J2)/)3-}/, rejecting as before,

or

= p-qp* + 2p3(± + f)i

whence dl — 2p — 2qp'2 + %p* (1 + 3^).
But 2p = cos. A sin. ab — 2 tan. I sin.2 |ab ;
2 qp'1 z= — | cos.'2 A sin.2 ab tan. Z + 2 cos. a sin. ab sin.2
jAB tan.2 1,
and | j»' = "r cos.3 A sin.3AB, rejecting the remaining terms,
which contain powers of AB higher than the third.
Now (PI. Trigo., art. 46.) sin. ab = ab — } ab3; there
fore the first term in the value of 2p becomes ab cos. A —
jr ab3 cos. A ; also the equivalent of %pz may be put in the
form "-ab3 cos. 2 a cos. a. This being added to the second
term just mentioned, the three terms are equivalent to
AB COS. A — \ AB3 sin.2 A COS. A.
Again, putting | AB for its sine, the second term in the value
of 2p becomes — I ab2 tan. I; and the first term in the
equivalent of — 2 qp1 becomes -I- ^ ab2 cos.2 a tan. '. These
terms being added together, produce the term
— j AB2 sin.2 A tan. I.
Thus we obtain for dl or Am (the required difference of
latitude)
ab cos. A — | AB2 sin." A tan. I —
{.ab3 sin.2 A cos. A (1 + 3 tan.2 I) — &C
Here ab and dl are supposed to be expressed in terms of
radius (=1); if a b be given in seconds, we shall have, after
dividing by sin. 1",
dl (in seconds) = AB cos. A-jAB5 sin. 1" sin.?A tan. / —
£ ab3 sin. ' 1" sin.2 A cos. A (1 + 3 tan.2 I) — &c.
This formula is to be used when the angle pab is acute: if
that angle be obtuse, as the angle pab', its cosine being
negative, the formula would become
dl (in seconds) = — AB cos. A — £ AB2 sin. 1" sin.2A tan. 1+
| ab3 sin.2 1" sin.2 A cos. a (1 + 3 tan.2 I) &c.
If in either of these expressions we write for I the term
I' — dl, in which case /' represents the latitude of B ; then
since, as a near approximation,
tan. (J'— dl) = tan. V — tan. dl,
the term ^}abs sin. l"sin.2 A tan. I becomes
— i ab2 sin. 1" sin.2 a tan. V + A ab2 sin. 1" sin.2 A tan. dl;
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and for d I putting ab sin. 1" cos. A, its approximate value,
we get
— | ab'2 sin. 1" sin.2 A tan. /' + ^ab' sin.'' 1" sin.2 A cos. A.
If to the last of these terms we add the term — ^ab3 sin.2 1"
sin.2 a cos. A, the first expression for dl above becomes, neg
lecting the terms containing tan.2 I,
ab cos. A — jAB2 sin. 1" sin." A tan. V +
y ab3 sin.2 1" sin.2 A cos. A ;
in which all the terms arc negative when the angle at A is
obtuse.
This formula corresponds to that which denotes the value
of sip in art. 360. ; and from it we should have
p A = pb + ab cos. A — \ ab2 sin. 1" sin.2 A tan. V + &c.
conformably to the value of pz in art. 352.
'The angle at P, or the difference of longitude between the
stations A and B, and also the azimuthal angle at B, will be
most conveniently found by the direct formulae III. and iv.
above given.
Delambre observes that the meridional arcs computed on
the hypothesis that the earth is a sphere do not differ sensibly
from those which would be obtained on the spheroidal hypo
thesis ; because the sums of the spheroidal angles of the
triangles are, without any appreciable error, equal to those of
the spherical angles, and the chords of the sides are the same.
Thus we obtain correctly the sides of the triangles and the
arcs between the parallels of latitude whatever be the figure
of the earth (provided it do not differ much from a sphere).
He adds that the consideration of the spheroidal figure of
the earth is of little importance in the calculations, except
for the purpose of changing into seconds the terrestrial arcs
which have been measured or computed in feet. This may
be done by dividing such arc by the radius of curvature at
the place, instead of dividing it by what may be assumed as
the mean radius of the earth.
411. The length of a degree of latitude being found, from
the results of admeasurement, to be greater near one of the
poles of the earth than near the
equator, it follows that the earth
y^'
is compressed in the former re- f
gion, or that the polar semi-axis (
is shorter than a semidiameter of V
the equator. For, let a a and B b \.
represent the lengths of two such
terrestrial arcs, supposed to be on the same meridian, and
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imagine ad, a D, be, b E to be normals drawn to the earth's
surface ; the angles at D and E will each be equal to
one degree: and since A a, bJ may be considered without
sensible error as portions of circles, the sectors A Da, be£ will
be similar, and the lines ad, be, which may be considered as
radii of curvature, will be to one another in the same ratio as
the arcs. Therefore A a, which is the nearest to the pole p,
being longer than Bi, ad will be longer than be, or the sur
face of the earth about A will be less convex than the surface
about B, which is the nearest to the equator.
412. Adopting now the hypothesis that the earth is a sphe
roid of revolution, such that all the terrestrial meridians are
ellipses whose transverse axes are in the plane of the equator,
and the minor axes coincident with that of the earth's rota
tion ; the principal investigations relating to the values of
terrestrial arcs will be contained in the following propo
sitions.
Peop. I.
Every section of a spheroid of revolution, when made
by a plane oblique to the equator, or to the axis of rotation,
is an ellipse.
Let XYC, xpc and pcy be three rectangular co-ordinate
planes formed by cutting a spheroid in the plane of the
equator (xyc) and in those of two meridians at right angles
to one another ; and let a plane cut the spheroidal surface in
AB and the plane xpc in ar, which for the present purpose
may be supposed to be a normal to the spheroid at a; it is
required to prove that the section is an ellipse.
Let CD (=: x), de {— y)
and e b ( = z) be rectangular
co-ordinates of any point B in
the curve line ab; and let
Kr(= x1), F B ( =y') be rect
angular co-ordinates of B
with respect to Ak: also let
I represent the angle abx, and 6 the inclination of the
normal or vertical plane abb to the co-ordinate plane XPC.
Imagine a perpendicular to be let fall from B on the plane
xpc, it will meet the plane in G; and join G, F : draw also
FL in the plane xpc perpendicular, and GK parallel to XC.
Then we shall have, bf and fg being perpendicular toAKSo
that the angle bfg is the inclination of the plane abb to the
plane xpc,
y (= bg or ed, or = bf sin. bfg) — y' sin. 6;
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also, DL or GK being equal to GF sin. gfk or GP sin. I, and
G F to B F COS. B F G Or B F COS. 8,
#(= CD or GR + EL + DL) = CB + y COS. I + if cos. 0 sin. I ;
z ( = gd orFL — fk) =z j/ sin. I — y' cos. 9 cos. I.
Substituting these values of .r, y and z in the general equation
Kz a + B (x- + y1) = C of a spheroid, the latter will manifestly
become of the form
ma/'1 + ny^ + px'y' + qx' + ry' = s,
which is the equation to a line of the second order : the va
riables in it being the. assumed co-ordinates of B, it follows
that the equation appertains to the curve line ab ; and since
the curve, being a plane section of a solid, returns into itself,
it is an ellipse.
Prop. II.
413. When the sides of a terrestrial triangle do not much
exceed in extent any of those which are formed in a geodetical
survey, the excess of the three angles above two right angles
is, without sensible error, the same whether the earth be con
sidered as a spheroid or a sphere.
This may be proved by comparing the angles of a spheroidal,
with those of a spherical triangle, when the angular points of
both have the same latitudes and equal differences of longitude,
agreeably to the method pursued by Mr. Dalby in the " Phi
losophical Transactions" for 1790.
Let prm be a spheroidal
triangle of which one point as
P is the pole of the earth, and
let prm be a corresponding
triangle on the surface of a
sphere: let also abc be the
plane of the equator. Imagine
the normals md and re to be
drawn cutting AC and bc in
g and h ; then the angles m^a
rAb, which express the sphe
roidal latitudes of M and R, will
be equal to the angles mCa,
rcb respectively ; and we shall
have md parallel to mC and
re parallel to re. Imagine
also the planes DMR', ebm' to pass through MD and RE pa
rallel to the plane rmc ; then r'd will be parallel to re, and
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consequently to EE; and m'e will be parallel to wic, conse
quently toMD: also the angles pr'm and pm'e are, respec
tively equal to the spherical angles prm and pmr. But since,
within the limits of the terrestrial triangles, the deviation of
the produced normal E r from the plane M D R conceived to
pass through the normal md, is imperceptible from the station
M, we may consider the planes mdr and mer as coincident;
and the supposed vertical plane passing through MR to cut
the parallel planes mr'd, rm'E under equal angles of inchnation, so that the angle rmr' may without sensible error be
considered equal to mrm': then the spheroidal azimuthal
angle PRM will be as much less than the spherical angle
pr'm (=r prm) as the spheroidal azimuthal angle PME ex
ceeds the spherical angle pm'k (= pmr). Consequently
the sum of the spheroidal angles at R and M will, without
sensible error, be equal to the sum of the spherical angles

prm, pmr.
The like will be true for another triangle as pnm, in
which we shall have the sum of the angles
PMN, pnm equal to the sum of the angles
p M n', p n'm ; therefore, describing the arcs
rn, r'n', we have the angles
prm + pmr = pr'm + pmr', and
PNM+PMN = PN'M + PMN':
then by addition,
PRM + PNM + EMU = PR'M + P N'M + R'M N'.

M

Again in the triangles PEN, pr'n', we have as before
PEN + PNR = PR'N' + PN'R';
and subtracting this equation from the preceding, we have
NRM + ENM + RMN = N'r'm + R'n'M + R'MN'.
That is, the sum of the angles in the spheroidal triangle RMN
is without sensible error equal to that of the angles in the
triangle r'mn', which are those of a spherical triangle rmn,
whose angular points correspond, in latitude and longitude,
with the points r',m,n'.
By a different investigation, Legendre has ascertained that
the difference between the spherical and the spheroidal excess
of the angles of a triangle, above two right angles, in the
greatest triangle ever formed on the surface of the earth, does
not amount to ^ of a second ; therefore, in computing the
sides of the terrestrial triangles, the latter may always be
considered as appertaining to the surface of a sphere.
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Prop. III.
414. To find the radius of curvature at a certain point a
(fig. to art. 412.) in the periphery of a vertical section of a
spheroid.
It has been already proved that the general equation for
the curve line produced by such a section is
maf1 + ny11 — px'y1 + qx' + ry' = s . . . . (i),
and comparing the co-efficients of the variables x' and y* with
those of the same variables in the equation az1 + bx"1 +
by1 = oPtf- of a spheroid, when for x, y, z, are substituted
their equivalents (art. 412.) it will be seen that
m = a' sin.8 l + b® cos.' I
n = b' + (a'-W) cos.8 J cos.8 8
p = 2 (a8— d8) sin. I cos. 1 cos. B

q = 2 K c 62 cos. I
r = 2 r c i8 sin. I cos.
s = (a8 — itc8)^8.

also a, representing half the equatorial diameter, b half the
polar diameter of the spheroid, and a2 — i4 or a2 e2 represent
ing the square of the excentricity of the ellipse x ap, we have,
by conic sections,
ae1 cos. /
,
b"2
RC _ (l-e-2sin.2Z)*'
AB _ a (1 - e2 sin.2 Q* "
Now y and y being the co-ordinates of any point in a curve,
the usual formula for the radius of curvature is, when dy' is
considered as constant,
31

>®T
and differentiating the equation (i) twice successively, con
sidering dy' as constant ; also, since the radius is required for
the point A where y' = 0, making y' equal to zero after each
differentiation, we have
dx' _
r — px1
dy' ~
q + 2mx'
fdx'\
-'■(%)'**&;-»■
and
rfy'2
^ + 2mx'
But, from the preceding values of p and r, and since, at the
point A, #'=ar, it will be found that r—px1, or r — px' = 0;
therefore the radius R of curvature at the point a becomes
c c
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equal to -—„
; in which replacing m, n, q and x1 by
2m
their values above, we obtain
aWB =r
(1 - e°- sin.2 If b2 + (a2 — b2) cos.2 I cos.2 6}'
When the ellipse ab coincides with the plane of a terrestrial
meridian as xap, we have 0 = 0; and designating the radius
of curvature in this case by b' (which is then in the direction
of A b) we have
a (1 - e2)
or =
B' =
(1 - e1 sin..2 if '
a (1 — ex sin. 2 if
again, if the said ellipse be perpendicular to the plane of a
meridian x A P, we have 0 = 90 degrees ; and designating
the radius of curvature in that case by b" (which is then also
. in the direction of as) we have

„

a

R ""(1 -e2sin.2/)i'
The above formulas may be transformed into others, equiva
lent to them, in which s, the compression ( =

J is em

ployed instead of e, the excentricity. Thus, by the nature of
a1 — b*
the ellipse we have
5— = e2 ; now since the difference
abetween. a and b is very small, if we put 2 a for a + b and
multiply the above value of the compression by
a2 — A2

we shall have

k> .,

0^ (= 1)
2a
= e ; then comparing this equation

with that for e2, we obtain ^ e2 = e, or e2 = 2 e.
Again, let apq represent a meridian of the terrestrial
spheroid, AQ a diameter of the equator, p one of its poles,
and f the focus. Imagine pp' to
be equal to the semi-transverse axis,
and f'c' drawn perpendicularly to
p c, to be equal to the difference
between the semi-transverse and
semi-conjugate axes: also let the
angle p'pc' be represented by i.
Then, when pf', or pf, or AC, is
equal to unity, F'c' ( = e) becomes equal to sin. I : and because
the difference between the semi-axes is small, PC (= 1 — l)
is sometimes put for PC', and is represented by cos. i; or
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1 — cos. I is put for e. But 1 — cos. I is (PI. Trigo., art. 36.)
equal to 2 sin.2 £ I ; therefore e is equivalent to 2 sin.2 \ I : or
putting \ sin. I for sin. \ I because the angle I is very small,
\ sin.2 1 = sin.2 ^i ; whence e may be represented by ^ sin.2 1 ;
or 2 e, that is, e2 by sin.2 I.

Prop. IV.
415. The lengths of two meridional arcs as A a, b5 (fig. to
art. 411.), one near the pole and the other near the equator,
and each subtending one degree, being given by admeasure
ment ; to find the ratio which the earth's axes have to each
other, the meridian being an ellipse.
Imagine the normals a d, a d, b e, b e to be drawn from the
extremities of the arcs till they meet in d and E respectively ;
and let ad, be intersect CQ, the equatorial semidiameter, in
n and n' : also let the angles anq, bnq (the geographical
latitudes of the points a and b) be represented by I and V
respectively.
Then, by the similarity of the sectors A Da and be b, repre
senting ad and be, the radii of curvature, by R and r', we
have
r : r' :: as : b b, or R . arc b = r'. arc A
(a).
1
a(\ — e2)
But V(art.414.) R= (l-e2sin.2^
——,; or, developing (l-^sin.2?)1,
or (1 — e2 sin.2 V)~ ' by the binomial theorem and neglecting
powers of e above the second,
r = a (1 - e1) (1 + §e2 sin.2/) - a (1 - e2 + § e2 sin.2 /).
In like manner r' = a (1 — e2 + \ei sin.2 I'):
therefore the above equation (a) becomes
B (1 - e2 + |e2 sin.2 1) = A (1 - e2 + |«1 sin.2 1'),
and from this by transposition we obtain
A—b
a — b — | (a sin.2 /' — B sin.2 1)'
Thus e2 is found :
but e = a-~^- ; whence a2 (1 - e2) = b\ and a (1 -e2)*=i :
developing the radical as far as two terms, we get 1 — \ e2 = -,
in which substituting the numerical value of e2 above, we
have the required ratio of the semi-axes a and b.
The numerical value of e being substituted in the above
c c 2
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equation E . arc b = b'. arc A, there might from thence be
obtained the value of a ; and from the values of e and a, that
of b might be found. Thus the equatorial and polar semidiameters of the earth would be completely determined.

Peop. V.
416. To investigate the law according to which the lengths
of the degrees of terrestrial latitude increase, from the equator
towards either pole.
It has been shown in the preceding article, that, in the
plane of the meridian,
B = a(l-e2+fe2sin.2/).
But, at the equator, where I ■= 0, the radius of curvature
becomes equal to a(l — e2); therefore, by subtraction, the
increment of the radius, for any latitude I, above its value at
the equator, is equal to § ae1 sin.2 I: or the increments of the
radii vary with the square of the sine of the geographical
latitude of the station.
Now the lengths of the degrees of latitude have been shown
(art. 415. (a)) to vary with the radii of curvature in the
direction of the meridian of any station ; therefore, by pro
portion, the increments of the degrees of latitude vary with
the increments of the radius ; that is, with the square of the
sine of the latitude.
Peop. VI.
417. To determine the radius of any parallel of terrestrial
latitude, and find the length of an arc of its circumference
between two points whose difference
of longitude is given.
Let p^a be a quarter of the ellip
tical meridian passing through q ; and
let q E be the direction of a normal at
q. Let ac ( = «) be a radius of the
equator, and PC ( = b) be the polar
semi-axis : let also q X ( — S C or x) be
a radius of the parallel M q of latitude ;
and let a e be the excentricity of the
elliptical meridian. Then, by the nature of the ellipse, we
have
s?2 =-s (a2 -*2) and 8K2 = ^2:
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now let Z be the latitude of q, or the value of the angle
ARg ; then
S q2 = R q* sin.2 7 and SR'=Ey2 cos.2 Z.
From these equations we obtain
R q1 = —> . „ /, and also = —.
ri :
2
a2 sin.2 Z
a4 cos.2 Z
equating these values of R y2, we obtain
(a ' — a'2 x2) cos.2 l-=.b% x1 sin.2 Z ;
or, substituting a2 — a2 e2 for its equal b"1 (by conic sections)
we get after dividing by a2,
(a2 - x2) cos.2 7 = ( 1 — e2) a:2 sin.2 7,
or
a2 cos.2 7— a:2 = — e2 a:1 sin.2 7;
,
„
a2 cos.2 7
N
a cos. 7
whence x1 = 1r — e2 sin.2
.
.
Z , or x (=
v xq)
J/ — r
(1 — e1 sin.2
7)*
Now the angle jXm( = ACb) is the measure of
spherical angle A P B which is the difference between
longitudes of M and q ; and if this angle, in seconds, be
noted by P we shall have evidently, for the value of
arc M q,
.
„
a cos. Z
.
x q . p sin. 1", or ^
1r—.—^-jti . p sin. 1".
*
(1 — e2 Bin.- Z)*

the
the
de
the

Prop. VII.
418. To find the ratio between the earth's axes from the
length of a degree on the meridian combined with the length
of a degree of longitude on any circle parallel to the equator.
The radius of curvature in the direction of the meridian
being represented by R, we have R 3600 sin. 1", or (art. 414.)
a(l-e2)3600sin. 1"
. ,
. .
±, .
—
a
; or again, developing the denominator
(1 — e2 sin.2 Z)5
by the binomial theorem, a (1 — e' + §<?2 sin.' 7) 3600 sin. 1",
for the length of a degree of the meridian : and supposing one
extremity (more properly the middle point) of this measured
degree to have the same latitude as the parallel on which the
other degree is measured, the length of the latter will (art. 417.)
.
, , a cos. Z 3600 sin. 1"
.
.
,
be expressed by
,
, . -g «• — , or atter development,
by a cos. 7 (1 + ^e1 sin.2 7) 3600 sin. 1". Let the first of
these arcs be represented by A and the second by A' ; then, if
the latter be subtracted from the former, we shall have
a — A'={a — a cos. I — ae*-\- ?<*«- smfll — \ae"- cos. I sin'!7} 3600 sin. 1'';
c c 3
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whence
A-A/-a(l— cos. Z) 3600 sin. 1"
a
(fa sin.'2 l—a—\a cos. / sin.'2 /) 3600 sin. 1"
a- a'— a (1 -cos. /) 3600 sin. 1"
s>
or
(a sin.2Z + 2a sin.'2/— a— |a cos. / sin.'2 /) 3600 sin.l"- '
A— A'-2 a sin.2 £ / 3600 sin. 1"
_ 2
°r agam' (a~sTn?7 sin.2 il- a cos.2 /) 3600 an. 1" ~ * !
neglecting e2 in the above value of A we may, as an apA

proximation sufficiently near the truth, put fi

.—ry, for a;

when we shall have
2_
A— a' — 2a sin.2 \ I
A cos. /— a'
— A sin.2 / sin.2 f /— A cos.2 / — A sin.2 / sin.'2 ^ /— A cos.2 V
The value of e being thus found, the ratio of the axes may
be obtained as in Prop. IV. (art. 415.) : and in a similar man
ner, the length of a degree perpendicular to the meridian
being found by multiplying the value of R" (art. 414.) into
3600 sin. 1", may the ratio be obtained from the measured
length of a degree of latitude combined with that of a degree
on an ellipse perpendicular to the meridian.
Prop. VIII.
419. To find the distance in feet, on an elliptical meridian,
between the foot of a vertical arc, let fall perpendicularly on
the meridian from a station near it, and the intersection of a
parallel of latitude passing through the station. Also, to find
the difference in feet between the lengths of the vertical arc
and the corresponding portion of the parallel circle.
Let p (fig. to Prop. VI.) be the pole of the world, c its
centre, M the station ; and let M p, M q be the two arcs, as in
art. 410. Since normals to the elliptical meridians PA, PB,
at the points M and q, may, without sensible error, be con
sidered as meeting in one point Q on the axis PC ; it is evi
dent that the values of cos. P and of 1 —cos. P, or 2 sin.2 jP
will be the same whether the earth be a spheroid or a sphere,
and consequently that they will coincide with the values
MX
(PI. Trigon.,
cos» x. m. y
art. 56.), and xmq is equal to mtb, the geographical latitude
of M ; therefore, putting I for the latitude of M, and sub

given in art. 71.

Now MQ is equal to

stituting for mx or *ox its value j-.
.* ,. ,,. (art.
417.),
(1— e2„ sin.2/)*
v
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2 . 3 f , : consequently, in art.

408., putting for the s.emidiameter mc the length of the
normal M Q, there will be obtained p q (in feet) =
-

tan. Z (1— e2 sin.2 Z)*; or, extracting the root as far as

two terms, pq (in feet) = ~- tan. Z (1 — \ei sin.2 Z).
£t a

Again, considering Mp as a circular arc of which MQ is,
without sensible error, equal to the radius of curvature, it is
evident that the difference between m q and Mp may be ob
tained from its value in art. 408., on substituting for M c the
above value of M Q ; and it follows that on a spheroid,
m q - Mp (in feet) = £ ^ tan-2 1 i1 ~ e<X sin-2 0The value of m q being obtained for any given parallel of
spheroidal latitude, it may be reduced to a corresponding arc,
as m'q', having equal angular extent in longitude, by the pro
portion mx : m'x' :: Mq : M'q'.

Prop. IX.
420. To investigate an expression for the length of a
meridional arc on the terrestrial spheroid; having, by ob
servation, the latitudes of the extreme points, with assumed
values of the equatorial radius and the excentricity of the
meridian.
Let Z and Z' represent the observed latitudes of the two ex
treme stations, a the radius of the equator, and a e the excen
tricity ; then (arts. 414, 415.) R, the radius of curvature at a
point whose latitude is Z, — a (1 — e2 + |e'2 sin.2 1), or putting
for sin.2 / its equivalent ^ (1 — cos. 2 Z),
R = a(l-^-|e2cos. 2 1).
Let m (in measures of length) express the length of a
meridional arc from the equator to the point whose latitude
is Z; then dm may represent an increment of that length,
and if dl (in arc. rad. =1) represent the corresponding in
crement of latitude, we shall have
^.dl — dm; whence a (1 — — — f e2 cos. 2 Z) dl — dm.
c c 4
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Integrating this equation between I and I', corresponding
to m and mf,

a{V-l--(l>-l)- e1 (sin. 2 V — sin. 2 Z)} — m'— m :
or putting for e1 its equivalent 2 g (art. 414.) and for
sin. 2 I' — sin. 2 I its equivalent (PI. Trigon., art. 41.) we have
cos.(Z'-f) sin. (If -t)]
H(l'—l) = m'- m.
V—l
I£l'—l be expressed in seconds, the factor and the denomi
nator must, each, be multiplied by sin. 1".
If m'— m be considered as representing the length of the
meridional arc, obtained in measures of length from the triangulation, this equation may be used as a test of the correct
ness of the assumed values of a and e.
421. In the following table are contained a few determin
ations of the lengths of a degree of latitude in different regions
of the earth, from which the fact of a gradual but irregular
increase of such lengths in proceeding from the equator
towards either pole is manifest.

«Jl-i£-

Country.

Peru
India
Cape of Good Hope France
England
Russia

Lat. of the Middle Point
in the Arc.
o

/

1
12
33
44
52
58

31
32
18
51
35
17

Length of a Degree of Lat.
in English Feet.

//

OS.
21 N.
30 S.
2 N.
45 N.
37 N.

362804
362988
364716
364540
364968
365350

The value of the earth's ellipticity, deduced from the
measured lengths of meridional arcs, is liable to some uncer
tainty within, however, very narrow limits ; and the ratio of
the equatorial to the polar diameter is supposed to be nearly
as 301 to 300. In the appendix to the Nautical Almanac
for 1836 it is assumed to be as 305 to 304; whence e(tbe
compression) would be equal to 0.00247.
422. The fundamental base line is unavoidably small when
compared with the distances between the stations which form
the angular points of most of the primary triangles in a
geodetical survey : and since, when the three angles of each
triangle are actually observed, the most favourable condition
is that the triangles be as nearly as possible equilateral, it
follows that the distances between the stations, or the sides
of the triangles, should increase gradually as the stations are
more remote from the base line, till those sides become of any
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magnitude which may be consistent with the features of the
country or the power of distinguishing the objects which
serve as marks.
423. The stations whose positions have been determined by
the means already described, are so many fixed points from
which must, commence the operations for interpolating the other
remarkable objects within the region or tract of country ; and,
for the measurement of the angles in the secondary triangles,
there may be employed such an azimuth circle as has been
described in art. 104., while, for triangles of the smallest class,
a good theodolite of the kind employed in common surveying
will suffice.
A process similar to that which has been already described,
may be followed in fixing the positions of the secondary
stations ; and where such a process is practicable, no other
should be employed, the most accurate method of surveying
being that which consists in observing all the angles of the
triangles formed by every three objects. Should circum
stances, however, prevent this method from being followed,
or permit it to be only partially put in practice, the verifica
tion obtained by observing the third angle of each triangle
must be omitted ; and it must suffice to obtain, with the
theodolite, the angles, at two stations already determined, be
tween the line joining those stations, and others drawn from
them to the station whose position it is required to find.
Frequently, also, it will be convenient, in a triangle, to make
use of two sides already computed, and the angle between
them, obtained by observation^to compute the third side and
the two angles adjacent to it.
When a side of some primary triangle, or any line deter
mined with the requisite precision, is used as the base of a
secondary triangle, or as a base common to two such triangles,
and the angles contained between the sides of the triangles
have been observed ; the rules of plane trigonometry will, in
general, suffice for the computation of the lengths of the sides.
The stations may also be laid down on paper, if necessary, by
a graphical construction, a proper scale being chosen from
which the given length of the base line is to be taken. If at
any two stations already determined, there be taken, by means
of a surveying compass, or the compass of the theodolite, the
bearings of any object whose position is required, from the
true or magnetic meridian of those stations ; the intersection
of lines drawn from the stations on the plan, and making,
with lines representing those meridians, angles equal to the
observed bearings, will give the position of the object with
more or less accuracy, according to the delicacy of the needle,
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and the precision with which the directions of the meridians
have been previously determined.
It would be proper to observe at three or more known
stations the angles contained between the lines imagined to
join them, and other lines supposed to be drawn from them to
each of the objects* whose positions are required ; in order
that, by the concurrence, in one point, of the intersections of
all the lines tending towards each object, the correctness of
the operations might be proved. Such concurrence is, how
ever, scarcely to be expected, and the mean point among
the intersections must be assumed as the true place of the
object.
424. It occurs frequently, in the secondary operations of a
survey, particularly in those which take place on a sea-coast,
that the position of an object, or the position and length of a
line joining two remarkable objects, are to be determined when,
from local impediments, it would be inconvenient to convey
the instrument to any known stations from whence the objects
might be visible ; and, in order to meet such cases, the follow
ing propositions are introduced. As a graphical construction
alone may sometimes suffice, there are given, with the formulas
for the computations, the processes of determining the positions
and distances by a scale.
Pkob. I.
To determine the positions of two objects, and the distance
between them, when there have, been observed at those objects,
the angles contained between the line joining them, and lines
imagined to be drawn from them to two stations whose dis
tance from each other is known.
Let p and Q be the two objects whose positions are re
quired, a and B the stations whose a„
distance ab from each other is known ;
C\
„
then qpb, qpa, PQA, pqb will be
\ \ ,-''"/
the observed angles.
\^i'.l\ _-J
On paper draw any line as pq, and
u
at p and q lay down with a protractor,
or otherwise, angles equal to those
which were observed at p and Q ; then
the intersections of the lines containing
p\
</\
/
the angles will determine the points a'
\
\./
and b. Produce the line A'b if neces"
v
sary, and, with any convenient scale, make a'b' on that line
equal to the given distance from a to B : from b' draw b'Q'
parallel to bq till it meets A'q, produced, if necessary, in Q';
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and from q' draw Q'p' parallel to pq till it meets A'p, pro
duced, if necessary, in p'. The figures A'pqb and a'p'q'b'
are (Euc. 18. 6.) similar to the figure APQB formed by lines
imagined to join the objects on the ground: therefore P'Q',
A'p', &c, being measured on the scale from whence A'b' was
taken, will give the values of the corresponding distances be
tween the objects.
The processes to be employed in computing the distances
are almost obvious. Thus, let any number, as 10 or 100, re
present pq. Then, in the triangle A'pq there are known the
angles A'p q ( = apq), a' qp ( = A Q p), with the side p q ; from
whence (PI. Trigon., art. 57.) A'p may be found. In the
triangle pqb there are known the angles bpq (=btq), pqb
( = PQB), with pq; to find pb. In the triangle A'pb there
are known the angle A'pb ( = apb) and the sides A'p, pb;
from which A'b may be found. Again, from the similarity of
the figures,
A'b : a'b' ( = ab) :: pq : p'q' ( = pq);
and by like proportions any other of the required distances
may be found.
The construction and formulae of computation will, mani
festly, be similar to those which have been stated, whatever
be the positions of the stations p and Q with respect to A
and b.
Pbob. II.
425. To determine the position of an object, when there
have been observed the angles contained between lines
imagined to be drawn from it to three stations whose dis
tances from each other have been previously determined.
Let a, b, c be the three given stations, and p the object
whose place is to be
c
determined; then A PC,
-'
cpb, or apb will re. -'?/>,
present the observed 4.sp
angles.
With the three given
distances ab, ac, bc,
lay on paper, by any
convenient scale, the
triangle a'b'c', and on
the side a'b' make the
angles b'a'd, a'b'd, re
spectively, equal to the
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observed angles cpb, apc ; through D and c' draw an inde
finite line, and from a' a line to meet it, suppose in p', making
the angle b'a'p' equal to b'dc': the point f' will be the
station. For if the circumference of a circle be imagined to
pass through a', d, and b', since the angle b' a' p' is by con
struction equal to b' d p', those angles will be in the same seg
ment (Euc. 21. 3.), and the circumference will also pass
through p'; therefore the angle b'p'c' will be equal to b'a'd,
and the angle a'p'c' to a'b'd. But the angles b'a'd, a'b'd
are by construction equal to bpc, apc ; therefore the latter
angles are, respectively, equal to b'p'c' and a'p'c': thus, the
angles at P', on the paper, are equal to the corresponding
angles which were observed at P ; and p' represents the object
p : therefore the lines a'p', c'p', b'p', measured on the scale,
will give the required distances in numbers.
The like construction might be used if A, C, and B were in
one straight line. If the point D should coincide with c' the
case would evidently fail ; and the determination of p' will
be less accurate as D falls nearer to C'.
The formulae for computation may be briefly stated thus :
In the triangle a'b'c' the three sides are given ; therefore one
of the angles, as b'a'C', may be found (PL Trigon., art, 57.).
In the triangle b'a'd all the angles are known, and the side
a'b'; therefore the side a'd may be computed. In the
triangle da'c', the sides a'd, a'C, and the angle c' a'd are
known ; therefore the angles a' DC', A'C'd may be found. In
the triangle a'c'p' all the angles and the side A'c' are known;
therefore the sides a'p', c'p^ may be computed. Lastly, in
the triangle a' b'p' there are known the side a'b' and all the
angles (for a' b'p' is equal to the computed angle a' DC');
therefore p'b' may be obtained.
By this proposition the Observatory of the Royal Military
College at Sandhurst was connected with three stations
whose positions are given in the account of the Trigono
metrical Survey of England.
The stations are Norris's
Obelisk, which may be represented by A; Yately Church
Steeple, represented by B, and the middle of a Tumulus near
Hertford Bridge represented by C ; P representing the centre
of the dome in the Observatory.
With an altitude and azimuth instrument whose circles are,
each, twenty inches in diameter, the following angles were
taken : —
apc = 134° 32' 4", apb = 171° 37' 16"; whence
cpb =37° 5' 12";
and from data furnished by the Trigonometrical Survey, there
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were obtained ab — 20252 feet, AC = 18086 feet, and bc
= 8243.66 feet : with these data and the observed angles
there were found by computation, as above, AP =: 6985.2
feet, cp = 12488 feet, and bp - 13315.3 feet. There was,
at the same time, observed the bearing of Norris's Obelisk
from the meridian of the Observatory, which was found to be
S. 86° 11' 6" E., with which, and the computed distance ap,
it was found by the formulae in art. 410. that the difference
between the latitudes of the Obelisk and the centre of the
dome is 8". 19, and the difference, in time, between the lon
gitudes is 7".28 ; the Observatory being northward and west
ward of the Obelisk. Hence, from the latitude and longitude
of the latter in the Trigonometrical Survey, it is ascer
tained that the latitude of the Observatory is 51° 20' 32". 99,
and its longitude, in time, is 3' 3".78 westward of Green
wich.
If the object whose position is required were, as at p,
within the triangle formed by the three given stations A,
B and C, the observed angles being then Ape, CpB or ApB,
the construction would be similar to that which has been
given, except that the angles b'a'd', a'b'd' must in that
case be made, respectively, equal to the supplements of Bpc
and ApC, and the angle B'A'p' equal to b'd'c'; for then, as
in the former, the circumference of a circle supposed to pass
through A', b' and D' would also pass through p', and this
point would represent the object. The formulae of compu
tation would be precisely the same as in the other case.
When many points are to be determined in circumstances
corresponding to those which are stated in this proposition, it
is found convenient to obtain their positions mechanically by
means of an instrument called a station pointer. This consists
of a graduated circle about the centre of which turn three
arms extending beyond the circumference, and having a cham
fered edge of each in the direction of a line drawn through
the centre : by means of the graduations these arms can be
set so as to make with one another angles equal to those
which have been observed, as APC and CPB; and then,
moving the whole instrument on the paper till the cham
fered edges of the arms pass through the three points A', b'
and C', the centre of the instrument will coincide with p',
and consequently will indicate on the paper the required po
sition of the object.
The position of an object, as p, with respeet to two given
stations as a and b, may be found by the method of crossbearings in art. 364.
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Prob. III.
426. To determine the positions of two objects with re
spect to three stations whose mutual distances are known,
when there have been observed, at the place of each object,
the angles contained between a line supposed to join the ob
jects and other lines imagined to be drawn from them to two
of the three given stations, some one of these being invisible
from each object.
Let p and Q be the two
*
objects whose positions are A ,--""/' ' x '--- r
required; A, b and c the \ /
\j
three stations, and let apb, /
»
s
APQ or BPQ, PQB, PQC
or bqc be the four angles
which have been observed.
With any scale lay on
paper a triangle a'b'C'
having sides equal to the
given distances ab, bc,
ac, then on a'b' describe (Euc. 33. 3.) a segment a'p'b'
a circle, which may contain an angle equal to apb, and on
b'C' describe a segment b'q'c' which may contain an angle
equal to BQC: it is manifest that the representations of P
and Q will be somewhere on the circumferences of those seg
ments.
Now, in order to discover readily what should be the next
step in the process, imagine p' and Q' to be the places of the
two objects, and imagine lines to be drawn as in the figure :
then wherever p' and Q' be situated, the angles a'p'b' and
b'q'c' will be equal to the corresponding angles apb and
bqc ; also the angle b'a'x will be equal to b'p'q', and b'c'y
to b'q'p'. Therefore, if the angles b'a'x, b'c'y be made re
spectively equal to bpq and bqp, a line drawn through x
and Y, and produced if necessary (as in the figure), will cut
the circumferences of the circles in p' and Q'; and these
points will represent the required places of the two objects,
since it is manifest that the angles at p' and Q' will be equal
to the observed angles at p and Q. The lines p'q', a'p', &c>
being measured on the scale, will give the required distances
in numbers.
The points p and Q may be on opposite sides of the triangle
abc, as at p and q, or one of them may be within and the
other on the exterior of the triangle, but the construction will
be similar to that which has been given. It is evident that
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the case would fail if the points x and Y should coincide with
one another.
The formulae for the computation may be briefly stated thus.
In the triangle a'b'c' the three sides are known, therefore
the angle a'b'c' may be found (PI. Trigo., art. 57.).
In the triangle a'b'x there are given a'b', and the angles
b'a'x (= bpq) and a'xb' (= apb); therefore the side b'x
may be found. In like manner, in the triangle- C'b'y, there
are given the side b'c' with the angles b'c'y (= bqp) and
B'YC' (= bqc); therefore the side b'y can be found. By
subtracting (in the figure) the angle a'b'c' from the sum of
the angles a'b'x and c'b'y, the angle xb'y will be obtained ;
and then, in the triangle xb'y, the sides b'x, b'y and the
contained angle will be known, and consequently the angles
b'xp' and b'yq' may be computed. In the triangle b'p'x
there are known all the angles and the side b'x; whence b'p'
may be found ; in like manner may b'Q be found in the
triangle b'q'y. In the triangle b'p'q' all the angles and the
side b'p' are known ; therefore P'Q' may be found; and lastly,
the distances a'p', c'q' may be found if required in the
triangles a' b'p' and c'b'q'.*
427. A geodetical survey of a country is always accom
panied by determinations of the heights of its principal
mountains; for which purpose, in general, the angular ele
vations of their summits are observed by means of the vertical
circle belonging to the azimuth instrument or theodolite; with
which, after due allowance for the effects of refraction, and
the curvature of the earth, the required altitudes may be
computed by the rules of plane trigonometry.
The allowance for terrestrial refraction is to be determined
by the method explained in art. 165.: and the correction of
an angle of elevation on account of the deflection of the
earth's surface, supposed to be spherical, from a plane touch
ing the sphere at the place of the observer may be investigated
in the following manner. Let C be the centre of the earth,
A the place of the observer's eye, and b the summit of a
mountain : let CA andcB be radii of the earth, and imagine
CD to be equal to CA, so that A and d may be level points ;
also let ah be perpendicular to ac, so as to represent a
horizontal line at A: then the angle bah, after allowance
* Much useful information respecting the processes to be employed for
"filling-in" a geodetical triangulation will be found in the works on tri
gonometrical surveying by Capt. Frome, Royal Engineers (Weale, 1840);
Major Jackson, Hon. E.I. C, Seminary, Addiscombe (Allen and Co.,
1838); and Mr. G.D.Burr, Royal Military College, Sandhurst (Murray,
1829).
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for refraction, is the elevation of b above the horizon
of A.
Draw the straight line ad ; then the triangle
acd will be isosceles, and the angle cad toge
ther with the half of ACD is equal to a right
angle: but the angle CAH is a right angle;
therefore had is equal to half the angle at c.
This angle is known, since the radius of the
earth is known, and the horizontal distance of A
from B, which may be considered as equal to
the arc A D, is supposed to be given by former
operations. When B is, as in the figure, elevated
above ah, the angle had must evidently be
added to bah in order to have the corrected elevation dab:
but if B were, as at b, below ah, the angle h xb, of depression,
should be subtracted from had or from half the angle at C.
Then, with ad as a base, the angle adb as a right angle,
and the correct elevation dab or da b, the height bd or bD
might be computed.
The mean length of a degree on the earth's surface being
364547 feet, when AD is equal to 1 mile, or 5280 feet, the
angle ACD = 52". 14 ; and then the deflexion DH is equal to
8.0076 inches. Now (2cd + dh) . dh -ah3 (Euc. 36.3);
but dh being very small compared with 2 CD, the factor
2cd + dh may be considered as constant; therefore dh, the
other factor, may be said to vary with the square of A H, or
very nearly with the square of ad. Thus, for any given
distance ad, not exceeding a few miles, we have
(5280 feet)2 : (ad, in feet)2 :: 8.0076 in. : dh,
and the last term is the deflexion, in inches, corresponding to
the given distance. Hence, if bh were computed in the
triangle ahb, the angle at H being by supposition a right
angle and, AH being considered as the given distance, the value
of dh found from the proportion might be added to BH in
order to have the correct height bd.
428. The determination of the heights of mountains by
trigonometrical processes, is, with good instruments, sus
ceptible of a high degree of accuracy ; but the operations
being laborious the relative heights of the remarkable sum
mits in a mountainous country are more generally ascertained
by means of the observed heights of the mercurial column in
a barometer at the several stations. When Colonel Mudge
and Mr. Featherstonehaugh determined, in North America,
the levels along the axis of elevation, from the head of the
Penobscot and St. John's rivers to the Bay of Chaleurs, they
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were provided with several barometers, one of which was
kept constantly at the Great Falls of St. John, in a building
to which the air had free access : the man who had it in
charge made the observations at 8 A. M., at noon, and at
4 p. M. daily, and the travelling party always endeavoured to
make their observations as nearly as possible simultaneously
with those at the Falls. The instruments employed for such
purposes are, in general, similar to the ordinary barometer
but more delicate ; occasionally, however, a Siphon Barometer,
of a kind invented by M. Gay Lussac, and now frequently
made in this country, has been used. A formula for deter
mining the relative heights of stations, from the heights of
the mercurial columns supported by the atmosphere at the
stations, may be thus investigated.
429. The particles of the atmosphere which surrounds the
earth gravitate towards the surface of the latter, but, being of
an elastic nature, they exert an expansive force in every
direction ; and, when the atmosphere is tranquil, that part of
the force which, at any point, acts from below upwards is in
equilibrio with the gravity or weight of the column of air
which is vertically above that point. Now, in any small
volume of air within which the density may be considered as
uniform, that density is proportional to the external force
which, acting against it, tends to compress it : and this force
of compression on every part of the surface of the volume is
equal to the weight of the column of air which is incumbent
on that part ; it follows therefore that, since the weight of a
volume of air of uniform density is proportional to the
density, the weights of small portions of air, equal in volume,
in every part of the atmosphere (gravity being supposed
constant), will be the same fractional parts of the weights of
the atmospherical columns above them. This law being
admitted, let ab be part of the surface of the earth,
Az the indefinite height of a slender cylindrical
column of the atmosphere, and let this be divided
into strata of equal thickness A a, ah, he, &c. Then,
taking w to represent the weight of the column zf,
-w may represent the weight of the small column ef
and wH— w, or —
n
n
column ze.

w, will express the weight of the

Again, by the law above mentioned, -(

"j*
>
wj

will represent the weight of the small column de, and
D D
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Y w, will be the weight of zd.
/

°

Continuing in this manner it will be found that the weights
of the columns zf, ze, zd, &c., and also of the columns ef,
ed, dc, fee, will form a geometrical progression whose common
72+1
: that is, the weights or pressures atf, e, d, &c.
ratio is
will form a geometrical progression, while the depths fe,fd,
fc, &c, form an arithmetical progression.
430. But, by the nature of logarithms, if a series of
natural numbers be in a geometrical progression, any series of
numbers in an arithmetical progression will be logarithms of
those natural numbers ; therefore, if there were a kind of
logarithms adapted to the relation between the densities of
the air and the depths of the strata, on finding the densities
of the air at any two places as between a and b and between
c and d, such logarithms of those densities would express the
depths fa axidfd, and the difference between the logarithms
would be equal to ad, which is the height of d above a.
Thus a d = log. dens, at a — log. dens, at d, or
,_,
dens, at a
~ °' dens, at d '
There are no such logarithms, but, from the general pro
perties of logarithms, the formula may be adapted to those of
the ordinary kind. Thus, the weight of an atmospherical
column, as xf is equal to the sum of the increasing weights
of the series of strata from f down to a, and may be re
presented by the product of the greatest term (the weight of
the air in a a) by some constant number M, which is therefore
the modulus * of the system of logarithms whose terms are
fe,fd, fc, &c, to /a. Now M may represent the height of a
homogeneous atmosphere whose uniform density is equal to
that of the stratum A a, and whose weight or pressure on A,
is equal to that of the real atmosphere ; and since such
column, at a temperature expressed by 31° (Fahrenheit's
* From the series 1,2 (art. 213. Elem. of Algebra), we have bm» =
log. (l+«i)n where naw may represent /a, and (1 + w)n the weight
of the stratum in Ka : let the first member be represented by x and
(1 +u> )" by y. Then, by subtraction, in the series 2, the increment dx
of »M wis Mit ; and after developing (1 +«j)",(1 +w)n+1 by the binomial
theorem, we have, by subtraction, the value of dy, the increment of y :
from the values of these increments it will be found that ydx = tidy.
But the integral of ydx expresses the sum of the weights of all the
Strata ; therefore the integral of udy, that is, My, or the product of the
greatest term (the weight of ia) by the modulus m of the system, is
equal to that sura or to the weight of the column a/.
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thermometer), would hold in equilibrio at the level of the sea
a column of mercury equal in height to 30 inches, it follows
(the heights of two columns of homogeneous fluids, equal in
weight, being inversely proportional to their densities) that
the height of the column of homogeneous atmosphere at that
temperature would be 4343 fathoms, and this may be con
sidered as the value of m. The modulus of the common
logarithms is 0.4343 ; and since, in different systems, the
logarithms of the same natural number are to one another in
the same proportion as their moduli, we have
n^oHo

,.o*o

i

dens, at a

,nnnn

,

dens.ata

0.4343 : 4343 : : com. log. ,
- -, : 10000 com. log. ,
—»
0 dens. at d
° dens.ata
and the last term is equivalent to atmospheric log. ^

,.

But the heights of the columns of mercury in a barometer,
at any two stations, a and d, are to one another in the same
ratio as the densities of the atmosphere at those stations, or as
the weights of the columns of air above them ; therefore the
height of d above a may be expressed, in fathoms, by the
formula

10000 common log. ,
,,
0 barom. at d
or by its equivalent, 10000 (log. barom. at a — log. barom. at d).
Thus the height of the column of mercury in a barometer
being observed at any two stations, as a and d, as nearly as
possible at the same time, there may be obtained the relative
heights of the two stations.
In using the formula it is evident that the heights of the
mercurial columns at the two stations ought to be reduced to
those which would have been observed if the temperature of
the air and of the mercury were 31°. In order to make such
reduction, since the mean expansion of a column of mercury
is a part expressed by .000111 of the length of the column
for an increment of temperature equal to one degree of Fah
renheit's thermometer, ' if this number be multiplied by the
difference between the temperature at each station and 31°
(that temperature being expressed by the thermometer at
tached to the instrument), the product will be the expansion
of the column (in parts of its length) for that difference.
Therefore, multiplying this product into the observed height
of the column, in inches, at each station, we have the ex
pansion in inches ; and this last product being subtracted from
the observed height, if the temperature at the station be
greater than 31°, or added if less, there remains the corrected
height of the column. The logarithms of these corrected
heights, at the two stations, being used in the last formula
D d 2
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above, the resulting value of ad will be a first approximation
to the required height. By experiments it has been found
that the relative height thus obtained varies by ^7 of its
value for each degree of the thermometer in the difference
between 31° and the mean of the temperature of the air at
the two stations : consequently, if d be the difference between
31° and the mean of two detached thermometers, one at each
station, the correction on account of the temperature of the
air will be expressed by the formula j^ d, where ad is the
first approximate value of the height. This correction is to
be added to that approximate height when the mean of the
detached thermometers is greater than 31°, and subtracted
when less.
The result is very near the truth when the height of one
station above the other does not exceed 5000 or 6000 feet and
when the difference of temperature does not exceed 15 or 20
deg»ees : in other cases, more accurate formulae must be em
ployed, and that which is given by Poisson in his " Traite de
Mecanique" (second ed. No. 628.), when the measures are
reduced to English yards, and the temperatures to those which
would be indicated by Fahrenheit's thermometer, is
H = A { log. barom. at a — log. k } ;
in which h is, in yards, the required height of one station
above the other, as d above a.
_
20053.95
/1 + t + f — 64°v
A ~ 1 - .002588 cos. 2\ I
900
/'
(T — T'\

1 +

Q

J.

t and t' are the temperatures of the air, by detached ther
mometers at the two stations.
T and t' are the temperatures of the mercury, by attached
thermometers.
A is the common latitude of the stations, or a mean of the
latitudes of both if the stations be distant from each
other in latitude.
431. The siphon barometer is a glass tube
formed nearly as in the annexed figure, and con
taining mercury; it is hermetically sealed at both
extremities, and has at A a very fine perforation,
which allows a communication with the external
^
air without suffering the mercury to escape.
The atmosphere pressing on the mercury at N,
balances the weight of a column of that fluid
whose upper extremity may be at M. There is
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a sliding vernier at each extremity of the column ; and, the
zero of the scale of inches being below N, the difference
between the readings at M and N on the scale is the required
height of the column of mercury.
In other mountain barometers the tube is straight, and its
lower extremity, which is open, enters into a cis
tern A B containing mercury : the bottom of the
cistern is of leather, and by means of a screw at C,
that mercury can be raised or lowered till its upper
surface passes through an imaginary line, on which,
as at N, is the zero of the scale of inches ; m being
the upper extremity of the column of mercury in
the tube, the height mn is read by means of a ver
nier at M. The external air presses on the flexible
bottom of the cistern, and this causing the surface
of the mercury at N to rise, or allowing it to fall, X
the corresponding variations in the elasticity of the
air in the part AN of the cistern, produce the same effect on
the height of the mercurial column mn, as would be produced
by the external air if it acted directly on the surface at N.
The barometer invented by Sir H. Englefield has no screw
for regulating the surface of the mercury in the cistern with
respect to the zero of the scale of inches ; and the atmosphere,
entering through the pores of the box-wood of which the
cistern is formed, presses directly at N on the surface of the
mercury ; there can, consequently, be only one state of the
atmosphere in which the surface is coincident with that zero.
The exact number of inches and decimals, on the scale, at
which the extremity M of the column of mercury stands when
the surface at N coincides with the zero is found by the artist,
and engraven on the instrument; and, when the top of the
column is at that height (or at the neutral point, as it is
called) no correction is necessary on account of the level of
the mercury in the cistern. In other cases such correction is
determined in the following manner : — The ratio between
the interior area of a horizontal section through the cistern,
and the area of a like section through the bore of the tube, is
ascertained by the artist and engraven on the instrument :
let this ratio be as 60 to 1 : then the lengths of cylindrical
columns, containing equal volumes, being inversely propor
tional to the areas of the transverse sections, the required
correction will be ^ of the difference between the height of
the neutral point, and that at which the top of the column
stands in the tube. This correction must be added to, or
subtracted from, the height read on the scale according as
the top of the column is above or below the neutral point.
D D 3
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The difficulty of transporting the usual mountain barometer
overland has induced travellers to use, for the purpose of
determining the relative heights of stations, the instrument
invented by Dr. Wollaston, and called by him a thermometrical
barometer. This consists of a thermometer, which may be of
the usual kind, but very delicate, whose bulb is placed in the
steam arising from distilled water in a cylindrical vessel about
five inches long, the water being made to boil by an oil or
spirit lamp. Now it is known that water boils when the
clastic power of the steam produced from it is equal to the
incumbent pressure of the atmosphere; and thus, the tem
perature at which, in the open air, the water boils, will de
pend upon the weight of the atmospherical column above it.
Therefore, since this weight becomes less as the station is
more elevated, it is evident that water will boil at a lower
temperature on a mountain than on a plain at its foot ; and,
for the purpose of determining the height of the mountain, it
is only necessary to find an expression for the elastic power
of steam, at a given temperature under the pressure of the
atmosphere, in terms of the height of an equivalent column of
mercury in a barometer.
From the experiments of De Luc, M. Dubuat has obtained
a formula equivalent to

or log. /* = 3.84 (log. t— 1.876105), or log. h =
3.84 log. t — 7.204,
where h is the height of the ordinary barometrical column
expressed in English inches ; t is the temperature at which
the water boils in the open air, expressed by degrees of Fah
renheit's thermometer, and reckoned from the freezing point
(32°) as zero. The value of k being thus obtained for each
of the two stations, the height of one station above the -other
may be found by the formula for the usual mountain baro
meter.
432. The processes of a trigonometrical survey for deter
mining the figure of the earth are too extensive to be fre
quently put in practice; they also require the combined
efforts of many persons, and they involve expenses which are
beyond the resources of private individuals. On the other
hand, the variations of terrestrial gravity at different places
on the earth's surface are capable of being determined with
great precision by comparing together the observed times of
the vibrations of pendulums at the places : and as these va
riations, though in part due to a want of homogeneity in the
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mass of the earth, depend chiefly on the deviation of its figure
from that of an exact sphere ; a series of well-conducted ex
periments on the vibrations of pendulums at. stations remote
from each other, which may be made by two or three persons
at a comparatively small expense, afford the most convenient
means of ascertaining the form of the earth.
433. The pendulums which are employed for this purpose
are generally of the kind called invariable ; that is, they are
not provided with a screw by which their lengths may be in
creased or diminished like the pendulums applied to ordinary
clocks ; so that their lengths can only vary by the expansion
or contraction of the metal in consequence of the variations
of temperature to which they may be subject. The effects
arising from the variations of temperature and from all the
other circumstances which interfere with the action of gravity
upon them, are determined by theory and applied as cor
rections to the observed times of the vibrations.
These pendulums are employed in two ways : they may be
attached to the machinery of a clock for the purpose of con
tinuing the oscillations and registering their number, or they
may be unconnected with any maintaining power, and left to
vibrate by the action of gravity till the resistance of the air
and the friction on the point of suspension bring them to a
state of rest. The late Captain Kater, availing himself of
that property of vibrating bodies by which the centres of
suspension and oscillation are convertible, constructed pen
dulums which admit of being made to vibrate upon either of
those centres at pleasure ; by this construction the effective
length of the pendulum (which is the distance between those
centres) is easily found, by measurement, when the places of
the centres have been determined by the experimental number
of vibrations made upon each being equal, in equal times ;
and such invariable pendulums are now generally employed
by the English philosophers for the purposes of experiment.
They are furnished with steel pivots or axles (called knife
edges) at the two places which are to be made alternately the
centres of suspension and oscillation ; and these rest upon the
upper edge of a prism of agate or wootz, so that the pen
dulums may vibrate with as little friction as possible.
434. In making the experiments with a detached pendulum,
the latter is placed in front of a clock regulated by mean
solar, or sidereal time, but quite unconnected with its motion.
On the pendulum of the clock is placed a disk of white paper
opposite to a vertical wire crossing an opening in the rod
of the detached pendulum. A telescope is fixed a few feet
in front of the pendulums, so that, when these are put in
D D 4
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motion, the disk of paper may be seen to pass over the field
of view. Now, since the detached pendulum and that of the
clock have not exactly the same velocity, if we suppose the
vertical axis of the former to have been originally in coin
cidence with the centre of the disk, these will separate from
each other by the excess of the velocity of one above that
of the other : but after a certain number of oscillations, they
will again coincide, moving in opposite directions; and then
the detached pendulum may be said to have gained or lost
one oscillation. For example, if 30 vibrations of the clock
pendulum had been observed in the interval between two
consecutive coincidences, it is evident that the invariable pen
dulum must have made either 2 9. or 31 vibrations. After
being in coincidence the pendulums separate as before, and
again, subsequently, they coincide ; and so on. The number
of oscillations made by the pendulum of the clock between
two, three, or more coincidences is counted, and the times of
the several coincidences are shown by the clock, when they
take place : then the number of oscillations made by the clock
pendulum in the time of any number of coincidences (suppose
n) is to the number of oscillations of the detached pendulum
in the same time (which number in this case will exceed or
fall short of the former number by ri), as 86400 seconds (the
number of oscillations made by the clock in a mean solar, or
sidereal day, according as the clock is regulated by solar or
sidereal time) are to the number of oscillations made by the
detached pendulum in the same time, at the station.
With respect to the invariable and attached pendulum, the
number of vibrations performed by it in a mean solar, or
sidereal, day is ascertained by observing the times indicated
on the dial of the clock to which it is attached, at the end of
equal intervals of time, as 12 or 24 hours. And in both
cases it is most convenient to determine the measure of time
by the transits of stars.
Captain (now Colonel) Sabine's experiments in his two
voyages during the years 1822, 1823, were made with pen
dulums whose lengths were invariable except in respect of
temperature. In the first voyage the pendulum was detached
from any clock-work, so that after a certain number of os
cillations it rested : but in the second voyage the pendidum
was attached to a clock, and its oscillations were continued
by the maintaining power of the clock. The uniformity of
the maintaining power was inferred from that of the extent of
the arc of vibration.
435. The following propositions contain the principal sub
jects relating to the corrections which are required for the
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purpose of determining the intensities of gravity in different
places, and the ellipticity of the earth, by the vibrations of
pendulums.
Prop. I.
To reduce the number of vibrations made on a given arc,
which is supposed to be constant, to the number which in
an equal time would be made in an arc of infinitely small
extent.
If t be the time of performing a vibration in an infinitely
small arc, and t' the time of vibration in an arc of given
extent ( = 2 a), we have by Mechanics, as a near approxi
mation,
M (.
sin.2 a\
Now, let N be the number of vibrations made in an infinitely
small arc by a simple pendulum in the time T, and let.N' be
the number of vibrations made in the same time T by a pen
dulum of equal length, and vibrating in an arc equal to 2 a ;
then t and t' being the times of making one vibration in each
case, we have
T
N

T
N'

t = -, and t' z= —, :
these values of t and tf being substituted in the preceding
equation, we get
N

/, , sin.2a\
= N, V
+ -l8->

Therefore, if n', the number of oscillations made in an arc
equal to 2 a during a given time, as a sidereal day, be
given, we may obtain the number which the same pendulum
would have made in an infinitely small arc, in an equal time.
Note. — If, as usual, the arcs continually diminish, the
mean of the extents observed at the commencement and end
of the time may be considered as equal to 2 a, half of which
is the arc a in the formula.
Prop. II.
436. To find the correction of the length of a pendulum,
or of the number of vibrations made in a given time, on ac
count of the buoyancy of the air.
The loss of weight to which a pendulum is subject when
it vibrates in air being equal to the weight of an equal volume
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of air ; we have (since the loss of weight is equivalent to a
diminution of the action of gravity), putting s for the specific
gravity of the pendulum, s that of air, and f for the force of
gravity on a pendulum vibrating in air,

s : * ::/ :df,
where df represents an increment of the force of gravity ;
and this increment must be added to the force of gravity de
duced from the experimental vibrations of the pendulum in
air, in order to have the force of gravity on the pendulum in
vacuo. But the force of gravity is proportional to the length
of the pendulum, when the times of making one vibration are
equal ; therefore the above proportion becomes, I being the
length of a pendulum vibrating seconds in air,
s : t '.'. I : dl,
and I + dl becomes the length of a pendulum vibrating se
conds in vacuo.
Now if it were required to find the excess of the number
of vibrations performed in vacuo over the number performed
in air, in an equal time, by the same pendulum; imagine
the pendulum, whose length in vacuo is I + dl (as above
determined) to be reduced to the length I of the pendulum in
air. Then, since, by Mechanics, the lengths are inversely as
the squares of the number of vibrations performed in equal
times,
I: l + dl: : n'2 : N2;
where n' is the number of vibrations performed in a given
time by the pendulum / + dl in vacuo (equal to the observed
number of vibrations described by I in air), and N the number
of vibrations performed in vacuo by the pendulum / in the
same time : and by division,
I: dl:: n'2 : n2 — n'2 ;
where N2 — n'2 is an augmentation ( =: a) of n'2, or of the
square of the number of vibrations described in air by an
equal pendulum in an equal time, and n"2 + a = N2 : or again,
s : * : : n'2 : a, and thus a may be found. From the equation
n'2 + a = N2, we have (n'2 + a)* = N, and developing the first
member by the binomial theorem as far as two terms, we
have n' + iN'-'a = N ; or n' + ^—,=~s; consequently —-,
—■ N
—N
is the increment, which being added to n', gives the value
of N.
The value of s, the specific gravity of the air, should be
determined for the state of the barometer and thermometer at
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the time of the experiment. And it may be observed that
no notice has been taken of the retardation caused by the air
which is moved with the pendulum as the latter vibrates.

Prop. III.
437. To find the correction of the length of a pendulum
on account of temperature. Or to reduce the number of os
cillations made in a given time at an observed temperature
to the number which would be made in an equal time at a
standard temperature.
N. B. The variation in the length of the pendulum corre
sponding to an increment of temperature expressed by one
degree of the thermometer is supposed to be known from the
tables of the expansions of metals by heat, or from experi
ments made on the pendulum itself.
Let e express the expansion, in terms of the length of the
pendulum, for one degree of Fahrenheit's thermometer ; let t
be the standard temperature, and f the observed temperature :
then t — f ( = + b) is the difference between the observed
and standard temperatures, and + b e is the expansion or con
traction of the pendulum in terms of its length ; consequently,
I being the experimented length of the pendulum (in inches)
from the point of suspension to the centre of oscillation at
the standard temperature, (1 + be) l'\s the length of the pen
dulum in inches at the observed temperature ; let this be re
presented by V. Then, by Mechanics,
I: V ::n'i : ri1;

where n' is the observed number of vibrations in a sidereal
day, for example, and n is the number of vibrations which
would be performed in an equal time if the pendulum were
corrected for expansion, or reduced to the length which it
would have at the standard temperature.
It may be observed, that the expansion of a pendulum is
to be ascertained by immersing it successively in fluids of
different temperatures, and measuring its lengths by a mi
croscopical apparatus ; the difference between the lengths so
measured will be the amount of expansion corresponding to
the number of degrees in the difference between the tem
peratures of the fluids. Or the correction for expansion may
be found by observing the number of vibrations performed in
a sidereal day in apartments brought by artificial means to
different temperatures : thus, the corrections being first ap
plied for the magnitude of the arc of vibration and for the
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buoyancy of the air, the difference between the numbers of
vibrations in a day, divided by the difference of the temper
atures in degrees of the thermometer, gives the number of
vibrations, or the parts of a vibration, which, for one day, are
due to a difference of temperature expressed by one degree.
Prop. IV.
438. To reduce the length of a pendulum at any station to
that which it should have in order that it may perform the same
number of vibrations in an equal time at the level of the seaLet R be the semidiameter of the earth at the level of the
sea in the latitude of the station ; h the height of the station
above the level of the sea ; I the observed length of the se
conds' pendulum, and V the required length at the level of
the sea. Then, the lengths of pendulums vibrating in equal
times varying directly as the force of gravity, and the force
of gravity varying inversely as the square of the distance of
the station from the centre of the earth, we have
V : I :: (r + hf : r2; whence r = Z^-±ff;
on developing (r + hf and rejecting powers of h above the
first, we get

'='(»+$
Note. — Captain Kater's allowance for the height of a
station is rather less than that which would be given by this
rule, because he used a co-efficient depending on the attraction
of the matter between the level of the sea and the place of
observation.
439. In Captain, now Colonel, Sabine's " Account of
Experiments to determine the Figure of the Earth" (1825),
there is given (page 351.) from his own experiments, with
those of Biot, Kater, and others, a table of the lengths of
pendulums at several stations, extending from the equator to
Spitzbergen ; and from that table the following values have
been taken.
Latitudes.

Stations.

Sierra Leone
Jamaica
New York London
Unst
Hammerfest Spitzbergen -

o

/

//

8
17
40
51
60
70
79

29
56
42
31
45
4
49

28
7
43
8
26.5
5
58

Lengths of Pend. in Inches.

39.01997
39.03510
39.10168
39.13929
39.17164
39.19519
39.21469
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Now it is proved in Mechanics that the length of a seconds
pendulum varies directly with the force of gravity, and
(Airy's Tracts, Fig. of Earth, art. 63.) that in any place
whose latitude is \, the force of gravity is expressed by
1 + n sin.2\, where n is the excess of the force of gravity at
the pole above the force at the equator, the latter force being
represented by unity, and the earth being a spheroid ; there
fore the force of gravity at a station whose latitude is \, is to
the force at the equator, as 1 + n sin.2\ is to 1 : hence,
substituting /, the length of a seconds pendulum at the
station for the force of gravity there, and A for the length of
the like pendulum at the equator, we have
/=r A 4- An sin.2X.
In like manner, for a place whose latitude is V, representing
the length of the seconds pendulum there by I', we have
l' = A + An sin.2X/.
Subtracting the former equation from the latter, we get
l' — l = An (sin.2 V— sin.2 X) :
whence aw may be found, and, by substitution in either
equation, the separate values of A and of n are obtained.
The conclusions drawn by Colonel Sabine from all his
pendulum experiments, are that A is equal to 39.0152 inches;
whence ra = 0.005189: from this last, by Clairaut's theorem
-=

n—e (Airy's Tracts, Fig. of Earth, art. 62.), the value

of e, the ellipticity of the earth, may be found. In the
formula, m represents ^^, the value at the equator of the
centrifugal force, that of gravity there being unity; and
from the above data it will be found that e is equal to ^^, or
very nearly equal torn: by the measured lengths of degrees
of latitude, e is found to be about ^7.
From the above equation for / we have 7 — A = An sin.2X ;
it follows, therefore, that the increase in the length of a
seconds pendulum from the equator towards either pole
"varies with the square of the sine of the latitude of the
station : also, the intensities of gravity at different stations
being proportional to the length of the seconds pendulums
at the stations, the increase of the force of gravity from the
equator towards either pole varies with the square of the
sine of the latitude.
440. Experiments for determining the elements of ter
restrial magnetism being now usually carried on in connection
with geodetical operations, it will be advantageous to notice
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in this place their nature and the manner of performing
them.
Those elements are of three kinds : — the Declination or,
as it is generally called, the variation of the magnetized
needle ; the Inclination or dip of the needle, and the
intensity of the earth's magnetic power.
441. The ordinary variation, or azimuth compass, is well
known: the needle is supported near its centre of gravity,
and is allowed to traverse horizontally on the point of a
vertical pivot made of steel, and the box is furnished with
plane sights, which may be placed in the direction of the
meridian, or may be turned towards a terrestrial object, as
the case may require. Compasses of a superior kind, like
that of Colonel Beaufoy, differ from the others in having,
instead of plane sights, a small transit telescope, by which
the middle line of the box may, by the observed transits of
stars, be placed accurately in the direction of the geographical
meridian.
The usual dipping needle is a bar of steel which, before
the magnetic quality is communicated to it, is balanced
accurately upon its centre of gravity, where, by a horizontal
axis of steel, terminating above and below in what is called a
knife-edge, the needle rests, on each side, on the edge of an
agate plate. "With good needles there is an apparatus con
sisting of screws by which the centre of gravity and centre
of motion are rendered coincident ; this adjustment is made
before the needle is magnetized by causing it to vibrate on
the points of support, and observing that it comes to rest in
a horizontal position ; then, after reversing it on its axis, so
that the uppermost edge of the needle becomes the lower, the
needle is again made to vibrate, and alterations, if necessary,
are made till the needle is found to settle horizontally in both
situations. The needle thus prepared, and being duly mag
netized, is placed in a plane coinciding with what is called the
magnetic meridian (a vertical plane passing through a wellbalanced compass needle); when the position which it assumes
indicates, by means of the graduated circle on whose centre
it turns, the absolute inclination or dip of the needle, or the
line of direction of the resultant of all the magnetic forces in
the earth. On being made to vibrate like a pendulum, the
number of oscillations performed in a given time affords one
of the means of determining the intensity of terrestrial
magnetism in the direction of that resultant.
The intensity of terrestrial magnetism in horizontal and
vertical directions are resolved parts of the intensity in the
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direction of the resultant, that is, in the direction assumed by
the magnetic axis of the dipping needle. Thus H o being a
horizontal line passing through the centre c of the needle's
motion, in the plane of the mag
netic meridian, and jis being: the
-—i—,.
direction of the needle when subject
/
j / ?'\
to the force of terrestrial mag/
j I// \
netism, so that the angle hcw is
/ »v aI//
\
the inclination or dip; on drawing it —~-. v^=av------ )"
nh perpendicularly to ho, the
I "\t'//\'^\
j
\r'/fffAd\ w
/
three lines wc, ch, nh will, respectively, represent the absolute
n^//v,, j
/
intensity and its horizontal and
" ^r-—!—
vertical components : hence if f
represent the absolute intensity, and d the dip, we shall have
f cos. d for the horizontal intensity, and f sin. d for the
vertical intensity.
442. The dipping needle is not always so simple as that
which has been described : in order to increase the facility of
its vibrations, Mayer of Gottingen attached at the centre of
gravity of the needle a wire perpendicular to its length, and
in the plane of its vibration ; this wire, which carries at its
extremity a brass ball, may, by inverting the needle, be
either above or below the latter, and the number of vibrations
made in a given time may be observed in both positions of
the needle.
The intention, in separating the centre of
motion from that of gravity, is to give the needle a power,
resulting from the weight, to overcome the friction of the
axis, and allow it, after having vibrated, to return with
greater certainty to the same point on the graduated circle
than if the centres of gravity and motion were coincident.
In using the needle, the dip or inclination should be observed
with the axis in one position, and again with the axis
reversed, so that the upper edge may become the lower : and
a mean of the two readings should be taken. Also, should
the situation of the brass ball be such that its centre does
not, when the needle is in a horizontal position, lie vertically
above or below the centre of gravity of the latter, four such
observations should be made, two with the poles of the needle
in their existing state, and two others with the poles reversed.
The reversion of the poles is effected by the usual method of
magnetizing- needles.
443. In order to obtain the correct dip from two observ
ations, when the centre of gravity is alternately below and
above the point of support; let zonh be the vertical circle
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in the plane of the magnetic meridian : let CN be the actual
direction of the needle when a weight w is applied at the end
of the wire cw perpendicularly to nc, and let en be the
direction which the needle ought to assume by the influence
of terrestrial magnetism when the centre of gravity of the
whole needle coincides with the point of support. Then, h o
being a horizontal line, the angle HCw is the true inclination
or dip (=d), and hcn ( = cwi) the false dip ( = d'), vrb
being a vertical line drawn through w to represent the
weight of the ball w.
Now, an equilibrium must be supposed to exist between
the weight at w and the force of magnetism acting at c (the
centre of gravity of the arm nc); the former force causing
the needle to turn about c towards c h, and the latter causing
it to turn about C towards C z'. Let the magnetic fqree
acting at c be represented in magnitude and direction by cm
parallel to C n, and let fall mp perpendicularly on C N ; also
from b let fall be perpendicularly on CW. Then, by
Mechanics, the force be being supposed to act at w in a
direction parallel to be, and pm to act at c perpendicularly
to CN,
be X CW =mp x Cc . . . . (a):
now

be ( = wJ sin. CVfb) —wb sin. d',

aaAmp (=ci« sin. mepzzem sin. NCw) =cm sin. (d—d').
When the needle is inverted, so that the weight w may be
above it, as at w', let its position be C N' : then HCn, being
the true dip as before, the angle hcn' ( —d") will be the false
dip ; and the resolution of the forces being similar in both
cases, we have
- b'e' x cw' = m'p' x Cc' .... (b) :
also b'e' = V b' sin. d" and m'p' — c'm' sin. (d"—d).
Substituting the values in the equations (a) and (b), and
cancelling the terms which by their equality destroy one
another in division, there results
sin (d — d') _sin. (d"-d) #
sin. d'
' sin. d"
Developing the numerators by trigonometry, the equation
becomes
sin. d cos. d'— cos. d sin. d' _ sin. d" cos. d — cos. d" sin. d
sin. d'
sin. d"
'
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or sin. d cotan. d' — cos. d = cos. d — cotan. d" sin. d ; or
again, dividing by sin. d, and transposing,
cotan d' + cotan. d" — 2 cotan. d :
thus, from the observed values of d' and d", that of d, the true
dip, may be found.
In the " Transactions " of the Royal Society of Sciences
at Gottingen for 1814, the following formula for the true dip
d is investigated in the case of four observations being made
with the needle and its poles in direct and reversed positions,
as above mentioned.
Let d! d" be the values of the dip in a direct and a reversed
position of the needle, as in the last case ; and, after the poles
are reversed, let d'", div be values of the dip in a direct and
reversed position of the needle : then, putting
cotan.
cotan.
cotan.
cotan.

a for
B for
C for
d for

d'
d'
d'"
d'"

+ cotan. d",
— cotan. d",
+ cotan. d" , and
— cotan. d'v,

there is obtained
-

,

,

2 cotan. d —

A.D
B + D

1

B.C
.
B + D

444. The place of the centre of magnetism in each arm of
a balanced magnetized needle may be found precisely as the
centre of gravity in any solid body would be found ; and, if the
needle be cylindrical or prismatical, that centre would be in
the middle of the length of each arm : the centre of oscillation
might also be found for a needle as it would be found for a
common pendulum ; and by the theory of pendulums, it may
be shown that the intensities of magnetical attractions in dif
ferent parts of the earth are inversely as the squares of the
times in which a given number of vibrations are made, or
directly as the squares of the number of vibrations made in a
given time.
In making experiments with a needle, the number of vibra
tions made in a given time, and in an arc of a certain extent,
must be reduced to the number which would be made in the
same time in an arc of infinitely small extent : corrections
should also be made for the buoyancy of the air; and the
formulas to be used for these purposes are similar to those
which have been already given for the vibrations of pen
dulums by gravity.
E E
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A variation of temperature affects the magnetism of a
needle as well as its length ; and a formula, depending on the
length, similar to that which may be employed for a common
pendulum, would not be sufficiently precise for the correction
of the error arising from that cause. The method employed
to find experimentally the co-efficient for reducing the time of
making a given number of vibrations at a certain temperature
to the time in which an equal number would be made at a
standard temperature, consists in counting the number of
vibrations performed in a given time by the needle when
placed in a vessel within which the temperature of the air
may be varied at pleasure. For this purpose the apparatus
is placed in a vessel of earth, or a trough of wood, with a glass
top ; and this vessel is placed within another : between the
two, cold water first, and hot water afterwards, is poured, in
order to bring the temperatures to any convenient states,
which may be indicated by a thermometer ; care is, however,
taken not to raise the temperature by the hot water higher
than about 120° (Fahrenheit), lest the magnetism of the needle
should thereby be permanently changed.
Now, let T, in seconds, be the time in which a needle makes
any number (suppose 100) of vibrations in the vessel when
the temperature is t, and T' the time of making an equal
number of vibrations when the temperature is raised to f ;
then
t'— t
^:t'-t::1°:—,
and this last term is the increase, in seconds, in the time of
making that number of vibrations in consequence of an in
crease of temperature expressed by one degree of the ther
mometer. If the value of this fraction be represented by m,
then m (t — t'), in which t' denotes a standard temperature,
suppose 60° (Fahr.), and t the temperature at which an ob
servation was made, will express the increase or diminution
due to the observed time of any number of vibrations, with
respect to the time of making an equal number at the
standard temperature. Consequently, if T be the observed
time of making any number of vibrations, and t' the required
time of making an equal number of vibrations at the standard
temperature, we should have
T + m (t—t/) = T'.

The magnetic condition of a needle ought to be ascertained
at certain intervals of time, and allowance must be made for
any variations which may be detected when observations at
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considerable intervals of time are compared together. In the
" Voyage of the Beagle," it is stated that the time in which
the needle performed 300 vibrations had increased in 5 years
from 734".45 to 775".8. The state of a needle should not,
however, be interfered with during the progress of any course
of experiments for determining the intensity of terrestrial
magnetism.
445. For the more delicate researches relating to terrestrial
magnetism it is now found convenient, instead of the usual
variation compass, to employ what is called a Declination
Magnetometer ; and, instead of ascertaining the intensity di
rectly by a dipping needle, to employ horizontal force and
vertical force magnetometers, by which the intensities in those
directions may be determined ; and, from them, the direct in
tensity may be deduced.
446. The Declination Magnetometer is a bar magnet from
twelve to fifteen inches long, nearly one inch broad, and a
quarter of an inch in thickness ; this is made to rest horizon
tally in a stirrup of gun-metal, which is suspended, from a
fixed point above, by fibres of untwisted silk nearly three feet
long, and the whole is inclosed in a box to protect it from the
agitations of the air. The bar is furnished with two sliding
pieces, one of which carries a glass lens, and the other a
scale finely graduated on glass, the scale being placed at
the focus of the lens. By means of a telescope at a certain
distance, the divisions on the scale may be seen through
the lens (in the manner of a collimating instrument), and
minute changes in the position of the axis of the magnet
may therefore be detected by the divisions of the scale,
which may be observed in coincidence with a fixed wire in
the telescope.
In order to have the suspending threads free from torsion
at the commencement of the observations, a bar of gun-metal
is previously placed in the stirrup, and allowed to remain
there till the threads are at rest, when a button, carrying
the point of suspension, is turned horizontally so as to bring
the bar into the direction of the magnetic meridian; after
which the bar is removed, and the magnet is introduced in its
place.
It is obvious, however, that though the threads may be free
from torsion when the needle lies in the plane of the mag
netic meridian, yet, as soon as by changes in the declination,
the needle turns from that position, the threads will become
twisted, and the apparent deviation from the mean position of
the needle will be less than the true deviation. In order to
K E 2
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ascertain the correction due to this cause of error, the ratio of
the force of torsion to the magnetic force
must be found by experiment. For this
purpose, NS representing the position of the /
suspended needle when in the magnetic a\»
meridian, let the button of the torsion circle
be turned upon its centre, vertically above c,
\
till its index has described any angle N C A ;
(suppose a right angle), then the needle taking a position as
n s and resting between the force of torsion acting horizontally
from n towards A, and the force of magnetism acting horizon
tally from n towards N, if H represent the former force, and
F the latter, we shall have by Mechanics,
p : h :: acm : won,
and by proportion,
,
F + H ACN
F + h : f :: ACN : acm ; whence=
.
F
ACH
The terms in the second member of this equation being
given by the experiment, the ratio of F to f 4- h, or of
1 to H

, is found.

Any change in the declination of the

needle, which may be observed with the instrument, is to the
corresponding change, free from the error produced by torsion,
TT

as 1 is to 1 H— ; and hence the observed change multiplied
TT

by 1 + — gives the corrected change.
F

447. In order to obtain the value of the horizontal intensity
of terrestrial magnetism by the instrument, a magnetized bar,
called a Deflector, is placed in a horizontal position at right
angles to the magnetic meridian, and in a line imagined to be
drawn through the centre of the suspended magnet. Its
centre is to be placed at two different distances from the
latter on this line ; and, in each position, the observer is to
take notice of the deflexions produced by its attraction on the
declination magnet when the north end of the deflecting bar
is turned successively towards the east and towards the west ;
half the difference of the deflexions with the north end towards
the east, and afterwards towards the west, being considered as
the required deflexion at each distance. The experiments are
then to be repeated on the other side of the suspended magnet
at equal distances from its centre, and a mean of the four
deflexions, two on each side at equal distances, is to be taken
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for the deflexion at each of the two distances. Now it is
demonstrated by M. Gauss (Intensitas Vis Magneticae Terrestris, 1833) that if rtl represent the momentum of magnetism
in the suspended bar, x the horizontal intensity of the earth's
magnetism, E and e' the distances of the centre of the
deflecting bar from that of the suspended magnet, and
<f>, $', the means of the observed angles of deflexion at those
distances,
m _ e'5 tan. <f>' — R5tan.<£/
H\
x~
2 (r,j— E2)
V + ~¥) '
therefore the ratio between the horizontal force of terrestrial
magnetism, and the magnetism of the bar or needle, can be
found from the experiment.
Next, the declination magnet being removed, the deflecting
bar is to be attached to the suspension threads, and allowed to
vibrate horizontally, and the time T of one vibration is to be
determined from at least 100 oscillations : then, the momentum
K of the bar's inertia being calculated, we have
7T2 K

wix =

('+?)
From these two equations m may be eliminated and the
value of X may be found.
If the value of the inclination or dip ((f) be found by
observation with the inclination instrument or dip circle in
the plane of the magnetic meridian, the most correct method
of ascertaining the vertical intensity will be to deduce it
* Here mx expresses the momentum of the horizontal force of terres
trial magnetism by which the bar is made to vibrate ; and, k being the
momentum of the bar's inertia,

denotes the angular velocity of the

bar ; but, by the nature of the centre of oscillation, in Mechanics, I being
the distance of that centre from the point of suspension, and g the force
of gravity, —C or?, or its equivalent — (ir = 3.1416), denotes the like
angular velocity; therefore i»i=~.

The factor (l+

) is the cor

rection of the square of the time of vibration on account of the torsion
of the suspension thread, as above shown. The bar being rectangular,
the momentum K of its inertia with respect to a vertical axis passing
through its centre of gravity may be shown, by Mechanics, to be equal
to -Jj m (a'+b) ; in which expression a is the length, b the breath, and
m the mass of the bar.
e e 3
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from the value x, of the horizontal intensity, found as above.
It is manifest that, if ch (fig. to art. 441.) represent X, An
will represent the vertical intensity which, consequently, is
equal to x tan. d. Let this be represented by Y ; then the
total intensity, represented by R and acting in the direction
C n, may be obtained from the formula E = V (x2 + Y'2).
44,8. That which is called the horizontal-force-magneto
meter, and which is also employed for determining the
horizontal intensity of terrestrial magnetism, is a bifilar
instrument consisting of a magnetized bar or needle, sus
pended by a slender and very flexible wire passing under a
pulley (from the axle of which a stirrup carrying the magnet
is suspended) and through? two perforations in a small bar
above the pulley ; the wire is attached at its extremities to a
plate at the top of the apparatus, so that the two halves of its
length are parallel to one another when the needle is in the
plane of the magnetic meridian.
Now, turning the plate at the top of the apparatus till the
needle is made to take a position at right angles to the
magnetic meridian, resting there in equilibrio between the
horizontal component of magnetic attraction by which it is
drawn towards that meridian, and the force of torsion by
which it is turned from it ; then, the force of torsion being
computed, that of the magnetic component in the horizontal
direction may be obtained. The same instrument is employed
to determine, by the observed extent of the horizontal oscil
lations of the needle about its mean place, at right angles
to the magnetic meridian, the ratio between the corresponding
variations of the horizontal intensity, and the whole amount
of that component. The formula for this purpose, as given
in the " Report of the Committee of Physics," published by
the Royal Society, 1840, is
= — cotan. v A u,
F

in which F represents the horizontal intensity, A F its va
riation, v is the angle formed by lines joining the upper ex
tremities and the lower extremities of the suspending wires,
and u, expressed in terms of radius, is the observed deviation
of the magnet from its mean place.
The vertical force magnetometer is used for determining
the variations in the vertical component of terrestrial mag
netism. It consists of a magnetic bar or needle about 12
inches long, having a horizontal axle formed into a knife edge
and resting upon two agate planes which are supported on
pillars of copper. The needle is provided, on each arm, with
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a screw ; one of these acts as a weight to keep the needle
in a horizontal position, and the other, to render the centre of
gravity nearly coincident with the centre of motion. The
apparatus has an azimuthal motion by which the needle may
be allowed to vibrate in the plane of any verticle circle ; and
it is usually placed at right angles to the magnetic meridian.
From the observed extent of the vertical vibrations of the
needle about its mean place, in a horizontal plane, at right
angles to the magnetic meridian, the ratio between the
corresponding variations of the vertical intensity and the
whole amount of that component may be determined.
The formula for this purpose, in the " Report " above
mentioned, is,
Af
t'2
.
a K
— = —77- cotan. o A n,
F
t2
in which F represents the vertical intensity, A F its varia
tion, 0 the dip or inclination, T and t' are the times in
which the needle vibrates in vertical and horizontal planes
respectively, and rj, expressed in parts of radius, is the ob
served deviation of the magnet from its mean place.
449. For the sake of regularity, in the expressions for the
numerical values of the intensities of terrestrial magnetism,
all measures of length, as well the linear dimensions of the
magnetic bars or needles as the distances of the deflecting
bars from them, should be given in feet and decimals of a foot ;
the mass of a bar should be denoted by its weight in grains ;
the times in which vibrations are performed should be ex
pressed in seconds, and angular velocities by the decimals of
a foot described in one second on the arc of movement. In
such terms, from the formulae for — and mx above, Lieux
tenants Lefroy and Riddle, in 1842, found 3.72 as an ap
proximation to the value of the horizontal intensity at
Woolwich (Phil. Trans. 1843, p. II.), at the same time the
inclination, or dip, was found to be 69° 3' ; therefore X tan. d,
the vertical intensity, would have been expressed by 9.72, and
x
,, the total intensity, by 10.404.
cos. a
At present the unit of absolute intensity is taken to re
present the state of that element on the peripheries of two
curve lines surrounding the earth, and containing between
them a band of irregular breadth crossing the geographical
equator. The northern limit of this band was, at one time,
supposed to be the line of least intensity ; and, with reference
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to this unit, the intensity at London is expressed by the
number 1.372.
450. When the results of several observations and ex
periments for the determination of an astronomical or geodetical element have been obtained, they are next to be
combined together, so as to obtain from the whole that value
of the element which has the greatest probability of being
strictly or nearly true : the principles upon which such com
binations are made have been already explained (arts. 328,
329, &c.) and it is intended now to show by a few examples
in what manner the equations of condition are formed from
the circumstances of a case.
One of the most simple is that in which, at any station,
there may have been observed the angles subtended by the
distances between two objects a and b, between b and another
object c, and also between A and C, which may be either the
sum or the difference of the other angles, suppose the sum ;
and it is required to find the most probable values of the two
first angles when, the observations not being equally good,
the weights due to the three observed angles are represented
by 4, 7, and 9.
Let the observed angle between a and b be 42°14'6".5,
between b and c be 34°18'4".25, and between A and c be
76°32'14".5. Now, in order to save trouble, since there is a
presumption that the errors can only exist in the seconds, let
the degrees and minutes be omitted till the operation is con
cluded, and let x, y, z be the most probable values of the
seconds in the different angles: then (6.5 —x) 2, (4.25 —y) V 7,
and (14.5 — x — y) 3 are the three errors multiplied by the
square roots of their respective weights (art. 326.) in order
to bring them to the same degree of precision; and they
constitute the first members of three equations of condition,
the other members being the presumed errors, which may be
represented by E15 E2, and E3.
Multiplying each equation by the coefficient of x in it,
with its proper sign, and making the results equal to zero,
agreeably to the method of Least Squares (art. 330.), we have
2 ( - 6.5 + x) = 0
and

3 (— 14.5 + x + y) - 0,

whose sum is

— 56.5 + 5x + 3 ?/ = 0.

Again, multiplying each by the coefficient of y in it, and
making the results equal to zero, we get
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V 7. (-4.25 + y) = 0
3 (— 14.5 + x + y) = 0,

whose sum is — 54.737 + 5.644y f 3x = 0.
From these sums we obtain
x = 8".05, y — 5".42 and x + y = 13".47.
Prefixing to these numbers the degrees and minutes, the
results will be the most probable values of the three angles.If a relatively correct determination of the instant at which
a certain star is bisected by the middle wire of a transit te
lescope were required ; it might be obtained by a combination
of several equations of the form
T — t — x — ay + bz = E,
in which T is the true right ascension of a star as given in
the Nautical Almanac, t is the observed time of the transit
of the same star at the middle wire, x is the error of the
sidereal clock supposed to be too fast, y is the error of collimation, in time, on the star's parallel of declination (art. 88.)
and its coefficient a is the secant of the star's declination ;
also z is the azimuthal deviation of the telescope, in time, and
its coefficient b is that which is designated n in art. 95. If t
in the equations were strictly correct the first member of
each would be equivalent to zero, but, on account of the
errors of observation, that member must be made equivalent
to some small error which is represented by E.
Multiplying the left hand member of each equation first
by the coefficient of x in it, then by that of y, and after
wards by that of z, and making the sums of the equations
separately equal to zero ; there may, from the three equa
tions, be obtained the most probable values of x, y and z ;
and from these, by substitution, the most probable time t of
the transit.
Equations of condition for the length of a meridional arc
may be of the form given in art. 420. ; in which repre
senting a by i, £ by y, V — I (the coefficient of a) by p and
(* + I C0S^~ ^ -(Z' " 0) V - 0 by r, also m>-m*j
L, we shall have
px + qxy— L, or L — px — qxy=L~E
(e representing the supposed error arising from incorrectness
in the data). From any number of these equations there
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may be obtained the most probable values of x and y, that is
of a and s. (Fig. of Earth, Ency. Metrop., p. 218.)
Equations of condition for the lengths of pendulums may
be of the kind /=a + ah sin.2 X (art. 439.), the values of I
being obtained directly from the experiments, and a and n
deduced by computation ; and, putting the equations in the
form I— a — a sin.2 A, n = E (e representing the presumed
error) the most probable values of A and n may be ob
tained. (Sabine's "Pendulum Experiments," p. 349, &c.)
In some circumstances the determination of the most
probable values of elements depends upon several independent
relations which it is necessary to satisfy simultaneously, and
this subject has been treated by M. Gauss in his " Supplementum Theorias Combinationis, &c," Gottingen 1828.
An application of the method has been made by Mr.
Galloway in the " Memoirs of the Astronomical Society for
1844," to a triangulation executed in England, when the
trigonometrical survey of the country was commenced ; and
the following is an outline of the process.
Every observed angle is considered as subject to a small
error, and the equations of condition are of four different
kinds. Those of the first kind are founded on the fact that
the three angles of each geodetical triangle are equal to two
right angles together with the spherical excess ; and its form is
a+x+b+y+c+ 2 = 180° + excess ;
in which a, b, c denote the three observed angles, or
rather their several weighted means, and x, y, z are the un
known errors which may exist in the angles respectively.
Equations of the second kind are found by making the sum
of all the horizontal angles at any one station, when they
comprehend all the circuit of the horizon, equal to 360
degrees ; and their form is
a + x + b+y + c + z = 360,
in which a, b, c represent the angles, and x, y, z the errors.
Again, in each triangle let a side be taken which is common
to that and the next triangle, in the latter let a side be taken
which is common to it and to a third triangle, and so on in a
circuit ending with a side which is common to the last and
first triangles; then, the sines of these sides being to one
another as the sines of the opposite angles, (art. 61.), if the
observed angles which are opposite to the sides be represented
by a, b, c, &c, and the errors by x, y, z, x', y', z/, &c, there
may be formed a series of the fractions
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sin. (b + y)
sin. (c + z) '
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sin. (e + z) .
sin. (b+y)'
''

which being multiplied together have unity for the equivalent
of their product : in this manner there may be formed
equations of a third kind. Equations of a fourth kind may
be formed when an observed angle is made up of two or more
angles, each of which has been also observed* by making the
whole angle equal to the sum of all its components.
The values of the errors or corrections in the several
equations of condition are to be determined by the method
of least squares, and the angles are at the same time to satisfy
those equations : thus, not only will the most probable values
of the angles be obtained ; but, from one extremity to another
of a triangulation, the sides computed with those angles will
be the same in whatever order the series of triangles may be
taken.

THE END.
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may be had separately.
" From the time that a boy at school commences translation of the simplest
kind, derivations Bhould be attended to; and indeed we should consider Mr.
Riddle's an invaluable book, when compared with other Dictionaries, merely on
the ground of its large stock of derivations. In the monotony of early instruction
these are, perhaps, the very first things that awaken curiosity and interest; a
momentary esrape and respite, if only apparent, from the irksome matter in hand,
is that for which boys are continually craving ; and this may be more advan
tageously indulged by frequent reference to kindred English words, in which they
feel themselves at home, than in any other manner."
Church of England Quarterly Retiew.

Riddle's Diamond Latin-English Dictionary.
A Diamond Latin-English Dictionary. For the waistcoat-pocket. A Guide to
the Meaning, Quality, and right Accentuation of Latin Classical Words. By
the Rev. J. E. Riddle, M.A. Royal 32mo. 4s. bound.

Pycroft's Latin Grammar Practice.
Latin Grammar Practice: 1. Lessons in Vocabulary, Nouns, Adjectives, and
Verbs, in Grammatical Order; 2. Latin, made out of each column, for Trans
lation; 3. English of the same, for Re-translation. By the Rev. James
Ptcroft, B.A. Trinity College, Oxford; Author of "A Course of English
Reading," &c. 12mo.2s. 6d. cloth.
"Mr. Pycroft's plan is a good one, and well calculated to aid the pupil, and to
supersede, with the utmost safety, so far as it goes, the endless labour of the
Lexicon and Dictionary."—Atlas.

STANDARD EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

Valpy's Latin Grammar.
The Elements of Latin Grammar : with Notes. By R. Valpt, D.D. late Master
of Reading School. New Edition, with numerous Additions and Corrections,
12mo. 2b. Bd. bound.

Taylor's Latin Grammar.
A Latin Grammar, founded on the Eton, and arranged in a Tabular Form, to
facilitate Reference and assist the Memory : with Notes, and an Explanation
of the Grammatical and Rhetorical Figures in more general use. By the Rev.
G. Taylor. 3d edition, 3s. cloth.

Dr. Kennedy's Latin Grammar.
12mo. 4s 6d. doth,

[Vide page 1.

Moody's Eton Latin Grammar in English, &c.
The New Eton Latin Grammar, with the Marks of Quantity and the Rules of
Accent; containing the Eton Latin Grammar as used at Eton, the Eton Latin
Grammar in English : with important Additions, and easy explanatory Notes.
By Clement Moody, of Magdalene Hall, Oxford: Editor of the Eton Greek
Grammar in English. 1th Edit, revised throughout and enlarged, 2s. 6d. cloth.
The Eton Latin Accidence : with Additions and Notes. 2d Edition, 12mo. Is.

Graham's First Steps to Latin Writing.
First Steps to Latin "Writing : intended as a Practical Illustration of the Latin
Accidence. To which are added. Examples on the principal Rules of Syntax.
By G. F. Graham, Author of " English, or the Art of Composition/' &c.
2a Edition, considerably enlarged and improved, 12mo. Is. cloth.

Valpy's Latin Vocabulary.
A New Latin Vocabulary ; adapted to the best Latin Grammars : with Tables of
Numeral Letters, English and Latin Abbreviations, and the Value of Roman
and Grecian Coins. By R. Valpt, D.D. 11th Edition, 12mo. 2s. bound.

Valpy's Latin Delectus, and Key.
Delectus Sententiarum et Historiarum ; ad usum Tironum accommodatus : cu~n
Notulis et Lexico. Auctore R. Valpy, D.D. New Edition, with Explana
tions and Directions ; and a Dictionary, in which the Genders of Nouns, and
the principal parts of Verbs, are inserted. 12mo. 2s. fid. cloth.
Key ; being a Literal Translation. By a Private Teacher. New Edition,
carefully revised, and adapted to the alterations in the new edition of the text,
by W, R. Burdon, 12mo. 3s. 6d. cloth.

Valpy's Second Latin Delectus.
The Second Latin Delectus; designed to be read in Schools after the Latin
Delectus, and before the Analecta Latina Majora: with English Notes. By
the Rev. F. E. J. Valpt. M.A. Head Master of the Free Grammar- School,
Burton-on-Trent. 2d Edition, 8vo. 6s. bound.

Valpy's First Latin Exercises.
First Exercises on the principal Rules of Grammar, to be translated into Latin :
with familiar Explanations. By the late Rev. R. Valft, D.D. New Edition,
with many Additions, 18mo. Is. fid. cloth.
In this work it has been endeavoured to give the learner some little knowledge of
the elements of things, while he is studying the construction of words. A few
general principles of science and morality imprinted on the memory at an early age,
will never be erased from the mind, and will often lay the foundation ofa substantial
fabric of useful knowledge.

Valpy's Second Latin Exercises.
Second Latin Exercises : applicable to every Grammar, and intended as an Intro
duction to Valpy's "Elegantiss Latins.'*' By the Rev. E. Valpy, B.D. late
Master of Norwich School. 6th Edit. 12mo. 2s. 6d. cloth.
Intended as a Sequel to Valpy's " First Exercises ," with which the youthful
reader is supposed to he fully acquainted before these Exercises are put into his
hands. He will thus be lea, by a regular gradation, to Valpy's " Elegantite
Latins*," to which these Exercises will be an introduction. The Examples are
taken from the purest Latin Writers (chiefly the Historians) in Prose and Verse.

Valpy's Elegantiae Latinse, and Key.
Elegantiai Latinss ; or, Rules and Exercises illustrative of Elegant Latin Style :
intended for the use of the Middle and Higher Classes of Grammar Schools.
With the Original Latin of the most difficult Phrases. By Rev. E. Valpy, B.D.
late Master of Norwich School. 11th Edition, corrected, 12mo. 4s. fid. cloth.
Key, being the Original Passages, which have been translated into English, to
serve as Examples and Exercises in the above. 12mo. 2s. 6d. sewed.
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Valpy's Latin Dialogues.
Latin Dialogues : collected from the beat Latin Writers, for the use of Schools .
By R. V am' v, D.D. 6th Edition, 12mo. 2s. 6d. cluth.
The principal use of this work is to supply the Classical Student with the best
Ehrases on the common occurrences of life, from Plautus, Terencep Virgil, Cicero,
[orace, Juvenal, &c. With a view of leading the scholar to a familiar Knowledge
of the purest writers, by storing his mind with elegant expressions, the Poets have
been made to contribute a considerable share of the phrases . The Naufragium and
the Diluculum, the most striking and useful of Erasmus's Colloquies, are added.

Butler's Praxis, and Key.
A Praxis on the Latin Prepositions: being an attempt to illustrate their Origin,
Signification, and Government, in the way of Exercise. By the late Bishop
Butler. 6th Edition, 8vo. 6s . 6d. boards.
Kit, 6s. boards.

An Introduction to the Composition of Latin Verse ;
containing Rules and Exercises intended to illustrate the Manners, Customs,
and Opinions, mentioned by the Roman Poets, and to render familiar the
principal Idioms of the Latin Language. By the late Christopher Rapier,
A.B. 2d Edition, carefully revised by Thomas Kerchever Arnold, M.A.
12mo. 3s. 6d. cloth.
Key to the Second Edition. 16mo. 2s. 6d. sewed.

Howard's Introductory Latin Exercises.
Introductory Latin Exercises to those of Clarke, Ellis, Turner, and others:
designed for the Younger Classes. By Nituimil Howard. A New Edition,
12mo.2«.6d. cloth.

Howard's Latin Exercises extended.
Latin Exercises Extended; or, a Series of Latin Exercises, selected from the best
Roman Writers, and adapted to the Rules of Syntax, particularly in the Eton
Grammar. To which are added, English Examples to be translated into Latin,
immediately under the same rule. Arranged under Models. By Nathaniel
Howard New Edition, 12mo. 3s 6d. cloth.
Ket, 2d Edition 12mo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

Bradley's Exercises, &c on the Latin Grammar.
Series of Exercises and Questions ; adapted to the best Latin Grammars, and
designed as a Guide to Parsing, and an Introduction to the Exercises of Valpy,
Turner, Clarke, Ellis, &c. &c. By the Rev. C. Bradley, Vicar of Ghtsbury.
4th Edition, 12mo. 2s. fid. bound.

Bradley's Latin Prosody, and Key.
Exercises in Latin Prosody and Versification. By the Rev. C. Bradley, Vicar
of Glasbury, Brecon. 8th Edition, with an Appendix on Lyric and Dramatic
Measures, 12mo. 3s. 6d. cloth.
Kii v , ftth Edition, I2mo. 2s. 6d. sewed.

Hoole's Terminations.
Terminationeset Exempla Declinationnm et Conjugationum, Itemcjue Propria
qua? Maribus, Qua? Genus, et As in PreBenti, Englished and explained, for the
use of Young Grammarians. By C. Hoolk, M.A. New Edition, revised
throughout, with very considerable improvements, by Thomas Sandon,
Second Master of the Grammar School, Lincoln. 12mo. Is. 6d. cloth.

Tate's Horace.
Horatius Restltutus ; or, the Books of Horace arranged in Chronological Order ,
according to the Scheme of Dr. Bentley, from the Text of Gesner, corrected
and improved: with a Preliminary Dissertation, very much enlarged, on the
Chronology of the Works, on the Localities, and on the Life and Character of
that Poet. By James Tate, M.A. 2d Edition, to which is now added, an
original Treatise on the Metres of Horace. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

Turner's Latin Exercises.
Exercises to the Accidence and Grammar; or, an Exemplification of the several
Moods and Tenses, and of the principal Rules of Construction: consisting
chiefly of Moral Sentences, collected out of the beBt Roman Authors, and
translated into English, to be rendered back into Latin ; with references to the
Latin Syntax, and Notes. By William Turner, M.A. late Master of the
Free School at Colchester. New Edition, 12mo. 3s. cloth.
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Beza's Latin Testament.
Novum Testamentum Domini Nostri Jesu Chriati, interpret* Theodora Beza.
Editio Stereotypa, 1 vol. 12mo. 3s. Gd. bound.

Valpy's Epitome Sacra Historiae.
Sacra His torue Epitome, in usum Scholarum: cum Notis Angllcis. By the
Rev. F. E. J. Valpt,M. A. Head Master of the Free Grammar School, Burtonon-Trent. 7thEdition, 18mo. 2s. cloth.

lEDttions of ffirecfe Claasit ^Uiujora.
Major's Euripides.
Euripides. From the Text, and with a Translation of the Notes, Preface, and
Supplement, of Poreon; Critical and Explanatory Remarks, original and
selected ; Illustrations and Idioms from Matthias, Dawes, Viger, &c. ; and a
Synopsis of Metrical Systems. By Dr. Major, Head Master of King's College
School, Loudon. 1 voL uost 8vo. 24s. cloth.
Sold separately as follow, 5s. each:—
Alcestis,
I Mehea, 4th Edit. I pHOU4issjS,2dEdit.
Hecuba, 5th Edit. | 0&EsxES,2d Edit. |

Brasse's Sophocles.
Sophocles,-complete. From the Text of Hermann, Erfurdt, &c. ; with original
Explanatory English Notes, Questions, and Indices. By Dr. Brasse, Mr.
Buboes, and Rev. F. Vali*y. 2 vols. postSvo. 34s. cloth.
Sold separately as follow, 5s. each :—
OIdipus Colon-bus, 2d Edit | Philoctetes, 3d Edit I At™™vE2dFdit
tEDiPus Rex, 3d Edit.
| Trachinlb, 3d Edit | g^Sa^ 2dEdit

Burges's ^Eschylus.
^scnylus—The Prometheus : English Notes, &c. By G. Bokoes, A.M. Trinity
College, Cambridge. 2d Edition, post 8vo. 5fl. boards.

Stacker's Herodotus.
Herodotus ; containing the Continuous History alone of the Persian Wars :
with English Notes. By the Rev. C. W. Stocker, D.D. Vice-Principal of
St. Alban's Hall, Oxford ; and late Principal of Elizabeth College, Guernsey.
A New and greatly Improved Edition, 2 vols, post 8vo. 18s. cloth.

Belfour's Xenophon's Anabasis.
The Anabasis of Xenophon. Chiefly according to the Text of Hutchinson.
With Explanatory Notes, and Illustrations of Idioms from Viger, &c, copious
Indexes, and Examination Questions. By F. Ci:nmm.ha» I!m,kii-u, M.A.
Oxon. F.R.A.S. LL.D. late Professor of Arabic in -the Greek University of
Corfu. 4th Edit, with Corrections and Improvements, post bvo. 8s. 6d. bds.

Barker's Xenophon's Cyropasdia.
The Cyroposdia of Xenophon. Chicflyfrom the text of Dindorf. With Notes,
Critical and Explanatory, from Dindorf, Fisher^ Hutchinson, Poppo, Schneider,
Sturtz, and other eminent scholars, accompanied by the editor's comments.
To which are added, Examination Questions, and copious Indices. By E. H.
Barker, late of Trinity Coll. (Jamb. Post 8vo.9s. 6d. ods.

Barker's Demosthenes.
Demosthenes—Oratio Philippica I.,01ynthiacal. II. and IIL.De Pace, ^schines
contra Demosthenem, De Corona. With English Notes. By E H. Barker.
2d Edit, post 8vo. 8s. 6d. boards.

Hickie's Longinus.
Long inus on the Sublime. Chiefly from the Text of Weiske ; with English
Notes and Indexes, and Life of LonginuB. By D. B. HiCKXE.Head Master of
Hawkshead Grammar School. 1 voL postSvo. 5b. cloth.

Hickie's Theocritus.
Select Idylls of Theocritus; comprising the first Eleven, the 15th, 18lh, 19th,
20th, and 24th. From the Text of Meineke; with copious English Notes,
Grammatical and Explanatory References, &c. By D. B. Hickie, Head
Master of Hawkshead Grammar School. 1 vol. post 8vo. 6s. cloth.

Valpy's Homer.
Homer's Iliad, complete : English Notes', and Questions to flrBt Eight Books.
Text of Heyne. By the Rev. E. Valpy, B.D. late Master of Norwich School.
6th Edition, Bvo. 10s. 6d. bound.—Text only, 5th Edition, 8to. 6s. 6d. bound.
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editions of "Satin ©lassie 'Rwfyac*.
Valpy's Tacitus, with English Notes.
C. Cornell! Taciti Opera. From the Text of Brotier; with ma Explanatory
Notes, translated into English. By A. J. Vaxpt.M.A. 3to1s. post8vo. 24a. bds.

Barker's Tacitus—Germany and Agricola.
The Germany of C. C. Tacitus, from Passow's Text; and the Agricola, from
Brotier's Text: with Critical and Philological Remarks, partly original and
partly collected. By E. H. Barker, late of Trinity College, Cambridge. 5th
Edition, revised, 12mo. 6s. Od. cloth.

Valpy's Ovid's Epistles and Tibullus.
Electa ex Ovidio et Tibullo : cum Notis Anglicis. By the Rev. F. E. J. Taut,
M.A. Master of Burton- on -Trent School. 3d Edition, 12mo. Is. 6d. cloth.

Bradley's Ovid's Metamorphoses.
Ovidii Metamorphoses ; in usmn Scholamm excerpt* : quibus accedunt Notula*
Anglic* et Qurcstiones. Studio C. Bradixt, A.M. Editio Octava, 12mo.
4s. Od. cloth.

Valpy's Juvenal and Persius.
Decimi J. Juvenalis et Persii Flacci Satire. Ex edd. Ruperti et Kcenig expur
gates. Accedunt, in gratiam Juventutis, Not* qusdam Anglicise scriptse.
Edited by A. J. Vaxpt, H.A. 3d Edit. 12mo. 5s. 6d. bd.
The Text only, 2d Edition, 3s. bound.

Valpy's Virgil.
P. > irgilii Maronis Bucolica, Georgica, ^neis. Accedunt, in gratiam JnTentntis,
Note qutedam Anglice scripts. Edited by A. J. VaLFT, M.A. 10th Edition,
18mo. 7s. 6d. bound.
The Text only, 19th Edition, 3s. 6d. bound.

Valpy's Horace.
Q. Horatii Flacci Opera. Ad fidem optimorum exemplarium castigate ; cum
Notulis Anglicis. Edited by A. J. Vaxft,M.A. New Edition, 18mo. 6s, bd.
The same, without Notes. New Edition, 3s. 6d.
',' The objectionable odes and passages have been expunged.

Barker's Cicero de Amicitia, &c.
Cicero's Cato Major, and Lelius: with English Explanatory and Philological
Notes j and with an English Essay on the Respect paid to Old Age by the
Egyptians .the Persians, the Spartans, the Greeks, and the Romans. By the
late E. H. Marker, Esq. of Trinity College, Cambridge. 6th Edition, 12mo
4s. 6d. cloth.

Valpy's Cicero's Epistles.
Epistol* M. T. Ciceronis. Excerpt* et ad optimorum fidem exemplorum denuo
castigate ; cum Notis Anglicis. Edited by A. J. Valpt, M.A. New Edition,
18mo. 3s. cloth.
The Text only, 6th Edit 2s. cloth.

Valpy's Cicero's Offices.
M. Tullii Ciceronis de Offlciis Libri Tres. Accedunt, in usurn Juventutis, Note
qusedam Anglicas script*. Edited by A. J. Yalft, M.A. Editio Quinta,
aucta et emendata, 12mo. Cs. 6d. cloth.

Barker's Cicero's Catilinarian Orations, &c.
Cicero's Catilinarian Orations. From the Text of Ernesti ; with some Notes by
the Editor, E. H. Barker, Esq., and many selected from Emesti; and with
Extracts from Andreas Schottus's Dissertation, entitled Cicero a Calumniis
Tindicatus. To which is appended, Tacitus's Dialogus de Oratoribus, sive de
Causis Corrupt* Eloquenti*; and, also, several oeautiful Extracts from
English Authors ; with a Suggestion to the Conductors of Classical Schools to
devote one day in the week to the study of English Literature. 12mo. 6s. 6d. bd.

Valpy's Cicero's Twelve Orations.
Twelve Select Orations of M. Tullius Cicero. From the Text of Jo. Casp.
Orellius; with English Notes. Edited by A. J. Valft, M.A. 2d Edition,
post 6vo. 7s. 6d. boards
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Barker's Caesar's Commentaries.
C. Julius Cesar's Commentaries on the Gallic War. From the Text of Oudendorp ; with a selection of Notes from Dionyjsius Yossius, from Dra, Davies and
Clarke, and from Oudendorp, &c. &c. To which are added, Examination
Questions. By E. H. Barker, Esq. late of Trinity College, Cambridge. Post
Svo. with several Woodcuts, 6s. 6d. boards.

Valpy 's Terence.
Terence—The Andrian : with English Notes. Divested of every indelicacy.
R. Yalpy, D.D. 2d Edit. 12mo. 2s. bound.

By

Catullus, Juvenal, and Persius.
Catullus, Juvenal, and Persius, Ezpurgati. In usum Scholse Harroviensis.
I vol. fcp. 8vo. 5s, cloth lettered.
Although the text is expurgated, the established number of the lines is retained ,
in order to facilitate the reference to the notes in other editions.

Bradley's Pheedrus.
Phaedri Fabulse; in usum Scholarum expurgate: quibms accedunt Notulas
AnglicacetQuajstiones. Studio C. Bradley, A.M. EditioNona,12mo.28.6d.cl.

Bradley's Cornelius Nepos.
Cornelii Nepotis Yita? Excellentium Imperatorum : quibus accedunt Notulse
AngliceeetQusestiones. StudioC. Bradley, A.M. EditioOctava,12mo.3s.6d.cl.

Bradley's Eutropius.
Eutropii Historic Romanae Libri Septem • quibus accedunt Notulas Anglicas et
Qusestiones. Studio C. Bradley, A.M. Editio Decima, 12mo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

Hickie's Livy.
The First Five Books of Livy : with English Explanatory Notes, and Examina
tion Questions. By D. B.HicKts,LL~D. Head Master of Hawkshead Grammar
School. 2d Edition, post Svo. 6s. 6d. boards.

moxte 6b rlje 2R«g. %. ©. ttloomfieltt, JBM. JF.S31.
Bloomfield's Greek Thucydides.
The History of the Peloponnesian War, by Thucydides. A New Recension of
the Text ; with a carefully amended Punctuation ; and copious Notes, Critical,
Philological, and Explanatory ; almost entirely original, but partly selected
and arranged from the best Expositors, and forming a continuous Commen
tary : accompanied with full Indices, both of Greek Words and Phrases exSlained, and matters discussed in the Notes. Dedicated, by permission, to the
Light Hon. and Right Rev. Charles James, Lord Bishop of London. Illus
trated by Maps and Plans, mostly taken from actual Burvey. 2yo1b.8vo. 38s. cl.

Bloomfield's Translation of Thucydides.
The History of the Peloponnesian War. By Tbtjcydides. Newly translated
into English, and accompanied with very copious Notes. Philological and
Explanatory, Historical and Geographical ; with Maps and Plates. 3 vols. Svo.
£2. 5s. boards.

Bloomfield's Greek Lexicon to the New Testament.
Greek and English Lexicon to the New Testament ; especially adapted to the
use of Colleges and the higher Classes in the Public Schools, but also intended
as a convenient Manual for Biblical Students in general. Fcp. Svo. 9s. cloth.

Bloomfield's Greek Testament.
The Greek Testament : with copious English Notes, Critical, Philological, and
Explanatory. 5th Edition, greatly enlarged, and very considerably improved,
in 2 closely-printed volumes, Svo. with Map of Palestine, £2, cloth.

Bloomfield'SrCollege and School Greek Testament.
The Greek Testament: with brief English Notes, Philological and Explanatory.
Especially formed for the use of Colleges and the Public Schools, but also
adapted for general purposes, where a larger work is not requisite. By the
Rev. 8. T. Bloomfield, D.D. F.S.A. Yicar of Bisbrooke, Rutland ; Editor of
the larger Greek Testament, with English Notes ; and Author of the Greek
and English Lexicon to the New Testament, printed uniform with, and in
tended to serve as a Companion to,the present work. 3d Edition, greatly en
larged and considerably improved, 12mo. 10s. 6d. cloth.
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piston?, CJjronoIogt), mti J^lctl>olosQ.
Lempriere's Classical Dictionary, abridged
For Public and Private Schools of both Sexes. By the late E. H. Barker, Tri
nity College, Cambridge. A New Edition, revised and corrected throughout.
By J. Cauvin, M.A. and Ph.D. of the University of Gottingen ; AssistantEditor of " Brande's Dictionary of Science, Literature, and Art." 8vo. 12s. bd.
*/ This is the only edition containing all the most recent improvements and
additions of Professor Authon, and other eminent scholars ; and it is hoped that
it will be distinguished from all other editions of Lempriere, which, though larger
in size, contain a vast quantity of matter not calculated to assist the scholar,
and which has been purposely expunged from this edition : thus diminishing the
expense of the wnrk, without injuring its utility as an elementary school-book.
All indelicacies, both m matter and language, have been carefully avoided.

Blair's Chronological and Historical Tables.
From the Creation to the Present Time : with Additions and Corrections from
the most Authentic Writers ; including the Computation of St. Paul, as con
necting the Period from the Exode to the Temple. Under the superintendence
of Sir Henry Ellis, K.H. Principal Librarian of the British Museum. Imp.
8vo. 31s. 6d. half-bound morocco.

Mangnall's Questions.—the only genuine and complete edition.
Historical and Miscellaneous Questions , for the Use of Young People ; with a
Selection of British and General Biography. By R. Mangnall. New Edi
tion, with the Author's last Corrections and Additions, and other very consi
derable recent Improvements, 12mo. 4s. 6d. bound.
" The most comprehensive book of instruction existing, and to be preferred to
all the others to which it has served as a model."—Quarterly Review.
The only edition with the Author's latest Additions and Improvements, bears
the imprint of Messrs. Longman and Co.

Corner's Sequel to Mangnali's Questions.
Questions on theHistory of Europe: a Sequel to Mangnali's Historical Ques
tions ; comprising Questions on the History of the Nations of Continental
Europe not comprehended in that work. By Julia Cooner. New Edition,
12mo. 5s. bound.

Hort's Pantheon.
The New Pantheon; or, an Introduction to the Mythology of the Ancients, in
Question and Answer : compiled for the Use of Young Persons. To which are
added, an Accentuated Index, Questions for Exercise, and Poetical Illustra
tions of Grecian Mythology, from Homer and Virgil. By W. J. Hort. New
Edition, considerably enlarged by the addition of the Oriental and Northern
Mythology, lsmo. 17 Plates, 5s. Cd. bound.
"Superior to all other juvenile mythologies in form and tendency, and de
cidedly in the pleasure it gives a child."—Quarterly Review.

Hort's Chronology.
An Introduction to the Study of Chronology and Ancient History ; in Question
and Answer. New Edition, lBmo. 4s. bound,

Miiller's Introductory System of Mythology.
Introduction to a Scientific System of Mythology. By C. O. Muller, Author
of " The History and Antiquities of the Doric Race," &c. Translated from
the German by John Leitch. Svo. uniform with " Miiller's Dorians,"
12s. cloth.

Knapp's Universal History.
An Abridgment of Universal History, adapted to the Use of Families and Schools ;
with appropriate Questions at the end of each Section. By the Rev. H. J.
Knapp, M.A . New Edition, with considerable additions, 12mo. 6s. bound.

Bigland's Letters on the Study of Histr*-y.
On the Study and Use of Ancient and Modern History j containing Observations
and Reflections on the Causes and Consequences of those Events which have
produced conspicuous Changes in the aspect of the World, and the general
state of Human Aifairs. By John Biol and. 7th Edition, 1 vol. 12mo.6s.bds.

Keightley's Outlines of History.
Outlines of History, from the Earliest Period. By Thomas Keightley, Esq.
New Edition, corrected and considerably improved, fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth; or
6.'.6d. bound and lettered.
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Sir Walter Scott's History of Scotland.
History of Scotland. By Sir Walter ScoTT,Bart. New Edition, 2 vols. fcp. 8vo.
with Vignette Titles, 13s. cloth.

Cooper's History of England.
The History of England, from the Earliest Period to the Present Time. On a
plan recommended by the Earl of Chesterfield. By the Rev. W. Cooper. 23d
Edition, considerably improved, l&no. 2s. 6d. clut.lt.

Baldwin's History of England.
The History of England, for the use of Schools and Young Persons. By Edward
Baldwin, Esq-, Author of "The History of Rome," &c. A New Edition,
carefully revised and corrected, with Portraits. 12mo 3b. fid. bound.

Valpy's Elements of Mythology.
Elements of Mythology ; or, an Easy History o the Pagan Deities : intended to
enable the young to understand the Ancient Writers of Greece and Rome. By
R. Valpy, D.D. 8th Edition, 12mo. 2h. bound.

Valpy's Poetical Chronology.
Poetical Chronology of Ancient and English History : with Historical and Expla
natory Notes. By R. Valpy, D.D. New Edit. 12rao. 2a. 6d. cloth.

Howlett's Tables of Chronology and Regal Gene
alogies, combined and separate.

By the Rev. J. H. Howlett, M.A.

2d

Edition, 4to. 5s. 6d. cloth.

Riddle's Ecclesiastical Chronology.
Ecclesiastical Chronology : or, Annals of the Christian Church, from its Foun
dation to the Present Time. To which are added, Lists of Councils and of.
Popes, Patriarchs, and Archbishops of Canterbury. By the Rev. J. E. Riddle,
M.A. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

Tate's Continuous History of St. Paul.
The Continuous History of the Labours and Writings of St. Paul , on the basis of
the Acts, with intercalary matter of Sacred Narrative, supplied from the Epistles,
and elucidated in occasional Dissertations: with the HOK.E PAULINA of
Dr. PALEY, in a more correct edition (with occasional notes), subjoined. By
J. Tate, M.A. Canon Residentiary of St Paul's. 6vo. with Map, 13a. cloth

©eometre, 'arithmetic, 3Cantf=5ttrt)caing, fcc.
Scott's Arithmetic and Algebra.
Elements of Arithmetic and Algebra. By W. Scott, Esq. A.M. and F.R.A.S.
Second Mathematical Professor at the Royal Military College, Sandhurst.
Being the First Volume of the Sandhurst Course of Mathematics. 8vo. 16s.
bound.

Narrien's Elements of Euclid.
Elements of Geometry : consisting of the first four, and the sixth, Books of
Euclid, chiefly from the Text of Dr. Robert Sknson ; with the principal
Theorems in Proportion, and a Course of Practical Geometry on the Ground.
Also, Four Tracts relating to Circles, Planes, and Solids ; with one on
Spherical Geometry. By John Narrien, F.It.S. and R.A.S. Professor of
Mathematics, &c. at the Royal Military College, Sandhurst. 8vo. with many
diagrams, 10s. 6d. bound.

Prof. Thomson's Elements of Algebra.
12mo. 5s. cloth.
Crocker's Land Surveying.

[Tide page I.

Crocker's Elements of Land Surveying. New Edition, corrected throughout,
and considerably improved and modernized, by T. G. Bunt, Land- Surveyor.
Bristol. To which are added, Tables of Six-figure Logarithms, superintended
by Richard Farley, of the Nautical Almanac Establishment. Post 8vo. with
Plan of the Manor of North Hill, Somerset, belonging to J. W. Antoni, Esq.,
numerous Diagrams, a Field-book, Plan of part of the City of Bath, &c. 12s. cl.

Illustrations of Practical Mechanics.
By the Rev. H. Moseley, M.A. Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy
in King's College, London. Being the First Volume of Illustrationsof Science,

%oodcuts, 88. cloth.
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Keith on the Globes, and Key.
A New Treatise on the Use of the Globes ; or, a Philosophical View of the Earth
and Heavens : comprehending an Account of the Figure, Magnitude, and
Motion of the Earth : with the Natural Changes of its Surface, caused by
Floods, Earthquakes, &r. : together with the Principles of Meteorology and
Astronomy : with the Theory of Tides, &c. Preceded by an extensive selection
of Astronomical and other Definitions, Sec. Sec. By Thomas Keith. Mew
Edit, considerably improved, by J, Rowbotham, F.R.A.S. and "W. H. Prior.
12mo. with 7 Plates, 6s. 6d. bound.
In this edition are introduced many new questions relating to the positions of the
Sun, Moon, and Planets, for the years 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, and 1843, respectively.
*.* The only oesitne edition, with the Author's latest Additions and Improve
ments, bears the imprint of Messrs. Longman and Co.
Key, by Prior, revised by J . Rowbotham, 12mo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

Keith's Geometry.
The Elements of Plane Geometry ; containing the First Six Books of Euclid, from
the Text of Dr. Simson : with Notes, Critical and Explanatory. To which are
added. Book VII. including several important Propositions which are not in
Euclid ; together with the Quadrature of the Circle7the Lune of Hippocrates,
the Maxima and Minima of Geometrical Quantities : and Book Till, consisting
of Practical Geometry ; also, Book IX. Of Planes and their Intersections ; and
Book X. Of the Geometry of Solids. By Thomas Keith. 4th Edition, cor
rected byS. Maynahd, 8vo. 10s. 6d. boards.

Keith's Trigonometry.
An Introduction to the Theory'and Practice of Plane and Spherical Trigonometry,
and the Stereograpbic Projection of the Sphere, including the Theory of Navi5ation ; comprehending a variety of Rules, Formulae, &c. with their Practical
pplications to the Mensuration of Heights and Distances, to determine the
Latitude by two Altitudes of the Sun, the Longitude by the Lunar Observations,
and to other important Problems on the Sphere ; and on Nautical Astronomy.
By Thomas Keith. 7th Edition, corrected by S. Mat»a»d,8yo. 14s. cloth.

Farley's Six-Figure Logarithms.
Tables of Six-figure Logarithms ; containing the Logarithms of Numbers from
1 to 10(000, and of Sines and Tangents for every Minute of the Quadrant and
every Six Seconds of the first Two Degrees : with a Table of Constants, and
Formulae for the Solution of Plane andspherical Triangles. Superintended by
Richard Farley, of the Nautical Almanac Establishment PostSvo. lunenumerated,) 4s. 6d. cloth.

Taylor's Arithmetic, and Key.
The Arithmetician's Guide ; or, a complete Exercise Book : for Pnblic Schools
and Private Teachers. By W. Tailor. New Edition, 12mo. 2s. 8d. bound.
Key to the same. By W. H. White, of the Commercial and Mathematical
School, Bedford. 12mo. 4s. bound.

Molineux's Arithmetic, and Key.
An Introduction to Practical Arithmetic ; in Two Parta : with various Notes, and
occasional Directions for the use of Learners. By T. Molinecx, many years
Teacher of Accounts and the Mathematics in Macclesfield. In Two Parts.
Part 1, New Edition, 12mo. 2s. 6d. bound.—Part 2, 6th Edit. 12mo. 2s. 6d. bd.
Key to Part 1, 6d.—Key to Part 2, 6d.

Hall's Key to Molineux's Arithmetic.
A Key to the First Part of Molineux's Practical Arithmetic ; containing Solu
tions of all the Questions at full length, with Answers. By Joseph Hall,
Teacher of Mathamatics. 12mo. 3s. bound.

Simson's Euclid.
The Elements of Euclid : viz. the First Six Books, together with the Eleventh
and Twelfth ; alBo the Book of Euclid's Data. By Robert Simson, M.D.
Emeritus Professor of Mathematics in the University of Glasgow To which
are added, the Elements of Plane and Spherical Trigonometry; and a Treatise
on the Construction of Trigonometical Canon : also, a concise Account of
Logarithms. By the Rev. A. Robertson, D.D. F.R.S. Savilian Professor of
Astronomy in the University of Oxford. 25th Edition, carefully revised and
corrected by S. Matnard, 8vo. 9s. bound.—Also.
The Element* of Euclid : vii. the First Six Books, together with the Eleventh and
Twelfth. Printed, with a few variations and additional references, from the
Text of Dr. Simson. New Edition, carefully corrected by S. Maynard, ISmo.
5s. bound.—Also,
The same work, edited, in the Symbolical form,by R.Blaxj5Lock,M. A. late Fellow
and Assistant- Tutor of Catherine Hall, Cambridge. New Edit 18mo. 6s. cloth.
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Joyce's Arithmetic, and Key.
A System of Practical Arithmetic, applicable to the present state of Trade and
Honey Transactions : illustrated by numerous Examples under each Rule. By
the Rev. J. Joyce. New Edition, corrected and improved by S. Maynard.
12mo. 3s. bound.
Key; containing Solutions and Answers to all the Questions in the work. To
which are added, Appendices, shewing the Method of making Mental Calcula
tions, and a New Mode of Setting Sums in the Early Rules of Arithmetic. New
Edition, corrected and enlarged by S. Maynard, lSmo. 3s. bound.

Morrison's Book-Keeping, and Forms.
The Elements of Book-keeping, by Single and Double Entry ; comprising several
Sets of Books, arranged according to Present Practice, and designed for the use
of Schools. To which is annexed, an Introduction to Merchants' Accounts,
illustrated with Forms and Examples. By James Morrison, Accountant.
New Edition, considerably improved, 8vo. 8s. half-bound.
Seta of Blank Books, ruled to correspond with the Four Sets contained in the
above work : Set A, Single Entry, 3s. ; Set B, Double Entry, 9s. ; Set C, Com
mission Trade, 12s. ; Set D, Partnership Concerns, 4s. 6d.

Morrison's Commercial Arithmetic, and Key.
A Concise System of Commercial Arithmetic. By J. Morrison, Accountant.
New Edition, revised and improved, 12mo. 4s. 6d, bound.
Key. 2d Edition, 12mo. 6s. bound.

Nesbit's Mensuration, and Key.
A Treatise on Practical Mensuration : containing the most approved Methods of
drawing Geometrical Figures; Mensuration of Superficies; Land Surveying;
Mensuration of Solids ; the Use of the Carpenter's Rule ; Timber Measure, in
which is shewn the method of Measuring and Valuing Standing Timber ; Arti
ficers' Works, illustrated by the Dimensions and Contents of a House ; a Dic
tionary of the Terms used in Architecture, &c. By A. Nesbit. 12th Edition,
corrected and greatly improved, with nearly 700 Practical Examples, and nearly
300 Woodcuts, 12mo. 6s. bound.—Key, 7th Edition, 12mo. 5s. bound.

Nesbit's Land Surveying.

.

A Complete Treatise on Practical Land Surveying. By A. Nesbit. 7thEdition,
greatly enlarged, 1 vol. 8vo, illustrated with 100 Woodcuts, 12 Copperplates,
and an engraved Field-book, (sewed,) 12s. boards.
%

Nesbit's Arithmetic, and Key.
A Treatise on Practical Arithmetic. By A. Nesbit. 3d Edition, 12mo 5s. bd.
A Key to the same. 12mo. 5s. bound.

Balmain's Lessons on Chemistry.
Lessons on Chemistry ; for the une of Pupils in Schools, Junior Students in the
Universities, and Readers who wish to learn the fundamental Principles and
leading Facts. With Questions for Examination, a Glossary of Chemical
Terms, and an Index. By William H. Balmain. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

Mrs. Lee's Natural History for Schools.
12mo. 7s, 6d. bound.

[Vide page 1.

aotorus for Young people, 60 Jjte. Jfttaut.
Lessons on Animals, Vegetables, and Minerals.
ISmo. 2s. cloth.
Conversations on the History of England.
For the Use of Children. 2d Edition, with additions, continuing the History
to the Reign of George III. 18mo. 5s. cloth.
"„■ The Second Part, continuing the history from Henry VII. to George III.
separately, Is. 6d. sewed.

Mary's Grammar:
Interspersed with Stories, and intended for the use of Children. 6th Edition,
revised and enlarged, 18mo. 3s. 6d. half-bound.
" A sound and simple work for the earliest ages."—Quarterly Review.

The Game of Grammar :
With a Book of Conversations (fcp. 8vo.) shewing the Rules of the Game,
and affording Examples of the manner of playing at it. In a varnished !>ox, or
done up as a postSvo. volume in cloth, 8a.
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Mrs. Marcet's Works— continued.
Conversations on Language, for Children.
Fcp. 8ro. 4s. (id. cloth.
Willy's Stories for Young Children :
Containing The House- Building—The Three Pits (The Chalk Pit, The Coal Pit,
and The Gravel Pit)—and The Land without Laws. 3d Edit. IStno. 2b. half-bd.

Willy's Holidays :
Or, Conversations on different Kinds of Governments: intended for Young
Children. ltroo, 2s. half-bound.

The Seasons :
Stories for very Young Children. New Editions, 4 vols.—Vol. 1, Winter, 3d
Edition; Vol.' 2, Sprinc, 3d Edition; Vol. 3, Summer, 3d Edition; Vol. 4,
Autumn, 3d Edition. 2s. each,half-bound.

&cograp?)r> antt Atlases.
Butler's Ancient and Modern Geography.
A Sketch of Ancient and Modern Geography. By Samuel Butler, D,D. late
Bishop of Lichfield, formerly Head Master of Shrewsbury School. New Edition,
revised by his Son, 8vo. 9s. boards ; bound in roan, 10s.

Butler's Ancient and Modern Atlases.
An Atlas of Modern Geography; consisting of Twenty-three Coloured Maps, from
a new set of plates, corrected, with a complete Index. By the late Dr. Bdtler.
8to. 13s. halt-bound.—By the same Author,
An Atlas of Ancient Geography; consisting of Twenty-two Coloured Maps, Mith
a complete Accentuated Index. 8vo. 12s. half-bound.
A General Atlas of Ancient and Modern Geography ; consisting of Forty-fire
coloured Maps, and Indices. 4to. 24s. half-bound.
*." The Latitude and Longitude are given in the Indices.
The Plates of the present new edition have been re-engraved, with correction*
from the government surveys and the most recent sources of information.
Edited by the Author's Son.

Abridgment of Butler's Geography.
An Abridgment of Bishop Butler's Modern and Ancient Geography : arranged in
the form of Question and Answer, for the use of Beginners. By Mart
Cunningham. 3d Edition, fcp. 8vo. 2s. cloth.

Butler's Geographical Copy-Books.
Outline Geographical Copy-Books, Ancient and Modern : with the Lines of Lati
tude and Longitude only, for the Pupil to fill up, and designed to accompany
the above. 4to. each 4s. ; or together, Bewed, 7s. (id.

Goldsmith's Popular Geography.
Geography on a Popular Plan. New Edit, including Extracts from recent Voyages
and Travels, with Engravings, Maps> &c. By Rev. J. Goldsmith. 12mo.I4s.bd,

Bowling's Introduction to Goldsmith's Geography.
Introduction to Goldsmith's Grammar of Geography : for the use of Junior Pupils.
By J. Dowlino, Master of Woodstock Boarding School. New Edit. lt*mo. 9d. sd.
By the same Author,
Five Hundred Questions on the Maps of Europe, Asia, Africa, North and South
America, and the British Isles; principally from the Maps in Goldsmith's
Grammar of Geography. New Edition, 18mo. 8d.—Kzt, 9d.

Goldsmith's Geography Improved.
Grammar of General Geography; hein" an Introduction and Companion to the
larger Work of the Bame Author. By the Rev. J, Goldsmith. New Edition,
improved. Revised throughout and corrected by Hugh Murray, Esq. With
Views, Maps, &c. Itmo. 3s. 6d. bound.— Key, Gd. sewed.

Mangnall's Geography.
A Compendium of Geography; with Geographic Exercises : for the use of Schools,
Private Families, &c. By R. Mangnall. 4th Edition, completely corrected
to the Present Time, 12mo. 7s. 6d. bound.

Hartley's Geography, and Outlines.
Geography for Youth. By the Rev. J. Hartlet, New Edit, (the 8th), containing
the latest Changes. 12mo. 4s. 6d. bound.—By the same Author,
Outlines of Geography : the First Course for Children. New Edit. I8mo. 9d.sd.
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Stye JFrencf) ICanguagt.
Hamel's French Grammar and Exercises, by Lambert.
Hamel's French Grammar and Exercises. A New Edition, in one volume.
Carefully corrected, greatly improved, enlarged, and arranged, in conformity
with the Inst edition (IKlft) of the Dictionary of the French Academy, and in
conformity with the last edition of tha French Grammar of the University
r of France. By N. Lambert. 12mo.- 5s. 6d. hound.
Key, 4b. bound.

Hamel's French Grammar.
A New Universal French Grammar ; being an accurate System of French Acci
dence and Syntax. By N. Hamel New Edit, greatly improved, 12mo. 4s. bd.

Hamel's French Exercises, Key, and Questions.
French Grammatical Exercises. By N. Hamel. New Edition, carefully revised
and greatly improved, I'Jmo. 4s. bound.
Key, 12mo. 3s. bound .--Questions, with Key, 9J. sewed.

Hamel's World in Miniature.
The World in Miniature; containing a faithful Account of the Situation, Extent,
Productions, Government, Population, Manners, Curiosities, Sec. of the different
Countries of the World : for Translation into French. By N, Hamel. New
Edition, corrected and brought down to the present time, 12mo. 4s. 6d. bd.

Tardy's French Dictionary.
An Explanatory Pronouncing Dictionary of the French Language, in French and
English ; wherein the exact Sound of every Syllable is distinctly marked, accord
ing to the method adopted by Mr. Walker, in his Pronouncing Dictionary, To
which are prefixed, the Principles of the French Pronunciation , Prefatory
Directions for using the Spelling representative of every Sound : and the Con
jugation of the Verbs, Regular, Irregular, and Defective, with their true
Pronunciation. By the Abbe" Tardy, late Master of Arts in the University of
Paris. New Edit, carefully revised, 1 vol. 12mo. 6s. bound.

CEnglisf) Grammars, BeaUing ISoofes, fcc.
Mrs. Felix Summerly's Mother's Primer.
[Vide page 1.
Square fcp. 8vo. Is. sewed.
The Rev. J. PycrofVs Course of English Reading.
I2mo. 6s. 6d. cloth.
[Vide page 1.
Maunder's Universal Class-Book :
A New Series of Reading Lessons (original and selected) for Every Day in the
Year : each Lesson recording some important Event in General History, Bio
graphy, &c. which happened on the day of the month under which it is placed ;
or detailing, in familiar lantruaee, interesting facts in Science j also, a variety
of Descriptive and Narrative Pieces, interspersed with Poetical Gleanings :
Questions for Examination being appended to each day's Lesson, and the
whole carefully adapted to practical Tuition. By Samuel Maunder, Author
of " The Treasury of Knowledge," &c. 2d Edition, revised, 12mo. 5s. bound.

Lindley Murray's "Works.
' The only Genuine Editions, with the Author's last Corrections.
9. Key to Exercises, 12mo. 2s. bd.
1. First Book for Children, 24th edition,
10. Exercises and Key, 48th and 25th
18mo. 6d.sd.
editions, in 1 vol. 3s. 6d. bound.
2 English Spelling -Book, 46th edition,
11. Introduction au Lecteur Francois,
18mo. 18d. bd .
3. Introduction to the English Reader,
6th edition, 12mo. 3s. 6d. bound.
32d edit. 12mo. 2s. 6d. bd.
12. Lecteur Francois, 6th edit. 12mo.
4. The English Reader, 24th edit. I2mo.
5s. bound.
13. Library Edition of Grammar, Exer
3s. 6a. bd.
5. Sequel to ditto, 7th edit. 12mo. 4s. 6d.
cises, and Key, 7th edit. 2 vols.
8vo.21s. bds.
bound.
14. First Lessons in English -Grammar,
6. English Grammar, 51st edit. 12mo.
New edit, revised and enlarged,
3s. 6d. bd.
Ditto abridged, 121st edit. 18roo. ls.bd.
18mo. 'Jd.bd.
7. Enlarged Edit, of Murray's Abridged
15. Grammatical Questions, adapted to
the Grammar of Lindley Murray :
English Grammar, by Dr. Giles.
with
Notes. By C Bhadley,
IRmo. Is. 6d. cloth.
A.M. 8th Edit, improved, 12mo.
8. English Exercises, 4Mb edit 12mo.
2s. Gd. bd.
2s. bound.
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Mayor's Spelling Book.
The English Spelling-Book ; accompanied by a Progressive Seriet of easy and
familiar Lessons: intended as an Introduction to the Reading and Spelling of
the English Language. By Dr. Mayor. 451st Edition, with various revisions
and improvements of Dr. Mavor, legally conveyed to them by his assignment,
with Frontispiece by Stothard, and 44 beautiful Wood Engravings, designed
expressly for the work, by Harvey. The whole printed in an entirely new type,
12mo. Is. 6d. bound.
•»• The only Genuine Edition, with the Author's litest Additions and Improve
ments, bears the imprint of Messrs. Longman and Co.

Carpenter's Spelling-Book.
The Scholar's Spelling Assistant; wherein the Words are arranged according to
their principles of Accentuation. By T. Carpenter- New Edition, corrected
throughout, 12mo. Is. 6d. bound.
NOTICE.—The only Genuine and Complete Edition of Carpenter's Spelling is
published by Messrs. Longman and Co. and Messrs. Whittaker and Co. Any
person selling any other edition than the above is liable to action at law, and on
discovery will be immediately proceeded against, the whole book being copyright.

Blair's Class-Book.
The Class-Book ; or, 365 Reading Lessons : for Schools of either sex ; every lesson
having a clearly-defined object, and teaching some principle of Science or
Morality, or some important Truth. By the Rev. D. Blair, New Edition,
12mo. 5s. bound.

Blair's Reading Exercises.
Reading Exercises for Schools ; being a Sequel to Mavor's Spelling, and an Intro
duction to the Class-Book. By the Rev. D. Blair. New Edition, corrected,
12mo. 2s. bound.

Smart's English Grammar, and Accidence.
The Accidence and Principles of English Grammar,
4s. cloth.
The Accidence separately, Is. sewed in cloth.

By B. H. Smart. 12mo.

Smart's Practice of Elocution.
The Practice of Elocution ; or, a Course of Exercises for acquiring the several
requisites of a good Delivery. By H. B. Smart. 4th Edition, augmented,
particularly by a Chapter on Impassioned Reading Qualified by Taste, with
Exercises adapted to a Chronological Outline of English Poetry. 12mo. 5s. cl.

Graham's Art of English Composition.
English ; or, The Art of Composition explained in a series of Instructions and
Examples. By G. F. Graham. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. cloth.
" Among the many treatises on the art of composition^ we know of none so
admirably adapted for the purpose at which it aims as this. The introductory
remarks are excellent, especially those on the study of languages ; the airangement is natural throughout; the examples are simple ; and the variety so great,
that the teacher can never be at a loss for a new subject."—Atlas.

Graham's Helps to English Grammar.
Helps to English Grammar; or, Easy Exercises for Young Children. Illustrated
by Engravings on Wood. By G. F. Graham, Author of " English ; or, the
Art of Composition." 12mo. 3s. cloth.
" Mr. Graham's * Helps to English Grammar * will be found a good elementary
book ; and the numerous engravings which it contains must render it extremely
attractive to the ' Young Children' for whose use these ' Easy Exercises are de
signed. The arrow, which is for the first time adopted in a work of this sort, to
illustrate the connection, by action or motion, between persons and things, is a
happy idea."—John Bull.

Bullar's Questions on the Scriptures.
Questions on the Holy Scriptures, to be answered in Writing, as Exercises At
School, or in the course of Private Instruction. By John Bullar. New Edit.
18mo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

Aikin's Poetry for Children.
Poetry for Children ; consisting of Selections of easy and interesting Pieces from
thebestPoets, interspersed with Original Pieces. By Miss AlKiN. New Edit,
considerably improved, 18mo. with Frontispiece, 2s. cloth.
Wilson and Ogilvy, Skinner Street, Snowhill, London.

